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INTRODUCTION 

APPOINTMENT AND PROCEDURE OF THE CoMMISSION 

1. Appointment ·of the 
3. Terms of ·Reference. 
6. Tour of Universities. 

Commission. 2. l'l'lemhers of the Commission. 
4. Proced11re of Work. o. Irumguration. 

7. General Observations. 

I. Appointment of the.Commission.-We the members of the 
Commission &ppointed by the Gov..ernment of India " to report on 
Indian University Education and suggest improvements and exten
siolll! that may be desirable to suit present and future requirements 
of the country" have the ~onour to .submit our Report. We are 
gratefulfor the oppbrtuuity .w4.kh we mre given to survey the 
, work of the universities, to asses~ their 'conJ;ribution to the educa
tional progress of the nation, to appraise file value. of their 
objectives and· achieve~nt!> and to examjn~ their' structure and 
functions in view of the great changes thAt ha'ill occurred in the 
political, economic and social life of the country in reoont year,.. . .... ~ -

• • • • • 
2. JI,J embers of tlw Qommission:-The &cope of o'ur eruiuiry is set 

forth in the resolution of the Government oflndia, l\1inilltry of Educa
tion, No. 55-5/47-D/3, dated the 4th November 1948. -The following were appointed meilJ,bers of the Coiillllillsion :-

1. Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, M.A., D. Litt., LL.D., F.B . .A., 
Spalding Professor of Eastern Religions and Ethics at the 
U niversit.y of Oxford. (Chairman) 

2. Dr. Tara Chand, l\tA., D. Phil. (Oxon), Secretary and 
Educational .Adviser t<> the Government of India. 

3. Dr: (now Sir) James F. Duff, li'LA., (Cantab), M. Ed. (Man
chester), LL.D. (Aberde.en), Vice-Chancellor, Univer-
sity of Durham. . .... 

4. Dr. Znkir Hussain, 1\I.A., Ph.D., D. Litt., JamiaMillia 
Islamia, Ddbi-(now Vice-Chancellor, l\Iuslim University, 
.Aiignrh). • 

5. Dr. Arthur E. l\Iorl'an, D.Sc., D. Eng., LL.D., Former 
Pn•sident, Antioch Coll!•ge, First Chairman, Tennessee 
Valley Authority, President, Community Service Inc. 

6. Dr. A. Lnkshmanaswami Mudaliar, D.Sc., LL.D., D.C.L., 
F.R.C.O.G., F.A.C.S., Vice-Chancellor, University of 
Ill adms. -
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7. Dr. Meghnad Saha, D.Sc., F.R.S., PalitProfes8o:r of Physics; 
Dean, Faculty of Science; and President, P~G:raduate 
Council of Science, University of Calcutta. 

8. Dr. Ka:rm NarayanBahl, D.Sc., (Panj.); D. Phil. and D. Sc. 
(Oxon), Professor of Zoology, University of Lucknow. 

9. Dr. John J. Tigert, M.A. (Oxon.) LL.D., Ed. D., D.C.L., 
D. Litt., L.H.D., formerly Commissioner of Education 
of the United States, and President Emeritus of the 
University of Florida. · 

10. Shri Nirmal Kumar Sidhanta, M.A. (Cantab.), Professor 
of English and Dean, Faculty of Arts, University of 
Lucknow. (Secretary). • · 

3. Terms of Reference.-The terms ofrefe~nce of the Commis~ 
sion were to consider and make recommendations in regard to :-

(i) The aims· and objects of ulrivefsitY education and 
. · research in India. 
(ii) T\le changes'considered necessary and desirable in the 

constitution, Control, functions and jurisdiction of uni
verSities in India and theii: relations with Governments, 
Central and Provincial. 

(iii} The Finance of universities. . 
(iv) The maintenance of the highest standards of teaching and 

examination in the universities and colleges under their 
control. ~ · 

(v) The courses of study ·in the universities with special re
ference to the maintenance of a sound balance between 
the Humanities and the Sciences and between pure science 
and technological training and the duration of such cour-
ses.,-_ 

{tn) 'The standards of admission to university courses of study 
with reference to the desirability of an independent 
university entrance examination and the avoidance of 
unfair discriminations which militate against Fundamen
tal Right 23 {2). 

(vii) The medium of instruction in the universities. 

(viii) The provision for advanced study in Indian culture, 
history, literatures, languages, philosophy and fine arts. 

(ix) The need for more universities on a regiolll).l or other 
, . basis. 
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(x) The organisation of advanced research in all branches of 
knowledge in the universitie~ and lnstitutes of higher 
research in a well co-ordinated fashion avoiding waste of 
effort and resources. 

(xi) Religious instruction in the universities. 
(:rii) The special problems of the- Banaras Hindu University, 

the Aligarh Muslim University, the Delhi University 
and other institutions of an all-India character. 

(xiii) The qualifications, conditions of service, salaries, pri
vileges and functions of teachers and the encouragement. 
of original research by teachers. 

• (xiv) The discipline of students, hostels and the organisation 
of tutorial work and any other matter which is germane 
and essential to a complete and comprehensive enquiry 
into all aspects of university education and advanced 
research in India. 

4. ProcedureofWork.-Wewere anxious to receive the help of 
those who had experience of university education or had shown in
terest in its problems. A comprehensive questionnaire Wil.B circula
ted to the members of the Constituent Assembly, Premiers and 
Ministers of Education in the Provinces and States, Vice-Chancellors 
of universities, Directors of Public Instruction, Heads of Colleges 
and Heads of Departments in universities, educationists, publicists 
and other prominent men throughout the country. In all about 
2,900 copies of the questionnaire were sent out. 

Corresponp_ents were invited to subri:rit answers on those aspects 
of the university problem in which they were specially interested. 
About 600 replies were received from the people addressed. The very 
full and varied answers received in response to our enquiry provide 
an interesting survey of the present conditions of university educa
tion. We are grateful to our witnessesand correspondentsfortheir 
most helpful co-operation. The Questionnaire and summaries of 
written memoranda and of evidence are submitted in a separate 
volume. The publication in exl.en.so of the memoranda and evi
dence would have required several volumes and might not have added 
appreciably to the value ofthe present abridged account. They are, 
however, sent to the Ministry of Education for purposes of record. 

We also obtained from the colleges and institutions of the uni
versitil's statistic.al and other information of importance for the con
sideration of our problem, relating to the number of students, resi
dential accommodation, salaries of teachers, security of tenure, 
age of retirement, published contributions by the teachers, number ... 
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of working days etc. . We wish to express our thanks to the Vice
Chancellors, Directors of Public Instruction, Registrars, Heads of 
Colleges, and others for their great courtesy in helping us with thi& 
information. ' 

Our recommendations are largely based on the valuable evidence 
and the 00nstnrctivesuggestionswehave received. We have endea
voured to interpret the hopes and ambitions of university men and 
women and tried to.give form to their aspirations and ideals. 

5. Inauguration.-The Commission held its first meeting in 
New Delhi on 6th December, 1948, when the Hon'ble Maulana 
Abul Kalam Azad, Minister for Education, Government of India, 
addressed the meeting and explained to us Government's intentions 
in regard to the purpose and scope of the inquiry. • 

6. Tour of Universities.-After preliminary discussionS. the mem
bers of the Commission visited the different university centres as 
follows :-

l!Jth to 15th Decemh"', 1948 .. Delhi University, Delhi. 
19th December 1948 to 2wf 

January, 1949 . . . . Uadras University, Madras. 
3rd !O 7th January, 1949 •. O•manio. University, Hyderabad (Dn.). 
8t.~ to 11th January, 1949 .. Nagpur University, Nagpur. 
12th to 19th January, 1949 .• Co.lcutta Uni,ersity, Calcutta (and 

Vi•wat.lmrati, Shanti-Nikatan). 
20th to 23r<f,.January, 1949 Allahabad University, Allahabad. 
24th to 29th January, 194.9 .• Lucknow UnivPrsity, Lnckn<'w. 
30th J mltta,.,J to 2nd 

February, 1949 . . . • 1\'luslini Univer>1ity, Alignrh., 
.9t!• to 14th February, 1949 .• Calcutta University, Cad~utta. 
l5th to 17th February, 1949 .• Gauhati University, Gauhati. 
18tk to 20th. Februa,.,J, 1949 .. Patna University, Patno.. 
21st to 2-5th February, 1949 ... Hindu University, Banara~. 
26th to 28th Fe~~ry, 1949 .. Agra: Univmity, Ag:ra. 
1st to 4th .lJ!arck, 1949 .. Rajputana University, Jaipur. 
5th to 6th March, 194.9 • • Ahmedabad. 
6th to 12th March, 1949 ._. Bombay University, Bomba). 
14th to 1'ltk March, 1949 •• Utkal University, Cutt.ack. 
18th to 20th 11Jarch, 1949. . . Andhra iJni>"crsity, Walt.air. 
22nd to 24th M~rck, 1949 •• Annamalai Universit.y, Annamhlninagar. 
26tl• to 2'1tk Marek; 1949 · .. Madras University, Madras. 
29tk to 31st March, 1949 .. Travancore University, Trivanrlrum. 
1st to 2nd April, 1949 .. Mysore Univ~rsity, Bangalore. 
3-r~l to 6th April, 1949 • .. Mysore University, Mysore. 
6tl1 to 7th April.1949 .• Mysore Univ•r•ity, Bangalrore. 



llt/1 to 12tk April,1949 
13th April, 1949 
29th to 30th Apn!, 1949 
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.. Saugor University, Saugor. 

. . J amia Millia Islamia, Delhi. 

5 

.. East Panjab University, Solan (Simla 
Hills). 

15th to 16th July, 1949 .. Baroda OniverRity, Baroda. 
17thto19tkJuly,1949 .. Poona Univer•ity, l'ooM. 

The names of the universities and the colleges visited and the 
persons interviewed are found in Appendix ' A '. 

Thus we were able to obtain a "greatdealofdirectknowledge of 
the working of the universities and colleges. Within the limited 
time at our disposal, it was not possible for us to visit all the insti
j;utions and colleges which we would have wished to, but in the 
centres which we visited, we had ·discussions with the ~finisters of 
Education, Vice-Chancellors, Members of the Syndicate (or Executive 
Council), leaders of public opinion, Principals and Professors and 
other members of the Staff, met them in small groups and heard 
their representatives. In many places we met the representatives 
of the students and acquainted ourselves with their points of 
view. We are indebted to them all for their very helpful attitude. 

We are sensible of the inconvenience we caused by our visits to 
the university authorities and other generous hosts who looked 
after our comforts wherever we went. We gratefully acknowledge 
not only the generous hospitality but the enthusiastic co-operation 
"e received from individuals, organisations and agencies, official 
nnd non-official. When we are indebted to so many, it will be 
invidious to mention names but we cannot refrain from mentioning the 
grucious hospitnlity extendl'd to us in Government House, Lucknow 
by Shrimati Sarojini Naidu immediately before her fatal illness. 
. 7. General Obsert'tltiom.-We were everywhere struck by a deep 
general awareness of the in1portance of higher education for national 
welfare and an uneasy sense of the inadequacyof the present 
pnttt•rn. While it is generally recognized that the universities should 
provide the best teaching over the entire field ofknowledge of which 
tts own resources may permit, that they should offer this teaching to 
the wi<lest run~e of students irrespective of class, sex, caste or reli~ 
gion, t hut tl•ey should ext~nd by original inquiry the frontiers oflearn
ing und, above all, mould and shape students not merely by the train
in~ of the inMlect but by the disciplining of t.be spirit, university 
men nnd women Wt're aware of serious shortcomings in the function
ing of the univt>rsitil's in regard to these matters. The wonder is 
not that the uniwrsities have fallen short in many respects, but that 
they have achieved some nwasure of success in several directions. 
Uut this is no cause for complacl'ncy. The marked qeteriorotion of 
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' 
standards in teaching and examinations and increasing dissatis-
faction with the conduct of university administration and elections 
to university authorities are matters of great concern. The 
universities as the makers. of the future cannot persist in the old 
patterns, nowever valid they may have been in their own day. 
With the increasing complexity of society and its shifting pattern, 
universities have to change their objectives and methods, if they are 
to function effectively in our national life. A policy of drift in 
the vague hope that, if the universities are granted full autonomy and 
are permitted to pursuetheir own·ends with intelligence and ima
gination, higher education will take care of itself, will be dangerous. 
Automatic and spontaneous adjustment will not take us to the future 
we want. We must develop a comprehensive positive policy within 
the limits of which there should be ample scope for pioneering and 
experimentation. 

It is to the formulation of such a policy that we addressed our
selves after we reached Simla in the third week of April. We had to 
consi(ler the evidence that we obtained in reply to the questionnaire, 
discuss questions of principle involved in university re-organisation, 
and set forth the best methods for implementing necessary changes 
in the present circumstances. The results of our survey are embodied 
in the Report. · 

The Commission is indebted to the members of its staff for the 
loyal and intelligmt way in which they have served the Commis· 
sion. · . 
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I.-Higher Education up to 1857. 
1. Universities in 4ncient Iooia.-The universities of modern 

India owe very little to our ancient or mediaeval centres of learning 
but one must not forget the existence of such centres since very 
early times; The parishqds or assemblies of Brahmans learned 
in the Vedas and Dharma Siitras probably attracted a number of 
students desirous of acquiring knowledge like Svetaketu in the 
Chiindogya Upanishad. Later th('lre grew up well orgal)ised 
ct>ntres of learning of which the most famous were Taksasili and 
Niilanda. One of the Jiitakas relates the story of the sixteen year-old 
son of the King of Banaras who went to distant Taksasila with a 
thousand pieces of gold, the fee for his teacher who was to take him 
through the various branches oflearning. The curriculum at Taksasila 
appt>.ara to have included the Vedas and the Vcdangas as also the 
e1ghtet>n arta which comprised of medicine and surgery,astronomy and 
astrology, agricultureandaccountancy,archery and snake charming. 
Students at Niilanda often spent as many as twelve years studying 
the V t>dasand tl1e Upanishad~. the works of .Maha vana Buddhism and 
Joinism, the systt>ms of philosophy and logic. Niilanda was a Bud
dhist centre but the atmosphere and work of the institution appear to 
have been very similar to those of the Hindu ct>ntre.s, with a close 
relationship of the teacher and pupil, with individual instruction 

•l 
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diversified by public discussions. '.Faksasila probably flourished 
as an educational centre till the fifth century A.D. while Nalanda was 
destroyed towards the close of the twelfth century. Vallabhiin Kathia
wad and Kanchi in the south were great centres of learning about 
the same time as Nalanda. Of Vikramasila and Odantapuri in Bihar 
we know much less, but Nadia in Bengal continues its traditions 
down to the present day. Here the students specialised in logic, 
but law and grammar were also studied. · 

2. Mediaeval Universities.-While some of those Hindu centres of 
learning in the East and the South continued their work throughout 
the middle ages, the Mohamedan rulers encouraged the est11blisbment 
of colleges (madrasahs) at places like Lahore, Delhi, Rampur, 
Lucknow, Allahabad, Jaunpur, Ajmer ·and Bidar. Sher Shah who 
later became emperor was a student at Jaunpur, and among the 
subjects he studied there were history and philosophy, Arabic and 
Persian literature. The curriculum of these colleges paralleled the 
trivium and quadrivium of the European institutions and included 
grammar, rhetoric, logic and law, geometry and astronomy, natural 
philosophy, metaphysics and theology while poetry was a source of 
pleasure to all. Most of the importsnt institutions attempted to 
specialize in one or more branches of knowledge as Rampur did in 
logic and medicine, Lucknow in theology and Lahore in astronomy 
and mathematics. The medium of instruction was mainly Arabic 
and there were many famous scholars in· Arabic, teaching in the 
institutions of higher learning. While most of these institutions 
have disappeared, some still carry Qn the traditions of the old 
Madrasahs. 

3. &irish Period : Calcutta Madrasak and Banaras Sanskric 
College.-When Muslim rulers were replaced by the British, the · 
latter felt the need of doing something for the education of the people 
and one of the noteworthy acts of Warren Hastings, the first Go\·er
nor-General, was to establish the "Calcutta Madrasah which was in-. 
t~nded " to qualify the sons of · Mahomedan gentlemen for responsi
ble and lucrative officps in the State " and the course of studiE-s fol
lowed the traditional pattern. embracing theology, logic, rbft~ric, 
gra~mar, law, natural philosophy, astronomy, geometry und ant~
metiC. A few years later John Owen, Chaplain to thE> Bengal Presi
dency, requestoo the Government to establish school~ for the purpose 
of teaching English " to the natives of these prcvincPs ". The 
administrators do not seem to have paid much attention to this and 
when the next important educational institution was eatsblished a few 
years later at Banaras, it was "for the preservation and cultivation 
of the Laws, Vterature and Religion of the nation, to accomplish the 
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same purpose for the Hindus as the l\1adrasah for the llahomedans 
and speCially to supply qualified Hindu assistants to European 
Judges". 

4. Parliament Debate of 1793.-In 1792-93 when the House of 
Commons debated the renewal of the East India Company's Char
ter, Wilberforce, the leader of the evangelical party carried a resolu
tion emphasizing the adoption of such steps as would lead to the ad
vancement in useful knowledge of the inhabitants of British India 
and moved that in order to attain this object the Court of Directors 
should be commissioned to send out from time to time schoolmasters 
and missionaries. Wilberforce's move W&l'l vigorously opposed by 
people who urged that the Hindus had" as good a sy~tem of faith 
and morals as most people " and that it would be madness to give 
them any kind of learning other than what they possessed. One of 
the Directors is further reported t!> have observed that "they had 
j uRt lo~<t America from their folly in having allowed the establishment 
of schools and colleges and it would not do for tht>m to repeat the 
sumc act of folly in rep-ard to India ". 

5. Grant's Memorandum.-A few years later Charles Grant who 
was one of the Directors of the East India Company submitted to 
the Company a memorandum in which he lamented the.low moral 
condition of the people oflndia and exhorted the Com~ny to im
prove it·by imparting to them a knowledge oftheEnghsh language 
to serve as" a key which will open to them a world of new ideas". 
He referred to what had been done by the Muslimrulersemploying 
the Persian language and teaching their subjects to use it. To quote 
his words : " It would be extremely easy for Government to estab
lish, at moderate expense, in various parts of Provinces, places of 
gratuitous instruction in reading and writing Engli.'lh, multitudes, 
especially of the young, would flock to them; and the easy books used 
in teaching, might at t.he same time convey obvious truths on differ-
ent subjt>ets ........ The Hindus would, in time, become teachers of 
En!-llil!h themselves ; and the employment of our language in public 
bu~mt•ss, for which every political rea8(ln remains in full forct>, would, 
in the course of another generation, make it very general throughout 
the country. There is nothing wanting to the success of this plan, 
but the ht>arty patronage of Government ". 

6. Mi11lo, Moira and Ramnwhan Roy.-Lord A1into's Minute 
written in 1811 regretted the neglect ofliterature and science in India 
and su~ested improv«'ment.s in existing colleges in addition to the 
eRtnblishment of new ones. T" o years later wlien the charter of the 
Eo1st India Comr,my was being again renewed, a clause was inserted 
stipulat;ng that 'a sum of not less than one lakh of rupees in each year 
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shall be set apart and applied to the revival and improvement of 
literature and for the introduction and promotion of knowledge of the 
sciences among the inhabitants of the British territories in India ". 
Shortly afterwards Lord Moira observed in a Minute that public 
money would be ill-spent on the existing colleges but that the tuition 
which was then available had to be improved and diffased in places 
so long deprived of this benefit. This suggestion was acted upon 
by a group of men led by one of the greatest Indians of the century, 
Raja Rammohan Roy, who formed an association for founding an 
institution where the Hindus would receive instruction in European 
-Languages and Science. The Hindu College was founded in 1817 
and in 1818 the Bishop of Calcutta opened an institution which was 
to serve the double purpose of training young Christians as preachers 
and of imparting a knowledge of the English language to Mohame
dans and Hindus. The proposal to establish a Sanskrit College at 
Calcutta elicited a vigorous protest from Rammohan Roy who did 
not want his young contemporaries to acquire " the vain and empty 
subtleties " of" speculative men ". These protests proved ·unavail
ing, but in a few years the Court of Directors wrote with approval 
of t'he efforts to raise up a class of persons qualified for high employ
ment in the civil administration oflndia : " A.s the meanf? of bring
ing about this most desirable object we rely chiefly on their becoming 
through a familiarity with European literature and science, imbued 
with the ideas and feelings of civilised Europe-on the general culti
vation of their understanding, and specifically on their instruction 
in the principles of morals and general jmisprudence. " 

7. Bombay: Mauntstuart Elphinstone.-Shortly after this in 1830 
the Court of Directors communicated their policy to the Governments 
of Madras and Bombay who had not so far done very much for the·· 
propagation of Western Education, in spite of Mountstuart Elphin- · 
stone's famous Minute of 1823 urging the establishment of schoqls 
for teaching English and the European Sciences. Elphinstone ex
pressed the same views before the Lords' Committee in 1830 and in a . 
communication to the Commissioners for· Indian Affairs he was more 
explicit :- " I conceive it is more important to impart a high 
degree of education to the upper classes than to diffuse a much lower 
sort of it among the common people. The most important branch of 
education is that designed to prepare natives for public employment. 
If English could be at all diffused among persons who had the least 
time for reflection, the progress of knowledge, by means of it, would 
be accelerated in a ten-fold ratio since every man who made himself 
acquainted with a science through English would be able to communi
cate it in his own language to his countrymen. " As a :first step to
wards this he proposed the establishment of a school at Bombay 
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where English might be taught" classically" and where iuatr.tct ion 
might also be given in that language on history, geography and scien
ce. A school on these lines had already been established by him at 
Bombay and in 1833 a similar school was established atPoona, lead
ing next year to the founding at Bombay of the Elphinstone College 
wbi'ch was to be instrumental in training "a cla~s of persons qualified 
by their intelligence and morality for high employment in the civil 
administration of India ". 

8. East and West : Macaulay.-While these developments were 
taking place in Bombay and Bengal the demand for instruction 
in English grew more and more insistent: English books were sold by 
the thousand and there was practically no demand for Sanskrit 
or Arabic books. In order to satisfy the popular demand Eng
lish classes had been attached to the Madrassh and the Sanskrit 
College at Calcutta as also to the Agra College (established in 
1818) but those failed in their· object as the students had no 
time to go through the additional course while doing their heavy 
oriental work. Hence started the controversy between those who 
wanted to impart instruction through Arabic and Sanskrit and 
those who wanted to use English. This matt-er was placed before 
the Goverument in 1835 by the Committee of Public Instruction and 
elicited a 1\:linute from Macaulay who was then the Law Member. 
He discussed the Act of 1813 which provided a sum of money for t-he 
revival and rromotion of literature and for the introduction of a 
knowledge o sciences among the inhabitants of British territories. 
He disputed the view that by literature Parliament could have meant 
only Arabic and Sanskrit literature as he had not yet found an orien
talist" who could deny that a single shelf of a good European Library 
was worth the whole native literature of India and Arabia ". He 
argued that English was the language spoken by the ruling cla8s and 
i~ was likely to become the language of commerce " throughout the 
seas of the .East." He therefore came to the conclusion that the 
Government was free to employ its funds in teaching what was better 
worth knowing than Sanskrit or Arabic, what the Indian desired to 
learn rather than these old languages. Further " neither as the lan~
uages oflaw nor as the languages of religion have Sanskrit or Arabtc 
any peculiar claim to our encouragement" and" it is possible to make 
natives of the country thoroughly good English schol.ats " to which 
end efforts should be directed. The ideas expressed in this Minute 
were not the result of .Macaulay's stay in India, as before coming out 
to this country be had already said in t)l.e House of Commons :
" Are we to keep the people of India ignorant in order that we may 
keep them submissive ' Or do we think that we 'l:an give knowledge 
without awakening ambition I Or do we mean to awaken ambition 
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and to provide it with no legitimate vent¥ .......... It may be that 
the public mind of India may expand under our system until it has 
outgrown that system, that bygoodgovernment'llfemayedueateour 
subjects into a capacity for better government, that having become 
instructed in European knowledge, they may, in some future age, 
demand European institutions. Whether such a day will ever come I 
know not. Whenever it comes it will be the proudest day in English 
History .......... The sceptre may pass a, way from us. Victory 
may be inconstant to our arms. But there are triumphs which are 
followed by no reverse. There is an empire exempt from all natural 
causes of decay. These trinmphs are the pacific triumphs of reason 
over barbarism: that empire is the imperishable empire of our arts 
and our morals, our literature and our laws ". 

9. Resolution of Bentinck and his CounciZ.-Macaulay's Minute 
was approved by the Governor-General, Lord William Bentinck 'and 
his Council. On 7th March, 1835, they passed a resolution in which 
they · emphssised :-

(1) that the" great object of the British Government ought to 
be the promotion of European literature and science amongst the 
natives of India and that all funds appropriated for the purposes of 
education would be best employed on English education alone ; 

(2) that while the colleges of oriental learning were not to be 
abolished, the practice of supporting their students during their period 
of education was to be discontinued ; 

(3) that Government funds were not to be spent on the print
ing of oriental works ; and 

(4) that all the funds at the disposal of the Government would .. 
henceforth be spent in imparting to the Indians a knowledge of ;Eng· 
lish literature and science. " 

This resolution of the Government was heartily welcomed by 
the leading Hindus but the feelings· of the Mahomedans towards 
English education were not quite friendly: .As the Sanskrit scholar, 
H. H. Wilson, put it : " Upon the proposal to appropriate all the 
funds t.o English e<lucation, there was a petition from the Mahome
dans of Calcl}tta, signed by about 8,000 people, including all the mQst 
respectable 1\faulvis and native gentlemen of the city. After 
objecting to it upon general principles they said that the evident 
object of the Government was the conversion of the natives ; and 
they encouraged English exclusively and discouraged Mahomedan 
and Hindu studies, because they wanted to induce the people to 
become Christian."· In order to allay these suspicions Lord William 
Bentinck enunciated a policy of strict religious neutrality : " In 
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all schools and colleges ..• , .... interference and injudicious t.un
~Jering with the religious belief of the students mingling direct or 
mdirect teaching of Christianity with the system of instruction, 
ought to be positively forbidden. " Among the first fruits of the 
new policy were the establishment of a college at Hooghly in 1836, 
the proJ?Osal to establish a college at Dacca (and one eventually at 
Patna) m 1840, the transfer of the Calcutta Hindu College to the 
Government and its development into the Presidency College. 

10. The Work of Christian Missicms.-The policy of religious 
neutrality was not accepted by the mi~sionaries who had by this 
time founded a number of institutions, among the earliest of which 
were the products of the work of Danish Missionaries who arrived at 
Tranquehar in 1706. In 1716 they opened an institution for the 
training of teachers and next year two charity schools at Madras,
one for the Portuguese ami the other for the Tamil children, teac~ 
them English and the principles of Christianity. . Of the second 
batch of these missionaries the most famous was Schwartz who 
persuaded local Rajahs to oyen English schools at Tanjore, Ramnad 
nnd Sivaganga. In Benga the pioneers were Carey, Marshman and 
Ward who started work at the Danish settlement at Serampore in 
1793.1 Twenty years later we find the Baptists working at Dinaj
pore and J essnre, the London Missionary Society at Dutch Chinsurah 
and Vizagapatam, the American. Board in Bombay and some 
workers at Bellary. By 1820 the activities of Missionary Societies 
)tad expanded considerably but their primary aim was not edu
cational. Ewn when they took np educational work they paid more 
attention in the bl'~rinning to the study of modern Indian languaaes 
than to En~lish. When they started English Rchools (one of the 
pioneet·s being Dr. Alexander Duff in 1830) it was mainly to have an 
opp,ortunit:v of preaching the Gospel to the upper classes of society: 
By 1 R40 tltese mill~ion worker.s had almost universally come to aecept 
the view that English education would lead to the spread of Chris
tianitv ; and RO institutions for the teaching of English and Western 
knowft•d~te were startt•d in all p:uts of the country. In Bombay Dr. 
John Wilson found~>d the college which was hter nsmed after h!m. 
At lln<lrns Anderson and Brnidwood started a school in 1837 which 
undt>i the gnidnnce of Dr. William Miller became the l\ladms Chris~ 
ian Collegt>. In 1841 Robert Noble founded. a college at :IIotsnli
pntam nnd in 1844 Rtt>phen Hislop opened a College at Nagpur 
while the ('burch llissionar~· Soriety founded the St. John'..; Colleg; 
at Al(l'a in 1853. Indian pupils rame to these institutions for the 

l Th• S ...,.mp•>re Cull+- .. hb'iah..d in ISIS obtained a • ..._ from~ Danish KUog in 
Jl:!l r•i•ina it to t)a-, at..~11 .. of • u 1h-en:trl\nd giviuc it th' power to oonlerring de~ 
}liM. ~~ of Ed a. 
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acquisition of modern knowledge and were willing to put up with com 
pulsory religious instruction though they were not much attracte. 
by the teaching of Christianity. The Mission workers realiset 
this but were willing to carry on their educational work with th 
same fervour as before, provided they were allowed to continue thei 
Bible classes. Dr. Duff was very explicit as regards the aims o 
these institutions : " One great object was to convey, as largely a. 
possible, a knowledge of our ordinary improved literature and scienrn 
to the young persons; but another, and a more vital object was .... 
to convey a thorough knowledge ofChristianity with its evidence~ 
and doctrines. Our purpose was therefore to combine in close 
inseparable and harmonious union, what has been called a usefu: 
secular with a decidedly religious education. " 

11. The MeditJm of lnstrw::tion and Proposals for Universities.
Whlle there was this divergence of opinion about the place of religion 
in education, in 1844 a Government Resolution enjoined that fm 
pnblicemplo~entin e~ry case preference would be given to those 
who had been educated in WestE:rn science and were familiar with 
the English language. English had been definitely established as the 
medium of instruction by more than one communique of the Govern
ment typical among whlch were the observations of Lord Auckland :
" I would make it my principa I aim to communicate through the 
means of the English language_ a complete education in European 
literature, philosophy and science to the greatest number of students 
who may be ready to acupt it.-" In Bombay the policy regarding 
the medium of instruction changed between 1821 and 1843. In tlt.e 
former year the Bombay Education Society had observed : " In 
imparting to the natives useful knowledge to any extent and with, 
the hope of any good and permanent effect it is evident tht the 
language of the country must be the chlef ai:.d proper vehicle. The 
English language is almost confined to the Island of Bombay and· is 
principally to be found among ~hese wh? are anxious-~ ~~:cquire !t 
for the furtherance of mercantile purs\Uts or for facilitating therr· 
intercourse or employment with theE~opeans........ It is im
possible to look with any hope of success to imparting knowledge 
generally and usefully in a language whlch must remain to the 
greater portion a foreign one". In 1843 the policy was radically 
altered and it was generally recognised that education must be im
parted through the English language. In Madras the controversy 
did not arise because the first efforts of the Presidency were directed 
to the extension of primary education and it was not tilll841 that a 
Iligh School was opened and entitled " the University ",a Collegiate 
Department being recognised in this institution a~out 10 years later. 
'Wl!ile Madras was content to use the title of a University in this 
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fashion, thu Bengal Council of Education proposed in 1845 the 
establishment of a University of Calcutta with a view to conferring 
on the products of the rapidly increa11ing number of new institutions 
" some mark of distinction by which they might be recognised as 
persons of liberal educatio11 ". Thls proposal was however not 
accepted by the Court of Directors. 

12. MedicaZ Ed1UXlliun.-The genesis of medical education is tv 
be traced to the appointment of a committee in 1833 to report on 
the study of medical eduootian imparted in several institutions in 
Calcutta. A question had been raised by the Committee of Public 
Instruction as to, " whether it would be expedient to confine the 
medical instruction to English lectures and to adopt for class books 
small English treatises, discarding Sanskrit medical books altoge
ther". The Committee recommended the establishment of a. new insti
tution in which " the various branches of medical sciences cultivat
ed in Europe should be tau*ht and as near as possible on the most 
approved European system ' . This ultimately led to the foundation 
of the Calcutta Medical College where in one of the early courses of 
lectures dissection had to be introduced. Here is a graphic account 
of the first attempt to dissect a dead body : " It had needed some 
time, some exercise of the persuasive art before Madhusudan could 
bend up his mind to the attempt ; but having once taken the resolu
tion, he never llinched or swerved from it. At the appointed hour. 
scalpel in hand1 he followed Dr. Goodeve into the godown where 
the body lay ready. The other students, deeply interested in what 
'was going forward but strangely agitated with mingledfeelingsef 
curiosity and alarm, crowded after them, but dared not enter the 
building where this fearful deed was to be perpetrated ; they clus
tered round the door ; they peeped through the jilmila, resolved at 
least. to have ocular ].>roof of its accomplishment ; and when Madhu
sudan's knife, held wtth a strong and steady hand, made a long and 
deep incision in the breast, the lookers-on drew a long gasping breath 
like men relieved from wei~ht of some intolerable suspense ".1 

The first hospital was opened m 1833 and three years later a hos1fital 
for. women was added. In 1844 four students of the College in 
charge of Dr. Goodeve went to England to complete their medical 
education. The foundation stone of the present college hospital 
was laid in 1848 and it was opened in 1861. 

In Madras the establishment of a medical school was sanctioned 
in 1835 and 7 years later the Board of Governors submitted a scheme 
far starting a Collegiate class i~ the Faculty of Medicine to be 

• Quotod from • ._.h of Mr. J. E. D.lletl>une delhet\'d while un•-eiliug !ladhuau·hn'o 
porlt<llt. 
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attached to the Institution. This scheme was disapproved by the 
Court of Directors, but in 1852 we note the Go\"ernor-in-Council 
observing that Medical Classesohave been established at the Madras 
I\Iedical College with distinguished success. Three years later this 
institution was recognised by the Royal College of Surgeons of 
London as one of the Colonial Schools of Medicine and Surgery. In 
:Bombay on the initiative of the then Governor, Sir Robert Grant, 
a scheme was drawn up for the establishment of a Medical Institution 
and the College was formally opened in )845. Professorships were 
added in the following years and the College was recognised by the 
Royal College of Surgeons in 1854. 

13. Education in Engineering.-EdircationinEngineering seems 
to have be~ with an Engineering Institution in Bombay as early 
as 1824 but we know very little of its work. A class for training 
Engineers was opened in the Elphinstone Institution in 1844 but for 
want of suitable candidates for admission it was broken up after 
three years. In Bengal a Chair of Engin.eering was sanctioned for 
the Hindu College in 1844 but it remained vacant as no Professor 
was availabl~. In 1848 the Earl of Dalhousie suggested the estab
lishment of an Engineering College in each of the three Presidencies. 
:But on account of numerous controversies no college came into 
existence till 1856, when a new institution was opened at Writers• 
:Buildings in Calcutta. In Madras an institution was started in 
1858 and in Bombay a school for the improvement of Arts and 
Manufactures was opened in 1856. In the North Western Provinces 
(the present-United Provinces) the establishment of a college was a 
direct outcome of irrigation and other engineering schemes undertaken 
by the Government. In 1847 it was decided to construct the Ganges 
Canal and large workshops were erected at Roorkee. The · Lieute- · 
nant-Governor (Mr. Thomason) proposed the establishment o,f a 
college to supply a staff of engineers. The scheme was sanctioned 
and the college named after hini was opened the same year. The 
college underwent a rapid expansion within the nE"xt few years and· 
in ~ite of the disturbances of I 857 we- find it a well-developed ins
titution by 1860. 

14. Legal Education.-The early teaching of law was carried 
on at the Calcutta Madrasah and the :Banaras Sanskrit College 
where Muslim and Hindu Laws were respectively studied. Macaulay 
referred to the teaching oflaw in his famous Minute, and a few years 
later, a Committee was asked to report how studies connectt>d with 
jurisprudence might be introduc.ed into the superior colleges. In 
1842 a Professorship was created in the Hindu College but after a 
first course of lectures by a distinguished Advocate-Geueral no 
appointment was made tilll847, when the post wes agr.in sanctioncll. 
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A few years later the Council'of Education decided that Law should 
have a place in the annual Examination for Senior Scholarships and 
the Law Class was organised on a permanent footing in 1855. The 
same year a Professorship of Law was sanctioned at the Madras 
Institution and a Professorship of Jurisprudence created at the 
Elphinstone College in Bombay. 

15. Wood's Despatch of 1854.-This brings us to the famous 
despatch of Sir Charles \Vood to the Court of Directors of 1854 
which has been described as "The Magna Charta of.English Edu
cation in India ". It set forth a scheme of education far wider and 
more comprehensive than any one which had been suggested so far. 
It enunciated the aim of education as the diffusion of the Arts, Scieucc>, 
l'hilosophy and Literature of Europe. It laid down that the 
study of Indian Languages was to he encouraged and that the 
En!!liRh Lan!Zuage should be taught wherever there was a demand for 
it, and that both the English Language and the Indian Languages 
were to be regarded as the media for tl1e diffusion of European 
knowledge. The point of the Despatch in which we are most 
interested is tl1e decision to establish universities. The CoUrt of 
Directors felt that the time had arrived for the establishment 
of universities in India which might encourage a regular and 
liberal course of education by conferring academic degrees 
as E-vidence of attainment in the different branches of Arts and 
Sciences, They agreed with the pro'tlosal which had been made a 
few years earlier t.o establish universities on the model of the London 
.Universit,y and which were to consist of a Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor 
and a Senate. Ths Senate was to have the management of 
univl'rsity funds and to frame regulations under which periodical 
examinations would be held in the different branches of 
Arts and Sciences by examiners selected from their body or 
nomillllted by them. The function of the universities was 
d!'scrihed as that of confl•rring degrees upon such persons as would 
come ft·om any of the affiliated institutions and aft~r having pursued 
a regular course of study for a &iven time would have passed some 
required examinations. The detalled regulations for the examinations 
were to be framed with due cegard to the class of the affiliated 
in~titutions and they were to exclude all subiects connected with 
religious beliefs. Professorships were to be instituted in various 
branches of learning among' which would be Law, Civil Engineering 
and Classical Oriental Langua~es. Calcutta and Bombay were to 
have the first universities wluch would utilize the services of t.he 
existing Council of Education at Calcutta and the Board of Educa
tion at Bombay. A university might also be created at J';ladras 
or in any other part of I ndifi where a sufficient qumber of institutions 
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existed from which properly qualified candidates for degrees could 
be supplied. The existing institutions of Higher Educ.ation were 
enumerated in the Despatch and it was laid down that the affiliated 
institutions would be periodically visited by Government Inspectors. 
This Section of the Despatch concluded with a hope that a spirit 
of honourable' rivalry would be promoted among these institutions 
and the division of university degrees and distinctions into different 
branches would direct the efforts of highly educated men to the 
studies which were necessary to success in the various active pro
fessions of life. 

16. EstabT!ishment of U'liirersities at Calcutta, B<Ymhay and Madras. 
-The universities were not immediately established ; Minutes and 
a C-ommittee intervened. The report of the Committee suggested 
various examinations leading to diplomas and degrees, the two 
varieties of the latter being the ordinary and honours degrees. In 
addition to courses in the Axts the Committee suggested those in Law, 
Medicine and Engineering, with provisions for ordinary and honours 
degrees in theB!l as well. Towards the end of 1856 the Government_ 
of In~ia approved of the general plan of the Committee ; drafts of 
Bills for the establishment of three universities were soon prepared 
and the first of these .passed early in 1857 received th~ Governor
General's assent on 24th January. The establishment of this first 
university at Calcutta was followed by those at Bombay and ].ladras 
on the same lines and it is interesting to compare the structures 
of these three. While the Governor-General was the Chancellor 
of the Calcutta University, the Governors of Bombay and Madras 
were the heads of the other two. The Calcutta Senate had 38 
members of whom six were Indians while Bombay had five Indians 
in a Senate of 29, and Madras three out of 40. Each of the t~ 
universities had at first the four Faculties of Axts, Law, Medicin~, 
and Engineering to which a faculty of Science was added later. 
The relationship between the universities and their affilisted 
colleges was not clearly defined but.the territorial jurisdiction of the 
Universities of Bombay and Madras was limited to the respective. 
Presidencies, while that of Calcutta was' not similarly circumscribed. 
The regulations for the courses and diplomas were not exactly the same 
for the three Universities but followed similar lines. The first 
University Entrance Examination was held at Calcutta in 1857 ; · 
244 candidates appeared of whom 162 were successful. 13 candidates 
appeared for the first degree examination of 1858 and only two were 
successful, one of whom was Bankim Chandra Chatterjee, the 
famous novelist and author of the national song Vande Mataram. 

Il.-University Education from 1857 to the present day. 
17. Development of Universities from 1857-1882.--Tbe history 

of tht: first 25 years of university work il' ma.inly one of growth in 
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the number of colleges and s!aidents but no new university was 
established till 1882. At the first Entrance Examination of the 
three Universities 219 candidates weresuccessful-162 at Calcutta, 
21 at Bombay and 36 at Madras. In 1882, 7,429 eandidates appeared 
of whom 2, 778 were successful. The growth of candidates also gives 
us an idea of the increase in other directions. In 1857 the total number 
of colleges in India was 27 while in 1882 there were about 75 
colleges. During the first 14 years 2,666 candidates passed the First 
Arts (Intermediate) Examination, 850 the B.A. Examination and 
151 the M.A. Duringthenexb 11 years tne corresponding numbers 
were 5,969, 2,434 and 385. 

One point about the developmel1t of education during 1871-83 
was emphasized by the Calcutta University Commission : during 
these years the number of High Schools in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa 
rose from 133 to 209 but there was a decrease in the number of 
Government and Aided Schools. " The ·organisers of Bengal 
High Schools were discovering that these schools could be run on a 
self-supporting basis without Government grants, and ij:J.ey need 
not therefore submit to the conditious which the Department im
posed. The flood of candidates which made the rise of these schools 
possible all aimed at one single goal : success in the Entrance Exami
nation of the University ; and the requirements of this examination 
were already the only regulsting or controlling ilifl.uence for a large 
part of the schools of Bengal. " . 

Thus the Depar.tment of Education was gradually losing its 
influence on Secondary Education and its place was being taken by 
private agencies and the University. 

Another point to be noted for this period is that though the 
Despatch of 1854 had suggested a gradual withdrawal of Government 
from direct management of colleges, this was found impracticable : 
on· the contrary, new Government colleges had to be established. 
The Calcutta Presidency College had been intended to form the 
nucleus of the Calcutta University ; and it is worth noting that, when 
the University was founded two yeaTS later, the reason put forward 
for the failure to establish a series of University Professorships such 
as the Despatch had recommended was that the ample financial aid to 
the Presidency College met the need. 

The universities thus remained purely affiliating bodies and no 
attempt was made to develop them into a" federal" type or with 
any provision for inter-collegiate instruction. London University 
had supplied the model and it is ironical that soon after the estab
lishment of the Indian Universities, London itself gave up " affilia
tion" and substituted for it t'.oustituent Colleges and a system of open 
uaminations without Ie«ard to the candidates • place of educatioll. 
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As affiliating bodies the Universities made it the:r sole 
function to conduct examinations and to regulate the admission 
of candidates to these through a supervision of the places of instruc
tion. Elaborate regulations were framed and the freedom of the 
teacher consequently curtailed. 

18. Proposals for New U niversities.-Tbe increase in numbers of 
candidates for the examinations and the vast extent of the area under 
the jurisdiction of the Uni>:ersities led to proposals for the establish
ment of new universities. In 1865 a number of influential people 
supported by the Lieutenant-Governor. of the Punjab mooted a 
proposal for the establishmeut of an Oriental.University for that 
Province and in 1867 the British Indian Association of the North
Western Provinces (United Provinces) petitioned the Viceroy, 
pointing out some defects of the educational system and recommend
ing the establishment of a university in the Province in which the 
study of the eastern classics and the modern languages would be 
encouraged along with western literature and science. The Gov
ernment of India was unable to accede to either of these demands, 
but agreed to attend to the points about the reform of education 
and also to found a University College in the Punjab. The aim of 
·this institution was to encourage that aspect of education which was 
being neglected, viz., the study of Sanskrit and Arabic and the 
diffusion of knowledge through the medium of an Indian language. 
This college went on expanding its activities for ~en years before a 
fresh demand was made for a University in the. Punjab, but this time 
the Government of India favoured the idea. So an Act of 1882 
formally constituted the University with the Lieutenant-Gov
ernor of the Punjab as the Chancellor, and with a constitution more 
or less similar to those of the existing univ:ersities. The Senatll was 
to be the supreme body of the University and was to be representa7 
tive in character. The University was to be an a:ffiliating one, but 
one section of the Act authorised the University to take up teaching 
work through the appointment of University Professors anti 
Lecturers. . 

19. The Education Commission of 1882.-In 1882 the Govern
ment of India appointed a Commission " to enquire into the manner 
in which effect had been given to the principles of the Despatch of 
1854 and to suggest such measures as it m~>y think desirable in order 
to the further carrying out of the policy therein laid down ". Though 
the working of the Indian· Universities was not specifically included 
within the scope of the Commission it collected a good deal of valu
able information about the colleges, especially •with regard to 
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attendance, fees, discipline and later career of students which will be 
found extremely useful. There were several points in the recom
mendations which interest us :-

(1) While advocating the gradual withdrawal of the State 
from the direct support and management of institutions 
of higher education it felt that this withdrawal could 
only be by slow and cautious steps, handing over a 
college or secondary school to a body of Indians provided 
there was a reasonable prospect that the cause of edu
cation would not suffer through the transfer ; 

(2) Provision is to be made for ordinary and special grants 
to Colleges ; 

(3) There should be alternative courses in the larger colleges ; 
(4) Certain general principles have to be followed as regard.l; 

college fees and exemption from them ; 
(5) New regulations about scholarships have to be framed ; 
(6) An att.empt should be made to prepare a moral text-book 

baBPd upon the fundamental principles of natural religion 
such as may be taught in all Government and non
Government Colleges ; and 

(7) " the Principal or one of the Professors, in each Gov
ernmel:).t and Aided College, deliver to each of the 
College classes, in every Session, a series of lectures on 
the duties of a man and a citizen". (Mr. Telang in 
a dissenting note wrote against these two recommenda
tions). 

Th~> Government of India, '\1\hile accepting the main recommend
ations of the Commi>sion, directed the preparatkn of an aFnual 
rrpcrt. revie'l\ iPJ!; the progre.ss of education in t.he couP.try ; and the 
ih"t of theRe published in 1886 defined and clas.Qified colleges .. nd 
publi"hl'<l some valuable statistics regarding enrolment, e'l:amina
tion result~ al'.d e1tpeP.diture of college• from 1881-85, comparing 
npenses on Collegiate Rducation derived from public and private 
funds; The RevieV~< for the next five years ha.Q irctere.;tiPg figures 
re~~:ardin15 coiiegiate education and t.he fil'.ances of uP.iversities from 
'W hieh one gathers that '\'lhile the Universities of Calcutta and 
J.ladral' '\I\ ere entin.Jy iP.dependent ot GovernmeP.t aid, the Bombay 
University received a ~mall grad. &lld the Punjab University a larger 
OliO. 

It was during these five years that the fifth Indian University 
was established; an Act of 1887 brought the Allahabad University 
iuto beiUJ!:. The :Muir College had been opened the preceding year 
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and the demand for a university made nineteen years earlier wae 
renewed. The quinquennial review of 1897-1902 writes: " The 
Local Government carefully considered the exact form the University 
should take, and in especial whether in addition to prescribing 
courses and conducting examinations it should maintain a staff of 
professors and even· of private teachers, after the pattern of the 
universities of Germany. While recognising the great. value ·of a 
university of this type, the Lieutenant-Governor considered that, at 
all events at first, the University should confine its operations to the 
direction of the methods and ahns of instruction ; adapting them to the 
needs, circumstances, provisions and predilections of the country .... 
The .Act imposes no limitations on the scope and activity of the 
University, but hitherto . .Allahabad has conformed to the practice 
of the three original universities, and confined itself to conferring 
degrees on candidates who pass its examination, after following a 
prescribed course of study in an institution affiliated to it. " 

20. Expansion of Higher Education from 1882-1902.-The 
recommendations of the Education Commission of 1882 were followed 
by a rapid expansion of higher education during the next two decades. 
The number of High Schools increased rapidly and the courses at 
these institutions were mostly of the same type leading to the 
university Entrance examination. The majority of those who 
passed this examinaiion were attracted to the colleges because 
university degrees were the main passport to lucrative Government 
employment and there were few other openings for educated young 
men. The recommendations also led to the growth of a large number 
of new institutions fostered by private enterprise; where education 
was less expensive and, in some cases, less efficient. University 
education in India, however, owes a great debt to the private 
societies like the Dec{)an Education Society of Poona, the .Arya Samaj 
in the Panjab and later to the National Council of Education in 
Bengal. Nor can the contributions · o( private individuals like 
lshwar Chandra Vidyasagar and Pachayappa Mudaliar be forgotten. 
In 1882 the total number of colleges was 1ess than 75 (68 of them 
were regularly affiliated) ; during the next decade 61 new colleges 
were affiliated while the following one saw the establishment of 50. 
The total number of affiliated colleges in 1901-02 was 
t-herefore 179, of which 126 were in British India and the rest 
in the States, Burma and Ceylon. The enrolment in colleges too 
showed a proportionate increase and we may take the total number 
of students in .Arts Colleges to illustrate the point. In 1881-82 there 
were 5,399 students in these colleges ; on 31st March 1887 the number 
was 8,060, the·figures for the following years being 9,656, 10,618, 
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11,546 and 12,424. The numbers of successful candidates at the 
B.A. examination were 287 in 1882,673 in 1885, 898 in 1892. 

21. The Universities Commission of 1902.-This expansion of 
higher education and the rise o£ colleges which depended mainly 
or wholly on fees led to problems which had to be tackled by the 
Government, and on 27th January, 1902 a Commission was appoint
ed " to enquire into the condition and prospects of the universities 
established in British India ; to consider and report upon any 
proposals which have been, or may be made for improving their 
constitution and working, and to recommend such measures as may 
tend to elevate the standard of university tesclllng, and to promote 
the advancement of learning." 

The main recommendations of the Commission are as follows :-
1. The legal powers of the older universities should be enlarged 

so that all the universities may be recognised as Teaching Bodies 
but the local limits of each university should be ~ore accurately 
defined and steps taken to remove from the Calcutta list the affiliated 
colleges in the Central Provinces, United Provinces, .etc. 

2. The Senate, the Syndicate and the Faculties have to be 
reorganised and made more representative than before. 

3. The affiliation rules have to be fi:amed in such a way as to 
securE>--

(a) that no institution shall be·admitted to affiliation unless 
on the fullest information ; 

(b) that no institution once admitted be allowed to fall below 
the standards of efficiency required for affiliation and 
the Syndicate should satisfy it~elf from time to time on 
this point. , 

· 4. There should be a properly constituted Governing Body 
for each college. 

5. Attention should be paid to the residence and discipline of 
students. 

6. The courses and methods of examination in all subjects have 
to be ehanged according to the suggestions made in the Report. 

22. Tire Universitie$ Act of 1904.-The Universities Act of 1904. 
embodied the main recommendations of the Commission and recon
stituted the Governing Bodies of .the universities. The Senate of 
the university was to have not less than 50 and not more than 100 
members. The number of elected fellows was fixed at 20 for the three 
oldt>r universities and 15 for the other two. Statutory re
cognition was given to the Syndicates with adequate representation 
of univerSity teachers on them. Conditions for affiliation to the 
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university were clearly laid down and were intended to be rigorously 
observed. The university was given the power of making provision 
for the instruction of students through the appointment of Univer
sity Professors and Lecturers and to do all acts which tend to the 
promotion of study and research. The Government wa.s vested 
with certain powers regarding the regulations to be framed by the 
Senates and -the Governor-General in Council was empowered to 
define the territorial limits of the universities. 

Indian opinion was very critical of this Act as the number of 
seats in the Senate thrown open to elections was very sm":ll and the 
restriction of numbers was supposed to create a majority for Euro
peans. The provisions for the exercise of teaching functions by the 
University were not considered very important assuch provisions 
in the older Acts had not so far been utilized, while the new regula
tions for affiliation of colleges were regarded as means to hamper 
Indian private. effort in tlie field of education. The immediate 
result of the Act was to reduce the number of affiliated colleges 
which in 1902 had stood at 192 for British India and the Indian 
States. Five ye~:rs later we find that in spite of the affiliation of 
some new colleges the total was 174 and in 1912 the number was 
not more than 170, though 10 years later the number grew to 207. 
While there was no substantial increase in the number of affiliated 
colleges between _1902 and 1922 the total number of students 
educated in these colleges had substantially increased. In the 
former-year the number was in the neighbourhood of 20,000, while 
in 1922 it was over 50,000. - Thus the r!lstriction on the recognition 
of new ~olleges only increased the enrolment of individual college~ 
as there was no diminution in the eagerness for higher education iu 
the absence of vocational courses. 

23 .. A New Political and Ewnamic Cowciousness.-This keenness 
for university education can be best. understood in the context 
of the social and political background of the early years of this 
century. Macaulay's prophecy that instructioq in Western know
ledge would lead to demand for western political institutions was 
justified by the turn of events after half a century of English educa
tion. The foundation of the Indian National Congress in the closing 
years of the 19th century marks the beginning of the new political 
consciousness. The agitation over the partition of Bengal 
showed the strength of the new born Indian Nationalism and its 
effects were felt in a reaction against the education which was res
ponsible for the new ideas. It manifested itself through the founda
tion of institutions independent of the universities. Thus the 
Gurulrul Kangri of Kardwar and the institutions conducted by the 
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National Council of Education in Bengal remained independent of the 
system of education controlled by the State. The activities of the 
latter extended to studies in Arts and Science as also in Technology, 
hut w bile the college of Technology flourished and has developed into 
an excellent institution, the Arts College languished after the first 
flush of enthusiasm. The desire to advance the economic prosperity 
of the nation led to greater emphasis on scientific and technical 
education and private bodies attempted to undertake this training 
for a limited number of students either through institutions establish
ed in this country or through scholarships for sending students to 
foreign countries. Private effort however could not achieve very 
much, and politicians gifted with foresight felt the necessity of the 
establishment of new colleges and universities with an emphasis 
on science and technology . 

• 
24. Government Resolution on Eduwtional Policy in lfll.'J.

A Government Re•olution on eaucational policy in 1913 clarified the 
policy in regard to Higher Education. It indicated that as India 
would not be able to dispense altogether with the affiliating univer
sities for a long time, it was necessary to restrict the area over which 
such universities would have control and secondly to create new 
teachin~ and residential universities within each of the Provinces. 
Universities of the latter type were. to he established at Dacca, 
Aligarh and Banaras while other new universities would be e;.tahlish
ed at Rangoon, Patna and Nagpur. It might also he possible to 
sanction the conversion into local teaching universities of those 
colleges which had attained the requisite standards of efficiency. 
The War which brol•e out the next year delayed the develop
ments planned in this Resolution bnt the two Universities at Banaras 
and Patna were founded in 1916 and 1917 respectively. The 
former intended to develop Hindu culture and the study of Applied 
Sciences, owed its existence to the untiring effort.s of Pandit Madan 
Mohan Malaviya and the latter was meant to cater to the needs of the 
new Province of Bihar and Orissa. • 

25. Tile Calcvua llnit>eTsity Commis.tion.-In 1916 the Calcutta 
University wanted to break fresh ground through the creation of its 
Post-Graduate Departments. There was practically no provision 
so far for direct teaching by the University and now under the 
dominating leadership of Sir Asutosh Mukerji the University decided 
to concl'ntrnte Po.~t-Graduate teaching directly in the University 
and appointed a numb~>r ofLI'cturers and Professors fort he purpose. 
Whilt> Sir Asutosh ~I ukerji was enga~d in this work the Government 
of India df'cidt•d to appoint a Commis.~ion for holding an enquiry of a 
very comprehensive and searehing cl!.aracter into the problems of 
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the Calcutta University. The terms of reference included all aspects 
of Collegiate and Univ;ersity Education. Problems of Secondary 
Ed11cation were not excluded from its purview and it was expected 
to study the organisation and working of other Indian universities 
to help it to formulate the policy of the Calcutta University. The 
Commission submitted a voluminous report in 1919 dealing with 
practically every problem of Secondary and University Education. 
The main recommendations were as follows :-

I. The Intermediate Classes of the University were to be 
transferred to Secondary Institutions and the stage 
of admission to the University should be that of th& 
present Intermediate Examination ; 

2. Secondary and Intermediate Education was to be controlled 
by a Board of Secondary Education and not by the 
University ; 

- 3 .. The Government of Indiashorud cease to have any special 
relationship to the· University of Calcutta and the 
Government of Bengal should take its place ; 

4.- The duration of the Degree Course should be three years 
aftertheinterm&diateStage, the provisions being applied 
immediately in regard to Honours Courses and soon 
after to Pass Courses ; 

6. The teaching resources of the city of Calcutta were to be 
organised to create a real teaching University and the 
project of a university at Dacca. was · to ·be carried 
into effect at the earliest possible moment. The mofussil 
colleges were to be organised in such a way as would 
encourage the gradual rise of new university centres- · 
bytheconcentrationofhigher teaching at a few points. 

6. Special attention wa:s to be pai4 to women's education 
and a Board constituted for the purpose. 

7. The Government service · system being unsuitable for 
universities, a new organisation of the teaching service 
in universities was necessary. · 

8. Problems of vocational and professional training including 
that of teachers, lawyers, medical men, engineers, archi
tects and agriculturists were to be SE'riously tak~ in hand 
by the Univer.,ity and numerous reforms were suggested. 
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9. The medium of instruction for most subjects up to IIig.b 
School stage was to be the " Vernacular " but for later 
stages it should be English (except in dealing with ClaBBi
cal and Modem English Language). 

10. The method of examinations needed radical improvement. 

26. The Rise of NeuJ Universities.-The Report of this Commis
sion, though primarily intended for the Calcutta University, did 
not produce the desired effect owing to the controversies between the 
University and the Government regarding financial support which 
was absolutely essential for implementing the recommendations of 
the University Commission. Two new Teaching Universities had 
already been started in the Indian States, one at Mysore and the 
other at Hyderabad. The special ff:>.atures of the Mysore Univer~ 
sity are that it ilj. almost entirely a State organisation and that its 
teaching activities are confined not to one centre but to two, Mysore 
and Bangalore. The Osmania University (Hyderabad} was founded 
through the efforts of Sir Akbar Hydari ; it is also under tne 
control of the State and its claim to uniqueness was in its adoption 
of Urdu, the official language of the State, as the medium 
of instruction for all nniversity classes. The M. A. 0. College, 
Aligarh, founded in 1875 by Sir Syed Ahmed, was developed into 
the Muslim University to meet the special needs of the Muslim com
munity as the Hindu University developed out of the Central Hindu 
College founded by Mrs. Annie Besant and was intended to cater 
to those of the Hindus. The United Provinces accepted the 
recommendations of the Calcutta University Commiasion and consti
tuted in 1921 a BoardofHighSchoolandintermediateEducationto 
organise and ceatrol secondary education in the Province. The 
Canning College and Killg George's Medical Colle~e, Lucknow, were 
merged in the Lucknow University, and the Mull" Central College, 
the Ewing Christian College and the Kayastha Path..~a.la College, 
Allahabad, into the .Allahabad University. In Bengal the main 
effect of the Report of the Commission was the est-ablishment of tb :l 
teaching university at Dacca while Rangoon became a University 
in 1920. Other. new universities were established at Delhi in 
1922, Nagpur (for the Central Provinces} in 1923, .Andhra (for 
the northern part of Madras Province) in 1926, Agra io 1927 and 
Annamalai at Chidambaram in the southern part of Madras 
Presidency in 1929, the last one owin~ its existence to the gene
rtlllity of the late Raja Sir Annamalai Chettiar. There was a gap of a 
few years before the third State University was established in 
Travancore, followed by Utkal (for the Province of Orissa) in 1943 
Rajputana in 194T and Saugor (for the Hindi-speaking part of 
Centrnl Provinces) in 1947, the foundation of the lsst one being helped 
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by a donation from Sir Hari Singh Gaur. .Assam had its Universitv 
established at Gauhati in 1947, Poona (for a part of Bombay Presi
dency), Roorkee (incorporating Thomason Engineering Colleue) 
and Kashmir Univerilities came into existence in 1948 and Baroda 
in April 1949. 

Of these new universities Banaras is a teaching university 
directly under the Government of Indis and its territorial 
jurisdiction is confined by the Act to the recognition and con
l'tituting of colleges at Banaras. In the number of and variety of its 
Departments of teaching, Banaras outstrips all other teaching 
universities in Indis while the lay-out of the buildings on the campus 
with its teaching and residential blocks is more extensive than that 
at any other university. Established with the help of generous 
donations from private individuals and ruling princes it is now main
ly the responsibility of the Government of India.. Exactly parallel 
in its activities is the Aligarh University which however does not 
have as many faculties or buildings as Banaras, but which has been 
more of a model as regards corporate and residential life. Banaras 
and Aligarh retain their Intermediate classes which were not at
tached to the newer Universities of Dacca and Lucknow or the re
constituted University of Allahabad. Allahabad maintained the 
two-fold activity of teaching and affiliation for :five years till its exter
nal side was removed to Agra. Allahabad and Lucknow attempted 
to follow the recommendations of the Calcutta University Commis
sion. The Annamalai University, though on a smaiTer scale, fol
lowed the same pattern and it has more adequate buildings than 
most other residential universities. Agra, Utkal, Rajputana and 
Kashmir Universities are still purely affiliating universities while"' 
Patna and Nagpur have started teaching. work ina few departments · 
only within the last few years. 'Delhi has attempted t{) combine 
the teaching and federative activi~ies and the former has expanded 
rapidly within the last ten years. · Roorkee is a University with· 
just one Faculty, that of Engineering, while the other universities 
combine teaching with affiliating work as the older universities are 
also doing now. The Bombay University Act was amended in 
1928 and the constitution made more democratic than before. Its 
School of Economics and Sociology was established in 1919 and it 
has an extensive department of Chemical Technology as well. The 
Madras University Act of l923liberalised its constitution and enabled 
the University to assume a large amount of teaching activity on 
its own. Economics, IndisnHistory, Philosophy, Political Science, 
:Mathematics, Zoology, Biochemistry, Geography and Botany are 
some of the subjects in which the University supplements College 
teaching and offers facilities for research. The University teachers 
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are not over-burdened · with routine duties in. teaching, and are 
encouraged to undertake research. The teaching activities of 
the Calcutta University already referred to have been con.siderably 
expanded in recent years particularly in the Sciences, both pure 
and applied, and it now has about thirty departments. In some of 
these subjecta the University offers courses for under-graduate stu
dents, but the tl'aching work of the University has been almost en
tirely confined to post-graduate and research students. ' 

27 . . The Inter-University Board.-With the establishment of 
the new universities the Government of India felt the necessity of 
some agency to co-ordinate their work. A conference of Indian 
universities held in 1924 decided to establish an Inter-University 
Board, the function.s of which were to be :-(a) to act as an inter
university organisation and bureau of information; (b) to facilitate 
the exchan~e of professors ; (c) to serve as an authorised channel 
of commurncation and facilitate the. co-ordination of university 
work; (d) to assist Indian universities to get recognition for their 
degrees and diplomas in other countries~ (e) to appoint a common 
representative (or representatives) of India at Imperial or Interna
tional Conferences on Indian education. The Board has acted as an 
advisory body but Its influence has not been as potent as it might 
have been. The universities have not always been inclined to 
follow the advice given by the collective vojce of the Vice-Chan
cellors which, in effect, the Board has become. The Board has, 
however, acted as a forum for discussion of university problems. 
It has also many publications to its credit among which is the Hand,. 
book Q( Indian Universities, which is the main source of information 
regarding Indian universities. Besides holding its own meetings 
at which various problems of university edue~!-tion are discussed, it 
has been organismg quinquennial Conferences of Indian nniver
aitjes at which some of the most controversial issues of higher edu
cation are taken up for careful consideration by the representatives 
of the univl'rsities. 

Of the educational investigation.s within the last 20 years two 
deserve special mention :- . 

28. The Auxiliary Committee of the Indian Statutory Commis
siOtl.-{1) The Auxiliary Committee of the Indian Statutory Com
mission (known as the Simon Commission) which submitted its 
rE>port in 1929 did not have any detailed recommendation.s aboui 
univt>rsity education. After speaking with appreciation of the 
improvement in methods of teaching at the universities, of the 
original work J!roduced bf university men and of their training for 
corporute life 1t says: ' But the theory that a university exists 
mamly, if not solely, to pallS students through examination.s still 

111118MufEdu. B 
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finds too large acceptance in India; and we wish that· there were moi-e 
aigns that the universities regarded the training of broad-minded, 
tolerant and self-reliant citizens as one of their primary functions. 
They have been hampered in their work by being over-crowded with 
students who are not fitted by capacity for university education and 
of whom many would be far more likely to succeed in other careers ". 

· 29. The Report of the Oentr({l Advisory Board on Educational 
De-velopment.-(2) The results of the other investigation are em
bodied in the Report of the Central Advisory Board published in-
19~3. The chapter on university education plana the future 

·of Indian universities on the basis of compUlsory Primary Edu-
cation and a new Secondary Education. The most valuable part 
of the Chapter is in its facts and figures with detailed calculationS 
in regard to the future expansion of universities. One of the main 
recommendations relates to the etablishment of a University Grants 
Committee which has already been implemented. The establishment 
of the Grants Committee by the Central Government has been fol
owed by the setting up of a. similar Committee in the United Pro

vinces. 
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Number 
of 
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I.--New Imli.a. 

1. The Impact of Political Change.-Gree.t as were the changes 
that had taken place in the political and economic conditions of 
Indian society in the years that preceded the transfer of power on 
August 15, 1947, considerable as was the progress in education 
during that period, they are less great than the changes that have 
been crowded into these few months of freedom. The academic 
problem has assumed new shapes. We have now a wider conception 
of the duties and responsibilities of universities. They have. t~c(' 
provide leadership in politics and administration, the professionS,. 
indu.~try and commerce. They have to meet the increasing deman 
for every type of higher education, literary and scientific, technical 
and profes.>ional. They must enable the country to attain, in as 
short a time as possible, freedom from want, disease and ignorance. 
by the application and develo.Pment of scientific and technical know
lodge. India is rich in natural resources and her people have 
intelligence and energy and are throbbing with renewed life and 
vi~our. It is for the universities to create knowledge and train 
mmds who would ·bring together the two, material resources and 
human e.tergies. If our living standards are to be raised, a radi-
cal cha.ngt: of spirit is essential. · 

2. Universities' a8 the Organs of Clivilisation.-He indeed muqt. 
b.e blind who does not see that, mighty a.s are the political changes, 
far deeper are the fundamental questions which will be decided by 
whnt happens in the universities. Everything is being ·brought 
to the test of reason, venerable theologies, ancient p!llitical institu
timlS, time-honoured social arrangements, a thousand things which 
a genel'ntion ago looked as fixed as the hills. If India. is to confront 
the confusion of our time, she must turn for guidance, not to those 
.who are lost in the mere exigencies of the passing hour, but to her 
men of lottel'!l, and men of science, to her poets and artists, to her 
discoverors and inventors. These- intellectual pioneers of civiJ.iza.. 
tion are to be found and trained in the universities, which are the 
sanctut~ril's of the inner life of the nation. · 

In simpler conditions of life, in primitive societies, the leader 
can follow the urge of his instinct and take us to the scene of his 
vi'li.on. In the complex organisation of modern life, any reform 
reqnil:.E>s careful thought and planning. Our leaders must be 
Capable of intellectual analysis and imaginative insight. . . 
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3. Intellectual Adventure.-We must give up the fatal obsessio.!i 
of the perfection of the past, that greatness is not to be attained iii 
the present, that everything is already worked out and all thal 
remains for the future ages ofthe world is pedantic imitation of tliE 
past. When we are hypnotised by our own past achievements, 
when all our effort is to repeat a past success, we become fetish 
worshippers. H our cultural life is to retain its dynamism, it must 
give up idolatry of the past and strive to realise new dreams. We 
should think with the young men in the Latin poet that nothing 
is done while anything remains to do. .All that man has yet do:r;J.e 
is very little compared to what he is destined to achieve. The pre
sent which moves backwards and forwards, which is a summary oi 
the past and a prophecy of the future, is hallowed ground and we 
who tread on it should face it with the quality of reverence and the 
spirit of adventure. Universities are the homes of intellectual ad-
venture. . . 

4. An Integrated Way of liife.-A life of strenuous endeavour foi 
human betterment is not possible, if we are not persuad:ed that life 
has a meaning. Many of our popular writers t~rday seem to be 
possessed by the one desire to escape from the· world of meaning 
and teach us the essential purposelessness of life. They make us 
believe, with a good deal of cleverness and sophistry, that life is 
infinitely complicated and totally inexplicable. Many of our students 
are taught to assume that free-will and personal responsibi
lity are illusions, that human beings are conditioned almost wholly 
by their physical make-up and the society in which they' live, and 
that the only sense that the religious statements make is emotional 
and subjective. This is a generation which knows how to doubt 
but not how to admire, much less to believe. This aimlessli.ess, this 
indiherence to basic issues, is to no small extent, responsible. foi 
the decline of standards, for the fading of ideals, for the defeat o:l 
human endeavour. · · · 

The purpose of all education, -it is .admitted by thinkers of East 
and West, is to provide a coherent picture of the universe and an 
integrated way of life. We must obtain throagh it a sense of per
spective, a synoptic vision, a aamanvaya of the different items of 
knowledge. Man cannot live by a mass of disconnected informa
tion. He has a passion for an ordered intellectual vision of the con
nections of things. Life is one in all its varied manifestations. We 
may study the factual relations of the different manifestations but 
we must have knowledge of life as a whole. It cannot be a collection 
of distractillg acraps but should be a harmony of patterns. Tlie sub
jects we study must be taught as· parts of a connected curriculum. 
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IS. Wiadom and K1WWZei/ge.-Oux ancient teachers tried to 
teach subjects and impart wisdom. Their ideal was wisdom (irfan) 
along with knowledge (ilm), jnanam mjiiana-sakitam1• We can
not be wisd'without some basis of knowledge though we may easily 
acqb.ire knowledge and remain devoid of wisdom. To use the words 
of the Upanisad, we may be the knowers of texts (mantravit) and 
not knowers of self (atmavit)•. Plato distinguishes between factual 
information ~nd understanding. No amount of factual informa-. 
tion would make ordinary men into educated or ' virtuous ' men 
unless something awakened in them an innate ability to live the life 
of the soul. • 

"Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge 1 • 
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information ! 
The cycles of Heaven in twenty centuries. 
Bring us farther from God and nearer ~o the dust "8 •.• 

The strength of the new ' faiths ' among intellectuals is partly 
due to their claim to explain the universe. By professing to inter~ 
pret all human activity in terms of a single thesis, they give to the 
modern educated men a sense of assurance and certainty formerly 
provided by refigion. Since education is both a training of minds 
and a training of souls, it should give both knowledge and wisdom. 

6. Aims of the S"cial Orlkr.-We mlL~t hve a conception of the 
social order for which we are educating our youth. We kD.ow what 
Hitler did in six years with the German youth. The Russians are 
clear in their minds about the kind of society for which they are 
educating and the qualities required in their citizens.. They tried 
to remake man in a new image. Our educational system must find 
its guiding principle in the aims of the social order for which it pre
pares, in the nature qf the civilisation it hopes to build. Unless we 
know whither we are tending, we cannot decide what we should do 
and how we should do it. Societies like men need a clear puxpose to 
keep them stable in a world of bewildering change. - · 

The outlines of the social philo110phy which should govem all 
our institutions, educational as well as economic and political, are 
indicated in the preamble to our Draft Constitution. It reads:-

"WE, THE PEOPLE OF INDIA, having solemnly re
solved to constitute India into a SOVEREIGN 
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC and to secure to all i~ 
citizens; 

I s.. 81 ,. .... ita IX.l. 
• c1 • "" u,......._vn. 7·&. 
•T.a.~ 
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3. I 'f!Ullectual .A.dventure.-W e must give up the fatal obsession 
of the perfection of the past, that greatness is not to be attained in 
the present, that everything is already worked out and all that 
remains for the future ages of the world is pedantic imitation of the 
past. When we are hypnotised by our own past achievementB, 
when all our effort is to repeat a past success, we become fetish 
worshippers. If our cultural life is to retain its dynamism, it must 
give up idolatry of the past and strive to realise new dreams. We 
should think with the young men in the Latin poet that nothing 
is done while anything remains to do. All that man has yet doJ;Le 
is very little compared to what he is destined to achieve. The pre
sent wllich moves backwards and forwards, which is a summary of 
the past and a prophecy of the future, is hallowed ground and we 
who tread on it should f-ace it· with the quality of reverence and the 
spirit of adventure. Universities are the homes of intellectual ad
venture. 

4 . .A.n Integrated Way of Life.-A life of strenuous endeavour for 
human betterment is not possible, if we are not persuaded that life 
has a meaning. Many of our popular writers to-day seem to be 
possessed by the one desire to escape from the ·world of meaning 
and teach us the essential purposelessness of life. They make Wf 

believe, with a good deal of cleverness and sophistry, that life is 
infinitely complicated and totally inexplicable. Many of our students 
are taught to assume that free-will and personal responsibi
lity are illusions, that human beings are conditioned almost wholly 
by their physical make-up and the society in which they' live, and 
that the only sense that the religious statements make is emotional 
and subjective. This is a generation which knows how to doubt 
but not how to admire, much less to believe. This aimlessness, this 
indib:erence to basic issues, is to no small. extent, responsible. for 
the decline of standards, for the fading of ideals, for the defeat of 
human endeavour. . · · . 

The purpose of all education, -it is 11dmitted by thinkers of East 
and West, is to provide a coherent picture of the universe and an 
integrated way ·of life. We must obtain through it a sense of per
spective, a synoptic vision, a samanvaya of the different items of 
knowledge. Man cannot live by a mass of disconnected informa
tion: He has a passion for an ordered intellectual vision of the con
nections of things. Life is one in all its varied manifestations. We 
may study the factnsl relations of the different manifestations buli 
we must have knowledge of life as a whole. It cannot be a collection 
of distractillg scraps but should be a harmony of patterns. Tlie sub
jects we study must be taught as parts of a coDnected curriculum. 
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IS. Wisdom and KrwwZedge.-Our ancient teachers tried to 
teach subjects and impart wisdom. Their ideal was wisdom (irfan} 
along with knowledge (ilm), j11anam vijii.ana-sahitam1• We can
not be wisd'without some basis of knowledge though we may easily 
acqtrlre knowledge and remain devoid of wisdom. To use the words 
of the Upanisad, we may be the knowers of texts (mantravit) and 
not knowers of self (itma.vit)t. Plato distinguishes between factual 
information snd understanding. No amount of factual informa-. 
tion would make ordinary men into educated or ' virtuous ' men 
unless something awakened in them an innate ability to live the life 
of the soul. • 

"Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge 1 '• 
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information t 
The cycles of Heaven in twenty centuries. 
Bring us farther from God and nearer ~o the dust "8 •. » 

The strength of the new ' faiths ' among intellectuals is partly 
due to their claim to explain the universe. By professing to inter~ 
pret all human activity in terms of a single thesis, they give to the 
modern educated men a sense of assurance and certainty formerly 
provided by religion. Since education is both a training of minds 
and ·a training of souls, it should give both knowledge and wisdom. 

6. Aims of the Social Order.-We must bi\ve a conception of the 
sooial order lor which we are educating our youth. We know what 
Hitler did in six years with the German youth. The Russians are 
clear in their minds about the kind of society for which they are 
educating and the qualities required in their citizens. They tried 
to remake man in a. new image. Our educational system must find 
its gniding principle in the aims of the social order for which it pre· 
pares, in the nature 9f the civilisation it hopes to bnild. Unless we 
know whither we are tending, we cannot decide what we should do 
and how we should do it. Societies like men need a clear purpose to 
keep them stable in a world of bewildering change.· -

The outlines of the sooial philosophy which should govern all 
our institutions, educational as well as economic and political, are 
indicated in the preamble to our Draft Constitution. It reads :-

"WE, THE PEOPLE OF INDIA, having solemnly re
solved to constitute India into a SOVEREIGN 
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC and to secure to all iu 
oiti&ens; 

• Clll•lvwe. u,_....._VIL 7al. 
I T .. a. Eliot 
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'JUSTICE, social, economic and political ;. 
LIBERTY of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship ; 
EQUALITY of .status and of opportunity ; and to promote 

among them all FRATERNITY assuring the dignity 
of the individual and the unity of the Nation ; 

IN OUR CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY-this ............. . 
... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. of.· ........... . 
. . . . . . . . ( .•.......... day of August, 1949 A.D.) 
do HEREBY ADOPT, ENACT AND GIVE TO OUR
SELVES THlS CONSTITUTION ". 

We are engaged in a quest for democracy through the realisa
tion of j~stice, liberty, equality and fraternity. 

11.-. lJerrwcraoy. 

7. Plan of Treatment.-We shall take up the different problems 
of educational theory and practice and arrange them under the 
five heads of democracy, justice, liberty, equality ap.d'fraternity . 

• 
We shall consider under "Democracy" education as the deve-

lopment of body, mind and spirit of each individual with his specific 
nature, the relation of the different studies to the growth of the in· 
dividual, the nature of human freedom and the · need for social 
changes. There can be no democratic free,dom without social 
justice which demands the freeing of the individUal from poverty, 
unemployment, malnutrition and ignorance. . rhis is not enough. . . 
We must cultivate the art of human rel!ltionships, the abilipy. to 
live and work together overcoming the dividing forces of the time. 
Spcial harmony can be achieved by Wise leadershiF and proper admin· 
istration. Under · Ju.~tice we will CPJ¥!ider how universities should 
train technical men of all types, social ~eaders and wise administra
tors. Under Liberty we shall refer to the liberating character of all 
education, the need· for the autonomy of· the universities and for 
freedom of thought and expression for the teachers. The meaning 
of equality of opportunity in education, the barriers to it, especially 
the economic, communal ratios and the need for the assistance 
of scheduled castes and backward eommunities will be considered 
in the section on EJU<Uity. The idea of Fraternity will be treated at 
two levels, the national and the international. Closer co-operation 
in colleges and universities between -the teachers and the pupil~, 
the development of the residential system, oi corporate life and a 
knowledge of India's culture and history will help to promote the 
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former. The latter will be attempted by fosterin~ among the mem
bers of the university the spirit of ' one world and acquainting 
them with th~> cultures and achievements of other peoples. 

8. Value of the I ndividual.-The basis of democracy is the belief 1 

in the inherent worth of the individual, in the dignity and value of 
human life. It repudiates the totalitarian principle in all its forms, 
viz., that the individual as such is useless and that he must be either 
destroyed or converted into an efficient unit in the power-machine 
of the Statil. Democracy affirms that each individual is a unique\ 
adventure of life. 

9. Education as Growth.-The function of education is the guid
ance of this adventure to the realisation of the potentialities of each 
individual in the face of the actu.al world of men and things. It 
aims at the development of the individual, the discovery, training 
and utilisation of his special talents. Like all living organisms 
the individual grows by- the impulse of his own '!!elf-development. 
The natural tlmdency of the child is to grow into maturity. From 
complete dependence on others the child has to grow into relative 
independence. The function of the teacher is to assist the growth 
by stimulation and guidance. The growth is advanced by the acqui
sition of knowledge and skills. These latter are intended to set 
free and develop the possibilities of human individuals. 

Education is not a discipline imposed from above on an apathetic 
if acquiescent nature. It is a process of leading up the inward 
.nature to its ful6Iment. I All true development is self-development. , 

The process of education as growth is continuous and life·long. 
It is said that a pupil gets a fourth of his edu:-:ation from his teacher, 
anoth<>r fourth by his own intellectual effort, a third fourth from 
his fellow students and the rest in course of time through life and 
experience.1 \Ve learn from the teacher, hy ourselves, from one 
another and ·from life or experience. Education is not always 
formal. Where we have a number of keen young men as member& 
of an intellectual community, they educate one another through 
the daily give and take. • Experience is a great teacher. We learn 
daily and hourly from our home, from our community, from the 
press, the radio and the movies. All life is experience and th~>refore 
education. 

10. Physical Educati<m.-Human beings are psycho-physical in 
nature. They have bodiea which obey certain definite laws of 
growth. These must be. kept in a state of health and physical 
fitness. Education of the body throngh pnysical exercises, sports 

1 lt'Aryit pidam. ldhatt& aht~·ah pArtam namf'd.hayi 
"'"""' • brahmuc&ribhyo t'idam kilakramma tu. 
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and athletic activities helps to develop qualities of initiative, courage, 
discipline, fair play and team spirit. We cannot realise fully our 
intellectual possibilities without health and physical vigour. No 
great nation can bt' built without strong· physical foundations. 

11. The Triune Character of the Human Mind.-Human beings 
are not all built in the same way. They are of different types, re
:O.ective, emotional or active, though they are not exclusively so. 
They are distinguished on account of the dominance of emphasis of 
the one or the other. Cognition, feeling and will, though logically 
distinguishable are not really separable in the concrete life of mind. 
These three sides which answer to t;he familiar distinction of jnana, 
bhakti and karma, express themselves through theoretical contemp
lation, aesthetic enjoyment and practical activity. These are 
found in differeni" proportions in, difterent individuals. 

The trae ed~~tor should understand the psychological make-up, 
the svabhava of the pupil and adapt his teaching to the mind of the 
pupil. "'lhe difficulty is to discover the true inward being of each 
individual. In the same familv we have individuals of different 
temperaments. A seer of the Rg Veda says 1 " I am a poet 
{kii.ruh), my father is a physician (bhisag) and my mother a grinder 
of corn (upalapraksini).1 Even as medical men treat their patients 
with a view to their. individual defects and prescribe remedies against 
the parti0ular diseases to which they are inclined, the teachers · 
should discover the tendencies and weaknesses ·of the individual 
puP.ils, encourage their desirable aptitudes and cure the weaKnesses. 
to which they are inclined. · 

In a well-planned educational system, opportunities wi).l be': 
provided at every level to the pupils for the exerciEe of their re
:O.ective powers, artistic abilities and practical work. The sensitive 
teacher will be able to find out tlfe mental make-.up of the pupil, 
whether he has in him more of the "r<>ilective or the artistic or the· 
practical bent. If he is reflective, he milst :find out whether he has 
philosophic or scientific, mathematical or linguistic talents ; if he is 
artistic, he must discover whether he has taste for literature or music, 
painting or sculpture ; if he is. practical minded, he must notice 
whether he is a great experimenter or is mechanically minded. 
'lhese varying tendencies can be discovered at the Secondary 
~hool stage and if proper guidance.. is provided, much wastage at 
the later stages will be avoided. Secondary Schools are expected 
to offer many different kinds of vocational training. 

• X.UJ. 
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It is wrong to think that the more intelligent go to the univer
sities and the less intelligent to technical schools. Success-in a 
technical school requires as high an intelligence as success in....a 
purely literary or scientific course. It msy be of a different kind 
even as pupils are of different kinds, meditative or mechanical, 
scientific or artistic. . Bookishness or the manipulation of concepts. 
is not the only kind of intelligence. The new Secondary Schools 
should insist on the equal dignity and ·importance of the different 
courses they offer. · 

12. Nature, Society a11d Spirit.-There are three types of exis
tence, which are inter-related, the natural, the socialand the spiritual. 
The content of teaching msy be classified under three heads, our 
relation to things or nature ; our relation to men or society ; our 
relation to values or the world of spirit.l · .. · 

Nature.-Natural Sciences and technologl"" come under this 
head. The desire to understand nature leads to science ; the desire 
to use knowledge of nature for definite ends gives us technology. 

Every pupil should have a knowledge of the physical world in 
which he lives. It is, of course; not possible for every one to be a 
specialist in each of the sciences, but by the time he leaves college, 
every student, even if he is a student of humanities, should be fami
liar with the general principles governing his physical environ-
ment. · 

Instructionjin the technological forces shaping the world is 
also essential. Technology is continually transforming our en
vironment. All progress in indllStry from the Stone Age is but a 
record of the transforiiUltion of our environment by the trinmpha 
of. technology. 

· Society.-Every one should know something of the society in 
which he lives, the great forces that mould contemporary civilisstion. 
History, economics, politics, social psychology, anthropology, belong 
to the group of social sciences. Whatever may be our specialised 
field, a general understanding of onr social environment and of 
human institutions is essential. 

Spiril.-The purpose of humanities is to enable man to under
stand his inner aspirations and ideals. The study of the language 
and the literature of onr mother tongue should occupy the first place 
in ~era! education. ~e incarnates the gemua of the people 
which has fashioned it. Every word, every phrase conveys some 
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idea of men and women as they ploughea their fields, tended their 
homes, built their towns or sailed their ships. We get into the 
spirit of our people by acquiring control over the language. 

1 Literature quickens and enlarges the human spirit. It appeals 
to the imagination of the child and imparts a sense of the inexhausti
ble richness of human personality and the immense complexity of 
human relationships. 

Arts like music an\1 pamting help to educate our emotions and 
impart a. certain grace in living. Men of taste will abhor ugliness, 
squalor and vulgarity . 

.Any course of education intended to prepare men and women for 
the business of living should include philosophical studies, which deal 
with conduct and the ends of! if e. However well-informed we may be 
in general knowledge, however technically efficient we may be in 
our special vocatiOJtS, if we are not acquainted with the roots of our 
past, if we do not have an Jlnderstanding of what is called the ' wisdom 
of the ag~s ' our education falls short of its true ideals. It would 
indeed be very strange if we neglect philosophy, art aJld literature 
at a time when civilisation is in danger, not Jrom any poverty of 
material resources or the power to use them but from want of the 
knowledge and the spirit to use them rightly. Our present condi
tion is in part due to the failure of our education to cope with moral 
and spiritual uncertainties. Human values are not a part of nature 
in the sense in which stones and plants are and yet they can be studied 
scientifically. If intellectual fragmentation and anarchy are tG be 
avoided, the student must acquire a frame of. reference which will 
give meaning and direction to his college work as he moves from class 
to class, to study different subjects. The ·different studies should 
be treated as parts of a whole. There must. be an intellectual integ
ration of his varied knowledge. 

13. Natural Sciences, Social Stll!lies and Httmanities.-The 
divisions of subjects into sciences, social studies· and humanities are 
not exclusive. It will be wrong to assume.that science is amoral or 
indifferent to values. Science is not to be taught as something 
external-to man. It is one of the greatest of the creations of the 
human spirit. It provides the material basis of the good life. Its 
aim is not ouly utility or success but the pursuit of truth. Its 
'essence is careful observation of facts, rigid conscientiousness in 
inference and elimination of personal prejudice and passion. Its 
method is to follow the argument where it leads and its goal is to s~ 
things as they are. Its ideal is the same as that of philosophy, the 
vision of reality.·· Till recently scientific- studies- were treated as 
philosophical disciplines. Even now " Philosophical Transactions " 
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of the Royal Society deal with scientific investigations. Similarly 
when we study language, the relations of words to meanings, the 
construction of sentences, the method we adopt is that of science. 
Panini's work on Grammar (6th century B.C.) is unsurpassed as 
a scientific study of the facts of language. 

Broadly ~>peaking, the threP divisions deal with facts, events and 
valut>s. Their methods are different, though they are used in all 
etudies in different degrees. While scrupulous attention to fact is 
the method of science, imaginative insight is also needed for scienti
fic work. :Mere heaping of data is ·not knowledge. In the realm of• 
values, objective analysis of complex situations is necessary for 
proper appreciation. In history we need a judicious blend of factual 
observation and judgment. Whatever be our subject of study, we 
must be able to observe carefully, think effectively and use our judg-
ment properly. ' 

Any one- who wishes to live intelligently n;'the modern wtlrld 
should have some knowledge of selected materials from the three 
fieldR of (I) Science and Teclmology (2) Social studies including 
History (3) Humanities including language and literatlire, fine arts 
ethics, philosophy and religion. Our education is incomplete if it il'o 
limited to the knowledge of the masterpieces of thought and imagi
nation, ignoring altogether other exprel!8ions of the human spirit, 
the exact sciences. 1 

14. Unity of Mind and Interdependence of Knowledge.-If edu
cation is to guide the individual towards the comprehension of the 
art of life, it must energise his whole being and give him ideas of 
nature, society and values. Human mind· is a unity and all know
ledge is interdependent. In a sense every study should excite and 
satisfy the different mental powers. It must give the pupils intellec· 
tual·vision, aesthetic enjoyment and practical power. 

Education must look to the whole man. Karl Marx says:-" The 
education of the future will in the case of every child over a certain 
age, combine productive labour with education (unterricht) and 

l Theliatof •ubjoct& mentioned in t-he Chlilldogya Upani«ad, 8th Century B.C., in
cludn~ litf'rntul'f'. history, philosophy, roligion~ math<>matics and astronomy, praetk&J 
a.rta, military aeif'nC'CI. 

J1l'\'00t\m~ yajurvt'Ciam, &lmavt'dam, ltha.rvadam, itihlsa.pur&nam ved&nim veda.m 
pilry-nm. tf.tlim, daivam, nidhim, ""&kovakyam. f'kiyanam, dt'vavidyim, brahma· 
vidylm, bhutavid)lm kaatt-avidylm, nakb&travid~·im, aarpadL '\'ajnnavid)&m. 

VII.l. 
In l·h• l'nh.,..,ity of TakHMill (Taxi Ia) whioh wu !amou& even in the 7th eentury B. C. 

&nd a.ttnwtrd t«'lwlnTR h-om many parte of India and was known in G!'E'e<'e, the. aubjt.ota 
taught !uduJod philuoophy Md lit.,.tu..., m<'dkine antloui'!!"'Y• archery and milit&rJ" 
arte.agri('ul1ul't' ~~nd t'llUlmof"\"t". 8pN'illli!K'hoo1s ffll' grammar.law and aetronomy, medicine 
011d anrg•'ry ,......, ..,tnblishod by the fifth century B.C. 
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athletics (gymnastik) not merely as one of the methods of raising 
"Social production but as the only method of producing fully develop
ed human beings. "1 On this question of learning through doing 
Marx and Gandhi agree. Whether we are being introduced to the 
delights of literature, or the wonders of science, or the pride of crafts.. 
manship, our whole being must be at work. Only then is education 
turned into joy triumphing over its weariness and pain. . 

While a general understanrung of the scientific method, of the 
history of our society and the world and literature which feeds our 
imagination and stabilises our emotional life is to be regarded as a 
part of general education for all, professional education trains the 
£tudents for competence-in an o~upation. Education has among 
uthers this double aim of preparing for a particular vocation and also 
for citizenship in a democratic community. These two ends are 
not exclusive of each other. If knowledge is power all edueation 
is 8oth pure and professional. . . 

The vocation may well require specialisation in humanities or 
social sciences. Professional education is different from general 
education, not so much in its subject matter as in its method, out
look and objective. To give a basic understanding of the principles 
uf science, history and literature is the aim of the general course ; 
to train experts in them is the aim of the apecialised course. • 

. 15. Mechaflical Learning.-The process of education becomes 
dull and boring if we are unable to mterest the. live minds of the 
students. What they learn unwillingly becomes dead knowledge 
which is worse than ignorance. Learning is an activity of thought. 
It is not stuffing the lnind with facts. We must be able to use what 
we learn, test it, throw it into fre~h combinations. It must become 
vibrant with power, radiant with light. ll'. · 

16. Inwardness of Freedom.-There are not many to-day who 
hold that the concern of the college is _primarily with the intelle~t and 
little, if at aU, with the fashioning of character, the building of person
ality. While the conservation and advancement of learning is a 
dolninant purpose of the universities, they should also aim at raising 
the personal quality of its members and make them seek the good 
life. A free society is composed of free citizens and men are not free 
simply because they are freed from external restraints. TrUe freedom 

1 lJM Kapital 8th ed. (1928) I. 4.25 oadasuoibo kiruhaatah; which <>Dltt the dignity of 
a ma.nual worker who U held to be alwa.yw pure4 

1 tejasviniv adhitam astu. Cp. Yiska'o Nirvkta (1·18)" The person whoia able only 
to r.,cite the V&da (adhitya) but does not understand ito meaning is like a post or a mere 
bearer of a load. For the words that are simply memorised and not understood will me~l:v 
ound when utter&d, and not enlijlhten, just as wood, be it never so dry will not blaze if it 

t. put into wha.t is not tire ". 
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is inward, a function of mind and spirit. This inner fearlessneas is 
the affirmation of human individuality.. The recognition that a 
human being is a free moral agent with the right and capacity to 
choose between truth and error, good and evil, is the easence of 
freedom. We may make a wrong choice but true democracy con
cedes to us the right to thoose wrongly.1 

A human being lives in the world of nature but apprehends a 
world of values. We can break him on the wheel, burn him at the 
stake, bury him alive in a concentration camp or crucify him, but we 
cannot make him lie or steal or betray the cause he believes in. Our 
education should encourage the development in its members of 
fearlessness of mind, strength of conscience and integrity of purpose. 
If huma.n life is to remain human, it must deepen and live by a 
sense of mora.l obligation. Without mora.! freedom there can be no 
true democracy. Freedom and justice in the world depend on there 
being enou~h men and women who sa.y "We will obey God rather 
than men ' • For the sake of the soul we may sometimes have to 
abandon the world.• 

Plato says in his Apology : "A man who is good for ·anything 
ought not to calculate the chance of living and dying ; he ought only 
to consider whether in doing anything he is doing right or wrong
acting the part of a good man or a bad ".a The period of student
ship, twalmi.acharya, was looked upon in India, as a time of learning 
and discipline. It is a way of life, of spirit. In the Christian Gospel 
we are warned not to be afraid of them that kill the body but are not 
abie to kill the soul. . 

17. Education a& Initiation into a New Life.-Education, accord
ing to the Indian tradition, is not merely a means to earning a living; 
nor is it only a nursery of thought or a school for citizenship. It is 
initiatjon into the life of spirit, a training of human souls in tht> pursuit 
of truth and the practice of virtue. It is a second birth, dvitiyam 
janma. 

18. ltllldtquacy of Education a& AdjtlStmetli to Society.-It is d 
course true that we should mould students to a pattern that is sanc
tioned by the past if society is not to become discontinuous. Edu
cation is a means by which society perpetuates itself. In 1R52 
Newman defined the function oft.he university thus : " If a praoti · 
cal end must be assigned to a university course, then I say it is 

1 
" U all m.W.ind minua one ... .,.. of one opinion. and only one penon •- of the 

oonbvy opinion, mankind would be no more juatilitod in aiiHlcing that one ponon, than 
ho, If h• bad tho power, would be juatii!M in aik!Doing ma.nkind ", oaid J.S. Mill ill hia wed: 
oa LIBERTI'. · 

1 .-tho pnhivim lyajet. 
• 1.18. 
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training good members of society ".1 No system: of education could 
be directed to the weakening of the State that maintains it. But 
education is also an instrument for social change. It should not be 
its aim merely to enable us to adjust ourselvt>s to the social environ
ment. We must train people not merely to be citizens but also to be 
individuals. Many systems of education tend to transform the 
individual, who might otherwise' seek to rise above the type into the 
representative of the community. On such a scheme we c~nnot get 
leaders, who with new values transform the community. There is no 
stimulus to individuality, to being in any respect distinct or different 
from one's surroundings. The aim of educatign should be to break 
ground for new values and make them possible. 

19. Flexibility of the Educational System.-The institutions of 
democracy must be flexible, capable of adaptation to the changing 
needs and conditions of men. We must make modifications when· 
ever we feel that changes· are necessary to realise more effectively 
the ends of individual development and !!ocial welfare. 

Educational systems are built for a time and not for all time. 
There are no changeless ways of educating human nature. A curri
culum which had vitality .in the Vedic period or the Renaissanae 
aannot continue unaltered in the 2oth Century. Realising that the 
vision of free men .in a free society is the living faith and inspiring 
guide of democratic institutions, we must move towards that goal 
-adapting wisely and well to changing conditions. 

Ill.-Justice. _ 
-

20. &cial Justice.-Even as we cannot break up the humall 
person into separate mental faculties, v:e cannot separate the indiVi
dual from society. Social justice is the foundation of States and it 
demands that we create a society which is freed from t>he evils which 
it is within human power to ban.is):t. If all men are entitled to an 
equal chance to be free from want, fear and ignorance, we cannot sit 
quiet and contented when millions of oil.r fellowmen continue to Eve' 
in poverty, disease, hunger and ignorance. If we are to demonstrate, 
not by words, but by deeds, that the democratic way oflife is superior 
to the totalitarian, we must raise the material standards of life and 
increase national productivity by the larger use of scientific dis
coveries and technical applications. After the October Revolution 
of 1917, Soviet Russia wiped out illiteracy, raised the educational 
level of the masses, built and equipped scientific institutes and labora- ! 
tories and transformed the country with new industries and a ne-· 
type of agriculture. 

1 The Scope an4 Nature of U"iveraitg Edwmion. Discourse 6. 
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21. Tke Present Needs.-There is great disparity between what 
our country requires and what our education offers. We produce a 
large number of arts an<lla.w graduates, but not enough teachers, 
administrators, doctors. engine~.rs, technicians, scientific researchers 
and the like. On account of their expensive character we have 
neglected the scientific an.d technical courses .. 

22. Agricultural Educa!ion~The vast majority of our people 
are engaged in agriculture and our position in regard to food produc: 
tion is pathetic. While-Great Britain which is highly industrialised 
has attempted progressively to re<:luce her imports of food from 
overseas and increase her own focd production, India where 70 per 
cent of the people are engaged in agriculture imported It milliop 
tons offood grains in 1946, 2 million tons in 1947, 3 million tons in 
1948 and threatens to import 4l million tons in 1949 at a cost of 200 
crores of rupees. While we with 70 per cent of our population work
ing on farms are unable to produce enough food even at the sub
sistence level for our population, the United States of America of 
whose working population only 13 per cent work on farms, provides 
food at a high level not only for her entire population but for a large 
part of the rest of the world. The output of rice per acre in India 
1s about 1,000 lbs. only as against 2,600 lbs. in China and 3,000 lbs. 
in Japan. What is possible in China and Japan must be possible in 
India. We have neglected the country-side, disrupted the village 
communities and destroyed rural initiative. If we wish to increase 
9ur food production, we must train the farmers and utilise the results 
of scientific research in agriculture in the fields. . · 

23. Techrwkigical Education.-Our le~ders have drawn up 
ambitious plans for the industrialisation of our country involv.ing 
expen:diture of crores ofrupees. They wish to improve communi
cations, develop systems of irrigation, distribute electricity to the 

·villages. They have large schemes for the improvement of health 
ami sanitation. If these schemes are to be realised, we have to in
crease the number of professional colleges, agricultural, medical 
and enginl'cring to produce the requisit~ number of graduates and 
silt up throughout the country technical schools which will supply 
the much larger number of teelulicians needed for the purpose. For 
a fuller realisation of the democratic principlt.>s of justice and freedom 
for all, we nt.>ed growth in science and technology. The presence of 
the suffering millions, tired, discontented, mentally inefficient is a 
challenge to us. Where human action can remove the evils, inaction 
has the guilt ofvice. · 

)(198Ko[Eda. 
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24. Rural Development.-The industrialisation of the country 

should take into account the fact that the large majority of our 
people live in villages. As far back as 1830 Sir Charles Metcalfe 
wrote about the village communities in these words : " They seem 
to last where nothing else lasts. The union of the village communi
ties, each one forming a separate little state in itself, has, I conceive, 
.contributed more than any other cause to the preservation of the 
people of India through all revolutions and changes which they have 
suffered, and it is in a high degree conducive to their happiness and 
to the enjoyment of a great portion of freedom and independence. 
I wish, therefore, that village constitutions may never be disturbed 
and I dread everything that has a tendency to break them up". 
They have been broken up. We have to revive them to-day and 
make them, as far as possible, self-sustaining. Cottage industries 
and small co-operatives require to be developed and machines to 
lighten the labours of men living in cottages. "-If we could have 
electricity in every village home, I shall not mind villagers plying 
their implements and tools with electricity" said Gandhi. 

We need heavy large scale industries for power, mining, metal
lurgy, oil, machinery and machine tools, automobiles, locomotives, 
lihip-build¥Jg, aircraft, heavy chemicals, pharmaceuticals. These 
are to be located by the State in centres selected for the availability 
of raw materials and local labour conditions. Our economy must be 
a decentralised one supported by agriculture and village industrie.~, 
wpplemented by the necessary large-scale industries which are 
worked, not for the profit of a few industrialists but for the general 
welfare. · 

25. The Place of the Machine.--The machine should be treated 
as a natural accessory to man's social development. It is the tool 
of the free individual and not his master: It must not become the 
&ervant of powerful self-seeking individuals and groups. Und-er 
proper control and. an equitable system of distribution, it can supply 
the basic needs of food, shelter and clotl)ing to every individual and 
release him from the burden of life for pis own proper function of 
relating himself to his source, to his fellowmen, and to the forces of 
his natur!U environment. 

26. Defects of Excltusively Scientific anil TeChnical Eilueation.
Now that scientific discoveriesand technological applications have 
altered our physical environment profoundly in the space of a few 
generations, our s<>cial habits and institutions require to be readjusted. 
We have grown strong in the mastery of the physical world but are 
very weak in our ability to manage and direct the social forces that 
shape our lives. It is a false belief that scientific pre-eminence is 
the only basis of national security and welfare. -
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27. Need for SociaZ Studies and Ilese4rck.-To impart correct 
social vision is an eBBential part of true education. While graduates 
in law, medicine and engineering acquire specialieed information and 
technical skill, they should also be inspired by high social aims as ~o 
groups can pursue their private ends without regard to the social 
consequences of their activities. We do not work in a social vacuum. 
No man should expect to benefit from social order and progress without 
contributing to it. Individual freedom entails social responsibility. 

Our students must be educated in the ethical values and the 
concept of human relations on which our political system rests, in 
the structure and processes of government. They must learn to 
know the imperfectiOns of actual procedures and institutions through 
which government works. We must widen and deepen their social 
conscience and indicate how, though reason is set up as ·the fins! 
arbiter in human relations, the appeal to emotion and prejudice is 
more common among us than the appeal to reason. . 

We should not be temi'ted by the prestige of natural sciences 
and their immediately tang1ble results to give theom a disproportion
ate place in our teaching programmes and research budgets. There 
is at least as much research to be undertaken in the social sciences 
as in the natural sciences. The pattern of inquiry and the canona 
of validity in social studies are somewhat different from thoee employ
ed in natural sciences. The. warning against the insistence on the 
same standards of precision in all fields is as old as :Aristotle. " Dis
cussion will be adequate if it has as much clearness as the subject 
matter admits of, for precision is not to be sought for alike in all. 
discussions. It is the mark of an educated man to look for precision 
in each class of thinasjustso far as the nature oftl1e subject admits; 
it is evidently equ~ly foolish to accept probable reasoning from a 
mathematician and to demand from a rhetorician scientific proofs. "1. 

We cannot expect more exactness_ than the subject permits. 

· 2s. Traini"g for Leadership.-Training for leadership in thv 
prof(>ssious and in public life is one of the central aims of university 
education, which it is difficult to realise. President Truma 
remarked : "Our national policies must be administered by men of 
broad fXpl'rienc£>, mature outlook and sound judgment. But there 
is a critical shortage of such men-men who ~ess the capacity to 
:leal with affairs of State". He went on-' \Ve have been much 
less succ(>ssful.in obtaining persons ?.ith broad unden;tanding and an 
aptitude for management. \Ve need men who cantuma group of 
~pecialists into a working team and who can combine imagination 
~~------~~~~~------------~--• Nic~-•I>A•.,. Btllic.s, Rooo E.T. 
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24. Rural Development.-The industrialisation of the country 

should take into account the fact that the large majority of our 
·people live in villages. .AB far back as 1830 Sir Charles Metcalfe 
'!tTOte about the village communities in these words : " They seem 
to last where nothing else lasts. The union of the village communi
ties, each one forming a separate little state in itself, has, I conceive, 
contrib11ted more than any other cause to the preservation of the 
people of India through all revolutions and changes which they have 
suffered, and it is in a _high degree conducive to their happiness and 
to the enjoyment of a great portion of freedom and independence. 
I wish, therefore, that village constitutions may never be disturbed 
and I dread everything that has a tendency to break them up ". 
They have been broken up. We have to revive them to-day and 
make them, as far as possible, self-sustaining. . Cottage industries 
a.nd small co-operatives require to be developed and machines to 
lighten the labours of men living in cottages. "-If we could have 
electricity in every village home, I shall not mind villagers plying 
their implements and tools with electricity" said Gandhi. 

We need heavy large scale industries for power, mining, metal
lurgy, oil, machinery and machine tools, automobiles, locomotives, 
11hip-building, aircraft, heavy chemicals, pharmaceuticals. These 
are to be located by the State in centres selected for the availability 
of raw materials and local labour conditions. Our economy must be 
a decentralised one supported by agriculture and village industries, 
aupplemented by the necessary large-scale industries which are 
worked, not for the profit of a few industrialists but for the general 
welfare. · 

25. The Place of the Machine.--The machine should be treated. 
u a natural accessory to man's social development. It is the tool. 
of the free individual and not his master: It must not become the 
servant of powerful self-seeking individuals and groups. Under 
proper control and an equitable system of distribution, it can supply 
the basic needs of food, shelter and clothing to every individual and· 
release him from the burden of life for .his own proper function of 
relating himself to his source, to his fellowmen, and to the forces of 
his natur!ll environment. 

26. Defects of Exclusively Scientific anrl Technical Educaticm.
Now that scientific discoveriesand technolo~cal applications have 
altered our physical environment profoundly m the space of a few 
gene~tions, our social habits and institutions require to be readjusted. 
We have grown strong in the mastery of the physical world but are 
very weak in our ability to manage and direct the social forces that 
shape our lives. It is a false belief that scientific pre-eminence is 
the only basis of national security and welfare. · 
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Profe81lional integrity requires that teachers should be as free 
to speak on controversialissjles as any other citizens of a free country; 
An atmosphere of freedom is essential for developing this • mora
lity of the mind' . . 

The respect in which.the univeniities of Great Britain are held 
is due to the freedom from governlllkntal interference which they 
enjoy constitutionally and actually. Our universitit>s should be ' 
relt>ased fron. the control of politics. 

30. The Spirit of Science and S~Z Conservatism.-The activ!l 
principle of science is discovery and every new discovery involves 
modification of hitherto accepted knowledge and so has to overcome 
the i•ertia of what is already established. When we adopt the 
scientific method of thought, we demand that we reach conclusions 
from tested data only and our conclwionP are tentative, since out 
data may be enlarged. Readiness for change marks the scientific 
attitude while resiRtance to change is normally the attitude of defen
ders of tradition. The general aversion to change common to all 
static societies is hostile to scientific progress. 

31. Liberal Education.-All education ia expected to be liberal. 
It should free us from the shackles of ignorance, prejudice and unc 
founded belief. If we art incapable of achieving the good life, it 
is due to faults ir. our inward being, to the darkness in us. The 
prooeRs of education is the slow conquering of thi5 darkness. Toi 
lead us from darkness to light1, to free us from every kind of domi-f 
nation except that ofreason, is the aim of education. 

v.-Equality. 

:i~. Tke Denwcrutic Wag of Iife.-Democracy as a way of life 
and not a mere political arrangement require~~ of its adherents a 
jealous regard not only for their own rights but equally for the simi· 
lar rights of others. It is based on the principle of equal freedom 
and equnl rights for all ita members, regardless of race, religion, sex, 
occupation or economic status. Education is the great instrument 
of sociu.l emancipation by wbich a democracy establishes, maintains 
and protects the spirit of equality among its members . 

• . 33. Freedom of Con.science.-If we develop the social temper of 
democracy we wilf have confidence in one another.· W.e will allow 
freedom of conscience to others as it ia ot&I faith that others like our. 
ae!~ea are oompetont to work out thei! own salvation. . ; .: 

............... j,.,W ,.._,... 
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34. Equality of Opportunity.-Equal opportunit.y does not inean 
identical opportunity for all. It means the equal availability of 
education for every qualified person. Our f'lystem must provide for 
every young person education to the extent that he can profit from 
it and of a character best designed to asstire the maximum .develop· 
ment of his nature. It must of course recognise differences of gifts 
and interests. 

Article I ofthe Universal Declaration of Human Rights pays: 
".All human beings.are hom free and equal in dignity and rights. 
They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act to-
wards on? another~ a spirit of brotherhood". · 

Edu...ation confined to those who come from nobility, landed 
gentry or professional classes is suited to a society built un an eco
nomic and so<ial hit-.rarchy of classes. In a democratic society, the 
opportunity of learning must be open not only to an elite but to all 
those who have to carry the privilege and responsibility of citizen-
ship.· Education is a universal right, not a class privilege. . 

The educational attainments of our people are far below what 
is necessary either for effective individual living or for the satis
factory maintenance of society. For the great majoritv of ouf bovs 
and girl'l the kind and amount of education they may hope to get 
depends not on their own abilities but on the economic status of 
their family or the accident of their birth. The 'earnings of a very 
large part of our population are so low that ·they find it difficult to 
have even the barest necessities of physical existence .. Low family 
income together with the rising costs of education is an almost im
pos.!'ible barrier to college education for many young people. ·There 
is no relation, however, between the ability to pro:&t from a college 
education and the ability to pay for it. Speaking of the mathema
tical genius, Ramanujan, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru said in his Dis-. 
wvery of India: "Ramanujan's brief life and death are symbolic 
of conditions in India. Of our millions. how few get education at 
all, how many live on the verge of ata.rvation, of even those who 
get some education, how many have nothing to look forward to but 
a clerkship in some office on a pay that is usually far less than the 
unemployment dole in England ¥ If life opened its gates to them 
and offered them food and healthy conditions of living and education 
and opportunities of growth, how many among these millions would 
be eminent scientists, educationists, technicians, industrialists, 
writers and artists, helping to build a new India and a new world ! " 
We cannot let our potential 4uman resources go undiscovered and 
undeveloped. . 
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In distribution of educational opportunity there should be no 
caprice, prejudice, favouritiSm, special privilege, or other arbitrary 
action. In general each person should- have educational opportu
nity of the kind and to the extent that is suited to his capacity 
and interest and which represents his fair share of the total education· 
al resQurces. Application of this principle may be adjusted to the 
nel.'ds of society and to human<" considerations. Should society need 
more technicians and fewer clerical workers, educational opportut· 
nity may be shifted accordingly. Exceptional ability is socially 110 

valuable that it may be given exce{>tional opportunity. SpPCial 
training for retarded persons may be JUstified by the need to make 
them self-sustaining and not a burden to society. Humane consi
d~rations may lead to special educational provisiolll! for the.blind 
and other handicapped petsons. Wise administration of education
al resources must rest on the integrity and judgment of the State. 

315. Economic Barriers.-Owing to economic difficulties many 
young people art> not getting the chance to which the1 are entitled 
and the nation is deprived of a large .amount of potential leader
ship in science and scholarship, industry and commerce. If we are 
to give substance and actuality to the rlaim of equality we profess, 
we mu~t devise a sy~tem in which qualified individuals are not pre· 
vented by economic barriers from attaining the kind of education 
for which they are suited by their aptitudes and interes~. 

The President's Commission on Higher Education in .AmeTica 
"recomm~nrls that in publicly controlled institutions there be no 
tuition or other requir~d fees for the thirteenth and fourteenth school 
years, il'respective. of whether they are offered by a 2-year or a 4.
year college ; and that fees above the fourteenth school year be re· 
ducerl at. the tmrliest pos~ibk momentto the level prevailing in 1939"1• 

Conditions in India art> much worse. If we are to enable even the 
poorest to obtain not merely ~ome but the best education they are 
en pable of, we must organil<e a large and g~nerot•s systen. of srholar
ships which will provide a ladder from the bottom to the university 
along which any obi!(! can climb to the limit of his capacity. These 
lilcholarships llhould cover not only tuition costs but costs of board, 
lodge and oth~r living needs. 

36. Oomt11unal Rntios.-Tbe principle of equality in regard 
to edurational rights is set forth in Section 23 of the Constitt,tion: 
"No minority wh«>ther based on reli~on, communitY or Ja.ne-vage 
shall be discriminated against in regard. to the adn.issi01• of any per
son J:.elo~ng to such minority into a:ry edu<'atioiial institution 
maintained by the State" •. Unfortunately in s.ome Gowrnment. 
not University, Colleges in South India there ill what is railed a 

1 ............ ..., ....,.. • .., J...aWJ...., Opponvail,.. 
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,, ratio~ing. of seats " among memb~rs. of different communities.' 
T_he fundamental right is the right of the individual, not of the com• 
:irlunitv. Every young man must have an equal chanc~ with others 
to make the moet of his .abilities.' To curtail the chance to 
learn for members of particular groups is . inconsistent with the 
Fundamental Right. It. would tend·to. increase the stratification 
of our society. To insist 011 quotas for communitiPS wovld be 
to assume that the nation i~ composed of separate and sdf-sli.fficimt 
groups, which is a negation of our national ideal and d~mocratic 
principle. Discrimination practices generate tensions an~ the 
spll.itlial damage caused by them is not measurable. Education 
should not be used for creating or deepening the very inequalities 
which it is designed to prevent. Progress for the nation requires 
that stccess to higher education shotJ.d be determined by tht- interest 
and ability of the student. There is much to be said for the sugges
i;ion that the information about caste and religion should not.be 
asked for from candidates for admission to colleges and universi-
ties. · · 

37 Assistance to BackWaTd Communities.-We cannot banish 
social situations by democratic phrases. Our Constitution has 
abolished communal electorates, privileges and weightages for all 
except the scheduled castes. We e.re in great sympathy with the 
an,xiety of these scheduled castes and backward communities to 
raise their cultural level.. Their backwardness is the result of a long 
period of unequal opportunity and it should be remedied as speedily 
as possible; We must provide them with additional assistance 

. which will enable t;hem to give their children equal educational 
opportunities with others in the nation. 
· By expanding the facilities in the colleges and increasing ·their 

number, we will be able to move towards equalisation of educationa,l 
opportunities. But to deny to the most talented members of the 
nation, Brahmin or non-Brahmin, Christian or Muslim, opportuni
ties for self-development is not only unjust to them but is unfair to 
the natio!J. which is deprived of high class professional ability and 
social competence. Besides, we live in a competitive world in wbich 
mind yields itstlf only to an ascendancy of mind. 

1 Government of :Madas iBSued an order No. 1254-Education, dated 17th :May, 1948 
directing " tha.t the· following oommllll&l proportion be kept in vi&w and be observed as 
far s.o possible in regard to admission in the Engineering College from the Academic 
:fe"' 1948·1949 :-

Non-Brahmin (HindU.) • • • • 6 out of 14. 
Ba.ckward H'mdu Communities • • ll out of 14. 
Brahmins ... .. • • ll out ofl4. 
H•!iian8 . .,· .. · .... · • • • , :.ll out of 14. . 
Anglo-India.nandlndian Christialls ·. •• 1 out ofl4 .. 
Jdualims ·--... c ... ·~·· .. -i.-~ :o·- ~-~-~ -·_ ·, ··-•· • 1 Ontof 14". 
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. . . In the prnsent conditions of our society the ne'eds of justice to 
the members of the scheduled castes and the communities declared 
to be backward by the government of the Provin_ce or the ~tate can 
be met by reserving a certain proportion of the seats in any college 
maintained by the State for qualified students of these communi
ties and throwing open the rest of the seats to members of all com
munities by open competition. The percentage of reservation shall 
not, however, exceed a third of the total number of seats, The 
principle of reservation may be adopted for a pertod of t('n years. 

VL-FrateJrniiy : NationaZ. 

38. Extra-Curricular Actiwies.-Fraternity refers to· the need 
for fraternsi concord and good-will among the people oflndia 
and the world. It can be fostered in educational institutions 
among the members of different communities, if-we do not empha
sise differences of caste, community and religion. In the hostels 
and playgrounds and unions, students should be trained in the 
democratic way oflift:. The extra-curricular activities of the college 
provide avenues through which students could participate in mak
mg decisions and carrying on jo~nt undertakings. Habits of mutual 
trust and co-operation and qualities of fair play, patience, disin~ 
terestedness, consideration for otl1ers, are acquired through practice. 
Students cannot learn these if the institutions are run on authori
tarian lines. We cannot teach the lessons of freedom bv the 
methods of servitude. Students should be encouraged to· parti-J 
cipste in the social and cultural activities, of the areas in which the 
colleges are situated so that they may become alive to the needs of 
the society in which they live 

39. Indiscipline.-We hear a great deal today of indiscipline 
among students. The university has split into two groups. The 
world of teachers is separate from that of the students The stu
dents adopt a trade union attitude to the at~thorities. ThE.y have 
little F('Rpect fortheirt~achers and little concern for acaderni<' stand
ards. They are convinced that the teacher!! are leSl! inforn.ed than 
thoy about the illn('Sl! of tht society in which we live. A restle~;s 
youth, discontented with its old('r generation, conscious of talents 
and cramped by lack of opportwtity, which draws simultaneously 
towards and away from the Indian pattern of life, eager, thoughtful, 
suspicious, requires to be treated with understanding by the 
oolleges and the universities. The teacher who show!' it the class 
room or outside any.interest in the problems which &realive for the 
student has a folloWIAg. The young people are in despera~ nel'd of 
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assistance: Out of the mass of individuals who have enrolled in a 
college, we have to build a community. Th_, university surround
ings do not provide adP.quate opportunities for corporate life. 

46. The &sirlentwl Systtm.-ln ancient times the teacher and 
the pupil shared a common life. -They shared the same simple food 
and life and in the process was established a close relation between 
the teacher and the pupils. Education was regarded as a co-oper
ative enterprise. The imperceptible action of the teachers' character, 
devotion to learning and the !!Pirit of dedication on the growi.Ig 
minds of the pupils was the most valuable part of any education. 
The teacher not only imparts instruction but transmits the power of 
spirit. Compulsory residence within college walls whkh is required 
in many universities of the werld assumes this invaluable interac
tion between the matured character of the teacher and the still 
unformed mind of the pupils. The absence of this personal relation
ship is to no small extent.cesponsible for the increasing indiscipfue. 
Numbers swamp "humanity" and make education mechanical. 

41. Oollege a- Oommunity Oentre.-The College should be a 
community centre and not meroly a class room or a hotel. In the 
dormitories, in student government, in clubs and organisations, in 
the varied social, recreational, intellectual life of the college, there 
are unique opportunities for the practice of the democratic way of 
life. They should be regarded as an integral part of the education
al programme. Members of the teaching staff may participate in 
them actively, not to dictate or supervise but to advise and help, 
to make available to youth-tneir wide knowledge and mature ex-
tperiencL , 

42. National Disr:ipline.-There has been in recent years, a 
deterioration of the moral fibre~ Many of the students as well as 
teachers are lacking in moral purpose and i.i:J.tegrity. Many of those. 
in power are in the grip of greed, selfishness and hatred. In our 
visits to the colleges and the univerSities, we were impressed by the 
need for improvement in national character and discipline. Uni
versities ought to be examples to the nat~on, in fair dealing and 
decent behaviour. Some of the universities, we regret to say, are not 
models of decency and dignity. We can suggest only improved 
machinery giving l~s scope for intrigue and rackets. But no im
provement of machinery can do much without a change of spirit. 
University personnel must develop a greater sense of social re~<pon
sibility for educational and national progress, a preference for quality 
over quantity. . The teaoherF can do much to r~oise the tone of the 
universities. It is in educational institutions that we can train 
character, build personality, by the discipline of body, intelligence 
and will. · 
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43. The Need for Cull.ure.-What holde a society together and 
gives the individual balance and perspective, is the possession of 
culture. Culture is intellectual alertnees, receptiveness to beauty, 
humane feeling, social enthusiasm. 
· As the result of the vast expansion of the area of knowledge and 
the diversification of its content, the aim of teaching has becotne 
almost exclusively specialisation. It is the normal feature in pro
fessional colleges. Even in colleg('.s for .liberal arts and sciences, 
the tendency is to !!pecialise and prepare for advanced study in one or 
the other special field. If society is not to disintegrate into an 
aggregate of individual specialists, we should endow the youth with 
-a central core of values, transmit to them a cultural heritage. It 
alone can serve as a cohesive force in a sooiet.y which is getting 
splintered by over-spe<.ialisation. It will confer a unity and con• 
sistency of aim on specialised vocational courses and makE' for a 
more abundant personal life and a frCE'r social order. 

44. The Un-1 ndian Character of Education.-One of the serious 
complaints against the systetnof education which has preYailed in 
this country for over a century is that it neglected India's past, 
th.at it dill not provide the Indian students with a knowledgE~ of 
their own culture. It has produced in !lome ca.I!Cs the f eling that we 
are without roots ; in others, what is worse, that our roots bind us to 
a world very different from that which surrounds us. 

A British historian of Indian education observes :-" Our 
education has done far less for Indian Culture than for the material 
and political progress of India. She looks to our Schools and Colleges 
for equipment in the struggle for existence; for the I!Ccret ofhappJ 
living, 11ivendi causae, she looks elsewhere" 1, 

45. Cultural Unity of India.-Nations are not made 
chiefly by traders and politicians. They are made by 
artists and thinkers, saints and philosophers. National 
unity and progr~ss require a deeper foundation than political 
and economic arrangements. It ia the life of spirit· that has 
shaped t\nd unified our collective existence and has been the rl'al 
bond of oneness among the Indian people. After centuries of stres11 
and conflict India has gradually evolved a conunon-ch'ilisation, a 
collootive consciousness whic!J. embraces wide varieties of tempera
ment, tradition, ways of thought and belief. Our people belong to 
different provinces, spE'.ak their own languages, prei!Crve their own 
habits and customs. There are sharp differences of temper, tra
dition and diaii'Ct. Despite all the!!C tl-·re is n fundamental unity 
which binds the people together as members of one society with the 
same cultural loyalties. 
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. Indian culture is like a palimpsest in which new characte~ do 
not entirely efface the old. In a single social patten. fragnients'of 
different ages are brought together. It would be impossible to think 
of an India where no Moghuls ruled, whE"re no Taj was built, where 
no .Macaulay irrote his Minute on education. Indian culture is 
l_ike a living organism growing in richness and content. Primitive 
cultures are marked by extreme conservatism wher· Rocial groups 
follow the same pa.th of custom and convention with irrational per· 
sistence. Living cultures are dynamic and maintain their cultural 

· 11attern by a continuous effort of indiyidual and social dis1 iplint>. 

46. Conflict in India's Soul.-Two contradictory inipulses have 
attracted Indian intellectuals. One is a jealous pride in Indian 
genius and tradition wholly distinct from those of the West. The 
othe'.' is the no less jealo11s desire to profit by the example of the 
West. . · 

A revolutionary period is not generally inclined to respect the 
wisdom of the past, but to cultivate this disrespect would be to forego 
our spiritual heritage. There are treasures of 11pirit which may not 
be of any conceivable use in the struggle for material comfort, 
but if we are to be qualified to assist or resist the' domiuant 
tendencies of our age, we cannot afford to ignore the standards 
and ideals built by the austerity and abnegation of our 
ancestors across the centuries. The chief sour<'e of spiritual nourish
ID<'nt for any people mlll't be its own past perpetually rediscovered 
3:nd renewed. A society without a knowledge of the pasi which 
lias made it would be lacking in depth and dignity. · 

47. Critical Study of the Past.-This is.not to romanticise the 
past filling the gaps of memory from the resources of imagination. 
India has suffered on account of her great weaknesses, her spirit of 
reaction and narrow-mindedness. We must be critical and selective 
and use the past to illumine the present .. We should not blindly 
give up the great values of our past nor should we cling to beliefs 
simply because they are ancient.1 Weshoulilaccept so much of an
cient thought as is sympathetic to us. 

Even in the darkest days of degradation, the light of India's 
culture never failed. 11; may have Bickered but it was never extingll
ished. There were loving hands which cherished and tended it. 
To-day it is burning with a renewed glow. If it is to become a con· 
suming flame,. we must become aware of its past greatness_and its 
contemporary value. · 

~ - ' - • . . - • ' . - .. · " . ~. .. . ' .t 

- Of. Kalidasa : pu;i~n.'-ltg em na 8iul&u ........,;;. na oiipi i:avyam "'"""" ilg avadgam. 
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Vll.-llninterrupted Oontinuity of Indian Oulture. 

48. The lrulus Valley Oivilisation.-From the prehistoric civili
sa.tion of the Indus Valley brought to light by the excavatiolll' at 
Ha.rappa and Mohenjo-daro to our own time it is a span in all pro
bability of nearly five to six thousand yea.rs1• Sir John Marshall 
tells us that these excavations provide us with evidence of the pre
sence in India of a high.ly developed culture that' must have had a 
long antocedent hifltory on the soil of India, talcing us back to an age 
that can only be dimly surmised '. Professor Childe writes :' India 
confronts Egypt and Babylonia by the third millennium; "ith a 
thoroughly individual and independent civilisation of her own techni
cally the peer of the rest. And plainly it is deeply rooted in the Indian 
soil'. He continues : ' it has endured ; it is already specifically 
Indian, and forms the basis of modern Indian culture'.• 

49. The Vedic Period.-The Vedic period on a most cautious 
estimate covers the stretch between 1500 to 600 B.C. The Rg Veda 
is older than Homer or the Old Testament The concluding parts of 
the Veda, th(> Upanisads which are the· sources of the Vedanta, ante
date the Orphic and the Eleusinian mysteries, Pythagoras and Plato. 
The first r.onnections of things are understood by the seers of the · Rg 
Veda. They believe in a truth,,a law which governs our existence, 
\\ hich sustains the different levels of out being, an infinite reality, 
ekam sat, of which all the different deities are bnt foriill'. 

InMittani (Asia Minor) we have cuneiform inscriptions (fourteenth 
century B. C.) mentioning the Vedic deities Indra, Mitra, Varuna 
and Asvins. Xerxes is reported to have destroyed a temple at Media 
where people adored gods with Vedic names like lndra and Sarva. 
The kinship of the V edie and the A vestan beliefs is now accepted, and 
the Iranians and Indian~> had lived together or in close proxmity from 
remote antiquity. The truths suggested in the Vedas are develop
ed in the Upanisads. They are the source of the various philosophies 
and religions which have developed in India. Their influence can be 
traced in the thought of Pythagoras and Plato. In the Upanisads 
we find formulated the distinetion between Absolute spirit and 
personal God, between th~ ultimate truth of the eternal and the 

1 Afoloetoj<Nloro oad IAelndtw Ci•>ili.alioa (1931) Volwmel,p. 106. 
1 Ntlll LtgAI"" 1M Jfod A....m.t Eod (1934), p. 220. "About the Indua Vall~y or 

Mob,...jodaro eivilioation of &rOund 3000 B.C.", A.L, Kroehet oaya, • we oannot yet oay 
whother ita """"'tly di!K'O...,.l'<'d "'mains repnooent a peak or a level, nor wbetber tbey charac
tnrise only the North w .. t Frontier or a !&rger pan; ol Indio. • •• CunjigouWiOM qf Ctdlv .. 
flroloiA •• ( 1944), page 688 . 

• 
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relative truth of mortal existence. They trace the lines of the inward 
growth of man fro!D- the physical to the spiritual mode of existence. 
They give us techniques for spiritual realisation which are :flexible 
and continuous and discourage claims for tl!e monopoly of truth. 
On the principle of live and let live, they give full freedom to seekers 

· to get to their goal in their own ways. 
50. Buddhism.-. The sixth century B. C. is a period of great awa

kening the world over; Confucius in China, Pythagoras in Greece, 
and the Buddha in India belong to it. The Buddha's doctrine is a 
resta~cment of the truths of the Upanisads with a new emphasis. 
Asoka's missions spread Buddhism in East and West including 
Syria and Palestine. · 

51. "Indian Influence Afnoad.-The spread of Buddhism in the 
centuries before the Christian era and in the early centuries of it in 
the East, in Tibet, Burma, Nepal, Cambodia, Annam, China, Japan, 
without spilling a drop of blood is well-known. Its appeal to the 
modern mind is remarkable. 

From the third century B.C. there were conquests of culture in 
the regions of Indo-China and Indonesia and familiar Indi::m names 
like Campii., Kambhojii., Amaravati, names which we find in the 
Buddhist texts, were given to the places in Indian colonies even as 
European names like Boston, ·cambridge, Berlin are taken over by 
settlers in .America from their European homelands. Brahmanical 
and Buddhist faiths prevailed in this Farther India and came to terms 
with each other as in India. Harsa, the last great ruler of Northern 
India (A.D. 606-647) dedicated temples to Siva and the Buddha. 

52. South Indian Teachers.-Aboutandaftertheeighth century 
the teachers of South India, Samkara, Rii.mii.nuja Madhva, effected a 
cultural union between the North and the South, between the Aryan 
and the Dravidian, and laid the foundationa oflndian national unity. 

53. The Sprrod of Islam.-When Islam spread in the land, theistic 
developments became more prominent. in the doctrines of Rii.mii.
nanda, and Kabir, Rii.md~s, Dii.du, Tukii.rii.m ap.d Tulsidii.s, Nii.nak and 
Cait.anya. Attempts at the reconciliation of the two faiths were 
made not only by the spiritual leaders but by the emperor Akbar. 
In the sufism of Jslani, of which Chishti, Baba Farid and Ja~ni are 
illustrious representatives, we ha·ve a close approximation to the 
Vedanta philosophy. · 

From very ancient times India bad intimate relations with the 
Arabs, especially in commerce and t.rade, and there were land and sea 
routes establisht>.d b&ween the two countries. The !IIm;lim::< were wei· 
corned in India by the Hindu rulers, who permitted theru. to build 
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mo~ques and spread their teachings. Indian cultur£; did not believe in 
compelling people to choose its way oflif~. It encouraged each group 
that found itR home in India to live by its own conception of the good 
life. Anum her of communities of mixed descent came into existence. 
When later Muslim invaders from outside attacked India, .Indian 
Muslims fought side by side with the Hindus and resisted them. 
When these invaders settled down in India, there were frequent feuds 
al\d instances are not wanting of Hindus fighting under Muslim leader. 
ship and Muslims fighting under Hindu leadership. 1.he Muslims of 
Ind.ia Rpoke the Indian languages, belonged to the same racial stock, 
adopted the occupational groupings and, 'l'i ithin each dass, the Hind us 
and the Muslims were often indistinguishable as they are today, in 
dress and manners, in ways of thought and behaviour. With the 
ad vent of the Moghuls, the imperial court became the meeting ground 
of Hindu and Muslim scholars who made themselves familiar with 
each other's cultures. In the eleventh century, the great Muelim 
scholar, Alberuni, maRtered the San.•krit languag<' and left u~ an im
preRsive and critical account of the achievements of the Hindus in 
sciences and philosophy. India's spirit of comprehension and for· 
bearance influenced the Moghuls and the cultural activities of India 
b<'tween the fourteenth and the nineteenth centuries illustrate Hindu
Muslim collaboration. In science and literature, music and architec
t lire, in paint.ing and dancin(s, th~Jre was a notable synthe~is of 
Hindu and Muslim ideas. 

54. The Influence of Ohristianity.-Christianity flourish~ in 
South India from the beginning of the Christian era. The early 
Christians looked upon themselves as an integral part of the general 
Hindu community and to-day the younger sections of the converted 
Christians regard themselves as the inht>ritors of the great In{ljan 
culture. Attempt.~ to reconcile the inherited spiritual tradition of 
India with the acquired Christian doctrine on the lines of the reconci
liation effected by the great scholastic thinkers between the 
Aristott>lian tradition and Chri~tian dogma are being made by the 
more euterpri~ing of the Indian Christian leaders. 

55. Ollief Tmetsof Indian Culture.-During all these centuria~> the 
people of India have evolved a culture and preserved it in an uninter
rupted continuity. Its ideals are recognised not so much .ae super
stitious but as living truths, capable of sati~fying the spiritual needs of 
humanity. The figure of Riva, the great Yogi, haa come down to us 
from ne!trly 3250 B. C. calling upon us to be kings not over others 
but OVL'Il ourselves. RPli~ion is not eo much a revelation to be 
attained by f1Lith as an effort to unveil thP deepest layers of man's 
b~iag and get intn enduring contact with them. Belief and conduct, 
rites and cer~moniecs, authorities and dogms are subordinate to the 
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art of conscious self-discovery and contact with the divine. Their 
function is to aid _the growth of spirit by supplying supports for a 
task that is strictly personal. He who has seen the real is lifted 
above all narrowness and is rj!leased from a IJ?.ultitude of opinions. The 
name by which we call C'.-od and the rites by which we approach him 
do not matter much. Toleration in the positive sense of an active 
appreciation of other faiths has been the characteristic of India's 
religious life. Toleratiol! is the homage which the finite mind pays 
to the inexhaustibility ofthe h finite. 

The process of self-discovery is not the result of intellectual ana
lysis but of the attainment of a human integrity reached by a com· 
plete mastery of self. This view is humanistic in a deep sense, for it 
tells us that there.is something more in man than is apparent in his 
ordinary consciousnees, something which frames ideals and thoughts, 
a finer spiritual presence which makes him dissatisfied with mere 
earthly purs1.its. This is our true being, which it is our busine~s 
to discover and consciously become. 

The soul that has found itself is no longer conscious of itself in it.e 
isolation. It is conscious rather of the universal self of which all in<li
viduals, races and nations are specific articulations. This secret 
solidarity of the human race cannot be abolished by the passing in· 
sanities of the world. Man. belongs to the two orders of time and 
eternity. Life eternal consists in another kind of life in the midst of 
time. Human life is a rhythm with moments of contemplation and 
of action, of rt>freshment and restoration in the life of spirit, and of 
action with a sense of mission in the world. The test of authentic 
spiritual insight is an increased integration of the personal lift>, 
quickened sensibility, heightened power an<l. universal love. 

The greatness of a culture consists not in its permanence which 
is a relative term but in the qualities which it is able to contribute 
tohuman growthinthewayinwhi!lh.it is abletomouldthe hidden 
drama ofhistorywhichis a perpetual struggle between the external 
environment and the inner values of man. Its vital character is 
tested by its capadty to evolve without surrendering its master plan,· 
to adapt new material which enter.s into it, which, though not strictly 
conformable to its central pattern, is yet not in conflict with it. 

Vlll.-HistfY£!1 of India. 

56. Study of the Past.-No nation is healthy that parts company 
with its traditions. Social development is an organic process. The 
continuing influence of the past on the present cannot be ignored. 
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Our art and literature, our law and history, belong to the main stream 
ofourculture. Every Indian student should get to know the main 
outlines of the history of India, which is not a mere chronicle of dates 
and defeats, of follies and failures. He should know the lives of the 
heroes who express the spirit of our civilisation, the seers of the 
Ve<las, the Buddha and &mkara, .Asoka and Akbar. A habitual 
vision of greatne~s is the way to cultural growth. ThoBe who have 
not greatness in themselves-they are the vast majority---flhould live 
in the company of the great. Culture is an attitude of mind, an incli
nation of the spirit and those who yearn for it wil!h to have a vision of 
grt~a.tness, sit in the presence of nobility, see the highest reach and 
scope of the spirit of man. . 

57. Tl1e Epics.-Iflndian people, in spite of widespread illiteracy, 
still retain certain traits oftheh culture, it is because their poetry and 
folklore, their Ramsyana and Mahabharata, their art and architec
ture lifted the veil from the hidden beauty of the world. 

The epics are rooted in India's culture but are not in any way 
fettered by it. They deal with problems of ethics and politics and 
are at the same time great literature. Their incidents and characters 
are l;nown throughout India as also in Ceylon, South East Asia., 
Burma and Siam and the Indies. They lire carved on the walls of 
Angkor and in the temples of Java and enacted in the shadow plays 
of Bali. They are not works of the past but throu~h the translations 
in the several Indian languages are alive and active m the life oflndia. 
i'hey are told in the homes, chanted in the temples and recited under 

· the village tree. The grandmother tells them to the children, trsvel
ling minstrels present them in town and village, scholars interpret 
them, amateur! love to enact them. In these epics we see greatness 
in spiritual vision and moral teaching as well as in artil!try of language 
and imaginative eloquence. 

58. Appeal of the Epics to the Y out h.-As these stories come out 
of the youth of the world, they appeal to all youth. When they are 
read imaginatively, with an arpreciation of the living movement 
that lies behind them, we fee the intangible quality of our culture 
w bich eludes definition and a comradeship is established between the 
past and tbe present. The epic literature is a part of the tradition 
or our race.1 

1 C/ Tho wunls of Tagore : .. To know my country, one baa to travel to that age, when 
sho ""'li•<'d bt•r ooul aud thWitr&llB<'Md<'dber phy•ical boundari..,, when she revealed ber 
bt'ia~ ina radiant. m~nanimity which illuminl'd the sstern horizon. makin~ hn l"f'<"'gllised 
as t.bt'\r own by t.hotm in alidl ahoree who were &wakE'!ned into a surprise of lifl" : and not now 
"bt'ltahe h .. withdrawn bereelf into a D&JTOW b&rrierofobaourity, into a miserly pride of 
eoxclu.ai?muu, into a poverty of mind that dumbly revolves around iteelft in an unmeaning 
"'!"'titian ala paat that baa loot ita li&ht, and baa no m~ lw the pilgrim a of the future. 
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If our childern are· taught their language by means of these 
stories, they will have pleasure as well as illumination. They will 
catch something of their ·perfect sense of form as well as moral in
spiration. There is a tendency to over-emphasise the significance of 
the rational argument. We cannot present ideals in: abstract shape 
to the mass of mankind ; only through concrete illustrations can the 
ordinary man apprehend them in any real sense. These epics speak 
to us o( the rights of the weak, the lust for power and its nemesis, the 
problem of reconciliation and atonement for wrong-doing, the tri
umph of a great victory, the Slliferings of the vanquished, the debase" 
ment of the· victors. If we are to work for a society of human being!! 
as high ail human nature allows, we must start with a vision of great 
and good men. '.!'hat should be the centre of all education. 

Even in college classes a study of these epics, which are a part 
-of our intellectual inheritance, will form what is now called 
education by great books. We cannot measure the effect on 
the young minds of these classics, their profound thought, 
their sublime poetry, something absorbed rather than understood:. 
Their study will broaden the ho:dzons of our students, stabilise their 
emotions and make them less susceptible to the appeals of those 
who would like to take advantage of the bewilderment of the average 
man in the presence of violent changes he does not understand. 
When there is a great empty space in the souls of men, superstitions 
fill the void. Belief in absolute values seems to be a condition of life; 
One cannot too ()ften recall the profound words ofPascal: "It is the 
nature of man to believe and to love_; if he has not the right objects 
for his belief and love, he will attach hhnself to wrong ones." Great 
literature enriches the life of contemplation, provides enduring satis-
factions and inclines us to the good life. ·. · · . 

59. LWing Oultures.-Cultures are alive and healthy only when 
they are creative, only when they are responding to some new chal
lenge, physical, social or spiritual. Wh!ln we rest on our oars we 
stagnate. The decadent periods of India!J. culture were those when 
we idolised our past achievements and lost the spirit of adventure. 
When the sources of creativity dried up, culture became barren. To
day we have to build a world of friendly, prospero11s human ·beings. 
It can be done only by an extension of the spirit which has sust-ained 
India through all its viciasitudes. Sylvan Levi refers in vivid terms 
to the greatness of the Indian spirit in these words : . " From Persia 
to the Chinese Sea, from. the icy regions of Siberia to the islands of 
Java and Borneo, from Oceania to Socotra, India has propagat-ed her 
beliefs, her tales and her civilisation. She has left indelible hnprint-s 
on one-fourth of the human race in the course ef a long succession of 

• 
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centuries. She has the right to reclaim in universal history the rank 
that ignorance has refused her for a long time and to hold her place 
amongst the ~eat nations summatising and symbolising the spirit 
of hnmanity '. _ · 

IX.-Fraternity : International 

60. World-rm:nded?'UJSB arul NatiunaJ Sentiments.-Fraternity is 
to be reached at the national and the internationaf levels. 

A nation state is not the beginni, and the end ol political 
organisation, though it is an essential eature of modem life. The 
nationalist tradition has been strong because the colour of life,. 
the fertility of mind, th~ ori~inality in arts and adventures in ides& 
spring from the cultural indiVIduality of peoples. It arises out of the 
natural feeling~ believe that our country h&s a beauty all its own and 
of which it is intensely proud. We love the intimate familiar things 
of our own land, its hills and rivers, its plains and cities, its art and 
architecture, its native speech and faith. These things evoke echoes 
of earliest childhood and give us a warm feeling which we cannot 
acquire anywhere else. These existed long before there was such a 
thing as loyalty to a political state and will survive after they have 
ceased to have any political meaning.. · · 

61. Cultural Co-operation.-Great philosophical developments 
like great civilisations, seem often to come about throngh the clash of 
different cultures. The setting for the development of a world cul
ture through the cross-fertilisation of cultures is ready, The world 
has become, through the speed oftransportationand communication 
and economic interdependence, a single body. We must secure re~ 
cognition and accep~nce of the oneness of the world in the think
ing of the people. Growth in mutual understanding arises from 
the recognition that the different cultures are dialects of the one 
language of the spirit. 

If the democratic spirit is deep and strong, it will express itselt 
in every phase of living, personal and social, economic and political, 
international and inter-religious. If the es5ence of democracy is an 
active regard for the righte and freedom of others, it cannot stop 
short at national, racial or religious boundaries. It must develop 
intercultural understanding and co-operation. A blind loyalty to 
one way of life is not a democratic attitude. It is unreasoning and 
self-righteous. If we accept the interdependence as well as the indi
viduality of all men, we must develop a sensitivity to the hopes and 
fears. needs and emotions of human. beings everywli.ere. 
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62. Prrmineialism.-Om thinking still bears marks of provincial
ism. We still tend to see other peoples with IIUSpicion and distrust 
or dismiss them as inferior and backward because they are different 
from I!IUISelves. To regard one's own country as the centre of the uni
verse, to view all things solely in relationship to this fixed point is pri~ 
mitive and outmoded. The advice of Comenius, given three cen
turies before the Second World War, in 1643,llas not lqst its force: 
" There is needed in this eentmy ", he eaid " an immediate remedy 
for the frenzy which has 11ei21ed many men and is driving them in 
their madness to then mutual destruction. Fo:r we witness through
out the world disastrous and destructive flames of discords and wars 
devastating kingdoms and peoples with such persistence that all 
men seem to haveconspiredfortheir mutual ruin which will end 
only with the destruction of themselves and the universe. Nothing 
is, therefore, more necessary for the stability of· the world, if it is 
not to perish completely, than some universal rededication of 
minds; Universalharmonyandpeacemustbesecuredfor the whole 
human race. By peace and harmony, however, I mean not that 
external peace between :rulers and peoples among themselves, but an 
internal peace of minds inspired by a system of ideas and feelings. 
If this could be attained the human race has a possession of great 

·promise " 1• We must learn to admit the possible worth of human 
values and ways of living which we ourselves do not accept. To 
a narrowly provincial mind cultural differences are irritating but 

'-to a liberal sensitive mind they are greatly rewarding. · , 
-·· 4>3. Largl!f Patriotism.-World Union is not a threat to the deep 
~loyalty we feel for our own country. The wider patriotism does not 
supersede but ~mbraces the narrower patriot.isms. To draw the · 
various nations into a closer union, we need not sacrifice our national 
loyalties but acquire a new loyalty to the world community of which 
we are all members. Within a united world there· will be room for ·a 
wide diversity. World union will mean not the impoverishment but . 
the enrichment of the world. 

· 64. UNESCO.-· The United Nations' Educational Scientific and 
Cultural Organisation states in its preamble the declaration that wars 
begin in the minds of men and it is in the minds of men that the de
fences o; peace must be constructed. However much the political 
and economic arrangements of governments may contribut-e to 
world-union, peace mm<t be founded on the intellectual and moral 
solidarity of mankind. If nations are to survive in the world, 
where the spread of science and technology is acting as the solvent 

• Seel.L. Kandel: "JolonA,...Oomeniuo,Oi.liur>of 1118 World Scloool andSocitly, ". 
Aprill942. · 
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of cultures, nations cannot rema.in separated from one another 
by the barriers of prejudice llnd ignorance. The desire to know one 
another is not a matter of scientific curiosity but a political necessity. 
The institutional arrangements devised by the United Nations will 
have to be built upon an understanding among peoples, an under· 
standing that embraces cultural differences, ethical values, religious 
faiths and patterns of sentiment and feeling. A world society of free 
men becomes possible when we become international-minded. 

. 65. Positive Peace.-Peace is not the absence of armed con1iict. 
It is the positive establishment of just and humane relatioilBhips 
among the peoples of the world, the development of mutual confiden
cle among nations. Universities can make a significant contribution· 
to world peace. As their very name implies, universities are suited 
for fostering an active appreciation and understanding of other cul· 
tures. In the world ofletters, science, art, music, there have been no 
effective national boundaries. The citizens of that world are peoples 
of all nations for whom words and equations, images and sounds have 
meaning. Through the work of the universities we can widen the 
citizenship in this world republic of arta and soience. This is the task 
of the UNESCO which attempts to give a soul and a cpnscience 
totheUnitedNations which are the body-politic of the new world. 
Modern man caunot regard himself as an Indian or a Chinese, or a 
European or an American. He is the heir to the world's culture.1 

In different parta of the world .~an attempted 'to rise above 
mere humanity towards some higher kind of spiritual life. Here and 
'there a few transfigured men and women 'achieved this goal of civi
lisation but we have not had a civilised society. It cannot be based 
011 nationalism which is but a local interest in oj).resent age. The 
truly_civilised men are citizens of the world.. · e and not merely 
tile life of our race, our religion, or our D.&tion,. demands their devo
tion. The happiness of the human race is of more import to them 
than the triumph of their nation. 

66. Jforld Citizen&hip.-A programme of education for world 
citizenship should be made a part of every person's general education. 
Universities must make provision for the study of the different as
pects of international affairs, such as the 1111.ture and development of 

l Prof_.,. Amold Toyubee oba"""":" Ollr OWil deooend&nt& are not goiDg to be just 
WN11<-m, like ou.,..lvos. They are 110ingto beheiro of Confueiua and Lao-Tse u weU as 
SocratM, Plat-O and Plntia.ua: heii"Sof Gautam• Buddha u wellu Deut«o-IMiah and Jes.ul 
Chriat. hfl.ire of Zarathust.ra and Mohammad as weU aa Eliu.h and Eliaha and P~t~r and Paul. 
h•irs of .SUmkara and Hamanuja u ,. .• n ... Cl-ent and Origen ; heirs of the Cappado<'ion 
Fath..,.. o( tho Ortbodo:r Chlll'<'b u ..... n "" our African Augustine and our l'mhrian 
&nediot, b<>in. of Kbaldun ao ...,naa Bouuet and hein (if otill wallowing, iD the &rbonian 
llotJ of politioa) ofLeniDamiGOUldbi pd Sun Yat Seaaa well as Cromwell andGeo~ 
Wuhingt<>n and Kaaaini." 
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other civilisations and cultures, nationalism in its relation to inter: 
nationalism, tensions leading to wars, structure and operation of the 
various world organisations designed to further international security 
and the peaceful solution of international problems. 

67. Bumrnaiy.-Democracy depends for its very life on a ~h 
standard of general, vocational and professional education.- Dis
semination oflearning, incessant search for new knowledge, unceasing 
effort to plumb the meaning of life, provision for professional educa
tion to satisfy the occupational needs of our society are the vital tasks 
of higher education. . 

There must be a sufficient unity of purpose in all this di~ersity to 
produce a community of values and ideas among educated men. 
Our policies and programmes must be brought into line with the 
social purposes which we profess to serve. We may use various insti
tutionalforms as time and circumstances ~y require but we must be 
steadfastly loyal to the abiding elements of respect for human per
sonality, freedom of belief and expression for all citizens, a deep obli
gation to promote human well-being, faith in reason and humanity. 

The greatness of a country does not depend on the extent of its 
territory, the length of its communications or -the amount of its 
wealth, not even on widespread education or equitable distributiolf 
~.f wealth, important as all these things are. If we wish to bring 
11-bout a savage upheaval in our society, a raksasa raj, all that we ueed. 
to do is to give vocational and teqhnica,l education and starye the 
spirit. ,We will have a number of scientists without conscience, tech
nicians without taste who find a void within themselves, a moral 
vacuum and a desperate need to sub~itute something, anything, for 
theirlostendeavourand purpose. Society will then get what it· 
deserves. If we claim to be civilised, we must develop thought for 
the poor and the suffering, chivalrous regard and rt>spect for women, 
faith in human brotherhood regardless of race or colour, nation er re
ligion, love of peace and freedom, abhorrence of cruelty and aea!eless 
devotion ~ the clAims of justice. 

· We cannot preserve real freedom unless we preserve the values of 
democracy, justice and liberty, equality and fraternity. It is the ideal 
towards which we should work though we may be modest in planning 
our hopes as to the results which in the noorfuture are likely to be 
achieved. "Utopias are sweet dreams", wrote Kant," but to strive 
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relentlessly toward them is the duty of the citizen and of the states
man as well". Universities must stand for these ideal causes which 
can never be lost so long as men.seek"wisdom and follow righteous
ness. 

Our Constitution lays down the general pilrposes of our State. 
If we are to make the understanding and vision of ·our farsighted and 
sensitive leaders who framed the Constitution the common possession 
of all our people, our universities must educate on the right lines and 
provide proper facilities for educating a larger number of people. 
If we do not have the necessary intelligence and ability to work out 
these purposes, we must get them through the universities. What we 
lleed u the awareness of the urgency of the task, the '!ill and the 
courage to tackle it and g; whole-hearted commitment of this ancient 
and yet new people to its successful performance. ' 
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I.-Present Statu.1 and Salaries. 
L The Importa'IWtJ of the Teacher and l1is Responsibility.-The 

success of the educational process depends so much on the character, 
and ability of the teacher that in any plan of university reform the 
main concern must be for securing an adequate staff with quali
fications necessary for the discharge of i~s many-sided duties. Else
where in this report we have discussed the aims and objectives of 
o.niversity teaching. Briefiy stated they are :- . < 

(I) transmission of the intellectual: and ethical heritage of 
humanity to the young ; 

(2) enrichment of this heritage and extension of the boun-
da.rie~~ of knowledge ; · · · · 

(3) .development 1>f personality. 
The primary responsibility of the teacher is to arouse the in

tere8t of !;he pupil in the field of study for which he is responsible. He 
has not merely to convey factual information and the principles and 
genera,lisations which accrue from them, he ha~ to stimulate the spirit 
of enquiry and of criticism, so that minds may acquire the habit of 
exercising in<fependent anJ. unbiassed judgement, and learn to dis
criminate between adequate and inadequate, relevant and irrele
vant data, and to avoid the extremes of haste and indecision in arriv
ing at conclusions. 
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No teacher who is not a mAster of the field, who is not in touch 
with the late11t developments in his subject and who does not 
bring to bear upon his duties & free and untrammclled mind will 
ever sucooed in inspiring youth with that love of truth which is the 
principal object of all higher education. 

Nor is the mastery of a subject possible without a seeking for 
more knowledge, for knowledge is never complete and is always 
advancing. And a teacher who is not a fellow traveller in this ex
citing purHuit, and who stands merely watching others, misses 
the thrill of adventu1'e which is so potent a stimulus of thought. 
ResParch or quest foi: new knowledge is not merely an additional 
caf!ual activity of a University teacher which he may if he so chooses 
omit, it is an essential part of his function and may be neglected 
only at the peril of intellectual stagnation. Research implies an 
enquiring attitude of mind. In the university which is the labora
tory of thought no one is fitted to work whose mind has cease!! to 
wonder and whose intellect has stopped from questioning. 

The teacher is also the bearer of the traditions and ideals which 
constitute the ethos of 1 society. Nor is it possible to make any 
real distinction between intellectual and moral virtues. Integrity, 
judgement, objectivity, subordination of the immediate and ephe
meral to the rational and permanent are common to· both. The 
growth of reason is the aim of higher education and for this moral 
and intellectual developments must strengthen each other. A 
_geod tt>acher desiring to achieve results in the intellectual field must 

· inevitably instil into his pupils respect for right values, for truth, and 
inculcate habits and modes of behaviour through which their life 
may he moulded to their realization. lt is a difficult task but in

, eeca.pahle if Indian demooraoy is to live, and if Indian independence 
is to oontinue. · · 

From all this it followa that the ri$ht kind of teacher is one who 
· poaseasea a vivid awareness of h1s mission. He not only 

lovE'S hia &ubjeet, he loves also those whom he teaches. His success 
will be measured not in terms of percentage of passes alone, nor even 
by the qu&ntity of original contributions to knowledge-important 
as they are, but equally through the quality of life and character of 
men and women whom he has taught. • 

· 2. TM Pme11t Unsati.!faetoiifPosition.-Theseai:e exacting de-
mands, hut we have no doubt the teachers themselves will recognize 
that they are inbt>rent to their calling. Unfortunately the position 
today is far from satisfat.tory. The evidence from the universities 
points to great dis.o:atisfactiou with the exi'lting conditions and deep 
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concern over its consequences:- All those interested in education 
deplore the deterioration of standards of teaching and of discipline. 
Many have testifieu to the great respect wl!ich the teachers of the 
preceding generations commanded and the indifference with which 
they are treated today. Complaints of lack of freshness and enthu
siasm abouna. ·Quite a number of teachers are satisfied with re
peating stereotyped information, which tends t~ devitalise teaching 
and to kill interest. In one of the Indian Administrative Service 
examinations, one examiner in a Science subject wrote, "the answers 
of many of the candidates were antiquated and obsolete-they 
were writing in 1948 what they might have written in 1918-they 
had completely ignored the advance in our knowledge of the subject 
during the last 30 years. It is likely that their teachers failed to 
bring the recent advances in our knowledge to the notice of their 
students. The matter becomes serious when we know that these 
advances are duly recorded in current modern text-books. " This 
is a seriou' inaictment, but is unfortunately true of far too many. 

3. The Danger of Teacker-Politicians.-With the introduction of 
democratic control and of ~lections in o1,1r universities there has 
grown a tendency among teachers to interest themselves more in the 
administrative affairs of the univusity than in their legitimate duties. 
'Ve were told that in several cases teacher-politicians have succeeded 
better in then careers than teachers who have devoted themselves 
to teaching and scholarship. The success of teacher-politiciallil who 
manipulate elections and get for themselves and their friends in 
fiuential and lucrative positions in their own or f!ister universities is 
largely responsible for the deterioration of the morals of teacb.ers 
and of t.he academic standards of the u~versities. · 

4. Lack of Adequate Finances.-On the other hand the universi
ties complain of general neglect. They suffer from lack of adequa'te 
financial support from Governments and the public. Their libraries 
and laboratories are insufficient and ill-equipped and afford little' 
scope f01 scholarship and research. Without up-to-date books and 
journals the teachers cannot keep step with theadvanceofknowledge, 
and without apparatus and research facilities either they play With 
insignificant investigations or lose heart and abandon research. 

5. Low Salaries of Tea.s.-· Then the universities are finding 
it ·hard to retain their best teachers. The good old times when the 
profession of teaching attracted those whom no worldly rewards 
could tempt. are no more. In this age of money_ eco
nomy and profit motives it is vain to expect that teachers alone 
would rise above the spirit of the times. Salaries which the uni
versities cannot command but industry and governments t>asily 
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offer are taking the cream away leaving the staffs poorer, envi~u~ 
and discontented. 

It is not surprising that Indian universities have failed to pro
duce in adequate numbers teachers commandjng fame and :respect 
or investigators who have won international recognition. A few 
have indeed achieved eminence, but the fact remains that the average 
teacher does not enjoy a high reputation. ' 

6. Resulting Demoralization.-An unfortunate development of re
cent years is that the teacher has to a large extent lost the confidence of 
his pupils. During the period of the national struggle for independence 
educational institutions became centres of agitation, and naturally 
young minds were excited and infta.med. While youth yearned to 
throw itself into the noise and bustle of strife, the teacher was torn 
between opposing ideals-his duty towards the youth as an educator 
and his sympathy with the cause of national liberation. His 
hesitance was interpreted as lack of patriotic fervour both by 
political leaders and his students. He lost grace and what is worse 
faith in himself. He made little effort to r11tain his influence over· 
the young and eventually came to believe in his inability to do so. 

All this must pass away i{ the university is to play its proper role 
in the life of the nation. The factors which are responsible for the 
demoralisation and denigration of the teacher must be removed and 
a healthy atmosphere restored. For the teacher is the corner "Stone 
of the arch of education, he is no less if not more than books and 
curricula, buildings and equipment, administration and the rest. 

II.-Classification of Teachers. 

7. Foor Classu of Teachers.-· It is in this context that the pro
blems of staffing the universities have to be considered. The 
first among them is that of the classification of university teachers. 
At pres~>nt there are in most Indian universities three classes of 
teacht>rs, viz., 

(i) Professors or University Professors. 
( ii) Readers or Professors. 

(iii) Lecturers or Assistant Professors. 

Besides many universities have below these grades Junior Lfcturers 
or Lecturers of B grade and Demonstrators. · 

Thougl1 tl1is classification is well defined in the universities, in 
the collf'ge.s affiliated to universities the distinction is blurred and the 
title of Proff'ssor ·is ust>d rather indiscriminately. This practice 
olliht to be discontinued and the differenl grades of teachers should 
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be fixed on the basis of qualifications, experience and responsibility. 
In most countries of the :world there is an ordered heirarchy in the 
universities. In the United States of America, for instance, there 
are fonr classes of te~J,chers-Professors, Associate Professors, 
Assistant Professors and Instructors. In the United Kingdom 
there are Prof~ors, Readers or Assistant Professors, Lecturers and 
Assistant Lectnrers, in France and Germany there are similar grades. 
Even in the U.S. S. R. the three class system exists. 

8. The Weakness of the ServiceSystem:-There are no strong 
grounds for abandoning the classification. Even the advocates of 
a single class admit the desirability of retaining the three designa
tions. What they want is a continuity of the grades and automatic 
promotion from one grade to the other. In our opinion the service 
system which obtains in the Government departments where a person 
rises to his maximum through sheer flux of time is detrimental to 
the interests of the university. Promotions from lecturership to 
readership and from readership to professorship should depend upon 
considerations of experience, scholarship and research as well as 
distinction in teaching. :Mere seniority should not be ~he ground 
for promotion. Automatic salary increases without regard to merit 
stifle incentive. Time served 'is not a mearure of growth in academic 
competence. Promotions should be earned and each advance in 
rank should be based on an evaluation of the individual's achien
ment. A university which allows considerations other than those of 
intellectual eminence_ u objectively demonstrated through contri
bution to learning and extension of the 'Qoundaries of knowledge will 
soolll lose its moral prestige and with it the authority due to tnle 
se.helars.hip. . . _ 

. Again the exilitenee of the grades is a· spur to ambition"; In tlie 
uilivenlity where life is dynamio and knowledge grows from tia.y 
to day it is dangerous to remain sl!Wk. The higher grades should 
te the prize ofstrenuollB endeavour. "Otherwise there is serious dan
ger of minds remaining statio and even beeoming retrogreasive. 

9. ProfessMs, Readers, Lecturers, lnstructors.-For onr uni
nrsities, then, we recommend the following grades for teach~ :-

1. Professors 
2. Readers 
3. Lectnrers ' 

_ In addition it appears that a fonrth ·grade analogous to th,e Ins
tructor'sgradeinthe U.S. A. or Assistant Lectnrer•s in the U'.K. is 
required. The need for this grade arises because of the vast increase 
in the numbt>rs of students in the colleges and the universities. 
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If the universities are to attempt to give some individual attt>ntiou 
to students, especially in the juniol' clal!slls, and' to maintain the 
proper teacher-student ratios, without unduly augmenting expenses, 
the way seems to be to institute a new grade. The teachers of this 
grade may l)e called Instructors as in the U. S. A. 011 Fellows. They 
will participate in the teaching of junior classes, and will han charge 
o( tutorial groups. Besides they will help students in the running 
ef extra-curricular activities. They may hold their appointment for 
a term of 3 to 5 years. 

10. &se11rch Felwws.-In many universities scholarships are given 
to post-graduate students who have done well in their exa.minations 
a1~d who desire to proceed to research. These scholarships are 
nsually for a period of one ·or two years. Now some of these 
scholars show research abilities of more than average character, but 
at the exJ.>irY of their term of scholarship they seek jobs and become 
absorbed m different avocations; thus their special talents do not 
find the opportunity of full development. 

It is our opinion that some means should be found for retaining 
such scholars engaged in their researches without their being en
CJlmbered with teaching or other kinds of routine duties. They 
may be designst~d as Research Fellows. · . · 

11. Salaries.-The classification of teachers involves the ques
tions of emoluments and conditions. of service. In India there is a 
gn·at variety of salary scales. Not only do the scales differ fr~m 
.university to university, scales of Government managed institutions 
Clliffer from those of Government aided and privately managed in
&titutions, and then again from those of missionary or unaided 
inRtitutions. Scales of ·professional and technical teachers differ 
from those of teachers of other subjects and departments; ' The 
srall"s iu the collt>ges are not the same as in the universities. ·Thns 
for the same type of work we may have many types of payments. 
We ~i_ve in the Appendix B the scales of pay in the different uni.: 
vers1t1es. 

12. Pt·esentScales.-On the whole the scales are lower iu the 
nnh·ersities of the South-Andhra, Annamalai, Madras, }Iysore, 
Tt·av1meort>, antl higher in the universities of the Deccan and tht~ 
North. Whil'-' it may not be possible to introduce identical pav~ 
seal••>~ in all the dt>gree colleges and universities of India, the diS
purities ought not to be so great and conditions of service ought to 
l.n> more uniform. For example, the ordinary scale of a Professor 
in the Annamalai University is Rs. 250-15-400-20-500, that of 
u Header Rs. 200-10-300 and of Lecturers Grade IRs. 150-10-
2JO and Lecturers Grade II Rs. 100-10-150. 
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In Madras the following are the scales for university teachers :-
Professor • • • • Rs. 750--50--1,000 

Reader • • • • Rs. 400-25---000 

Lecturer •• Rs. 210-15-300 

The grades .in the northern universities tend to fall into the 
following pattern :- · 

Professor •• 

Reader •• 
Lecturer 

• • Rs. 800--00--1,250 

:. Rs.~oo 

, • Rs. 250--l!l>--500 

13. Qualifications far the Differtnl fhades.-N ow before we pro
ceed to discuss our proposals regarding salaries, it is necessary to 
indicate the considerations underlying such proposals. The grada
tion of university staffs is based on considerations of experience, 
scholarship, research and teaching. ability. The highest grade, 
namely that of a Professor, should obviously require the presence 
of all these at a high level. Normally the Professor ought to be a 
person who has taught the highest classes for a considerable number 
of years, has established his reputation for scholarship, is not merely 
a narrow specialist but has wide interests and a broad outlook, so 
that he can inspire and stimulate his colleagues in the department 
and effectively contribute to the solution of academic problems of the 
university. It is equally important that he should have a keen 
interest in the advancement of knowledge. He s,hould not only be 
in touch with the latest developments in his branch of studies, but 
he should himself be an active member of the caravan whiclJ. is carry
ing forward the- precious burden of knowledge. · 

Ordinarily he will be about the age ·of 45. · In the prime of 
life, mature in judgement and po~ssed of well-tested and well
considered ideas, he should fill the role of leader to both teachets 
and students, and of head of the department of his branch oflearning .. 

The post of Reader, or as it is known.in the U. S. A. ~f Associate 
Professor, is intended for one who is well qualified to act as the asso
ciate of the Professor, a man of learning and research who is mak
ing his mark in the world of scholarship. He has not the length of 
experience of the Professor as he starts in his appointment when 
he is about 35 years of age. But hE: is not burdened with administra
tive duties as the Professor is, and his main concern is with teaching 
and investigation. Either he possesses a research degree or has 
published papers embodying the results of his researches in recognis
ed and well-established Journals. He keeps abreast of the progress 
of llis own line of study, and is capable of guidini research students 
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In the Lecturer we expect a. first class academic record 
and it is de~irable that he should possess some teaching experiem::e. 
He ought to have a genuine disposition towards research and keenness 
for scholarship. A Lecturer should ordinarily have started as a. 
Research Scholar or Fellow who may have completed a t~esis. He 
should be able to speak clearly and with some degree of fluency. He 
should be able to command the respect of his pupils and should have 
sympathy, tact and a sense of vocation. A Lecturer will start about 
JO years younger than a Reader. 

The post of Instructor or Fellow should be a tenure appoint
ment for a term of 3 to 5 years. It should be open only to :Masters 
of Arts, Science, Commerce etc.· whose academic career has been 
bright, and who have a real bent for scholarship. The Fellow will 
deal with fmdergraduates and much of his work will be to direct 
their studies, to impart supplementary instruction and to conduct 
tutorial classes, under the guidance of senior members of the staff. 
He will not be overburdened with work, so that he will have enough 
leisure to pursue his studies and lay the foundations of a career of 
scholarship and research. 

14. Comparison oi Teachers' Salaries with those of other Serviees.
The other factors whteh must be taken into account in determining 
salary scales are comparison of scales with those in other public 
services and with the nature of work and of responsibility in them .. 
Now it is not easy to institute these comparisons for the points in
yolved are not altogether susceptible of objective or exact quantita
tive statement. Yet a rough comparative analysis of the nature 
9f duties and responsibilities involved may help in the kind of money 
value assessment required. 

~he occupation of the teacher is undoubtedly more satisfying 
than any other pursuit. As a spiritual being main's nature yearns 
for truth and enlightenment, and for a fellowship through which he 

· shares these with others. BY, profession the teacher is dedicated to 
the search for truth. He is a pilgrim on the path which leads to the 
goal of intt>llectual satisfaction and he is a traveller in a goodly 
company whkh stimulates and encourages him. He dwells in a.. 
world where he has the feeflng that he belongs to it and where he 
has no sense of alil'nncss. He has the opportunity which few others 
have of lt•nding a life in which work is happiness. 

The work is congenial and he enjoys amenities which few 
other profe&lions afford. During terms his lecturing hours are not 
long and in tht> intervals of vacations he is master of his time !'-nd 
movements. That their daily leisure and their holidays are not 
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periods of idleness and inactivity but of strenuous preparation and 
keen study does not alter the fact that these pursuits are pleasure 
giving and followed in surroundings where there should be few strains 
and little conffict. · · 

The t~cher::o duty is one of great responsibility, b~ause on the 
manner of 1ts discharge depends the teacher's effectiveness as an 
infi.uence ~ the mo~l and ~tellectual growt;h of yo!lth. \ Agaill, 
he lB a centre from which eddies of thought spr~, on hiS inventions 
and discoveries depends much of the progreBS and welfare of the 
nation and through him national culture is preserved, fostered and 
~ev?loped.. But while .s?me of this. work may be capable of yield
mg Immediate and tang1ble results, the value of much of it cannot 

. be assessed, because the relation of cause and effect cannot be es
tablished. While the profession has always been highly respected, 
it is only in recent times that it has risen in the real esteem of society 
largely because of the scientific contributions of uuiversity teachers. 

It is not necessary to point out that in contrast the duties of 
public officers in the administrative, executive, judicial and other 
services involve responsibilities which haye immediate effect upon 
the life, property and well-being ofindividuals and groups. They 
have to take decisions who~ consequences for good or evil are 
measurable and may be treme:Iidous.. They live in an atmosphere of 
tensions, and their work and leisure have little in common. They 
have none of the period of vacations free from anxieties of office. 

is. Salariu of Teachers in the UnitedKingd.omandtke U.S.A.
These differences are reflected in the emoluments of the different 
types of services. If we compare for instance the scales of salaries 
in the U.S.A.., we find that while the scale of Professor's salaries vMies 
from a minimum of 4,300 dollars to 9,000.dollars, the maximm;n from 
5,500 dollars to 15,000 dollars and the av.erage is 5,871 dollars for 
men and 4,473 dollars for women, the salaries of the Judges of States 
range between 7,500 dollars in Tennessee to 28,000 dollars in New 
York, the salaries of admiuist.rative offi.cia.ls for Revenue and Taxa-· 
tion range between 5, 700 dollars to 16,500. dollaril.. . · 
· In England while .Professors at Oxford and Cambridge get 
£1,600 a year, Inspectors of Schools receive from £900 to £1,200, 
staff and Districtlnspectors from £1,420 to £1,620, Chief Inspectors 
£1,800 and Senior Chief Inspectors £2,200 ; salaries of Judges of the 
Highest TribUilal.are £5,000, and of Senior Medical officers from 
£1,500 to £3,000. The salary structure of the Ad.ministrath·e class 
is set out below :- £. 

Read of major deportment (corresponding to a Secretary ofGov~rnment) .. 3 .. 500 
Deputv Head (oorresponding to Joint Secretary) • • • .. 2,000 
un<id Secretary (corresponding to Deputy Secretary) . • • 2,000 
Auistant Secretary (oorresponding to Under or Assistant Secretary) • • 1,200 

to 1,700 
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In Indian money the average salary of a. Professor in the 
U. 8. A. is Rs. 1,750 a. month, thema.ximumsala.ry (fixed_only in 
Columbia) Rs. 4,000 a month, and that of Professors in the premier 
universities of the United Kingdom about Rs. I, 750 a month. 

16. Salaries in other Services.-The prevailing rates of Profes
sors' salaries in India have been stated above·. The salary scales of 
some of the All-India services are given below:-· 

Class I,Services-
JWlior Soale . • Ra. 350--590-EB-850 
I.A.S. Scale Ro. 350--590-EB-1100 
Benlar S..te . • • • Ra. 800--40-1~1,300--00--1,600 
Junior Adminlotnr.tlfll post. Ro. 1,300--00--1,600 
&nlor Adminlatr&tive post. • • Ro. 1,800-l<J0-2,000 
Secretarieo (Joint 1: full) • . Ra. 2,250--3,000 

These comparisons only illustrate the principles discnssed above 
and need not be pressed further beca.nse Amenca.n or English and 
Indian conditions are not ana.logouli. America. and England are 
highly democratic countri~, India is just ~egin~ingitscare_eron the 
rond to democracy. An Important constderat.JOn about India is 
that Federal or Central services differ a great deal in scales of sa.la.ries · 
from Provincial service.s. Except for the ·three Central Universities 
of Aligarh, Banaras and Delhi all other uillveraities are Provincial. 

The Provincial scales in the United Provinces for instance are :-
P. C. S. (Executive and Judicia.l)-

Ordina.ry Grades-Rs. 25o--40G-EB-700-E. B.--850. 
Selection Gra.des-Rs. 1,000-50-1,200. 

This is the highest paid service in the Provincial cadre and in 
most other Provinces the scales are the same. 

17. Proposed Scales.-In fixing the salaries of teachers we have 
to keep in mind the conaideration that the best talent available in 
the country should not altogether be absorbed in the services, learned 
professions or business, and that a proportion necessary for their 
rl'quirements should be available for the univeraities. At present 
the best students of the universities opt for Central servicea and 
prepare for Central competitive examinations, their second choice 
111 for Provincial services. This is not as it should be. The attrac
tion for university service should begin· to operate as soon as a 
11tudent starts thinking of his career, becatiSe the attitudes and abilities 
which he develops are governed by this choice. If therefore a 
youngman at an early sta~ in his university career makes up his 
mind to be a t~acher, he will have a different approach towards his 
studies than that of a student whose main concern is doing well at 
competitive naminations. 

¥198!lo!Edn. 
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For reasons which have been discussed above it is not possible 
to fix university salaries on the scales of Central Administrative Ser
vices: But there is no reason why they should not compare favour
ably with those of Provincial services, for-if we want really to make 
our universities laboratories of national thought and nurseries of 
national leadership in the fields of science, culture and public affairs, 
then we mu.st induce our best men and women to devote themselves 
to university service. Their very nature and function demand 
that universities should not be treated in a narrow parochial or pro
vincial I)l&nner, they ought to be regarded as assets of the nation as 
a whole. · They should be gathering centres for teachers and students 
from all over India and the culture and spirit of India should brood 
over them. Thu.s alone will they preserve and foster the unity of the 
nation._They should be treated in principle as All-India Services. 

Taking all things into consideration we recommend the follow-
ing scales of salaries for the different grades of university teachers-

Prof'essora • • Rs. 901)..-.<j()--},300 
Readers Rs. 600-30-1100 
Lecturers • • • • Rs. 300-2~ 
InatruotoN or Fellows . • · Rs. 250 
Research Fellows • • • • Rs. 250-~ 

We also recommend that special professors may ·be appointed 
for a. definite term not exceeding :five years on Rs. 1,500 p.m. 
In case of appointments of Professors in technical subjects a. personal 
allowance n:ot _exceeding 500 p.m. may be given.. When a teacher 
does exceptionally good work his work may be recognised with a 
special increment within the grade .. For people on the maximum 
of the grade a special personal allowance may be given in recognition 
of valuable work. It should be noted that when the existing grades 
are changed to the proposed ones the pre8!lnt incumbents are not to 
be automatically promoted but subjected to the scrutiny of Selection 
Committees. . .. 

We give below for.comparison the average salariesl of these 
grades in the U.S. A. and the U. K. 

Profesoors 
Readers 
Lecturers •• 
Asstt. Lecturers ~, 

U.S.A. U.K. 
• • $6,900 p.a. 

$4,800p.a. 
$4,000p.&. 
$3,030p.a. 

£1,660p.a.1 

£1,000p.a. 
S765p.a. 
£476 p.&. 

. 1 The figures are only approximate and h&w been I'OU1lded off. In the ....., of 
U. B. A. they h&ve been taken from Circular No. 264. dated March IIi, 1949 issued by the 
Federal Security Agen<ly Offioe of Education, Washington; and in the case of U. K. from 
University Development from 1936-47, published by HisMajeety'o Stationery Offioe, 1948. 

· I At Oxford and Cambridge. a Fellowship is atte.ched to Profeseorial Ch&irs, 
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'fhe scales of salaries for teachers in affiliated colleges have 
varied from one part of the country to another and it is desirable that 
there be some uniformity dependent on the type of work done by the 
teachers. For colleges which have no post-graduate classes, we 
recommend the following scales-

Looturen • • • • R.o. 200-16-320-20-400. 
· Senior Posta , • • • R.o. 400-~two in each oollege). 

Prinoipalo • • Ro. 600-4<>-SOO. 

For colleges which have post-graduate classes, the grades should 
be-

Lecturer• 
Benior Posta 
Prinoipala 

• • Ro. 200-16-320-20-400-~. 
• • Rs. 1100-26-800 (two in each eollege). 
• • Rs. 800-40-1,000. 

While these are the ordinary grades, the senior teachers and 
Principals may sometimes be recruited on special salaries but these 
~hould not exceed Rs. 1,250. 

III.-Oonditions of Service. 

18. Prrwident Fund and Residential Accommodation.-In addition 
we propose the provision of a Provident Fund for every teacher, to 
which the teacher will contribute 8 per cent of his salary and the 
university 8 per cent. In the residential universities especially and 
in other universities generally it is desirable that teachers should 
live on the campus of the university or as near to it as possible. 
Universities will be well advised to provide residential accommo
dation on rent to the teachers in the neighbourhood of its buildings 
and hostels. It is essential that a room be st:t apart for each 
teacher in university buildings. 

19. Proper Recroitment.-In a later chapter we shall disoUSII 
the methods of selection of teachers. We need not repeat here our 
recommendations. We must, however, reiterate our warning 
against the growth of certain tendencies which are unhealthy. One 
is inbreeding. Universities are more and more inclined to recruit 
their staffs from among their own students and teachers. Secondly, 
there is negligence in applying criteria of merit in the selection of 
thelectnrers. The first breeds narrow parochialism, gives a stimulus 
to provincialism and leads to stagnation. The second is dangerous 
because it encourages favouritism, depreciates the value of the work 
of the lecturers and gradually vitiates the whole atmosphere of the 
university, for the Lecturer of to-day is the Reader and Professor of 
to-morrow. For university appointments there should be no crite
rion other than that of merit, remembering that merit includes acad
emio distinction, teaching ability,leadership in studen\ activities. 
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We have proposed the establishment of four classes of teachers, 
and we have stated our opihion that transfer from one grade to an 
other ought not to be automatic or on the basis of mere seniority of 
service. We hold that each grade should be regarded as a selec
tion grade, and recruitment for vacancies in the grade should be 
by open invitation of applications by ad:vertisei!lent all over India 
and thro11gh properly constituted Selection Committees. 

20. I:ropl»"tion of H igker Posts.-This raises the problem of open
ings in the higher grades,. for if the number of posts of Readers 
and Professors is too small the chances of Lecturers for promotion 
will be very limited and one of the most powerful stimuli for impi'OVe
ment will be lacking. Security of tenure and reasonable prospects 
of advancement are essential to maintain the health and tone of a 
service. Few universities have adopted any definite rules concerning 
this matter. In our opinion it is desirable that a ratio between the 
senior and junior portions of the staff should _be laid down,.and W!J 
suggest that ratio to be : · 

Professors and Readers : Lecturers and Instructors 
33 : ·66 

Our scheme envisages the entrance of an aspirant to university · 
service ·at the age of 22 or 23 as an Instructor or Fellow. He holds 
a temporary appointment for 3 to 5 years, during which period he 
serves his apprenticeship for training as a teacher, and obtains an 
opportunity for scholarship and achieves a research degree. At the 
age of 25 to 26 he is fitted to hold charge of a Lecturer's post. By 
the time he reaches the maximum of the Lecturer's grade he should 
have acquired suffi1 ient experience and standing to be eligible for a . 
Readership. And if he has made good ~se of his opportunities he · 
ahould look forward to climb to the highest rung of the ladder about 
the age of 48. It is true that at each stage he has to accept thP. chal
lenge of an open competition, but t_hat is as it should be, both in 
his interest and that of the university .. 

21. Age of .Retirtmtent.-The age of .retirement in· the case of 
public servants is determined on such considerations as the expecta
tion of life of this clsss of people, the nature of their work and the 
retention of physical and mental capacity needed for its proper 
performance. Now university teachers as a class belong to the 
longest lived group in any community and the reasons are that they 
have a more disciplined life, and live in more congenial surroundings. 
They are not exposed to the same physical and nervous strains as 
many others are, and on thew hole they enjoy more equable conditions 
of existence. -Even though their physical -vigour may decline the 
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intellectual capacity may remain unimpaired. Thua in the case of 
teachers age may not be a disability, for experience enriches the 
mind and maturity of knowledge ripens into wisdom. · 

In some western countries the university teacher is not allowetl 
to retire till he attains the age of 65 or 70, but hygienic and climatic 
conditions are more favourable there than they are in India... We 
therefore .recommend that the ordinary superannuation age for all 
teachers should be sixty, but a Professor-provided he is in good 
health, should be allowed to serve till 64; no extension, however, 
should be for more than 2 years at a time. · 
. 22. Conditions of Service and Leave.-It is not necessary to dis
cuss at lt>ngth the conditions of service and the leave rules. We 
may say in general that a written contract is necessary. For dis
putes between the university authorities and a teacher reference to 
a tribunal composed of representatives of the teacher, the university 
and an umpire is also essential. All universities have rules coiicern
ing casual leave, leave without pay and leave on quarter, half orfull 
pay. In addition it is desirable that there sho.uld be provisiol). for 
study leave. One year's leave at a time and three years• leave in 
total service should be available to s.ny teacher who wishes to seek 
intervals of freedom from routine duties devoted to study. These 
periods may be spent abroad or in India according to the nature of 
the study undertaken with the advice of the Professor'. A teacher 
should receive half pay during the period of study leave. 

23. HottrsofWork.-The hours which a teacher shOuld b& 
asked to devote to actual teaching should be defined, so that the load 
of teaching is evenly spread and teachers are not condemned to the 
taRk of serving up a multiplicity of lectures consisting of nothing 
more than a rehash of text books available to the student. No task 
is more soul-!dlling than the repetition of the same set of lectures 
from year to year. Butiftheteacheriscompelled to give too many 
lootures this is inevitable. Eighteen periods a week including 
tutorial classes is the maximum that any teacher should be required 
to do. Those who are in charge of Master's degree classes and have 
to guide research students should have between 12 to 15 perlnds. 

It must be remembered that lecturing is not the only duty of 
the teacher. It is an important duty but to carry on research is 
equally import.ant, and to give advice and counsel and to participate 
in student-s' activities are no less important. A teacher must find 
time for study, for unless he keeps his mind alert and in tune with the 
advances in his bra11.ch of knowledge he can neither stimulate the 
minds of his pupils nor retain the freshness which is essential to his 
teaohing. 
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IV.-Recommendations. 

24. We recommend-
(!) that the importance of the teacher and his responsibi

lity be recognised ; 
(2) that conditions in universities which are suffering from 

lack of finances and consequent demoralization be 
greatly improved ; 

(3) that there be fonr classes of teachers, Professors, Read-
. ers, Lecturers and Instructors ; . 
(4) that each university should have some Research Fel· 

lows; · 

(5) that promotions from one category to another be solely 
on grounds ~f merit ; · , 

· (6) that the scales of salaries for university teachers be :-
Professors Rs. ~1,35(). 
Readers .. • • .: · • .. Rs. 600--30---900. 
Lectmera • • • • . • • • Ra. 300-25--000. 
Instructors or Fellows • • Rs. 260. 
Resea.roh Fellows • • • • Ra. 200-25-000. 

(7) that the scales of salaries for a:ffiliated colleges with 
no post-graduate classes be-
Lecturers .•• 
Senior posta 

Principals 

•• · Ra. ~15-320--20--400. 
• • Rs. 400-25--000 (two in 

each college). 
. . Rs. 600--40--800. 

· that for colleges which have p_oat-graduate classes, the · 
grades be-
Lecturers •. 

Senior posts 

Principals 

. • Ra. l!()(h-15-320--20-400-: 
25--<iOO 

• • Rs. 500--26--800 (two in 
. each colk;ge) 

. . Rs. 800--4Q-l,OOO. 

(8) that care be taken for the selection of proper teachers; 

(9) that the proportion of junior posts (Lecturers and Ins
tructors) to senior ones (Professors -and Readers) be 
roughly 2 : 1 ; 

(10) that the age of retirement be ordinarily 60 but ex
tensions be allowed up to 64 in the case of a Professor; 

(Il) that conditions regarding Provident Fund, leave and 
honrs of work be definitely laid down. 
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1.-Tke Need for High Sta'l'lilards. 
I. lmroductio-n.-· It is the primary duty of a university to 

maintain the highest standards of its teaching and examinations. 
A university is a place of higher education where the personality 
and capacities of the studentsaredeveloped to the utmost by teachers 
who should themselves be at work at the frontiers of knowledge in 
theil- respective fields. The success of a university is to be judged as 
much by the type of graduate it turns out as by . the ampunt and 
quality of research contributed by its tea.chers and research students. 
It must be clearly recognised that there is no conflict involved bet-

. ween the twofold function of a university to educate its members 
and to advance the frentiers of knowledge-the two functions are, 
in fact, complementary. Unless high standards of teaching and 
examinations are maintained, research will suffer, since research 
can continue uninterruptedly only if there is a regular supply of 
graduates well prepared by general education for specialized research 
work. . On the other ]land, if research is neglected by teachers, 
their teaching will lack vitality and will rapidly become stalE?. A 

· degree must always be what a universitY .makes it by the kind of 
teaching it imparts and the type of intellectual and social life it 
provides for its members. If .our ~Diversities are to be the makers 

· offuture leaders of thought and action in the country, as they should 
be, our degrees must connote a high standard of scholarly achieve-
ment in our graduates. · . 

2. Low StandardofDegree<~.-Manyofourwitnesseshave expres
sed 'the OJ.>inion that the average standards of our university teaching 
and exammations are low and one principal of a degree college main-. 
tained that an average graduate of an Indian university was not 
very much superior to a matriculate of a British university. This 
may be an exaggeration, but it is true that m,any of our universities 
do not compare favourably with the best of British and American 
universities in respect of their teaching and examination standards. 
Unless we ensure the highest standards of teaching in our universities, 
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our degrees will not command recognition and respect either in our 
own country or abroad, and a large number of students will have to 
go abroad for their higher education.· Our universities should 
maintain the academic character of their work on a level recognised 
as adequate by the universities of other countries. Universities 
are our national institutions, and to keep up our national prestige. 
our degrees must be such as to command international recognition. 
As long ago asl921 the Lytton Committee emphasized the need fol,' 
improving the standards of teaching in Indian universities and for 
making the highest types of training in all subjects available within 
the country. Although conditions in several universities have shown 
a marked improvement over those that obtained in 1921 and reason
able facilities in post-graduate and research work in several subject& 
are now available at several universities and institutes, the. average 
standard of our degrees still remains on the low- side. 

3. Inw Academic Standard of University Entrants.-University 
teachers almost unanimously complain of the low academic standard 
of the average university entrant, and several of them have declared 
that a large majority of students come to the university so ill-prepar~ 
ed as to make it difficult for them to take advantage of university 
education, and that intermediate work is really school work, which 
should have been completed at the high school stage. That the 
complaint is largely justified is showp. by the large percentage of 
failureR at the intermediate examination of the different universities 
and boards as seen in the following table:-

S.rial 
No. 

l Bananuo 
ll Bombay 
3 Gaulmti 

' Madras 
II P&tn& .. 

*Univeraity or Board 

f1l ll. P. Intermediate Ba&rd 
'I Utk&l 

Average percent
age of " failures n 

during the !&at 
6 yean (1944-48) 

at the 
intermediate 

examination 

% 
37·6 
44·0 
80·0 

(1948 only) 
69·· 
43·5 
37·6 
48·0 

--.n. • ., 7 l'niveraitioo and Boards have been picked out at random. 
fTho U. P. Intermediate Board haathebigheatperoentageofp&8804in thioliat,but 

1• may be noted that during the !&at II yean (19«-48) the Board allowed 36% to41% 
of ita oandidaroo to appear privately fur the Intermediate examination and pa....t 
1% to liO')i, of the oandid&roo with the lwlp of grace marb. While in 192'7 
private oandidaroo fonmod only 16% of the total number, in 1947 they had 
........ to'l%. 
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That the annual wastage due to failures should range from 37 · 5 
per cent to 60 per cent is staggering, if we bear in ri:Und the fact that 
the in~rmediate exa~tion is !!receded by a .similar process of 
screenmg two years earlier at the high school stage. But even with 
this high _per~entl!'ge of ~allures, the ~verage standard of teach_ing 
and examma.t10ns IS not high enough, smce we know that the m.mi
mum marks required for a pass are only 33 per cent and that a large 
majority of candidates pass~m the third division. There is little 
doubt that this enormous wastage is due, firstly, to the large number 
of unsuitable entrants coming to the intermediate classes, secondly, 
to the poor average quality of teaching provided in the intermediate 
classes, and thirdly, to the laziness of; or insufficient work put in by, 
the students theiilSelves. 

4. Annual Wastage at the Intermediate E:mminotwn.-That the 
annual wastage at the intermediate examination is so inordinately 
large and must be avoided has not been adequately realized either 
by the teachers or by parents or even by the Government which 
directly or indirectly finances intermediate and univeraity education 
to a large extent. A deplorable wastage of public funds goes on 
year after year but what is worse, there is an unconcerned compla
cency about this serious loss of public funds on the one hand, 
and waste of time, energy and funds of students and their parents, 
besides terrible frustration of their hopes and aspirations on the other. 
Secondary schools and intermediate colleges form the foundation 
of university .work. Any reorgani.mtion of our universities without 
a corresponding improvement in school and intermediate college 
teaching will not produce the hoped-for results. Our high school 
and intermediate standards are undoubtedly low, and in order to 
improve them we should not only exact a .higher standard in these 
examinations but also considerably improve our teaching. We can
not raise examination standards unless we improve the quality of' 
teaching first. · .. 

5. Causes of Low Standards in Schools and Intermediate Colleges.
Our schools and intermediate colleges are ·congested and under
staffed, and teachers are so ill-paid that generally only those gradua
tes who fail to enter any other profession take to teaching as a last 
resort. Very few school teachers have a call for or take pride in 
their profession. Secondary education can only improve if a large 
number of first-rat.e graduates become school masters. While 
university standards cannot improve unless the quality of' teaching 
in schools and intermediate colleges improves, it is for the univer
sities to provide a continuous supply of highly tr:.tined and effi
cient teachers for these institutions. Reform should, therefore, 
begin at both ends. 
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It is pertinent to recall that secondary schools in the 
neighbouring country of Ceylon maintain a much higher standard 
than we do in our country. 

If we attain high standards in our high schools and intermediate 
colleges, there should be less need for a large number of students 
to enter the universities at all. As a community we look down upon, 
the school teacher and pay him as little ·as we can. A foreigner 
would be struck by the fact that we recruit so few of our college and 
university teachers from the ranks of school masters ; in England 
and America many school teachers rise to be university teachers ; 
in India the average standard of scholarship among school teachers 
is so low that they seldom qualify to become university teachers. 
It we are to raise .the average standard of attainment of our school 
teachers, there is no reason why there should not be a larger per
centage of teachers from our schools selected for teaching in our 
colleges and universities. The real need is to be able to offer salaries 
and prospects which will attract persons of first class ability for 
our schools. 

6. W ealcness in our Educational Maclvinery.-One of the greatest 
needs of present day India is more education, widely spread through
out the community. Fortunately, both the Government and the 
people are keenly alive to this pressing need, but they are not equally 
alive to the concomitant need of a strong emphasis onexcelleiwe in 
the quality of education so that there is no avoidable waste of public 
funds as it occurs now. Our provincial governments are naturally 
keen on " basic education " and are financing schemes for its wide 
extension, but unfortunately they do not seem to be equally keen 
on secondary education which is the real toeak spot in our entire 
educational macilinery. Tht>y have not fully realized that the 
army of competent teachers needed for the rapid expansion of basic 
education must be provided by our secondary schools and inter
mediate colleges. Further, any university reform will remain largely 
ineffective unless the level of secondary education is raised so as 
to furnish the necessary foundation for a sound university system. 

11.-The School and the University. 
'1. Di.fimnt Functions of a School and a University.-In order 

to h~prove the organization of teachin~t a ~d tests in our high schools 
and mtermediate colleges on the one hand, and in our universities 
on the other, it is necessary at the outset that we should be clear as 
to the different functions of a school and a university. The function 
of a school is not merely to prepare 11tudents for the university but 
also to provide a suitable education for the large number of pupils 
who have no intention of proceeding to a universi~y. From the 
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figures available to us, we find that of the 'students that pass the 
high school examination, 50--55 per cent actually go up for the 
intermediate, while the remaining 45-50 per cent do not. The 
education of these two sets of students must. be combined together in 
most multi-purpose schools to mutual advantage, while there will 
be other uni-purpose schools where students will be trained for work 
in agriculture, inaustry and commerce. 

. 8. Functifms of a School.--It is commonly stated that the func
tion of a school is to provide ' a good general education to its pupils ', 
but it is necessary to know what exactly are the elements of this good 
general education which will not only prepare a. pupil for university 
work, but at the same time prepare him for practical work to eam 
his living if he does not proceed to a university. ·· A school should, 
of course, provide for adequate classroom intellectual discipline, 
hut should at the same time place equal emphasis on the physical 
training and corporate activities of its pupils. It should, in fact, 
provide for the physical well-being of the pupils first, as no pupil can 
make satisfactory progress in school or later in the university or in a 
profes8ion unless he is physically fit. Then, a pupil must take part 
in the corporate activities of the school and thus leam to subordinate 
himself under rule to the common will, and if he has the talent, to 
exercise leadership in the small community of his class. Along with 
these activities the school must develop and test the intellectual 
discipline and aptitude of its pupils. A school fails of its purpose 
if it neglects any of these three sides of its pupils. Unfortunately 
it is only the third aspect that is attended to at present in most of 
our schools and that is why many-boys leave the school physically 
ill-developed, socially ill-adjusted and unwjlling to wOrk in a team, 
even though they may secure .good marks in their examinations. 
The school must integrate the individual child into community · 
life, impart to him useful information ~nd develop in him necessary 
habits of intellectual effort. 

9. Functwns of a University.-_ The university, on the other hand, 
should be a great meeting ground for young men and women, where 
they receive higher instruction from their teachers as well as prepare 
for life through contact with their contemporaries and their seniors. 
In the university an under-graduate must expect to be treated as 
a grown-up person; the formal discipline of the school must be loosen
ed to give place to comparative freedom for the under-graduate to 
order his own life_ In order that a student should profit from 
university education and its manifold OJ?portunities, the university 
should ensure that all entrants are suffiCiently mature for the kind 
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of instruction it provides, and that they have had a. broad general 
educa.tion and have reached (at least in 4 subjects) a standard of 
attainment adequate as a. basis for the further study of these or other 
subjects .a.t the university level. · 

10. Standard of Admission to the University Courses and the Age 
of Entry.-Students arrive at the stage of maturity for university 
work a.t about the age of 18, though there are exceptional individuals 
who reach it earlier than 18. Before this age of maturity is reached, 
a boy or girl must stay under the formal discipline of a school and 
should be taught by the methods of the school and not by the methods 
of the university. That is why the British, the European and the 
American students are seldom admitted to a university before they 
are 18 or 19. In U.K. and U.S. A., and most European countries 
like Germany, France and Switzerland, at least 12 years of schooling 
are necessary before a student enters the university. In India most 
of the work now done in our present intermediate classes is really 
school work and should properly be regarded as pre-university work, 
as in U. K. and U. S. A. The real university work is done only. for 
two years of the B. A. and the B. Sc. classes and that is why the 
standard of achievement of our average graduate is low. We, 
therefore, recommend that the standard of admission to the uni· 
varsities should be the present intermediate examination, to be taken 
by a student af'ter completing full 12 years of study at a school and 
at an intermediate college, normally at the age of eighteen. This 
change will mean that students proceeding to a university for degree 
courses will have the ea.sentia.ls of a good ~eneral educa.tion and 
will be more adequately prepared for uruversitywork; they will 
be mature enough to look after themselves, will not be bewildered b;r 
the comparative freedom of university life and will, with intelli• 
~entself-interest, take better advantage of educa.tional opportunities 
m the universities. Since most universities in India are situated in 
large towns, it is desirable to keep away young and immature stu
dents from crowding into these towns where conditions oflife provide 
innumerable temptations and few restraininginHuences. · 

We must also look at the age of entry into the university from the 
point of view of' the public ' or rather the parent, as also from that 
of the boy or the girl. It is so di,fficult for many parent'i to decide what 
their sons and daughters between the ages of 14 and 18 will do and 
yet these are the most critical years of their lives. In most cases 
their circumstances are fluid ; parents do not know whether the 
aptitudes of boys or girls will fit themfor a university training; 
the boys or girls do not clearly know what possibilities are open to 
them and the result is that, f9r want of any proper guidance. all those 
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. who can afford and even many of those that can ill afford, whether 
they have the aptitude or not, :flock to the university or a. college fru: 
a way from their homes. The ·universities and colleges, many of them 
anxious to augment their fee-income, admit as many students as 
they can to their intermediate and degree ·classes, irrespective of 
whether they are likely to pass or not at the end of the two years, 
There is little doubt that these colleges and universities commit an 
act of cruelty towards those of their students who have no aptitude 
for university training. 

ll. Attitude of University Stuiknts.-The average student in 
our universities brings with him. the school attitude towards his 
studies. He· expects to be treated like a schoolboy even in the 
university. He does not realize that it is his duty to study and not 
the teachers' duty to make· him study. He does not make full use of 
the opportunities the universityoffershim and, therefore, does not get 
proper advantage from the university. Unless he himself works and 
does a good deal of written work for his teachers to correct, he can
not get benefit out of his teachers. This attitude on the part of the 
students leads to another noticeable defect, i.e., the very slow rate of 
progress of work in the classes. In British and American univer
sities the· rate of progress ofworkinadassiseverso much faster than 

·in an Indian university with the inevitable resnlt that they are able 
to cover a much larger ground in the same period of time and thecon
tentsoftheirsyllabuses are fuller and richer. 

~2. Reoommendation of the Ca~~ · Univer~it11 Commission.
Thirty years ago, the Calcutta Umvers1ty CommlSslon recommended 
the institution of ' intermediate colleges.' and also held that the · 
intermediate examination should be the qualifying test 'for entry 
into a university. These recommendations were adopted only by the 
Government of the United ProvinOOJ! (lDd the teaching universities of 
U. P., Luckil.t>w and AllahabaQ., and the affiliating university of · 
Agra, admit students only after they have passed the interme
diate examination. This step ha.'l been very beneficial to these uni
versities ; .freed from the burden of intermediate clasSes, they . have 
been able to develop good post-graduate departments like those of the 
University of Calcutta, and have thus been doing more of real uni
versity work than many of the other universities. We certainly do 
not. aim at uniforlnity in: all the universities, as we do not< consider 
that education all overtb.e country. should conform only to one 
pattern, but in the matter of admission to the university there 
should be a general recognition that intermediate exam.in.ation 
should be the admission test for all the~universities in the country: 
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III.-&.condary Eiltucation. 
13. Reform ;;~f Secortdary Education.-While we are definitely 

of opinion that no student should be admitted to a university until 
he has passed the intermediate examination, we are equally convinced 
that the mere raising of the standard of admission to the level of the 
present intermediate examination would not by itself improve the 
work of the universities. We must at the same time make better 
provisiOI.\ for the training of students at th~ ~igh sch?ol a~d mter• 
mediate college level. In the present c_ondit10ns of meffic1ent and 
uninspiring schools the four years of the life of a student, between the 
ages of 14 and 18, when his memory is most active and when his 
ability to do sustained intellectual work with the minimum of 
boredom is at its highest, are largely wasted. The abler students do 
not get a fair deal and are kept back by the less intelligent-the best 
are being smothered by the many. In fact, our secondary education 
needs radical reform. · 

14. Intermediate Oolleges.-The Calcutt!i University Commission 
(1919) recommended the institution of Intermediate Oollege8 as" the 
very pivot of their whole scheme of reform ". The essence of the 
proposal in its best form was that the two top classes of the present 
high school course were to be removed from the high schools and 
combined with the two years of the intermediate course in an entirely 
new type of institution called the Intermediate OoUege. The inter
mediate Colle~e is to correspond to the Realsckule or Gymnasium 
of Germany . m which sound and liberal training is imparted 
Xc the students and in which opportunities of · higher secondary 
education are adapted to the needs of industry, commerce and agrt· 
culture as well as medicine and engineeringjn all its branches. The 
aim of these colleges would be to meet a variety of needs of our young 
men by giving a vocational bias to their courses while retaining at 
the same time their value in a system of sound general education 
as a preparation for university courses. The essential qualities 
of a good education to be given at a!). intermediate college are ad
mirably described in the following paragraphl :-

" Education should be given under conditions favourable to 
the health of the pupils. Their bodies should be developed and 
trained by systematic and vigorous exercise. Their eyes should 
be f -ained to see, their ears to hear, with quick and sure discrimina
tion. Their sense of beauty should be awakened, and they should 
be taught to express it by music and by movement, and through 
line and colour. Their hands should be trained to skilful use. Their 
will should be kindled by an ideal and hardened by a discipline 

I CaiODtta Uoiftnlity l}>mmlujor> Report I Vol. IV, 1'"1!" Ill. 
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-enjoining self-control. They should learn to express themselves 
accurately and simply · in their mother tongue and, in India, in 
English also. Through Ma.themlttics, they should learn the relations 
"Of forms and ?f numbers. · Through history and literature they should 
learn something of the records of the past ; what the human race 
{and not least their fellow-countrymen) have achieved ; and how 
the great poets and sages have interpreted the experience of life. 
Their education should further demand from them some study 
"Of nature and should set them in the way of relating both the amount 
e.nd the quality of evidence which a valid induction requires. Be
.sides this it should open windows in their mind, so that they may see 
wide perspectives of history and of human thought. But it should 
-also, by the enforcement of accuracy and steady work, teach them 
by what toil and patience men have to make their way along the 
road to truth. Above all, the education should endeavour to give 
them, by such methods and influences as it is free to use, a sure hold 
upon the principles of right and wrong and should teach them to 
apply those principles in their conduct. Thus its chief work is to 
enlighten and practise the conscience, both the moral conscience 
.and the intellectual. And, through the activities of corporate 
life in the school, it should give the pupils experience in bearing res
ponsibility, in organization, and in workirig with others for public 
"ends, whether in leadership or in submission to the common wilL" 

· Teaching in our schools and colleges falls considerably short of 
these ideals. The Government of the United · Provinces made 
an attempt to ·stint intermediate colleges from 1923 onwards 
but on account of financial stringency their.effort could not be kept 
up consistently during subsequent years with the result that the 
intermediate standards have deteriorated during· recent years. 
In many cases intermediate classes were ·simply tacked on to the 
existing high schools, and school teachers without proper qualifi.Cli
tions were asked to teach the intermediate classes as well. No 
eonsistent attempt was made to recrui:t highly trained, efficient 
-and well paid staff for the intermediate classes. Accommodation 
and equipment were generally inadequaie. floine degree colleges 
were asked to drop their degree classes and actually functioned as 
intermediate colleges for some years, but many of them again took up 
degree classes without recruiting a. dilferent staff. In most cases, 
the intermediate classes still remain ·attached to first degree 
-and pos~graduate classes in the same institution. A real, strong, 
well-staffed 4-year intermediate college, as envisaged by the Calcutta 
University Commission, hardly exists anywhere in' India, although 
they recommended that there should be one such institution in 
"each district. It is unfortunate that the vital importance of inter-
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mediate colleges in our educational system has not been adequately 
realized either by the public or by the Governments of the Pro
vinces and the States. These institutions should serve as important 
a function as the universities ; they should have sound well-estab
lished traditions of good all-round general education; teachers should 
feel that service in these institutions is as honourable and dignified as 
in a. university ; principals and teachers of intermediate colleges 
should be well paid. At present every high sehool tries to become 
an intermediate college whether it has the resources or not, and the 
obliging authorities relax the necessary conditions and recognize 
it as an intermediate college ; the interests of the students and in 
fact of the whole community suffer since such a. college fails to develop 
and train the powers of the younger generation. Hardly has it had 
time to consolidate itself as an intermediate college, when another 
equally obliging university recognizes it as a degree cdllege. The 
result is that the college is neither a good intermediate college nora 
proper degree .college. ·.Th~s 'while the in~rme_d!ate examination 
ts the admissiOn"'exammatton for the umverstttes of Luck:now, 
Allahabad and' .Agra; the uni>versity work has not improved as 1much 
as it should• have; because of ·the inadequacy- of teaChing at the 
intermediate colleges. ·We have already lost 30 years by neglecting 
to raise the standards of our high 'schools and intermediate colleges 
as recommended by. the Calcutta University Colnlnission and it 'is 
time we realizt'd that our secondary education' remains' the 'Weakest 
link in our educational machinery and needs urgent reform. 

While we do not insist on a uniform pattern of institutions for 
th., high school and the intermediate colleges and will even allow 
inrormcdiate classes to continue in the degree colleges as in South 
India, we think that there should be only one public examination and 
thut ut the intermediate examination stage. This examination will 
mark the end of second~ry education and the beginning of university 
education which will extend over a period of three years for the first 
degree course. 

IV.-Occupatioool Institutes. 
15. Occupational I nstitutes.-While we believe that every boy 

or girl of promise and capacity should have the right to go to an 
inrormediate college and a university, if he or she so desires, we 
cannot look with equanimity upon the present situation in which a 
lu.rge number of students who are obviously unfit for higher educa
tion enror the universities and swell the percentages of failures at the 
intermediate (37·5%-60%) 1 and the first degree examinations 
(28%-62%).1 It is likely· that many of these unfor-

lliDSMofEoln. 

1 C'f. Section 3. 
I CJ. Section .22. 
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tunate failures have abilities of a different kind and would 
fare better if they worked with their hands and :fingers. They 
would succeed much better in life, if they took to an occupation re
quiring craftsmanship after ten or twelve years of schooling. While 
it is the duty of the university to make ita admissions very carefully 
so as to take in only those students who are likely to profit by uni
versity education, it is equally the duty of the State to provide oppor
tunities in suitable occupational institutions for those who can be 
trained according to their different cs.pacities to earn an honest and 
decent living. 

There are several occupational institutions of different kinds 
and degrees of excellence in the country, but the Sri Jayachamara
jendra Occupational Institute at Bangalore is one of the best we 
have seen. This institute, founded by Sir M. Visvesvaraya in 1943, 
is now run by the Goveinment of Mysore and offers occupational 
courses for technicians in 26 branches--diploma courses in 19 
'branches, -generally of 2 to 3 years' du:ra tion, and certificate courses in 
. 7 branches of 1 to 2 years' duration. It offers training in such branches 
as automobile engineering, electrical and radio-technology, ceramics, 
glass technology, mining, printing, tailoring, book-binding, etc. with 
63 instructors and 24 expert workmen on its staff. There are 800 
students undergoing training, and 150 students well-trained in their 
trades are sent out each year. 

16. Urgent Need of Techni.."iam.-Thereis urgent need for such 
QCcupational institutes all over the ·country. These institutes 
will train a large and growing body of ambitious youth for employ
ment as technicians in various existing industries or for starting 
small industrial units of their own ; they -will ensure a continuous 
flow of skilled workers for several modern industries which are being 
started and will also provide further training to existing craftsmen 
to improve their skill and production aJ;!.d thereby increase their 
income. With the growth of scientific and technical institutions 
and new industries in the country, we shall· urgently need intelligent 
and skilled technicians to look after and repair scientific apparatus 
of all kinds1, hospital appliances9, glass blowing, electrical and photo
graphic equipment, etc. In. the U. S. A. it. has been foun_d. by ex
perience that for every h1gh grade engmeer ten techniCians are 
needed. In our country we suffer from a serious deficiency of 

. 1 At several universities and colleges we found appara.tus like lnicroscopes. electrical 
nieasnring instruments, demonstration apparatus, eto., lying idle tor want of repairs 
bv skilled "'chnicianB. · 
-• As one hospital we were told that two sterilizers costing &. lO,OW each were lying 

unused for want of technica.l repairs. 
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technicians, because every one wishes to become an engineering 
graduate whether he has the capacity or not. We are strongly of 
Oj?inion that each province should have a large number of occupa-. 
tloP.al institutes, preferably one in each district, giving training in 
as many occupations as possible. 

¥.-Refresher Courses. 
17. Refresher Courses for High School and Intermediate College 

Teackers.-An urgent reform is the institution of vacation refresher 
courses for high school and intermediate college teachers. .At present 
neither students nor teachers utilize their vacation-for most of them 
vacation is a period of want of occupation. Most of our school 
teachers do not keep intellectually alive, and there is little induce
ment for them to do so. There is nothing in India corresponding 
to the Science Masters' .Association of Great Britain, or the National 
Education .Association of U. S . .A. In India teachers' associations, 
wherever they exist, are mainly concerned with questions of salaries, 
promotions, etc. of teachers and are not essentially professional 
societies concerned with the intellectual and professional improve
ment of their members ; they seldom arrange for lectures, exhibitions 
visits, excursions, etc. The U. P. Goverument started a scheme 
of refresher courses for intermediate teachers some 20 years ago 
(1927-29); several courses were given at different universities by 
university professors, and they were highly appreciated by the 
teachers ; but lack of funds was put forward as a reason for their 
discontinuance. Similarly, the Madras Government used to have 
vacatiol'. courses at Ootacamund for some years,· but we were told 
that they have also been discontmued. In Bombay we were told p. 
refresher course was held only last year (1948) at Mahaba.leshwar 
bY. the .Association of Head masters with the co-operation of the 
Education Department. 

18. Refresker Courses to be organized by the Universities.-We 
believe that vacation courses should best be organized by the uni
versities and that they shonld form a chief feature of the Extension 
Programme of each university. Our universities have not realized 
that they owe a responsibility towards those of their graduates 
who become school teachers as also towards those high schools, 
and intermediate colleges from which they draw their students. 
What conld be more appropriate than to organize refresher courses 
for teachers who need to and should be encouraged to extend, 
refurbh!h and brinl! up-to-date their knowledge ! It is extra
ordinary that our school teachers learn all of whatever subject they 
teach before reaching the age of twen~-four or twenty-five and then 
all their further education is left to ' experience ", which in most 
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cases is another name for stagnation. We must realize that experi
ence needs to be supplemented by experiment before reaching its 
fullness, and that a teacher, to keep alive and fresh, should become 
a learner from time to time. " Constant outpouring needs constant 
intaking ; practice must be reinforced by theory, and the old 
must be constantly tested by the new." 

19. Co-operati<m between Schools and Universities.-Refresher 
courses would be mutually beneficial ; they would liring universities 
and university teachers into close relation with their former pupils 
as well as other teachers, and through them with the high schools 
and intermediate colleges within their orbit ; on the -other hand, 
they would raise the standards of teaching and examinations in 
schools and intermediate colleges, and consequently, the university 
entrants will come better trained academically. The universitY 
can thus become a real intellectual and spiritual home to which 
its teacher alumni would love to come back for nutriment of mind and 
spirit. By establishing friendly relations with school and inter
mediate teachers, university teachers can bring about collaboration 
of the highest utility. 

20. Stimulus for Refresher Courses.-In order that the scheme 
of refresher courses may become a real success, the authorities 
of schools and intermediate colleges, and the Government education 
departments should make certified attendance at a university. -re
fresher course once in every fout or five years a qualification for 
promotion. Some such stimulus. would be necess.ary ·until attendance 
at such refresher courses becomes a tradition. As an extension of 
this idea, it may even be made possible for a young university teacher 
to go and teach his subject for a. year at an intermediate college, 
and in his place a bright intermediate college teacher to teach fpr a 
year at the university-such exchanges will establish a very desirable 
and mutually beneficial collaboration. The chief need is greater· 
intercommunication between the teachers in schools and intermediate 
colleges and teachers in the universities. A. conscious and well

. informed co-operation between school and university teachers should 
replace the present attitude of aloofness: · 

· · 21. Time and place for Refresher Courses.-In natural science 
subjects refresher courses will have to be held for some time at 
any rate during Dusehra (Puja) or Dipavali (Autumn) and Christmas 
(Winter) holidays at the university, as laboratory accommodation 
and equipment would be essential. But there is no resson why 
such courses in Humanities and :Mathematics should not be held 
at a hill station during summer vacation. We have. not made 
in the past much use of our hill-stations for educational purposes, 
and it is time that both the Government and the people realized 

··t ' I,· . 
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that we must make the maximum use of these fine and healthy 
places in our country for summer months. It will be a great advantage 
for our school teachers to go there for 8 weeks of summer. and attenq 
refresher courses. The authorities should of course make Jibera~ 
provision for travelling and out Qf pocket expenses of the teachers; 
With the closin~ o_f several Eu:opean. sch<J?ls at ~s~~~;tions, several 
good school buildmgs are available m srutable localittes at several 
hill-stations in most provinces of the country.. These buildings 
could very well form holiday homes for school teachers· where they 
can have their refresher .courses. It will be very useful if teachers 
are sent to other prov.inces for their refresher courses where they 
can oombine the advantages of travel, edueation and inter-provincial 
contacts. Alternatively,. teachers may be given leave of absence 
for six months after every five years of service and asked tQ a~nd 
advanced courses &t their own oranyotheruniversityand obtain a 
certificate of attendance and good work from the head of the de
partment of the university. 

Vl.-Teacking and Examinations at the Universities • 

. 22. Low Stanilards.-While the standards of teaching and 
examinations in schools and intermediate colleges are low, the 
academic standards of universities also need a great deal of improve
ment. Students coming from intermediate colleges to pos~inter~. 
mediate teaching universities like Lucknow and Alla.habad are 
poorly equipped for their B. A. and B. Sc. courses. In one of these 
two universities, the average pass percentage in the first year B. Se. 
examination during the last 5 years (1944-48) was 72 per cent 
which means an average wastage of 28 per cent annually after one 
year of study ; of those that passed the first year B. Sc. and studied 
along with the failures of the second year B. Sc., again ouly 62 per 
cent passed the final B. Se. examination, so that there was a further 
wastage of 38 per cent at the end of the second year, thus giving a 
total wastage of about 50 per cent at the end of two years. What is 
true of Lucknow and Allaltabad is more or less true of other univ~ 
sities. For example, at Gauhati the annual percentage of failures at 
the B. A. and the B. So. stage was 62 per cent, at Patna 48 per cent, 
at Utkal 40 per cent, at Agra 35 per cent, at Banaras 29 per cent 
and at Bombay 28 per cent. This annual wastage of 28-6~ per cent 
at the first degree stage is as bad as, if not worse than, at the inter
mediate examination. In England where the universities make 
their admissi~ns very carefully, the. annual wastage at. the. ,first 
degree stage 18 seldom more than 10 per cent .. The embarking of 
a student on a university course is a serious enterprise by the studPnt 
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and a big investment by his parents, by the university and by the 
society as a whole, and therefore the risks of wastage should be 
reduced as far ~s practicable. Intellectual work is not for all, 
it is only for the intellectually competent. Our universities should 
realize that every student who is admitted to a university has a 
right to assume that the university is prepared to see him through, 
if he has ordinary ability and works diligently ; he and his parents 
can rightly ask, " why is this large percentage of failures ? " Either 
he has not the necessary ability and the university should not have 
admitted him, or he does not do his work honestly, or the univer
sity teaching and examinations are faulty. 

23. Large Percemtage of Third Divi.sioners.-N ot only is the per
centage of passes low, but we have found that amongst the passes, 
the percentage of third divisioners is very large. The following table 
gives the number of passes in the three divisions and the percentage 
of 3rd divisioners at the B. A. examination of some of the universi
ties during two recent years1 :-

B. A. Examination. 

1944 1~ 

ll Per· I p.,. 
oentage oentag& 

I m of3rd I 11 m of:kd 
divi- . divi-. 

&ionero. . aioner&. 

! 
Agra .. .. 13 246 646 67•9 IS 586 910 60 

Allahabad r .. 10 200 269 55 17 295 398 56 

Andhza .. .. 16 " 236 80 37 82 326 '16·6 

Banaru .. . . 1 69 7' 55 7 70 106 57·6 

Bombay .. . . ·. 49 265 ~ 78·8 "' 3M 1,51'1 78 

Calcutta .. .. 27 660 2,066 . 78 !S2 . . 1,553 6J! 
' 

Luaknow .. .. ' 76 262 76·6· 5 96 293 " - .. .. 66 182 1,04'1 80 69 144 l,OU 83 

Punja-b .. .. 116 645 1,846 '10 Ill 599 2,000 I " 
That 55 per cent to 83 per cent of passes at the B. A. ex
amination should be placed in the third division indicates a sorry 

· state of affairs and is a sure index of the low average quality of our 
graduates. In a well-conducted examination, where the teaching has 
been good and the candidates have prepared well, the vast majority 
· 1 Figurea for this table &nd the next have been supplied by the st&tiatical section of the 
Ministry of Education. · 
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of candidates will pass in the second division. Human nature in the 
species, as in the individual, tends to bulge always in the middle, and 
cases of exceptional merit and exceptional demerit are relatively 
few. That in our university examinations the bulge should be below 
the middle line corroborates the observation made to ns that our 
students put in the minimum amount of effort to secure a pass and 
do not care in most cases to secure a good class. . 

24. The B. Be. Results.-The B. Sc. examination results are 
similarly analyzed belo.w :-

B. Sc. examination. 
-

19<4 1946 

Por- p.,.. 
I n m oentage I n m oeotap 

oftbitd of•binl 
divi· di'ri· 

aiOileft, llioDerL - - -"'•" .. .. 0 18 114 91 40 •:u. 197 60 10 

.AIIahabod .. .. •se 119 110 37 27 " " " 
Aodhra .. .. 11 86 108 70 30 49 81 112 

B•oara~ .. .. •10 62 64 43 •13 77 9 86· • 
Bombo>y .. .. 0 70 320 8011 " 41 889 670 80 

c.!cut<. .. .. 193 .. 488 72 200 .. 875 '1"1 

Luolmow .. .. .. u 21 u 0 16 6ll " 30 ·- .. .. 102 181 240 49 112 174 360 68 

Pu:ojab .. .. .. 75 224 75 1 93 273 74 
; 

It will be seen that the B. Sc. results are slightly better than 
the B. A. results in that the percentage of third divisioners is 20 
per cent to 75 per cent as agamst 55 per cent to 83 per cent in the 
B. A. Further, in eight examinations (marked with an asterisk) out 
of a t.otal of eighteen, the results are normal and the bulge is rightly 
in the middle. This normality is no doubt due to restricted and more 
careful admissions, smaller numbers of students, ~ter amount of 
individual attention paid to them in the laboratories as also to the 
fact that examinations in science subjects are more objective in 
character than those in the Arts subjects. 

25. Percentage of Mark$ for a Pf1.S8.-In most universities the 
percentage of marks required for a pass at the B. A. and the B. So. 
examinations is 36 per cent, 48 per cent marks securing a second divi
sion and 60 per cent a first diVIS.· ion. We consider that these per
ctmtsges are low and that we mnst exact a higher standard of 
achievement at these examinations from our graduates. We 
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:~;~conu.aend th&t the p~ percentage at all first degree examinations 
should be raised to ,40 per cent, 55 pel," .cent securing a second division, 
and 70 per cent a .first division .. As we have recommended else
where, credit should be given for class work through all the three 
years pf the degree cours.e. . , . , . . i 

26. Average Low StandU!rd of Experimental . . Work..~pecial 
mention mnst be made of the fact that the average standard of 
experimental and practical work in both physical .and .biological 
sciences is not high at many universities. At some universities 
practical work was neglected at the intermediate stage because 
there was no university practical examination till a year age. Suffi
cient demand is still not made on the students in skilful and efficient 
manipulation of apparatus and in making accurate observations. 
We should ensure that our studen,~ find pleasure in the use of their 
hands and fingers in delicate manipulations. Although in several 
universities the syllabus prescribed appears considerable on paper, 
the actual work done does not come up. to a high standard, either in 
theory or in practical work. On comparing the . questioR paper~ 
in science subjects. of the M. Sc. examinations of several Indian 
universities with those of Part II of Cambridge Tripos or Honour 
School of Oxford one cannot fail to notice that our 'examination stan
dards do not com~ up to those of the best of the British universities. 

VII.. -Causes of Low Standards, Low P~Jfier!tage of Passes, and 
. . Su{}gested Measures of Reform. . 

. There are several causes which contribute to the low average 
quality of our graduates and the low percentage of passes at the 
B. A. flld the B. Sc. Examinations, but the principal ones are the 
followmg :- · . : · 

27 .. Overcrowding in Colleges.-During the last 10 to 15 years· 
there has been a growing pressure for an increase in the number of 
admissions at the universities, but unfortunately, this wide and eager 
demand for university education is not proportional to the capacity 
to profit from such an education. The size of a college or a teaching 
university is determined by the number of students who can be 
accepted without a lowering of standards. Whatever may be done, 
in a burst of public enthusiasm, to expand university education, 
~tothing should be allowed to lower the quality of work at the uni
versities, and size, beyond a certain point, undeniably lowers the 
quality.. A college or a university is like a living cell; once it reaches 
a certain size, it must either divide or die. The admission of a .large 
.~WIDber of students in response .to popular demand without the 
necessary staff, class-room and hostel accommodation and equipment· 
has made it impossible for most colleges and universities to give full 
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education to their inflated undergraduate popula.tion. This factor, 
more than any other, has undoubtedly been responsible for ·the 
lowering of our standards. To quote Abraham Flexner, " bigness 
is almost necessarily fatal to greatness " . 

. , i -

28. Resulting Evils.-Some >af the colleges WEI have visited have 
on their rolls jive to ten times the number of atudents they could 
properly educate. They. have neither adequate class-room space 
nor laboratory accommodation.. The staff is miserably paid and we 
found that several teachers lectured at two or three colleges to .eke 
o'Ut a living wage. In one of. the colleges the management was 
~aving 1 · 75lacs a year on the running expenses of the college, Thi~ 
is an extreme case but we have found that, with notable. exceptiona, 
there is a widespread tendency in colleges and universities, specially 
private colleges, to increase their enrolment in order to augment 
their fee income. 

I I d, , ? f . . 

One of the harmftd l'eBults of.,large numbers and t~~ a.verage 
low quality of undergraduates in the first degree classes aa .that the 
abler and more capable students suffer;. they fail. to get the eduCih 
tional opportunities they deserve. Teachers have to teach down to 
the level of the average~ in justice to the majority they are unable 
to raise questions or employ methods designed to call forth mental 
effort from those studen5who a.re capable of being highly trained ; 
consequently the more p. · · ~re ke_pt back by the less intelligent 
~nd there is much waste of go material. 

29. Reduction of Numbers Recommended.-Every college in an 
affiliating university and every teaching university should deliberate
ly fix a maximum limit. to the number of students it admits every 
year. This maximum limit will vary according to the size of the 
building, the number of teachers, laboratory space, hostel accomm<r 
dation, t>tc., but the limit must be fixed and adhered to, if the quality 
of education is to be raised. It is the duty of the afliliating universi
ties to fix and to enforce these limits on their colleges, and for the 
tl'uching univt>I'!<it.ies to fix these limits to maintain proper standards. 

30. Limilatiot1 of Number in U. P. Universities and Colleges.
We bt>ard with satisfaction that at a recent meeting of the vice
cbanct>llors of the universities in U.P., it was decided that the teach
ing universities of Lucknow and Allahabad should not have more 
than 3,000 students in their Arts and Science faculties, while degree 
eollt'{!:CS afliliat.ed to the Agra University should not have more than 
1,000 students. We commend this move to other universities and 
oollogt>s. Fort he present, however, the maximum number of students 
in an aftiliatl'd colll'ge '\\ill have to be 1,500 for some years. 
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VIII.-Working Days and Va£ations. 

31. Insu:fficient Number of Working Days.-The number of 
actual working days in the year in most colleges and universities 
is insufficient. At one university the number was as low as 120, 
which meant that students and teachers worked only for one
third of the year. Further, on account of the large number of 
stray holidays during the session, the continuity of work is broken 
and consequently the total output of work by teachers and students 
remains low. While it is necessary to close the colleges and the 
universities at most places for ten weeks during the season of in
tense heat, we must make the best use of the remaining 42 weeks df 
the year. In American universities, most of which work on a 
two semester (term) basis, each semester consists of about 91 
working days and 12 examination days, so that there are more 
than 180 working days besides examination days during the year. 
Generally, the only holidays they have are 15 days of Christmas, 
I Thanks givingday, lOdaysofspringrecess and 13 to 14 weeks of 
summer vacation. The following table gives the number of working 
days, besides ~mination days, at some of the American universi
ties during the session 1948-49 :-

1. Harvard •.• • .• • • 172 working days. -
2. Pennsylvania ·~ •.• ". 174 " 3. Michigan ro 182 " 

' 
4. Johns Hopkins· _ 

" 
5. Vanderbilt .. •.•. 216 , 

32. Minimum of 180 Days, Exclusive of Examination Days.
W e recommend that the university session be divided into three 
more or less equal terms, each of 10 to 1_1 .weeks' duration, ·sepa
rated by two short vacations of two or three weeks each and OI\e 
long vacation of ten to thirteen weeks. All casual holidays dur
ing the currency of each term should be severely curtailed. Every 
college and university should so arrange its sessional work as to 
ensure a minimum number of 180 working days, exclusive of exa
mination days. 

33. Maximum Utilization of Working Days.-Not only should 
there be an increase in the number of working days. but it is also 
necessary that each day should be utilised to its maximum. There 
are teachers and students who attend the university only for two 
to three periods (100 to 150 minutes) a day. -While there are con
scientious teachers who keep their lectures up-to-date by reading 
and research, there are quite a number of others who deliver the 
same lectures, prepared years previously, year after year. It is 
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these latter who give a bad name to the profession of a university 
teacher and lead to the criticism that university teaching is a sbft 
job. At one of the universities we were told that every teacher has 
to be on duty at the university for 6 holirs a day-he may either 
teach or work in the library or laboratory. This may be repugnant 
to some of the teachers, but there is no doubt that some kind of 
check is necessary for teachers who do· not realize their obligation 
to engage in research and keep themselves up-to-da,te in their 
knowledge. 

IX.-Metlwds of Instruction: Lectures. 

34. The Lecture Jlcfetlwd.-The common method of instruction 
at our universities is by mass lectures, but unfortunately at most 
placeR this is not supplemented by any regular work on the part of 
the individual student either by way of preparation for the lecture 
or by library work after the lecture or any tutorial or seminar work. 
There is no doubt that some teachers make very effective use of the 
lecture method for imparting instruction and their lectures are well
prepared and interesting, but at several places lectures consist 
merely of dictation of notes. This latter method cannot be too 
strongly condemned as it deprives the students even of the prac
tice of trying to understand the lectures and taking down theiJ." 
own notes, to be supplemented by diligent students by what they 
·ead from books afterwards. . 

At the other extreme from the note-dictator is the lecturer 
o;ho is carried away by his :fluency and makes of his lecture a public 
>ration. If the lecturer depends only upon his eloquence for keep
ng his students interested, he will rarely find them making the 
Jest use of his discourses. So far the university and college lec
;ures have been mainly delivered in English and in many cases the 
1tudents were unable to follow the lectures, because of their in
idequate command over English and correct pronunciation. This 
;tats of things will undoubtedly change when lectures are deliver
ed in a more familiar language, but even then the lecturer has al
ways to keep his eye on the audience and see to what extent the 
students are responding to his ideas. The lecture has therefore 
to be punctuated (a) by interrogating the students on points 
which are significant, and (b) by jotting down some of the im
portant points on the black-board. This latter may not be neces
sary when the students acquire the habit of making their own 
notes of the lectures but at present very few of them are able to 
do so. In a de.gree college one has frequently noticed the lecturer 
adqpting the same method with his Intermediate and B. A. 
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students. This is obviously a mistake as the method of lecturing 
has to change. from one class to another according to . the intel
lectual equipment of the audience. The main point. is that the 
lectures should help the students in getting a quick and fum grasp 
of the essentials of a subject and in serving as a guide to pro-
fitable reading in it. · 

35. The Need jM Written Exercises.-At several places we found 
that there were neither tutorials nor termiual examinations, so 
that a student got through his two years of study without having 
done a single· written exercise, and ·his very first written exercise 
was the answering of his papers at his final examination. He has 
had no practice whatever in writing and no wonder he writes badly, 
his answers are not properly arranged and his facts are not mar
shalled in proper sequence. It .is necessary to emphasize that, 
throughout <the university course, teachers should expect some 
written work of every student periodically, preferably· once a week 
or fortnight. On the whole, a student will do what the•• teachers 
expect of him and it is an unfortunate fact ,that the will to work 
has gone down both amongst teachers and studen"ts. The habit of 
putting in honest intelligent work consistently throughout the 
session and leading " a life of strenuous endeavour" must be culti
vated by university students, and if the teachers as a body pull 
together and restore a sense of duty and responsibility amongst 
their pupils, the whole tone of university work. will improve. 

36. Elementary Teacking.-In this connection we may note 
one point about teaching the lower classes in the universities. 
There is a tendency in the universities to look down upon elementary 
teaching and very often the first introduction a new entrant to a· 
university gets to his subject of study is ·~hrough the . most iriexper- · 
ienced member of the staff. We regard it as essential that the moce 
experienced teachers, preferably the professor or reader, should 
deal with the fundamental first year's introduction to university. 
study so that the student's interest and enthusiasm for his subject 
are awakened from the start and kept alive during his stay at the 
university . 

. 37 .. Text-Books.-One of the evils of the present method of ins
truction is that it is focussed too much on text-books. This evil 
is most pronounced in the study of the languages and therefore it 
has become almost a racket. A text-book is prepared with very 
little of effort as it consists of a number of pieces selected from differ
ent authors, a few copy-right pieces being included by permission 
to prevent the pirating of the selections, and then the publisher and 
the author do their best to get the book prescribed by a unive~ity 
or a board. Once the book is prescribed, the publisher and the author 
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are assured of a good return on their investment but the poor 
student does not have a fair deal. The standard lecture in a lan
j;Uage class is centred on the prescribed text-book, the teacher read
mg .through the book line by line, taking pains to wring the sense 
out of enry line and word and leaving no sweetness in the best 
literary work. In other subjects, too, the evils of the text-book 
system are manifest. In History, for example, the student and the 
teacher know that the questions in the public examinations will 
be set from the J?rescribed works and the teacher must make it a 
point to summanse the books for the benefit of his students in great 
detail, while the student knows that the best prospect of success 'in 
the examination is through cramming up these summaries, or better 
still, the book itself. This practice extends even to Mathematics 
and Science subjects. The natural result of the text-book system 
is that the students cannot re genuinely interested in a subject and 
cannot extend their knowledge of it. They are prevented from 
developing their powers of judgment as they are taught to depend 
upon a borrowed stock of ideas. 

38. Compulsory Attendance.-Oompu!sory attendance at lec
tures has been a point of controversy in cur universities. At 
present in most universities, students are required to attend com
pulsorily 75% of the lectures in all classes including post-~aduate 
ones before they are allowed to appear in public exammations. 
This compulsion makes the lectures distasteful for many students 
and the lecturer has not got the same impetus to make his lectures 

. interesting and useful as he would have if the lectures were optional. 
On the other hand, conditions in Oill' universiti~s being what they 
are, an immediate change-over from compulsion may produce con
fusion. The best way would be to make attendance at lectures 
optional for post-graduate students who are sufficiently mature 
to look after their own interests and can judge for themselves what is 
beneficial and what is not. The younger students have probably 
to undergo compulsion for some time to come as a part of the uni
versity disoipline. 

39. Private Oandidate.s.-Closely allied to the problem of com
pulsion is that of private candidates. Certain categories of stu
dents are allowed to appear at public examinations without 
attending lectures at recognised institutions. These categoriea 
genemlly include school teachers, others connected with education 
and sometimes women. This is justified on the ground that people 
counect.ed with educational work have sufficient intellectual interest 
to go t.hrough th_e curricl_ll~ on their own, while _in many parts of 
the country soc1al cond1t10ns prevent women frOm attending co
educational colleges, there being no women's colleges within easily 
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accessi~le limi~. We have received representations urging the 
extenston of this system as there are many young men engaged in 
various ·professions who wish to improve their minds and their 
material prospects by studying at home and taking examinations 
offered by universities. It is urged against this that the increase 
in the number of private candidates will bring down the stand
ards of our degrees. The percentage of failures among private can
didates is much higher than -among regular students and if private 
candidates are allowed to be more numerous and equal to the num
ber of regular students (as they ~Ue likely to be, if the privileges are 
widely thrown open), then the examiners must lower their standards, 
according to the mental equipment of the majority of the candidates. 

40. Evening Golleges.-A via media has been suggested for the 
benefit of the workers who are keen on improving their qualifi
cations. In the university of London, Birkbeck College has been 
working for 125 years for the " internal " students, who, by reason 
of the fact that they are engaged in full time paid employment dur
ing the day, are unable to devote more than their leisure hours to 
study. The hours of work are in the evening, from about 5-30 to 
9. The facilities provided at the college are intended primarily 
for those taking full courses in preparation for degrees but, .subject 
to the concurrence of the relevant heads of departments, ' occa
sional ' part-time students are also admitted, provided they have the 
proper preliminary education for following the instruction in the 
college. In the larger cities of our country, we may consider the 
feasibility of establishing institutions of.this type in Arts and Science 
for full time workers. These institutions may have to use some of the 
buildings of the ordinary colleges, but it must be clearly understood 
that the staff has to be a separate one, &s no teacher can possibly 
work in the evenings in addition to teaching day classes. Not only 
should the teaching staff be separate but all employees of the evening 
institutions have to be whole-time, and the college must have an 
organisation absolutely separate from that of the day institutions. 
Moreover, it may be necessary to lengthen the duration of the courses 
for any particular degree at these evening colleges, because the stu
dent will not be able to follow up the lectures with much of home 
work as a whole time student is able to do. Thus if the ordinary 
B. A. and B. Sc. courses are three-year ones for the day students, 
they should extend to four years for the evening students. 

X.-Tutarials" arul Seminars. 

41. What is Tutorial Instruction 1-·· Tutorial instruction usually 
means that a student goes to a teacher, at least once a week for 
private or personal advice and instruction. At Oxford originally 
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one student went alone but now the enormous increase in the number 
of students hss made it necessary to give tuition in small groups, 
while at Cambridge, where the tutorial is called " supervision ", 
students go in pairs. In India tutorial work is done only at 
very few colleges and universities ; only at some places are the 
tutorial groups of a manageable size, while at others ss many ss 
twenty or twenty-five students form a group-this is really not 
a tutorial but merely another lecture-class in which the tutorial loses 
its essential character. We do not think tutorials can be employed 
successfully in groups of more than six students. But in most 
colleges and universities there is no attempt whatever at providing 
any tutorial guidance. This is a serious deficiency and must be 
made good at a very early date. We consider that attendance at 
tutorial classes should be made compulsory, even more so than at 
l~:c:tures. · 

42. What Does a Tutorial Involve !-While tutorials may in
volve moral and social guidance or helpful advice of any kind, their 
principal function is a kind of intellectual midwifery. In an in
timate way, the teacher directs and develops the thought process 
which must always be an activity of the student himself. The learn
er discovers how to analyse, judge and evaluate, while the tutor 
leads and criticizes as the pupils try their own wings and pursue 
their intellectual flights. The tutor sometimes advises about the 
selection of a field of study, lectures to be attended and practical· 

·questions relating to the student's studies. The amount and kind 
. of service rendered by the tutor varies with the type of the subject, 
the capacity of the student and the stage of his advancement in 
the course. Tutorial as a teaching device is employed ss supple
mentary and subordinate to the lectures. 

43. O~iect of Ttdorials.-Tutorials are as well adapted to natural 
sciences as to the humanitie." and social sciences. The easay 
is the usual method of prE"<~entation, the basis of discussion' 
and criticism in the " Arts " subjects, while in the sciences, answers 
to a few questions ss well as an essay in advanced stages of a ,;tu
dent's career form good material for a tutorial. The object of the 
tutorial is to aehieve effective supervision of the individual student's 
work and progress. The student should not only acquire factual 
information and develop the habit of independent thinking, but 
should also learn to present his ideas accurately in correct language 
and in an orderly manner. In a small group an enterprising student 
will sharpen his wits in discussion and profit by tire mistakes of 
others as well as his own. 
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44. Teachi11!J Sta:ff for Tutorials.-Under ideal conditions only 
experienced teachers ripe in scholarship, adapted by temperament 
for tutorial work, and not heavily loaded with other duties should be 
tutors. Unfortunately, the present state of our universities, over
crowded with students and under-staffed as· they are, does 
not permit of such a selection. In a few colleges with limited 
enrolment and relatively adequate staff, selection of tutors 
can be made, but in most colleges and universities the entire teach
ing staff will have to be drswn upon for tutorial work, even though 
this may be repugnant to some teachers and not satisfactory to all 
students. Difficulties will_ b~ removed and certainly leasened to a 
great extent if the teaching staffs are strengthened both in quantity 
and quality as recommended by us elsewhere. 

45. Tutorials for all U1ulergraduates.-W e have found that the 
rll.nk and file of students in India are suffering severely from lack 
of personal contacts with the teaching staff. There was practical 
unanimity amongst our witnesses that personal development as an 
objective of education and contact between teacher and student were 
sadly neglected. We therefore strongly-urge that tutorials should 
be established for all undergraduates, both in the pass and the 
honours courses. At the post-graduate level seminars should re
place the tutorials. 

46. Tutorial is not Coachi11!J for Examinations.--Tutorial work 
should not be allowed to degenerate into an a~mpt to " spoon
feed " or coach students how to " get by " examinations. This will 
be a travesty-tutoring at its wors~.and will be really harmful to 
the education of a boy or a girl. We have stressed the point that 
education is growth and not passive receptivity. The real teacher· 
is like the gardener who nurtures the pla~t and not a carpenter who 
cuts pieces of wood to fit into certain locations or a painter who 
covers them with an exterior coat of paint. Unless the tutor stimu
lates thinking rather than mere memorizing, deeper intellectual inter- -
ests rather than aversion to thought, . better perception of values 
rather than inappreciation, he serves no useful purpose but may 
nourish wrong habits which will be difficult to eradicate. The 
tutor has to bear in mind that he is not merely teaching a subject, 
but is educating men and women to take their places as intelligent 
citizens of the nation. 

47. Maximum Hours of Work for J'eackers.-The tut{)rial may 
sometimes be a hardship to the teacher if he is already carrying an 
overload oflectures and other administrative and routine duties. It 
has been argued that the burden of tutorials will interfere seriously 
with research which teachers must do, if they have to function as 
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good teachers. But we have met teach~ in India, ~ven of the rank 
of professors, who have a considerable amount of rese&reh'work to 
their credit and have at the: same time taken their .full share of 
tutorial work with their undergraduate pupils. Such teachers, 
who are not many, should s~rve .as exampfes to others. At Cam
bridge, six to ten hours of tutorial work per week besides lecturing, 
research and administrative duties are not considered to be too heavy 
a load by the teachera themselves. ·We do feel, however, that 
teachers cannot normally carry over 15 hours a week of teaching and 
tutorial combined and yet be productive scholars, · · 

48. Practical Problem.$.-In English universities, many tutors live 
in colleges, and students have no difficulty in getting to theni in the 
evenings when lectures and other duties are over. In India also, in some 
instances, members of the staff reside in hostels or university qUarters 
and students can well meet them at convenient hours, but this ideal 
arrangement seldom exists and, for the most part, ·students· must 
take their tutoris! \'I'Ork at some time between ten o'clock in the morn
ing and five o'clock in the afternoon. Further, many teachera do not 
have small offices or private rcoms necessary for efficient tutorial 
work. If they desire effective results, universities should put up 
additional buildings in which every regular teacher of the university 
or college will have a private room of his own for tutorial and other 
purposes. While it may not be pOSBible for a tutor to read all the 
essays written by students with them, it is essential that all essays 
must be read and carefully corrected, and the mistakes, omissions, 
etc. discussed with them. The number of essays per month may 
vary from subject to subject, but it ~ould be the dutY: of the tutor 
to make an annual budget of tutorml work; keep a diary of tuto
rinls himself, and insist on students keeping a diary of tutorial 
work to be completed in a year. He may ·discuss outlines of 
essays with them before they ars written or may ask them to 
make summaries of chapters of a book. It should be the duty of 
each head of a department to ensure that tutorial work is properlv 
planned and carried out by his colleagues. • 

49. Seminars.-The term seminar is sometimes confused with 
or used: interchangeably with the tutorial, but there is a distinction. 
In the tutorial we have a relationship in which a master is develop
ing a novice, while in a seminar a ~up with maturer minds work
ing in one subject engages in a jomt discll88ion. The technique 
involves the launching of theses of a penetrating and provocative 
character upon which all members of a group llave o_pportunit}r 
to express themselves freely around a table. The objectives are to 
.stimulate discll88ion, clarify issues, and arrive at the truth through 
co-operative approach. Seminars in this sense are not adapted f(W 
Mlll6MufE<IG. ' 
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use at the undergaduate level but sho~d be empioyed for the 
·development of post-graduate students pm;suing work for Masters' 
,and Doctors': Degrees. 

XI.-LiQraries •. 

50. Importance of l.iibraries.-Teachiilg is a co-operative enter
prise: Teachers must have the necessary tools for teaching pur
poses in the shape of libraries and laboratories as also the right 
type of students. The library is the heart of all the university's 
work ; directly' so, as regards its research work, and indirectly 
,as. regards its educational work, which derives its life from research 
work. Scientific research needs a library as well as its laboratories, 
while for humanistic research the library is both library and labo
.ratory in one. Training in higher branches of learning and re
·search is mainly a question of learning how to use the tools, and 
if the library tools are not there, how can the student learn to use 
them ! President Truman's Commission on Higher Education 
says, " The library is second only to the instructional staff in its 
importance for high quality instruction and research ". Both 
for humanistic and scientific studies, a first-class library is essential 
in a university. 

51. Present Unsatisfactory Positioo.-While at a few univer
sities the libraries are fairly well-stocked, grants for their upkeep 
are more or less reasonable, arrangements for lending books to 
teachers and students are efficient and the reading room space is 
r~nably adequate, it was distressing to find that in most collegel! 
and universities the library facilities w~re very poor indeeq. Not. 

· only was the provision for keeping the ·library up-to-date very in
adequate, but at one place no attempt had been made to weed out 

"old and obsolete books or old edi~ions and replace them with new 
·editions of the same books. At another place different scientific 
journals had been subscribed at different times and thendiscontinu
. ed, ·with the result that not 8 single set was complete or up-to-date . 
. At still another place the library wasjust 8 mass of books stacked 
-somehow, with no space or arrangement for seats where readers 
could sit down and have even a look at books with ease and eom
. fort~ But the poorest libraries were those of professional colleges, 
e.g., the medical, the engineering and the agricultural colleges. 
·That many teachers in medical colleges care more for their private 
. practice than for teaching and research is faithfully reflected in the 
grossly inadequate .library facilities at .almost all our medical col-

· leges. The libraries at the engineering and the agricultural col
leges were also poor because teachers took little interest in research. 
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62. .Annual granl8 jO'l' Libraries.-There is no doubt that in 
most of our universities the annual grants for libraries are very 
inadequate. One of our witnesses stated that on a comparative 
study of the library provision in the chief universities of the world 
it is found that the annual grant for a good library should be about 
ill %of the total budget of the university or Rs. 40 per student. 
We have compared the library grants of some fairly good university 
libraries in India and find that their annual grants 'for the year 1948-
49 range from 2·7 per cent to 6·5 per cent of their total budgets. 
This includes the grant for books and periodicals as well as the ex~ 
penditure on service, administration and maintenance. The Ame
rican Libracy Association recommends Rs. 60 to Rs. 85 per stu
dent, while Truman's Commission recommended Rs. 65 per stu
dent. It has not been sufficiently realized that for advanced scienti
fic work, scientific periodicals are more important than books. As 
scientific books and periodicals are very costly and in science eub
jects a ~eat leeway has to be made up in India, we recommend that 
universtties and colleges should work up to an optimum of 6!% 
of the total budget or Rs. 40 per student as the annual grant for 
their librsries. As it will not be possible for a library to purchase the 
increasing number of good publications which come out year after 
year out of its fixed annual allotment, a special non-recurring grant 
should be made once in jive years to cope with the arrears of books 
and journals. Nor must university libraries forget the place of 
manuscripts in a collection of books. A good part of the research 

·work in Indian Philosophy, in Indian History and in Indian Litera
ture is dependent upon the examination of unpublished manu-
scripts. Each university must attempt to obtain as many of 
the old manuscripts as it can manage and a special grant for the 
purchase of manuscripts has to be included in the budget of every 
university library. 

63. Open Access System.-Most libraries do not allow open access. 
U should be remembered that undergraduates have to be educated 
in the use of the library as in so many other fields. They should be 
allowed to go at will from stack to stack and browse among the 
books to their hearts' content in their free time. Except for a few 
rare and precious boob, all books should be open to them. It is 
necessary that there should be only one entrance and exit and that 
a junior assistant should carefully check all books taken out of the 
library. In every university there should be a carefully planned 
open access system. 

64. Hours of W orl·.-In many universities the library is open 
only from 10 A.M. to 4 P • .ltl.: this is obviously wrong as the library 
should not close as soon. as the lectures end. It is precisely after 
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the lecture hours that the libraries need to remain open. We would 
recommend that ·all university libraries should remain open for 
12. h<!urs a day for the seven days of the week and throughout the 
vacatmn; so that undergraduates c~>n do a good deal of their reading 
there and the staff and postgraduate students can get long 
><h'etches oftimefor their research work in the library .. The library 
staff will naturally have to work in shifts and they will get their 
holidays by turns. -

- 55._ Organis~ion of a Library.-The exact crganisation of the 
university library will differ at different places, but the ideal to be 
aimed at is . a large central library with departmental libraries in 
organic connection with it. The central library should maintain 
a complete card catalogue of all the books in the university, indi
cating clearly which books and periodicals are available in the 
central library and which in several departmer.tal libraries. It 
has. been found by experience that it is best that the· departmental 
libraries should contain only those books and journals which are 
to be used by the teachers and the postgraduate students and that all 
boob for undergraduates should be available in the central library. 

56. Staff-The library should have adequate and well-qualified 
staff. Each library requires several grades cf employees. At the 
top will be a man of the calibre of a university professor who has 
specialised in some aspects of library science, after having done a 
full degree course and who has capacities for organisation and man
_agement. In the next grade will be his deputies, who will look 
after. different sectional activities o~ the library like cataloguing, 
reference work, reading room management, etc. Then finally 
there must be numerous assistants helping in all activities from the 
accessioning to the issuing of books. · The top man must have
qualifications cerresponding to a DoctOrate in Library Science ; 
the deputy librariaP.s should have obtained degree.~ after undergoing 
training at a university, v.hile the other assistants should p~ 
diplomas, the courses for which extend. over at least one year. We· 
must have at least one university cent.re in each province offering 
facilities for training for the diploma courses. We may not be able to 
start degree courses in more than three or four universities at pre
sent: Care must be taken to see that if there are only three centres 
they should be located in different zones or regions. 

Sufficient attention has not yet been paid to the reference ser
_vice in the libraries of our universities. We have already indicated 
that lectures and tutorials must be supplemented by work in the 
library. The teschex gives the students some guidance as regards 
supplementary reading but the reference assistant, if he is properly 
qualified, will be in touch with the tea·chers and ~de the students 
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;to the proper volumes and the proper pages in ea~h volume, which 
would be helpful to them. These reference assiStants can be of 
help not only to the students but also to the teachers in their special 
subjects of study. Bibliographical and documentation work has to 
be developed in order to make the libraries proper centres for re
search. 

57. Students to be Made Book-Oonscious.-Even when the central 
library is fairly well stocked and affords facilities to its readers 
in the way of a complete catalogue, long hours of work and un
restricted access to the book-stacks; it is necessary that the student 
himself must be made book-conscious. He must be encoura~ed 
byhis teachers to possess his own small library and educate him
self by his private reading. Right from his school he should be 
convinced of the value of book-buying. The joy of possessing a. 
book and having it continually at hand an~ making it a familiar 
friend by careful and .constant reading is something he must learn 
by the precept and example ofhis teachers. It is an essential part 
.of university training to learn how to read and understand writing 
that is understandable by educated adults, and the only way to 
learn this is to read such writing. 

58. Granu to Teachers jO'I' Books.-A large number of teachers 
cannot afford to buy books or subscribe for journals to keep them
selves up-to-date. They have no good libraries of their own; We 
would su~est that teachers of lower grades should be given a grant 
{)f Rs. 100 a year for buying books with a condition that they sup
plement it by an equal amount. 

Xll.-Laboratmies. 
59. Buildi11f]8.-As scientific teaching and research are of com

paratively recent introduction in this country, science laboratories 
of most colleges and universities h11.ve been built only during the 
last 40 to 50 years. Laboratories bnilt in the earlier years served 
their purpose well in those days, but have in several cases become 
unsuitable for modern needs. Some of them can be modernized by 
providin~t better ventilation and by a renewal of fittings, but others 
need radical alterations or have to be built anew. The newer labo
ratories built during the last 25 years are generally well-designed 
but all,of them are not of the requisite standard of convenience and 
·comfort. In some cases the engineers have just built a series of 
roolnB without regard to the use they are to be put to and have 
then tried to fit the laboratory furniture into it. Provision for 
modern sanitary conveniences are either absent or inadequate 
and in some cases there nre no electric fittings at all in the 
laboratories. On the whole, laboratories designed and built by 
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specialist fums are very good indeed. It is desirable that well
pl~ed stan~d des~ of laboratories in different subjects like 
Physics, Chemistry, B1ology, Geology and others should be available 
for the guidance of schools, colleges and universities. 

60. Fitti111Js.-In most new laboratories the fittings are well
designed and well-planned for the comfort and convenience of stu
dents and teachers, but in some biological laboratories we found that 
laboratory benches and stools were inconveniently high, and the 
students sat most uncomfortsbly with their legs dangling in the air~ 
several inches above the floor. Lecture theatres are well-designed 
only at a few places ; at others these theatres are badly designed, go
vertically up to the roof and look ugly; the seats are uncomfort
able for students and the general set-up trying for the teachers. 
Unfortunately lecture theatres even in some engineering colleges 
are ill-designed. Engineers in India should give time and thought 
to educational buildings, specially laboratories, and some of them 
may usefully specialise in the designs and fittings of different kinds. 
of school, college and university laboratories. The civil engineer
ing departments of some of our engineering colleges should specialize 
in educational buildings, and produce standard designs of buildings. 
fittings and equipment of laboratories and lecture-theatres. 

61. Equipment.-Most teachers of science in colleges and uni
versities complain of inadequacy of equipment. There is no doubt 
that modem teaching and research in scientific subjects require
adequate and even costly equipment. Modern scientific resels.l'Ch 
is largely a matter of evolving new techniques, and apparatus for 
new techniques is costly and can only be provided by making ade: 
quate capital and recurring grants. During the years of '\'l'ar, as-. 
also during the post-war years, most sCientific departments in the 
universities have not been able to import apparatus and equipment 
and even now cannot get them. in sufficient quantity or at the 
required time. The annual grants· which were fixed for needs of . 
pre-war years ars proving more and tnore inadequate because of 
the rise in prices of apparatus, and it has· therefore become necessary 
that these grants should be suitably enhance-d. At some universities 
unspent balances of annual laboratory grants are carried over and 
added to next year's grants : this is a very salutary practice and 
should be followed by other universities. It will automatically 
put a stop to hasty expenditurs on things of doubtful utility and 
·value during the month of March in order not to allow any part of 
the grant to lapse, and will at the same time encourage careful and 
wise selection of apparatus. 
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62. Laboratqry Workskopa anl Techniciana.-At many places 
we found that laboratory workshops · did not come up to the 
requisite standard. For proper and efficient working of all labo
ratories the need for workshop facilities has not been adequately 
realized. Good technicians cannot be secured at the old grades of 
salaries and it has become necessary to revise grades to secure and 
retain the services of .competent technicians. Workshop equip
ment in the way of lathes, tools, etc. should be made available for 
repair of apparatus. Students should be made increasingly to 
interest themselves in the making of scientific apparatus, so that 
some of them can make a living in the scientific instruments industry 
which is practically non-existent at present in our country. 

XIII.-Recommenlationa. 

63. We recommend:-
(1) that the standard of admission to the university courses 

should correspond to that of the present intermediate examination, 
i.e., after the completion of 12 years of study at a school and an 
intermediate college ; 

(2) that in each province a large number of well-equipped· and 
well-staffed intermediate colleges (with classes IX to XII or VI to 
XII) be established ; 

(3) that in order to divert students to different vocations after 
10 to 12 years of schoolini,alargenumberof occupational institutes 
be opened; 

(4) that refresher courses be organized by the universities for 
high school and intermediate college teachers ; 

(5) that to avoid overcrowding at universities and colleges, the 
ma~imum number in the Arts and Science faculties of a teaching 
university be fixed at 3,000 and in an affiliated college at 1,500 ; 

(6) that the number of working days be substantially increased 
to ensure a minimum of 180 in the year, exclusive of examination 
days : 11ith three terms, each of about 11 weeks' duration; 

(7) that lectures be carefully planned and supplemented by 
tutorials, library work and written exercises ; 

(8) that there be no prescribed text-books for any courses of 
study; 

(9) that attendance at lectures be compulsory for undergraduate 
students aa at present, and thst private candidates of only certain 
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eategories be allowed to appear for public examination&. An 
experiment should, however, be made with evening colleges for work-
ing people ; · 
· (10) that tutorial instruction be develoPed in all institutions 
imparting university education in the following manner :-

(a) students should report to tutors in groups not exceed
ing 6 in number ~ 

(b) tutorials should be made available tO all nnder-graduates, 
· , .· both pass and honours ; 

(c)-"tutorials should stimulate the mental development 
of students and should not become mere coaching 
for examinations ; 

(d) if tutorials are to succeed, the teaching staff should 
be improved in quality and quantity. 

(II) that university libraries be Weatly improved by :
(a) larger annual grants ; 
(b) the introduction of the open access system ; 
(c) longer hours of work ; 

• (d) better organization ; and 
(e) a well-trained staff which should include reference 

. assistants. 
· (12) that the laboratories be improved in buildings, fittings, 

equipment, workshops and technicians. · 
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1.-1 ntroducim'y; 
1. The Functicms of Courses of Btudy.-ln tlie actual processes 

of living there are no sharp boundaries between experiences in differ
ent fields. Any experience in one field is a~ciated with and in
fluenced by experiences in various other fields. Thus life is one total, 
complex fabric. Yet in preparing for living by courses of study we 
find it to be convt>nient and economical to break up our interests 
into limited areas. There is danger that in time these limited areas 
of interest shall come to seem like little worlds of their own, each 
:With its peculiar body of subject matter, and each being largely 
mdependent of all the others. Courses of study are essential ex
pedit>nts of formal education, but they should be recognized as 
nothing but an arbitrary though m•eful contrivance. Unless the 
vital inter-connections of all phases of experience are kept in mind, 
the convenient devices of courses of study may become barriers 
"·hich prevent our realizing the unity of knowledge and experience. 
. 2. Phases of Educatioo.-So far as formal courses of study are 
concerned, higher education should have three main objectives. 
The first of these is General Educatian.--We think and judge and act 
en the basis of our information and experience. If these are vt>ry 
limited, then our world will be small and our jnd,.."!!Ients faulty. 
It is the bu~>iness of (Jenera} Educat.ion to make ~vailable to the 
student, and to inBJlire him to master, wisely selected information 
as to facts and principles, so that he will have representative and 
useful data on which to base his tho~ht, judgment and nct.ion, and 

D7 
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will be aware of fields of interest and importance. In the modern 
world there is such a vast accumulation of knowledge that no person 
is capable in all fields of selecting wlmt is most important for him to 
know. In general education it is the business of the best qualified 
men in each field to select.frorp. the great mass of knowledge in that 
field the most significant principles, and suitable cases to illustrate 
those principles, and to present them in a way which will make them 
most available to the student. The teacher in general education 
should not m preparing such material, think of his own field alone. 
Keeping in mind the total gronnd to be covered by the student in 
all fields, he should reduce his teaching material to such proportions 
that it requires no more than its fair share of the student's time. 
· The second objective of courses of study, LibeTal EdUCtJticm, 
is preparation of the student for independent thinking, for critical 
inquiry and appraisal,· and for creative and constructive thought 
and action. Liberal education does not call for separate institu
tions nor always for separate teaching programmes. The spirit 
of liberal inquiry should inspire all t!'.aching. On this assumption it is 
not necessary to distinguish between general and liberal educa~ 
tion. It is appropriate, however, that for mature students 
there shall be courses, seminars and research projects which have as a 
direct aim the teaching of the skills and disciplines and philosophy 
of free critical inquiry. 

The third aim of courses of study is Occupational Education, 
that is, preparation of the student for his life work or for other speci
alized interests. Such courses are called vocational or technical or 
professional. 

While these phases of education are inter-related and seldom if 
ever should be pursued in isolation from !'ach other, yet we can better. 
understand the suitability of courses of study if we consider general 
and professional education separately. 

II.-fkneralli;d~ion. 

3. Tke Functions of General EdUCtJtion..-Higher education 
should not be looked upon as the acquiring of certain conventional 
accomplishments which mark one as a member of the educated class. 
It should be well-proportioned preparation for effective living in 
varied circumstances and relationships. The interests and o.pportu
nities and demands of life are not limited to any few subjects 
one may elect to study. They cover the entire range of nature and 
of society. That is the best liberal education which best enables 
one to live a full life, usually including an experience of mastery in 
some specialized field. 
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Just as a thrilling book is to an illiterate man only some paper 
with tlaek marks on it, so to a person without general education the 
larger part of the varied and teeming interests of the world about 
him will be mysterious or meaningless or non-existent. The person 
with a narrowly specialized education is like a man who lives in a 
house with only one window, so that he can look out in only one 
direction. A general education should open windows in many direc
tions, so that most of the varied experiences of his life, and most 
elements of his environment, shall have meaning and interest to him. 

4. The Effects of Over-speciaZizatio-n.-The result of unbalanced 
university education has been described by Jose Ortega y Gasset 
in Mission nf the University. 

" Compared with the mediaeval university, the contemporary 
university has developed the mere seed of professional instruction 
into an enormous act1vity : it has added the ftmction of research : 
and it has abandoned almost entirely the teaching of transmission 
of culture. 

" It is evident that the change has been pernicions. Europe 
today is taking the sinister consequences. The convulsive situation 
in Europe at the present moment is due to the fact that the average 
Englillhman, the average Frenchman, the average German are un
cultured ; they are ignorant of the essential system of ideas concerning 
the world and man, which belong to our time. This average person 
is the new barbarian, a laggard behind the contemporary civiliza
tion, archaic and primitive in cont~st with his problema, which are 
grimly, relentlesslymodern. This newbarharian is above all the 
professional man, more learned than ever before, but at the same 
time more uncultured-the engineer, the physici.!.n, the lawyer, 
the scientist. 

" The man who does not possess the concept of physics (not the 
science of physics proper, but the vital idea of the world which it has 
c.reated), and the coneept afforded by history, and by biology, and 
the scheme of speculative philosophy, is not an educated man. 
Unlt>ss he sl10uld happen to be endowed with exceptional qualities, 
it is extremely unlikely that such a man will be, in the fullest sense, 
a good doctor, a good judge, or a good technical expert. But it is 
certain that all the other things he does in life, including part of his 
profession itself which transcend its p~oper academic boundaries, 
·will turn out unfortunately. His political ideas and actions will be 
inept ; his affairs of the heart, beginning with the type of woman he 
will prefer, will be crude and ridiculous ; he will bring to his familv 
life an atmosphere of unreality and cramped narrowness, which will 
warp upbringing of his children." 
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Gasset quotes the Chinese philosopher, Chuang-Tsu of the fourth 
eentury B. C. ; " How shall I talk of the sea. to the frog, if he has 
never left.his pond! How shall I talk of the frost to a bird of the 
summer land, if it has never left the land of its birth ! How shall I 
talk of life with the sage, if be is the prisoner of his doctrines 1 " 

\1-Dile we ma.y consider Gasset's statement to be immoderate, 
yet it is evident that the traditional p&.ttern for higher education does 
tend to create narrow specialists. Unless a person's elementary 
and secondary education has been unusually fortunate, and except 
as he has active curiosity which leads him to educate himself in varied 
:fields, the typical college graduate is largely ignorant outside of his 
own subject. So far as higher education is concerned, narrow speciali
zation is frequently compelled by rigidly fixed curricula. 
. 5. The Value of Well-Balanud Edurotion.1-lnhisactualdayby 
day life an average graduate is not primarily a zoologist or a chemist 
or an economist or a student of literature. His chief relationships 
are those of citizen, father, husband, neighbour, bread-winner, and 
those of an mdividual having many rehttionships With the physical 
world and with society. He has political, social, business and cultu
ra.l interests outside his special field, Aside from the professional 

· 1. This truth is emphasized in an editorial in theJuurnalofGeneralEducaiion, October 
1947 ' 

"Some years ago studies of the relationship between undergraduate study and standing 
in the profe88ional sehools of Harvard University disclosed that thoss who majored in the 
na.tnraJ. sciences had no better record8 in medical school than other students. Nor did 
they achieve any greater eminence after graduation. Grsdes .in the law school were 
similarly unrelated any particular pettsm of undergraduate instruction. More recent 
studies at the University of Buffalo likewi•e show no positive relationship between the 
undergraduate major and snccess in the sohools Of medicine and dentistry. Likewise 
those who recruit promising college graduates for positions in business and industry are 
more conoerned ahout the range of their intellectual experiences and ;the llexibility · 
<>f their minds than about the amount of specialised instruction sueh students have had. 
Recogniziog that deficiencies in general educational background will only in rare instances 
be made up after oollege. many industries are selecting future employees from among 
those who have had a good record a.nd a rounded education, leaving sueh specialized training 
as is needed later to be learned a.t work, • • 
· " Even the suooesa of the most Competent specialist depends upon general cape.eities. 
The man of deep understanding, of rich culture, of llexible mind, will not long be a.t a dis
advantage in competition with those who have merely acquired a. vast amount of tsehnieal 
information. The dramatically swift success of th~ narrowly trained practitioner is 
ultimatelyovershadowed hy tho achievement of the person of philosophic grounding." 

. Albert Einstein, who is frequently thonght of as a specialist, has said of specialized 
educa.tion : . 

" I want to oppose the idea that the sehool has to teseh directly thai. special knowledge 
and those accomplishments which one has to uss later directly in life. The demands of 
life are mueh too manifold to let such a specialized training in sohool appear possible. 
The school should always have ·as its aim that the young man leave it as a harmonious 
personality, ROt as a apeciB.list •. The development of general ability for independent think
iog o.nd judgment should always he p1a.ced foremost, not the acquiSition of special 
knowledge. If a person masters the fundamentals of his subject o.nd has learned to think 
and work independently, ha will surely find hi• way." 
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or other vocational training, which should be a part of every person's 
education, the preparation of our students should not be for a single 
puryose nor for a?y single element of livi.l_lg, but for varied phases ~i 
tivmg. Tho various elements of education shoQ.ld be pursued m 
vital relation to each other, so that for any person the result will be 
the best practical all-round development, together with effe<;tive 
training in his own field of work. . 

6. I 1WTeaaing I merest m General Education.-Scarcely any other 
educational movement in the W estem world in recent decades is 
more far-reaching and significant than that away from premature or 
excessive specialization, and toward what is called general education. 
The Arr.erican Council of Education, which is a council of all the chief 
educational associations in the llniterl States, in reporting 
on its extensive five-year study of general education stated," General 
education is the most discussed topic of college and university 
education today ". Among lar~e American universities which re
quire a" core progr8Jl1IIle" ofhaSlc courses for every student are Co
lumbis, Chicago, Florida, and Iowa. Other universities and colleges 
have set up departments of general studies in which a student 
may do the general part of his work for a four year undergraduate 
college course. It is found that such courses serve as an admirable 
introduction to advanced study. 

Among the suggestions for improving higher education which 
we have received during the course of our visits to the universities 
scarcely any has been more frequently or more vigorously 
presented than the need to t>,scape from the extreme specialization 
which now prevails. From our own observations and study of the 
situation, we are impressed with the need for general changes in 
accord with these suggestions. 

7. T'M Content of General Educatitm.-The ways by which a 
person can get a general acquaintance with his world are fairlv 
well known. Understanding of the J.lhysical environment is enlarged 
and deepened by the sciences of phystcs and chemistry, and by studv 
of geography, geology, meteorology (the science of weather) and 
astronomy. The world of living things is given dearer and greater 
meaning by the study of biology, physiology and psychology. The 
affairs of humanity come to be more intelligible and interesting 
through study of man's make-up and background (anthropology), 
the records of his actions (history), his social behaviour and unofficial 
relations (sociology), his methods of meeting his material needs 
(economics), and hk ways of controlling and organizing human rela
tions (politics and government). The achievements ofmen in 
thought and feeling are ptBSet ved and disclosed in literature and the 
fine arts. Ability to deal with things and affairs with definiteness. 
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and to ob~rve and think with exactneSs, is aided by mathematic~. 
Finally, intelligent interest in human purpose, motive and direction 
may be assisted by a study of ethit'.s, philosophy and religion. No 
one of these kinds of experience can be understood as an isolated 
subject, but .. each must be understood in its relation to others. 

8. The Approach to General Education.-How to help young 
men and women to. be best equipped for interesting and effective 
living in all these various relationships is the problem of general 
education. We should not overcrowd the curriculum or give a 
smattering of dillerent subjects. . The aim of general education should 
be to select from the vast · total of human knowledge 
elements which are most significant and representative, and to pre
sent them in such a way as to lead to an understanding of controlling 
principles and chief classes of phenomena, with typical illustrations 
and cases; to the habit and capacity of objective critical inquiry ; 
to creative thinking; to the habit of applying one's knowledge to the 
solving of his own problems; to an attitude of interest and curiosity 
which will be expressed in awareness and continued growth ; and to 
current enjoyment of living. · 

In many cases efforts to achieve good proportion between the 
so-called humanities and science, and between general and vocational 
education, have been: by means of expedients and devices, without 
clear thinking as to the .aims being pursued. For instance, in general 
education there is a tendency to dismiss the :field of " science " 
with the demand that a student take " some science subject " of 
his own choice, limiting his introduction to science to a single :field. 
This may have the value of acquainting him with the scientilic 
method and of giving him some .familiarity with one limited area, · 
but it does not serve the purpose of malring him at home in the. 'world 
he lives in. One may take a course in chemistry and yet be almo~ 
wholly ignorant of the biological sciences and of the physical en
vironment as disclosed by physical geography, geology and astro-
nomy. . 

As another illustration of reliance on. arbitrary expedients and 
~evices, there has been a. tendency in Europe and America to devote 
the :first half of a four year course to general education and the last 
.half to specia.liza tion. A similar tendency is in evidence in India. 
'This practice has some very undesirable results. From time im
memorial boys and girls of fifteen years and older have craved to 
be at the work of their lives, or at least to be de:finite~y preparing 
for it. To postpone satisfaction .of that craving often results in ·a 
feeling of frustration and loss of interest, and very often in a half 
.conscious rebellion. against an educational process which aeems to 
them to lack vitality. Vocational preparation should begin as early 
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in life as a boy or girl craves it, and should be Closely associated with 
general education. . , . 

· At! other undesirable. effect of the ~nit of ~ing the first part o~ 
the university years for general educatiOn and the. latter part for 
specialized educat!on is ,that general. education suffers· by that 
.arrangement. In the later . years of speciahzation the "generalli~eral 
.interests tend to be forgotten, or to be looked upon as the refatively 
unimportant concerns of adolescence. Specialization comes to seem 
the really important part of education and of. life. . · · 

General education and specialized or vocational education should 
proceed together. Specialized or vocational education may well 
begin even below the intermediate school, as soon as a boy or a girl 
shows alive interest in some field. On the other hand, some elements 
of general education should continue to the end of the period of 
college or university training. 

Of boy~ and girls who co~tinue ~hooling beyond the eighth 
year, a considerable number will continue fot only a year or two. 
For them, years nine and ten should include a ·considerable element, 
at least a half of the total time, given to specific vocational training, 
and the remainder to general education. For those who plan four 
years of secondary school, but will go no further, the element of 
general education might vary from over a half of the time for the 
first year to about a third for the fourth year, the rest being given 
'to vocational education. For students ·planning to continue to col
lege and university, the greater part of the classroom time for the 
four years of secondary school may well be given to general education. 
Time spent in J.lart-time practical wor).r would not be included in 
any of these estimates, but only that g1ven to the more formal aea
demic programme. This time diatribution, however, is· not to be 
taken as final or rigid. It is stated here only as a suggestion and each 
college and university will have to work o~t the details of the scheme 
·with reference to its special needs and specific character. · 

9. lmporlatiC6 of Belectioft of Material for General Education 
Cow-ses.-In view of the limitless ranges of human knowledge, 
any. effort ~? get a general view may seem utor•ian. To quote 
Whitehead, A student should not be taught more than he can think 
about. Selection i& the essence of teaching.. Even the most com
pendioua survey is only the rudest culling from reality. Since the 
problem of choice can under no circumstances be avoided, the ·prob
lem becomes what, rather than how much, to teach ; or better, what 
principles and methods to illustrate by the use of inf'ormation ...• 
To the extent that a student becomes aware of the methods he is 
utdng, and critically conscious of his presuppositions, he learns to 
transcend his speciality and ~;enerstes a liberal outlook in himself.' 
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. :rhe. c_oncept. of ~II-round education requires ~orous and dis
cniiJJ.ilatmg exammat10n of the contents of every proJect, and of the 
.course as a whole, to see. that the more important elements are 
included and the less important eliminated. Such examination will 
radically change the contents of many courses now given in our 
universities, will eliminate some courses entirely, a.nd will introduce 
others. Iri a live society that process of revision will never be com~ 
plete. It is one of the most exacting in higher education and require8 
live interest, creative thinking and much freedom of exploration:. 
It is greatly handicapped by such regimentation of teaching as now 
exists in our universities. 

There is a cominon impression that the conventional degree 
of detail in which a subject is taught is reasonable and essential 
and that any lesser degree of detail would cease to be thorough 
teaching, and would be a smattering. On the contrary, the degree 
of detail in which a subject is taught has no necessary relation to 
scholarship. In some eases great detail is of the very essence of 
accurate scholarship. In other eases excess of detail may be a 
serious impediment to clear scholarly treatment. It was said of a 
~eat physicist that he had capacity to take a great mass of detailed 
Information and to emerge'with conclusions of clear, simple brevity. 
We have seen zoology courses in our universities so loaded down with 
taxonomic details that the student would have difficulty in getting 
over-all scientific concepts. We have seen other, much briefer, 
-courses in which students were made acquainted with the methodS 
of critical scholarship. General education, if wisely directed, witl 
·result ir. a new· quality of ~ef!-tal range· and grasp by helpmg students 
_to understand general prmc1ples by means of pertinent cases. . . 

10. Science in General Edueation.-'A.s a part of general' educa-· 
tion for living, every step of education from primary school to the 
completion of undergraduate univ:ersity work should include teach
ing of science. The place of science in general education shoulit . 
be to help the student to understand and· to use the scientific method, 
and to have an active and intelligent interest in the whole of the 
physical and biological world, and to achieve those results without 
.taking so much time as to crowd out other equally vital .interests. · 

In each of the major fields of science the student should become 
acquainted'with the basic vocabulary in that field, with the major 
concepts, and wjth typical eases or illustrations which will make the 
concepts real to him. The aim in science for non-science students 

.;.in general education should not be to make the student a qualified 
scientist in each field, but to give him. such introduction to each 
that his general reading and experience in that field will be interesting 

• I' ; •' <·• ' ' - ·• ' • 
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and intelligent, and that his self education in each field shall be facili
tated. 

For students making some science their chief field an initial course 
-in that science should commonly have a different treatment than 

that included in the general education of the non-scientific student. 
, It may be more detailed, more rigorous, more in the nature of a 

foundation for later specialization in that field. The aims of all
round unified general education cannot be well achieved without 
loss oftime unless this need is recognized for different kinds of science 
courses for science and non-science students. 

11. The Humanities in General Education.-Whitehead writes, 
" The true task of education is so to reconcile the sense of pattern 
and direction deriving from heritage with the sense of experiment 
and innovation deriving from science that they may exist fruitfully 
together." 

Each age tends to feel that its particular contribution to human 
life and culture is most important, and tends to ignore what other 
ages have achieved. It is the business of the humanities to conserve 
and to transmit the achievemeiLts of the human spirit and to discover 
their applications to the life of today. General education in the 
humanities should aim to give each studentasubstantialiritroduotion 
to each of the major disciplines included iri the liberal tradition. 
It is not enough that the student be introduced to literature . or 
history 0'1" philosophy 0'1" the fine arts. In each field he. should get 
his bearirigs, learn the hasio vocabulary, become acquainted with 
the central concepts and with illustrations or C381l8, and should be on 
the way to life-long interest and self-education iri each field. Just 
as the scientific temper discipliries and i1J.{orms any study in the 
humanities, so history, language and philosophy discipline and inform 
science. For instance, science cannot be !It its best without the 
critical study of language. We thirik largely with the use of words, 
which are symbols for ideas. Unless we learn to use and to organize 
words clearly and effectively our thinking will lack precision and 
accuracy. Efieotive use of language is a powerful help to good 
scientific thinking, and especially to communication in science, as well 
as a necessity iri the humanities. 

12. GeneraZEilucationin Secondary Schools.-General education 
at the secondary stage should include an acqua.iritance with one's 
physical environment ; an iritroduction to the basic ideas of science, 
physiealand biological ; the precise and effwtive use oflanguage as a 
means of communication, an· appreciation of the higher values of 
life as enshriried in literature ; and an understanding of the processes 
involved in working and livilig together. These should be presented 
m~~. a 
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with great simplicity in the early years and with gradually increasing 
range and thoroughness as the year pass. · 

Students in classes nine and ten can be easily made familiar 
with the outstanding elements of their physical environment, wi1ih 
the stars above, the rocks around, the significance of geographical 
forms and location, the meaning of the inevitable experience of 
weather, climate and air conditions. They can be made aware of the 
general behaviour of matter and energy. They can be introduced 
to the plant and animal life that surrounds them and made conscious 
of the ways in which a man's physical life and health may be made to 
sustain his life purposes. "The same applies to a purposeful teaching 
of language and literature, mathematics, the element& of. social 
sciences and the fine arts. The amount of language required will 
vary at different stages of education and in different parts of India. 
D'uring grades one to five the pupils will learn only the mother tongue; 
ingradessixtoeightemphasis should be on the mother tongue and 
the federal language; from grades nine to twelve the study of English 
will be added to these. Students whose mother tongue happens to 
be the federal language will be required to study another classical 
or modem Indian language. 

· By the time a student has completed secondary school (high 
school or intermediate college), if he is intelligent and has been well 
taught he may have such an introduction to several of the fields 
mentioned that he can read and observe understandingly in each 
.field, and can continue his self-education without further formal 
teaching. · 

We are strongly of the opinion that the content of general edu-· 
<:ation, as indicated above, should be in~rporated in the secondary · 
school and college courses. We do not propose, in tliis place, to 
review each stage of education and suggest how this content of general 
education could be related to it. Taking our present arrangement,. 
we suggest for the consideration of the authorities concerned the 
following modified scheme of courses, which without departing too 
:radically from our practice may help to make that practice more 
consistent with itself and less open to serious educational objection 
than it is now. 

The course of study in the ninth and tenth grades may include: 
1. Mother Tongue (Correct and effective use of language, 

acquaintance and appreciation of select literature). 
2. Federal Language (Comprehension and nse in simple 

everyday situations) or 
A ClasSical or Modem Indian Language (for those whose 

mother tongue is the federal language). . 
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3. English (Comprehension and simple composition). 
4. Elementary Mathematics. 
5. General Science (Physical and Biological). 
6. Social Studies (including a brief outline of world history 

with special emphasis on the history and geography of 
InQia). • 

7, 8. Not less than two of the following subjects :
(a) A classical language. 
(b) A modem language. 
(c) Additionall!Iathematics. 
(d) Physics. 
(e) Chemistry. 
(f) Biology. 
(g) Additional History. 
(A) Music. 
(i) Painting. 

· (j) Craft-work. 
(k) Domestic Science. 

- (l) Book-keeping and Accounts .. 
(m) Typewriting and Commercial Practice. 
(n) Agricultural Science. 
(o) General Engineering Science. · 

The· course of study in the eleventh and twelfth grades will 
include the following : . 

1. Mother Tongue. · 
2. Federal Language. 

or 
A Classical or !llodern Indian Language (for those whose mother 

tongue happens to be the federal language). 
3. English. 
4. General Science (Physical and Biological) 

or 
Social Studies (including elements of Economics and Civics) 

6-7. Not less than two of the following subjects: 
(a) History (Indian, European, World). 
(b) Geography (and Geology). 
(c) Economics. 
(d) Civics. 
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,(e) A ClaBSical Language (Sanskrit, Persian, Arabic, Latin, 
Greek). . . 

(f)· A :Modern Indian Language (Hindi, Urdu, Bengali, 
. Marathi, Gujarati, Tamil, Telugu, etc.). 

(g) A .Modern European Lll.Ilguage (English, French, 
German, etc.) 

(k) Logic. 
(~) Psychology. 
(J) Music. 
(k) Drawing. 
(Z) Rome Science. 
(m) Physiology and Hygiene. 
(n) Mathematics. 
( o) Physics. 
(p) Chemistry. 
(q) Biology. 
(r) Elemt>nts of Accountancy and Book-keeping. 
(s) Elements of Banking. 
(t) BusineBS Methods. 
(u) Economic History and Economic Geography. 
(v) Steno-Typing. 
(w) Industrial Organization. 
(x) Commercial Arithmetic. 
(y) Elements of Soil Science. 

13. Gerteral Educaticm in Colleges.-~neral education should 
continue into the more- mature years of the student's life. It. 
should aim at making him familiar with his physical and social 
environments, and with huma,n institutions, aspirations and ideals. .-

He should have an understanding of the phenomena of nature 
around him, both animate and inanimate; and should acquire habits 
of precision iri their observation and measurement : should know of 
the evolution of fundamental soienti.fic concepts, of cross-fertiliza
tion of one science by another, and of the social significance of 
scientific advance and its bearing on his own personal health, mental 
and physical. · 

He should have an understanding of his social heritage and of 
the problems of organised society, and should develop intelligent 
social attitudes for effective participation in C(mmunity life. He 
should be aware of the moral, intellectual and aesthetic values 
expressed in literature, art., religion and philosophy. 
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One of the fundamental defects of our education is the failure· 
to recognise that fine arts like music and painting, drama and sculp
ture are authentic statements of experience. In the graphic and. 
plastic arts man has recorded his deepest insights about life through 
colour, form and sound. They heighten and diffuse aesthetic sensi
bility and good taste and make us sensitive to beaut:r in all its forms. 
The study of the arts in general education should arm chiefly at the 
appreciation of arts as forms of human expression, at the awakening 
of students' sensibility to beauty, and his desire to create beauty in 
his everyday surroundings. , 

These objectives can be achieved by giving courses in mathe
matics, scientific method, physical science, biology, and psychology; 
in social studies (economics, politics, history, administration) and 
in the humanities (literature, philosophy and art). . · 

The universities will have to devise ways and means forgiving 
these general courses to their under-graduate students and naturally 
work out the scheme in their own·distinctive manner. They Willj 
perhaps, have a different number of such courses in various places, 
and the time devoted to them may also differ. We think it should 
be possible to organize, say, ten to twelve 3-month general education 
courses of 20-25 hours to cover this ground. 

We suggest a similar course .during each of the three college 
years to deal with religious values. During the first year such a 
course might well treat· of the lives of great religious leaders of all 
faiths; the second year may be used for presenting themobt universal 
elements of the great religious scriptures; and the third year class 
may be engaged in a study of the problems of philosophy of religion. 

Of the general education courses the stud.ent may select just 
those which cover the ground not effectively covered by his special 
subject, and leave the rest. A student of physics may, for instance, 
drop the general courses in mathematics, scientific method and 
physical science, as he will have more detailed courses in the same 
fields. A student of economics or history may leave out some of the 
general courses in social studies. A student specializing in philoso
phy may waive the general courses in philosophy and psychology. 
On an average each student will have to take about nine of these 
genemlcourseswhich worksouttoonecourseperterm forthe three· 
years of undergraduate education. 

14. First Degree Course: Arts and Bcierwe.-This will be of 
three years' duration. In addition to these courses on general educa
tion and religion, Arts and Science students, whether for the Pass. 
or the Honours courses, will have to study-

( I) The Federal Language, or if that happens to be the mother 
tongue, a Classical or a Modern Indian Language; . 
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• (2) English. 
'(3) and (4). For Arts students, not less than two special 

subjects, preferably one from each group ~ 
Humanities Social Studies. 

(1) A Classical or a Modem (7) Politics. 
Indian Language. 

(2) English, French or Ger- (8) Economics. 
man. (9) Sociology. 

(3) Philosophy (10) Psychology. 
(4) History. (II) Anthropology. 
(5) Mathematics. (12) Geography. 
(6) Fine Arts. (13) Home Economics. 

(3) and (4). For Science students, not less than two special 
subjects from the following list :

(1) Mathematics. 
(2) Physics. 
(3) Chemistry. 
(4) Botany. 
(5) Zoology. 
(6) Geology. 

The course in the Federal Language or the alternative and 
English may end either at the end of the first, second or third year, 
as the case may be, according to the degree of proficiency of the 
candidate. Qmdidates for the first degree course would have had 
6 years of tuition in the Federal language f?r its alternative anq four 
years of tuition in English in the Secondary Schools. Among the 
optional subjects there will be provision for the intensive study of 
a Classical Indian or Modern langwJ.g!l, federal or regional, as well 
asforthestudyofa European language,~lish, French or German. 

It is unfortunate that we have not. realised sufficiently the 
importance of the study of classics in our languages. A recent 
writer has said : " The difference between an educated man and 
an uneducated man is that the uneducated man lives only for the 
moment, reading his newspaper and watching the latest moving 
picture, whiJe the educated man lives in a far wider present, that 
vital eternity in which the psalms of David· and the plays of 
Shakespeare; the epistles of Paul and dialogues of Plato, speak with 
the same charm and power that made them immortalthe instant they 
were written. ''1 Ptolemy may be super3eded by Copernicus, but not 

• Gil- High-': TAB 014u'col T....am- r-·-· 
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Sophocles by Shakespeare, nor Kalidasa by Goethe. Their works 
represent a complete and absolute vision. ·Literary geniUileS do not 
corrept one another as scientists do but give us alternative insights 
from new perspectives. Major Indian languages have had their 
classical wnters and their study should be encouraged. 

The Sanskrit language contains works which are priceless pos
sessions of humanity and it will always have a place in a scheme or 
humanistic culture. In 1786, Sir William Jones, as the President 
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, made the following pronoun~ment: 
"The Sanskrit language, whatever be its antiquity, is of a wonderful 
structure, more perfect than the Greek, more copious than the 
Latin, and more exquisitely refined than either, yet bearing to both 
of them a. stronger affinity, both in the roots of verbs, and in the forms 
of grammar, than could possibly have been produced by accident, SG 
strong indeed that no philologer could examine them all without 
believing them to have sp,rung from soma common source, which 
perhaps no longer exists. ' There has been a steady deterioration 
m the study of the Sanskrit language. Dr. Belvalksr, the Director 
for Research, Bhandarka.r Oriental Research Institute, argues that 
" next to one's own mother tongue which every one inevitably 
learns by Nature's method, the first language, the study of which 
ought to be academically pursued, is and ought to be Sanskrit, the 
language oflndia's culture and traditions." We do hope that our 
students will be encouraged to take up Sanskrit in their degree course. 

Every course in Philosophy should include India's contribution 
to the subject. The history of Indian· philosophy, if we bring to it 
the intellectual discipline it deserves, will disclose that Aristotle's 
!lletsphysics is not the beginuing of human wisdom nor logical 
posit1vism its necessary end. It is unfortunate that the number or 
students taking up philosophy is diminishing. A degree in Philoso
phy is believed to lead nowhere, not even to the badly paid post or 
a school teachtll'. We have made the subject unpopular by making 
the srllabus dull and heavy. There are many thinkers in Great 
Brit.am who advocate a compulsory study of philosophy even in the 
High School (VI Form). 

The position of History in our Universities is also unsatisfactory. 
There is a marked bias in favour of Economics. Our methods of 
t.eaching and examining do not stimulate the historical imagination 
or develop a true sense of the past. We must train our young men 
au.d women to understand the historical caUileS of our world politics, 
to assess the value of historical evidence. A detailed study of the 
History of India is essential, but we require also &· knowledge of 
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the history of other countries. One of our witnesses said : " A 
good School of History is of great importance in the intellectual life 
of a people no~ only becau»e it alone can give the_ accurate knowle.ige 
necessary for a right linderstanding of modern problems both in 
one's own country and outside it, but also because history offers, to 
a greater degree than any other subject, an opportunity for the study 
ofhuman personality in relation to circumstance, and fosters a sense 
of human responsibility ; it helps to develop the moral judgment 
and to train the mind in the perception of values; whilst at the same 

· time it develops powers of accuracy and of the proper weighing of 
evidence. " In the study of Indian History more attention should 
be paid to Archaeology, because it is not only intrip.sically interesting 
but provides an opportunity for visual educa~ion and practical work 
which would to some extent relieve the dependence on text books 
and lecture notes. For the Honours students, at any rate, a know
ledge of historical world-geography as well as of philosophy of history 
may be required. 

. Mathematics is a subject which may be taken either by Arts 
or by Science students. India's contributions to Mathematics 
have been constderable. " The Hindus are the originators of the 
number system we now use. One particular tendency among them 
led to what has been generally referred to as the greatest invention 
in. Mathematics. That was their custom of assigning a sequence, or 
place, value to each symbol used in number writing. Thus, if they 
were to express a number such as 2,532, 745, they might write: 
2 prayutas, 5 laksas, 3 ayutas, 2 sakasra, 7 sata, 4 dasa 5. Among 
the inecriptions of Asoka are fonnd the so-called Brahmi or Asoka 
characte:rs, from which our modern ·numerals v.ere derived. "· 
Again, " the introduction of 0 with place value into the number 
system is a gift of the Hindus and one . of the greatest gifts to 
mankind of all time. The approximate date of its entry is 500 A.D." 
" About 625 A.D., the brilliant Brahmagupta ofUjjain, India, gave·· 
directions for obtaining a positive root of the quadratic equation. 
Translated into modern symbols, his directions correspond very 
closely to the modern formula. Rightfully therefore we call it to 
this day the Hindu FO'Tmul.a ".1 India's genius for Mathematics 
again came to the notice of the world by the brilliant work of 
Ramanujan. Some Indian a.tudents have a natural taste for 
ninnbers. 

In the study. of the Positive Sciences, it will a.timulate the interea.t 
of the pupils if we give th~m an idea of this country's contributions 
to their development. · · · 

We have put Fine Arts under Huma.nities, as aesthetic emotions _ 
provide ns with vivid apprehensions of value. 

• F. W. Kokomoor: Ma.thematioa ill Humau. All'aim (1~). pp. 37, 117, li2U. 
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Sooiology has not yet attained official recognition in many 
Indian Universities. It is generally regarded as a name for all the 
odds and ends which are not covered by other social studies as 
Economics, Politics, Social Pl'ychology and Social Anthropology. , 
Professor G.D.H. Cole defines Sociology as" a general study of social1 
organisation, designed to lay bare and to analyse the interrelations 
of the various ways in which men become organised in social groups 
of every sort and kind, from the family to the most embracing sociar 
groups that possess the beginnings of an organised existence. It 
differs from Social Psychology in that its emphasis is on organisation, 
on external facts, rather than on what mental concomitants underlie 
organisation. It differs from Politics, in that it is concerned with 
the broad facts of social organisation, rather than with men's theories 
about them, or with the specifically political aspects of them. It. 
differs from Economics, in that it is concerned with the foundations 
of social existence, which the economist usually takes for granted. 
In method, it is a fact-collecting, fact-analysing study, arriving at 
generalisations by the analysis and comparison of social facts, some 
of whioh it can take ready-made from other Social Studies, but many 
of which it must collect and digest for itself. It can learn much 
from the methods which Cultural Anthropology has applied chiefly 
to the study of the simpler societies of men : its business is at least· 
equally, and in practice more, with the more complex modem 
aocieties".1 

Anthropology has both cultural and scientific aspects. The 
anthropologist in our country has an important function to fulfil, 
because of the great diversity of social and cultural institutions and 
the necessity of understanding how they operate before we attempt 
to change them. 

We have put Geography as a Sooial Study for it governs men's 
material as well as his spiritual existence and development. A 
study of such environment and conditions belongs to social sciences. 

We have dealt at length with the subject of Home Economics 
in the Chapter on Women's Edueation. Our teachin~ in this subject· 
should reflect the needs and interests of the communities into which 
those trained in this subject would go. They should also be acquaint
ed with the economic, sooial and educational resources of these 
commUBities. 
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15. Tke Duration of University Stuilies.-The introduction of 
these courses in general education will paturally entail additional 
work. This will be made feasible by the longer· duration of the 
university course which we have recommended (three years after 
twelve years of schooling). Even this longer course; it may be point
ed out, however, will give to our university graduate a period of study 
shorter by one year than the graduate of a university in the United 
Kingdom or the United States. 

Some teaching universities in our country accept students after 
they have p~ssed the Intermediate Examination, i.e., after twelve 
years of schooling. The older affiliating and some teaching uni
versities admit students to the university after the Matriculation 
or the School Leaving Certificate, which is obtained after ten years 
of schooling. In these universities the Intermediate course is treated 
as a college or a uni:versity course. We propose that the student 
be admitted to the universiti-colleges for Arts and Sciences as 
well as Professional Colleges for Medicine, Engineering and Techno
logy-after twelve years of schooling, i.e., after they have passed the 
qualifying test which will correspond to the present Intermedia~ 
standard. · 

The course for the Bachelor's degre~ in Science and Arts, whether 
for Pass or Honours, is recommended to be of three years dllration ; 
hence a regular student would take his Bachelor's degree after fifteen · 
years of school and college course. The Master's degree will be 
taken in the case of the Honours candidate one year, and in the case 
of the Pass candidate two years, after .he takes his Bachelor's degree, . 

Three years for the Bachelor's degree, for Pass as well as for 
Honours, was recommended by the Calcutta University Commissi0n 
in 1917 for the Calcutta University, but this was not put into effect. 

In 'the following table we show the number of years of schooling 
taken by a student before he reaches a level marked by a specific 
examination or degree. The schooling begins in most countries at 
5orat6. 
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NCJfflUll Time Pericdfor a Regular Stuilemfor Taking Qualifying and 
Degre.e Exami1Wlions. . 

. 

Inter •• 
!bam CauJitty Katrio - Baohelor llfaater Doctor 

Correapond-
;ng otage 

-
India (Preeont) -- 10 It ·~ 18 18 

India {Propaoad) .. 10 .Ill 111 16 18 
. for HOJJ.oun: 

17 
for Paoo. 

England .. .. .. 13 18 17 18 

U.S.A. .. .. 12 1' 16 17 19 

In England, Matriculation is taken after eleven years of schooling, 
but there is a test after six and a half years of schooling (when a 
boy is between his 11th and 12th year), the objective of which is to 
see whether the boys have intelllgence enough to proceed through the 
regular courses to the university stage. If they are not found suitable 
for university courses, their aptitudes for other courses are estimated 
and they are diverted to Technical or V oeational Schools or Modem 

· Schools for training for other occupations. For the boys who are 
allowed to proceed through the regular course, the Matriculation is 
not the qualifying test for entrance to universities except in the case 
of London. In most of the other British universities, 1t is the stage 
corresponding to the Intermediate (taken after 13 years of schooling) 
which is the entrance qualification to the university. The British 
student takes a mininlum of three years to take hill Bachelor's degree, 
Arts or Science, so that one becomes a B.A. or B.Sc. after sixteen 
years of schooling. This shows that the Indian B.A. or B.Sc. has 
two years less of schooling than the English B.A. or B.Sc. Under 
the proposed scheme, he will have fifteen years of school and college 
training against the sixteen years of the British Universities. 

The Master's Degres (M.A., M.Sc., or M. Litt.) can be taken in 
the U.K. one year after the Bachelor's degree on the presentation of 
a thesis or on exa,mination, confined to one particular subject, or the 
atudent can proceed strsight to the Ph.D. or D. Phil, bnt the minimum 
period for this is three years after B.A. or B.Sc. Hons. In special 
cases, this may be reduced to two years. 
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In the United States several variations in the division of school 
periods are in vogue, of which the most common, called the 8-4-4-plan, 
is shown in the above table. The student has to do eight years 
of schooling in the elementary schools and four years in the secondary 
schools before admission to the undergraduate courses in the , colleges 
and universities for the Bachelor's degree in Arts or Science. 
Generally the course here extends over four years, so that the student 
takes sixteen years to reach the B.A. or B.Sc. degree. Entrance 
to professional comses commonly requires two to four years of 
college work ; that is, the completion of fourteen to sixteen years of_ 
schooling. Professional degrees require three to five years after 
entrance, or seventeen to twenty: years of total schooling, depending . 
on the profession and the standards of the university. 

A distinctive feature of American universities is the Graduate 
School, which was introduced first in 1876 in the Johns Hopkins 
University, Baltimore; under the inspiration of the German Uni
versity system. The· provision for Graduate Schools marks off: 
Universities from Colleges. The student has to work with one 
particular subject very intensively for a year, and he has then to 
qualify for the M.A. or the M.Sc. degree. The Examination is partly 
by written·papers and partly by research work. .The Ph. D. degree, 
which is the climax of the academic course, is taken two years after 
the Master•s degree on the presentation of a thesis containing the· 
candidate's independent research work on an approved S]lbject 
either 11nder a distinguished Professor or independently. Sometimes 
the thesis has to be supplemented by oral and written examinations. 
There are also Graduate Schools in Professionalsul•j ects like Medicine, 
Engineering, Forestry, Business Management, Social Sciences, and· 
so forth, organized in a. similar way as f<?r the Science degree,s. 

, The comparison shows that the Graauate School in America. 
corresponds to what is known in India as the Post-Graduate School, 
putthe Indian student proceeds to the Post-Graduate studies two 
years earlier than does the American student. Even if we extend 
the Bachelor's course to three years, he will proceed to Post -Graduate 
studies with one year less of schooling than the American student. · 

III.-Imroduction of the Courses in General Education. 
16. Reading Material qnd SyllAbuses for General Educatic-n 

Courses.-. The introduction of the principle of ge~eral education 
t:annot be fully successful without material change in the oontents 
of the courses offered. Ortegay Gasset has very wisely remarked 
that, " Scarcity of the. capacity to learn is the c8ldinal principle of 
education".. There is an unlimited amount of knowledge wlrlch 
would be useful. The hours and the energies of even the most 
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ambitious and intelligent student are extremely limited. It is the 
obligation of the university to insure that the subject-matter to be 
presented in its classes is so wisely appraised and so rigorously 
selected that what is included is never less important than what is 
left out, and that no more is included than can be mastered by the 
student in a fair and reasonable share of his time and strength. 

In case a student is specializing in some field, then very detailed 
courses may perhaps be Justified. However, where a student is to 
have but a single course in a wide field, it becomes imperative that 
wise and exacting selection of subject-matter shall be made. The 
most fundamental and important concepts in the field must be pr~ 
sented, with a selection of illustrations and cases which will best 
clarify those principles. This means that to get the best results, 
courses must be destgned specific~tlly for theuse of classes in general 
education. This can be done, and has been done well in several 
broad fields. A considerable amount of excellent reading material 
for general education is available in other countries. No less im
portant than the reading material is the mind of the teacher. If he 
simply repeats his old course in the old way in a class in general 
education, the results will be me.diocre. 

17. Tke Imroducticn of General Eduooticn.-Tbe introduction 
of a general education programme needs to be carefully planned. 
In the numerous institutions in other countries in which such pro-
grammes have been adopted, it has been customary for the university 
to set up a committee on the subject, and for one to three years to 
be spent in preparing for a transition from ~he old to the new. 

The entire curric~um is carefully examined and revised to 
provide for the introduction of the general education programme. A 
group of teachers, who will handle the f!'~gramme in the several 
fit>lds, meets at intervals, discussing teac · g methods and content 
of cour.;es. Curricula are worked out and reading material and 
r<>ft•rt'nce books are selected. Sometimes trial courses are given for a 
yt-ar or more to students who volunteer to take them.: . . 

When preparations have been made, it is common to bt>gin the 
required t'ourses in the first year of the university, with optional 
courses in the later years if teachers are ready to give them. As the 
firRt yt-ar students of the general education programme move up 
through tht> f!C('Ond and third years the general educntion programme 
gOt's with them, so that in three years (in America in four years of 
tl1e und<>rgraduate course) the prognunme is in full operation. There 
are many variations in this programme in different universitie<J. 
In some l'ases the entire programme is undertaken at once. 
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This description applies to the college years. Introduction of 
the general education programme in years nine to twelve is a much 
simpler matter. 

Several colleges and lliliversities which have introduced general 
education courses during the past thirty years have published des
criptions of their methods. These descriptions would be available 
to any university undertaking such a programme. A brief biblio
graphy of the subject is given in Appendix D. 

IV .-Recommendations. 

· 18. We recommend: (1) that students be admitted to colleges and 
universities in the faculties of arts and sciences, and to such profes
sional schools as do. not require more advanced preparation, after 
successful completion of twelve years of schooling or its equivalent; 
that is, after they have paSS('d the qualifying test which will corres
pond to the present intermediate standard ; • 

(2) that the Master's degree be given to honours students after 
one year of study beyond the bachelor's degree, and to pass students 
after two years beyond the bachelor's degree ; 

(3) that both universities and secondary schools begin studv of 
the theory and practice of general education, and undertake prepara
:tion of syllabuses and reading matter somewhat after the manner 
outlined in this section ; that studies be made by individuals and by 
educational groups in various fields ; and that literature for general 
education courses be developed which will give the student the best 
possible acquaintance with and mastery of the contents and methods 
of thinking and working in each field,· .and with the rt>latio~ of · 
related fields-this without requiring more than a fair share of the 
students' time ; . . 

{4) that without unnecessary delay the principles and practice· 
'Of general education be introduced, so· as to correct the extreme 
specialization which now is common in our intermediate and degree 
programmes J 

( 5) that the relations of general and special education be worked 
out for each field, keeping in mind the general interests of the student 
as a personality and a citizen, and his special occupational interest. 
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I.-Introduction. 

1. Impwtance of Post-Graduate Training and Researck.-H11Ill&n 
civilisation has derived great benefits from the efforts of specialist!! 
who have penetrated ever more deeply into the secrets of nature and 
the motives and processes of human behaviour, individual and 
social. To a constantly increasing extent modern life is the outcome 
of research. To quote Whitehead, " a progressive society depends 
on its inclusion of three groups : scholars, discoverers, inventors"~ 
While the scholars rediscover the past and.set before us ideals of 
wisdom, beauty and goodness, discoverers find out new truths, 
and inventors apply them to pr~nt needs. The universities are 
the chief agencies for producing these types of men who will fuse 
progressive activities into an effective iustrument. Universities are 
responsible as much for extending the boundaries of knowledge as 
for the training of citizens : in fact, the advancement of knowledge 
is a necessary condition of the continued vitality of their teaching, 
for unless a study is rooted in research, it will die. Although the 
argument for research must rest upon the broad basis of its value in 
the intellectual progress of mankind, in India research has become a 
practical necessity for the continued progressive growth of our 
national life-in a critical appraisal and conservation of the best in 
our ancient indigenous culture (arts, history, philosophy and litera., 
ture) as well as in modernizing and improving ~ur agriculture, in
dustries and public health. In the Humanities, research concerus 
itself mainly with the past history of man-the history of his thought 
as well as of his experiences, the understanding of man as a whole 
and the integration of the past with the present; while in the Natural 
Sciences research takes the form of searf?hing out the undiscovered· 
properties of nature and their application to the material needs. of 
mankind. · Humanistic research increases our knowledge of human 
nature and enables us to form correct judgments. Faced as we are 
with difficult political and economic problems, on the correct solution 
of which the very existence of our nation depends, we need all the 
equipment we can get from a sob4i'r evaluation of the ideal and material 
motives which influence human action as well as from a full 
acquaintance with economic laws and their working. As regards 
Natural Sciences and Technology, even the man in the street appre
ciates the fruits of research when he makes use· of an automobile, 
an aeroplane, the radio, the cinema, penicillin, and the refrigerator. 
The last War and the difficult post-war conditions have forced even 
our administrators to think of scientific ;research which can enable 
us to grow more food on land and harvest x:nore of it from the sea, 
find substitutes for petrol and coal, produce better breeds of milch 
cattle, and conquer malaria, plague and other diseases. 
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Most of the materially useful application5 of science are ultimately 
based on hard, patient and disinterested work · by thousands of 
scientific workers in the laboratories whose aim is to advance the 
frontiers of knowledge, without regard to whether their discoveries 
can be put to use immediately or later or never at all. This funda
mental research is primarily the concern of the universities and gene
rally precedes its application to human needs. It should be the aim 
of the universities as our national institutions to undertake research 
in as many branches of knowledge as possible, and to produce an 
army of trained researcl). workers, who, by their studies, will not only, 
set hi~h standards of intellectual life in scholarship and scientific 
research, but will also actively advance the moral-and material 
progress of our country. Training in research is equally valuable 
for administrators and men of affairs. An administrator imbued with 
the spiritofresearch will tackle a problem more thoroughly and with 
greater directness than one who has had no training in research. 
Advancemt>nt of knowledge is a duty primarily of teachers ·and it is 
for them to inspire their students with a spirit of inquiry by their own 
contributions to knowledge. 

2. Traditio-n of Sclwlarship in India.-A high standard of 
scholarship has been traditional in our country. Manu1 said that all 
the people of the world would come to this country to learn from her 
intellectuals the lesson5 of moral behaviour. This intellectual 
leadership seems to have deserted us. In this world of change, the 
intellectual rank of nation5, like their material prosperity, does not 
continue in the same state. A people which relaxes its efforts in 
any department, falls behind its neighbours in that department. How 
we fell behind the advanced nation5 of the world in the matter of 
learning and science, it is not necessary to inquire. We must make 
a sustained effort to raise ourselves up. Political liberation, among 
other things, is a mean5 for intellectual liberation. A cultural 
renaissance is in progress to-day, and a keen interest in Natural 
Sciences has (!:TOWD up in the last two or three generation5. While a 
few individual teachers have been doing valuable work in different 
fields, and a few universities have organised provision for ~ 
graduate study, a greet majority have not developed systematically 
and adequately this essential side of academic work, either because 
the supply of qualified students is not sufficient to justify it. or 
because. they feel that they are not adequately staffed and equipped 
for the purpose. Provision for advanced study must be recognised 
as an integral part of our academic system. 

'et.d m-praontuY" aaklaid Al!""iallllllll>Oh, ovam ovam oaritram aikoerau prt.Jmyi;;; 
_m.,..Yih. 
)11118 :Mot'EdD. 
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• !I.-Post--Graduate Traini'TI!}: 
3. Traini'TI!} of Stuilents for the M.A. and M.Sc. Degrees.-The 

term " post-graduate training " in our country ill applied to the 
training of students for the M.A. and M.Sc. degrees. It includes 
advanced study of one special subject of an extensive and intensive 
kind, which can only be undertaken by reslly capable students under 
the guidance of first-class teachers who have kept themselves 
abreast of the knowledge of their subject and have engaged them
selves successfully in research. Since so much of our undergraduate 
teaching ill still of a propaedeutic nature, serious academic work for 
pass graduates will only be done for a considerable period at the M.A. 
or M.Sc. stage. At this stage a student must be trained in hard 
intellectual endeavour which must form an essential feature of any 
good higher education worth the name. The post-graduate classes 
are intended : (I) to train teachers for all levels of higher education, 
(2) to train experts for many services in the non-academic fields, 
such as Government, industry, commerce, agriculture and public 
welfare, and (3) to train research personnel. 

4. Present Position of the M.A. and M.Sc. Degret:s.-'-While a 
majority of our students leave the universities after taking their 
B.A. or B.Sc. pass degrees and take to a profession, quite a number 
proceed to take their M.A. and M..Sc. degrees in order to qualify 
themselves for teaching posts in intermediate and degree colleges and 
the universities, or to take up superior administrative appointments 
in commerce and industry, or to compete for all-India or provincial 
administrative services. A considerable number take up the M.A. 
course in one of the Arts SlJbjects along with their studies in law. 
Generally a pass graduate has to spen:c;l two years of further study 
before he can get an M.A. or M.Sc. degree, while an honoursgradu11ote, 
who has already spent three years for hill honours degree, qualifies 
for his M.A. or M. Sc. degree at most'llniversities after only one year of 
study. Since most students are anxious ·to take their bachelor's 
degree in the shortest amount of time, the number of students taking 
an honours degree in three years is relatively small. Some universi
ties (e.g. Calcutta) award an honours B.A. or B.Sc. degree on only 

. two years of work which is not quite satisfactory. The three years• 
honours course has succeeded at some universities, specially at Madras 
and the Panjab, but at other places it has not attracted a large number 
of students and has not been so popular (e.g. Lucknow and Allahabad). 
The M.A. and M.Sc. courses show a goou deal of variation from 
univers~ty to university. At some places (e.g. Lucknow, Allahabad, 
Banaras, etc.) these courses are well organized and a pass 
graduate has to attend regukr lectures and seminars in Arts 
subjects and lectures and laboratory exercises in Science sujbects 
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for two years and has to pass one or two university examinations, 
before he gets his M.A. or M.Sc. degree. At other places {e.g. 
Bombay, except in social sciences) there is no organized teaching by 
way of lectures or laboratory work and the student is mostly left to 
fend for himqelf, with the result that he is neither well up in the 
fundam~ntuls of his silbject, nor does he get any proper training in 
methods of research. At one or two universities (e.g. Bomba,r and 
Travancore) we gathered that pass B.As. and B.Scs. were Imme
diately given problems for rest>.arch to work fortbeirma.ster•s degree; 
but most of the teachers themselves acknowledged that this arrange
ment was very un.satisfactory, both from the point of view of the 
student whose knowledge of the fundamentals of his subject always 
rom!l.ined we<~.k and 'lllho had to spend one or two years 1n mastering 
the methods and techniques of research, and from the standpoint 
of rooe.~rcb. itself, as the student's research was generally of a.u in
ferior quality and \'ISS more often a working up of his tOdcher's ideas 
and methods. Even the one year M.A. or M.Sc. course for the 
honours gra.duate Vti.l'ies 'at different universities: at .some pl.a.ces the 
examination for it is based entirely on a thesis, at others only on 
papers, while at others on papers and a the.>is combined. The com
mon experience of teachers and ex111Iliners is that M.A. and M.Sc. 
theses, produced in a few months, are generally incomplete or 
unsatisfactory a.ud are seldom worthy of publication. 

IS. Weakness of tke Present System.-We have already empha
sized the need for raising the standards of our first degrees (Chapter 
IV) and have r~>commended that both pass and honours courses for 
the B. A. and B. Sc. degrees should extend over a period of three 
years. Just as we ar& anxious to raise the standards of our first 
dogree courses, we are equally anxious that the standards of our M.A. 
and :M. Sc. degrees should be raised. The Lounds of knowledge are 
being oxtenied at an impressive rate, but the time available for 
the student is limited. We believe that a. student who has taken an. 
honours degree is not yet full;r equipped for taking up a research pro· 
blem on his own, much leRB 1s a pass graduate. These gradustea 
need to carry on their studies to a further stage by regular instruction 
and to loorn the methods of research. In Honours courses we teach 
the students to learn facts and to think effectively about them. 
In the M.A. and M.Sc. courses we should train the students 
to take to careers of scholarship ancl research. At some institutions 
we wore told that teachers were unwilling to prepare and deliver ad
vancod.lootures to theM. A. and M. Sc. olassesandhencethereWlWI 
no or!P'nized teaching for these degrees. " Research "had actually 
been mtroduood. to cover up the void created by the failure to pro
vide for advanced teaching by regular lectures and laboratory work 
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6. Recommendations.-We, therefore, recommend that there 
should be a certain uniformity in the regulations for the 11. A. and 
M. Sc. degrees in all the universities. A pass graduate should study 
for at least two years and an honours graduate for at least one year 
for these degrees, Teaching should be properly organized by means 
of rCinllar lectures, sen..inars and library work for the Arts students, 
and by the same course along with laboratory work for the Science 
students; ibshould include advanced training and the latest methods 
of research in the special subject of f'ludy so as to equip the student 
to be able to carry on independent investigations, but it should not 
include actual research. A candidate for the 11. A. or 11. Sc. 
degree should show a high degree of scholarship and achievement iii 
his examination, which should be conducted by papers and a mva 
ooce test, to be supplemented by a practical examination ~ science 
subjects. 

Great care should be exercised in the admission of students to 
the 11. A. and M. So. classes. The whole of the students' records 
from the high school to the B. 4. and B. So. should be scl'Utinized 
before admitting them to this second degree course. There should 
be no manner of provincial restrictions in admissions, and the Gov
ernment of India should make it a condition that no university 
shallreceivd a grant from them unless its admissions to these classes 
are made on merit alone and on an all-India basis. Emphasis should 
be placed on the capacity and quality of students and not on their 
number. These classes should be characterized by their small 
numbers and by the closest personal. touch with the senior staff 

·directing their studies. No one should teach these classes unless he 
.has himself been a successful researcher in his subject. 

II I.-Research, 

"'i. J>ositwn of Research at the Universities up to 1945.-As long 
as our universities were of an affili~ting type, only a few individual 
scholars at isolated colleges conducted research on their own lines, · 
sometimes ·with admirable results, and· some of them deeply in
spired their pupils-for example, Sir R. G. Bha,ndarkar .at Poo_na, 
Sir Gauganatha. Jha at Allahabad, Professor Kuppuswa.m.I Sast.n at 
:Madras, Sir J. C. Bose and Sir P. C. Ray at Calcutta, Colonel 
J. Stephenson and Professor S. R. Kashyap at Lahore. Most 
of the research work in Sciences and Medicine was done 
by the scientific services in the Government Research In
stitutions. But no organised attempt was made to train student;s 
in methods of research and to develop schools ofresearch at any uni

versity. It was only in 1914 that Sir Asutosh Mookherjee founded 
the first post-graduate departments at the Calcutta university 
and placed post-graduate training and research there on a 
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proper footing. Promising scholars from all parts of India · were 
appointed to professorial chairs and in a few years Calcutta had pro
duced research work of a high quality, both in the humanities and 
in the sciences, and several of its professors won international re
cognition. After the first World War several new universities came 
into being : of these, the teaching universities started post-graduate 
training and research from their very beginning, while some of the 
affiliating universities, new as well as old, started post-graduate 
departments in certain fields of study. These new schools attracted 
a number of young and promising teachers who organized research 
and raised the level of post-graduate teaching at several university 
centres. The degrees of Ph.D., D. Litt., and D. Sc. were instituted and 
were awarded to students on successful completion of their researches. 
In a few departments of some universities, the teaching staff came to 
consist largely of men with research degrees. A number of profes
sors fulfilled their promise 'of leadership in research and their work 
brought them international recognition, like the Nobel Prize, the 
Fellowship of the British Academy, the Fellowship of the Royal 
Society, or the higher Doctorate Degrees of Oxford and Cambridge. 
It mar. rightly be said that both in quality and quantity the level of 
scientific research was at its best in Indian universities between the 
years 1920-1945. While before 1920 scientific research was mainly 
a monopoly of the scientific services, after 1920 the leadership in 
fundamental research in most of the sciences passed over largely to 
t.he universities. All this research activity was due to the hard work 
and enthusiasm of a few university professors, who had to work with 
meagre grants, insufficient equipment and inadequate library facili
ties. There were practically no grants from the Central Govern· 
ment for fundamental research, although grants were given to a few 
university teachers by the Indian Council of Agricultural Research 
fflr !1-gricultural research and by the Indian Reaearch Fund Associa
tion for medical research. Considering the handicaps under which 
tbeae research workers in the universities have laboured, their re
Cflrd cannot but be called creditable. 

The situation with regard to scientific research in the universities 
and research institutions was very well summarized by Dr. S. S. 
Bhatnagar in his report to the Empire Scientific Conference held 
under the auspices ofthe Royal Society in 19461:-

" Those familiar with the facilities provided by the modern 
laboratories in America or Britain would find it hard to 
understand the handicaps tltat beset tk scielliijic worker 
in /tulia at evety step. lAck of equipment, lack of 
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accommodation, ltmg lwurs of routine work due to insufficient 
teacki'fi!J staff and finally the eternal want of funds Qlfe 
some of the problems that handicap science teacki'fi!J and 
scientific research in Indian universities. These circum
stances should not be lost sight of when assessing the 
work done in India. The Government of India have no 
machinery for maki'fi!J grants to universities and research 
bodies for scientific research. Since its establishment the 
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research has been allo
cating grants for research on Applied Science and also, 
though in a much restricted manner, for fundamental 
work. Whatever be the agency involved, the need_ exists 
for much larger research grants to universities and other 
research organisations." 

8. Foundation of Learned Societies.-The oldest learned 
3ociety in India, founded in 1784, is the Royal Asiatic Society of 
Bengal ; in 1914 it sponsored the foundation of the Indian Science 
Congress which meets once a year, generally at a university centre, 
to discuss papers in all scientific subjects, and at the same time to 
enable scientific workers from all over the country to make personal 
contacts. Starting with humble beginning~. it has now become a 
very influential body with a membership of thousands of persons, 
drawn both from the universities and the scientific services. With 
the groWth of scientific research, several scientific societies have 
also been formed. These societies, like the National Academy of 
Sciences, the Indian Academy of Sciences and the National Institute 
of Sciences provide facilities for the publication of scientific papers 
in their journals and have thus substantially encouraged the gr9wth 
of research in the country. Similarly, there are several societies 
looking after special subjects of study, like the Mathematical, Chemical; 
Physical, Geological, Botanical and Zoological societies. Of all thE:se; the 
National Institute of Sciences bas been ·recognised by the Government 
of India as the premier scientific organisation in the country, to whom 
they refer all scientific matters for advice and guidance. This 
society offers 11 senior and junior fellowships as well as 4 Imperial 
Chemical fellowships for research at the universities and scientific 
institutes. 

Research workers in the Humanities and Social Sciences also 
hold a number of conferences either annually or biennially. The 
Oriental Conference, with sections in almost every branch of oriental 
scholarship usually meets once in two years, while the Indian History 
Congress, the Political Science Conference, the Philosollhical'Cong
ress, the Economic Conference and the Indian Historical Records 
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Commission meet annually. At the .All-India Educational Con
ference, problems of education are discussed in various sections 
dealing with primary, secondary and university education, examina
tions, etc. The best papers read at these congresses or conferences 
are generally published either in journals of their respective associa
tions or elsewhere. These meetings give a good opportunity, es
pecially to the younger teachers of universities, to have contacts 
with representatives of institutions and view points other than those 
with which they are familiar at their own universities. To make 
these conferences more effective greater care should be taken in the 
selection of papers. 

9. Appraisal of the Present Position of University ResearCh.
Although post-graduate training and research in the universities have 
made substantial progress during the last twenty-five years, to 
any one acquainted with the universities, it is clear that the amount 
of research done either by teachers or by research students does not 
approach what it should be. A university may be having M.A., 
M.Sc. and· research classes in a score of different subjects, but itl 
would be lucky if even three or four of its departments had turned 
out a respectable amount of research of good quality. A few dis
tinguished research workers in a large country like ours are not 
enough ; we should not only have a large number of them but should 
raise the general average quality and quantity of research at all the 
universities. The Scientific :Man-Power Committee1 has gathered 
that the number of Ph.D. and D.Sc. degrees in six Basic Sciences. 
awarded by all the universities of India, during the last ten years. 
comes to only 260, an average of only 26 per year, which is by no 
means a good record. In England, at Cambridge alone in 1935. 
more than 400 men were engaged in scientific research, and the 
Ph.D. Degree, originally instituted for overseas graduates, is now 
sought after almost equally by the Cambridge graduates1• 

Unfortunately there are signs of a steady decline in the quality 
and quantity of research at our universities. There are several 
causes, but the most important is that most of the leaders of research 
in different fields have either left the universities or are on the verge 
of retirement and the universities have not been able to find suit
able successors to continue the research tradition initiated and fos
tered by tht>se pioneers. Ever since the higher administrative ser
vices were thrown open to Indian graduates, the universities have 
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had to compete with the Government, which is the largest employer 
in India, for recruitment of their teaching staff. The universities 
could not attract the best men to their staff and during the 
last ten years a numbe:t.ofbrilliant teachers have left the universities 
fGr government service, as they were offered better salaries and pros
pects there. Although the universities ean never offer the ssme 
scales of salaries as the Government does, they must ensure that they 
attract brilliant and promising men to their staff, and retain them 
by offering decent salarie11 so that their creative faculties are not 
blunted in the most productive period of their lives by privation. 
Further, during the last War and since, most of the universities have 
not received adequate scientific apparatus and equipment ; and their 
grants for apparatus have in most cases remained stationary although 
the prices have multiplied three or four times. 

10. The Ph. D. Degree. (a) Arrangements for Training.
The post-graduate schools are the apex of the university, respon
sible for standards of intellectual life, for scholarship and scientific 
research. While most of our universities have regulations for ad
mitting their M.As and M. Scs to a Ph.D. degree on completion of a 
piece of research during a period of two or three years, not all of them 
have the necessary teaching staff or equipment for properly looking 
at'ter and organizing research work. Since universities have to deal, 
to a large extent, with ·beginners in research who have to _be helped 
and properly trained, it is necessary to have teachers whose main 
work would be to train research students. Teaching universities 
should develop research training in as many branches of knowledge 
as they can with competence, while the affiliating universities (e.g . 
.Agra, Rajputana, etc.) which are purely examining bodie~ at 
present, should establish post-graduate and research departments. 
m as many subjects as they can with a high quality of scholarship. · 

(b) Selection of Students.-Utmost care should be exercised irr 
selecting students for the Ph. D. classes. The student should not only 
have attained a proper background in the fundamentals of his sub
ject, but should have a certain innate originality of mind, apart from 
mere learning, that is essential for a. research worker. If a student 
has shown no originality, noinitiative, or no critical ability in his 
M . .A. and M.Sc. classes, he is not likely to do so in future. Not all 
men, not all educated men, are called to the particular vocation of a 
life of scholarship and research. It is a specialised form of intellectual 
life for which carefully selected students should be given training 
in the methods and principles of research. They must not be mere 
eompilers, chroniclers or technicians, but scholars and scientists who 
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possess breadth of vision, imagination and ability to assimilatE> and 
mtegrate facts and eommunicate their findings. As in the case of 
M.A. and M.Sc. classes, admissions to the Ph. D. ·courses in all uni
versities should be made entirely on m~rit and on an all-India basis. 

(c) Selection of Subjecta.-The Ph. D. course is that of speciali
zation in which the training and achievement should be sachas to 
ensure that the student has successfully explored his special field of 
study and has appreciably advanced knowledge of that subject by 
his own research. He should not become a mere narrow specialist, 
but his grasp of the subject should be characterized by breadth as 
well itS depth. He should not take up a vague subject: it should be 
definite enough to make him concentrate and significant enough to 
deepen and extend his general knowledge. His investigations should 
include wide reading, critical appraisal of material and reflection 
essential to intellectual progress. In Sciences, where the body of 
knowledge is increasing so rapidly, he must have learnt something 
of all branches of his subject, know how to look up relevant data, be 
interested in the achievements of leaders in other branches of science 
and be able to understand the significance of their discoveries. 

(d) Supervision and Facilities.-The supervisor, who should be 
a specialist in the subject and a successful researcher, should meet 
his students about once a week during term for the discussion of 
difficult points and the criticism of rough drafts of parts of their 
theses. A certain number of studentships should be provided for 
<those who are selected for the Ph. D. course and are in need of. finan
cial assistance. 

The rules about residence may be relaxed and leave of abssnce 
may be given for the :purpose of work at recognised institutions, 
like the Bhii.Ddarkar Omntal Research Institute, Poona, the Royal 
Asiatic Society of Bengal and Bombay, the Indian Institute of Science, 
Bangalore, the Zoological and Geological Surveys of India, etc., if 
the supen:iso~ is satisfied that the student will profit by working at 
these mstitut10ns. 

(e) RequiremetiU jot' tile Award of tlae Dtgree.-The training for 
the Ph. D. degree should extend over a period of at least two years. 
The candidate should show ability to study a problem systematically 
and t.o relate his results to the general body of the subject. He should 
present a thesis embodying his original contribution to knowledge 
set forth in such a manner as to be fit and ready for publication. 

The thesis should be examined ordinarily by three examiners. 
two external and one internal. There should always be a viva voca 
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examination which should test his general knowledge of the whole 
field of the subject! to which his thesisrefers. 

(f) Publicativn.-Publication is the greatest stimulus to produce 
good work. The writer of a thesis is rewarded with a degree if his 
work is a definite contribution to knowledge, .but a thesis which is not 
published does not increase knowledge. A student learns a good deal 
in prodlfcing his thesis, and the examiners learn something in the 
process of looking it over, but the world is none the wiser and learning 
is not advanced unless the thesis is published. The criticism of out
side experts can only be obtained by its publication, which is neces
sary also to prevent the doctor's degree being made too easy at any 
particular place. On the whole, there is no difficulty in getting a 
scientific paper of merit being published in India or abroad, but we 
were told that the publication of theses in the humanities presents 
difficulties. We recommend that the university should assist in the 
publication of really good work by fu:iancial aid. 

11. Research Fellowships.-Tra.ining for the Ph. D. degree is 
not the final step in the education of a competent scholar or scientist. 
In a very real sense, his education never ends-not only because 
it is impossible to" complete" one's training while at the university, 
but because the onward sweep of knowledge, specially in the sciences, 
constantly brings forward new material. Those who received a 
doctorate in science, say 10 years ago, are now well behind the pre
sent frontiers, unless they have kept up their -studies. 

We assume that many of those who take the Ph. D. degree will 
join the teaching staffs of universities. We must make it possible 
for some of them to dispense with or p9stpone the earning of theii 
livelihood by non-academic employment. The university ·should 
be able, by its own resources and attractions, to excite and gratify 
their ambition of contributing to. scholarship and science. We 
must place research workers in a position in which they will have 
ample leisure and opportunity for original work. They should 
not be burdened with teaching to an extent that it will deprive them 
of adequate leisure for their own work. Normally it is not an im
pediment to an original investigator to have to devote a small part 
of his time to teaching or superintending practical instruction ; in 
fact, it is an advantage. · 

>For uample, u a student takes up a ro~ problem in spectroscopy and presents 
a thesis, he ohould have a good general knowledge of experimental spectroscopy as well 
as of those parts of molecular and atomic physics which e:q>lain tho spectra. Similarly, a 
atndont presenting a thesis on an entomological problem ohould hove a sound knowledge of 
aU aspeota of entomology as a whola and should be- familiar with :recont advanoeo in ths 
mbj .... 
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. 
We recommend the establishment of Research Fellowships in 

the main branches of knowledge recognised in the university. They 
should be open only to advanced students of high scholarship 
and potential leadership and should be awarded to those who have 
shown a high degree of competence for research. These fellowships. 
are not merely rewards for ability but opportunities for independent 
. study and work and preparation for high academic positions. They 
should not be too many in number nor too great m value. Their
grades, salary-rates and super-annuation pension should be equiva
lent to those of the teaching staff. The larger universities may 
have 20 to 30 of these fellowships distributed over different branchea 
of study, and every year two or three may be selected after a search
ing competition. The work which they will undertake should be 
left to their free impulse. In a university they will be brought in 
touch with those who know what has been done and is being done 
elsewhere and what needs to be done. The university should provide 
both the atmosphere and the apparatus for higlier study and direc
tion by way of companionship and encouragement of older scholars. 
and acquaintance with the movements of learning in the world of 
thought. 

Research should be primarily, if possible, the sole work of the 
holders of these fellowships and not a mere adjunct to a life consumed 
in teaching. They would generally divide their time between their 
own investigations and the training of other research workers. 

· 12. The D. Litt.andD. Sc. Degrees.-The D. Litt. and D. Se. 
degrees should be conferred on persons whose work shows conspicuous 
eriginality, ability and distinction. They should be awarded entire~ 
ly on published work of outstanding quality. The published work 
for ~ese degrees should be adjudged by external examiners alone, 

13. Research by CoUege and UniversiJ;y Teachers.-We have 
already emphasized that a university teacher, to be efficient, should 
hold up to himself a. higher standard of attainment than mere posses
sion of information which has to be communicated to the student. 
IJ! a school a teacher may be excellent without possesaing more 
knowledge than what he is aotnally required to communicate, but 
it is not so in highl'r education. In colleges and universities, it i& 
not fact11 that we communicate but an influence. The mind of th& 
le~rner can be actl'd. on only when the mind of the teacher is active. 

Tbat research is as important a function of a university as 
teaohing has not been adequately realized by teachers and university 
administrators in our country. Some of th& university teachers 
who io not oare to look after their intellectual health try to justify 
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their laziness by subscribing to the dictum that research is not an 
integral part of university•s work-it is a mere luxury. One of the 
teacher-witnesses frankly confessed to us that the reason for inade
quate amount of research by teachers in our universities was that 
we were a lethargic people, and one of the vice-chancellors also 
testified that the reason for stagnation amongst teachers was not 
so much lack of opportunities in the way of library and laboratory 
facilities as sheer unwillingn_ess to put in hard work and learn more. 

Uruversity teachers should not forget that theirs is a privileged 
life; they have leisure and a life of tranquillity-the two essentials 
for research ; they are largely sheltered from the battle of life, having 
a security of tenure nowhere obtainable in a business house or an 
industrial concern or in political life. They should give the com
munity, in grateful acknowledgement for these privileges, punctuali
ty, efficiency and devotion to duty in relation to their teaching 
work, and the germs of new ideas and newer methods in relation to 
their research work. They should not only impart existing know
ledge, but should be, in a real sense, creators of new knowledge. 

IV .-Humanistic Research. 

14. Value of Humanistic Research.-When the man in the 
street speaks of research, he generally thinks of research in natural 
sciences, but educated men cannot undervalue the mutual relations 
of the different departments of knowledge, the pr.mary philosophi~l 
truths to which we cannot attach a. ml!.terialistic value,. and all 
that retrospective knowledge which in the largest sense is called 
History. If we develop a community with a large amount of material 
knowledge, power and energy,_ wjth more or less of an absence of 
widespread influences of humanities, it will be in a perilous condi-: 
tioa in a crisis for lack of that enlarged knowledge, philosophical 
thinking, and refinement of sympathies and tastes which we owe 
to the humanities. Only by a combination of sciences and 
humanities can a true conceptiQn of civilisation survive. 

15. Scope of Humanistic Research and Suggestiom.-Humanis
tic research has a great advantage over scientific research in that it 
is comparatively inexpensive. It does not need extensive labo
ratories. and a costly equipment of instruments, but it does need 
some equipment. Its main need is a first class library. Although 
our library resources are poor and· universities are not generally 
\\ell stocked in books and manuscripts, and are in need of 
generous grants, still there are ample resources in our country for 
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researchinLa.nguagesandLiterature,classical and modem, Philoso
phy, Religion, History and Fine Arta. Humanities have another 
advantage in that teachers and students of these subjects have 
comparatively greater leisure as compared with teachers and students 
of Sciences, who have to spend long hours in their laboratories. 

(a) Sanskrit, Prokrit, Pali, Islamic and Iranian Studies.
Sanskrit language and literature, which constitute our cultural 
heritage, offer many opportunities for research. They contain 
works of philosophy and religion, grammar and prosody, medicine 
and a.stronomy, art and architecture, economics and politics. While 
many of the works of classical Sanskrit literature have been publish
ed, many have yet to be printed and published with due editorial 
care. The Baroda Oriental Institute Library contains nearly 14,000 
valuable Sanskrit, Pra.krit and Apabhramsa manuscripts, and similar 
large collections are present in the libraries _of the Royal Asiatic 
Society of Bengal and ofBombay, Bhandarkar Oriental Institute, 
Deccan College Research Institute, Ganganatha Jha Research 
Institute, Kuppuswami Sa.stri Institute and several others. 

Pall is only next in importance to Sanskrit and contains 
Budhist Canonical literature, and extensive Jain Canonical and Post
canonical works are f01md in Prii.krit. Students of Pali and Prii.krit 
have a vast field for reEesrch before them. 

Aliga.rh university should be encouraged to develop a strong 
centre for Islamic studies. 

Affinities of the Veda and Zend A vesta are well known and it is 
appropriate that Bombay and the new universities in Gujerat shonld 
pay special attention to Iranian and Zoroastrian Studies. 

· · (b) Philosophy and Religion.-Our country has been the home 
of many reli&ions and systems of philosophy which have met the 
moral and sp1ritual needs not only of highly educated and intellec
tual men but- the practical needs of the common man in his daily life. 
Simila.rly, we have our systems of logic, ethics and psychology an ex
tensive study of which will repay the best efforts of modem scholars. 
But our present fundamental cultural problem is to adapt our ancient 
tradition and culture to the exigencies of the new era of Western 
thought and culture. We have to modernize our national and 
historical individuality by mobilising our spiritual forces and building 
np a new civilization from our own history, which will be neither 
European nor American, but essentially Indian and human. 

Religious problems are a challenge to our universities. It is 
their duty to discriminate between the elements that give strength. 
dignity and meaning to human life and those that are degrading 
to our dignity. to apply rational methods of criticism to narrow and 
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intolerant sectarianism and thus turn religious fanatics into scholars. 
By emphasizing the high summits of knowledge where the truths 
of all religious converge, they can dispel the shadows of the errors 
-and follies of the past, and infuse into the minds and tempers of 
future generations Mahatma Gandhi's ideals of truth, tolerance 
and non-violence. 

(c) HistaryandArcharology.-Our long history from the Indus 
Valley civilisation to the attainment of Independence, falls into a 
number of more or less well-defined periods. Besides, in a large 
'Country like ours, there is so much of regional history of several 
areas which still needs to be thoroughly explored. There is still so 
much to be learnt of our social, economic and political history 
throughout the centuries. Lectures should be organized for re-· 
search students on Palaeogrsphy, • Archaeology, Bibliography and 
other auxiliary subjects, together with practical instruction in the 
:reading and use of manuscripts, and critical and constructive work. 
· Some universities should take up the study of .Archaeology in 
co-operation with the .Archaeological Survey of India. Some equip
ment in the way of casts, models, maps and occasional originals 
should form a small museum at almost every university. 

(d) Fi'M Arts.-Most of our universities hsve not yet recognised 
music and painting as subjects of study for their degree 
'COurses. Training in these subjects is still given in its formal and 
technical aspects only at separate institutions, where most of the 
students have no academic background. But if one of these sub
jects (e.g. Music) is introduced in the university as part of a cultural 
course, it can acquire a value beyond a Ill.Jll'e perfection in the prac
tice of its technique (practical instruction in vocal and instrumentjl,} 
music), as it will include a study of its theory and its history. The 
course will, of course, include two· other subjects, e.g. History and 
Economics. In this way a student will-not regard music as a pro-
fessional course, but as a part of his academic training. · 

Very little of advanced work has been attempted so far 
in music, but. there is scope for it in collecting and editing rare 
works on music in gathering knowledge of Vedic music from 
Sama Veda, in the appreciation and interpretation of different 
BChools of music and their relationships, and finally in a possible 
-synthesis of Eastern and Western music, and of melody and 
harmony. The same objectives may be adopted . in regard to 
painting also. 

(e) Social Soiences.-Phenomenal advances in Science and 
Technology are shattering the stability of the old social order and 
there is an urgent need of adapting our social life to the needs of the 
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industrial order to avoid chaos and crises. In order to replace 
passion by reason and prejudice by understanding, we must study 
the nature of human society and its present dynamic phase in India. 
A social scientist has the whole community for his laboratory. 
Contact with actual life alone will reveal how business men and in
dustrialists behave and how labour and their unions do. For a 
proper understanding of human beings and the effective manage
ment of human relations, we need to muster all our resources in 
psychology, sociology, political theory, government and administra· 
tion. We need the services of competent men trained in institutes 
of economic and social research for diagnosing and treating our 
economic ailments. 

We also need men of outstanding ability and force of character 
to work for us on the international field. They must be keen students 
of world history and world politics and it is up to our universities 
to undertske the importsnt work of providing such men. 

V.-Scientiflc Re~Jearch. 

16. Introducti<m.-In a progressive society science has become 
an indispensable condition of civilized existence and a main factor in 
determining the direction of progress. Our country needs a constant 

·flow not only of trained scientific workers but also scientific leaders 
filled with the spirit of research. The day-to-day running of indus-
tries and public services requires a large number of scientists, but we 
need research workers of a high quality to advance science itself, to 
develop new processes and new machinery and, above all, to train our 
future generations of scientists. It is therefore urgently necessary 
that we should have widely extended facilities for scientific education 
in our schools, colleges and universities, and at the same time provide 
ample facilitie.s for training in research. The answer to our national 
problem in science is not to be found in stren~hening the scientific 
departments of only colleges and universities, but also those of 
schools. All the students and all the institutions are essential to the 
national programme for training scientists. 

17. Shortage of ScientijitJ Man-Powef'.-That we are very short 
of scientific personnel in our country has been brought home to us by 
the Scientific Man-Power Committee, who have estimated that our 
requirements of scientific man-power of the senior ~e (for which 
ll. Sea. and Ph. Ds. alone can be employed) for Government and, 
Government-sponsored activities alone (including Science teachers, 
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but riot including the personnel required for Industry) for the next 5 
years are as follows :1 

Senior Grade 
I. Chemists & Chemical Technologists 
2. Physicists •• 
3. Geologists & Geophysicists 
4. M&them&ticians & .Statisticians 
5. Botanists 
6. Zoologists 
7. Biologists 

3,884 
2,791 
1,120 
1,660 

897 
1,425 

663 

12,340 

we have purposely not included the personnel required for indus
trial development, as this will depend on the prevailing economic and 
political conditions. If conditions are favourable, we shall probably 
need another 3500 M. Scs. and Ph. Ds. for industry. · 

As against these requirements, the present outturn from our 
universities is exceedingly small. The Committee have estimated 
that the possible ·out-turn of M. Scs. and Ph. Ds. during the next 5 
years, if all the existing facilities are fully utilized, will be as follows s :-

1. Chemists & Chemical Technologists 
2. Physicists & Applied Physicists 
3. Geologists • • • • 
4. M&thematicia.ns & Statiaticians 
6. Botanists 
6. Zoologists 
'l. Biologists 

Possible Outturn 
during the next 6 
years if existing 
facilities aie fully 

utilized, 
2,291 
1,017 

186 
606 
292 
358 
60 

4,799 

The Committee rightly conclude that if all the available training 
facilities at the universities are fully utilized, the annual out-turn will 
only be 30·35% of the total requirements of the country. There is 
thus a wide gap between the probable requirements and the antici
pated output, and the committee rightly remark that the gap is both 
qualitative and quantitative. A great deficiency has therefore to be 
made up, and it can only be done if the existing facilities for post
graduate training and research at the universities are greatly extended 
and new departments of research are added to those universities 
where they do not exist at present. 

•Report of the Scientific M&n-Power Committee, Augnat, 1948 (mimeographed 
document), page 29, Chapter II, Table IV, Statement of &qnirementa for Governmen~ 
and Government-sponsored Activities. 

•Report of the !:lcientifio M&n-Power Committee, Augnst, 1948 (mimeographed 
document), Page 63, Chapter IV, Table XII. 
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18. Slwrtage of Teachers in Science.-The Scientific Man-Power 
Committee' says, ' of all the handicaps from which our educational 
institutions are at present suffering, the slwrtage of teachers is perhaps 
the worst ... This is adversely affecting the standard of training in the 
institutions .. . As technical and administrative jobs are very much 
better paid than those of teachers even in the first-grade institutions 
there is a steady' drift' of teachers going on from the universities and 
other educational institutions into scientific and technical jobs in 
industry and Government departments, whenever available, and 
when these are not available, into clerical and technical jobs. Educa
tional institutions are finding it increasingly difficult to attract 
suitably qualified persons for teaching posts. Unless the situation is 
tackled immediately with a sense of urgency, there is no likelihood of 
any of our long-term development plans materializing. The problem 
is capable of solution only ·on an economic plane, since economic 
factors are at the root of it. " We consider that this is a correct 
appraisal of the situation, but we must emphasize that the shortage is 
much more qualitative than quantitative. First-class teachers 
and investigators are relatively rare-many are called but few are 
chosen. It is, therefore, desirable to provide facilities of training for 
large numbers in the hope that we may get a few men of outstanding 
calibre as they are the men who will count in the future. If our 
universities could produce any one of the calibre of a minor Galileo 
or a Helmholtz once in twenty-five years, they would have justified 
themselves. 

19. "Primary" and" Secondary" Workers.-Original workers 
can be divided into two groups : (1) primary and (2) secondary. 
There are men like Galileo who cannot help doing original work, he 
went on investigating in the Dun~eon of the Inquisition, but there 
are " secondary " workers who will work and do well if they are 
guided and stimulated. Obviously the Professors in our universities 
should be " primary " investigators radiating activity and inspiring 
others to work. The secret of the large output of original scientific 
work in Germany was that they made full use of secondary workers, 
and there were at least 20 secondary workers attached to a primary 
worker. We have in our country only a few primary workers and it 
is their duty to attach to themselves as many secondary workers 
a~ they can. 

20. RecomtnendatiOtt.t qf . the Scientific Man-Power COtn
mittt'fS at!d their lmplfflumtation.-The Committee make two 
Bl!sential recommendations : the first is to have a large number of 

1 Scitontillo llfan.Power Oommittee &port (Mimeographed copy), Auguat 1948. 
Chapter VII. Page 100. 
MIIIS:Mo£Rd.U<&\lon 
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post-graduate and research scholarships and free places at the univer
sities, and the second is to up-grade the salaries of teachers. They 
have suggested that the number of free places and scholarships should 
be as follows :' · 

Annual 
expenditure 

Free places. Schobmiliipa. in IM:s of 
rupees a 

1. Pure Science, Post-graduate courses (M.Sc.) 350 160 6·60 
l!. Research training, Pure & Applied Science~ 

(Ph.D. & D.Sc. etc.) 316 315- 13·23 

We welcome thissuggestion and recoi(IIIlend that the Ministry 
of Education should set up a machinery as early as possible for se
lecting the best students from all over the country for these scholar
ships and free places. Selected students should be_ sent to those col
leges and universities whjch provide the best facilities for training in 
their subjects of study. A beginning should be made at once. 
We consider that the value of a scholarsnip for an M. Sc. student 
should be Rs. 1,200 a year and that for a Ph. D. student Rs. 1,800 
a year. 

we must be able to pick out young men of exceptional scien
tific talent and provide them with opportunities for equipping them
selves in the dllferent fields for which they manifest aptitudes. In· 
the U.S.A. they have a nation-wide organisation of science clubs 
which serves as the recruiting ground of scientists of exceptional 
ability. These clubs, which have about 20 or 30 members each, func
tion in more than 14,000 Junior and Senior High ·schools. The· 
Science Service which administers these· .clubs conducts annually a 
Science Talent Search by which promising boys and girls.are selected 
for further training. Those who are chosen after an examination of 
the school record, the results of aptitude tests and their essays on· 
research projects, are sent to Washington where they meet leading 
American scientists and get acquainted with their latest researches. 
Apart from this, there are the State Talent Searchers and Science 
Scholarship programmes which cover over 4,800 High Schools in the 
country. - _ 

·As regards the salaries of teachers, they recommend the follow
ing grades2 :-

(a) University InstuutWr;s, Professional InstuutUm8 and other 
Post-grailuaJ;e Institutions :-

l'rofe880ra (Senior) •• · Ra. 1,500 to 2,000 per month 
l'rofeseora (Junior) • • .. • • • • Ro. I,OOOto 1,500 .. 
Readers, Assistant Prcfeot!Ors and Senior Inatructora -Rs. 750 to 1,200 

1 Scientilio Man-Power Committee Repott (Mimecgraphed ccpy), Augwtt 1948, Chapter 
vn. P•ge 100., . 

• Scientffio Man-Power Committee Report (Mimeographed copy), AUiU•t. 1948, 
Ch&pter VII, Page 102. 
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Senior Leoturera 
Junior Lecturers, Demonatr&tors eto. 

. • Ra. 600 to 750 per mo11tb. 
• • Ro. 350 to 600 .. 

(b) Science collRfJP-s, Undergraduate standard. 
ProfeoiiOI'I 
Aoolatant Profeaoora •• 
Lecturer~~, Demonatr&toro, eto. •• .. 

• • Rs. 600 to 1,200. por mo11tb. 
• • Ra. 350 to 800 .. 
• • Ra. 250 to 600 .. 

Further, in their interim report1 the Committee recommend the 
creation of 20 professorships, 20 readerships and 40 lecturerships 
at different universities. There is no doubt that we need an upgrad
ing, both qualitative and quantitative, of students as well as of teach
ers. We have already discussed the question of. teachers' salaries 
in a preceding chapter. As most colleges and universities are under
staffed at present, we recommend the creation of additional posts 
of Professors, Readers and Lecturers, as soon as competent men 
are available to fill these posts with adequacy in quality. 

21. Effects Q{Siwrtage of Teachers in Science.-Increasing our 
supplyofscientificpersonnelis a taskthatwill necessarily take time. 
A highly skilled and productive worker in research and development 
laboratories can be produced only by years of rigorous and intensive 
training. It takes a scientist to train other scientists, and our short
age of high-quality scientists is a real threat to the quality of future 
science workers in our colleges and universities. An M.Sc. in 
science is not necessarily a scientist. Numbers without quality will 
not make up the shortage, nor assure the nation's scientific progress. 
The Scientific Man-Power Committee estimate that if all the exist
ing. facilities are fully utilized, it is possible, in five years, to train 
4, 799 students in six basic sciences. But there is room for serious 
doubt wbether these 4, 799 students can be adequately trained to be
come capable scientists, unless we have high quality scientist-teachers. 
Our qualitative shortage of teachers will particularly affect the post
gradunte and research training adversely, as increasing individual 
contnct with skilled sdentist-tenchers is very essential for training 
in these courses. · 

\Ve must, therefore, zealously conserve our resourc.es of first
cia..~ scientist-teachers by offering them adequate salaries, relaxing 
rt•tiring age limits, relieving them of routine administrative duties, 
giving them incl'tll\&'d grants to extend their research facilities, etc. 
It is up to \Lq to build our own foundation for future scientific pro
gn•ss at a time when we lack sufficient number of teacher-scientists 
for the adequat-e trniuing of potential scientists in our colleges and 
universities. 
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. 
22. Basic or Fundamental Research and Applied and Develop .. 

men£ Research.-. The division between basic and applied research is 
not a line but an overlapping area. Generally basic research is a quest 
for fundamental knowledge about the nature of man and the uni
verse, and the principles governing its operation, while applied and 
development research directs these discoveries toward definite ob
jectives. The discovery that an atom could be split was made by 
Hahn in Berlin following a series of investigations by the Italian. 
physicist Fernli: it was pure or fundamental research in laboratories 
with no idea of its applications. Applied research in America made 
use of this disnovery and created the atom bomb. With further 
development, it is hoped that the discovery of atomic fission may be 
used for generation ofpowerand other uses for human welfare and 
security. Similarly, Mendel, by his experiments on peas and highly 
ingenious deductions therefrom, discovered the two great underlying 
principles of inheritance : the principle of gametic purity and that of 
.the independent assortment of factors (genes) : it was .fundamental 
resea.rch, The application and development ofMendel's Ia wshave given 
us improved and :rust-resistant varieties of wheat, varieties· of poultry 
with a high rate of egg production, fine breeds of milch cattle, eto. 

The in:terest of Government in scientific research is naturally 
utilitarian and as the organisation of science. to aid llgriculture, en
gineering, industry, medicine, etc. requires large laboratories and 
organized team work, the Government have plans, paitly or largely 
implemented, for the establishment of sev:eral new Scientific L!ibora-· 
tories and Institutes.' Besides these, there are already well-established 

'(ll) The following Biz institutes have been recommended :-
1. lnatitute of Food Technology. · • 
2. Building &searoh Institute. 
3. Road &searoh Institute. 
4. Le&thel' &ssareh Institute. 
o. Eleotro-ohemie&l Institute. 
6. Drug Research Institute. 

(b) The construotion of the following jive laboratories and institutes ia under way:-.-

1. National Phyaie&l Laboratory, Delhi. 
2. National Chemie&l Laboratory, Poona. 
3. Na.tiona.l Metellurgie&l Labora.tory, Ja.mohedpur. 
4,, Fuel &aearoh Institute, Dha.nbad. 
6. Contra.!. Glass & Ceramic Research Inatitute, Calcutta. 

{•) Plans for aetting up of the following Biz new laboratories are well under way:-
1. Leather &search Institute, Ma.dra.a. ' 
2. Eleetro-Chemie&l lnduatriea &aearoh Institute, Ka.raikudi. 
8. Central Food Technological &aearch Inatitute, Mysore. 
4. Centra.!' Drug Reaearoh Inatitute, Lucknow. 
6. Roa.d &aearoh Institute, Delhi. 
6. Building Research Station, Roorkee. 
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institutes like the Indian Agricultural. Research Institute 
Indian Veterinary Research Institute, the Indian Forest Research 
Institute, and the Geological, Zoological and Anthropological Sur
veys. Scientific research at these numerou'! Government Labora
tories, Institutes and Surveys will always be partly fundamental, 
although it will be largely applied, and they must constantly look to 
the universities for a continuous supply of scientific personnel highly 
trained in fundamental research for recruitment of their staff. 

Fundamental research is more individual rather than organiza
tional. The actual process of discovery is almost always an achieve
ment of the individual mind requiring a man of superior ability and 
training. The greater part of all fundamental research comes from 
the u'liversities-the teachers and research students. Unless uni
versity research departments are strengthened, the stream of basic 
discoveries that feeds applied science and technology will dry up, and 
further, we shall reduce the number and quality of new scientists 
whose skills must produce these discoveries. 

Dr. S.S. Bhatnsgar,presiding over the Annual meeting of the 
National Institute of Sciences at Allahabad on 4th January, 1949, 
rightly observed : " While National Laboratories and Research
Institutes will play an ever increasing part in fu.:thering the applica
tion of ~~eienoe•to induitry, it is clear that ultimately tve ka,ve to de
pend on the unit'll1'sities for an even and constant flow of scientific 
workers and leaders imbued with zed and zest for research • .•••••• 
U niversitieska,ve been rightly recognised as the fountain heads of know
ledge and it is in their free atmosphere tka,t we should look forward to 
vigorous pursuit of fundamental research. Fundamental research is 
the source from wli.ich extraordinary applications are likely to emerge 
and unless we keep ourselves in the forefront of fundamental work, 
it is unlikely that we would make much origins~ contribution to 
applied research ". The case for fundamental scientific research 
at the universities could not be expre~sed more forcefully. 

On the whole, whatever scientific research there has been in 
our universities has been largely of the basic or fundamental type. 
This is as it should be, and must continue with the help of generoua 
grants of money and material by the State. While in a university 
there must be perfect freedom in the choice of subjects for research, 
pure or applied, there is no reason why our universities should not 
also take up problems of applied and development research in agri· 
culture and industry. In fact, with the growth of democracy our 
legislators and the general public may legitimately ask of the ani
varsities as to what they have done for the common man. For 
example, Nagpur is the centre for the orange crop, and what could 
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be more natural for the Nagpur university than to find oat all about 
the soil conditions, physical and chemical, for the healthy growth of 
this crop, to study all about. the insect-pests that infest the orange 
tre6 and the most economical means of eradicating these pests, to 
try and evolve better types of oranges, seedless oranges if possible, 
to work out ways and means of how best to pack and transport 
pz:operly oranges all over the country, by delaying over-ripening or 
by preservation, and thus to utilize the crop to its maximum extent~ 
Similarly, the Lucknow university could look after the mango- and 
papaya industry, and Allahabad the gusva industry. It is not 
enough that results of the findings of research workers should be 
published in scientific journals : they must carry their results to thee 
doors of the farmer. The universities should, in fact, establish a 
number of field stations in the surrounding countryside where their 
research workers can demonstrate to the farmers the results of their 
findings in the laboratories and thus help them to raise better crops, 
increase their income and raise their standard of living. . 

It has been the genius of the Americans in their famou.~ Land 
Grant Colleges and Universities to take fundamental discoveries 

"from Europe -and develop them tremendously and swiftly for human 
needs, thus outstripping Europe both in agricultural and industrial 
technology. Let our universities emulate their rounterparts in 
U.S.A. and develop not only fundamental research which will be 
their primary concern, but not neglect applied research which will 
bring them the good will of the community. 

23. Need for l'IWI"eased ·Capital and Maintenance Grants for 
University Labaratories.-The Scientific Man-Power Committee 
estimatesl that in order to implement their development plans for . 
higher scientific. education and research. (excluding medical, agri
cultural, engineering and technological) •. the Central Government 
should provide an additional capital grant of 494·735lakhs and s. 
maintenance grant of 60 · 0806lakhs per annum, over and above what 
has already been provided by the central and provincial governments. 
The capital grant is chiefly for new buildings and their equipment, 
while the maintenance grant is for laboratory apparatus, chemicals, 
etc. To the layman unacquainted with-universityfinance and the 
cost of higher scientific cdu'c&tion and research these demands may 
seem considerable, but that they are very reasonable will be seen by 
a comparison with what the United Kingdom is doing for her higher 
scientific training. The Council of the Royal Society in September. 

1 Scientifio Man-Power Committee &port (Mimeographed Document), Annexure V, 
S:unmary of Financial Implioetions of Development Plane). page3 I, 4, & 6. 
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1946, recommended to their Government that the average pre-war 
maintenance (recurring) grants for fundamental sciences which 
stood at 3·66 lakhs pounds (£ 366,000) a year should be increa.-red 
to 10 lakhs pounds(£ 1,000,000) a year as follows1 :-

Phyoica 

Chemiatry 

Geology 

Biology & Bioohemiatry , , 

Total 

.. l 

A_., pre-
war193ll 

£ 

103,000 

150,000 

27,000 

86,000 

366,000 

. Estimate for 
normal poa~ 
war year. 

£ 

300,000 

400,000 

75,000 

225,000 

1,000,000 

On inquiries made from ths office of the ROyal Society, we have 
been officially informed by the Assistant Secretary that in 1947 
" the Secretaries of the Royal Society made a .review of the implemen
tation of the above recommendations and assured theinBelves that 
eatisfactory action had been taken in almost every instance with 
the active co-operation of the University Grants Committee ". The 
British Government, res!izing the value of fundamental research 
at the universities, trebled their pre-war recurring grants in 
1946-47 and now spend about 135 la.khs of rupees per annum 
on five fundamental sciences alone in the universities, besides 
giving them capital grants for buildings, equipment etc. In 
1947, they increased the grants by about 85 la.khs of rupees. We 
have no doubt that the Government of India are anxious that India 
should take her rightful place in the vanguard of the comity of 
1111.tions in all fields and in the field of science.~ in particular. We 
should, theref<>re, urge them to give both moraJ and material support 
to the scientific departments ()f the universities. 

24. Expenditure of Maifltena11ce Grants.-Generally each depart
ment of science of a university (e.g., Physics, Chemistry, Zoology, 

• Boyal Socle~y Empire ScienUlio eo..r..r...oe, Bepoct, VoL 11, 1"'1!" "l· 
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Botany, etc.) should have a fixed annual grant allocated to it and 
the head of the department should be truated to spend this sum 
carefully and economically within the year. At several places 
we heard complaints of over-centralization and consequent delays 
in the expenditure of grants for purchase of apparatus, etc. At one 
place we were informed that the Principal of a college could not 
spend more than Rs_ 50/- without proper sanction from the higher 
authorities. This is probably an extreme case, but there is no 
doubt that, for expeditious working, we need far more of decentra
lization and cutting dowri of red-tape. The system should be 
based not on distrust, but on trust. Principals and Heads of de
partments should be trusted to spend their grants properly-they 
should place orders with firms directly, and on receipt of goods, 
certify that the goods have been received in good order and in right 
quantity and that payment should be made by the· central office. 
',l'hey need not handle large sums of money, but should have a con
tingent grant, say ofRs. 200/- for day to day expenditure on articles 
costing not more than Rs. 25/-. This .contingent grant should be 
.recouped from time to time on production of proper vouchers duly 
signed by the head of the department. It should be the duty of 
Principals and· Heads of· departments to see that they do not, in 
any circumstances, exceed their allotted grant for the year. Un
speDt balances of grants should not lapse but should be allowed to 
be .carried over to the nE>xt year. This. will do away y,ith the temp
tation to incur unconsidered e'qlenditure toward the end ~f the 
year in oroer not to let the unspent balance lapse. Audit and· · 
accounts rules should be changed for this- yurpose. 

V I.-Marine BwWgical Statiotls. 

25. Present Position of Biological Sciences.-The study of bio- · . 
logical sciences in our universities was started at a much later date 
than that of physical sciences, and even now , at a number of colleges 
and universities, Biology is taught only up to the underg:aduate 
level and they have· no provision at all for post-graduate teaching and 
research. In most of our schools Science still means Physics and 
Chemistry only, and Biology is almost completely neglected. Fur
ther,, facilities for teaching and research in Biology ~ very. mu~h 
t·estricted in the whole country. As a late-comer, B10logy IS still 
~eated as a cinderell3 amongst the sciences, e!en tho~h it has ma~e 
liDIJOrtent contributions to man's understanding of himself and his 
environment. One of the serious handicaps under which biologi~al 
teaching and research suffer in this country is the absence of manne 
biological stations. In point of fact, there is more of animal life in 
the sea than on land and in fresh waters combined, and manJ< of the 
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large groups of the animal kingdom are confined exclusively to the 
seas. Of the 24 universities that teach Biology either up to the un
dergraduate or post-graduate level, only jO'UII' (Bombay, Madras,· 
.Andhra. and Travancore) are situated on the sea-coast, while the re
maining twenty are more or less completely land-locked. Even the 
maritime universities have not yet provided adequate facilities for 
marine biological work in the way of marine aquaria, trawlers, nets, 
etc. There is & marine aquarium at Trivandrum with running sea
water, while the one at Bombay belonging to the Fisheries Depart
ment is still in the process of construction. The 1!1adras university 
laboratory has been in existence for some years but has still no arrange
ments for running sea water for proper work in marine biology, 
while the Madras Aquarium which was & fine institution was taken 
over for military purposes during the War and has not yet resumed 
its original pre-war functions, and has been, so to speak, lost to marine 
biology. No laboratory possesses a proper boat for collection and 
dredging work. 

26. l'IUXJ'mplete Teaching, Restricted Fields of Rese4rch and Eco
nomic Loss.-The absence of marine biological stations keeps our 
biological teaching very incomplete and inefficient, and seriously 
restricts our fields for research. Students in our inland universities 
are obliged to study marine animals and plants only as preserved 
specimens and not as living organisms. Most of our students of 
zoology in inland universities take their M.Sc. degrees without ever 
ha.ving seen a marine animal alive in its natural surroundings ; in fact, 
many of them have never seen the sea at all. Even many of the 
teachers of these universities are equally ignorant of or out of touch 
with marine life, and cannot contribute anything of value either in the 
wide field of marine biology and oceanography or in the other equally 
wide field of that side of fundamental research which depends upon 
marine animals or plants as materials of study. Occasionally short 
trips of a week or ten days to a sea-side place are organized, but their 
value is very limited. As & result, practically nothing is known of 
the large sea-weeds or the different kinds of blue, green and red algre 
of the Indian seas ; the life-history of no important Indian fish has 
yet been worked out and we know nothinl,.hf the food, m.igr&tion and 
enemit>s of even the most important food- in our seas. The Indian 
&!'a-fisheries are still in their infancy but have great pos.'libilities and 
it is nece~ that scientific teaching and research should proceed 
side by side with the commercial exploitation pf the sea 1• 
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. If one were to state in a single phrase the outstanding change 
that has come about in zoological science during the last 50 years, it 
would have to be a statement concerning the transformation of 
zoology largely from a descriptive to an experimental science. Un
fortunately, zoology in this conntry is still very largely in the- des
criptive stage, fully 50 years behind time, and, excepting a couple of 
workers, no one in India has been able to contribute anything of im
portance to the science of experimental zoology, experimental em
bryology or comparative physiology. Most of the recent work on 
fertilization, artificial parthenogene8is, spiral cleavage and many 
other aspects of experimental embryology as also the work on the 
transmission of nervous impulse, osmotic regulation, non-acoustic 
functions of the ear, locomotion of fish, etc., in experimental zoology 
has been done -in the marine laboratories of the West and all these 
fields of research are at present completely denied to India:o. workers 
for wantoffacilities which can be available only at marine biological 
stations. Further, inland biological laboratories all over India import 
thousands of rupees worth of marine biological material for cia.ss 
dissections, section-cutting, embryology etc., from Europe and 
America. If we have well organized marine stations in India, each 
with a supply department, part of their expenses would be met from 
the income derived from the sale 11f biological material, and the conn· 
try will become self-sufficient in this respect. 

27. Marine Biological Stations i7Hther Caumries.-The realiza
tion that instruction in biological sciences remains incomplete and 
inefficient nnleas students and teachers work at the sea-shore in direct · 
contact with the life of the sea has beeli. responsible for the pheno- · 
menal growth of marine biological stations in Europe and Ameriea. 
France has perhaps the largest number of stations amongst the 
European conntries. The universities largely- control these stations· 
which combine the functions of teaching and research with a scientific 
study of the fisheries. Great Britain has five large marine stations 
besides a number of small ones. Similarly, Ireland, Germany, Nor
way and Sweden have their biological stations. Italy has one of the 
oldest and best stations in the world at Naples fonnded by Anton 
Dohrn as early as 1872. The U.S. S. R. has a station at Murmansk 
and others at Varna and Sebastopol. Altogether there are 75 
stations in Europe, large and small. The United States has the_ dis
tinction of poasessing the largest marine biological stati~n in the world 
at Woods Hole, besides many other large stations at La Jolla and other 
places. At Woods Hole there are about 400 workers in summer 
months. Regular courseS in general marine zoology, eX:perimental 
zoology, comparative physiology and experimental embryology are 
held every summer nnder the supervision of university teachers, and 
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students from all over the country come to attend them ; these courses 
are recognised by all the universities of the United States for credits 
in biological courses. Besides, Biology teachers from all over 
the country :make use of this fine laboratory and it'! first-class 
library for their research work. There is an· atmosphere of scientific 
camaraderie at the place, and the station is worthily noted for the 
high quality of its research work during the last 70 years or more. 
In Great Britain also it is customary for all undergraduates studying 
zoology to attend a six to eight weeks' course at one of their marine 
stations (e.g. Plymouth, New Castle, Port Erin, etc.) during 
Easter or summer. Besides, a large number of university research 
workers occupy taqles maintained by their universities at these 
stations, and carry on their work over several months. In addition, 
some of these stations, (e.g. Plymouth) maintain a large. permanent 
staff of zoologists, physiologists and chemists whose main function 
is to explore the sea and the sea-life from all scientific aspects. 
Further, all the big marine stations, e.g. Woods Role, Naples, Ply
mouth, etc., maintain supply departments for the supply of biological 
material, live or preserved, to the universities. 

28. Schemes for Marine BWlogirol Sta.tions in Indw.-Biologists 
in India have long been pressing the need of these biological stations 
upon the attention of the Government of India. .As early as 1920, 
Dr. Stanley Kemp, Superintendent of the Zoological Survey oflndia., 
was sent on de:futation to Europe to stpdy the organization of marine 
biological stations and to make plans for such stations in India ; 
on return he drew up a scheme which was supported by two influen
tial scientific bodies, the Board of Scientific Advice in India and the 
British .Association for the Advancement of Science in England. 
But the scheme never materialized. From 1924 onwards at least 
jif)tl presidents of the zoology section of the Indian Scienc~ Congress 
have emphasized this deficiency in our equipment for biological teach
ing and research and have urged the need for biological stations. 
The St>cretaries of th(l Indian Science Congress addressed the Govern
ment of India, all the Local Governments and the universities on the 
subject as long ago as 1924, but to no effect. Only in 1944-45, when 
there was acute food-shortage in the country, did the Government 
wake up to the realization that there was plenty of fish food in the 
st>a and could be harvested. The Government of India started a 
Fisherit>s De~ment in the Ministry of Agriculture, but found that 
they had ne1ther the proper equipment, nor a properly trained 
pt>rsonnel for scit>ntific developmental \'I ork on :fisheries. Srores of 
scholars were sent over to U. K. and U.S.A. for two to three 
yt>ars' training in :fisheries to come back and man the newly started 
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Fisheries Department. · One cannot help thinking that if the scienti
fic advice tendered to the Government about six times from 1920 
onwards had been acted upon, we would have had several well
established marine stations at a cost probably less than what we have 
had to spend on overseas scholarships, would have accumulated 
a quantity of relevant data regarding our marine fishery resources, and 
would have had the requisite trained personnel in the country resdy 
to go into action immediately at the time of the crisis. We have 
already lost at least twenty-five years, but must now ensure that we 
do not lose any more time. .After working for about two years 
in temporary quarters at Madras, the Fisheries. Department, we 
understand, are now ready to occupy their permanent buildings at 
the Central Marine Fisheries Station at :M:andapam and start work 
immediately. 

29. Suggested Measures.-We conSider that the training of a 
·B. Sc. Honours graduate or an M.Sc. in zoology is incomplete unless 
he has had a six to eight weeks' course in marine biology, and that it 
is necessary to take immediate measures to make up this deficiency in 
our biological teaching and research. According to the figures 
collected by the Scientific Man-Power Committee• the outturn of 
B.Sc. Honours graduates and M.Scs. in zoology from the inland 
universities at present is 96 per year. As more colleges and univer
sities start M.Sc. classes in zoology and extended facilities are made 
available at the existfug institutions, t~e annual,. outturn will increase.· 
We should, therefore, make arrangements for 6 to 8 weeks of training 
of 100 students every year in marine zoology. As this large number' 
cannot be trained at one place, we consider that the Central Fisheries· 
station at :M:andapam and the four maritime universities should. sh!lre 
the work of giving courses in marine zoology to the zoology students 
of inland universities.· The scope of. the :M:andapam Fisheries Station 
should be enlarged so as to enable it to function not only as a Fisheries 
Station b'Ut as a Marine Biological Stati!)n in the largest sense. Its 
function should be research as well as teaching. To start with, ip 
.should organize a six to eight weeks' well planned intensive course in 
general and systematic marine zoology during :M:ay and June for 
about 20 Honours and :M:. Sc. students from the several inland uni
versities. It will be of great advantage if inland universities. should 
depute their younger teachers also to attend this course so that they 
can enliven their teaching at their own universities. The station 
should also reserve a few tables for and afford all facilities to teachers 
and research students from the universities who may like to spend 
some time for research there during summer or any other time of the 
year.· It will be necessary to provide accommodation and boarding 

' €oientifio Man-Power Commitl>!e Report (Printed Document), Pages 253- 2~1.· 
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facilities for these temporary visitors. Plans should also be made at 
once for starting courses in comparative physiology and general and 
experimental embryology in the near future. All these courses can be 
made successful only with the co-operation of the universities, which 
should make it obligatory for their B.Sc. Honours and M.Sc. students 
in zoology to attend these courses and give them credit for work at 
this station. Further, the Mandapam station should maintain a 
permanent supply department to maintain a.n adequate supply of 
biological material and sell it to the inland universities. It isofthe 
utmost importance that this station should maintain the closest 
contacts with the universities and should encourage university 
teachers and students to make the most liberal use of marine biologi· 
cal facilities at the station. 

Further, the zoological laboratories of the four maritime universities 
of Bombay, Madras, Andhra and Travancore should be strengthened 
so as to enable them also to cater for the needs of the Honours and 
M.Sc. zoology students of the inland universities. The Marine 
Laboratory at Travancore can immediately organize a course in 
marine zoology during winter for 15 to 20 students. The Director 
should be requested to prepare plans for organizing a course 
and should be given the necessary grant-in-aid for the purpose. 
Andhra university has a very well organi'!ed zoological laboratory at 
Waltair not far from the sea. Either the present laboratory should be 
eql!ipped with running sea. water for marine biology work or a small 
new laboratory be built a.t La.wson's Bay so that it can accommodate 
16 to 20 students at a time. This la.bora.tory should be very conveni· 
ent for students from Northern and Eastern universities for a summer 
course in marine zoology. The Madras university marine zoology 
laboratory has good accommodation and is conveniently situa.ted on 
open sea-coast. With a capital grant and a small maintenance grant 
it can instal a pla.ntforrunning sea water and can form a very good 
centre for marine biology courses. The Bombay Aquarium, in process 
of construction, will have running sea water already installed, but it 
will need laboratory accommodation, and one or two members of the 
teaching staff of the Bombay colleges with the co-operation of the 
Fisheries staff can conduct a marine biology course. As far as 
poseible these courses at" different centres should be so planned as to 
ensure the maximum utilization of the facilities available. All 
these four stations !'hould have their supply departments. 
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VII.-Bwder-Line Sciences. 
. -'JO. Newer Fieliis of Researck.-Scientific knowledge is advancing · 

at such a rapid rate as to open up continually newer and newer 
fields of research ; of these, none have been so richly productive 
of useful resulte during recent years as the so-called border-line 
sciences, like Biochemistry, BiophySics, Geochemistry, Geophysics, 
etc., which span the frontiers between di:fferent sciences. Training 
in these sciences can only be given at the post-graduate level as one 
must have a good fundamental knowledge of at least two basic 
sciences before taking up any of these newer sciences. AB we are 
unfortunately still deficient in our average teaching and research 
equipment and standards in basic sciences, we have not yet provided 
enough facilities for these newer fields of research in our universities. · 
Biochemistry is probably the earliest of these newer disciplines 
and aims at winning all possible knowledge of the chemical nature 
of living organisms in order to understand what constitutes the 
" breath of life ". Except at a very few placeS, Biochemistry in 
our country is still regarded as a sub-department of Physiology at 
the medical colleges. It is time we realized the importance of and 
the enormous possibilities of research in this branch of science 
and recognised its status by having separate post-graduate depart
ments of Biochemistry at most of our universities. These de~ 
ments should not confine themselves to research oBly, but should 
conduct regular teaching at the post--graduate level. Again, the 
applicat¥>ns of Physics to Biology hav~ substantially advanced our · · 
understanding of several biological phenomena, e.g., the use ef the 
cathode ray oscillograph in the study of the transmission of the 
nervous impulse, and that of the role of ultrasonic vibrations in tlie 
hearing in bats and insects, and the _use of Electron microscope in 
the study .of the protoplasmic structure of tissues. Similarly, 
Geology has developed several· specialities like mineralogical 
chemistry, palaeozoology, palaeobotany, and geophysics ; they are 
parts of geology, but are also parts of chemistry, biology and physics. 
The science of geophysics, dealing with the investigation of magnetic, 
gravitational, seismic and other physical properties of the earth 
has during the last twenty years developed methods of oil prospecting 
by which it is now possible t<> locate oil even beneath depths of 6000 
feet. Facilities for teaching and research in these earth-sciences 
of economic importance are still very inadequate in our universities 
and need. considerable expansion. 

The study of these border-line sciences ultimately depends on 
Physics, Chemistry, Biology and. Geology and unless these basic 
sciences receive adequate maintenance grants for development, 
the border-line sciences will also suffer. 
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VIII.-Recommendationa. 

31. We reco=end :-

(1) that there should be a uniformity in the regulations for 
the M.A. and M.Sc. degrees. A pass graduate should 
study for at least two years and an honours graduate for 
at least one year ; teaching for these degrees should be 
properly organized by means of regular lectures, ~;eminars 
and laboratory worll:. The course should .include ad
vanced study of one special subject and training in 
methods of research, but not actual research. Admission 
to these courses should be on an all-India basis at every 
university. There should be the closest personal touch 
between the staff and the students. 

(2) that the training for the Ph.D. degree should extend over 
a period of at least two years. A Ph.D. student should 
not become a narrow specialist, but his grasp of .his 
subject should be characterized both by breadth and 
depth. The examination should include a thesis and a 
viva voce examination to test the candidate's general 
knowledge of the whole field of the subject. Admission 
to Ph.D. courses should be made with great care and 

.should be on an all-India basis. 

(3) that teaching universitieR ·should develop · research 
training in as many branches of knowledge as they can, 
while the affiliating universities should develop post
graduate and research departments in subjects in which 
they can secure services of scholars of high quality. 

( 4) that there should be a certain number of Research Fellow
ships in each university for students who have taken the 
Ph.D. degree and wish to pursue a career of scholarship 
and research. These Fellowships should be awarded 
only to those Ph.Ds. who have shown a high degree 
of scholarship and competence for research. 

(5) that the D.Litt. and D.Sc. degrees should be awarded on 
published work of outstanding quality and conspicuous 
originality. 

(6) that university teachers should give the community plll'.C
tuality, efficier.cy and devotion to duty in relation to 
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their tc!Lching work, and new ideas and newer methods 
in relation to their research work. . 

(7) that the ample resources available in our country for 
research in languages and literature, classical and modern, 
as also in Philosophy; Religion, History and Fine .Arts 

' should be properly utilized by scholars. 

(8) that, as there is an acute shortage of scientific man power 
and is at its worst so far as it concerns teachers in science, 
where it is much more quaZitative than quantitative, it is 
desirable to train a large number of scientists in the 
hope that we may get a few men of outstanding calibre. 

(9) that the Ministry of Education should institute' a large 
number of scholarships and free places for really good 
students at the M.Sc. and ·Ph.D. stages. There should 
be a suitable machinery for the selection of students for 
these scholarships and free places, which should function 
as a body for " science talent search ". 

(10) that the teaching personnel of the scientific departments 
of universities should be strel).gthened by the creation of 
additionar professorships, :readerships an_d lecturerships. 
In selecting the personnel, emphasis should be on quality. , 
rather than on nlimbers. 

(11) that fundamental research sliould be the primary can
cern of the universities, and universities should not be 
precluded from taking ·up special applied problems con-· 
cerning their own regions. 

(12) that generous capital and maintenance grants should be 
made to the scientific departments of universities to 
enable them to extend and consolidate their post-graduate. 
and research facilitieS, as has been done in Great Britain 
where the maintenance grants have recently been trebled. 

(13) that, in order to make up the serious deficiency in biolo
gical teaching and research in our universities, we should 
have five marine biological stations. The scope of the 
Central Fisheries Station at Mandapam should be 
enlarged so. that it can function as a Marine-Biological 
Station in the largest sense. Further, the universities 
of Bombay, Andhra, Madras and Travancore should be 
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given capital and mainten,ance grants to conduct teach
ing and research in marine biology more effectively, as 
well as to cater for the needs of inland universities. All 
these five stations should organize six to eight weeks• 
courses in systematic marine zoology to start with, and 
then add courses in comparative physiology and ex· 
perimentaJ zoology, and ·general and experimental em
bryology. They should alao maintain supply depart
ments for the supply of marine biological material to in
land universities. 

(14) th&t greater facilities should be provided for study and 
research in border-line sciences, like Biochemistry, 
Biophysics, Geochemistly, Geo,t>hysics, etc. 



~ _IAPTER VII 
PROFESSION:AL EDUCATION 

lNTRonucTION 
1. What. is a Profession and What is Professional Educa.tion ! 2. The 
Responsibilities of Professional Education. 3. Fundamentals of 
Professionai · Educ&.tion. · 
1 .. What is a Profession and What is Professi&rud Education ?-

- In a vital ~nd rapidly evolving societx the wo!-'ds" profession "and 
"professional-"' elude precise definition .. For along period in the 
West there were three recognized learned professions, theology, law 
and J!ledicine. .'~'htl!!e had a prestige which WlJ.S highly. prized and 

. zealously- guaxde~.. · 
' · -Theri aich,itecture, and later engineering, came to be accepted 
as professions: · With the recognition that there are numerous cal
lings which demand disciplined and scholarly training, the designa
tion " profession " has come to be claimed by still other occupa
tions. Dentistry, teaching, joumalism, librarianship, forestry and 
nursing are some callings to which the status of profession is general
ly conceded in mature societies, and the list is by no means complete. 
It may be that the words " profession " and " professional " will 
cease to be associated with specific callings, and will relate instead 
to standards and attitudes. 

Any man or woman who has prepared for exacting service by 
thorough and disciplined scholarship and training, and who lives and 
works in the spirit. of professional standards,maywell be recognized, 
as a member of a profession. Also, the Q,ay probably is approaching. 
when no private business or any other exacting calling can claim the 
respect a,nd protection of society except in so far as it lives &hd 
operates by professional standards .. 

Professional education is the proc~ by which men and women' 
prepare for exacting, responsible service in the profesf>ional spirit. 
The term may be restricted to preparation for fields requiring well
informed and disciplined insight and skill of a high order. Less 
exacting preparation may be designated as vocational or technical 
education. 

2. The Responsibilities of Professional Education.-!£ our im
perilled civilization is to survive, our keenest and most disciplined 
minds, and to a very considerable degree this means our professional 
men, must devote their moral energies and intellectual powers tn 
B'>lving current and long range problems.1 The civilized peoples 

• Adapted from a talk by Professor Elliot Dunlop Smith, at . the Inter.Profeoai0118l 
Conference .on Education for Profsgional Reaponsibility at Pitt9burg, Pe110., 
O.S.A. May l948a Some other idea& and expressions are taken1 ·£rom Profeaaor Smith and 
from other apeak01'8 at this oonferenoe. 

17. 
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of the world are puzzled as to why intelligence and education do not 
bring peace and order, as to why democratic constitutions do not 
bring democracy, why religion does not bring brotherhood. 

One reason is that while professional men in a large degree are in 
key positions in modern society, professional education has failed in 
one of its large responsibilities, that of developing over-all principles. 
and philosophy by which profe8sional men should live and work. To 
the extent that such purpose and philosophy are lacking, the engineer 
may be at the service of anyone who will pay him well, regardless of 
the social-worth of his services ; the lawyer's skill may be for aale for· 
right or wrong (with some professional rationalizing), while the phy
sician may seek the place oflargest income, rather than that of great
~Bt service. ·while each may have high skill, the total effect may be 
~reat internal stress and even social deterioration. 

3. Fundamentals of Professional Education.-The.foundation cf 
professional education should be not OJ?.ly technical skill, .but albo 
a sense of social responsibility, an appreciation of social and human 
values and relationships, and disciplined power to see realities without 
prejudice or blind commitment. While professional men largely set 
the pattern of national life, that pattern is much influenced by their 
earlier intellectual and moral experiences, especially their profes-. 
sional training. The standards and motives of professional practice 
in the coming years are largely being made in the professional schools 

'<>f today. An increased sense of social responsibility in .the profes
aions cannot be brought about in the main by trying to re-educate 
mature professional men~ It requires a changing of professional edu
cation in method and spirit, so that young men entering the profe&· 
sions shall be living and working in the spirit of tbe new, democratic 
India. · · 

One of the primary needs is that the professional man shall see the 
whole problc~ with which he deals, not merely its technical phases. 
All teohniual education should tnn1<mit technical understanding, skill 
and mothod, not as an isolated discipline, but in its total human and 
social setting. Failure to do that is largely responsible for failure c.f 
modern civilization to produce social peace and harmony. · 

As has been said by modern students of professional education, 
when professional students are taught the humanistic, social and 
basic soienoe subjects with the methods of profes.....ional education, the 
i nore.ase in power and zest for learning is in some measure comparable 
to that whioh characterizes the shift from the textbook learning of 
law or medicine to the case and clinical methods. 

The problem of professional teaching is one of content as well all 
method. If the professional student has acquired wisely selected. 
basic knowledge and the professional way of thinkinll and working, 
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with represen~tive increments of particular knowledge, then he can 
himself acquire the particular knowledge he especially needs from 
time to time. If he has mastered the art of using fundamental know
ledge to get particular knowledge, the amount of particular know
ledge he must accumulate is greatly reduced, and time is made avail
able for the teaching of fundamentals. The converse is not true: If 
hi~ time is spent in cramming his mind with facts, that very process 
may make him less competent to work with flllldamentals. Every 
practitioner of professional stature knows that human and social 
problems ate inherent in all-major professional questions and must
be dealt with ifsuch questions are to be handled on a professionallevel. 
When _al\d only when problems are thus fully dealt with is the stu
dent in facing a problem forced to ask the truly professional question. 
"What, aU thi11{Js considered, should be d:one 1" -Only then can a 
professional man accept moral responsibility for his own professional 
conduct, and determine for himself what values his technical compe
tence will serve, instead of leaving this to be determined by others. 
Professional study is so demanding that unlest< the spirit and habit 
of seeing the total problem, professional, human and social, are in the 
very spirit and texture of professional teaching itself, human 
and social considerations will tend to fade into the background with 
memories of adolescence. General human motive and purpose need 
to be so much a part of professional training that to the student they 
will be one and inseparable. 
· There is a fundamental unity to all scholarly and professional 

thought. For students to come to recognize this unity it is neceasary. 
to have teachers with-the breadth of mind and outlook to work out., 
and to use in theirccursescommon expressionsofthecommonfunda
mentals of effective thinking and learning. The various professional 
schools in a university might well work together at developing these 
fundamentals. By such common eiqlloration, the stature and qual~ . 
ity of all professional teaching might 'be increased. The common 
basic methods for using fundamental knowledge in solving parti
cular problems, on being applied in widely divergent fields, may be
come so characteristic of a university that its students will absorb 
those methods as one learns the mother tongue. To the extent that. 
the same fundamental methods apply in all professional fields, the 
professions can understand and cooperate with each other. Also, 
in professional teaching, the development of fundamental methods 
in one profession will tend to serve all professions. · -

We shall now consider in some detail the courses of study, 
duration, etc. of the followingprofesRions: 1. Agriculture. 2. Commerce. 
3. Education. 4: Engineering and Technology. 5. Law and 
6. Medicine and refer to a few new professions. 
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A.-AGRICULTURE 

I.-Indian A.griculturaZ Edwxrticm. to tlzs Present. 

1. The B:10kground of Agricultural Educ~tion 1n India.. 2. Present 
Agricultural Education in India. ~. Fooilities for Reser.rch• 

11.-Agrit:ultural EdiJCIJtilm in the United StatM. 

4. Beginnit>g of Agriaultural Education. 5. The Organiza.tion of Agri
cultural Education. 6. The College or Teaching Division. 7. The 
Experiment Station (or Research Institute). 8. The Agriculture Extension 
Service. 9. The Educa.tional, Spiritual and Human Values. 

III.-Agricultuml Policy and Agricultural Edooation. 

10. Agricultural Education will reflect Agricultural Policy. 11. The Need 
for Agricultural Statesmanship. 12. The Need for Training Facilities 
for Leadership. 13. The Pressure of Emergency. H. Emergency 
Solutions may be Dangerous. 15. Immediate Research Objectives. 

TV.-Proposals for Agricultt~ral Hig~ Education. 

16. A Pattern for Agricultural Education. 17. Aims of the Firat Degree 
Course. lf!, The Curriculum. 19. .Flexibility of the Curriculum. 
20. Considerations in tJle Design and Revision of Curricula. 21. Practical 
Work. 22. Three .i1'unctioll.i of an Agricultural College. 23. The Place 
of Government and of Local Initiative. 24. Education for Functions 
Asllooie.ted with Agriculture. 25. Fisheries. 26. Co-ordination of Agri
cultural Services through E.iucation. 

· 1.-bidian Agricultural Educatifm to the Present. 
' 1. The Bacl:grou1id of Agricultural Educatifm in India.-Until 

about a hundred and fifty years ago Indian agriculture had an 
indigenous organization and structure which quite reasonably 
served its needs. The villages were largely self-sustaining. , With 
the development of British rule, the industrial revolution, and the 
~oming of a profit economy, the old village structure tended to 
break down. That the depressed condition of the Indian farmer 
was not due to lack of industry and skill is indicated by the report 
<>f Dr. J. A. Voelcker of the'British Royal Agricultural Society, who 
was sent by the Society in 1889 to study Indian a.,uriculture. He 
wrote, " Certain it is that I, at least, have never seen a more perfect 
picture of careful cultivation, combined with hard labour, persevcr
ence, and fertility of resource than I have seen at many of the halting 
places in my tour." Thefactthatthe farmer was illiterate did not 
mean that he was uninformed or nnskmed in his way of life. 
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During Dr. Voelcker's visit, in 1890, an agricultural conference 
was held and certain recommendations were made. As a result, aiJ 
agricultural chemist to the Government of India was appointed that 
year. . Ten years later an Inspector-General of Agriculture and s 
mycologi&t were appointed, anq in_l\}03 an entomologist was added. 
At about the same time a donation of 30,000 pounds by Henry 
Phipps of Chicago was used to found the Pusa Research Institute. 
In 1904 the Indian Cooperative Societies Act was passed, in 1905 
the central and provincial Departments of Agriculture were expanded 
and in 1906 the Indian Agricultural Service was constituted. These 
and similar actions indicated an awakening to the needs of agri~ 
culture. . However, their total effect on the great mass of Indian 
agriculture was slight. . . · 

In 1928 a Royal Commission on Agl-iculture in India was ap
pointed tO study agriculture and rural life. It made an exhaustive 
report on research, marketing, financial credit and rural welfare. 
One of its main recommendations was that a research institution 
should be established. The Commission concluded that however 
efficient an organization !night be built up for demonstration and 
propaganda, unless it was based on the solid foundations provided 
by research, it was metely a house built on sand. 

As a result of this recommendation, the Imperial Council of 
Agricultural Research was incorporated in 1929, Almost imme
diately afterward there followed the great depression, during which 
Indian agricultural income was reduced by about half, while interest 
on debts, rents, taxes and the prices of manufactured goods did not 
similarly fall. Therefore the farmers' plight became steadily. worse. 
By the end of the nineteen-thirties recovery had begun, 'but then 
came the second Wo:Hd War, and attention was centred on military 
considerations. However, the Qol,Ulcil of Agricultural Research 
has grown and expanded its work. . . · 

2. Preseni Agricultural Educatitm in I ;,a,ia.-· During the half 
· century in which some official attention has been given to agriculture, 
a number of developments have ;Rrovided the beginnings of agri
cultural programme and policy. Twenty-one institutions for higher 

. educational work in agriculture have been established. They are : 

Agra : Balwant Rajput College (Agricultural section opened, 
. 1941) 

-Allahabad : Allahabad Agricultural Institute (Besides B.Sc. 
(Ag.} also B.Sc. in Agricultural Engmeering, and Indian 
Dairy Diploma) · 
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Amritsa.r : · Government .Agricultural College (Located at 

Kha~a College, Amritsa.r,. ~- 1947) 

Anand: .Bansila.l Amritla.l College of .Agriculture (est. 1947) . . . 
Bana.ras : College of .Agriculture, Bana.r,ls Hindu University 

(est. 1945; Besides first degree, also M.Sc. in Agricultural 
Botany for a number ·Of years}---· - ·· ·· · · ·· - · -·-~-- · -

Bangalore : .Agricultural Coilege and Research .. Institute, 
Hebbal (est. 19~6) · · · · · · 

Ba.ngalore : Indian Dairy Research Institute (Posb-gradua.te 
work ; est. 1944) . . 

Bapta1a. (Madra.s Presidency) : .Agricultural College (est. 1945) 

Coimbatore : Agricultural College and Research Institute 
(Affiliated to the Madras University for B.Sc. in 1932) 

Delhi: Central College of Agriculture (est. 1947) 

Delhi : Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Pusa., 
New Delhi (Post-graduate work ; established at Pusa., 
Bihar in 1903, shifted to New PUBa, Delhi in 1936) 

Dharwa.r : College of .Agriculture (est. 1947) 

Hydera.bad (Deccan) : Os~nia. College o( .Agriculture (est. 
1946) 

. . 
Indore : Institute of Plant Industry (Post-graduate worli', 

est. 1924) . · · · 

Ka.npur : Government Agricultural College (First degree 
and post-graduate work, est. 1906) . 

Khamga.on : G.S. College of Science and .Agriculture (Agri
cultural section opened 1948) . . . 

Lo.kha.oti : Amar Singh K.E.M.U. Jat College (Agricultural 
section opened 1941) · . · · 

Mukteswar (Also at lz&tnagar) : Indian Veterinary Research 
Institute (est. Poona 1890 ; transferred to Mukteswar 
1893; Izatnagar Branch 1913; Post-graduate work) 

N~ur College of Agriculture (Affiliated to Nagpur University 
lD 19~5) . . . . 

Poona : College of Agriculture (est. 1947) · · 

Sabour (Bhagalpur) : Bihar Agricultural College (est. 1945) 
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1924 . . 
1925 . . 
1926 .. 
1927 .. 
1928 . . 
1929 . . 
1930 . . 
1931 . . 
1932 . . 
1933 . . 
1934 .. 
i936 .. . 
1936 . . 
1937 . . 
1938 .. 
1939 .. 
1940 . -
1941 .. 
1942 .. 
1943 .. 
1944 .. 
1946 . . 
1946 .. 
19" .. 
1948 .. 
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AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES IN INDIA 
GROWTH IN ENROLMENT 1924-48. 

No. Applying and No. Admitted . 

Year No. of No. No. 
Colleges Applied Admitted 

. . .. . . 2 82 30 
' .. .. . . 2 86 36 

. . . . .. 2 ll9 44 . 

. . . . . . 3 209 109 

. . . . .. 3 216 ll9 

.. .. .. 3 2M 138 

.. .. . . 3 216 136 

.. .. .. 3 189 100 

.. . . .. 4 348 135 

. . . . .. ' 291 140 

. . .. . . ' 330 196 
-

4 376 193 . . .. . . 
. . .. .. 4 632 188 

. . .. .. 4 457 196 
-

. . .. . . 4 482 173 

.. . . •• 6 • 918 266 

.. .. . . 6 no 272 . 

.. .. . . 6 796 440 

. . .. . . 7 917 457 

. . .. .. 7 1044 604 

.. . . .. 8 14tl3 722 

. . .. .. II 3139 966 

. . . . . . 13 3389 1250 

. . .. .. 17 3608 1661 

.. • < .. 17 3281 1448 

Remarks 

-
-

. 
-

. 
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The Table gives the number of applications and adrirlssions to these 
colleges from the da.te of their establishment to 1948. With only 
about 1500 students being admitted to a.ll agricultural colleges each 
year, in ca.se half of them should graduate, this would represent only 
three a~cultural graduates per year per million of the farming 
populat1on. · · 

We are informed by heads. of agricultural schools that of those 
who do graduate, not more than two or three per cent return to 
agricultural communities. In 1936 and 1937, Sir John Russell, 
Director of the great Rothamsted Experimental Station of England, 
visited India at the request of the Imperial Council of Agricultural 
Research, to review the condition of Indian agriculture. After an 
extended tour of agricultural stations and villages he reported that, 
in general, the men who actually till the soil are scarcely touched by 
the national programme of agricultural education. 

The cases where inHuence of agricultural research has been felt 
are largely those in which industry has so directly impinged on 
agriculture that the technical demands of industry could impress 
themselves on agricultural practice. The Indian Central Cotton 
Committee, organized by the government and financed to the extent 
of 18 lakhs a year by a tax on cotton, is such a case. It has operated 
since 1923, and has impressed its standards upon cotton farmers. 
Similar committees, similarly financed, have been organized for jute, 
sugar, lac, cocoanut, tobacco, oilseeds, coffee, tea and rubber. It 
is reported that about 80 per cent of the sugar-cane grown and about 
50 per cent of the jute are raised from improved seed, since the manu
facturers are able to inHuence farm practice. Crops in which an 
organized industry does not take a direct interest do not fare so well, 
though improved varieties of wheat and rice are coming into general 
use. 

3. Facilities for Research.-At the present time the Indian 
Council of Agricultural Research issues about four publications and 
~arries on a variety of research. More or less associated with it are 
the Indian Institute of Fruit Technology, established in 1945 ; the 
Central Agricultural Marketing Department, originated in 1934 with 
the appointment of a " marketing expert " ; the Imperial Bacteriolo· 
gical Laboratory, founded in 1890 as the Indian Veterinary Research 
Institute ; the Indian Dairy Research Institute, initiated in 1923 ; 
and the Rice Institute founded in 1946. In addition there are the 
commodity committees already mentioned and a considerable number 
of other committees dealing with various phases of-agriculture. In 
addition, facilities for higher and post-graduate training in certain 
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11ubjects in agricultilral science are available at the universities of 
Agra, Banaras, Bombay, Madras ari.d Nagpur ; and also at the India 
Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi; the Indian Dairy 
Research Institute, Bangalore ; the Indian Veterinary Research 
Institute, lzatnagar ; and the Agricultural Meteorological Section, 
Meteorological Office, Poona. There are also facilitieJI at a few 
universities for pure science graduateS for research in some basic 
agricultural sciences like soil science, plant breeding and plant physio
logy. . · 

. . The number of M.Sc.s and doctorates turned out from the agri
cultural colleges in India during 1946-47 was 74. Also, 156 candi
dates received post-graduate diplomas in agriculture, veterinary, 
.forests, dairying, and allied sciences in the same year. ~ccording 
to the Report; of the Scientific Manpower Committee in 1948, it is 
estimated that facilities for training in post-graduate research work 
in agricultural sciences are available in India for only 166 students. 
There are at present no facilities worth the name for training in soil 
survey or soil conservation. . . 

We have not secured information as to the extent or effectiveness 
of the agricultural experiment· stations of India. 

In view of the vast extent and the great importance of Indian 
agriculture it is obvious that M yet only a bare beginning hM been. 
made in meeting the needs of agricultural education on the university 
level. · · 

· As an illustration of what can be accomplished in the develop- . 
ment of a democratic sy&tem of a,oricultural education we give in 
the following section a description of the L1md Grant College System · 
of education of the United States. · · · 

ll.-A.gricultural Edtication in the United States. 
As we have been sending over to the United States some of the 

chief officials in the Agricultural Ministty and other leaders of the 
agricultural industry_ for the purpose of studying agricultural 
education in that country, and as we have also been sending for some 
years· batches of students on scholarships for the study of various 
·kinds of agricultural subjects likeagronomy, animal husbandry, 
food processing and the study of certain crops common to India and 
the U.S. A., suchassugar-cane,riceand tobaccoandasmany other 
technical subjects are being studied and e'Xpertli developed for ser
vice to our country, it will be useful to refer to the development of 
agricultural education in the U.S. A, ·The results there have been 
so impreBSive and so relevant as to jnstify a bri_ef description. · 
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4. Beginning of Agricultural Ed!teation.-:-Previous to 1861?, 
there was no agricultural education in the United States worthy of 
the name. In 1862, an act of the Congress of the United States, 
during the war between the States, when the nation was engaged 
in a. bitter struggle fo~ surviva!; laid the. foundation for the system 
of agricultural educatiOn now In vogue mall parts of the country. 

• On July 2, 1862, Abraham Lincoln signed the Act which made 
available to all the States of the Union grants of land in the public 
domain forthe establishment of colleges that would teach agriculture, 
mechanic arts, and offer military training, without excluding the 
humanities or classics. Previous to the Act, the first land-grants 
for education were made in the Northwest Territory under a historic 
Ordinance in 1789 which included this declaration "·Religion, 
morality and education being necessary for good government, schools 
and the means of knowledge shall for ever be encouraged." 

Every State in the Union and all the seceding States accepted 
~he land-grants through their legislatures, either immediately or 
within a few years after the -close of the War. These land-grants 
became the permanent endowments of what came to be k:nowu as 
" land-grant colle~es." Thus came i».to existence a group of 
colleges and universities which have been described on good grounds 
as "the most comprehensive syst(lm of scientific, technical and pract i-
oal hiJI:her education the world has ever seen." · . 

There are now seventy of these universities and colleges. Each 
State and Territorv has at least one and eighteen States have two. 
In about half the States, they are the State Universities ; in New 
York State, the land-grant University, Cornell, is a combination of 
privately-endowed and publicly-bupported colleges ; in the rest 
of the States, the land-grant college or university is a separate 
independent institution. All but two or three have agricultural 
oollegea. 

These institutions came into existence amid a storm of oppositicn 
and ridicule. All of the earliest universities in AmE!rica had betn 
established under religious auspices and . were patterntd on tl:e 
Renaissance universities of Great Britain and Europe, with curricula 
for the learned professions, chiefly theology, the cla~ics az:d matl:e-
matics. . · 

-
The new institutions constituted a programme of complete 

dt•mooratization of higher education for the masses, the introduction 
of science into the curriculum, with its applications, prin·cipallv 
in agriculture and the industrial arts and crafts. Thev were called 
.the " Peoples Colleges." 
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President Milton Eisenhower; of the land -grant.college of Kansas, 
at the 75th anniversary of the Colorado Agricultural and Mechani
cal College said : " Despite all the difficulties, however, the 25 
7ea.rsfollowingthepassageoftheMorrill Act1 were a significant epoch 
m the development of American education. At the begin_ning, 
the professor of science was empty-handed. But gradually more 
and more demonstrable facts about agriculture and the industrie.lJ 
were worked out. Then, definite principles were established. Tra
ditional, empirical methods broke down and science won its place
won its place so definitely that at the close of this first 25 year period, 
the Congress passed an act establishing agricultural experiment 
stations within the land-grant colleges. Laboratories and experi
ment fields now provided the source materials for the entire Land
Grant system of liberal and practical education. Class room instruc
tion and research stimulated one another. Throughout the country, 
Land-Grant Colleges pu.Shed back the walls of intellectual darkness, 
each discovery opening new potentialities much greater than itself. 

In the next 25 years the general pUblic, particularly farmers, 
cast aside their doubts. They developed a genuine respect for science. 
Indeed, their complaint, by 1914, was not that science was too slow 
or fruitless, but that the knowledge in the laboratories was· fully 
twenty-five years in advance of general farm practices. Hence, 
they qemanded that new steps be taken to make the results of 
science available to the men on the land. 

So the Federal-State Extension system ;was launched. Here 
was-another unique Land-Grant experiment : An adult educational 
system reaching from the laboratories, class rooms, and experiment 
fields to men and women throughout ~ral America; 

Thus in a short half century, a new concept of education ha4 
~vercome the contempt of the classicists, had made exact science 
the partner of the industrial classes,· mcluding farmers, and had de
monstrated that higher education is not the prerogative of an aris
tocracy. In t~at half century, the La.nd-G:rant Colleges had enlarged 
and enriched all types and phases of education, not only at the 
college level but at the secondary level as well. For teachers trained 
in the Lana-Grant Colleges and Universities in agricultnre, indus
trial arts, home economics, basic sciences, and the liberal arts were 
introducing new courses into high ~hools, just as extension agent 
were carrying information to the farms and· homes of the land. 
The college student no longer looked only to the law, medicine, or 
the ministry. There were 3,000 occupations open to him. The 
days of academic snobbery had changed to a democratic conception 
of education in relation to a rapidly developing society." · 
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The Land-Grant institutions now enrol in their register appro
ximately as many students as the other 1,200colleges and universities 
combined-about a million students. The University of California 
alone in its two branches enrols 40,000 students. 

In addition· to the students taking their courses of study in the 
classes, a. large section· of the adult population is re&(lhed in the 
open farm country, in the villag~ and the cities of the entire nation 
through extension services, bulletins, package libraries, radio broad
castS, itinerant teachers, demonstrators and through short courses 
fer all professions and vocations. .As sta.ted by the President 
of the. University of Wisconsin, the entire Sta.tes have become the 
campuses of the Land-Grant . universities and colleges. These 
not only include all the agricultural. colleges but most of the great 
engineering colleges such as Purduo, . Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, Cornell, Illinois, Iowa State, Minnesota, and 
W ashlngton. 

. . 
President Cona~t of Harvard, a few years ago, at the inaugura

tion of a new President at Ohio State University, proclaimed the land
grant university as in the vanguard of American higher education
an advance upon the older Renaissance type. · . 

5. T'M Organization of Agricultural Educatioo.-The American 
agricultural education programme operates at the high school, 
college, univer~ity and adult levels and it performs its services 
through three maia avenues~ research, teaching and extension. 

All that is done is· on aco-opera.tive basis between federal, state 
an.d local authorities. The Federal Government participates by 
grants, which were originallyofland, but after the first act, in recnr
rin~ block grants of money, distributed· by acts of Congress for 
per1ods of usually five years on some definite principle. For example, 
the grant of money to a given agricultural college in a State is usually 
made on the basis of the proportion of the rural population of the 
State to the total rnral population of the United States. The 
institutions are entirely autonomous in carrying out the programmes 
in conjunction with local authorities. All grants are accepted by 
acts of the State Legislatures but neither the Federal nor the State 
Governments have any further powers except auditing and determin
ing whether grants have been spent in accordance with the conditions 
and purposes of the acts. Most of the federal grants require 
that the State find an equal amount of money. Some grants may 
be mawhed jointly by the State and the County (a district or local 
division of a State), while a few require no matching. 
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The principal stimulus to agriculture on the High School level 
came with the passage of an act of Congress in 1917, appropriating 
money for the preparation of teacher training, both pre-service and 
in-service preparation, as a co-operative venture with teacher-train
ing institutions. In its principal features the Act 

(1) provides for a permanent and recurring appropriation. 
for the preparation ofteachers, supervisors and directors 

. of agricultural subjectd ; . 

(2) makes it mandatory for eacq State accepting the provisions 
of the act to create a State Board of Vocational Educa
tion. to co-operate with the Federal Office of Education.; 

(3) requires each State Board to prepare plans for vocational 
education, including teacher training, and makes it 
responsible for the supervision. of the programme. under 
certain specificatioilll ; · . . . 

( 4) stipulates that funds appropriated for the preparation. 
of teachers shall be matched dollar for.dollar by the State 
·or by the local community or both. · . · · · 

. · · After plans are approved by the United States Office of Educa
tion, the State Board becomes entirely responsible except for proper · 
accounting to the Office of Education:- _ 
, · Before this a<'t :was passed, less than ha1f the·~ gave any 

aid to secondary schools for the teaching of agriculture. · A few . 
permitted such instruction without giving aid. The real develop
ment of teacher training began with the passage of the Federal · • 
Act. At present, effective teaching of agriculture~~ general in 
the suburban high schools of the country. Seventy-two colleges 
and universities are training teachers and supervisors of vocational' 
agriculture. Of this number 63 are. land-grant colleges. These 
institutions offer a four-year degree course as pre-service preparation 
for teachers of agriculture in the schools and some additional training 
for itinerant supervisors who go out to tlie rural high schools for 
constant improvement of the teaching and refresher instruction: 
. · By these means, a tremendous impetus has been given to the 

study and teaching of agriculture and to interest in that field. Student 
organisaT-ions began to develop until, in 1928, a national organization. 
was formed, now known as the Future Farmers of America, built. 
around ideals of thrift, service, education, recreation and leadership. 
This organization has 2,31,694 members in 6,953 chapters or groups. 
It has had tremendous value in transforming the interest, attitudes 
and aspirations of rural youth toward American jn.~titutions, parti
cularly tow~rd agricult~. 
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India is just now traDBforming its high. school agricultural 
instruction from a few basic schools to high schools throughout the 
agricultuxal sections. The American experience should be very 
suggestive and helpful here. 

The agri~tural programme of the iand-grant · coll~g~ is built 
on a tripod :..._., 

(I) the College or Teaching Division; 

(2) the Experiment Station or Research Institute ; 

(3) the- Agricultural Extension Service.· 

For the purpose of interpreting the- activities of the above 
organizations, we shall take a typical land-grant University, . the 
University of Florida, and present only the facts. The State of 
Florida is about an average State in size and wealth and is quite 
similar to India both in its climatic nnd agricultural aspects. The 
climate is subtropical and crops are much the same, for example, 
citrus, papaya and mangoes are among the common fruitS. Florida 
has many soil deficiencies, ·insect ·infestations and plant diseases,· 
and requires scientific method for good production. 

· 6. The College or Teaching Division.-The Departments of 
instruction in the College are : Agricultural Chemistry (administered 
jointly with the College of Arts and Sciences), Agricultural Economics, 
A~icultural Engineering, Agricultural Education (administered 
j_omtly with·the College of Education), Agronomy; Animal Husband
ry,, Botany, Entomology, Horticulture and Soil-Science. · 

The Degree course is a four-yearcour8e, but the firat year and 
part of the second year are given largely to fundamental subjects 
and general education. 

The curricula are flexible, offering the student opportunity for 
study along many lines of agriculture. We think that the rigidity 
in the agricultural degree .courses in India is a major defect, In 
Florida, the courses are so arran~ as to offer the student opportuni
ty for study in many· agr1cultural subjects. They likewise 
permit the student to go into that branch for which he has l'pecial 
ability, and prepare him to meet the problema which arise in that 
field. The great practical value of these curricula is realized by 
thOS!I who have completed them and have gone back to the farm, 
grove or ranch, and also by those who, upon graduation, have gone 
into the agricultuxal industries and professions. 
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In addition to laboratory wor'(£ at the College; field trips and 
t~ayel co~ses ~re arra~ged l}o th~~ students have an opportunity to· 
VIsit various COm.Jll.ercia~ ente.rpnses t~oughout the State. Visits, 
to fanns, groves, ranches; packing hou,ses, processing pla:Q.ts, stock. 
shows, markets, phosphate plants, fertilizer factories and other agri
cultural industries have proved to be particularly valuable when 
made by students in company with professors from the College. · 

The credits for course<! &re OI;t a unit basis.~ Sixty-eight se{Ilester 
hours post-intennediate credit are required for the Bachelor's Degree. 
The unit syst~mhas been suggested in India in the report of the Com
mittee on Agriculture of the Central Advisory Board of Education 
in order to provide the flexibility needed for different types of agri
cultural service. . . . 

A u;inimum of 20 sem~r ho~s is required for the main or prin~ 
cip8J subiect in·any depart!Ilent. The head professor in-the depart
ment in which the student specialises, or his nominee, is the student's. 
adviser. A student desirous of proCeeding to graduate work finds it 
helpful to elect j!.S many basic courses M possible, such as chemistry, 
biology, mathematics, botany, physics, economics, and a language. 
If he does not· expect to take up graduate study, the student finds it. 
profitable to elect as much technical agri()ulture as possible in depart- : 
ments related to his principal work. · ··~' · · 

By previous arrangement 'with the ;head· of the departm~nt or 
Dean, students may, during their course of study, do practical work· 
under competent supervision in any reeognized agricultural or-relat
ed pursuit, and upon returning to College and rendering a satisfac-; . 
tory written report showing faithful servilltl, are entitled to one .c.redit 
for each month of such work Such credits may not make a total of 
more than three. Practical work is especially important for stu_dents 
who have no fann experience. Eve1,1. tho~~ they c~nno~ procure . 
employment under such competent superVISion as wil}- g~ye th~m · 
college credit, they do well to secure work along the line m which: 
they are -specialising. · · · . 

The staff assists students in securing vacation employment. 

7. The Expe'fiment Station ( IYT Research Institute. )-Each Land: 
Grant College has a main E.~eriment Station, usually with branch 
stations and field laboratories m different parts of a State. Because 
of dtlference in soil, climate, crops and the diversification of agricul
ture, it is not possible to prosecute comprehensive and satisfactory 

1 A unit iethree hour6ofw0rkper.weekduring a-semester: A semester is a-~ of 
approximately four and half months. being half of a -collegiate year. Degreee are &warded 
bJ accumulating audit., that iJI a specified number qf units, partlv required and pertly 
elective. 
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' 
research in a single location, In Florida, the main Station is located 
at the Univert~ity in the centre of the State with tWelve branch 
stations and laboratories in different parts of _the State. These con
cern themselves with different soils ; various crops, including citrus, 
vegetables, sugar-cane, potato investigations, watermelons, grapes, 
pecallll, strawberries and with cattle. 

The results of research affect the production of agricultural com
modities on 13,000,000 acres, including pastures of Florida land, 
which covers approximately 1/3 the total acreage of the State. 

Through the researches in agriculture, the economic structure 
of the State has been built and sustained. Some unused areas of 
land have been brought into ust>. The Everglades, a vast area for
merly covered with water, have been drained and, by supplying cer
tain deficiencies in the soil, crops like sugar-cane, potatoes, celery 
and other products have been made possible. All this was the result 
of scientific research. The citrus crop of Florida is now worth 
100,000,000 dollars in a good year. The Agricultural College, the 
Plant Board, and the Department of Agricultw:e have twice saved 
this crop, first when attacked by citrus Kanker, a virulent disease, 
and agam when attacked by the Mediterranean Fruit Fly which des
troyed all citrus culture in Hawaii and has infested the groves of 
Spain. Twenty-five years ago there' were no European strains of 
cattle, either beef or dairy, in Florida, because of tick and lack of pro
per pasturage. An Asiatic breed, common in India, called Brahma 
m }!'lorida, was all that was possible. By eradicating the tick and 
solving certain pasture and feed deficiencies, the State is now teem
ing with pure-bred herds of Jersey, Guernsey, Angu.'!, Devon, Here· 
ford and other straillll. It is interesting to note that many of the 
cnttle-rnen still prefer the Asiatic breed, as they claim that it serves 
the dual purpose of beef and dairy products better than the 
European varieties. 

These are onlr a few of the aecornplishmenta of agricultural.ie
search. As an indtcation of how fast the economic structure of the 
State is being developed, we may point out that the total agricul
tnml income of Florida was $ 97,980,000 in 1935 ; S 115 009 000 
in 1940 and $ 413,071,000 in 1946. ' ' 

The same kind of thing that has been done in Florida has been 
done all ovl'r the United States in different degrees. The western 
Stntes oncfl c.omposed inost of what was once called " The Great 
Amt>riran Dt>sert. ". Much of it now blossoms like the rose and it 
contains the best school systems in the nation. 
liiUSMofEdn. 
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Two of the richest and most populous States, Texas and Cali-
• fornia are situated there. Not many years ago, Los Angeles was 

entirely in the desert.; to-day it is the fourth city of the United 
States, alive with industry. Calvin Coolidge, speaking at the dedica
tion of a library at the South Dakota Agricultural College, asserted 
that the land-grant colleges and their agricultural researches were 
the principal factors in the amazing development of the West. 

There are several acts of Congress making continuous grants to 
the colleges for support of agriculture and research, most of which 
must be equalled by the states. There is a central Office of Experi
ment Stations in the Department of Agriculture in Washington 
which directs agricultural research at regional experiment stations, 
as actjvities of the Federal government. It also advises and helps to 

. correlate the work done by the land-grant colleges, but has no powers 
over these except auditing. 

8. The A~ural Extension Service.-The Experiment 
Stations constantly develop new knowledge about scientific agri
culture. They furnish the blood that gives life to the teaching in the 
colleges-and the scientific information which is the basis of all progress 
on the farms. The information is translated into action on the farms 
by the Extension.Service which is another co-operative programme of 
the Federal Government, the States, and the local communities called 
Counties. Federal funds must be matched by the State, or the 
County or by both. . · . 

The persons who carry this knowl~dge and demonstrate it to the 
farmers are called County Agents. They are in nearly every County 

' in the country. Home science is carried to the farm homes by Hom~ ' 
Demonstration Agents, all of whom are women. They are found in · 
most Counties. · 

The Agents are trained in the Agricultural Colleges and have 
a bachelor's degree in agriculture as a·miuimum qualification. Many· 
otJ;hemhavepost-graduatetraining. They are appointed by and 
work under the control of the colleges. · These County and Home 
Agents are the back bone of practical agricultural progress. They 
are the popular friends as well as the effective teachers of the rural 
populat10n. · 

Their personal visits and demonstrations are supplemented by 
bulletins from the colleges and the Office of Extension in Washing
ton. There are floods of enquiries and letters which come to the agri
cultural colleges from the farms and the rural population. These 
and other questions are answered by letter, by bulletins or by radio. 
Each day at noon when the farmers are in their homes for lunch, there 
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is a broadcast from Washington called the" Farm and Home Hour" 
promoted by the agricultural colleges giving valuable information to 
the . farmers. The broadcast is interlarded with music. Some 
land-grant institutions put on a " Farm and Home Hour " for their 
States. 

9. The Educational, Spiritual and Human Va~ue~.-The techni
cal aspects of agriculture have been helpful to the farm people but 
this did not satisfy them. Soon they began to cry out for general 
education. They wanted to know poetry as well as how to gro -R peas. 
They hungered for Shakespeare as well as for soya beans. At the 
University of Wisconsin, one oi the greatest land-grant Universities, 
they organized a " General Extension Service "which by correspon
dence, lectures and short courses carried humanistic studies and 
practically every thing taught in the University, out into the 
State. For this purpose, travelling lecturers, films, package 
libraries and every medium of instruction is used. This has now 
spread to every State in the Union. It accounts for the lar~e 
amount of general edu.cation now provided in the degree courses In 
agricultural colleges. The County and Home Agents must carry 
all kinds of education to the farms and homes. This demand is 
now even more insistent almost than the demand for technical 
knowledge. 

The Four-H Clubs represent the best that land-grant education 
affords. These clubs provide the religious and intellectual service 
and cater for work-interests of the teen-age boys and girls of the 
country. The four" Hs" are the Head, Heart, Hand and Health. 
They represent the expreasion of the soul, intellect, hand and bodily 
welfare. Through the extension service, clubs are formed in which 
boys and girls on the farms develop their spiritual natures, singly or in 
groups, produce crops or raise a bullock or poultry or one of a hun
dred things, they learn to use their hands in crafts similar to our cot
tage industries, and endeavour to develop healthful bodies. There 
are thousands of these clubs and hundreds of thousands of boys 
and girls active in them. Each County has a Fair each year in which 
boys and girls compete with their products and their accomplish
ments. Later the winners go to a State Fair and the State winners 
~o to Chicago to the International Fair and Live Stock Exhibition. 
The national winners go to Washington, are given awards orwel
comed by the President of the United States, see the Supreme Court 
and the Congress in session and learn about their government. There 
is nothing more inspiring in the yo nth movements of America. 
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With hard-suxfa.ced roads, and many farm people with auto
mobiles, rural electrification, radio, television, sanitation and consoli
dated schools to which free transportation is provided, the rural 
areas of America are now becoming attractive as a way of life rather 
than as only a place wherein to make a living. Here the churches 
are more alive than in the cities. The country has become cleaner 
physically, mQrally and spiritually. Hence the reversal in some 
places of the urbanization of the population and the trek back to the 
rural areas. 

It is no accidental circumstance that in Iowa, about the size 
of Bihar and the most highly agricultural State in the Union, with 
perhaps the greatest agricultural college, there is less illiteracy than 
in any other State in the Union ; or that there is more interest in child 
welfare, with the finest Pediatric Hospital in the nation. Almost 
every family has a Cadillac, a Buick or 11.Ford so that they say the 
entire population could ride simultaneously out of the State in two or 
three hours. These spiritual, intellectual and material achievements · 
are the product of the modern rural America.. There are many factors 
which are responsible for this, but the chief is the Land-GrantCollege. 

III.-Agricultural Policy and Agricultural Education. 

10. Agricultural Educatiot~ u:ill reflect Agricult.ural Policy.-Agri
cultural education will tend to reflect national agricultural policy. 
Education is a. means for bringing about desired ends. H the ends 
to be achieved are not clear, the means may be in confusion. Our 
country has characteristic folk ways in agriculture, but cannot be 
said to have a distinctive na~ional agricultural policy. As we enter · · 
upon an independent national existence it ·is important that a general · 
policy should emerge. The method by wliich an agricultural policy 
is developed is of great national importance. 

Modern agricultural methods and policies are not the invention · 
of any one country, but represent the contributions of many nations. 
Higher education and research should become familiar with agricul
tural policy and practice in the different countries, and by study and 
experiment should try to discover what elements of them would add 
to the value of Indian agriculture. A brief reference to some of the 
m!liu contributions of several countries will indicate the grounds to 
be covered by agricultural research and inquiry in contributing to the 
development of such policy. 

England made an early contribution to agriculture in the en
closure laws, though these had bad as well as good effects. Former
ly E.nglish cattle roamed at large as they do commonly in India, 
and breeding was uncontrolled. When England abandoned common 
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pasture and put all land under private control and under fences, 
<:attle breeding was controlled, and the average weight of English. 
<:attle was doub]ed. 

The RothaiDBted Experiment Station was a pioneer in the study 
()f soil and crop conditions. It has been copied around the world until 
at present the experiment station has become a large element in 
agncultuml improvement. To England, also, we owe our knowledgE' 
(){ the value of phosphate fertilizers. -

Germany originated the policy of coordinating agricultural and 
industrial development. The sugar industry and agriculture united 
in increasing the sugar content of sugar beets, and the starch industry 
did the same with potatoes. Some of the most marked pro~ess 
in Indian agriculture has been by the use of this policy, in the JUte, 
cotton, sugar and other industries. Germany also set an example 
of careful and thorough research on land policy. -_ 

The United States has made several epoch-making contributions 
to agriculture and to agricultural education. One of these, the Land 
Grant College System, has been described. Another contribution is 
lar~e-scale mechanized farming. Another is contract farming, in 
which an individual or firm owns modern agricultural machinery, 
and does the ploughing, planting, cultivating or harvesting for a num
ber of land owners, so that they need not buy their own machinery. 
Also America has highly developed cooperative management of 
fruit lands. Farmers who own orchards form cooperatives, the 
staff of which cultivate and fertilize the orchards, spray, pick, psck, 
sell and ship the fruit. • 

. Denmark has made an agricultural contribution-of a different 
kind. Whereas in some countries farmers rely on the government 
to organize them and their agricultural affairs, the Danish farmers 
prefer to do this themselves. There are more agricultural colleges in 
Denmark with 40,00,000 of people than in all India with 32,00,00,000 
of people, all but one or two of them being privately owned by small 
groups. The government makes grants to them but does not control 
or direct them. The entire rural and agricultural policy of Denmark 
has been for the peasant to manage his own affairs by cooperative 
effort, acceP.ting government grants, but not government control. 
Another striking policy has been that of beginning with general cul
tural development through " People's Colleges" which also are pri
vately owned and managed. By these policies rural Denmark in a 
century has been raised from a condition of poverty and ignorance to 
about the highest social, educational and economio level of any conn
try in Eurcpe. A description of the Danish People's College and of 
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the many ways in which Danish farmers help themselves is given in 
Appendix P. 

Russia has developed the collective farm, though a.<Jide from farm.<J 
shown to visitors, full information is not available: However a few 
collective farms in India, developed from waste land, would provide 
opportunity for the study of this method. 

Mexico to some degree has followed Russia in developing nu
merous collective farms called Ejedos. These may not have succeed
ed too well, but studies of important failures also may be profitable. 

Palestine also has developed collective farm colonies called 
Kvutzas. These seem to be succeeding, though perhaps partly 
because of heavy private subsidies from America to the Zionist move
ment. 

Japan has made a contribution by showing how the surplus 
population and the surplus time of agricultural communities can be 
made productive through small industries, and also how the products 
of the sea can be made to supplement the national food supply. 

Ne:w Zealand also has developed distinctive agricultural policies. 
These and other countries have developed agricultural policies 

from which India can learn. The broadest possible basis of judgment 
should be brought to bear on the issue. 

II. The Needjm' Agricultural Statesmanship.-Here we have one 
of the requii:ements of agricultural education. There should be men 
&o saturated with first hand contact :with Indian agriculture that 
they know it through and through in its most intimate make-up and 
elementS. Then these same men should be so thoroughly familiar· ' 
with agricultural policies and their workings, not in some one or two · 
countries, but in every countrrwhich has ·made major contributions 
to agricultural policy, or which has developed a distinctive farm cUI-' 
ture of its own, that they develop sound judgment of relative values . 
and appropriateness, not only of the leading over-all agricultural -
policies of different countries, but also of t_heir detailed elements. 

Of course, no one man can safely be left to cover all this ground. 
The Indian Council of kgricultural Research, or some such body, 
might well be the focus of the work of a staff concerned with-over-all 
agricultural policy. The government should aim to make it possible 
for qualified research students to study at first hand these various 

-agricultural policies and systems. 
The kind of competence to be sought for is illuStrated by the work 

of Max Sering of Germany; His scientific investigations into con
ditions determining the best size of farms provide a classic example of 
what competent research can do for the evolution of agricultural 
policy. 
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India has many men who have the natural competence for a 
high quality of research. The type of preparation necessary for such 
service in defining agricultural policy is illustrated by Gandhi]i. No 
man in India was more thoroughly and intimately acquainted with 
our rural life ; yet he saw it in relation to the whole life and destiny 
of India, and in some degree in relation to the life of the world. ' . 

Out of such studies, with research and experiment at home, a 
national agricultural policy should gradually emerge. It should be a 
synthesis of the traditional agricultural skill and wisdom of India 
and of the best and most appropriate of the agricultural skills, methods 
and policies which the world has to ~ffer. 

12. The Need for Training Facilitm for Leadership.-It is doubt
ful whether any institution in India is now equipped to provide such 
training. .Agricultural education should be planned to fill that 
need. The basic rural elementary schools, rural secondary schools 
and rural universities, outlined in the chapter on Rural Universities, 
might well supply the necessary background of intimate rural acquaint
ance, and the basic training. They and other universities should 
develop post-graduate facilities for training specialists in agricultural 
policy, agricultural economics and agricultural statesmanship as has 
been noted. .At present some limited facilities for post-graduate 
study in agriculture exist at the universities and research institutes. 

It would seem desirable to have at least one institution in which 
thorough-going advanced training would be given in these over-all 
a~pects of agriculture. If the first personnel for such an institution 
should be assembled from other countries it should include, if possible, 
representatives from all countries that have made significant contri-
butions to agricultural policy. . 

· 13. The Pressure of Emergency.-.A few comments may be appro
priate as to the urgent need for such over-all agricultural economists 
and statesmen. Qur country has immediate and emergent need for 
more food for our rapidly increasing population. .About fifteen years 
ego Sir John Mega.w, then a high medical authority under the Govern
ment of India, with the help of 600 doctors in all parts of the country, 
made a study of food conditions. He found 40% of the entire popu
lation poorly fed, and 20% very badly nourished. 

For India to feed herself is a prime necessity for maintaining na
tional stability. The day has probably passed when a few million 
people can starve to death w,ithout a resulting political upheaval. 
With such an extren1ely narrow margin of subsistence, false steps 
or mistaken J~:~licies may be disastrous. India faces the bitter neces
sity for qwckly solving an inherently difficult problenl, and at a 
time when problenls are pressing fiom all directions. . 
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14. Emergency Solutions may be Dangerous.-It is conceivable 
that India. might, for instance, undertake a five or ten year plan for 
building tractor factories and synthetic fuel plants, and then might 
turn the Gangetic plain into a number of huge farms, operated by 
machine power. . Such suggestions have been made to ns. With 
centralized administration it might be possible to get somewhat 
larger yields with a small fraction of the labour force. Those released 
could be put to _work building additions.l irrigation works to water 
more land. - -

' 
· For such a programme to be quickly successful it m~y be ne-

cessary ~give up personal fi:eedom of action and to accept the de
struction of ancient customs and ways of life, and to adopt a totali
tarianism. Regimentation would be far more necessary in a densely 
populated land like ours than in a new country with vast areas await
ing development. 

. The adoption of such a programme would largely determine the 
type of agricultural education needed. Education for benevolent 
regimentation would be in order. 

India has also other needs than food. The new India has commit
ted herself to the upholding of human freedom, to the recognition of 
individual worth, and to the nurture of huma!l dignity and self 
respect. The food problem of India must be sowed by means 
which are in harmony with the fundamental principles of freedom, 
democrM!J, equality and fraternity, which are the foundation stones on 
which the structure of the new Indian society is being built. · .. 

But if this better way is taken it must be better for the whole 
people. The underprivileged should not be in a position to say, 
" You, the favoured ones, study the situation while we starve ". · 
The people must feel that they are understood and that the situation 
is being competently dealt with. From.many sources we get the 
impression that, despite shrewdness and evasion developed in an 
effort to hold his own against his exploiters, the character of the Indian 
villager is generally sound. There, perhaps more than anywhere else, 
is the material for the regeneration of Indian life, provided it has a 
reasonable amount of such leadership as was initiated by Gandhi]i. 

. 
Thus the· initial issue· in solving •the food problem combines 

economic issues with those which are social, moral, spiritual and 
-political. No mere agricultural technician will meet that need. 
Agricultural statesmanship is necessary, and the training should be 
commensurate with the issues. · 
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15. Immediate Research Objectivea.-If the:t:e are quick methods 
which will quickly assure adequate food resources they should cer
tainly be discovered and most vigorously applied. However, before 
far-reaching plans for an agricultural programme are adopted they 
should have most competent and careful scrutiny. If, in fact, the 
only road of real feasibility is a long and laborious one, it is the part 
of wisdom to recognize that fact, and to prepare to take that road. 
In actual fact, it will be found that some elements of a policy to meet 
emergency needs will certainly harmonize with any sound long-range 
policy. Therefore, the insistence that long-range policy shall accord 
with sound political ideals need by no means to result in inaction. 
But it does require that the whole results of a proposed programme be 
taken into account. Improvising or imitation is dangerous. 

The following are some fields of research which might give quick 
returns: 

Incentive eo Produce.-From many sources we get the opinion 
that discouragement over the proportion of his production taken 
from him tends to destroy the incentive of the farmer to produce all 
that he can. This is not solely an Indian problem. Research as to 
the ways in which full incentive has been achieved in other countries 
might be productive. Certain periods of European history have 
been marked by exceptional incentive to production. Recently 
production in Western Germany was remarkably stimulated by a 
change in fiscal policy. Full incentive to production might meet 
India's food needs. 

Farm Credit.-It appears that there is much loss of production 
because farmers do not have credit for purchase of seed and farm 
equipment. Present credit arrange~ents are not 11\ttisfactory, and 
the elimination of zemindars may temporarily disturb credit anange· 
mente. Similar research in this field might be very productive. 

Spread of Good Farm Practices.-In nearly every country re
BParch discovers better varieties or better methods faster .than they 
are accepted by the farmers. Agricultural research and experiment 
may find ways to increase greatly the speed with which improvements 
are adopted. For instance, in the T.V.A. in America, one or two of 
the better farmers in each village were given free seed and fertilizer 
on. condition that the:y would use them as directed and would show 
their farms to their ne1ghbours. In this way as much progress was 
made in ten years as might have been made in twenty-five years 
by the ordinary spread of new ideas. 

Grain Spoilage.-The spoil~ of gr&in through poor handling 
and excess moisture is such that 1f it were greatly reduced the food 
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deficit would be much less. This also should be a subject for research. 
Through these and similar methods production may be quickly 

achieved while long time plans are being developed. 

lV.-Proposalsfor Agricultural Higher Education. 
16. A Pattern for Agriculturar Ed·ucation.-Only a very large 

expansion of facilities for agricultural education will meet the national 
need. For such expansion, so far as new institutions are concerned, 
the programme of rural high_ schools and .universities, described in a 
later chapter of this report, would be directly suitable. Education 
in a rural setting, with part-time rural work for students, will tend to 
adjust the students to rural life and to correct the present condition 
in which not one agricultural graduate in twenty returns to the village 
and to agriculture. . 

The system of agricultural education in the cotmtry will have to 
keep three definite objectives in view. · . 

I. The training of farmers• sons who will go back to their farms 
and work on them more efficiently. . 

2. The training of a variety of persons for the important task of 
carrying the results of modern agricultural research to the peasant, 
persons who will be engaged in the work of agricultural education, 
extension and demonstration in different capacities and may be 
employed for this purpose by the state or by private agencies. 

It has been estimated that the Central Government and the 
provincial governments will, in the connie of the next decade, require 
for ·their programmes of agricultural development about 20,000 field · 
assistants for agriculture ; 20,000 stockmen for animal husbandry ; 
10,000 non-graduate assistants for agricultdre; 1,500 graduate ass~
ants for agriculture ; 4,000 inspectors for animal husbandry (graduates 
of the rank of veterinary hospital sucgeons) ; 300 gazetted officers 
for agriculture; and 550 gazetted officers .for animal husbandry. 

3. The training. of persons for the important task of carrying on 
the work of research, developmental and fundamental, relating to 
problems of agriculture and animal husbandry. 

The first of these tasks will be taken up mainly by our basic and 
post-basic school.s. Schools with agriculture as the basic craft 
should be established in large numbers. . 

The training of the field assistants can be undertaken b:r the 
Farm Institutes situated on model farms, and perhaps assoctated 
with resident rural high schools. They should require completed 
basic education as the minimum qualification for admission to a one
year course. 
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The non-graduate a.~sistants should be trained at agricultural 
schools (of which there are only nineteen in .the country), and at 
resident rural high schools (agricultural high schools) which may be 
established according to the proposals of the Central Advisory Board 
of Education in their scheme of postwar educational development. 
They should involve a total schooling of twelve years as we have 
recommended for all higher secondary education. -

The ~raduate assistants should get their education and training 
at the agricultural colleges and the rural and other universities. The 
course of study should be of three years duration in the case of agricul
ture, and four years in the case of animal husbandry, after the com
pletion of twelve years of schooling, and should lead to the degree of 
B.Sc. (Ag.) 

Many more such colleges and university departments or faculties 
of agriculture should be established if our pressing needs in the 
matter of trained personnel are to be- met. Provision should be 
made at these colleges and universities for a two-year course after 
the B. Ag. leading to the master's degree as well as for the doctorate 
which should be awarded on research in some special field of work 
not less than two years after the M. Ag. -

Especially in agriculture, the highest capacity for usefulness 
may not coincide with the longest period of academic training. In 
the past, bookishness has greatly limited the value of agricultural 
education. There should be no hierarchy of advancement based on 
degrees. Actual ability should be recognized and given opportunity, 
regardless of how that ability has been achieved. 

· 17. Aims of the first lkgree Course.-The aim of the first degree 
course in agriculture should, in our opinion, be to give students a 
broad general education with agriculture as the basis, to train them 
for actual farm management, to prepare them for rural leadership 
and to furnish the requisite background and foundation for research 
or teaching. 

18. Tl1e Currictdum.-The curriculum should be devised with 
these objectives in view and dealt with in courses outlined and arrang
ed to give the desired material in its proper place. It will_ then con
sist of four main elements :--; 

(1) General Education. 
(2) Busic Seienres. 
(3) Agriculture and Animal Husbandry. 
(4) Practical work. 
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We have already discussed General· Education in Chapter V 
of this report. The basic sciences will include chemistry, physics, 
botany, zoology and geology. Economics and rural sociology are 
also assuming the place of sciences basic to agriculture as a social 
enterprise. As only a little less than half of the time at an agricul
tural college will be devoted to these two elements of the curriculum 
it is essential that a high standard of work in these should be aimed 
at. The university faculties of agriculture, besides the general 
advantage of providing a liberating academic atmosphere of service 
and research, also provide the specific benefit of co-operation from 
their arts and science faculties with regard to efficient courses in 
these fields. It is necessary, however, that the teachers should be 
fully conscious of the relationships of these subjects to the applied 
courses in agriculture. The student should get a clear vision of 
the relationship between agriculture and the basic sciences, between 
agriculture and the rest of the country's economic life, and between 
the rural and urban elements of society. 

19. Flexibility of the Ourriculum.-In order to make the curri
culum flexible, in order, that is, to make it possible for the student to 
get a general over-all view of the essentials and to go in_to greater 
detail with regard to some particular branch for which he has 
special aptitude or use, it is necessary to divide the various elements 
ofthe curriculum into courses requiring, say, 20to 25 hours of 
teaching every half year. Some subjects will be covered by one 
·course, some by more than one. It '!Jlay be made p()Ssible for a 
student to take at least one course in a number of subjects and more 
thallone in his field of specialisation. 

WegiveinAppendix E ashort accoY.D.t ofhow the curriculum 
for a degree in agriculture is devised and distributed at one American 
University. . . · 

· 20. Considerations in the Design and Revision of Ou'tricula.
If our older colleges are not to fail in a rut, and if our new ones, many 
of which, we hope, will soon come into existence, are not to begin 
in the traditional way, we would suggest that the problems of train
ing and of the curriculum in our agricultural colleges should be made 
the subject of special study and periodical review. This can be 
fruitfully guided among other things by (I) a comparative study 
of the methods of education and the-curricula in the countries which 
have shown significant progress in agriculture ; (2) by an analysis 
of the occupations of the agricultural graduates and fotmer students 
of our own agricultural colleges ; (3) by a discussion of the specific 
objectives of agricultural education and their relative importance ; 
( 4) by an analysis of the element of the basic sciences essential to an 
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understanding of the technical courses ; (5) by an analysis of the 
requirements of the agricultural industries in the country; and (6) 
by an enquiry into the causes of failure in agricultural vocation. 

21. Practical Work.-In our schemes of agricultural education 
we should never allow ourselves to forget that agriculture is an 
occul?ation to be practised. The practical aspect of agricultural 
training should never be allowed to become secondary. In order 
to make this training real laboratory work is not enough. Field 
trips and travel courses must be arranged so -that students have 
an opportunity to visit various commercial enterprises throughout 
the country. Visits to farms, groves, processing plants, markets, 
fertilizer factories, and cattle shows can' be of great use and should be 
systematically encouraged. Students may be required. during 
their period of study to do practical work under competent supervi
sion in any recognised agricultural or related pursuit and render a 
satisfactory written report of honest work. . 

22. Three Functions of an Agricultural CoZlege.-A full fledged 
college of agriculture should, in our opinion, be able to make provision 
not ouly for instruction and practical training, but also for research 
and extension work. It should endeavour to establish itself as the 
leader in progressive agricultural practice of the surrounding coun
try side. It should apply itself to the problems of the immediate 
neighbourhood and attempt, by its own extension work, to carry the 
results of its investigations to -the peasantry around. This alone 

· can make the instructional and research sides of its activity more 
realistic and fruitful than they generally tend to be. 

23. The Place of Government and of Local lnitiative.-In our 
discussion of university government we have indicated the desii
ability of the autonomy of-university administration. Government 
should assist with funds and should provide general discipline and 
oversight, as through the University Grants Commission. Otherwise 
freedom of action and local initiative should be respected. This 
gcneial principle has far wider application than the university field. 
It is a sound principle for a large ~art of group undertakings. Never
theles..~, tbe central and provincud governments have a large place 
in agricultural education.· Most research must be government 
undertaking. The experimental farms should be in the same class. 
A wide range of advisory, educational and supervisory services 
can only be supplied by government. Many large development 
projects can have no other chance. Government initiative and 

· private group initiative in the lon~ run should leave no unoccupied 
art'a between them. Except for trme for initial development, what 
one loo.\>e-S undone should be done by the other. But it- is in the 
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interest of sound human relations and democratic government to 
encourage local and group initiative and to confine bureaucratic 
gqvernment to the smallest necessary limits, 

24. Education for Function,s Associated with AgricuUure.-Rais
ing crops is only a part of agriculture. They must be packed, 
shipped and sold. A wide range of activities radistes from the farm. 
It is found in practice that the more of these processes the farmer 
has under his control, the less he will need to pay to " middle men". 
In the discussion of agricultural education it should be assumed that 
these related activities are included. From basic school to post
university research, problems of packing, selling, transporting, 
grading and financing should be included. In this, agricultural 
education and business education have much in comm!)n. 

25. Fisheries.-Because fish and other ocean products supply 
food and fertilizer, as well as other products, and because fisheries 
have commonly been attached to agriculture in public adniinistra
tion, it is appropriate to comment on education and research with 
reference to ocean products. Ji'ish have been a very large factor in 
the food supply of Japan, though the technology of using the ocearr 
as a resource for food, fertilizer and other products is in its infancy 
even there. The fertility of the land finally reaches the ocean and is 
lost. Parts of the ocean are densely occupied by plant and animal 
life. It has been suggested by oceanographers. that po8sibly the 
quickest way for India to meet her food deficit would be to exploit 
the · ocean. Careful consideration. should be given to this 
possibility, and to the wisdom of an extensive research programme 
for the exploration of ocean resources. · · 
' Rural baf!ic education in the fishillg communities -around the 
coast might have fishing as the co-ordinating theme in eduea
tion, as some other basic schools )l~ve used spinning and weaving. 
Net making and mending and the making and management of small 
craft would be as educational as spinning and weaving. Seco:Q.dary 
schools would have varied activities in'the same field. One rural 
university might specialize in ocean and fisheries interests. There 
would seem to be no reason why India should not do as well as 
Japan in making the ocean yield food and other resources, but before 
that can occur on a large scale, a. foundation must be la.id in education 
and research. • 

26. Co-ordination of Agricultural Services through Education.
The Agricultural Education Committee forecasts the need for more 
than 50,000 field workers in agriculture and a.nimal husbandry. 
Health and commerce might require as many more, not to speak of 
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similar staff for a rural credit or~niza.tion, educational supervisors, 
fisheries along the coast, industr:w.l relations inspectors, and various 
others. To the extent that such services are undertaken by the 
interest._ed persons on their own initiative, as is the case in Denmark, 
no official action will be needed. OtherWise there should be co
ordination between these various services, or the villager will be 
confused by competing or overlapping agencies. As points of co
ordination for these varied services, the rural residence secondary 
schools and the rural universities, proposed in· the Chapter on 
Rural Universities, would be desirable. Perhaps the Ministry 
of Education should be the co-ordinating agency to integrate and 
harmonize the work and a.dministration of all these officials and field 
workers. 

V.-Recommendations, 
?.7. Nearly three quarters of our people are engaged in agriculture. 

In the past this part of our population has been too heavily burdened 
by taxation and by other exactions, and has received too small a share 
of the national income. As a result rural India as a whole is in deep. 
poverty and illiteracy. The national supply 'of food and fabric, 
which depends upon agriculture, is J?recariously insufficient. Educa
tion to promote the interests of agnculture is extremely inadequate. 

Over-all :philosophy and policy for agriculture have not cleaTly 
emerged. Suitable provision for training men and women for 
leadership in the developm~nt of such philosophy and policy have 
not been made in India. 

In view of these conditions, we recommend : 

1. that agricultural education be recognized as ·a maJor 
national issue ; 

2. that, since in a democratic country sound· agricultural 
policy must rest on the understanding and participa
tion of those engaged in agriculture, the study of agricul
ture in primary, secondary and higher education be 
given high priority in national economic planning ; 

3. That, so far as is feasible, agricultural education, agricul
tural research, and the formulation of agricultural policy, 

· shall be in the hands of persons and groups or associations 
of persons, who by intimate association, participation 
and experience, have first hand, penetrating knowledge of 
agricultural life ; 
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4. that, so far as is feasible, agricultural education be· given 
a rural setting, so that it shall include direct participa
tion in a.nd experience with agricultural lif'e and prac-
tice· · ' . . 

5. that present agricultural colleges be strengthened in equip
ment and in teaching staff,.and that each one, in addition 
to a programme of well proportioned general and agri
cultural education, endeavour to find some phase of 
agricultural practice, or some related interest such as 
agricultural credit or agricultural co-operatives, in which 
it shall undertake to ·achieve mastery ; 

6. that new agricultUral colleges, where possible, be associated 
with ne'Y rural universities so that agricultural education 
may be supported and enriched by contact with Qther 
fields, and by common use. of personnel and equipment ; 
and that each such new agricultural college also explore 
for some phase of agriculture or related interest, often 
particularly related to ita locality, in which it will strive 
to become an outstanding authority ; 

7. that a widespread series of experimental farms be developed 
by the central and provincial governments as resources 
and adequately trained men become available ; these 
experiment stations to represent all major types of soil, 
climate, !'rops and topography. (The system of experi
ment stations in the U. S. A. and the Rothamsted Station 
in England, are good types) ; that as nearly as possible 
every basic elementary school, every rural secondary· 
school and every rural university, should have its own 
small experimental fa~, so that the spirit of research 
and experiment shall pervade all rural life, and that where 
practicable every experiment station · or experiment 
farm be located in association with a school or college 
where studenta on. work and . study programmes 
may provide labour, while becoming acquainted with 
experimental and research methods ; 

8. that the existing agricultural research laboratories be 
supported and expanded to the full extent that the 
quality of their work justifies ; . 

9. that new post-university resfl?orch centres be established as 
university research centres ; 
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I 0. that the Indian Council of Agricultural Research continue 
to be supported and developed as a clearing house and 
co-ordinating agency for all advanced agricultural 
research centres, as a source of pubhcations, and as a 
source for publicizing the valuable results of_ research 
by visual education, radio, bulle<;ins, library loans, micro
film service, and by other means ; 

11. that an Institute of Agricultural Policy he established 
probably under the Councit of Agricultural Research, 
for research and study toward the clarification of over-all, 
long-time agricultural policy for India, in accord with the 
fundamental aims of the Indian constitution, and that 
consideration be given to the feasibility of assembling 
an interuatioual staff of quali1ied _men for that purpose ; 

12. that an agricultural education and research panel, attached 
to the University Grants Commission, along the lines 
proposed in this report for engineering education and 
research, be established for apportioning available 
resources for agricultural educatiOR and research ; 

13. that the University Grants Commission, in association 
with the 'lndian Council of Agricultural Research, make 
an inquiry into the merits of public policy involved in the 
levy of ceBS taxes on specific commodities, such as cotton, 
sugar, jute, lac, and cocoanuts, as a source of research 
and educational funds; as compared. with the policy of 
block grants from public appropriations, to be appor
iioned by the University Grants Commission ; and 

1~. that since fisheries, like agriculture, deal with food and 
fertilizer supplr, and since they have been historically 
associated wtth agriculture in administration, a 
careful-inquiry be made as to the wisdom of rapidly 
developed and far-ranging research on ocean resources 
as a poBBible means for rapidly and greatly adding to the 
nation's food and fertilizer supply. 
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B.-CoMMERCE. 

!. Beginnings of Commerce Studies in Calcutta. 2. The Esta.bliahment 
of other Colleges : Couxses of Studies. 3. The Objective of these Courses. 4. 
Practical Training after Graduation. 5. Pra.ctica.l training before Gradua
tion. 6. Post-Gradwte Work. 7. Recommendations. 

I. Beginnings of Cammerce Studies in Calcutta.-The beginnings 
of commercial studies in India are to be traced to a class which was 
started at the Calcutta Presidency College in 1903 and which later 
developed into the Government Commercial Institute in Calcutta. 
The Calcutta University Commission described its activjties as they 
were in 1918. · 

· · It provided whole-time instruction iii day classes fur students 
who joined at something like the secondary school-leaving stage and 
were put through a curriculum which extended over two years and 
inclUded as compulsory subjects English with special reference to 
commercial correspondence, letter-drafting and precis writing, Arith
metic; including commercial and mental Arithmetic, and an Indian 
vernacular, with Shorthand, Typewriting and Book-keeping as 
optional subjects. There were arrangements for evening classes as 
well,- ?lasses in Banking and Accountancy ._nd Book-keeping, 
Mercantile Law and Insurance, Shorthand and Typewriting. 

· . · 2. The Establishment of other Colleges :·Coorses of Stuilia.-In 
-Bombay commercial studies originated with the establishment of the 
Syden]l.am,College of Commerce and Economics in 1914. Commerce 
ola.siles were started in other universities within the last 30 years and 
now ah:nost every Indian university ha;l? eithe'r a Faculty or a De" 
partment of Commerce. In most of the provinces the student vrho 
wishes later to take up a Degree·in Commerce starts specialising in it 
from the intermediate class. He takes up courses in Elementary 
Banking and Accountancy, in general coinmercia;l knowledge, in· 
Shorthand and Typewriting and thus equips himself for his studies 
for the Degree. The Degree course has in addition to papers in Eng
lish some modicum of theoretical Economics including Money and 

'Exchange. But the main part of the course is devoted to subjects 
like Business Organisation, Secretarial Practice, Commercial Geogra
phy, Commercial Statistics and Mercantile Law. For his final year 
he· has a. special subject which is generally Accountancy or Banking 
or Transport. In some universities the course includes Actuarial 
Science and the organisation of special Industries. The Andhra 
and Delhi Universities offer an honours course in commerce extend
ing over 3 years and require a more comprehensive study of some of 
the aubjects mentioned above. Other universitiea like Bombay, . 
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'Allahabad, Lucknow and Agra have a Master's Degree in Commerce. 
The courses for this include specialized study of industries and agri

. •ulture, and of markets and corporations in addition to a thesis 
which is allowed in some universities. 

3. The Objective of these Oou:rses.-The objective of these courses 
is not clear. Does the university offer a training for some special 
profession like Accountancy or Banking or Insurance, or is it turning 
out graduates proficient in the general principles of busineSs organisa
tion who can take their place in Secretarial or Junior Administrative 
posts in commercial concerns i If it is the latter then we have to 
see in what respects the Commerce graduate is better equipped than 
an Arts graduate who has taken a degr~e. with Economics, Statistics 

' and allied subjects for the work he will be called upon to do. A num
ber of young men first take a Commerce Degree and then go through 
the M.A. course in Economics, 'claiming to have thereby equipped 
themselves for business administration better than the pure Arts or 
Commerce graduate. Some again take a Law Degree after training. 
in Commerce and feel that they can do better than other Law Gra
duates in coping with cases of Mercantile and Company Law OD. ac
count of their equipment for the first Degree. But those who complete 
their education in Commerce and have the intensive training whlch 
the Master's Degree offers are led to seek posts either as teachers in 
-educational im;titutions or in the executive of business houses. 

·The opinion of practical businessmen on the ability of these univer
. sity graduates to fit into business is not favourable. They criticise 
the training received in universities as almost purely theoretical and 
they find that they have to train the Commerce graduate in the ways 
·of t.he business just in the same way as they have to train an Arts 
or a· Soionce graduate ; some of them even observe that the latter 
is often easier to train on account of his superior intellectual equip
ment. These criticisms lead one to enquire if we should not seek to 
'11upplmuent the theoretical training in commercial subjects with 
practioal training in a business concern. In most universities the 
oollt'ge clai!Ses occupy the major part of the day and the student has 
110 facilities for practical work even in his special subject like Accoun
tancy, B1mking or Transport, Even if it be possible to arrange the 
elall<!t'~ in the morning or in the evening, opportunity for practical 
training would be hard to find. Banks and other business organisations 
do not generally take apprentices from the universities who have no 
surious n•sponsibilitit•s in the concern. 

· 4. Practical Traininga_fter Gro4uation.-One way of remedying 
t hia stolte is to take the B. Com. Degree as a preliminary qualification 
tu the profe._qajon of an accountant or of a senior assistant in a bank-
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ing concern or in an insurance office. After taking his degree in 
Commerce the student should be articled as an apprentice either in 
an accountant's firm or in a banking concern or with an insurance 
company to learn the ways of practical business. He has to be as 
much of a student here as he was in the university and he may have to 
pay a fairly heavy fee to receive the benefits of this training. On the 
completion of this training he will be adequately equipped for profes
sional work. This suggestion implies. that the Commerce· training 
which our universities give is not a professional one but it is pre
professional education which makes the student conversant with the 
general lines of many kinds of business : it is for him to choose his 
profession after he has received this preliminary education. ·Arts 
or Science graduates are not prevented by law from going into these 
professions, but the firm of Accountancy or the manager of a bank will 
probably prefer the Commerce graduate as better prepared for re
ceiving the practical training than"the former. The profession of 
Accountancy now requires intensive training with a Registered Ac
countant for some years, and similar training should be necessary for 
banking or secretarial work, though the period need not be as long as 
for Accountancy. 

5. Practical Training bifore Graduation.-But what will be the 
case of a student who does not wish to specialise and is content with 
being equipped for a post in any business ·concern¥· A Commerce 
graduate is not always considered by businessmen as better equip
ped for his work than other graduates. If we are to equip him 
better we must make some provision for practical work side by side 
with the education he receives at the. university. It will. not be 
intensive but it will familiarise the student with the ways of work in 
particular professions. He may be working with three or four differ
ent kinds of firms spending a fe:w .m~nths with each one of them. 
The university classes will have to be arranged in such a way that. 
the student has almost full-time trainiDg in the firm for this period 
and he can also use his vacation for Some training. A closer co
operation between the universities and commercial concerns is 
necessary if we are to give adequate facilities for this kind of training. 
A programme of alternating work and study, as described above, 

·will be especially effective in uniting formal education with practi
cal experience. 

6. Post-graduate W ork.-Very few students should be encouraged 
to proceed to the Master's Degree in Commerce. This training is at 
present mainly intended to fit one for a teaching post in a college 
or a university. The specialised study referred to above is based 
almost entirely on book knowledge. Investigations for the thesis 
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which is obligatory for the Master's Degree in some universities may 
have to be carried out in an industrial firm or in agriculture or 
commerce ; but even here the collection of facts is not always based 
on first hand experience : it is borrowed from Government blue 
books and statistical records. Hence doubts have been expressed as 
to the utility of such an investigation and some universities have 
confined their courses for the Master's Degree to an intensive study 
of special subjects. It is obvious however that if commercial cour
ses are to be regarded as professional training, they cannot be dis
sociated from practical work. Not only are the students to be offered 
these facilities but some condition may have to be imposed about their 
ineligibility for the first Degree without evidence of satisfactory 
practical work. It is ouly by insisting on such a condition that we 
can escape the charge which is frequently levelled against our 
Commerce Faculties, that they prepare graduates fit to be teachers 

· of Commerce or clerks of the same type as Bachelors of Arts. 
7. Recommendations.-Werecommend :-

(1) that during the period of his study at the university, a 
Commerce student should be given opportunities for prac
tical work in three or four different kinds of firms ; 

(2) that after l$raduation some of them be advised to specialise 
in a part1cular profe.~ion like Accountancy and receive 
the requisite practical training ; 

(3) that the training for the !\laster's Degree ¥1 Commerce be 
less bookish and confined to a comparatively small num• 
ber. 
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C.-EDUCA~ON. 

1. The Training Colleges. 2. Courses. 3. Numbers. 4. Education as 
a Branch of University Study. 5. Criticism of the Existing Courses and Teach· 
ing : (a) School Practice, (b) Experience of the Staff, (c) The Courses in 
Theory. 6. Research in Education: (a) The Master's Degree. (b) Original 
Work by Professors and Lecturers. 7. Recommendations. -

' 
1. The Training OoUeges.-People in this country have been 

slow to recognise that Education is a profession for which intensive 
preparation is necessary as it is in any other profession. The first 
training institutions to be starteCI. were all financed and managed · 
by the Government. In Madras the Government Normal School 
was established in 1856 and its name was changed into that of 
Teachers'· College in January 1886; A Secondary Training College . 
in Bombay was founded in 1906 and prepared secondary teachers 
for its own diploma, known as" S. T. C. D.", until it was affiliated 
to the University in 1922 for Teaching conrse8 leading to the B. T. 
degree. The David Hare Training College, Calcutta, was opened 
in July 1908, in the building which was at one time occupied by the 
Albert College. . It is now housed on a spacious site in the southern 
part of the city and trains students for the B. T. degree of the Uni
versity. There are Government Colleges at Patna and Allahabad, 
the latter giving its own diplomas, while Nagpur, Banaras, Aligarh 
and Lucknow have University Training CollegeS. All these insti
tutions are for the trsjning of graduai;es who get the diploma or the 
degree after training for one academic year. 

- 2. Coorses.-There is not much of variation between the courses' 
prescribed in the different institution.S.'and generally they have· 
compulsory papers on. the Principles (or Theo:ry) of Education, 
Methods of Teaching, History of Education, School Management 
and Hygiene, provision being also made for practical teaching (Criti- . 
cism lessons and Demonstration leSsons). In addition to the 
compulsory courses students generally specialise in the methods of 
teaching one or more of a number of optional subjects. Students 
have .to pass in the written papers and the practical examination 
separately. While the training for the written papers follows more · 
or less the same lines in all universitie.s, there is some variation about 
the practical work. Some universities insist on 60 supervised lessona 
before the candidates are eligible to appear ; others may not insist 
_on more than 10. There are differences again as regards the care 
taken with the supervision and criticism of the lessons. There are 
difficulties about the choice of the schools where the practical lessons 
have to be conducted. The older institutions like the Teachers' 
C()llege. Madras, or the David Hare Training College or the Secon.. 
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dary Training College, Bombay, have their own practising schools. 
but the Principal of the last named Institution mentioned that the
Eiphinstone Technical School (the official demonstration school} 
was becoming more and more technical every year. So it has been 
found necessary to farm out a large majority of the students ro 
several City schools. This has resulted in a less efficient training 
of the student-teachers and a vertical division between lecture and 
lesson days. 

3. Numbers.-Madras has more than one training college in 
the city, while there are several others outside. The Government 
College at Saidapet (The Teachers' College) admits about 140 stu
dents to the B. T. class, the Meston Training College has about 
70 and the St. Christopher's Training College where all the students 
are women has ·about 45 students. The annual intake for B. T. 
of the Secondary Training College, Bombay, is about 90 and that 
for the David Hare Training College about 120. During the last 
2 or 3 years the necessity of training more teachers has been recog
nised in all quarters and private colleges have been encouraged to 
open training classes. We cannot yet assess the quality of the 
training imparted at thes.e new institutions but we can say that they 
are following the same pattern as the older institutions. The 
chart which we attach1 will show that the number of· appli
cants at the older institutions in proportion to the seats has gone 
down and this is explained not so much by the starting of the 
new institutions as by the fact that the profession of teaching has 
come to be even less prized than before. This is not the place to 
speak about the emoluments of the teachers in Secondary schools 
but one has to note that the salaries are such as to attract only 
those who have failed to enter any other profession. As during the 
War period and for a year or two following it, the field of employ
ment for graduates was extended, there were fewer people for the 
profeBSion of teaching. The choice of students in these colleges 
has been made from two categories: (i) from those who are already: 
teachers in schools and (ii) from fresh students. In some universities 
we were told that the " freshers " fare better than the experienced 
people because they have generally higher qualifications. As a 
teacher in a training college put it : " these fresh men are generally 
first or second class graduates, the others are made up of those who 
have entered this profession after futile hunting for other jobs", 

We were not able to make an exhaustive survey of all trainin~r; 
oourses for graduates offered by universities or by training coUeges. 
Government or private, throughout India. But we saw a represen
tative aample of them.. From what we saw it is plain that they 

r 
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yary very greatly in efficiency from one university to another. The 
best of them succeed in interesting their students, in giving them a 
blend of school practice under satisfactory conditions and of intellec
tual content adequate to make the students think about both the· 
problems they confront in school practice and the wider philosophic 
and sociological implications of their profession. In the worst of 
them the school practice was completely insufficient and defective, 
while the theory was vague and unrelated to actual conditions. 

4. Education as a Branch of University Study.-Education as a 
study at university level is peculiar in this respect, that in whichever 
direction it is studied to an ~dvanced level, the study tends to become 
something other than Education, e.g. it turns into a study of Philoso
phy or Psychology or History or Sociology. While this fact makes it 
easy for the pedantically minded to deny that Education is a real 
subject, it remains true that Education is an essential focal point 
for the various studies and skills necessary for the tending teachers. 
It is also true and important, but by no means always grasped in Indian 
training departments and training colleges, that those responsible 
for training teachers must themselves look at the whole course from 
this focal point, i.e. the place of the school in the nation's life an~ the 
right training of children in the school. If this outlook is lacking the 
course will become distorted, even if the separate elements in the course 
are taught by quite learned and competent Philosophers, Psycholo
gists, Historians and Sociologists. For if they are not continually 
aware of the professional needs of their students, their students will 
rightly feel that there is no unity in the course and that different .. 
specialists are simply trying to drag them. in different directions. and 
this in a course whose length is all too short for what must find a 
place therein. Such specialist lecturers will also, unless they ate 
«Education-minded", tend to regret. the fact that they are" only" 
teaching Education students and will aV. the time be wishing that · 
they were instead teaching " straight " History or Psychology or 
whatever their special subject may be. · · 

· A second peculiarity of Education as a university study, though 
this it shares with several other professional courses, is that it cannot 
possibly consist of theoretical instruction alone. Theory and praetice' 
must go hand in hand and each must support and throw light tlpon' 
the other.· In the ideal training course something like equal amounts 
of time ~nd equal weight iJ! assessing the student's result should be 
given to theory and to practice. On the one hand, nobody has ever 
yet been le<:tured into becoming a good teacher, nor ~ven _r~ hims~ 
~to beoommg a.-good teacher. On the other hand. if skillJU practroe 
ll·ete the soJe·a.im; there would be no.need for-a. course in theory, and '· ..... ' .. 
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a year's practical apprenticeship in a school could take the place of 
the existing training courses ; but this is far from the truth, and un
guided practice, or the unintelligent following of rule-of-thumb me-· 
thods may do the beginner more harm than good, and is all the 
more likely to make him close his eyes permanently to all the 
truly satisfying elements ·in teaching as a worth-while and life-long 
vocation. It may well be that a young teacher whose initial training 
had been wholly practical would be of greater immediate use to a 
school than on(\ who had taken a full course in Education. .But 
the latter ought· both rapidly to overhaul the former in the continued 
acquisition of skill, and also to be far less likely to sink into a routine 
and subsequently into discontent with the groove in which he finds 
himself. 

5. Criticism of the Existing Courses ami Teaching-( a) School 
Praclice.-Our mam criticism of the existing courses (but we repeat 
that it does not apply to them all) is tha:t too little time is given 
to school practice, too little weight is given to practice in assessing 
the student's performance, and conditions of school practice are 
often unsatisfactory, sometimes quite grossly unsatisfactory. In 
some places a student is required to give only five lesson& during the 
whole of his course I We ascertained that in fact students were never 
failed on their practical test, and we enquired what happened if his 
five lessons were not deemed satisfactory. We were told that in that 
case the student gave another lesson, or even another, till he gave 
one that passed muster I It is not surprising that under these con
ditions the schools do not regard the possession of the B. T. Degree 
as the slightest real guarantee that its holder can either teach or contol 
a class. We consider that in a year's course not less than twelve weeks 
should be spent by the student in supervised school practice. This 
does not mean that the supervisor should be present throu~hout 
the twelve weeks. Fa.r from it. The student can only find his feet 
~·hen he is loft, from time to time, to his own unaided efforts. 

We were told that it would be difficult to increase the amount of 
school practice because it would mean using more schools, and that 
schools did not like being used for practice. This did not convince 
us. In the first place, a training department has no right to admit 
a number of students greater than can be given proper school prac
tice facilities. In the second place it is not at all a difficult ma.tter, 
and some Indian training departments have fully achieved it to 
make schools realise that students coming in to practise-not of 
course in overwhelming numbers-are a real asset. Almost all 
schools suffer from excessive routine, and the infusion of a little tem
porary new blood from time to time in the form of students praotis• 
mg is good for aU pa.rtiee concerned, not merely the students but the. 
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teachers and the children. This is a commonplace in America and 
Great Britain, and if universities in India cannot prevail upon suffi
cient schools to find it out for themselves, Government must come to 
the help of universities and make it a condition of aid, or even re
cognition, to suitable schools that they shall play their proper part 
in the practical training of the recruits whOse services they subsequent
ly intend to use. As i.t is, we came across such an absurdity, -to 
take an extreme case, as the whole practical training, so called, for 
more than a hundred students being given in the oRe demonstration 
school attached to the college. This is perhaps twenty times as 
heavy a load as any single school should be asked to carry ; and under 
these conditions, what we have just said about students. being an 
asset to a school becomes reversed. It is .hard to see how a school 
can survive such a mass introduction of students. · 

When discussing this shortage of schools for practice we found 
a tendency to argue that a school could only be used when the college 
supervisor could dictate either the whole curriculum or at least the 
content of lessons to be given by the student. This is utterly wrong. 
It is good for students, and even good for. their college supervisors, 
to have to fall in with the current practice of a school and make the 
best of it. Here again there are limiting cases, no doubt ; and the 
training department should have sufficient choice in.the schools it 
uses to prevent it from having to use a school wh<ise methods or tone 
were quite intolerably bad. 

(b) Experience of the Staff.-Our second criticism (and again iii. 
is not to be applied to all places) i~ th,is. The career. of a. school. 
teacher in India is certainly not well-paid. Even if graduates tend 
to choose it as a last resort among professions, they can still be led 
by skilful handling of their training. course to realise that it can be, 
as has been well said, " though the wo:rst paid, yet the most re-· 
warding of professions ". But it is quite impossible for this sense of 
vocation to be instilled by a staff who lui.ve never themselves taught 
in a school. They need not have many years of school experience, 
and there is room on the staff of a training department for a few 
specialists who have not been school teachers. But the bulk of the 
staff including emphatically the lecturers in Education and in 
Methods must be able to speak from first-hand experience of school 
teaching if they are to command the respect of their students. and· 
to have any chance of convincing them that they are entering a noble 
career. In no respect did we find greater differences between one· 
place and another than in this. In some, all the staff had had school
experience. In others, not one of the staff had been a school teacheri 
and, naturally enobgh in the circumstances, they saw- no. :rea89n 
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why they should have had such experience I It should be a condi
tion of recognition for all training departments and training eol· 
leges that not less than a named proportion of the staff should have 
had school teaching experience ; and the named proportion should be 
high, at least 50 per cent. If it is argued that, as things are, 
it is difficult to find school teachers intellectually capable of hold
ing lecturers' posts, the answer must be that nothing would so 
quickly rectify this state of ·affairs as the knowledge that you could 
not hope to be a lecturer or professor in Education unless you had 
started by teaching in a school. . 

(c) Tire (}Q'111Tse& in Theory.-The content of the theoretical part 
of the courses needs no particular comment except that in those places 
where practice is so greatly neglected it is impossible to achieve 
what should be the aim of courses in Methods, in Psychology, and 
in Principles of Education, namely that they should be closely linked 
with what the student is seeing for himself in school during the prac
tical part of his course. There is the further danger in an Education 
course where theory wholly outweighs practice, that there is less 
check upon the theorist and that courses in Method may become 
too specific, too detailed and incidentally too long ; it is a misfortune 
if the student is led to suppose that there is only one right way of 
teaching a subject or that there is a perfect syllabus applicable to 
every school. Theory of Education must he flexible and adaptable 
to local circumstances if it is to mean anything real to its students. 
If it is simply something more to be learned by heart from lecture 
notes and text hooks, the whole course will do the student more harm 
than $Dod. It is a fundamental principle nowadays that a real educa
tion 1s not so much a matter of lessons to be learned and memorised 
as Df a life to be lived and purposeful activities to be shared. If 
this is tme of a school it must he equally tme of a U!Jiversity and of 
the training course which a university provides. 

6. ResrorcA in Ed!Ulatioo-{a) Tire Mastet"'s Degree.-There is. 
not much systematic research in Education going on in India today. 
At a certain number of univ<lrsities the Degree of Master of Education 
is conferred upon candidates who either stay on at the university 
after completing their initial qualification as teachers, generally the 
B. T. De~, or who return to it for this purpose after an interval. 
The'reqUlrements for the Master's Degree in Education vary, but 
normally include a piece of original work pre~ under supervision. 
Besides these first steps by beginners in or1ginal work the staffs of 
some training departments, though by no means all, are seriously 
engaged in original work. There are also a few centres for advanced 
work in Education or Educational Psychology, e.g. at the Govern
ment Centre at Allahabad and at the University of Patna. The 
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first attempt at educational research at the All-India. level iS to be 
made by the newly-founded Central Institute of Education in Delhi. 

Little can be said about the work of M. Ed. candidates except 
thatit is a good thing for every university training department to 
have this t-ask of guiding beginners in the technique of educational 
research even if the results are necessarily small and scrappy. It is 
very doubtful if a graduate who passes straight from his Degree 
to his initial training COlUSil and thence straight to work for the 
M. Ed. without school experience can produce original work of value 
in the field of Education in the stricter sense, though no doubt he 
can learn teclmiques, statistical and other, which will be useful to 
him as an individual or as a subordinate member of a research team. 
Normally, however, it would be better for a student to learn more 
about the practice of education by teaching for a few years before 
he returned to take the Master's Degree in the subject. 

(b) Original Work by Professws and Lecturers.-The original 
work by-Professors and Lecturers in Education is sometimes of high 
quality, but it seems to suffer, so far, from isolation and lack of inter
university planning. The problems confronting Indian education 
today are so stupendous in their sheer scale, and so complicated in· 
their nature, that the efforts of even the most gifted and persistent 
individual seem dwarfish in comparison. In. these circumstances 
immense responsibility lies ·upon the Central Institute, and its 
progress must .be ~eenly watched! and. keenly supported by every 
well-wisher pf India. The practical problems of first magnitude 
confronti:iig India are too obvious to need more than cursory state
ment. Here is a vast country, set out on the path of democracy· with 
adult franchise, yet 85 per cent of its pebple are illiterate. Here 
too is a would-be democratic country where in fact up till now the 
selection of young people for higher .education, or indeed for any 
education at all, has been based not upon any kind of test of the 
child's capacity but simply upon his p~ents• capacity to payfor 
schooling. It is going to involve a fundaniental change, more pro
found than is yet realised by the vast majority of Indians, before 
we can achieve even the beginnings of an educational pyramid, 
i.e. a national structure in which all children get the rudiments of 
education (and are not thereby unfitted for manual labour), and.the 
choice of who shall proceed further and further up the educational 
pyramid is based upon capacity and temperament alone. The mere 
effort needed to construct tests of capacity and temperament for 
use on a nation-wide scale and flexible enough to be fair as between 
different· social strata and different physical environments will be 
a most difficult and lengthy task, which has not yet been begun.'' 
The Central Institute should enlist the services not only of its own· 
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staff or of its own University of Delhi, but of all would-be students 
and teachers of Education throughout India. No task in front of 
India seems to us more urgent than this. 

7. Reoommendationa.-We recommend:-
(i) that the courses be remodelled and more time given to 

school practice and more weight given to practice in 
, assessing the students' performances ; 

(ii) that suitable schools be used for practical training ; 
(iii) that students be encouraged to fall in with the current 

practice of a school and make the best of it ; 
(iv) that the bulk ofa staff of the training college be recruited 

from people who have first hand, experience of school 
teaching; • 

(v) that "the courses on the theory of Education be flexible 
and adaptable to local circumstances ; 

fvi) that students be encouraged to proceed to the Master's 
· Degree only after some years of experience of teaching. 

(w) that original work liy Professors and Lecturers be plan. 
ned on an all-India basis. 
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· 1.· History.-Engineering · education, unlike other types of 
professional education, has not had a long history. Though the 
ancients and medievals had built large brick and stone houses, 
castles, cities and huge temples, had constructed long high ways and 
aqueducts, and dug canals, which show considerable knowledge 
of what are now called civil and hydraulic engineering and of 
properties of building materials, . this knowledge must have been· 
denved empirically. Beginnings of mechanical engineering are to 
be found in the manufacture and use of tools, means of transport, 
simple machinery like lathes, and weapons of offence· and defence. 
Rudiments of chemical engineering are to be seen in the old metal
lurgical _Practices. But there were no organised schools for teaching 
apprentices the use of machinery or knowledge of processes ; know
ledge passed from generation to generation of craftsmen and arti
ficers, by word of mouth, and was thus confined to castes and guilds. 1 

2. The Industrial Reoolution.-With the advent of the In
dustrial Age, which was ushered in by the discovery of the steam 
engine by James Watt about 1780, and the ability to generate and 
to handle large amounts of power rendered possible by the invention 
of the steam engine, men passed from dependence on human labour 
and hand tools to large and complicated machinery ; production of 
commodities passed from cottage workshops to factories. Trans
portation by bullock-carts, horse-driven carriages, and wind or man
driven boats, gli.Ve way to railroads and steamships. All . this 
nec'essitated the coristruction of large machines, engines, ships and 
carriages, and gave rise to problems of industrial finance and labour. 

. 3. !parly Engineering Sclwol in ·Europe.-'While inventive 
genius was called upon to devise new kinds of machines and to 
handle new· types of processes, the craftsmen and artisans were 
oalled upon to put these designs into actual practice. They were 
asked to test and handle these machines and to repair them when
ever necessary. The engineer was thus evolved from two different 
atreruns ; fust from the artisans and craftsmen on one side, who 
belonged to the lower orders of the less specialized society of the 
last century, &.{ld on the other side from the genteel class who had 

1 t'roau- on ucllltootwe hy Vit.ruviua in llmne J[...,.,...,..., l'u.l.1ol:alj>G~Gno by 
lUng BhojA in .India. 0< on M.ot&llwgy hy AjJrioola ""'1 be mentioned. But tb..-ee -
....., IROH de•oripUn t.baa edu .. u-. 
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.knowledge of sciences, and had acquired habits of disciplined and 
organised thinking. Sometimes the two types merged in the same 
person i.e. the craftsman taught himself sciences, and learnt to 
think and invent, (e.g. James Watt) ; or the man with scientific 
education took to practices with appliances and machinerf for a 
definite objective (e.g. Sadi Carnot). 

It was soon found that it was not possible to depend upon 
unlettered mechanics and craftsmen to manufacture, according to 
designs given to them, the new types of machines which were con-. 
stantly coming into use, or upon appl'eJltices to handle. these ma
chines properly, unless they were instructed in their use. Schools 
for general education of craftsmen _and artisans, and for teaching 
apprentices the use of machines were founded by John Anderson 

·at Glasgow about 1790, and Dr. Birkbeck in London in 1823. 
Anderson's university ultimately became The Royal Technical 
College, Glasgow. Amongst the universities, Cambridge took the 
lead in admitting engineering- to the rank of university education. 
France started technical education about the same time (1794) 
when Ecole d~s Traveaux Publiques, later Ecole Polytechnique, 
was founded. In the U. S. A. the first technical school was founded 
at Bowdoin College, Maine in 1823, but this did not live along. The 

_ oldest surviving technical institute in the U.S. A. is the Rensselaer 
-Polytechnic Institute at Troy (New York State), which was founded 
in 1823, and started giving degrees in civil engineering in 1835. 
Germany started late, but it built up, after the Franco-Prussian 
war a t;hain of technological institutes, (culminating in the Technis
che.Hochschules) which provided for the teaching of all grades of' 
men from <;raftsmen to researchers, and this was mainly responsible 
for the great technical and industrial superiority of Germany whiclt 
was noticed during the first world war. The great Technische 
Hochschule at Charlottenl?urg, Berlin was founded in 1879, as· 
part of the university, but was later separated from it for th~ sake of 
administrative convenience. The success of this institution led to 
the foundation of the Imperial College of Science and Technology 
in London by the amalgamation of a number of smaller institutes in 
1907. "Bytheterms of its Charter the Imperial College stands alone 
in being specially charged to develop postgraduate studies in their 
applicationtoindustries." (Universities Quarterly, Vol. 2, 1948). 

II.-Growth of Engineering Sciences. 

4. Tlte Variety of Oourses.-The nineteenth century has wit
nessed the birth of many branches of engineering and technology 
in addition to the classical ones of civil and mech11.nical. 
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• The range of development in engineering and technology is 
illustrated by the following lists of separate engineering fields which 
are recognised and in which four or five years of under-graduate 
courses leading to a degree are offered in American Universities and 
Colle~es. Within each one of the fields, there are further sub
divisions and specialisations, each being the subject of special 
post-graduate study and research. 

General Engineering 

Civil Engineering 

Arohitectural 

Building and Construction 

Irrigation 

Sanitary 
Rnilway Civil 

Nnval Architecture and 
. Marine Engineering 

Chemical Engineering 

Ceramics 

Fuel Techn•1logy 
Metnllurgioal 

Mineral ProoeSIOing 
Petroleum 

Mechanir.al Engineering 
Aeronautical 

Railway Mechanical 

Automotive 

Electrical Engineering 

Communication (Line 
and Radio). 

Railway Electrical 

Geological Engineering 
Mining 
Geophysic!ll Prospecting 
Mineral Exploration 

Public Health Engineering 

Industrial Management 
Industrial Engineering 

Agricultural Engine<>ring 
Technology and engineering are products of fundamental 

discoveries in basic sciences, and as is well known, these began to 
accumulate in the late nineteenth and in the twentieth centuries 
and in greater variety than in all the previous 50 centuries. of civil
ised life. Inventive genius in Europe and America tried to utilise 
these sciences for new industries, and for other human needs ; 
Thus new branches of engineering began to grow. To give a few 
wmmples: 

Elet~trical engineerivg which now claints as many as, or mo}"e 
professional" and students than the older branches of civil or me
chanical, start~ actually from the year 1882, when Edison built 
the first central electric power house to supply electrical power t~ 
fnctories, and light and power for domestic use to dwellers of a dty. 
The discovery of the law of electromagnetic induction was mace by 
!ll!98V:o£Edn. 
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Faraday 411831, but it required work of a half a century 1 to put the 
discovery to practical use. -

With the multiplication of the number of electrical power 
houses, and with the long distance transmiSsion of power, the 
demand for men trained in the use of electrical machinery and acqua
inted with the fundamentals of the science began to grow, and the 
universities and technical colleges began to introduce courses in 
electrical engineering. But only one or two colleges are known to have 
introduced electrical engineering courses earlier than 1880. So 
rapid has been the progress in this field that the number of electrical 
engineers, technicians and craftsmen in the U. S. A. is now estimated 
to be nearing the million mark. The same is true of automotive 
engineering which dates from the time of the discovery of the in
ternal combustion engine by Otto in 1870. Rudiments of chemical 
engineering were known in earlier metallurgical practices, but 
the great discoveries in organic, physical and inorganic chemistry 
subsequent to 1880, led to more and more large scale chemical 
industries. Chemical engineering courses began to be introduced 
about 1890, almost simultaneously in the German Technische Hochs
chules and in great American Technical Colleges like the .Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology (M. I. T.). The first courses were 
introduced in England in the Imperial College of Science and Tech
nology in 1911. 

6. Trends in Engineering Educaticm.-Finch remarks in his 
book,-' Trends in Engineering EduciJtion ~ :-" Engineering is a 
constantly developing profession and change and growth are never
ending. It is expanding fu power through the develop~ent of' 
.important techniques, and new and better products, processes and· 
practices, and in scope through ever-widening horizons, new oppor
tunities for greater service, and increased responsibility. Change, 
continuous and never-ending change an(!. improvement is the normal . 
atmosphere of engineering life and of engineering education." 

7. Vaned Development of ElectriCal Engineerinlg.-Electrical 
engineering is a typical example of this change. For about 20 years 
it dealt mainly with electrical power generation, transmission and 
utilisation. With Marconi's discovery of wireless telegraphy (1898), 
electrical engineers began to study and watch the profess of Radio 
Communication. In some universities and •technica colleges, the 
new science began to be pursued as a subject for post-graduate study 
and research. Then came the discovery of the use of triode valves in 

1 This int.erval between a funda.mental discovery and ita first large scale use con how· 
ever be muoh ahortened if linauce for applied research on utilisation be forthcomiog aa in 
tba ..... ofprepamtionoftheAtomioBomb. In thisoaae,60years'workwas concentrated 
into four yean. · 
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1914 which revolutionised radio 1;0mmunication, and made broad
casting possible. This led to the need for a large number of engineers 
trained in the fundamentals of radio communications, and in the 
use of the necessary appliances. So universities and technical 
colleges were called upon to open u:ndergraduate classes for the train-
ing of radio engineers. · 

!Uany developments of electrical engineering have ·emerged, 
such as power plant and transmission engineering, radio communi
cation, telephone communication, electronics, electrical calculating 
machines, electric railway engineering, electrical recording appara
tus, electricity and electronics in medicine and surgery, electrical 
control apparatus, servo-mechanisms and many others. 

8. EngiMef'ing and Technology.-These subdivisions of the 
engineering field illustrate how a mature economy develops a great 
variety of ways for controlling and using the processes and resources 
of nature. The great productiveness of a country like America 
is due less to possession of natural resources than to the develop· 
ment of a wide range of skills. Thus three basic types of engineering 
have developed into numerous new technologies, which have 
tended to become independent fields.1 

The engineer should be alert for any fundamental discovery 
which may be turned to practical use and for betterment of the 
processes he is using. The structure of engineering education 
.should be such that when opportunities occur it will be possible for 
the country· or the industries to collect requisite personnel, from 
technici!Ulll to executive engineers, to turn the discovery to use 
within as short a :{leriod as possible. Such a set-up of engineering 
education existed m Germany, and exists in the U. S. A., but not 
in the United Kingdom, of which the Indian system was for long 
a bad and obsolete copy. Thus though many of the ~at and 
fundamental discoveries which led to Radar and Atonnc Energy 
utilisation were made by British physicists, their !ar~e scale utilisa
tion for war purpose was possible only in Amenca, where the 
requisite personnel of all types could be assembled and set to work. 1 

The ·British recognized this defect in their structure of Engineering 

a Ameriaan prosperity gnow aloogaide technical progreoa and was probably ea
RM<i•red more by individuaJ enterprise and a oonstant pre)l~U"dneu to take groor.& riab 
tban b7 abnormaJ technical akill. But in the course of ita crevelopment Ameri"" baa
quired a ll"""t numbor of technicaJiy traint"d men, produced by many efficient IIDd D.">W 
famous technical inetitutione, eome eotabliohPd by great ro-;,ht, but moet growing bJ 
til• olow ,-oofoupply and demand. (UniT. Quanuly, Vol. 2,1948), 

a "During the Wu, Britain dietingaishPd itoelf in the roeJm of pure ecience, bill u.., 
-npi4 &Del large aoaJo dovB!opment of new d.iaooterioa ...... OUTied oat moro ou-rully 
Ia Amerioa &Dd Qorma.ny t.han In t.hla _,try ", (Indroduot.ioo to EuginoorU.g In Uni
-aitiee, Uni-.. Qur.rtorly, Feb. 1948. -p. 163). 
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an~ Technological Education during the course of the last war. 
Their Ministry of Education set up a committee under Lord Eustace 
Percy" To advise the Ministry on the needs of higher technical edu
cation in England and Wales, with particular attention to the means 
required for maintaining appropriate co-operation between univer-
sities and technical colleges. " · · 

II I.-Engineering and Teckoological Eduootion in India up to 1920. 

9. The Beginnings of Engineering Eduootion in India.-The 
impulse for creation of centres of technical training came from the 
British rulers of India, and it arose out of the necessity foc the train
ing of overseers for construction and maintenance of public build
ings, roads, canals, and ports, and for the training of artisans and 
craftsmen for the use of instruments, and apparatus needed for the 
army, the na'vy, and the survey department. The superintending 
engineers were mostly recruited from Britain from the Cooper's · 
Hill College, and this applied as well to foremen and artificers ; but 
this could not be done in the case of lower grsdes-craftamen, a.rti- · 
sans and sub-overseers who were recruited locally. As they ·were 
mostly illiterate, efficiency was low. The necessity to make them 
more efficient by giving them elementary lessons in reading, writ.. 
ing, arithmetic, geometry.; and mechanics, led to the establishment 
of industrial schools attached to Ordnance Factories and other 
engineering establishments. 

While it is stated that such schools existed in Calcutta and 
Bombay as early as 1825, the first authentic account we have is · 
that <1f an industrial school establish¢ at Guindy, Madms, in · 
1842, attached to the Gun Carriage Factory there. A school for the 
training of overseers was known to exist in Poona in 1854. · · · ... 

Meanwhile in Europe and America, Colleges of Engineering · 
were growing up, which drew to them Il).en having good education,· 
and special proficiency in mathematical subjects. This led to 
discussions in Governments circles in India, and similar institutions 
were sought to be established in the Presidency Towns. · 

. 10. Engineering Colleges.-The first engineering college was 
established in the U.P. in 1847for.thetraining of Civil Engineers at 
Roorkee, which made use of the large workshops and public bnild-. 
ings' there that were erected for the Upper Ganges Canal. The 
Roorkee College (or to give it its official name ; the Thomason ]j:n
gineering College) was never affiliated to any university, but has 
been giving diplomas which are considered to be eqnivalenl to 
degrees. , 
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In pursuance of the Government policy, three Engineering Col
leges were opened by about 1856 in the three Presidencies. In 
Bengal, a College called the Calcutta College of Civil Engineering 
was opened at the Writers' Buildings in November 1856 ; the name 
was changed to.Bengal Engineering College in 1857, and it was 
affiliated to the Calcutta University. It gave a licentiate course 
in Civil Engineering. In 1865 it was amalJz:amated with the Presi
dency College. Later, in 1880, it was detached from the Presidency 
Colle~e and shifted to its present quarters at Sibpur, occupying the 
prermses and buildings belonging to the Bishop's College. 

Proposals for having an Engineering College at Bombay· city 
having failed for som'3 reasons, the overseers' school at Poona even
tually became the Poona College of Engineering and affiliated j;o the 
Bombay University in 1858. Fora long time, this was the ·only 
College of Engineering in the Western Presidency. · • 

In the Madras Presidency, the industrial school attached to the 
Gun Carriage Factory became ultimately the Guindy College of En
gineering and affiliated to the Madras University (1858). 

· The educational work in the three Colleges of Sibpur, Poona, 
and Guindy has been more or less similar. They all had licentiate 
oourse~incivilengineeringupto 1880, when they organised degree 
classes in this branch alone. After 1880, the demand for mechanical 
and electrical engineering was felt, but the three Engineering Colleges 
started ouly apprenticeship classes in these subjects. The Victoria 
Jubilee Techmcal Institute, which was started at Bombay in 1887, 
had as its objective the training of licentiates in Electrical, Mecha
nical and Toxtile Engineering. 

. 11. Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Courses.-In 1915, 
the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, opened Electrical En· 
gineering classes under Dr. Alfred Hay, and began to give certificates 
and asscciateships, the latter being regarded equivalent. to a 
degree. 

In Ben~al, the leaders of the Swadeshi Movement organised in 
1907 a National Council of Education which tried to organise a 
truly National University. Out of the many institutions it started, 
only the College of Engineering and Technology at Jadavpur had 
survived. It started granting diplomas in· a mechanical and engi• 
neering course in 1908, and in chemical engineering in 1921. · 

The Calcutta University Commission, debated the pros and 
eons for the introduction of degree courses in mechanical and elec~ 
trical engineering. One of the reasons cited, from the :recommen
dations of the Indian Industrial Commission, (1915, under the 
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Chairmanship of Sir Thomas Holland) . against the introduction of 
electrical. engineering courses is given in the following quotation 
!'rom thell' ~port1: . " We have not specifically referred to the train• . 
mg of electriCal engmeers, because electrical manufactures have not 
yet been starte~ in India, !lnd there is only scope for the employment 
of men to do Simple rep8.ll' work, to take charge of the running of 
electrical machinery, and to manage and control hydro-electric 
and steam-operated stations. The men required for these three 
classes of work will be provided by the foregoing proposals for the 
training of the various grades required in mechanical engineering. 
They will have to acquire, in addition, special experience in electri
cal matters, but, till this branch of engineering is developed on the 
constructional side, and the manufacture of electrical machinery 
taken in hand, the managers of electrical undertakings must train. 
their own men, making such use as they can of the special facilities 
offered for instruction at the engineering colleges and the Indian 
Institute of Science ". 

· The credit of first starting degree classes in mechanical and 
electrical engineering and in metallurgy belong to the University of 
Banaras, thanks to the foresight of its great founder, Pt. Madan 
Mohan Malaviya (1917). 

About fifteen years later, in 1931-32, the Bengal Engineering 
College at Sibpur started mechanical engineering courses, electri
cal engineering courses in 1935-36, and courses in metallurgy in 
1939-40. Courses in these subjects were also introduced at Guindy 
ancl Poona about the same time. 

Quite a number of engineering colleges have been started since 
August 15, 1947. It is due to the realisation that India has to be- . 
come a great industrial country, and would require a far larger .num
ber of engineers than could be supplied by the older institutions. 
In some cases, existing lower type institutions have been raised to 
the status of degree-giving colleges. . 

12. Technological Ed'UCidion.-The . Technological Institut-es · 
at present existing in the country, and the. subjects and the standard 
for whir.h they provide instruction, are.shown in Table 2. These 
institutes are of different types; some are pnts .of universities, -e.g. 
departments of applied physics and chemistry at the Calcutta, 
Andhra, and Bana.ras universities ; some are polytechnics of differ
ent standards, e.g. the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, which 
is of the University standard, and others of a lower standard. A 
few are monotechnics, devoted to one subject only, like sugar, tex
~iles, leather. These are not generally affiliated to any university, 
but are managed mostly by Departments of Industry. · . · 

• Report of Calcutta University Commission, Vol. 4, Ch&p. 46. 
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IV.-Typea of Training for Engineers. 
13. 014ssi.ftoation of Engineers.-The· engineering profession 

has become so much diversified that in order to consider intelli
gently the demand for engineering services a.nd the adequacy of avail
able educational resources, a classification of engineers is desirable. 
The British Committee set up the following classification :-

1. Stonior Administrators and Executives. 
2. Engineer-Scientists, Design and Development Engineers. 
3. Engineers required for production, operations, mainte

nance and sale. 
4. Technical Assistants and Designer Draftsmen. 
5. Draftsmen, Foremen and- Craftsmen. . 

A supply of men in all these grades in the right proportion is 
essential for the rural, industrial and other technical development of 
the country. 

14. Grade 5.-Draftsmen, foremen. and cra(tsmen..-They used 
to be recruited from the artisan class. With the spread of univer
sal education, they are more a.nd more being recruited from types 
which show more aptitude in such fields than in theoretical education. 
It is becoming increasingly evident that definite schemes of training 
for these services is desirable. Since there is very inadequate 
J>rovision for such training in our country, this type of boys continues 
m the literary courses with unhappy results. 

Appropriate elements of technical training should be introduced 
into the education programme of such students when it becomes 
evident that their best personal development a.nd useful service will 
be in the technical lines. We should either introduce vocational 
courses into their regular school education, or set up separate· voca-
tional or technical schools. . · 

· U. Grade 4.-Technical assistants and designer draftsmen.
They have completed ten years of schooling, but are not adapted 
to theoretical work. In Europe a.nd America, they are given 
engineering training in polytechnics, continuation schools, or in night 
schools. Very often they alternate instruction with work. In 
England such clssses of students are given " National Certificates ". 
They are also allowed to seek admission into Engineering Colleges, 
and to qualify for degrees when they have shown the necessary 
aptitudes. . 

16. Gro.de 3.-Engin«f"s required for production, Operatimr,s, 
maintenamle and sale.-Ther are generally trained in engineering 
colleges affiliated to universJ.ties which grant degrees. or in techni· 
cal institutes not a.ffiliated to universities which give diplomas of 
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theix own, equivalent to degrees. This grade forms the main body 
of the engineering profession. 

India has now a number of engineering colleges and techni
cal institutes ~aining men of this grade, as shown in Table .1., 

17. lkade 2.-Engine~ Scientists, Design and Develoyment 
Engi~s.-This class of men, who are responsible for directive 
efforts in the engineering profession, is generally developed either 

· out of grade 3 men who, after graduation pursue post-graduate 
· courses in a specialized branch of engineering in some recognised in

stitute or in couree of their professional career acquire sufficienl: 
knowledge and experience so that they can act as consultants and 
originators for the design of great engineering projects. They also 
sometimes come from the rank of pure scientists who wish to turn 
some discovery or fact;; of science to practic;ll use, and thus help 
themselves to the amount of engineering required for the purpose. 

:More frequently scientists and engineers have to collaborate in a 
· joint programme, as is exemplified by the classical case of Haber, 
the physical chemist, collaborating with Bosch, the engineer in 
evolving the synthetic arilmonia plant just before the first World 
War. · Such teams of work of scientists and engineers have become 

· quite common, and should be encouraged in our country . 
• 

18. (bade 1.-· Engi~ Administrators, Executives etc.-As civi-
lisation grows more and more complex, and new discoveries in science 
and technology are being put to large scale u8e, great engineering 
adventures are being undertaken in. every country, for example 
the Tennessee Valley Schemes and the Atomic Energy Projects in 
the U.S.A. and the great hydroelectric and river development pro

·jects in different countries of the world,-including our own. ·Earlier· 
we had the great Rail'uy and Canal pJ:Qjects. The organisation of 
large factories like the. Tata Iron and Steel Company falls in saine 
category. .. . 

The ideal head of such an organisation should be an executive · 
who is also an engineer, scientist or 'technician and who has an 
intimate knowledge of the science and technique of the particular 
undertaking, both on the theoretical and practical side; and besides 

. has knowledge of finance and business administration, and can handle 
large bodies of men. Such combinations are rare among professional 
engineers or scientists, and therefore very often such posts were filled 
by lawyers, financiers, or even political leaders. ·Though some of 

' these administrators have done their job well, there have been 
· many failures or cases of gross mismanagement. It is preferable 
· that engineers and scientists are put in charge of such jobs. · 
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Our goverrunent hatJ planned a number of river-valley projects, 
and large industrial establishments under central control. The 
success of these undertakings will depend upon the right kind of 
administrators and executives for .their management. 

The particular com'Qination of qualities which ripen into the 
effective Executive and Administrator can not always be foreseen. 
Frequently large concerns find their leadership in men who have 
. proved their ability in small undertakings. About the best in
surance for providing executives for large projects is the existence 
of a large variety of small and medium sized industries and other 
economic undertakings. They provide training ground and ap-· 
prenticeship for .lar~er responsibilities. Courses including indus
trial engineering whJCh prepare men for such leadership of small 
undertakings is about the best contribution that can be made by 
engineering education for this class of engineers and administrators. 

V.-Indian Ef19ineeri119 and Technological Colleges. 

19. Tables 1 and 2.-Tables 1 and 2 give the details of Indian 
engineering and technological colle~es-their date of establishment, 
the subjects they teach, and the mtake of students and other 
details. 



TABLE 1 

Name of luetit.ution. 
---------~~--;_.--,---~--.---.-~~---r----~-------------1!~~· I 

1 

Tbom~on ltngineering College (Roorkee) 
Bengal Engineoring Coll,.ge (Sibpur) .• 
OoU.ge ofEngin .. rlng (Poono).. .. 

OoU.ge of Engineering (Quindy) .. 

College of Rnginoering and Technology 
(Jad&vpur}. 

Engineering Collego (Bonoras) .. 

College of Engineering (TmvanCO'OO) 
College of Engineering (Aligarb) 
C'..ollege of Engineering (Bo.ngalore) 
V.J. X. Jnatitu~ (Bombay) • • · 

OoU.go of Engineering (Annamolai) •. 
College of Engineering (Calcutta) •• 
Bit Ia Collego of Engineering (Pilaoi) .. 
BJharColl0ge of Engineerjng (Patna) •• 
Government Engineering COllege {Jubbul-· 

po"C'e), --
Now Collogo of Engineering (&ngll) •. 
East. Poojab Engineering Collogo(Roorkee) . 
College of Engineering (An&nta})ut) •. 
College of Engineering (Cooonad&) •• 
4. H. O.U.ge of'l:eohnology (O.imb•loro) 

Delhi Polyteobnlc (Delhi) •• 
Oollese of Engin .. ring (Abmmlabad) 
OoU.go of Engiooeting (A.nAodl 

'lotal 

.. : 

1846 
1856 
1868 

1868 

1912 

1917 
i 1937 . 

1930 

1887 

• 1946 
• 1946 

1946 

1947 

1947 
1947 
1947 
1047 

Civil. 

3 

30 
104 
100 

40 

:u 
30 

60 
10 

llO 
30 

60 
IR 

30 

i 

.. , 

15 
26 

8 
20 

20 

16 

0 

Electri .. 
cal. 
5 

13 
29 

8 
23 

20 

20 

30 

61 

&nd Elec, Chemi- Und.Hferen- Other Subjects. 
CQmbiued oa.l. tia.ted. 

8 7 8 

64 

160 

80 350 (4, 6)' 

12 137 (4, 6)1 

16 

60 (3.4,5)' 
106 (3, 4, 5)1 

9 

6 Motallurgioal 
20 Teto.Commu• 
nica.tion (Line). 

18 Tete.Qorurou• 
nica.t.ion (Une.) 

2 Refrigeration 

40 Metallurgy 20 
Mining. • 

15 'l'ele.io,;,mmuni• 
cation (Line.) 

15 'l'oxtilo Tooh~ 
nology. 

12 Arohlteoturo 

~I. ::606 ·I __ :_: 1"3_8_1 __ :_:.,.22:-:8-l---: :":2.,.54-~---:_: .-3,..3 ·l---7,...: ~-3--1 ~=::.~;~. 61 

Mio.ing 20 
AroWtootura 12 
'.re:s:tlle 'l'eob.lll 
1\elrigemtlon 2 

RemaJks. 

10 

Rnll\ed to degree 
olood&rd I 046. 

AutomObile Engg. 
informative atage. 

, J WJt stQrted. 
Do. 

----------------~.--~--------·--------------------------
• 'Awarded diplo,... eqoivalo.DUo Dogroe, 
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Tech. (Kaapqr) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 .. .. .. .. 
lllrl Krleh .. llaiond,... Tech. 

IDJUtut.o,(llanploro) 1940 .. •u .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
·~·· 'to..... laat. (IJor. 

ha:rr) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 
Of!on Silk To•b. . .. ~, 

( &rb&wpur) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
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20. The following table shows the intake of the coileges in the 
different branches of engineering :- . 

TABLE 3 

Number of Colleges OlferiDg Courses. 

Civil •.• 
:r.r..chanical a.nd Electricsl Combined 
Mechanical .. 
Electrica.l 
Undilferentia.ted 
Communica.tion 
Metsllurgy 
Chemical 
Mining 
Others 

Tots! 

Intake. 

596 
254 
138 
228 
773 

o1 
46 

153 
20 

256 

2,515 

The total intake in puxely engineering subjects may be taken 
to be about 2,500. We have calculated the percentage of those who 
are expected to pass in the final tests, from the figures of intake 
and output available for Banaras as given below: 

ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANARAS .HINDU UNIVERSITY, BANARAS,. 

Table sluYwi'I11J the No. of St'IJ.dents who applied, were admitted and 
graduo,ted-1930-1944. 

! I 
No. of student&. ,.930 1931 1932 1933 19:14 1935 

1-- i- -
; . 

Applied •• 1388 ! 10 50G 339 310 255 

Were admitted .. 201 181 120 122 122 121 

Graduated t .. 77 so 44 57 57 57 

Yea.r of Gradua~ 1934 1936 1936 1937 1938 1939 
tlon. I 

1. 'rntal adm~ 1930-1944 
2. Totalg<a<IW>ted 1934-1948 
3. Perc9tage of 2 to 1 

TABLE 4 

1936 193'1 193!1 19.19 

. 
268 261 360 436 

133 145 126 101 

M ({1 ·eo 44 
., 

11140 194111942 1943 

.. 

1041) 1941 19<21 t943 i 1944 

I .. 
~-

,...,.,..__. __ . 
581 7961 

121 l 122 

53 60 

1044 1945 

950 1,140 

122 

53 

1948 

. 1996 
910 

45•06 

131 

68 

1947 

1~165 

129 

79 

1948 

This works out at 45%. · If the same percentage holds for 
other Indian Universities, we shall be producing nearly 1,130 . 
engineering graduates each year, and within the next 5 years nearly j 
6,000 graduates with B.E. degrees. 
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22. Com~aristm with Britain and U.S.A.-Let us compare this 
ou.tput of engmeering graduates with that of. other countries. In Great 
Britain the wartime graduates or diploma holders equivalent .to 
graduates in the three main branches of engineering is stated by the 
British Committee to have been about 3,000, of which 1,250 came from 
universities, though the normal output is stated to be not larger than 
2,300. The British Committee recommended measures for maintaining 
this output for the next ten years (subsequent to 1946), which we 
understand was accepted by the ministry, and given full effect to. 
The enrolment in 1948 is stated to be 4,5621• 

The American enrolment for 19482 issta.ted to have reached the 
enormous figure of 2,40,000 in 1947. This is surely an:-. infla"l(ed 
figure due to rush of veterans. The figures for 1942 is stated to have 
been 1,13,000. This may be taken to be the normal figure. Taking 
that 45% passes through, the American output for the next few years, 
may be taken to be about 50,000 which is nearly 17 times as large as 
that of Great Britain and 40 times that of Indis.. 

Technologisls.-It is difficult to give an estimate of the produc
tion of technologists as very few data. are available. There seems to 
be no place in the country for the training of fuel and furnace tech
nolo~ists or student'> of other Rubjects,like refrigeration. There is some 
provlBion for training of textile and leather technologists, but these 
should be considerably strengthened. · 

While reviewing the progress of engineering and technological 
education in India a.nd abroad, we notice that it started everywhere 
at about the same epoch. But . while, due to political and other 
reasons, engineering and technological education has remained 
stagnant in India over long periods, it progressed by enor
mous strides in Europe and America.3 and developed as we said 
earlier, a great· variety of ways of utilizing natural resources. 
This country has to catch up by a colossal effort if our economic 
problems are to be solved. 

Vl.-()ur reguirerrumts in Engineering and Technical Personnel 
21. Scientijio Man-PolDer Committee's Estimates.-The Scientific 

Man-Power Committee, appointed by the Government of India in 
March, 194 7, assessed the requirements for scientific and technical 
personnel during the next 5 to 10 years (1947-52, 1952-57) to meet 
the demands of the various Government departments (Civil only, 
excluding Defence), for schemes of expansion of industrial and agri
~ultura.l production, transport, medicine, education and other fields 

1 Uai......,.., Qurl.rlr, Y<>L I, P. 111. 
I From H.....sboci r;f A- flM ... IiMo a4 C.U.,.., !HI. 
I J'woA-n.- UM-ntiMoia tltoleo/ 1Ui..,;.a4 0Mo A.- ..,_,.llq, •-._., .. .., 

otHOf. or-11o .u •z...n.. ...,;.._..., """"'"'· _, -.A• ,_.,... ~ r1 ., ., 
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in accordance with declared policies of the Government. _Their 
estimate is given in the following Table :-· 

Category 

Engineers of all categories 
Architects 
Metallurgists 
Glass & Ceramics Technologists 
Fuel .t. Furnace Technologists 
Textile Teohnclogiats 
Leather_ Technclogista •. 
Chemists .t. Chemical Teohnclogiats 
Physicists .. 
Mathematicians & Statisticians 
Bot&niata 
Zoologists 
Biologists •• 
Geologists & Geophysicists 
Agricultmal Scientists 
Dairy Technologists 
Doctors 

.. -

Non.medical peraoonel (Nurses) 

Science Teachero
Gradua.!ies in Science •• 
lnt&rmediste in Science 

TABLE 5 

Int&rmediates in Science as Technical personnel •• 
Unclassified Scientific and Teohnicall'eraonnel 
lnt&rmediates in Science as Technical personnel 

No. required. 

,..---"----. 
Benio:r Junior 
Grade. Grade. 

25,250 
310 

1,090 
320 
310 
780 
350 

6,560 
3,300 
1,560 

900 
1,430 

680 
1,420 

·J!,640 
700 

19,740 
32,510 

16,220 
1,82,300 

500 
3,820 

500 

28,700 

150 
340 

950 
4liO 

3,990 
220 

60_ 

610 

These figures seem to have in view only government positions 
or needs of large corporations. The development of technical men 
to start and direct small independent industries will require larger ' 
numbers of engineers and technical mCJ!-, 

The Senior Grade of the Scien_tific Man-Power Committee may 
be taken to corr~pond to our Grade 3: The need of the country is 
estimated to be nearly 27,000 (this includes Engineers, Architects, 
Metallurgists and Chemical Technologists) in 5-10 years, depending 
upon the speed of the constructive. works undertaken. So the yearly 
demand varies from 5,400 to 2,700 per year. The outturn of 
Indian Colleges is expected to be 1,130 per year. So the prospective 
supply falls far below the demand. The demand can probably be 
met if atleast one or two of the proposed higher Technological 
institutes is start~d as early as possible. -
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Vll.-OCJUrses of Study. 

22. Present Position of Our Colleges.-· Though many of the 
older colleges have tolerable equipment ·in civil and mechanical 
engineering, the equipment in electrical engineering in most cases 
appeared to be insufficient and out of date. Excepting at one or 
two places, the equipment in chemical engineering and radio commu~ 
nication engineering and other branches needs considerable strength
ening if satisfactory work is tn be done. The financial resources of 
many colleges do not enable them to carry out the desired improve
ments. They naturally look to provincial and central governments 
for aid. 

For reasons stated earlier, India has not kept pace with the 
growth of engineering and technological education in other countries, 
notably the U.S.A. Indian engineering colleges have not produced 
Engineer scientists of grade 2, except a few here and there, nor have 
they developed diversified courses as in Europe and America. · 

23. General Ed?J£ationfor the Engineer.-Engineers of even the 
highest grades generally have little background of general edu~tion. 
They commonly lack preparation in practical subjects closely related 
to technical engineering such as business administration, labour 
relations, and industrial finance, though frequently the success of 
engineerin~ projects depends as much on competence in these fields 
as in engmeenng technology. 

The reason for this lack is that the engineering courses have 
generally been limited to engineering technology and the underlying 
physical sciences and mathematics. As a result, with a few notable 
exceptions, the engineer is not p:,i£ared to take a broad a.nd inclusive 
vie'l'l' of afl'airs, nor to take sig · cant part in the determination of 
sta.te policy, even relating to large engineering projects. The en
gineer tends to carry out other men's purposes, rather than to be a 
determiner of purpose. · 

Thia limita.tion of the engineer is due to historical causes. As 
rema.rked earlier, the engineer evolved from the craftsman, whose 
opinions on matters of general policy did not often count with men 
of afl'airs. The Q~tsman wa~ expected to carry out the plans of 
his superior, and not to share i~ policy making. This a.ttitude was 
carried over into. formal training, since the forerunners of modem 
engineering schools were little more than. institutions for.improving 
the skill of craftsmen. Even en11.ineers recruited from the educated 
c~es were steeped in this attitude in the engineering colleges, 
having gone there directly from matrit:ulation or intermedia.te. In 
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engineering colleges th_ey were so immersed in .technical courses that 
they had little time for educational exploration or interest outside 
their fields. · · . 

It is time to create a new pattern for engineering .education by 
including courses in general education, and secondly by making place 
for ~uch p,ractical courses as business administration, labour relations, 
and industrial finance.. Such revision is under way in .America in. 
numerous engineering institutions, including the Technical Institute 
of thi!North Western University, Chicago, the Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology (M.I.T.) and other small and large institutions.7 

This revision has also been recommended by the British Techno
logical Education Committee. Our scrutiny of the curricula of our 
engineering colle~es does not show any marked tendency on. their 
part to revise their syllabuses exceptin~ in the revised programme 
of the Beng<1.l Engineering College, Sibpur. We would ~trongly 
recomm!Jnd that the courses in humanities, business administration, 
labour relations, induitrial finance etc. be included in the curriculum 
of undergraduate engineering studies. 

24. Works Training.-It is well recognised that neither uni
versity nor college courses alone can produce a trained en~ineer. 
As the British Technological Education Committee puts it, " Tech· 
nqlogical education must be conceived in terms of a combined course 
of works training and academic studies, and both the course as a · 
whole and the period allotted to academic studies must be long enough 
to give full scope to the students' dev~lopment ·". 

'The Swiss Federal Inatitute of Technology at Zurich ha.s an Eugineering Department 
with '!'U intem&tional reputation. The eoorse extends over a period of four and a quarter, . 
years. &oh year oonsists of two terms &nd five months vacation. The stelf unaqimously • 
regard & four~yea.r engineering course a.s insufficient, end there h&s recently been & good 
deal of discussion a.s to the desira.bility of extending the course to five yea.rs. · Regret!upy 
this ha.s been rejected as impractioa.ble. 

'Anotherrem&rk!>ble aspeet ~f the work at Zurich is tho voluntary ooursesin the hnma.ni• 
ties. From five to seven o'clock every afternoon leqtures a.re given on the humanitieS'.· 
No lootures or laboratory olasses are a.llowed on techriicel matters during th- hours. It ' 
is compulaory for a.ll students to attend at lea.st one -course in these cultural subjects in 
order to be granted a diploma.. There are no examinations on these oultuml courses, but 
there is & strong tradition, whioh is genera.lly supported by the stelf, that the students 
should attend them. And in fu.ct they do attend in largo numbers. The stelf on the 
humanities side is considerable and includes several full professors.. The lectures given 
"""h week dUTing the winter !»= of 1947 were as follows : 

'· 

Litera.ture, langua.gee, philosophy 
· History a.nd politics •• 
The a.rts a.nd history of art 
Economics and l&w 

.. .. .. .. .. 
Total 

(From Universities Quarterly voL 2) 

• • .. 
•• 

•• 

34 
t 
II 

12 
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The various ways of providing practical training are :-

(1) After graduation the student may be apprenticed for a 
period of one year, generally in some engineering estab
lishment or industrial firn!.. 

(2) The student, after spending one year of full time on thjt 
campus in academic study, may alternate study-with 
work, and take five years in place of four for his en
gineering education. This system is being followed in 
50 to 75 American Institutions. We refer to a note on 
the subject in the appendixG. 

(3) The student may utilize his long vacation in works train
ing in engineering .establishments or industrial firms. 
This is practised to some extent in British universities. 

We have observed among teachers of engineerinf courses in 
our country a fairly common failure to realize the vita part which 
works practice plays in engineering education. 

25. FaciZities for Work,s Practice.-Our general impression is 
that facilities for works practice exist in civil engineering, and to a 
smaller extent in mechanical engineering, in the industries andrailwa y 
workshops, though the organisation of the training admits of much. 
improvement. The same is true of metallurgy and chemical en
·cineering. 

The picture is different for some branches of electrical engineer
ing, on account of the absence of large manufacturing works. We 
therefore welcome the establishment of a Power Engineering Depart
ment at the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, where works 
training would be given to 60 graduates from the engin&ering 
colleges. 

'fhe proper organisation of works training for the engineering 
graduate should be carefully considered by th!l Advisory Panel on 
Engineering and Technology, for the University Grants Commission. 

26. Length of thtJ First Degree Courst~~~.-We are strongly of the 
yiow, that degree courses in Engineering should be of four years• 
duration after intermediate in Science, exclusive of the period for 
works training, or of five years' duration in case of works practice 
is to be alternated with study. Our scrutiny of the syllabuses of the 
engineering oollegea shows that their oolirsea cannot be effectively 
Kl~ • 
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completed by average students m less than four years after their 
intermediate stage. . This will be especially the case if courses in 
. humanities and other subjects are included in the curriculum of 
studies. · 

The analogy which is ofoon cited of British universities giving 
engineering degrees in three years is, we believe, misleading. The 
British student is admitted ~o the degree courses in engineering after 
13 years of schooling while the Indian student is admitted after he 
has passed his intermediate in science, which requires 12 years of 
schooling. The British student when he enters an Engineering· 
College, has more of science and mathematics than the lndian 
student, and though a course of three years may be enough for the 
British student, it is not so for the Indian student, if he is to attain 
"the same degree of proficiency. 

In American Engineering Colleges there is a growing tendency 
to advise five years of full time Engineering study for the B.Sc. 
degree in engineering. 

VII I.-Master's and Doctor's degrees in Engineering and Technology. 

27. The Neeil far Aclvanceil Stucly.-Indian universities and 
colleges following their prototypes in England, have not organised 
Master's or Research degree in Engineering subjects. But while 
in England individual professorsandteachers in other ranks have 
made detailed study of technological problems and carried out 
important researches, so that bodies of consultants, design and 
development engineers and executiv~s hav:e grown up (grades l 
and 2), such has not ·been the case in. India. Indian engineers; 
with some notable exceptions, have not gone beyond grade 
2, carrying out routine duties, atJ,d, have very rarely been trying to 
improve processes, or bring an original mind to the innumerable 
problems confronting the Engineer. We have therefore no proper' 
body of consultants or grade 2-men exc'ept in certain limited aspects 
cf civil engineering. 

One of the arguments against the establishment of the Master's 
degree was that an Engineer~s undergraduate education was already 
sufficiently specialized, as the general course is followed by special 
courses in civil, electrical or mechanical engineering. It is obvious 
that such an attitude is not justified in view of the constantly growing 
diversification of the engineering profession alreaa.y referred to, a 
diversification _which is necessitated by the growing complexities of 
technology. 
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American 1 and German systems of technological and engineering 
education have been responding betimes to these trends of develop
ment, but Britain2 has not don? so to any considerable extent. 

We endorse therefore wholeheartedly the recent attempts at 
1\ladras and Calcutta and other centres to organise post-graduate 
t.raining in, engineering subjects. Initiation of post-graduate 
courses are necessary to meet the demands for engineers and tech
nologists of grade 2, who are now required in large numbers for 
planning and designing the constructivE\· works undertaken for 
rapid industrialization. 

28. Dichotomy in Our Engineering Set-up.-It has beea 
assumed for a long time that India should remain for ever an 
agricultural country, using primitive methods; and should export 
raw materinls abroad for processing and get manufactured goods 
from a broad. The policy did not stop there. All the constructive 
works for transportation, communication and industries, both civil 
and defence design and consultation, and the research needed for 
them, were carried out abroad. 

To give examples: Though India has hundreds of cities, designs 
for city water supplies or of city sewerage systems have been rarely 
done by Indian engineers. A large part of the planning and design· 
ing formorly was made, usually at very high cost, by foreign firms. 
Tho same has been the case with designs of hundreds of bridges, 
railway lines and factories. When we oome to industries, say tex
tiles, sugar and jute, all machines have been imported from abroad. 
When these _machines get worn out, they are generally replaoed by 
new nmohines imported from abroad. It would be expected that. 
in course of time, organizations would grow in India for their repair, 
n•plt~ooment and manufaoture. No such attempt at research and 
dovetopmont work has been made on a large scale for the huge number 
of production machines required for the Indian· industries. The 

• The Handbook of • An........, u .. ;-,u;., au Oollege&,1918 ',edited by Brwnhaugil 
oaya • " Graduate otudieo in Engineering developed during tho evly yea<a, but reoonli 
yean ha"" ooen • morkt>d inoro&oe. Advanced otudy hoo beoome & virtual neoeaaity f~ 
oooupanhofma.ny of tho higher toohnologioal positiooain induat.ry, government and edu.,.. 
tion. The oontinut>d r&pid expansion of .American reaearob h&s further emphoaized tm. 
nood. Gradu•te otudioa bave grown till a. large proportion of engineering acboola in tho 
U.S.A. now olfor graduate dogrot'8. Several inatitutionain metropo!i-areaaolfer graduate 
wwk <m • part. time baaio for tho benelit of engioeere employed inindllBt.ry. Some oom. 
pa!U .. have made opocial arrangement. with educational inatitutiooa in their looalitiea to 
onoourap lt\lC!h progra.nnnee u. 

The Rrit.ish oyotem of undergraduate eduoat.ioo produ.,.. ......Ute aa good aa any IJl 
the wnrld, but a oimi!ar claim for tho ellioionoy of poat.graduat.e otudiea oan --....!y be 
mAinl&inod. llloet Brit.iah univeroit.i .. h&n DO po.t.gradu&le ochool of engineering and a 
otudent wbo, having taken biainltia.l degree, wishoa to continue m.atndiea in a partio1llar 
b""'oh &ndo U dillioult to do eo. (Univ. Quarterly, Vol. I.), 
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same is the case with respect to electrical power stations (thermal 
and hydro-electric), all machinery and equipment for which are 
brought from foreign countries and installed acc9rding to the design 
given by the suppliers, and some key men in the employment of these 
firms are retained to act as Superintendents over the maintenance 
and operation engineers. In fact, for resea.rch, developmental work 
and design, this country has been almost entirely dependent on 
alliance with alien organizations in almost every great engineering 
and technical undertaking, both governmental and private. The 
departure of the British has therefore produced a decapitation in our 
engineering and technological set-up. Our engineering profession is 
left, as it were, a body without a head, and as in the case of the hydra, 
the head must be grown organically from the body, or we must 
continue to import consultants and designers at enormou~ e_xpenses 
for all the great schemes in view. 

IX.-TM, Proposed Higher TeChnological Institutes. 
29. Committee for Higher Technological Institutes.-The initia

tion of Postgraduate Training and Research work in Engineering 
and Technological Colleges will give the country indigenous 
brain-trusts for proper planning, design, and e::tecution of these huge 
undertakings, and we would therefore give the first priority to the 
organization of the Higher Technological Institutes, where training 
of such men is deliberately planned, for we are not sure how long 
it will take for the older Engineering Colleges to develop the 
proper atmosphere for training of s.uch men, or whether they will 
grow at all, in view of the prevailing atmosphere, tradition, and rules 
of service and recriritment1• · 

The difficulty of securing men -of grade 2 was apparent even to 
the old Government, for in 1945 they appointed a Committee >yith 
Mr. N. R Sarkaras Chairman wi~h the following terms of reference. 

t The position of research as distinct from J>Oatgraduate study is somewhat bett.Br, 
J(oot university Engineering Department& devote some attention to research but generally 
not nearly enough. Thel'e are van01I8 causes for tbit..negleet ; many men who give devoted 
aervice as teachers have no inclination or flair for research; otbers have been obliged to 
live"" much time to teaching as to leave no energy for other activities. Some with time; 
energy aod desire, have been handicapped by lack offunds. Fina.lly, aod from some otaod 
pointe perhaps tbiois the moot serious difliculty, men of proved ability find thattbemora . 
oenior posts entail so much time spent on administration that little is left for research or for : 

directing thoir studonta. . 
This muot be remedied if re....,.ch is to taJ<e ita. proper plaeo in university enginsering 

Department& aod there should be no mistake o.s· to tha impcrtenoe of this. The teacher 
oot engaged in research seldom keeps & lively interest in his subject and his work snffera. 
·But apart from this it is one of the main functions of the universities to develop re.......m-
1'artly for reaulta, but perhaps more impcrtant still becauae.reoearch workers areneeded 
m industry and the eduos.tion of some of tbem at leaot ie the duty of the universities. 

Taken fr<m> Um"veraitiea QuortnJy. · 
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" With a view to ensuring an adequate supply of technical 
personnel who ~ill.be required for pos~-wa.r indnst~ial. deve!opment 
in this country, tt Ill necessary to constder whether 1t 1s desrrable to 
have a. central institution on the lines of the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, with a. number of subordinate institutions affiliated 
with it, or to have higher institutions on a regional basis." 

30. Its Recommendations.-In March, 1946 this Committee 
made the following recommendations to the Government ofindia :-

(i) Not less than four Higher Technical Institutions, one in 
the North, one in the East, one in the South and one 
in the West, will be necessary to satisfy the post-war 
requirements. · 

(ii) The one in the Ea11t should be set up in or near Calcutta 
atanearlyda.te. 

(iii) Establishment of the Western Institution, which should 
be in or near Bombay, should be taken in hand con
currently with the Eastern Institution, or failing that, 
as !!OOn after as possible. 

(iv) To satisfy the immediate needs for engineers generally 
and for those with specialised training in Hydraulics in 
particular, the engineering nucleus of the Northern 
Institution should be set up without delay. 

( u) To ensure the proper planning ofbuildings, equipment and 
courses of study, the Principal and Heads of the Main 
Dnpartmenta of these institutions should be appointed, 
and the services of an architect with experience in the 
planning of technical institution ~ecured, at a sufficiently 
early stage. 

On enquiry, the Ministry of Education, has provided the follow-. 
ing information less :-· 

31. Progress of plat~s.-" The All India Council for Technical 
Eduoation at its first me('ting held in AprilfMay 1946 considered 
the Interim report of the Sarkar Committee and endorsed the opinion 
that to meet India's post-war needs for ~h grade Engineers, 
Technologists etc., there should be established lour Re!!iona.l Higher 
Teclmioal Institutions in the East, West, South and North, on the 
lines of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the Govern· 
mcnt have accepted the establishment of two of these institution. 
viz., one in the East neat Calcutta and the other in the West near 
Bombay, in-the first quinquennium from 1947. 
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'I'he question of exact location of these institutions was further 
discussed at the third meeting of the. All India Council for Technical 
Education held in April, 1948 and the following resolutions were 
passed by the Council :-

1. The Council recommends that the site at Hijli, which 
affords an· necessary facilities and is within easy reach 

·.of Calcutta and is in proximity to the Provinces of 
Bihar and Orissa, may be chosen for startirig the Eastern 
Higher Technical Institution. 

2. The Council is of the opinion that steps should be taken by 
the Government of India for the establishment of four 
higher technological institutions in the following order :· 

(i) Eastern and Western Institutions. (at Hijli and at 
Bombay). 

(ii) Southern and Northern Institutions (Location to be 
decided later), -
and that immediate negotiations should be carried on 
with the Provincial Governments concerned for the sites 
required. The Council recommends that the necessary 
land (i,OOO to 1,250acres in each case) should be made 
available to the Government of India by the provincial 
Governments concerned free of cost. The Provincial 
Government should also be required to arrange for the 
supply of electricity, water etc., as may be required for 
these institutions. · 

The Government of West Bengal have already agreed to let; 
the Government of India have the site at Hijli free of cost and have. 
also permitted the use of buildings ori'the site to enable an early 
start. Steps are being taken to renovate these buildings and to 
improve the existing arrangements for water Supply. 

Steps are also being taken to recr.uit an expert planning staff· 
for the Institution. Selection Committees are being formed to 
interview prospective candidates in U. S. A. and U. K. and the conti
nent and it is hoped that the planning staff will be· recruited before 
the end of_ the- year. . 

As regards the Western Higher Technical Institution, the 
Government of Bombay have notified an area of about 800 acres 
at the North Kurla site, Bombay with a view to its ac.quisition for 
the proposed Institution." · · · . 

No steps have yet been taken on the location of the Southern 
Higher Technological Institute, but there is a suggestion by the 
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Reviewing Committee of the Indian Institute of Science that this 
institute, which has been in existence for over thirty-eight years, 
is in the best position to be converted to• the Southern Higher 
Technological Institute, for it has already a large number of tech
nical departments which are needed for such an Institution, and 
stron~ departments of pure sciences-physics, chemistry and bio-
chennstry. · . 

The U. P. Government has passed an Act converting the Thoma
son College of Engineering at Roorkee to a technological university. 
This is purely a provincial measure. This institution may be 
made the basis of theN orthern H. T. Instituteor a new one establish
ed at Kanpur. 

General Plans for the Eastern and Western Institutes have 
been drawn up, each to have capacity to train about 2,000 under
graduates in engineering and technology and to provide facilities 
for 1,000 postgraduate and research students in a wide range of 
subjects. Each of. them is expected to be completed within a capital 
expenditure of Rs. three crores, and will involve a recurring expendi-
ture of Rs. 68 lacs. . 

It is gratifying to note that some pro~ess has been made with 
the Higher Technological Institutes. It 18 in the interests of the 
cotmtry that they start functioning a.s early as possible. 

X.-The possibility of Works Training Opportuniti&. in 
U. 8. A. 

32. K'IWW-how Methods.-The expression " know how " in 
industry refers to the vast total of experience, knowledge and skill 
in any field which makes the difference between the man who knows 
the book theory of any industrial process and the man who by long 
experienc~ and skill actually knows how to do it. A large part of 
" know how " never gets into books or college classes, and that which 
does get in is commonly out of date. 

33. Need for Training in U. 8. A.-The high degree of efficiency 
in American mdustry can never be fully learned from books. It 
must be learnt on the job. For that reason it is iruportsnt that a 
numbl'r of Indian. engineering graduates have periods of actual 
experience in some of the best managed American industries. It 
would be better if they should be paid employees ao.that they could 
~~t a first hand feel of the industrial processes. They might do 
this first as part time work and study as graduate students in Ameri
can EducatiOnal Institutions. At present it is the policy of the 
Amt>l'ican Government to prohibit employment for pay of those 
who go to America to study industrial methods unl"ss they are 
l'l'gultu students in Educational institutions with work lind study 
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programmes. It might be desirable for the Indian Government to 
.makeaformalrequest .to the American Government for pern:llssion 
for a limited number of engineering and business graduates to hold 
paying jobs in America for periods·of not more than two years. 
It might be well to make such request for one or two thousand such 
-engineering students, each to be selected by a suitable agency and to 
be accredited by the Indian Government. A further note on this 
matter is given in Appendix I. 

XI.-The need for new types of Engineering and Technical 
-Institutions. 

34. The Method of Approach.-India needs moce engineering 
schools. However, our greatest need is not for more like those we 
have. In starting a new engineering school we should ask ourselves, 
·what is it India most needs in fields requiring scientific or engineering 
skill 1 In preparing to meet those needs with a new engineering 
institution, not too much deference should be paid to the way 
in which engineering schools have been conducted in the past 
either in this or other countries, Rather, the chief questions to be 
asked. are : what are the needs we are trying to meet in this insti
tution, what methods, conventional or unconventional, would be 
best for meeting such needs ! _ 

In any new engineering school there is one principle which may 
apply almost universally. The_ aim should be to produce, not 

_ merely men skilled i~ technology, but also sound, well integrated 
individuals and citizens. Therefore, -the element of general educa
tion should not be overlooked. Also, in most engineering courses, 
the underlying scientific and engineering studies will be common 
to nearly all fields. Thus, perhaps a half ofthe entire programme for· 
students may be almost irrespective of the special field to be cover.ed. 

With this much of a foundation to start with, let us consider, 
as an example, the planning of a new ~ngineering school which will . 
have as its 1!pecial field the preparation of industrial engineers to 
manage their own industries or to be in positions of responsibility 
in small industry. _ _ -

- 35. The need for Training Engineering and Technical Entre
preneurs.-A lal:ge part of the total material needs of society is made 
up of a great number of minor items. These include a great variety of 
tools for various crafts ; kitchen utensils ; office supplies ; mechanical 
equipment, such as typewriters, addiu.g machines, and scales for 
weighing ; photographic equipment; fountain pens ; pencils, knives ; 
eye glasses ; laboratory equipment ; lighting fixture!!; paint, glass 
and, varnishes ; drug13 ; innumerable kinds of bottles, bo:x;es and 
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other containers ; toilet articles, such as tooth brushes, combs and 
mirrors ; games and toys ; office and school furniture ; hardware or 
iron mongers' items, such as locks, springs, hinges, chains, and many 
other metal products ; headware, clothin~ and footwear ; surgical 
instruments and equipment ; dentists' eqmpment ; and other articles 
which would make a list many times as long as this one. 

. For government to try to manufacture and to distribute this 
vast variety of goods on a non-competitive basis would result i:p. a 
vast amount of technical waste, inefficiency and, especially, in lack 
of technical progress. Such goods as a. rule can best be_ supplied 
by the free play of private enterprise and initiation, with the public 
in effect voting on the need and worth of each a.rticle by buying 
or not buying. 

When the ma.nufacture of a new product is considered, there is 
no final test of its practical worth which is equal to the decision of 
the public to buy or not to buy. If a new article is faulty, or its· 
cost too great, there is no greater incentive to its improvement than 
the desire of the manufacturer to make it acceptable to the buying 
public. To that end he will carry on research and try to improve 
this product, a.nd to lower costs and prices. 

Today India gets a. large part of its supply of tuanufaotured 
articles (consumers' goods) from abroad, or goes without them. There 
are needed a large number of men who combine engineering and 
business ability with a spirit of adventure, resouroefulness and self
reliance, and who will start a. large number of small industries to 
supply the great variety of goods India needs. 

Only to a limited extent do our Universities and engineering 
schools train young men for such undertakings. It was long the 
poHcy of England to keep India as a producer of raw materials, 
while English industry supplied manufactured goods. That spirit 
or lack of spirit has not been fully overcome in our schools. They 
commonly train men for government positions or as employees of 
great corporations. A combination of all round engineering and 
busint•ss ability, focussed on the production of some specific article, 
is IK'Idom considered. . 

Students working in well equipped laboratories may come 
to think that expensive equipment 1s necessary for any under
taking, as it actunlly is necessary for tuany. They do not reslise 
that many industries are started by individuals with perhaps only 
a few hundred rupet>s of capital. While research is essential to 
modern industry, frequently on!{ very simple research is necessary 
for a bt>giuning. The process o starting s1uall, and of thoroughly 
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learning the industry from first hand experience, is excellent prepara-
tion for gradual and sound growth. _ 

Because modern, independent, small industrie:~haveheretofore 
·played such a. small part in _Indian life, teaching staffs in engineerinu 
schools have little backgrounds and experience in tha.t field. They 
will have to learn while they teach. To make their teaching real 
it may be advisable for such engineering schools to undertake their 
own small industries from time to time . .A13 students and teachers 
work together on the problems of such undertakings, the knowledge 
they get wi!l be at first hhnd. In case such industries thrive a.nd 
grow, they may supply good working opportunities for students in 
their part-time working periods. Also, if well managed, such 
industries may possibly .help the cost of the institutions. In America 
a ' few of the smaller institutions largely support· themselves 
in this way. Among such are Madison College of Madison, 
Tennessee, a.nd Berrian Springs College, a.t Berrian Spring, Michigan. 
In India the foundry and machine shop at Nahan in Himachal 
Pradesh is an interesting development. . 

Also it would be wise for such engineering schools to make it 
possible for their teachers to visit other countries where industrial 
methods are furthest advanced, and to become acquainted with the 
methods of successful smaller industrial concerns. The teacher 
·of industrial relations, of production methods, of marketing, etc., 
might each explor!J in his own :field. In this way engineering and 
business practice might soon be abreast of those in the industrially 
most advanced nations. India greatly'needs a new type of engineer
ing training, which will combine good technical a1.1d business educa-. 
tion with pioneering in the processesofproductio': and marketing. 

· Engineers previously classified in this chapter as of grade. I 
(administrators and Executives) need not be supermen. They may 
be reasonably intelligent men with 'the right kind of training. ·If. 
there are in the country a large number of small industries headed 
by such men, occasionally one will have exceptional executive ability 
and will move to more far reaching responsibilities, public or private. 

The technical phases of such training .may be mechanical, 
efectrica.l or chemical engineering on a foundation of general engineer
ing science. The business phases should include such subjects as 
accounting, industrial relations, production methods, marketing, 
and business ethics. 

In many cases the students' entire course might be planned 
around some particular type of product which he may .. later ma~u
facture, such as lighting fixtures or fountain pens, tube well pumps .or 
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products from sugar cane waste. Starting with general courses, 
specialization would gradually increase through the college years. 

Such an engineering school also might undertake to provide 
an engineering and industrial advisory service to its graduates who 
had started in business for themselves and to · small industries 
generally. Such a Service would provide excellent experience 
for the teaching staff and would meet an acute, thougk partly: 
unrecognized, need of small industry. 

Specialization of engineering schools might go even further. 
Decentralized industry thrives best if regions specialize in particular
fields. For instance, one or more engineering schools in the sugar 
~owin~ areas might specialize in sugar technology, and especially 
m turnmg waste materials like molasses and sugar cane bagasse into. 
industrial products. The result might be many small industries 
in this field in one or two sugar producing areas. An engineering 
school on the l\fulabar coast might specialize in varied products of 
the cocoanut palm, a.nd in industrial uses for the rutile, monazite, 
sillimo.nite, zircon, garnet, and ilmenite sands so abundant along the 
coast. · 

Clusters of industries in the same field, located in the same area, 
reinforce each other in technology, craftsmanship and marketing. 
A regional " know-how " tends to accumulate. Research and 
other technical services may d\lvelop. · Eire (Ireland), in its efforts 
to develop decentralized industries, scattered them indiscriminately 
over the country, with the result that specialized know-how, 
technical services and marketing services are scattered and dissi
pated. Those who seek local self sufficiency should consider such 
disadvantages. 

· New engineering schools should not be just more of the same 
kind as now exist. If each new engineering school strives to meet 
a. real need or opportunity, not necessarily in the conventional 
manner, but in the way in which creative thinking and critical in
quiry, checked by all available experience, indicates to be best, 
engineering schools will have m~h greater variety, their graduates 
will have a greater range of opportunity, a.nd our country will have a 
greater range of industrial development, than when t1lere is a 
multiplication of conventional schools. · 

It is better that such engineer~ schools should not be isolated, 
but should be departments of uniyemties, so t.hat teachers of science, 
economics, industrial relations, and language, shall be available, 
and so that engineering students may have the advantage of an all 
round cultural atmosphere. ' 
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-
XI I.-Closer liaison between, Engilndrirl:fJ and Technical Colleges 

and Universities. 

· ·36. University atmosphere and Engineeri11{} Oolleges.-As we have 
stressed earlier, engineering is largely a product of discoveries in 
basic sciences, and it is therefore expected that an engineering college 
·will flourish best in a place where there is an atmosphere of higher 
study and research in science. As it is coming to be generally 
recognised that an engineer should also be an educated person, 
informed in the humanities, business administration, industrial 
relations, and labour conditions, an engineering college, in order that 
such courses may be available, shol!ld be located in a university 
campus. 

Fortunately in the newer universities, engineering colleges are 
being so located. This certainly ensures a closer contact between 
engineering, arts, science and social studies. In this connection 
we can learn from the example of America where the most successful 
schools and colleges of engineering are integral parts of universities. 
Of those which have a separate existence only a few have prospered, 
and most of those have come toapproximatetouniversitiesintheir 
educational attitudes and programmes. · 

This need for close relationship of engineering college and uni
versity is not generally admi~ in this country where, owing to the 
fact that the engineering profession grew out .of the craftman's 
job, the older engineering colleges were located, as in the case of 
Roorkee and Poona, in places rather remote from university centres. 
As far as Poona is concerned, the mistake is being rectified as Poona 
is now the centre of a new university. Even Guindy and Sibpur' ' 
are a bit away from university centres, aa·they are located in suburbs. · 

37. The example of M.I.T.-There is a view_ that higher tecrh
nical training should be segregated from other branches of higher 
education, and that the existing te~hnical institutions should' 
·be raised to the status of independent universities through retaining 
their character as purely technical inshltutjons. This appears to 
us il. retrograde move. The authom of this idea cite the case of the 
'Massachusetts Institute of Technology in America, and the Technls
che Hochschules in Germany. But it is not generally known that the 
former has continued as an autonomous technological institution, 
not by choice, but by necessity. . 
. ItstartedasaLandGrantCollegein 1859 (and still is one), the 

object of which was to provide instruction in agricultural practices and 
mechanical arts. Its governing body, feelingthatit was producing tech
nical men who were sometimes narrow-minded specialistB, undertook 
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to unite it with the Harvard University. The Governing Bodies of 
both institutions agreed to such a course. Had the union taken 
pla.ce, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology would have become 
the engineering department of Harvard. In spite of willingness 
on both sides, the union was prevented by the fact that some of the 
large endowment funds were given on condition that the Institute 
remained a separate institution. The Governing Body took the 
matter to the Court to try to have the institution relieved from this 
limitation, but the Court held that the endowment conditions 
prohibited the merger. Thereupon the Institute ·moved from 
Boston to Cambridge, not far from the Harvard Campus, and also 
began to broaden the scope of its courses beyond those of a stereo
typed engineering school. Lar~e departments of fundamental 
sciences, and courses in humanit1es and social sciences, have been 
added so that it may be possible to give the ' Engineer ' or the 
' Technologist ' a very broad based education, and also keep him in 
touch with living progress in the fundamental sciences. 

The advantage of association with a university is that it enables 
the staff in engineering to be supplemented by faculty members in 
science, business and general education ; and this is usually borne 
in mind in the U. S. A.. · 

A. number . of examples may also be given where a technical 
school had not progressed because it has remained a technical school 
in the narrowest sense of the word. A. number of technical schools 
in the U. S. A.., built and started some time earlier, and some 
almost simultaneonsly with the Massachusetts Institute failed to 
keep pace with its standards because men who shape their policy 
wanted to keep these schools chiefly technical ; while the Massa
chusetts Institute alumni had a lead because of their courses in 
arts, science, business administration and social studies. 

A few years ago a group of industrial scientists decided that 
thers was need for a High Grade Institute of Technology in Chicago. 
They did not try to accomplish this by building up the existing 
independent Technical Institute thers. They created a new Techni
cal Institute as a Department of North-Western University. It is 
the general imprea'lion that a considerable number of engineering 
and technical lll'hools, which are not associated with universities, 
have steadily lost ground. Names of some institutions which 
wers prominent in the field of engineering fifty years ago are now 
seldom heard. 

It is our bslief that the relatively slow progress of engineering 
studies in this country is not due entirely to foreign rule, but also. 
to the loose liaison bstween engineering colleges and univer
sities. 
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Xlll.-A.dministration of Engineering and Technological 
, Institutions. 

. 38. Different Types of Administration.-The efficiency of an 
institution depends to a large extent on its administration. Our 
engineering cclleges can be divided into the following das..<es :-

(a) Colleges administered by Governments, but affiliated to 
Universities, e.g. Guindy, Poona, Sibpur. 

(b) Colleges which are integral parts of· Universities e.g. 
colleges at Banaras, Aligarh, Annamalai. . 

(c) Colleges which are directly under the Government, and not 
affiliated to any University, e.g. Thomason College at 

·Roorkee. • · · 

(d) Autonomous Colleges independent of Universities and 
Governments and run by Societies, e.g. the College of 
Engineering and Technology, at J adavpur, Calcutta. 

The older engineering colleges of Sibpur, Guindy and Poona are 
Government Colleges, under some Department of Government 
(Ministry of Education or Public Works.) The teachers are all 
Government servants and are directly appointed by the Government, 
though now the practice is to have the selection Inade through the 
PJiblic Services Commission. 

39. Recommendations of the Calcutta University Commission.'-
The Calcutta University Commission examined critically the admin
istration of the Bengal Engineering . College at Sibpur. They 
reported .that the ' Governing Body', because ofsevere Iinritatiorui to 
its powers, was really only a Committee of Management. The memo-·. 
randum submitted to us by the Bengal Engineering College shows . 
that this is still the case. The curriculum is fixed by the Faculty of 
Engineering of the University, which consists•of a few members Of 
the staff and a few outsiders, mostly eminent engineers and indus- . 
trialists. · 

The Principal of the College generallyrepresents the Faculty on 
the Syndicate. Effect is·expected to be given to the curriculum by 
the staff of the college, on whose appointment the university has no 
voice. There was thus and is still a triarohy in these engineering 
colleges consisting of the Government, the University, aDd the 
Staff of the College. The responsibility has been divided and condi
tions are far from satisfactory. The Calcutta University Commission 
recommended that the Sibpur College should be made a constituent 
college of the Calcutta University. • We quote from their report. 

• (lieo C&lcutt& UniVel'l!ity Commission Report Vol. III. Chaptez XXIV, page 82.) 
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'' Relaliom of the Benga~ Engineering College at Sibpur with the Calcutta 
University. 

The college should be a constituent college of the University of 
Calcutta and as such would have representation on the Court and the 
Academic Council. The Faculty of Engineering would be composed 
of the principal teachers of the college together with a certain number 
of experts in engineering ; and the Academic Council would also 
include, besides teachers of engineering, a eertain number of external 
experts in engineering. · It is probable that some a~ any rate, if not 
all of these experts would .also serve on the Govermng Body of the 
Sibpur College. 

The conditions for degrees, diplomas and other distinctions with
in the purview of the Faculty would be regulated by the Faculty, 
subject to the control of the Academic Council, and in the case of 
more important matters, by ordinance. 

It is to be remembered that, unlike the present Senate, the Aca
demic Council will be constituted almost entirely of teachers, together 
with experts in certain professional subjects; and apart from ques
tions affecting general University policy, eaflh Faculty will ia effect 
manage its own affairs. It is mainly in regard to such matters as 
entrance qualifications and the totallength ofthe universitycouree 
that the Academic Council may be expected to stipulate that the 
requirements of a part.icular Faculty shall not fall below the minimun1.. 
In other matters each Faculty should have great freedom to regulate 
its own course and requirements for examinations. 

We believe that the scheme that we propose will lead to harmo
nious working between the Engineering College and the University, 
and that the connexion will be beneficial to both ; to the college 
hl'C&use of the prestige which it will gain from the opportunities 
offered to its students to obtain university de!(!ees and because of the 
contact of its teachers with teachers in the allied subjects of chemis
try, physics, geology, and mathematics ; to the university, recipro~ 
cally, because of the variety given to its studies, and of the breadth 
of view gained in discussions affecting university policy as a whole 
by the representation of engineering interests." 

Tbl'se recomme!fdations were not carried out. Besides, in spite 
of rept>ated popular demands no action was taken by tbe Bengal 
Government to improve the conditions of teaching and equipmPnt, 
and to introduce fresh courees such as mechanical t>ngineering ancl 
electrical engineering, for which Calcutta was eminently suitable. 
As we mentioned earlier, mechanical engin~ring classes • were 
addl'd in 1931-32, /ourleen years after Banaras. Md organ;,~ them, 
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the el~ctrical enginee:ri..ng <;lasses in 1935-36, and ~he metallurgical 
.classes m 1939-40. The eqUipment and stafi were inadequate until 
recently. The number of volumes in the Bengal Engineering College 
Library in 1917, when the Calcutta University Commission reported, 
was 10,000 and according to a memorandum submitted to us in 1949 
it was only 16,000 even thongh three more fields of study were added. 

The report of the 1945 Committee does not include any recom
mendation about the administration of the College. We think that 
the Bengal Engineering College should be a constituent college of the 
University and thus its work be knit into closer liaison with that of 
the University.. Similarly the Poona and Guindy Colleges should be 
constituent colleges of the Universities; of Poona and Madras, in the 
sense indicated in chap. XIII of our report. 

40. University Engineering Oolleges.-Many of the new Univer
sities and technical institutions, such as Banaras, Aligarh and .Anna
n:talai, have engineering colleges under University control and manage
ment. This arrangement has worked out satisfactorily as far as 
adruinistration is concerned. 

We have a number ot colleges--both Engineering and" technical 
subjects ''-fonnded by independent organisations. For example, the 
college of engineering and technology founded at J adavpur, Calcutta, 
b.;r the Bengal Council of National Education about 1912, has been 
managed with a small recurring income derived .from endowments. 
For a long time the professors were paid only subsistence wages, 
yet this institution has done very valuable work and developed a 
variety of courses. 

n. OootroZ of Engineering and TecknoZogical Eduoolifm.,-The: 
British Technological Education Committee laid down the following 
general principles for the guidance of Brjtish universities and 
other engineerrng and technical colleges : . 

. (a) They should be so organised as to provide for a considerable 
number of residential students. . . . 

. 
(b) In Goverument they should continue to be subject to the 

ultimate control of the providing local authority in matters offinan~ 
and general policy, but it is essential that each should have it8 
QWtl. Governing body containing adequate :repwsentation of industry ; 
and a Board of Studies, representing its teaching stafi, which should 
be responsible for academic-'Policy. This co~ti!'ution should,. we 
think, be defined by a scheme approved by the Minister of Education, 
which would give the College the greatest possible degree of the self
gove:ril.ment and responsibility. · 
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(c) In finance they should be specially assisted by the national 
exchequer, as performing a national rather than a locaffunction. 
We sug~est that the providing;authority should receive a substan
tially higher rate of grant in respect of revenue expe)lditure attribut
able to this function, and that the national exchequer .should 
corudder giving special assistance also by capital grants; 1n the same 
way as is now contemplated fot universities. · · . 

(d) The sslaries and conditions of service of comparable-teaching 
staffs should be similar to those of university teachers, and superan
nuation arrangments should be adapted to secure tli.e greatest possible 
freedom of movement between colleges and universities. Subject, 
perhaps, to ·some specialtl interpretations, the report of the 
Burnham Committee seems to provide a sufficient basis for this, as 
regards salaries ; but we hope that there will be a suitable revision of 
regulations as to hours of teaching and the like, whidl at present tend 
seriously to restrict the freedom of full-time teachers to promote the 
study of their subjects by tutorial activities and research, as well as 
by formal instruction. . · 

(e) They should so far as possible be relieved of elementary teach-
$ng duties. · 

42. Need for a Bwnding Advisory Panel of Engineers and Tech
fiOlogists.-The rise of a large number of engineering colleges 
brought to the forefront questions of standards and coordination, for 
most colleges will have to depend on provincial and central govern
ments for financial support. 

'The question is already acute in the Madras Presidency, where 
six colleges of science and technology have sprung up within the 
last 4 years in addition to the old colle~ at Guindy. The Madras 
Government e.ppointed a Standing AdVlSOry Board for Technical 
Education, June 1948, to suggest measures to increase the-efficiency 

·of technological educstion in the Presidency. They recommended 
that post-graduate courses of a year's duration leading to M.Sc. degrees 
in the universities may be started and allotted to the colleges, as given 
below, when the demand may arise and research staffs are found : 

(1) GUINDY CoLLEGE-(a) Public Health, (b) Highways, 
(c) Tele-Communication, (d) Production Engineering, 
(e) Irrigation, (f) Reinforced concrete, (g) Aeronautics, 
(h) Railway Engineering and Mechanical Transport 
and (i) Mining and Metallurgy. 

(2) VIZAG CoLLEGE.-{a) Highways, (b) Public Health, (c) 
Irrigation, (d) Naval Architecture and Marine Engineer
ing, (e) Production Engineering, (f) Reinforced concrete, 
(g) Aeronautics, lh) Railway Engineering and Mechanical 
Transport, (t) Mining and Metallurgy. 

UliiSMofEdo. 
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(3) CoiMBA.TORE CoLLEGE.-(a) Textiles, (b) Automobile 
Engineering,. (c) Production Engineering, (d) Aero
nautics, (e) Railway Engineering and Mechanical Trans

. port. 
(4) ANANTAl'UR CoLLEGE.-(a) Mining and Metallurgy, 

. (b) Irrigation, (c) Aeronautics. 
(5) ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY.-(a) Irrigation, (b) Reinforced 

concrete, (c) Highway Engineering. 
Probably a similar committee of co-ordination will have soon to 

be set up in the Bombay Presidency, where in addition to the two 
existing colleges at Poona and Bombay, four more engineering colleges 
have been started at Sangli, Ahmedabad, Anand, and Baroda. The 
same is true of United Provinces, where. we have the Roorkee College 
and two Engineering Colleges at Banaras and Aligarh, and a number 
of technological institutes at Kanpur. According to our general 
recommendations the provincial institutions will have to depend on 
their respective governments for complete financial support for the 
degree course. But if post-graduate training and research are to be 
encouraged in some of the selected colleges, as we think to be extreme
ly necessary, the finance should come at least partly from the Centre. 
Of course the costs of the Higher Technical Institutes, both for under
graduate and post-graduate courses, have to be borne by the Central 
Government, as they are Central Institutes. 1 

The distribution of government funds should be done through 
the University Grants Commis.'lion, which will be assisted by an 
Advisory Panel of Experts. This Panel will have to advise the 
CoD)mlssion on :-

(a) the needs of the country for tec~cal and engineering person• 
nel, by _periodic surveys of industry, and other institutiqns; 

(b) on the initiation of post-graduate training and research at 
di1fei:ent centres ; . · · · · 

(c) on any other matter referred to them by the Central· 
. University Grants Commission. 

The Advisory Panel of Engineers and Technologists should 
consist of representatives of different branches of engineering and 
technology and constituted on the lines suggested in Chapter 
XIII. . 

1 The Soientifio:M&n-power Committe& givea the following OBtimates of expenditure for 
the next 11-10 years programme, for e;<pansion of Chemical and Technological Education : 

Capital 21 orores; Recurring 3·39 crores ofthtll!&a capital of7·73 crores, and a recur
rinJ! l!1llil of 1·83 crores may be available from the provincial and other eouroee. The Centre 
will have to provide e. capital of 13·37 ororeo, and a recurriDg grantofl·OO ororeo per year. 
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XIV.-Conduding Remarks and Recommendaticma. 
43. General Observations.-Wehave surveyed the engineering and 

technolo¢ca.l institutes of this country giving first degrees or diplo
mas eqmvalent to degrees as regards their equipment, staff, intake 
and output of students, and courses of study. We find that in most 
cases the equipment is insufficient, th& staff small and underpaid, 
and the courses of study too few and stereotyped. The yearly out
put of engineers is too small in comparison to the demands of the 
country, growing out of the. various schemes of industrialisation and 
development undertaken by the Government. It is 1/40 of that of 
U.S.A., and 1/3 that of England. Post-graduate training and research 
are virtually non-existent, and the present system is incapable of 
producing engineer scientists, or design and development engineers 
who can plan and execute large schemes. 

44. Recommerulations.-With a view to improving the quality 
and quantity of different classes of engineers and technologists we 
make the following recommendations : · 

(I) that the existing engineering and technologica.l instituks 
of the country, whatever be their origin or method of 
a-dministration, should be regarded as national assets, 
and steps should be taken to improve their usefulness 
according to the recommendations of the Advisory Panel 
of Engineers and Technologists to be set up ; 

(2) the nmnber of engineering schools of different grades be 
increased particularly for training of grades 4 and 5 
(foremen, craftsmen, draftsmen, overseers eto.); 

(3) that engineering schools cover a larger nmnber of fields and 
branches of engineering to meet the increasingly varied 
needs of the country. If there is unemployment among 
competent engineers it is because too many are train
ed in some phases of engineering and too few in others ; 

(4) that engineering courses of study include general educa
tionand basic physica.l and engineering sciences, probably 
fewer applied courses, and toward the end of the course 
specialiSation in some specific field. The first year or more 
of each course should in general be common to all branch e.> 
of engineering ; ' 

(5) that, as effective engineering education requires works 
practice along with academic study, this be secured as 
work during vacations or as post-graduate works training, 
or as participation in work and study programme during 
the under-graduate years ; 

.(6) that wherever possible, the existing engineerina and 
technological colleges be upgraded for post-gr:duate 
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trahrlng and research in selected subjects. ThiS requires 
a class of teachers with different upbringing, habits, and 
service conditions than the present staffs ; hence it may 

. not alway8 be poBBible to upgrade the present institutes-; 
(7) that steps be taken to start without delay the. higher 

·teQhnological institutes as recommended by the Higher 
.Technological Education Committee, for training much 
needed engineer-scientists and design and development 
engin~ers ; · · · 

(8) that inquiries be made of poBBibilities for training for 
graduate engineers and engineer scientists as employees 
in .American industries and other institutions, so that 
practical" know how" may be quickly secured for lndia's
industries · · · ' (9) that in establishing new engineering colleges or institutes 
there be fresh, critical inquiry as to the types of engineer-· 
ing service needed: in India. Uncritical repetition and 
imitation of existing institutions here and abroad should 
be avoided. Especially consideration should be given to 
training which will prepare students to become competent 
and self-reliant, who will have the initiative and courage 
to start new industries, even if on a very small scale, 
to the end that there shaU be many sources of initiative 
and responsibility in India, and that a top-heavy econo
mic bureaucracy may not be necessary ; 

(10) that engineering colleges be not controlled or dominated 
in their administration by :ininistries or other gov:ernment 

· departments. They should · be closely aBBociated with.. 
universities, and appointments should be made; in the. 
manner indicated elsewhere in this report ; or .if made by 
the engineering department or. college, with the approv
al and active participation of the university .adminis: 
trat!on, where the relations~p makes that desirable ; 

(11) that Faculties of Engineerillg be called " Faculties of 
Engineering and Technology "and should include teach
ers representing different branches of engineering and 
technology, a few scientists, teachers of humanities and 
commerce, and a number of practising engineers and 
technologists ; , 

(12) that the proposed Central Universities Grants Commis
sion be helped by a Standing Advisory Panel for Engin
eering and Technology, as the ful1ilment of tht> 
programme ·of Engineering and Technical Education, as 
visualized by us, will require large grants from the Centre. 
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E.-LAw. 

1. Introduction. 2. Our Changed Position. 3. The Present Situation in 
our Law Colleges. 4. The Nature <;f Legal Studies. 5. The Pre-legal 
Degres Course. 6. The Degres Co~es in Law. 7. Reeommendatioi1B. 

1. lntroducticm.-In Europe and America; legal educatiim has 
long occupied a high niche among the learned curricula. Products 
of the study of Ia w have frequently risen to positions of distinction 
in public service or have amassed fortunes in the private practice of 
law or have acquired wide reputation as scholars without even en
tering practice. Legal education is on an elevated plane and tea
chers of law enjoy a high respect, perhaps as high or higher than those 
of any other field of instruction. The names of Dicey, Pollock, 
.Anson, Maine and Holdsworth of Oxford, as examples, are known 
wherever there is knowledge of law and jurisprudence. The same 
'might be said of men like Roscoe Pound of Harvard University in 
.America. ·. · · ·. · 

In our country, we have many eminent practitioners and excel
lent judges. Some of these appeared before us as witnesses and made 
valuable comments and suggestions concerning the improvement of 
legal education. The law has also given us great leaders and men 
consecrated t,o public service. Most conspicuous of these is Ga.ndhiji. 
Here the comparison ends. We have no internationally known 

·expounders of jurisprudence and legal studies. Our colleges of law 
do not hold a place of high esteem either at home or abroad nor has 
]a w become an area of profound scholarship and enlightened research. 
This is probably no reftection upon us as it arose from conditions in
here!lt in o11r position as a·dependent nation. There were eminent· 
legal scholars m om: ancient universities, and faculties of law were 
among the first established in the early modern universities at 
Calcutta, Bombay and Madras. The opportunity, however, for origi
nal, stimulating study of law hardly existed; certainly no demand 
was created for it while the burden of Government, public service and 
legal transactions were carried by others. 

Most of our universities set up their colleges of law but they 
readily succumbed to the general policy of using the universities as 
training grounds for government service, and, because the important 
areas of legal study and practice were occupied by English lawyers 
and English law-for the most part in the larger cities-there was 
little possibility of employment for our young men, except in clerical, 
minor or routine legal services. The amazing fact is that we now have 
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so many able practitioners and well qualified judges, rather than that 
there is a scarcity of gifted legal scholars and researchers. · 
• .. 2 .. Our Oha'fi1Jed Position.-Wlth the attainment of independence 
.and the consequel).t responsibility of developing pur_own constitution
al government, together with international relations, now as impor
tant as domestic affairs, it becomes imperative that we develop 
high grade colleges of law, manned with real scholars, and capable 
ofproducingmen who can cope with international, constitutional 
and administrative problems, as well as with the civil, criminal and 
routine demands whicn exist. Our gifts for philosophical studies 
would indicate that it i.~ possible to have as great students of systema
tic law and the principles of jurisprudence as any other people. 

3. The Present Sit'IUition in our Law Oolleges.-In the light·of 
what we have said, it is not strange that we have found conditions 
in law colleges generally at a low ebb. At one or two universities, 
the authorities said their situation was satisfactory but the majority 
admitted the contrary and confessed that improvements were needed. 

There should be no need for alarm and discouragement. Condi
tions have not permitted the development of great colleges of law in 
the immediate past. Such as ·we have exist largely on a basis of 
convenience and opportunism and are secondary to other Faculties 
and studies, with the inevitable consequence of indifferent or poor 
spirit. The deficiencies are apparent for the most part and devices 
for improvement are not far to seek ~or matters of real debate. 

There is little uniformity in present practices. Law courses are 
now post-intermediate and post-graduate; there is no sonnd policy 
of recruitment of teachers-occasionally there are well-paid; highly 
qualified, full-time professors-but all too often the staff is burde,ned 
with young inexperienced men serving their apprenticeship at the 
Bar, who undertake to teach in law 'Colleges part-time in order to sup
plement their meagre income and who have no real abiding interest· 
in teaching. When there are outside oo.lls some of them often do 
not appear for lectures. .A.s a !ule law lectures are not scheduled in 
the regular hours on the time-table ; t-hey are fiXed in the early morn
ing or evening, when they do not conflict with other things regard
ed as more important. Again, law has not been whole-heartedly 
pursued as a single 'Subject of study, is usually. a subsidiary courl:'e 
while major effort is being directed to a master's or some other non
legal degree. Obviously, we now need to re-organise our law colleges 
-and give emphasis to this subject second to none. India's 
prominence and importance among independent nations and the 
realisation of our national aims demand such a course of action. 
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4. TheN ature of LegalBtudie&.-In the range of subjects studied 
in our universities there are some like Mathematics and Philosophy 
which are studied for their value as cultural disciplines ; others like 
Medicine and Engineering haves definite vocational end in view. Law 
stands midway between these two. groups. There are some who 
take Law a.s part of a liberal education; others because they wish to 
enter the legal profession after graduation. Many who would enter 
public services, international organisations or business concerns. 
would like to read Law at the universitieS. 

Some of our witnesses suggested and there exist, in some places, 
two types of courses, one designed for the production oflegal scholars 
and another for tho~e who will practise law sa a profession. Some 
even think that it is not the function of the law college to produce 
practitioners, that the aim of a university course in law shoUld not 
be a vocational one, that this is a responsibility which should be dis
charged otherwise. Among English universities, Oxford offers both a 
Bachelor of Arts degree in Jurisprudence, a scholarly pursuit of 
legal study, and a Bachelor of Civil Law degree, designed more for 
professional development. Oxford, however, is unique among uni
versities in this plan. Again, in England, there are organizatious 
of practitioners, such as the Inns of Court, prepared to develop and 
qualjfy men for admission to the Bar. Such organizations do not 
exist here or in the United States. 

Under all the·oiroumstances, we think we would do well to con
centrate on a single degree course leading to a bachelor's degree which, 
with some variation, can serve the dual function of producing both 
scholars and lawyers. This policy has been pursued successfully 
by all law colleges in America. There should be inc.ceasedstudy and 
research on the post-graduate level. This is now a conspicuous 
weakness, already adverted to ; we must stimulate a wider and deeper 
study Qf hasic law and principles. For this purpose, we would eng· 
ge~t a two-year post-graduate eourse, leading to a. Master's, degree 
and, eventually, when we are able to provide it, an earned Doctorate 
in law forwhichintensive res~~&rchinonefieldshallbe required. 

There is fairly general agreement among those who have given 
real study to legal education that there should be two periods in the 
process. First, a rather long period of pre-legal or general education. 
lD which the student mnst acquire a thorough grasp of importan~ 
ar11as of knowledge, as a base upon which to build his more technical 
studies. Second, he must concentrate in the body of materials and 
the methods of the several branches of the law itself. 
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We think that a degree course either in Arts or Science should 1>e 
pre-requisite and that this should be followed by three years of study 
for the Bachelor of Laws, the last year being given over to practical 
applications, such as reading in advocates' chambers and acquiring 
the art and familiarity with court room procedures, and the like. 

· ·Our suggestions here are in accord with muc'b. testimony and good 
authority as well as experience. They are similar to the conclu
sions reached by the Calcutta University Commission1 and are exem
plified in the Law Schools of the United States. 

5. TkePre:-legalDegree Course.-A few of our witnesses· and 
others regard the p~e-legal course in general educttion as. ~nneces
sary. We are definitely and strongly of a contrary opmuin. A 
favourite argnn~ent of those opposing pre-professional general 
educat~n is : . " Look at Abraham Lincoln ! He became a 
great lawyer and statesman without even going to college ". Any 
tyro can see the fallacy in this argi:unent. The question is not 
whether men of superior talent and indnstry can equal or surpass the 
average man who has. more advantages. What we wish to 
know is how . the· average man can find the. best preparation 
and enjoy the most reasonable expectation of success in the 
stud)andpracticeof law .. The volume ofevidence and experience 
indicates that a broad general education followed by thorough 
training in scientific legal study and techniques offers the best hope of 
success. The minimum requirement of pre-legal training of the 
American Bar Association and the American Association of Law 
Schools is two years of college work but the best colleges of law in
cluding ;Efa,rvard, Columbia., Michigan, Chicago, California and others 
require completion of a four-year degree course in Arts and Science· 
before admission to the law courses. . 

There ~as been much debate regarding the exact studies whiqh 
should be pursued in the general educ11tion course but we cannot 
enter into this here. Suffice it to say, after much experimentation, 
no positive correlation has been established betweenpreliminary 
training in any special group of subjects and success in law. The 
value of some general studies, such as language, logic, government and 
economics for the purposes of the law)rer are obvious but expel'
ience has shbwn that law is so comprehensive that almos-t any sub
ject of study may become not 'only desirsble but necessary. Any 
important subject of legal study't>r litigation is likely to involve se
veraltechnica.l fields of knowledge. For example, the Dairy industry, 
a two billion dollar annual business in the U.S.A., is threatened 
by . the competition . of Oleomargarine made from cotton seed. 

• Volume V. Chapter XLV ofQalcntt& University Oommiaoion &port. 
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The Dairy industry contends Oleomargarine is injurious to health. 
Its' exponents say it is more nutritious than butter. Know ledge of 
chemistry is fundamental in this case ; ini.portant queBt.ions of econo
mics enter in ; the relation of the powers of the Statesand the Federal 
Government which are delicate·matters of constitutional law are 
involved ; and so on. It is clear that law, its fundamentals and its 
applications are enmeshed in the whole warp and woof of human 
knowledge and experience. The lawyer, unacquainted at least 
with the major ·areas of knowledge and their practical bearing on 
technical questions of law, is now almost without hope of success and 
is certainly greatly handicapped. Therefore, we feel that the lawyer 
should have as wide preliminary training as. possible but no set pro
gramme of studies. There should be variable groups of studies adap
ted to those who may expect to enter special fields of law such as 
Commercial Law, for example; but in general the Arts and Sciences 
should comprise the central core of the curriculum. 

6. The DC'!J'fee Courses in Law.-We do not thllik that a set 
curriculum of studies can be offered throughout India for the degree 
course in Law. We have suggested a QOurse of three years' dura
tion with emphasis in the last year on practical phases. The sub
jects could be made more unifor!fi than at present but they should 
be applicable to the variations that arise from differences in 
specml aots, customs and other factors in the several Provinces 
and States. 

We believe that Roman Law, basic to practically all modern sys
'temsand the most completeandsyBtematio l>ody of law ever develop
ed, should have a place. Essentially, all acknowledged branches 
of law now in lise must he taught; contracts, torts, criminal and civil 
law and procedures, land tenure, transfer of property,· etc. 
Fa~arity,ifnotmastery,mustbe acquired of the two indigenous 
srstems·of Hindu and Muslim law which are monuments of systema
tised common sense ; some knowledge of English common law and 
equity is important. 

We think that more attention must now be given to Constitution
al Law, International Law, Legal History and the fundamentals of 
J urisprudenoe. . 

It is important that, whatever subjects may be offered, the stu
dent should acquire the powers of clear thinking, accurate analysis, 
and cogent expression. Without these qualities, he cannot hope for 
success as an attorney. . 

The courses now are confined too much to lectures. We think 
these should be supplemented with tutorials, seminars, Moot-Courts 
and something of the case-method, made world-renowned at 
Harvard. . . 
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The Moot-Courts must be under the supervision of a specially 
selected and equipped member of the staff. Unless carefully pre
pared and directed Moot-Courts do not have much value. We suggest 
tests of progress &nd compartmentalization of examinations both 
time and subject-wise. 

For the Master's degree, advanced courses may be offered in 
the fields of special interest to the candidate and strong programmes 
in Constitutional, Internstional, Administrative Law, Jurisprudence 
and both Hindu and Muslim Law should be available. At the com
pletion of the two years, written papers and Viva-Voce examination 
should be required together with an acceptable thesis. For the en
couragement of research, fellowships should be available in law as in 
other fields. Intensive and original investigation: in an important 
area should be essential for the Doctorate, if and when offered. 

7. Recommendations : We recommend : 
(1) that our law colleges be t!J_oroughly re-organised; 
(2) that the staff of the law Faculties be recruited and con

trolled by the universities in a fashion similar to Arts 
and Science Faculties ; 

(3) that a three-year degree course in pre-legal and general 
studies be required for admission to law courses ; 

(4) that a thres-year degree course be offered in special legal 
subjects, the last .Year to be given over largely to practical 
work, such as apprenticeship in advocates• chambers ; 

(5) that the staff shall be whole-time &nd part-time. The 
. whole-time staff should teach largely in the fields of fun-
. damental subjects and the part-time staff more largely 

in the fields of practical application and procedures, Part
time staff members should be recruited on a "Contract 
basis and paid only if full services are performed ; · 

(6) that law classes be sch!!duled only !luring the regular 
hours oUeaching ; · 

(7) that students pursuing degree courses in law shall not be 
permitted to carry other degree cours\lB simultaneously 
except ih a few instances where advanced students· have 

. proved their interest and are studying related snbje;;ts 
in law and some other fields. . • 

(8) that opportunities for research be availabl!l in every law 
faculty, particularly in Constitutional Law, Interna
tional Law, Administrative Law, Jurisprudence and 
our systems of Hindu and Muslim Law. 

(9) that progress tests be introduced and examinations be 
by compartments both time &nd subject-wise. 
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F.-MEDICINll: 
I.-Medical SckoolB ana Oollegea. 

1. Beginnings of Modem Medical Education. 2. Degree Courses. 
S. Recognition by the General Medical Council 4. The Establishment 
of the Indian Medical Council 5. Increaee of Numbers. 6. Resident 
Appointment. 7. Numbers and Equipment. 8. Hospital Facilities. 
9. Stafli.ng. 

11.-Rural Medical Relief. 
10. Rural Training for Medical Students : Undergraduate Stage. 
11. Graduate Stage. 

111.-Poat-fkadtlale Training. 
12. Post-graduate Qualific&tions. 13. Recommendations of the !11adras 
Conference, · 

IY.-New Subjects. 
14. Publio Health Engineering. 15. Nursing. 

Y.-lniigtmaul Systems of Medicine. 
16. Aynrveda and Unatri; Their Strength. 17. Their Weakness. 
18. Interaction of the Indian and Western Syetems. 19. History of 
Medicine Course. 

Yl;-20. ll£Dommtndations: 

I. Medical Sckoo'ls ana Colleges. 
1. BeyJinniflgs of Modern MeilicaZ Educati<m.-Medical colleges 

ha. ve been in e:xiatence in India for over a hundred years. In fact, 
it may be stated that even before the universities were instituted 
in 1857, colleges of medicine granting what were called degrees we-re 
existent in the three principal centres, Calcutta., Madras and Bom
bay. The bulk of the practitioners trsined in Medicine, however, 
went through medical schools which were established in different 
p~ of the country. Some of the schools were maintained by the 
State, while others were under the control of private agencies, 
largely missionary. The school course was intended to trsin a. set of 
practitioners who would function as Assistants and would have no 
mdividual responsibility in the treatment of any of the major com
plaints. Thua was created a set of what was once called the Hos· 
pita.l Assistants, later known as Sub-Assistants, who were given 
training for a shorter period of four years, and whose trsining was 
restricted to certain subjects of clinical interest only. Certain of 
the la.borstory sublects and certain of the clinical scientific subjects 
of study were not mcluded in the course. 

Later, however, the medical schools revised their syllabuReS 
and gradually tried to improve on them to bring them into confor
mity, as far as possible, with the subjects that were fttudied in the 
medical colleges. . . 
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There were other grades of training for the profession of me
dicine of an acceptedly lower standard than the degree standard 
for recruitment for the subordinate personnel-of the Axmy. The 
In~n Subordinate M~dical Depart~~nt '!as r~ted largely · fr?m 
candidates who had this type of trammg e1ther m the schools which 
were established separately or in the _colleges where the collegiate 
diploma was granted to these students generally after a four-year 
period of study. . . . · 

It may also be stated that the ~trance qWtlification. for those 
who were admitted to the diplomas granted through the schoQls or 
through the colleges was of a-lower standard than that required by 
the university. In the schools the standard was generally that of 
the matriculation, while in the colleges the standard varied. and an 
entrance test was considered sufficient to recruit these candidates 
whether they had completed, the matrlcu1ation or not. .. 

2. Degree Oour:ses:-. Rven in regard to 'the -degree course, some 
of the Indian nniversities had two !lifferent grades, the. L. M. S. 
and the M, B. B. S. · Although the entrance qualification for both 
was the same, there were differences either in the period of study or 
in the actual standards required at examination. 

Thus, a variety of qualifications wa8 prescribed for entrance 
to the medical profession, ~he diploma . of the school, kno~ as 
.L. M. P. and D. M, S. later, the diploma of the college given to 
persons who were called Military Assistant Surgeons, the L. M. S. 
degree and the M. B. C. M. degree awarded, by the universities. 
The school course of four years was extended to :five years in Madras, 
and those who qualified after :five years' training with practically. . 
all the subjects which were included in the degree course syllabus . 
were awarded the diploma of D. M: S. · . 

:it was felt somewhat anomalous that there should be 'two sta.Iid
ards in a degree for the same professional quali:fication:. Therefore 
the universities abolished the L. M. & S .. degree gradually; the last 
to do so being the Madras University, which abolished the L. M. & S. 
in 1926. The degree of M. B. & C. M., which was an anomalous 
title in that it corresponded to a .similar nomenclature in B~tish 
universities was changed to M. B. & B. S. Many of the provmces 
have now abolished the medical schools and now recognise only 
one quali:fication, namely, the· degree st~ndard as the entrance to the 
medical profession. The :first to abolish the diploma was the Madras 
Province, followed later by the United Provinces, and at present 
most of the provinces have already abolished ·or are · rapidly abolish
ing the school c~urse and the diploma quali:fication awar~ed through 
tba· schools. 
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3. Reccgniiion by the General Mei.licaZ CounciZ.-For mariy years, 
the degrees awarded by the universities in India. wererecognised 
as suflici'3nt for the holders of such ·degrees as qualifying for practice 
anywhere in the Commonwealth, and they were entered in the 
General Medical Register. In 1921, however, the General Medical 
Council decided that such qualifications should not be automatically 
recognised and that an inspection oi the Indian universitiEl!l was 
necessary to ascertain whether they were conforming to the minimum 
standard needed by the General Medical Council for such recogni
tion. The main defect that was stressed was that there ·was little 
or no practical training in the field of Obstetrics in certain university 
centres. It may be stated in this connection that even in British 
universities the standard of practical training in midwifery varied 
in the different universities, and not.all of them were in a position to 
conform to the minimum standard laid down by the General Medical 
Council. However, as a result of the inspection, the universities 
made special efforts to get their own students trained at centres and 
in institutions where such facilities were available. 

4. The Establishment of the Indian MedicaZCouncil.-The period
ic inspection by the General Medical Council was resented ·by 
Indian universities. Owing to a long-drawn-out controversy, 
between the General Medical Council and the universities in India, 
the Indian Medical Council was established in the year 1931 with 

. the object of laying down minimum standards for qualification and 
teaching, and on the wh.ole, it would appear to the Commission that 

·the Medical Council has in a measure succeeded in enabling the 
universities to fulfil their duties in regard to the minimum standards 
that ought to be expected for those obtaining degrees in Medicine. 
The Commission is, however, uneasy at some of the developments in 
the field of medical education within the last three or four years. 
It is ·a step in the right direction, which the Commission welcomes, 
which most Provinces have undertaken, namely, to have one uniform 
standard for medical education and to abolish the qualification of 
licentiates which was hitherto given through Government examining 
Boards. · . · 

5. Increase of Numbers.-While welcoming this change, the 
Commission wish to state that in converting the medical schools into 
colloges, there has been a little haphazard attempt at the mainten
ance of standards in some cases. The Commission is most an
xious that in an in1portant subject like Medicine, the universities 
should be zealous of maintaining the standards and would impress 
upon the universities and the Governments of the Provinces con
cerned, the need for enforcing such standards and for giving ade

. quate financial assistance to the colleges concerned to come up to 
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the.minimum standard of efficiency. It would appear to the Com
mission that the Indian Medical Council may also take a more de
finite stand in this matter and in snite of obvious difficulties insist 
upon the authorities concerned rigid adherence to the standards 
which have been laid down by the Council itself. 

One other aspect of the question deserves consideration. The 
demand for medical education has increased considerably with 
an increase in the number of persons entering the portals of the 
university. Such a demand can only be met by increasing the 
number of medical colleges. It is well-known that the establish
ment of a medical college is by no means an easy matter. Apart 
from the financial implications, the question of securing properly 
trained and experienced personnel is of fundamental importance. 
Some of the Provinces have increased the number of students admit
ted to medical colleges to sometimes double the number 
with the result· that _the training that is imparted to such 
alumni with inadequate staff can hardly be said to meet the mini
mum standards required. The Commission is not aware of any 
positive steps taken by the Indian Medical Council to rectify these 
serious defects. It would hurt all standards if such increased admis
sions are allowed to medical colleges which have neither the person
nel nor the clinical or laboratory facilities to cope with the increased 
numbers. · 

The Commission woUld in this connection refer to the reports 
of the Goodenough Committee in England and the Health Committee 
in Indi.a under the Chairmanship of Sir Joseph Bhore and suggest 
to the· universities and to the Indian Medical Council in particular. 
that they should limit the number of ·admissions in any medical. 
college to a maximum of 100, provided the conditions laid down 
in these reports are satisfactorily fulfilled. The Commission realises 
that there is great danger to medical education if immediate steps 
are not taken in this direction .. 

6. Resident Appointment.-The medical colleges in India vary 
in their size and in the facilities they afford for under-graduate and 
post-graduate training. The ideal medical college should be capable 
of providing the student with the whole of his medical education 
from the time of his entering the school until he is qualified, after 
which a resident post should be _found for him either in his own 
college or in approved hospitals before he goes into practice. The 
bulk of expert opinion is now in favour of the position that& resident 
appointment for at least a year or 15 months should be considered 
as a sine qua non to adequate training for a graduate before he enters 
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the profession and is permitted to practise. We consider it as one 
of the responsibilities of the medical school which gives him the 
training that such facilities should be made available to the candi
date. 

7. Numbflrs and, Equipmem.-Even as regards equipment of 
medical colleges, there are variations in the different mediC8l col
leges, and it is desirable that in view of a rapid expansion of medical 
colleges and the conversion of medi<lftl schools into colleges certain 
eSBential considerations should be borne in mind by the manage
ments. It has been brought out that number of students admitted 
per year to a medical college should be controlled; and it has been 
suggested by expert committees that 50 admissions a year should 
be considered the minimum, that 60 to 70 should be the optimum, 
and that normally not more than 100 students should be admitted, 
this being considered the maximum capacity o~ any medical col
lege. We place emphasis on these .principles, because in a profes
sional subject like Medicine, where practical training is of importance 
and close touch of the professional element with the student popula
tion is of vital importance in the hospitals and the laboratories. 
Excessive numbers admitted definitely lead to deterioration of 
standards, and make it exceedingly difficult for adequate supervised 
training to be given. In all medical colleges there should be an 
adequate number of large and small lecture rooms, halls, laborato
ries, preparation rooms, library and reading rooms, common rooiilB, 
and departments of re:.earch with special facilities. In our ex
perience some of the colleges are lacking in these essential pre
requisites. Museums including a Radiological Museum should be 
readily accessible to all students, and should contain sections special
ly arranged for teaching purposes. Means both for taking and show
ing cinema films to the students should also be provided. 

8. Hospital Facilitie8.-AB regards hospital accommodation, 
there has been a somewhat haphazard development of" hospital 
facilities. We agree with the view that has been expressed that it 
is most desirable from the point of view of the students and the 
time that will be saved as well as the physical exertion that will be 
avoided, that all the departments of study which require hospital 
facilities should be located in a single campus. This will. not only 
help the student but it also will facilitate research work that may be 
undertaken by the staff, as it will lead to possible consultation with 
the members of the staff of the different departments, while the 
advantage to the patients concerned will be obvious in that con
sultation would be more easy and would be greatly facilitated. 
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'!'he qtiestion of the number of beds that" should be "required 
hss received some attention, but we believe that in several of the 
medical colleges, particularly those thst have been recently started 
or converted, the bed-strength is far from the necessary minimum 
that ·has been recommended. Expert opinion has it that there 
should be ten beds per student admitted to a college and that half 
-this number of beds should be general medical and surgical in equal 
proportions, the other half being for the specialities which have to be 
provided for within the area of the teaching centre. 

9. Sta.ffing.-Apart from all these factors which we hope the 
Indian Medical Council will enforce through its inspection com
mission, we have to take note of the staffing of the medical colleges 
and hospitals. There are three types of teachers who may be 
employed: The Heads of Departments in charge of Units--These 
_should be men who hav!l had. considerable experience in teaching 
. and should be full-time Professors in charge of these Units--Medicine, 
Surgery and Midwifery. We hold that the organization of teaching 

:and the promotion of cooperation and. collaboration between the 
different teachers is so essential a feature of successful teaching that 
unless there be a full-time head of a department;it is not possible 
to produce those conditions that would be conducive to the right 
type of cooperation and coordination and emphasis on teaching. 
Besides these full-time teachers there should be some part-time 
cilinical teachers. It has been noticed that ii;t several Provinces, 
.honorary medical officers have been given some responsibility in 
regard to clinical teaching. We consider that this is a system that 
ougM, to be encouraged and that such honorary medical .officercS 

. should, if they are well-qualified and prove themselves satisfactory 
to be recruited as teachers, be given ·Qpportuniti~s of being part• · 
time clinical teachers in the hospitals. ,They must devote an ade
quate part of their time to teaching and it is perhaps desirable that 
they should reoeiveremune~ation for the canying out of!;uch d11ties .. 

So far as teaehing work ~. concerned all members engliged in 
teaching, whether as full-time or part:.time, must conform to the 
duties apportioned to them, must work in cooperation with the heads 
of the departments concerned and with the Dean or Principal of the 
college. We believe that the recruitment of properly qualified per
sonnel to_hold full-time appointments in medical colleges requires care
ful consideration. It is obvious that in ~ profession like ~edicine, 
there are undoubtedly prizes available to the best equipped and per
sons with talent and a. successful practice will not generally be avail-· 
.able for such full-time duties. . We do not consider it desirable that 
such full-time ~uties should either be entrusted to persons who are 
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about to retire. It seems to us that a Professor appointed for a full
time job must have at least o to 10 years of work to look ahead.. 
We therefore feel that the proper age to select such persons would be 
about 40 to 45. It has been suggested that to attract the type of 
people, there should be adequate scales of pay. We have recommen
ded that the scales of salaries proposed for university teachers be 
adapted for teachers of professional colleges also who may in addi· 
tion be granted a persons! allowance not exceeding Rs . .500 per month. 
This would avoid separate scales ofpay for different Professors in the 
same university which may result in anomalies. 

II .-Rural Medical Relief. 

10. Rural Training for Medical Students; Under-graduate Stage.
The vast majority of the citizens of this country live in villages, and 
it is here that conditions are yet primitive. The health of the villa
ger should be the primary concern of the State and he it is that supplies 
the sinews of war, whether in the field of Agriculture, Industry; 
Commerce or in the development of the resources of the country 
and in other fields. The health and well-being of the villager is of 
paramount concern, and any scheme for the training of medical 
practitioners should take note thereof, fur the need for a training that 
will adapt them and acclimatise them to the needs of the villager so 
that many of them will be prepared to settle down there and look 
after the health requirements of the rural areas. It is the hope of the 
Commission that with the realisation of the need for improvement in 
villages, better transport facilities will be available and that questions 
of public health, like water snpply, rural medical relief and other 
associated problems will be taken due note'of. At this stage in our 
consideration of medial education, however, we wish to emphasise the 
need for training in the problems of rural medical relief, which undel'
graduatea and graduates should necessarily possess. The main 
emphasis in the training-of medical students should be not on the 
curative side, but on preventive aspects of medicine, and for this 
purpose preventive medicine should have more emphasis placed in 
the curriculum of medical studies and that to a very large extent 
there should be opportunities for the under-graduate to become fami
liar with the problems of rural hygiene and with the methods of 
combating hazards to public health in rural centres.· We wish to 
state that such rural training in medical relief and Public Health 
should be given at two stages. The under graduate should, in his 
aenior course of study, for a period earmarked, have training in rural 
health problems, and should be associated with a member of the 
Public Health atalf during this period, It may be for a period from ' 
m~ < 
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weeks -to 3 months, between the fourth and fifth years of study 
when practical training may be given to him in select rural centres 
where a properly integrated course of practical training will be avail-
able. .· 

· 11. Graduate Stage.-At the same time, the newly passed out 
graduate should have opportunities of studying public health problems 
in their wider aspect. We believe the time is come when the Indian 
Medical Council may have to consider seriously whether it may net lay 
down as a condition prior to registration that any graduate passing 
out of the portals of the universities or any other equivalent quali
fication should put in a course of internship in a well-regulated 
hospital, which will include a course of three months of practical 
medical relief in rural and public health problems. We have had 
emphasis laid on this fact by different eiD.inent persons that whatever 
may be the training given before graduation, it is after gradua
tion when the whole concept of the field of Medicine, theoretical 
and practical, preventive and curative has been absorbed that · 
a medical graduate would be in a position to improve on his theoretical 
knowledge and training and to learn the difficulties that beset him in 
actual practice of the profession, preventive or curative, whether in 
urban or rural areas. 

There is s,nothe:.: aspect of the question pertaining to rural medical 
relief and public health which we wish to emphasise. It will not 
be possible for adequate attention to be paid . to these problems 
unless sufficient number of medical graduates are drawn to rural 
medical service. In our opinion the best time for graduates to work 
in the field of rural medical relief will be at an early age, when they 
have the enthusiasm and can stand the rigours of hard life, and · 
we would suggest in these cases that it would be desirable both from .. 
. the point of view of training and experience and from the point.of 
'fiew of stepping up the tackling of the problems of rural medical 
.relief that the young under-graduate who wishes to enter Government 
sevice either in a paid or in an honorary· capacity should be required · 
for a definite period to serve in a rural area before being posted else
where. We believe that in certain of the Provinces, this question hail 
been already raised, and special Committees appointed for this pur
pose have recommended this as a very desirable and ne~y step 
to meet the needs of rural medical relief and public health. 

111.-Po.~grailuate Training. 
12. Post-groduate Qualificatit:ms.-Reference has been made at 

an. earlier stage of this report to the unfortunate fact that for long 
post-gr~~oduate jnstruction was nofl available in the medical colleges. 
In reeent years, there has been a great deal of effort oil ~h~ .Part sf · 
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universities to establish post-graduate degrees and diplomas, but 
unfortunately the conditiollB that ought to be fulfilled for proper 
iMtruction of the alumni who wish to avail themselves of the oppor
tunities of post-graduate qualifications are not available. In fact 
the Commission has noted with regret that universities are competing 
with each other in framing regulations so that the maximum number 
of post-graduate degrees and diplomas are available, and in many 
cases students are allowed to appear for these degrees or diplomas 
without proper facilities being available for them to get a thorough 
pra1:tical training before qualification ; the Commission would em
pha~ise that it is not examinatiollB that ought to count in professional 
studies but the training and the opportunities made available and the 
trained personnel with whom the students can come into contact. 
The Commission is glad to note that this subject has also attracted 
the attention of the universities and of the Provinces and the Govern-
ment of India. · 

13. Recommendations of the Madras Conference.-The Commission 
were present at a recent Conference held on the 1st of January 1949 
in Madras on the invitation of the Inter-University Board and the 
Government of India, when the Vice-Chancellors, the representative& 
of Medical Faculties and of the Government of India were present, 
to coMider the whole subject of post-graduate medical education. 
We commend the following resolutio!lB that were passed at this 
Conference to the notice of universities, Provincial Governments 
and the Central Government :-

"1. This Conference is of opinion that it is desirable that 
certain minimum standards should be observed by all 
universities in regard to post-graduate qualifications in 
the Faculty of Medicine." 

"II. All-India Council of Post-Graduate Medical Education. 
(i) That with a view to correlating standards and ad

vising the universities concerned on post-graduate 
studies in the Faculty of Medicine, this Conference is of 
opinion that it is desirable to constl.tute an All-India 
Council of Post-Graduate Medical Education. Such a 
Council may be co!lBtituted by the Inter-University 
Board and should consist of specialists from teaching 
Faculties in Medicine and experts nominated by the 
Ministry of Health in the Union Government. Such a 
Council may consist of about seven members with 
power to coopt. ·-

(ii) This Conference relu~ts the Gov~~t of India to ~ 
the oost -or ~bhsbmg and mamtamm" the AH-India 
Co\moil of Post-Graduate Medioal. Education and for tlt.e 
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purposes of inspecting and advising the universities 
concerned in regard to post-graduate education facilities 
necessary in each case." 

IV.-New Subjects. 

14. Public Health Engineering.-It is most unfortunate that 
certain types of education have not been encouraged under the 
Faculty of Medicine, the chief amongst these may be mentioned 
.Dental Education. Public Health Engineering is another of those 
subjects which have received scant attention. The Commission 
considers that this is a very important subject and merits the immedi
ate attention of universities. The Commission understands that the 
Government of India have set up a Committee to recommend the lines 
on which Public Health Engineering courses are to be framed, and it 
lS tne hope of the Commission that in cooperation with the engineer
ing and medical colleges at different university centres, the Provincial 
Governments and the Government of India would be in a position to 
facilitate the establishment of Public Health Engineering studies so as 
to attract a large number to these courses. · 

15. Nursing.-It is now well-known that in all fields of Public 
Health, Public Health Engineering and Nursing play a very impor
tant role. There have been in existence for a large number of years 
schools of Nursing which have been giving diplomas to those trained 
therein. The higher type of training as envisaged through the re
cently started degrees in Nursing is nQw available through theUniver
aities of Madras and Delhi. The Commission is anxious that such 
degree courses should not he multiplied without a proper background 
of training and without proper personnel. In a professional &tudy 
like Nursing, the academic aspect of the· question should receive con
sideration, but it is more fundamental that the practical aspect should 
always be emphasised. · · · · 

V.-Indigenom Sys~ of Medicine. 

16. Ayurvedic arul Unani Medicine: Their Strength.-These systelllS of 
healing have bshind them many centuries of accumulated experience. 
As we have travelled over the country and have talked with many of 
~e ranking physicians of India, we have found among able and wide
ly experienced doctors of the scientific school very great diver
gence of opinion concerning the merits of the indigenous systems. 
These differences of opinion, it seems to us, depend largely on 
whether attention is directed·to the desirable or to the undesirable 
·elements of that practice. In favour of the indigenous 8~ it 
ill said that the tradition of the native healer is ~ treat. not just 
,r, , .· 
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the specific disease, but the whole personality in its entire make
up and in its total environment. The modem medical specialist 
has tended to treat the particular ailment of the patient. He is too· 
busy, and it has not been in his tradition, to become so well acquaint-· 
ed with the patients' total circumstances that he can have 
an opinion as to whether the ailment he treats is the chief diffi· . 
culty or is only the point of weakness which appears as the obvious 
effect of a more deep-seated difficulty. The present great develop-' 
ment of psychosomatic medicine in the West, these men say, is· 
but a belated recognition of principles which the indigenous practi•· 
tioner has been recognizing all.along. Also, the indigenous practi-· 
tioner works within the people's means. He uses remedies 
they can afford, whereas western remedies are, in fact, much beyond· 
the reach of the masses. Lastly, in the course of time valnable 
remedies have been discovered which should not be lost to science> 
While ephedrin reached the western world from China, it was also· 
known in India. The remedy isapghul, now adopted in the British 
pharmacopia as ~ purely mechanical laxative, is among the best 
remedies m its field. A. number of able doctors of the western 
scientific school have given us illustrations, some of them under 
conditions which could be critically observed, of the effectiveness 
of some Indian remedies. 

17. Their W eakness.-Those who depreciate indigenous medicine 
point to the fact that most native healers lack any concept of sani
tation or of aseptic conditions. They have little or no scientific 
knowledge of anatomy or physiology. They are blindly traditional. 
Remedies continue to be used when their specific values, if any, 
have long since been forgotten. The true value of ephedrin had 
little or no relation to the use to which it was being put in China 
when it was discovered by western doctors. Much of the practice 
of native healers is little above magic or incantation. . . 

is.lnteraclion oftlie Imlianand WesternSystems.-The Ayurvedio 
and Unani schools are adopting western methods in the study of 
anatomy, physiology, bacteriology etc. They are adopting western 
remedies and are incorporating western methods. On the other 
hand scientific medicine is adopting some of the indigenous remedies 
and methods. · 

It would seem to be desirable : 

1. To provide for the continuance of indigenous schools, so 
that any contributions they may make to modem medicine may 
not be lost, and so that inexpensive medical care may not be taken 
away from the mass of the people when no other is avail..bltl to 
them. 
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2. To develop one or more research· centres for the study both . 
of indigenous remedies and of indigenolis methods. Among the 
thousands of native remedies now used it would be strange if there 
were not some of high value. The discovery of even a very few of 
the order of quinine, sconite, ephedrin, isaphgul or belladona would 
justify a large amount of research. It would be desirable in re
search on native drugs to develop modem large scale screening 
methods whereby preliminary tests could be made to economic8J.J.y 
determine possible values of large numbers of supposed remedies, 
with intensive study of those which disclose possibilities. Modern 
medicine developed in cool, humid regions where chemical pro
perties of plants are usually dilute. Semi-tropical and semi-desert 
plants tend to hav~ much more concentrated qualities. The pro- . 
ba.bility of finding medicinal values, therefore, would seem to be good, 
and there is possibility of developing new industries from what is 
discovered. 

19. Histcryof Medicine course-Our modern medical schoolS 
would do well to incorporate a courae on the history, methode, 
philosophy and content of indigenous med.icine. This would help 
to preserve the values existing in these systems. Also, with such 
introduction, an occasional student. would find continuing interest 
in pursuing the subject more intensively. Indian medicine should 
see itself as custodian and trustee of our inheritance from the 
many generations of our people who have given thought to the art 
of healing. 

V I.-Recommendations .. 
20 •. We recommend-

(i), that the maximum number of admissions to a medical 
college be .J.OO, provided the staff and equipment for thah· 
number are available ; - ·. · 

(ii) that all the departments of study which require hospital 
facilities be located in a single campus ; 

(iii) that there be 10 beds per Student admitted to a college ; · . 
(iv) that training in a rural centre be required both in the 

under-graduate and graduate stages ; 
(v) that post-graduate training be offered in certain colleges 

taking into account the personnel and the equipment 
essential for the purpose ; 

(vi) that Public Health Engineering and Nursing be .given 
greater importance ; · 

(vii) that facilities for research in indigenous systems be provided ; 
and 

(viii)thatHistoryofMedicine with special reference to Indian 
syStems be taught in the first degree courae in Medicine. 
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2. Competence iR Wealth. 8. A rapidly growing Profession. -,. The 
Cont-ent of Business Education. -

II. The 11ecd for Professional Competence in Publio Administration 
6. Public !dn>inistration Eduoation abroad. 7. Public Administr&tioa 
Education nt Home. 

111.-lndustrial Relations. 

8, Industrial Relations in a Democracy. 9. Good Intentions not 
enough. 10. A successful example. 11. Under-graduate Programme: 
Objectives. 12. Under-graduate Programme : General Description. 
13. Post-graduate training for professional personnel administrators. 
U. '!'raining the Personnel Technician. ln. An Emerging Profession. 
liJ. Graduate Training. 

1. Increasing Demand far ProfessitmP.l Discipline 

In a buffalo cart the space between the hub and the axle may 
be as much as half an inch. In a good modem automobile there 
are bearings which muat be accurate to within one-thouaandth of a.n 
inch, and in parts of some airplane instruments the accuracy muat 
be ~thin one ten-thousandths of an inch. In a primitive coiii.munity 
a bazaar keeper need only to know the habits and economic conditions 
of his neighbours. The modem induatrialist muat keep his finger on 
the pulse of national and international life. Such change of condition :,)F not only increiiSe of skill but greatly increased variety in 

· s and abilities. The result is that as life becomes more complex 
new callings arise and old callings take on the range and precision and 
methods of professions. -

' 

In our modem age, unless such professions develop, and unless 
educational provision is made for them, two unfortunate resnlts will 
follow that nl'glect. First, many social and industrial needs which 
require special skills will remain unfilled, and the nation will be 
scnoUBly handicapped. Much of what people want must be imported, 
often at excessive cost. Second, young men and women. crowded 
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into a few: old line professions, over-supply those particular needs, 
and expenence frustratiOn. Thus supply and demand fail to meet. 
It is important that new professions be recognized and prepared for. 
We shall describe a few as illustrations. ·. 

I.-Business Administr_ation. 

~· Operating and adapting the f'.CC'TUYmY are never ending actitJities ; 
so is the education of yO'Utk Jar their activities. To ed'Ucate men and 
--women to direct, manage and oonduct economic affairs tkruugh whatever 
sort of economic system exists far the purpose is an enduring necessity, 
as permanent as the complexity of economic society . . 

Prior to·Warld War I, business was generally looked upon as the 
acquisitive art of making and trading for prii'ate gain . . : ... : . . . N uw, 
tlwee decades later, it is possible to see tkat business kas changed, the 
whole economy has changed, and oor attitudes l!ave changed .•...• The 
administration of modern business is now concentlld with the analysis 
if problems; the making of decisions, the formulm.ion if policies, and 
tke management of daikj operation. It draws upon all departments of 
knowledge, sponsars research on a prodigioos scale, and makes tlSe of 
staff experts in a variety of fields, and is itself an inteUectual activity 
tkat now calls for talents of the highest order. The administrator must 
lend h~ voice to questions of public interest and public polic!;, and at 
8'UCh times he is in need of broad comprehension and qualities of states
manship. . • . . . . . . .. . . Business education should. be so organized as 
to prepare yauth Jar tke management of f'.CC'TUYmic institutions whether 
those institutions be business :firms, labour unions, governmem econo
mic ag~ or other types of operating organizations "1• 

2. Competence is W ealth.-A man-hoilr of work in an American 
industry·produees twice as much as a man-hour of work in a British 
industry (a man-hour of work in American coal mining produces four 
times as much coal as in British coaf mining). . Yet British industry is · 
efficient as compared with most of that in Europe. 

It is such great eoonomy in production which enables America to 
supply goods to a large part of Western Europe, as under the Marshall 
Plan, and yet in her own country to maintain the world's highest 
standard of living. One of the reasons for this high standard of 
American production is that in America business is coming to be seen 
a:~ a profession which in its higher levels, requires :first hand experience· 
plus orderly, .disciplined training at least equal to that in medicine or 
engineering. 

I Robert D. Calkillll, n ....... Columbia Univ•raity Sohool of lluam-.. 
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3. A rapidly ,growing Profession.-The first American College 
of Business, The Wharton School of the University of PeD.lll!ylvania, 
was founded in 1881. Now, according to Mr. Leverett Lyon, Chief 
Executive of the Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry, 
there are several hundred business colleges of professional grade,· 
with about 2,00,000 of students. In 1948 more than 35,000 received 
degrees in business, while more than 2,000 received master's degrees. 
Great as has been the progress in this field, it is only a beginning. 

American businelis education is extremely critical of its own work 
and is striving earnestly to meet more nearly the needs of rapidly 
changing social and economic conditions. 

If India. is to become an effective industrial country, wit!:} high 
standards of living for the average worker, business must be looked 
at as a profession and prepared for as thoroughly as any other. The 
difference between a craft and a profession ha11 heen described as the 
difference between a job and a career. But the difference is greater 
than that. As in engineerir.g the technician deals chiefty with em
pirical skills, while the professional works not only with skills but 
with natural laws, organized knowledge, and the application of general 
principles ; so in business there is a difference of kind between 
commerce courses and the profession of business. Following the 
tradition of the requirements of British administration, much of our 
oourses in Commerce have been on the craftsman's level. Equipment· 
for business education on a professional level will require careful 
pre_paration and substantial support. Such education .should not 

·be mtroduced in a partisan spirit, but should prepare for a high 
quality of business administration whether for public business, 
private industry, labour union management, or the management 
of the business affairs of educational institutions. 

• 
In some callings, such as medicine, it is commonly a.•sumed that 

if a person has successfully- completed a prescribed course of study 
he is competent to practise ;· otherwise not. The calling of business 
cannot be so limited. Its operations range from extreme simplicity 
to those which demand preparation and competence of a high order. 

4. The content of Bminess Erlucation.-As to education that is 
truly profeasional, the following is fairly representative of opinion in 
the field of business administration. 

Concernin~ education preparatory to professional business educa
tion, Dean H. P. Dutton of the School (College) of Business of North 
We.stern University writes: , 

" As preparatory to professional courses, the student should 
ha\'e had mtroductory courses in CheiDistry and Physics, Biology, 
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including :Physiology, and Geography. Economics should be paral
leled by adequate teaching in community life-the dynamics and 
ethica of living together. Much economics teaching assumes the· 
existences of social restraints and from there on ignores them and 
assumes that the individual will act (and by implication rightly) 
solely from selfish motives. The end of that philosophy is such a
breakdown of the art of living together as we have already witnessed 
here lind there. 

There should also be included a study of literature and the arts 
to acquaint the student with as much as practicable of the world's 
heritage and to cause him to understand the artistic as well as 
the economic drive. The student should have, in addition, a working 
knowledge of a second language, a thorough course in accounting, 
and a eourse in psychology ". - -

For a business man, as for an engineer, the first requirement is 
that he shall' be an educated man and citizen, so that in his business 
he can act with informed, social minded statesmanship, and not sim-. 
ply as a business technician. 

Professional business education should include . mathematics ; 
statistics ; theory of organization .• ; business structure ; finance, in
cluding management and budgeting of assets and of expenses ; 
philosophy, history and theory of law ; and organ:ization of work, 
including mQtion economy, process analysis and procedures, standard-· 
ization of skills, cost analysis, and the like, The structure of dis
tributio.n should also be studied. In industrial cases this training 
can be slanted towards factory practice, office management,' institu·• 
tional management, agriculture, or marketing, according to the stu-· · 
dent's chief interest. While industrial relations should be included 
in every business course it is so important as to constitute a pro
fession of itself, and is discussed e;s such. 

Professional business education is treated both as an under
graduate and as a postgraduate field of study. In few fields is there 
such variety in the preparation required or such variety in the courses 
offered. There is a tendency in the work for the master's degree 
to deal with broad, fundamental piinciples, though work for the 
Ph. D. degree commonly deals with highly specialized subjects. 
However, there are many exceptions to such statements. Since 
business education is one of the later fields to be treated in a pro-' 
fessional manner, it is relatively free from the rigid treatment which 
has characterized some of tb,e older professions. There is effort to 
make the teaching reflect the real need. 
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Since professional business education has not fully emerged in 
htdia, the best suggestion wluch we can xnake is that those planning 
such education inform themselves as to the best practice in other· 
countries, and from Indian students who have had representative. 
training in institutions offering some of the best courses in those 
countries, assemble staffs in Business Administration on a professional 
level. 

The " know-how " of professional business practice mu8t also 
be acquired. Through an alternating work and studyprogramme~ 
or through working in vacations, students may get that fust hand 
experience which is essential1• 

H.-Public Administration. 
&. The need for 'JWOfessicmal competence in Public Administra~ 

tion.-Whllre central, provincial or local governments are spend
ing a total of hundreds of crores of rupees a year, the efficient use of 
such vast sums becomes a matter of great public moment. · 

India inherited a public administration process xnade up of a 
vast accumulation of obsolete bureaucratic routine, one of the chief 
principles of which seemed to be that responsible discretion should 
not be delegated, but should be tightly held at the top. The admi~ 
tably high quality of public administration in England was scarcely 
transmitted to Indian administration. Comparing the operation of 
this cumbersome, wasteful system with modem, efficient adminis
tration , it seems possible that with radical improvement of adminis
tration the entire public work of India might be accomplished with 
less than half its present expenditure. What such a change would 
mean in relief from financial pressure and in extension of such vital 
services as education, power development, the extension of irriga
tion, agricultural production, and in other ways, can scarcely be 
ima~ined. 1\lany factors must enter into such a change, but they 
are mterrelated, and an improvement in one factor tends .to the 
improvement of others. For instance, cumbersome, involved, 
wasteful procedures lead to a sense of irresponsibility and to a 
lowered ethical tone. On the other hand, clean cut, intelligible and 
effective pro<'edures, with clear and reasonable focussing of res
ponsibility, sharpens the sense of personal responsibility, and 

. gives support to ethical standards. 

l Appendiz I fa a dta<u..ion. of working orportunitiN iD America' uder Engineering 
Edu<"&tion and indil'lt.tt-e how 'lfOrkinA opportunitira may be aeeured in American 6~ 
n would be far bto\w if "'"h uporience <'Ollld be pined in omall u..U.,.tly -od 
llrmo u thon • atndont oould more noorl;v- thewhole procoooof buoinooo m&DO@"'DOilt 
aad Dol be loot in nn apocloliao~on u micbt be the ... ia the ctlloe of a s-t oorporati<m, 
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In the higher levels of government there is need. for clear com
prehension of broad principles of government and of administration. 
Those who formulate or give effect to important policies should 
know what is involved in their act~on. They should know how simic 
lar issues have been met in the past, and with what success. They 
should understand how the policies they are dealing with will affect 
uther policies and issues. · 

6. Public Administration Education Abroad.-Public Adminis
tration covers a wide range of activities. Some of these deal with 
specific detailed administration and require specific skills. Others 
concern broad policies and programmes, and require the qualities 
of overall statesmanship. A wide range and variety of preparation 
is necessary for a wide range of activities.1 In the course of time there 
should be educatiorral preparation for many kinds of public service. 

Since professional training for public service has not yet been 
develoJled to any considerable extent in our country, it is helpf11 
to look to other countries to see. what is being undertaken. 

In America, which lacked ·England's long tradition of orderly 
government, democratic government grew so rapidly that it far out
ran the ability of public officials·to deal with .it. Confusion and 
waste were the natural result. In an effort to increase understand
ing of government and of public administration, more than thirty 
American universities and a number of research institutions have 
established schools or departments of government and public admi
nistration to deal with problems of government and public adminis
tration to the post-graduate level.2 · Some of these have been in 
operation for a quarter of a century or more. Their graduates hold 
important positions at policy making l_evels in the public service; · 
and the institutions themselves are called upon by the national . 
state and local governments for research and studies of the highest 
importance. In fact, the formul;l.~on of complex· public policy in 
America today would be almost impossible without-the direct help 
of these institutions and of the men they have trained. In con
trast to England, where. a long traditidn of public service exists, 
America is undertaking to train the fust generation of competent 
public servants. In that its situation is similar to that of India. 
. 7. Public 4dministration Education at Hom£.-Free India, to 
make up for lost time, must deal with an unusual number of pub
lic issues of vast significance, while at the same time try to modernize 
an inadequate,administrative aggregation. For those purposes we 

• The Public Administration Clearing House,l313, E. 60th Street, Chicago, publishes 
&list of 117 colleges and universities giving courses in Public Admimstrstkn. 

• Bee Appeudix J, for discussions of Public Administration Edncation. 
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need many public servants with the highest quality of thorough, 
(SOing profess10ual training. The institutions to provide such train
mg do not yet exist. We give in Appendix J brief statements of 
the. philosophy and methods of a few Americaninstitutiom which 
work in the fields of government and administration which have 
been communicated to us. · 

In working out a total budget of educational and research ex. 
penditures the central government might well consider an institute 
for research in public administration and government, and might also 
look with favour on the establishment of courses or departments of 
public administration in a number of universities. Some of these 
might specialize in local and provincial government, some in nation
al or international government, while some might cover more thai\ 
one such field. . 

III.-Industrial Relations. 
8. Industrial Relations in a Democracy.-A democracy cannot 

live by compulsion or violence. Unless there is general mutual con
fidence, respect and regard among the members; stress and trife 
will become dominant, and out of that will come chaos or some form 
of dictatorship. In a feudal or semi-feudal society a small element 
of that society gives direction to the whole, and often a relationship 
of master and servant is accepted as a matter of course. With .the 
adoption of the democratic forms of government, and especially 
with universal adult suffrage such relationship cannot be long main
tained. 

For a short time in a new democracy the old habits of 
acquiescence in authority may continue by the momentum 
of habit, but not for long. That period of acquiescence in the old 
relationships is a dsy of grace which may be used for a. readjustment 
of relationships so that they come to rest on. mutual goodwill and 
mutual confidence. If such a transition is successfully made, the 
evolution of society can be orderly and within the law, without vio
lence to any element of society. If that adjustment is not made, 
there will develoJ? a conffict, with financial power and business ex. 
perience on one Side, and large numbers on the other. When the 
spell of authority is broken the power of numbers becomes very great. 

In some ~regressive countries both capital and labour are begin~ 
ning to set aSide strong emotional bias and to look at the cold 
realities and the possibilities. In many industries in such countries 
there is a determination to overcome strong feeling and to explore 
actually for the possibility of open dealing, mutual respect, and re• 
Jationa of equality. It is interesting and hopeful that in those 
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'COuntries where thiS attitude is furthest advanced the governmen~ 
have greatest stability, industrial production is on the highest level, 
fife is most secure, and the standard of living is highest. 

9. Good Intentions not Eoough.-Where there is .such honest 
-effort to find common ground for mutual respect and goodwill, it 
is found that more than good intentions are necessary. Thorough
going understanding of facts and conditions is no less imporlant. 
Repeatedly employers with good intent, in acting without an under
standing of the field, have met what seems to them gross ingratitude. 

In the effort to work out conditions under which mutual con
fidence and good will can: control relationships, there is growing 
up a new profession which is of very great importance-that of the 
specialist in industrial relations. The continuance of orderly gov
-ernment and of a stable society rests on this issue of whether labour 
on the one hand, and management and capital on the other, can 
succeed_ in working out their problems in a _spirit of equality and of 
mutual trust and goodwill, or whether the issues must be fought 
-out by bitter enemies. Here the new profession of industrial rela
tions administrator can be of the_ greatest help. 

As with any profession, no one person can become competent 
solely by his own thought and effort. The very essence of a profes
sion is that it undertakes to organize, to advance and to transmit 
the whole body of accumulated wisdom, knowledge, standards and 
skills in its field. Such preparation; with few if any exceptions, 
calls for organized professional education. This is proving to be 
true in the field of industrial relations. · · · 

10. A SuccessfUl Example.-A successful course in Human Re
lations in Industry has been in o~tion for about twelve years at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Teclinology. 

In addition to the courses offered, the programme includes 
post-graduate research in labour relations problems, and members of 
the staff have participated widely and continuorisly in labour concilia
tioa and arbitration, and counsel for both labour and management. 

The following is suggested for a cou.rSe in Education for hwnan 
relations in industry. 

. ll. Under-graduate Programme: Objectives.-More . effeetive 
training of people who will go. into business and industry lUld 
government as line managers (supervisors, foremen and up the 
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line). Management's task-even the most technical aspects of it
is accomplished entirely through people. Consequently, under
standing of hUIDAn behaviour in organizations, and skill in dealing 
with people at all levels of the orga.nizatioll!l are primary require
ments for effective management. It may be mentioned that these 
same requirements are equally necessary in all organizational rela
tions including the internatioD&l. The focus here is on industry 
because: (1) the units are in general more manageable, and (2) our 
knowledge is greatest today in this fi~ld. 

It is not- the objective of this under-graduate programme to 
train professional staff personnel a.dministrators although such a 
programme could provide an excellent base for specialized graduate 
training. 

It is likewise not the objective of such a programme to traiD. per· 
sonnel technicians, although such training might be accomplished 
with some modification of this programme. 

This programme is planned in general for line rather tlla" mff 
people. (Line people are those directly engaged in carrying on the 
bnsmess, industry or other activity. Staff people are counsellors 
and advisers.) 

12. Under-gradUilie ProgramtM; General Description.-(a) Basic 
engineering training, including mathematics, physical science, en
gineering fundamentals. 

This part of the progra.nime should occupy about two years. 
No specialization in a partie~ field would be acquir
ed or needed. The general level of competence 
achieved should perhaps be about that required to pass 
Now York State Engineering Board exam8. The pur
pose is to acquaint the student with scientific method 
and with engineering practice generally, to make him at 
home in the shop, and to give him certain " tool& " he 
may need later. 

(b) Basio training in business management, including elementary 
economics, accounting, .production methods, business orga.nimtion. 

The emphasis here should be on an understanding of the nature 
of important problems and not a detailed memorizing 
of formulas or techniques. 

(c) HUIDAD Relations, including the following; 
(I) A basic social science couree, chiefly to orient the student 

to these disciplines, and to break down his tendency to 
regard his cultare as the centre of things. Here the 
importance of values would begin to be emphasized, 

l although it would be ideal if values could be directly 
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stressed in the engineeripg part of the programme also. 
(The problem is that of teachers who will do it effectively). 

(2) A year's course on th~ nature and theory of organized 
human effort, stressing all kinds of relationships among 
people {m.a.r?age, family! friendship, social groups, 
commumty, mdustry, nation). Probleins of organiza
tional structure and function, of size, of planning would 
enter in, but the chief requirement is an integrated theory 
of why people are.found in· organizations (or relation
ships), and of the conditions under which such organized 
behaviour is effective. 

The Tavistock Institute of Human Relations in London 
is doing a great deal along these lines. Wight Bakke of 
the Labour-Management Centre at Yale is doing some
thing well in this line. · · 

(3) A course in labour relations utilizing the approach develop
ed in (2) above, and stressing the possibilities of union
management co-operation. This course could make 
extensive use of " role playing " as a method for studying 
contract negotiation, grievance handling, arbitration, 
co-operative efforts, etc. 

(A) A course aimed at the development of skills in dealing 
. with people. This course would use role-playing and 
· real-life projects exclusively. In it, the attempt would 

be to permit the student to learn, by doing, the skills of 
interviewing, running meetings, handling disciplinary 
probleins. There is a tendency to shy away from t4is 
sort of thing because it is regarded as too :pan-owly 
" vocational. " However, these skills are 'Vital for any
one but a hermit. - So far we have merely assumed that 
they are inherent in -human beings ! The truth is quite 
to the contrary. · 

(5) A brief course in personnel.administration stressing ~e 
·relation of staff experts to line managers, their proper use, 
and the kinds of help they can give. While detailed 

. case materials are effective in teaching such a course, 
the emphasis should be on the philosophy of personnel 
a-dministration and not on the acquisition of detailed 
knowledge of techniques. · , . 

. (/i) Gilneral studies in' the humanities and the life1 sciences. 
· The aini of the course in psychology would be ~ aid the student 
to acquire insight into hiinself, and tolerant understanding of the be
b.aTio!Jf o~ others.. It should 'be "dynamic " psychology, stripped 
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- . 
of the UBUal irrelevant material on physiology, sensation, rote me· 
mory, etc. It should stress motivation and personality develop· 
ment rather than ali artificial analysis of static traits or experiment· 
ally isola table " functions. " The teacher should be a clinician and 
not a " brass instrument psychologist. " 

(e) Tool courses as needed. · 
Examplea.-Effective report writing, public speaking, how to 

study, improvement of reading habits, etc. 
13. Post-groduate Training fm Professional Personnel Adminis

trators: (a) Pre-requisites.-A programme such as that outlined 
above would be excellent. However, an undergraduate who has spe
cialised in any of the social sciences would be adeqUJltely equipped if 
the student is competent and well adjusted personally and socially,, 
provided his values are" good " ones. He should not have too much; 
craving for power, which is often well-disguised, and there is no use 
for the sentimental " do-gooder " in this field. They both work 
infinite harm. 

. If the " hnman relations " and th': " dynamic psychology .., 
aspects of the undergraduate preparation are· weak (and they 
usually are I) provision should be made to include these as first year 
graduate subjects. · · 

(b) The programme-(!) Production management :. 
The staff man must .understand what line management's 

task is, and what the line manager's problems are, or. 
he cannot fill his staff role without making trouble for 
everyone I We would like to see all staff experts have a, 
year or two of experience as line foremen in some factory •. 

(2) Personnel Administration. 
Thorou&h knowledge of the major methods, their purposes~ 

thmr problems, but tWt detailed drill in their mechanics 
[because (a) the mechanics must be developed to fit each 
situation, and (b) the mechanics are changing with great 
rapidity all the time. The student should not be made 
into a file cabinet of minutiae of technique.] 

(3) Research MethOdology in the Social Sciences. 
It would be beat if this is taught from a base of the philosophv 

of science generally. • 
(4) Training Methodology. 

The staff expert is above all an educat".!>r. He shodd know 
how I 

(5) Internship. 
At least two sunrmers, preferably more, in industrv, labour 

· unions, governmental bureaus, etc. • . 
Kl OSMofEdn. 
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(6) Thesis. 
A practical project ca.rried out in the field, but having theore-

- tical or methodological implications of some importance. 
In evaluating such a student for his Ph.D. great stress should 

be put, not on his verbal knowledge, but on his skill in action situa
tions. It is what he is able to do, not what he " knows " intellectual
ly, which is important. If he has acquired skill in operating in any 
social situation, if he has demonstrated that he can learn from his 
mistakes, and if he has high ethical values regarding his profession 
we should be entirely satisfied (considering how little we know in this 
field today). 

14. Traini'li!J the Personnel Tecknician.--For the psychological 
tester, the job evaluation technician, the trainer, the time and motion 
study technician, etc. a programme similar to that outlined in I, 
above, would be adequate if there were a little more specialization. 
The engineering base would be desirable, but a special study of social 
science (with mathematics and statistics) could get along. Reducing 
the engineering requirements would leave room for more specializa
tion in industrial psychology or personnel a.dministration, or indus
trial engineering. 

15. An Emerging Profession.-It cannot be said that industrial 
relations a.dministration has fully arrived at the statns of a 
profession in the public mind, but it is steadily rising in recognition. 
To a limited but growing extent the field of industrial relations is 
~ to be solely a con1lict for power between antagonists, and 
is becoming an effort to find COJ,tl!D.On grounds for real agreement, and 
consequent cooperation for economic_al production under desirable 
working conditions. 

16. Graduau Training.-Graduate courses for the graduate 
degrees of M.Sc. in Labour Relations and for the Ph.D. degree would. 
be desirable if ably conducted. The"fields covered by these graduate 
courses might well include :- - · 

Collective Bargaining, Mediation and Arbitration. 
Human Relations in. Industry._ 
Industrial Education. . 
Industrial and Labour Legislation and Social Security. 
Labour Market Economics and Analysis. _ _ 
Labour Union History, Organization and Operation. 
Personnel Management. 
Economic and Social Statistics (available as a minor). 
Industrial and Labour Problems (available as a minor for 

candidates majoring in fields outside Industrial and 
Labour Relations)-1 

1 In Appendix K a bibliogra.phy of important bookto iD the field of H-.unan Relations 
iD Induotry is given. _ 
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 

I.-History of the Problem. 

1. Pre-British Period. 2. The British .l:'olicy of Religious Neutrality. 
3. The Education Commisdon of 1882. 4. Its Recommendations. u. 
llr. K. T; Telang's Viem. 6, Government's Decision 7. The Indian 

Univereities ConuniBsion o£1902. 8. The Calcutta University Commission 
1917-1919. 9. The Central .Advisory Board 1944-1946. 

11.-Tke Present PO&itiml. 

10. The relevant .Articles of the Constitution. 11. Conscience Clause. 
12. American Example. 13 .Australian Constitution. 

Ill.-Tke Secul4r State. 
14. The.AbUBeofReligion. 15. The Secular State. 16. Democracy and 
Religion. 17. The Indian View of Religion. 18. Religion as Realisation. 
19. Spiritual Training. 20. Self-Effort, 21. Freedom of Inquiry. 22. 
Freedom in Soeial Practices. 23. Respect for Other Religiqns. 24. Uni· 
vereal Religion. 211. India's Role. 

1V.-Religiou6 Erlucation : Practical Measure& 
26. The Need for Rt-ligioua !Dlltruction. 27. The Values of Religion. 
28. Gandhiji'a Viewa. 29. The Need for Rt-ligion in a Secular 
State. 30, Praotical Measurea. :n. Silellt Meditation. 32. Study 
of Great Books. 33. S~udy of Religious Soriptures. 3'- Philoso
phy of Religion. 35. Christian Missions. 36. Reoommendations. 

1.- History of the Problem. 
1. Pre-British Period.-In the Hindu and the Muslim Periods 

the teaching of religion was an essential part of education. It was 
assumed that education should not stop with the development of 
intellectual powers but must provide the student, for the regulation 
of his personal and social life, a code of behaviour based on funda
mental principles of ethics and religion. Where conscious purpose 
is lacking, personal integrity and consistent behaviour are not possi· 
ble. For a satisf~tory and successful life, a person must not only 
be intellectually alert but must be emotionally stable, able to endure 
the conflicts and tensions that life is almost certain to bring. We 
cannot leave to chance the emotional and ethical development of the. 
young people. One of the major aims of education should be 
the development of the whole man. 

2. T"M Bntisl Policy of Religious Neutrality.-A.s foreign rulers 
of the country. the British adopted a policy of religious neutrality. 

187 
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Christian ?!fissions to whom India is greatly indebted for their 
educational and medical work, were· not happy in regard to this 
principle of religious neutrality as they were keenly interested in the 
propagation of the Christian Faith. Dr. Alexander Duff giving 
evidence before a Select Committee of the House of Lords on the 
3rd of June·1853 said: "While we rejoice that true literature and 
sci~ce are to be substituted in place of what is demonstrably false, 
we cannot but lament that no provision whatever'has l>een made for 
substituting the only true religion-Christianity-in place of the 
false religion which our literature and science will inevitably de
molish."' The Despatch of 1854 expresses the hope that" institu
tions conducted by all denominations of Christianity, Hindus, 
Muhammadans, Parsis, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains or any other religious 
persuasions may be affiliated to the universities, if they are found 
to afford the requisite course of study, and can be depended upon for 
the certificates of conduct which will be required. " 

. In reply to an address by the Christian Missionaries, Lord 
William Bentinck, the·Governor-General, said: "The fundamental 
principle of British rule, the compact to whicll the Government 
stands solemnly pledged, is strict neutrality. To this important 
maxim policy as well as good faith have enjoined upon me the most 
scrupulous observance. The same maxim is peculis.rly applicable 
to general education. In all schools and colleges supported by 
Government, this principle cannot be too strongly enforced, all 
interference and inJudicious .tampering with the religious beliefs of 
the students, all mingling, direct or indirect teaching of Christianity 
with the system of'instruction ought to be positively forbidden." 
These views were affirmed in a Dt>.spat.ch of the Court of D.irector's, 
dated 13th Aprill858. · · · 

3. The Education Commission of 1882.-The report of ·the 
Education Commission of 1882 observes :-" The declared neutrality 
of the State forbids its connecting the institutions directly maintained: 
by it with any one form of faith ;·and the other alternative of 
givine equal facilities in such institutions for the inculcation of all 
forms of faith involves practi<!al difficulties which we believe to be 
insuperable. " Again, " It is true that a Government or other secular 
institution meets, however incompletely, the educational wants of 
all r"ligious sects in any localitv, and thus renders it easier for them 
to combine for educational ".purposes ; while a denominatio~al 
college runs some risk of confinrng its benefits to a particular sectiOn 
of th<> community and thus of deepening the lines of differenr.e 
dre. dy e'!:ist'ng: ;, 
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4. Its RerommeniiatiO'IUI.-The Commission recommended in 
paragraph 338 : 

"(8) That an attempt be made to prepare a moral text book, 
based upon the fundamental principles of natural religion, such as 
may be taught in all Government and non-Governrilent Colleges ; 

"(9) That the Principal or one of the Professors, in each Govern
ment and Aided Colleges, deliver to each of the College classes, in 
every Session, a series of lectures on the duties of a man and a citizen." 

5. Mr. K. T. Telang's Views.-In regard to these recommenda
tions, Mr. K. T. Tela.ng who was a member of the Commission, wrote : 
" There are only two possible modes, which can be adopted in justice 
and fairness, of practically imparting religious instruction. Either 
you must teach the principles common to ail religions under the name 
of Natural Religion, or you must teach the principles of each re
ligious creed to the student whose )?&rents adopt that creed." 
Again, " At all events on this I am qUlte clear, that our institutions 
for secular instruction should not be embarrassed by any meddling 
with rel4Q.ous instruction ; for such meddling, among other mis
chiefs, will yield results which on the religious side will satisfy nobody 
and on the secular side will be distinctly retrograde." 

6. Gowrnment'a Decision.-The Government of India. in its 
Resolution No. 10/309, dated the 2nd October 1884, reviewing the 
Report of the Commission, said on this point.-'' It is doubtful 
whether such a moral text book as is proposed could be introduced 

, without raising a variety of burning questions ; and strongly as it 
may be urged that a. purely secular education is imperfect, it does 
not appear probable that a text book of morality, sufficiently _vague 
and colourlellS, to be accepted by Christians, Muhammadans and 
Hindus would do much, especially in the stage of Collegiate educa
tion,-~ remedy the defects or supply the short-comings of such an 
educat1on." 

7. The Indian Universities Commission of 1902.-The Indian 
Universities Commission of 1902 considered the question of the 
inadequacy of a purely secular education but was unable to suggest 
any definite measures for improvemenJ;. It turned down the sugges
tion to have a course in Theology in view of the opposition " not 
to the recognition of Natural Theology as a subj'lCt of University 
study, but to the introduction of the Theology of any one religion 
into the curriculum of the University." It decided " that it is 
neither practicable nor expedient to make provision for a Faculty 
ofTheology. "1 

8. The Calcutta University Commission, 1911-1919.-The 
question of religious education was not considered by the Calcutta 

1 l'anograpb 47 and R.-mmendati'>ll f 1IDIIer r-rn.. 
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University Commission in view, apparently, of the difficulties ofthe 
problem in a country where religions seemed to be a soume of strife 
and disunion. 

' 
9. T'M Central A.dvismy Board, 1944-1946.-The memorandum 

on the Post-war Educational Development in India (1943) agreed 
that " religio.n in the widest sense should inSpire all education and 
that a curriculum devoid of all ethical basis will prove barren in the 
end. " 1 The Central Advisory Board at its meeting held in January, 
1944, recognised the importance of ethical and religious instruction 
and appointed a special committee under the Chairmanship of Rt. 
Rev. G. D. Bame, the Bishop of Lahore, to examine the desirability 
and practicability of providing religious instruction in educational 
institutions. 

The Committee presented an interim report in 1945 and a further 
report in 1946 at the twelfth meeting of the Board held at Mysore. 
"After fully considering all aspects of the question the Board resolved 
that while they recognise the fundanlental importance of spiritual 
and moral instruction in the building of character, the provision for 
such teaching, except in so far as it can be provided in the normal 
course of secular instruction, should be the responsibility of the home 
and the community to which the pupil belongs. " If we are uot 
prepared to leave the scientific and the literary training of pupils 
to the home and the community, we cannot leave religious trs.ining to 
these. The child is robbed of its full development if it receives no 
guidance in early years towards a recognition of the religious aspects 
of life, If this guidance is left to homes and communities, the chances 
are that c-ommunal bigotry, intolerance and selfishness may increase. . . . . 

II.-Tne Present Position. 

10. T'M Relevant Articles ·of the Oonstitution.-The Consti~ 
tuent Assembly of India adopted certain principles in regard to reli
gious instruction in educational institutions. The relevant articles 
are 19, 21, 22 (1), and (2). 

Article 19 affirms freedo~ of conscience and free profession, 
practice and· propagation of religious. 19 (1)-" w.bject to public 
order, morality and health and to the other prO'Vit.ions of this part, all 
:persons are equally entitled to freedom of conscience and the right 
freely to profess, prach~e and propagate religion. " This is a principle 
of true religion that every one should have the right to believe and 
teach according to the dictates of his own conscience. 

1. Inbv1dJJct.ion.. '1 r 
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Payment Qf Taxes far the Promotion. of any Particumr 
Religion.-Article 21 reads : " No person rruzy be compelled to pay 
any taus, the proceeds of which are specifically apprOJ"iated in pay
ment of expenses for the promotion or rruzinten.ance of any particumr 
religion or religious denomination." This means that public funds· 
raised by taxes shall not be utilised for the benefit of any particular 
religion. 

The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar explained in the Consti
tuent Assembly the significance of this section. He said: "For 
instance, if we permitted any particular religious instruction, say, 
if a school established by a District or Local Board gives, religious 
instruction, on the ground that the majority of the students studying 
in that school are Hindus, the effect would be that such action would 
militate against the provisions contained in Article 21. The District 
Board would be making a levy on every person residing within the 
area of that District Board. It would have a general tax: and if 
religious instruction given in the District or Local Board was confined 
to the children of the majority community, it would be an abuse of 
article 21, because the Muslim community children or the children 
of any other community, who.do not care to attend these religious 
instructions given in the schools would be none the less compelled by 
the action of the District Local Board to contribute to the District 
Local Boa.rd Funds. "1 · 

" 22 ( 1) : No religious instrudion shall be prwided in any 
educational institution wholly maintained out of State funds.-

Prooided that nothing in this cmtiSe shall apply to an educational 
tnstitutio'll which is administered but has been established under att 
endowmer.t or trt~~~t which requires t1vJI, religious instn.u:tion shall be 
imparted in such institution. 

(2) No. person attending any educational institution recopised 
'by the State or rectnmng aid out of State funds shall be required to take 
part ;n any religiotl8 instituti<m or to attend any religious worship 
that may be oonducled in such institution or in any premises attache(/, 
thereto unle.ss such person, or if 8t.1Ch person is a minor his guardian, 
Aas giren his consent thereto. " 

No religious instruction shall be provided in any educational 
in~titution maintained wholly out of State funds. The reasons w hir:h 
inqJelled this resolution are obvious. We have in our country 
_followexs of the Hindu, Muslim, Christian, Sikh, Buddhist, Jain. 
Zoroastrian and Jewish faiths. State t>ducational institutions can~ 
not hope to provide religious instruction in all these faiths. ln 
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the words of Dr. Ambedkar " to assign such a task to the State 
would be to ask it to do the impossible. " Besides, these religions 
claim excluaive possession of truth. " We should be considerably 
disturbing the peaceful atmosphere of an institution if these contro
versies with regard to the truthful character of any particular 
religion and the erroneous character of the other were brought 
into. juxtaposition in tho school itself. "1 

T!1ere are however certain institutions maintained out of funds 
provided by private donors or ancient rulers which are now being 
administered by the State. The instrument of foundation of these 
endowments might have in terms provided for religious instruction 
being· given. This class of cases is saved by the proviso to article 
22. 

In aided institutions as di'ltinct from institutions wholly main
tained by the State such as Hindu, Muslim or Christian missionary 
institutions, religions instruction is not prohibited but no person 
shall be reqUired to take part in religious instruction. Any pro
vision in a Statute or municipal law under which students are requir
ed to attend such religious instruction will be void and of no effect. 

ll. Conscience Clause.-While the State is precluded from giving 
religious instruction itself, it is not precluded from recognising and 
giving aid to institutions which can provide this type of education so 
long as the religious freedom of parents and of students when of age 
is protected by a. conscience clause. 'fhe Constitution reqUires tl.at 
religiollj! instruction may be imparted to all those who desire to take 
part ildt. It does not put it negatively that religious instruction. . 
may be imparted to all as a rule t>xcept to those who object. It says . 
that religious instructio!l shall not be imparted except to those who 
expressly desire to have it. A~tually for the words : " unless 
suclt person or if such person is a· minor, his guardian, has given 
consent thereto, " an alternative was s~ested, " unless such pPrson 
or if such person was a. minor, his guardian has given written notice 
of his objection thereto. " This suggested amendment wa.s not 
accepted. 

In the course of the discussion of Article 22 in the C.onstituent 
Assembly, the question was raised whether in institutions wholly 
maintained out of State funda like the Government Sanskrit College 
in Calcutta, where the Upanisads and the Gita are studied, their 
study would be permitted and Dr. Ambedkar replied : " My own 
view is this, that religious instruction is to be distinguished from 
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research or study. These are quite different things. Reli~o\18 
instruction means this. For instance, so far as the Islamic reh~on 
is concerned, it means that you believe in one God, that you believe 
that Pagambar tl1e Prophet is the last prophet and so on, in othe.r 
words, what we call dogma. A dogma is quite different from study. " 1 

In other words, even in institutions maintained by Government, 
religion can be studied critically, as part of a course in general 
culture. There is a difference between the preaching of dogma and 
R philosophical studv of religion. While the former is precluded, 
the latter is rermitted. There shall be no sectarian indoctrination 
in State inst1tutions. Btlt history of religion and of religious insti
tutions, comparative r.eligion, philosophy of religion can all be 
studied even in institutions maintained wholly out of State funds. 

The Constitution makes out that the State should not get 
niixed up with the encouragement of any :particular form of religion. 
It .Provides equal opportunities for all reli~ons. There are no special 
pnVileges or special disabilities for any religion. This principle is in 
accord with the spirit of deJlJ.ocracy. 

12. American Ezample.-The American Republic has created 
a secular state, neither religious nor irreligious for the precise purpoSe 
of preserving respect for individual conscience. The first amendment 
to the American Constitution neither approves nor rejects the re· 
ligious sanctions of morality. It states : " Congress sha.ll ma.kt> 
no law re.~pecting an. establishment ofreligion or l?rohibiting the free 
exercise thereot " It guarantees that all Amer1cans may worship 
God in aocordance with their own conscience without any interference 
from the State. If the State is given power to direct religiou8 matters 
then freedom of religion would cease. On this point the late Lord 
Bryce observed in The American Commonwealth. " Half the wars 
of Europe, half the internal troubles that have vexed Europeun 
states, from the Monophysite controversies in the Roman Empire 
of the fifth century down to the K ulturlrampf in the German Empire 
of the nineteenth, have arisen from theological differences or from 
tlu• rival claims of church and state. This whole vast chapter of 
debate and strife baa remained virtua.lly unopened in the United 
States. There is no established church. All religious bodies are 
absolutely equal before the law, and unrecognised by the law, 
except as voluntary associations of private citizens. " 

13 • .Australia" Oonstitution:-Tbe Australian Constitution bas 
the followin~ clause: " The Commonwealth shall not make any law 
for establisbmg any religion, for imposing any religious ob.'lervanee, 

•Jw,.~&~. 
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or for prohibiting the free exercise of any religion, and no religio118 
test shall be required as a qualification for any office or public trust 
under the Commonwealth. " It conserves the right of each and 
every citizen to follow his own religious convictions. It recognises 
the right of every man and woman to worship or not to worship God 
according to the dictates of his or her own conscience. 

III.-Tlle Secular State. 
14. The Abuse of ReligiOn.-The difficulties through which India 

passed in recent years led to the formulation of these principles. 
The intention is not to ban all religious education but to ban 
dogmatic or sectarian religious instruction in State schools. If 
we teach sectarian creeds to our children in public schools, instead 
of developing in them the spirit of peace and brotherly love we en
courage the spirit of strife, as the children become conscious of 
their divisive creeds and group loyalties. 

There was a time when it was almost an article of faith that
one cannot be a true believer in one's own religion unless one also 
believed that all other religions were false. Other religions may 
teach the same doctrines, even use the same words, but still we were 
taught that the one Voice came from Heaven and the other from the. 
opposite region. 

Many atrocities were perpetrated and many corrupt practices 
hallowed in the name of religion that we are tempted to look upon 
religion as a reactionary, obscurantist influence and a. cause of dis
union. Those who suffered wrong in the past or witnessed its in
:flictiou on others, in a mood of natural resentment, wish to ban re-:. 
ligion altogether from the country. 

We must not be carried awey by sentiment. What is res
poQ.Sible for the communal excesses is not religion &.'1 su~h but the 
ignorance, bigotry and selfishness with which religion gets mixed up .. 
Selfish people, in an attitude of cynical opportunism, use relk:ion 
for their own sinister ends. In his thirty-second year Napoleon 
professed himself ready to adopt any religion which mizht serve his 
purpose : " I :finished. the war in the Vendee by calling myself a 
Catholic. I ~as a Mohammadan to establish myself in Egypt, 
and it was as an ultramontane that I gained support in Italy. If 
I governed a people of Jews I should rebuild the temple of Solomon. " 

15. The Secular State.-The abuse of religion has led. to the 
~ecular conception of the State. It does not mean that nothing 
is sacred or worthy ofreveren~. It does not say that all our activi
ties -are profane and devoted to the sordid ideals of selfish advance
ment. We do not accept a purely scientific materialism as the philo-
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sophy .of the State. That would be to violate our natUre, our 
svabhava, our characteristic genius, our svai/Jw,rma. Though we have 
no State religion, we cannot forget that a deeply religious strain has 
nm throughout our history like a golden thread. 

16.-Democracy and Religioo,.-Besides, in the preamble to our 
Constitution, we have the makings of a national faith, a national 
way of life which is essentially democratic and religious. Whenever 
a human being strives upward toward enlightenment, goodness and 
concern for others, the spirit of religion is active. If we bear in mind 
that the whole future of our democracy depends on freedom of 
conscience, freedom of inquiry, moral solidarity, our secularism is an 
act of supreme courage and sublime loyalty to our national faith. 

17. The Indian View of Religion.-The adoption of the ·Indian 
outlook on religion is not inconsistent with the principles of our Con
stitution. We may briefly refer to the central features of the Indian 
view of religion. 

18. Reli{fion as Realisation.--Religion is not to be identified with 
.a creed to be believed, or an emotion to be felt or a ceremony to be 
performed. It is a changed life. We do not judge a man'' religion 
by his intellectual beliefs but by his character and disposition. By 
their fruits and not by their beliefs dQ we know them. · 

111. Spiritual Training.-If religion is a matter of realisation it 
cannot be reached through a mere know ledge of the dogmas. It is 
attained through discipline, training, sadkana. What we need is 
not fonnal religious education but spiritual training. 

20. Self-E1f011.-lt is a law of nature that every one should 
digest his own 1ood. So also every one must see with his own eyes. 
By the exercise of one's own will and reason one has to attain spiri
tuel enlightenment. 

21. Freedom of lfii]Uirg;-While dogmatic religion has always 
discouraged freedom of thought and prevented free inq.llry whenever 
and wherever it had the power to do so, India. has insisted that we 
cannot grow in spirit by following any pt>.rson or institution blindly. 
As long. as men are williR!l to follow blindly, there will be men ready to 
take advantage of the opportunity and lead them blindly. But 
we have always insisted on logical reflection (manana), questioning 
(pariproma), inquiry (jijniisa). Libt>rty is the first condition for the 
quest of truth. 'When we see the universe and all that is in it, souls 
and bodies, events and experiences in irreversible movement through 
time-space, we wish to gain some gleam of insight into the meaning of 
this mysterious process. this sam.sara. The universe becomes intel
ligible to the extent of our ability to apprehend it as a whole. \Y e are 
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actors in a drama of which we do not know the· eventual ending. 
Even as momentary actors in the crowded and agitated stage of life 
we must have some sense of the. whole. Religion should come as a 
sense of fulfilment of this primary need of man. 

We teach religious dogmas not to provoke doubts of questions 
but to give colllfort to the human spirit. To introduce these studies 
in a university is- to make a sharp break with the critical methods 
of inquiry followed in other disciplines of the curriculum. To pres
cribe dogmatic religions in a COIIlii..unity of many different faiths is 
to revive the religious controversies of the past. To turn the stu
dents over to theologiallll of different denominations for instruction 
in the conflicting systems of salvation is to undel'Iqine that fellowship 
of learning which de~es a college or a university. 

Horace Mann put it with great force. " One Sect may have 
the ascendancy tQ-day ; another to-morrow. This year, there will 
be three persons in the Godhead ; next year, but one; and the third 
year, the Trinity will be restored, to hold its precarious sovereignty, 
until it shall· be again dethroned_ by the worms of the dust it has 
made. This vear, the everlasting fires of hell will burn to terrify the 
impenitent ; ·next year, and without any repentance, its eternal 
flames will be extinguished to be rekindled for ever, to bE> quenched 
for ever, as it may be decided at annual t.own meetings. This. year 
the ordinance of baptism is inefficacious without immersion ; next 
year one drop of water will be as good as forty fathoms. "1 

The philosophical attitude which Indian religion emphasises 
lifts us .above the wrangling of dogmatists. To-day dialectical 
materialism sets itself up as a system of dogma to combat another·· 
orthodox dogma. If a reconciliation is· ~o be effected, it is only by 
the renunciation of the dogmatic approach. 

One of the ml).jor causes of misun_derstanding ·and conflict among 
individuals and groups is the habit of the uncritical acceptance of · 
beliefs and doctrines and transmis!<ions· of them to our children 
through the methods of teaching, colldil:ioning and indoctrination. 
As a result of the adoption of these methods we grow to accept; these 
beliefs as self-evident or revealed truths which we should preserve and 
protect at any cost. Doubt becomes difficult and the obligation is felt 
to be sacred, that we should spread the faith and compel others to 
come in. This type of competitive indoctrination has been in prac
tice for centuries in the sphere of religion and is now adopted by poli
tical faiths or" ideologies "as they are called. A healthy scepticism 
is the only remedy for these disturbing phenomena. In universities 
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and colleges we must develop the habit of free critical inquiry and 
apply the method of objective criticism not only to tlle beliefs and 
attitudes of people who differ from us but also to our own beliefs and 
attitudes. 

22. Freedom in .Social Pradices.--Many of the religious institu
tions instead of being organs for perwnal and social growth have be
come rigid shells of customs~nd habits, made mighty by the accretions 
of time. They confront and awe the lonely individual. We mast 
be free to criticise these forms and scrap them where necessa.ry. In 
a world that is rapidly changing, we cannot live by outworn forms. 
We must realise that false religions have brutalised men by their 
bloody rites and tho shrivelling terral'S of superstition. 

The truly religious man is the enemy of the established order, not 
its spokesman. He is the IDSn of alien vision. He throws existing 
things into confusion. He is a revolutionary who is opposed to every 
kind of stagnation and hardening. He is the advocate of the voice 
which society seeks to stifle, of the ideal to which the world is deaf. 
We must cast off whatever hampers our sense of justice even though 
it IDSY be venerable with the history of ages or conaecrated by 
familiarity. ' 

In a sense religion is the most secul~~.r of all pUl'Buits. It starts 
where man is, with the facts and problems of his concrete life and goes 
with him wherever he is and whatever he does. No real religion will 
submit to separation from life. All life must be infused with the .life 
of spirit. · 

23. Rea~ jar Other Relig«ms.-Respect for other -religions is a 
sign of true bumility of spirit. God alone knows the true picture. 
Our individual human apercus are shots in the dark. The Rig Veda 
says : " The Real is one ; sages call it by various names." This is 
tho teaching of Islam when taken in its profoundest sense. There 
are many dool'S to the temple and which one we enter is not so 
important so long as it is a temph~ and not a lumber room. 

There is no justification for the fear that the recognition by mem
berse~f one religion of the possibility of the posses.•ion of divine truth 
by any other might undermine the appeal of that religion to its 
supporters. Diversity of opinion stimulates thought, inquiry and 
investigation. It become~ evil only when intolerance steps in, when 
we try to impose our ideals on others. Concord i.'l not po.«Sible so 
long all competing religions put forth exclusive claims to be the sole 
possessors of eternal truth. 

W'hat religious form we adopt is nminly determined by our 
nationality, by our social milieu. We are to a large extent determined 
by historical relativity. When we step above the CTef'ods and ent41r 
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into the truth we will find that there is a common universe of discourse 
transcending the differences of tongues. 

24. Universal Religion.--Thxough all the vicissitudes of India's 
history she tried to give expression to a sense of universality in re•, 
ligious as well as racial matters. Her outlook was oecumenical rather' 
than parochiaL She provided a home for each and every mode ol!' 
universal tradition and did not exclude even those who had not faith' 
in any religion. If religion concerns itself with peculiar historical 
events, there is not mnch meeting ground among followers of different 
religions who adopt different historical events as their religious 
bases. If we look upon the growth of different religions in differtint 
parts of the world as analogous to the growth of different languages, 
each expressive of the same mind, as the religions express the hunger 
of the human heart for the Infinite, groping and feeling out towards 
knowled.geofthe mysteries of things, then we may realise that the 
more completely a worshipper penetrates to the truth of his own re
ligion, the readier will he be to appreciate and assimilate and be 
sustained by the truth of the other religions and the nearer will all 
be to a universal fellowship in the truth. The great religions give us 
the different dialects in which man has tried to speak of the Unseen. 
In spite of the bypaths, devious lanes and dead-end alleys of the his
tory of religions, the roads for all their winding had but a single direc
tion. The living faiths of mankind are different paths to the same 
goal, different ways up the supreme mountain wh<>se summit is the 
divine reality. . . 

If all men are the off-spring of Go~, it is unworthy to. limit 
His love to those professing a particular creed. In the vast 
compass of His care every seeking soul may, within the limits of its 
spiritual capacity, find a saving grace, A religion worthy of the all
embracing God must 'harmonise all faiths in one universal synthesis. 
It is the Indian view that William Law expresses in. these fine words: 
" There is but one salvation for all mankind and that is the Life of God 
in soul .... That is God's gift to all Christians, Jews and Heathens. 
There is not one for the Jew and another for the Christian and a third 
for the.Heathen. No, God is one. Human nature is one and salva
tion is on!l-'-and th~t is the desire of the soul turned to God. " 

25. I'Tillia•s Role.-India is the meeting placeofthegreatreligions 
of the world and will play an increasingly prominent part in the reli
gious life of mankind and Indian students should nave an idea of 
India's role in the world. . 
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IV. &JigUJu,a EaU<tJtitm : Practical Measures. 

26. The Need for Religiolu Instructitm.-There are many who feel 
that morality can take the pl.a.ce oheligion. We have to understand 
that the great virtues of loyalty, courage, discipline and self-sa.crifice 
may be used for good or bad ends. These ate essential for a success
ful citizen as well as for a successful villain. What makes a man 
truly.: virtuous is the J,>urpoBe for which he lives, his ~eneral outlook 
on life. Virtue and VIce are determined by the direction in which we 
move, bv the way in which we organise our life. Unless morality is 
taken in'a larger sense, it is not enough. If we exclude spiritual train
ing in our institutions we would be untrue to our whole historical 
development. India. has believed that when one has done his duties 
as a grha8tha, a householder, has been a good father or mother, a 
good provider for the family, a good citizen, there is still the beauty 
and mrstery of the universe, the meaning of life and death, the 
aspiratiOns of the inner soul, that sad feeling of the wistful-minded
that beyond the world of positive knowledge there is a realm of for
ces unseen which we can feel but never know completely. 

27. The ValuuQ(Re'ligion.-Four years ago a Committee ap
pointed by the British Board of Education with Sir Cyril Norwood as 
Chairman reported its recommendations for the future of the British 
Secondary Schools. The Committee pl.a.ced these words at the begin
ning of its report : "We believe that education cannot stop short of 
reco~ the ideals of truth and beauty and goodness as final and 
binding for all times and in all places as Ultimate values. Our belief 
is that education from its own nature must be ultimately concerned 
with values which are independent of time or particular environment, 
though realisable under changing forms in both, and therefore that no 
programmes of education which concern themselves only with relative 
ends and the immediate adaptationoftheindividual to existing sur
roundings can be acceptable. " 

28. Gandkiji'1 Viewi.-In June 1938, Gandhiji was asked about 
the place of religious instruction in the Wardha Scheme. He answer
ed : " We have left out the teaching of religions from the W ardha 
Scheme of education because we are afraid that religions as they are 
taught and practised to-day,lee.d to conffict rather than unity. But, 
on the other hand, I hold that the truths that are common to a.ll 
religions r.an and should be taught to a.ll children". ~nain in Hari
ja,. (16-7-1938), answering a correspondent, he wrote: 'I regard it 
as fatal to the growth of a friendly spirit among the children belong
ing to the different faiths, if they are taught either that their religion 
is superior to t-ver:v other or that it is the only true reli¢on. If that 
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exclusive spirit is to pervade the nation, the necessary corollary would 
be that there should be separal.e schools for every denomination with 
freedom to each to decry every other, or that the mention of religion 
must be entirely prohibited. The result of such a policy is too dread
ful to contemplate. Fundamental principles of ethics are common 
to all religions. These should certainly be taught to the children and 
that should be regarded as adequate religious instruction so far as 
the schools under the Wardha Scheme are concerned." 

29. The Need for ReligiO'II in a Secular State.-The fundamental 
principles of our Constitution call for spiritual training. There is 
no State religion. The State must not be partial to any one religion. 
All the different forms are given equal place, provided they do not 
lead to corrupt practices. Each one is at liberty to approach the Un
seen as it suits his capacity and inclination. If this is the basis of our 
Secular State, to be secular is not to be religiously illiterate. It is to 
be deeply spiritual and not narrowly religious. . . 

30. PracticalMeasures.-If the education of the intellect divor~ 
ed from the perfection of the moral and emotional nature is defec
tive, how can it be improved ? Religion can not be imparted in the 
form oflessons. It is not to be treated as one of a number of subjects 
to he taught in measured hourly doses. Moral and religious instruc
tion does not mean moral improvement. Instruction is not educa
tion. What can be tested in an examination is acquaintance with 
~heories. What we need is not the imparting of instruction but the 
transmitting of vitality. We must civilise the huinan heart. Edu
cation of the emotions and discipline of the will are essential parts of 
a sound system of education. Religion is a. permeative influence, a 
quality of life, an elevation of purpose. Our institutions, if they ar~ 
to impart religious vitality, should hav-e s~plicity and an atmqspbere 
of consecration that permanently influence lives. 

31. Silent MeditatiO'II.-A sh9rt period of silent worship or medi
tation, every morning before the.c!a.ss work starts, may well become 
an integral part of college life. For a few moments we may free the . 
mind from the distractions of daily living and attend to the forces 
which determine the meaning and value oflife. We will find tbe Sup
reme, the only Supreme, which it is p~ble for us t<> know, when. we 
are taught to look within. " The spirit of man is the candle of the 
Lord. "1 " Know you not that you are the temple of God and the 
spirit of God dwellethin you" (St. Paul). These are variants of the 
famous text Tat tvam asi, that art thou. The individual is a soul and 
the purpose of education is to awaken the pupil to this fact, en~ble 
him to fi.ud the spirit within and mould his life and action in the light 
and power of the inner spirit.. · 
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If religion means anything, it is that man is essentially a spiri
tual being. · No one can be made moral or spiritual, unless these 
qualities are native to and inherent in man. 

32. Study of Great Books.-The attempt t~ make students moral 
and teligious by the teaching of moral and religious text-books 
is puerile. To instruct the intellect is not to improve· the heart. 
Thought has an effect on life but there is the danger that we may 
make the thinking of morals and religions mechanical. · 

We mnst habituate the students to right emotions, induce in them 
the formation of good moral, mental and physical habits. Only what 
one accepts willingly becomes a part of oneself. All else is a mask. 

How can we build tbe values into the human mind t Our at
tempt should be 'to suggest and persuade, not command or impose: 
The best m.•;thod of suggPstion is by llersonal example, daily life and 
work and books read from day to day. 

In the e11rly stages, these books shou1d contain not moral lessons 
but lives of grE'.atmengiven as things of supreme human interest~
lives which txemplify the living of great thoughts and noble emotions. 
These hooks must he written with dignity, beauty and tenderness. 

Education cannot ignore the great rE-alities of experience and 
lellve to chance tlleirdi!lCOverybyevery young person. In the his
t.oric expressions of the fresh iruti5hts of great artists, we lift the hem 
of the gatment of ineffable beauty. In the direct disclosures of the 
unutterable to thE~ saint, we find pcrsuaBion and sll3tenance. In the 
moral claims and ethical formulations of the great social reformers, 
their upreacbing spirit touches ours. Great literature !lets fire to the 
highellt effiotions and prompts the highest ideals and aspirations. 
A study of great books, books that shame our smallne.qg, that quell 
our fears, that fill us with hope is essential in the univP.rsitv course. 
The Hnnard propoRills 1 do not refet to religion on prudential rather 
than on educational grounds but they suggest a compulsory course in 
Humanities to be taken b~very student during the first two years at 
college. They call it a str.dy of the " Great Texts of Litl'.rature ... 
Its o.im. is " familiarity with 9.11 much of the greatest writings as can 
bt~ rMd and pondered in the limited time available. A list from 
which a selection would be mll.de might include Homer, one or two of 
the Greek Tr~~o..ooies, Plato, the Bible, Virgil, Dante, Shakespeare, 
Milton, 'l'olstov ".1 

While in tl.e sooondary schools storit~s which illustrat.e great moral 
and reli~ous principes are used, in college classes, ideas, events and 
leattillg 6gures associateti with rel~qious n:ovem.P.nt.<~ should be stu<lied . 

•• a..-ul Ea-ioa ..... ;·,..,. SOCW!f • 
• p. 208. 
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· · 33. &Uily of Religioos Scriptwres.--A :reverent study of the es-J 
sentials of all :religions would be uniquely :re.va:rding as a step towards[ 
ha:riL.ony between religions long divided. This is in consonance with 
the spirit of our country. I-Tsing t.ells us that the University of 
Nalanda was the meeting gro~nd of the difi'erent sects ann creeds 
with their" possible and impossible doctrines". 1 Bana's H arsaoo:r· 
ita, which belongs to the san.e period :refers to a meeting in Divii.ka
ramit:ra's hermitage of crowds of students, belonging to different 
creeds, Hindu, Baddhist, Js.in, Lokayata. In Akbar's Court there used 
to be friendly discussions among the followers of the different :reli
gions. In the :revisOO. syllabu.<J of the training of teachers for Ba~<ic 
Schools, we find the following sentence :- " Reverential study of 
the difi'erent religions of the world showing how in essentials they meet 
in perfect harmony the Religion of Man." 2 

· In the degree course it may be possible for us to read selections 
from books like the Bhagavadgitii., the Dhammapada, the Zend Avesta 
the Old Testament, The Gospel according to St. John, the Quran, 
and the Guru Granth Sahib. Our education must give the knowledge I 
of. some of the well-sJorings of fait}, and hope with which the human J 
race has met its tragedies and guiderl itself for renewed striving. 

We should not prescribe books which feel an obligation to prove 
that their r~>ligi.)n is true and often tltat it alone is true. The answers · 
should not he couched in sectarian terms and idioms.- We are con
fronted by a universal need, by the yearning to transcend the nsrrow 
self into a world where the creation of more generous values is going 
forward. What is called religious instruction must bring awareness 

-of the great historic insights. It must describe objectively that there 
have been and are answers which men have found to their most seh:r-
chmg questions, lt mu.st arouse conc.c~ abmit those answe:r:s. ·' 

.· 34. Philosophy oJ Religion.-When the students get acquainted 
with the great thoughts of great souls, they should be introduced to 
the problems of the philosophy of religion. What is the message 
Qf philosophy to the new world~ We a~;e trained in modem scient·e · 
and thought and our views must be able ~ satisfy the refiective and 
inqni:ring minds. We must do for our generation what the great 
thinkers of the past did for theirs. We must reckon with the int-ellec
tual doubts to which the modern world is prone and formulate views 
regarding the meaning and nature of the universe. 

The absolute religious neutrality of the Sta~ can be preserved if 
in State institutions, whatisgoodand great in every religion is pre
sented, and what is more essential, the unity of all religions. It is 
in the detached atmosphere of an academic institution that we can 

•. p. 177. 
•.- P· 7. 
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study, analyse and eliminate the prejudices and misunderstandings 
whkh di&-ngurc inter-religious refations. 

35. Christian M illsiotis.-Many of the institutions run by Chris
tian Mission.~ have had a distinguished record of service and India 
recognises with gratitude the pioneer work done by them from the 
days of Carey and Duff. Even in the new conditions they will be 
encouraged to go on with their valuable work and teach the Christian 
:religion to those who desire to learn it. After all, as Dr. Miller said 
years ago, there ia no such thing u.s a purely secular education. In 
~n eddress entitled " EdurotionaZ Agencia in India " (1893), he 
thought that the kind of education given in Indian colleges and uni 
versities W&b in itsolf a praeparatio avangeZioo. " A certain not value. 
'less preparation may be made when the light of Chri.'lt ia reflected 
from the poetry, the philosophy and the history of a Christian land ".1 
The Roman Catholic institutions do not trouble to give any specillo 
religious teaching but rely for the propa~ation of Chri.~tia.n influence 
"On the setting and t.he spirit of the Institution~. A sympathetic study 
of tton-Chris1;ian religions will tend to broaden, strengthen and uni
versalise the bases of religions. Where the spirit of the Lord is, th~r~t ia 
1il1erty, there iBcharity, there is unity. ''The Divine unity", to quote 
Woolman's Journal-" in tne human mind in different places and 
ages has had different names .. It i'l deep and inward, conftned, to 
no forms of religion nor e:x.cluded from any, when the heart stands 
in perfect sincerity. In whomsoever thig takes root and grows, they 
become brethren." · 

36. Recommendatiow;.---We rooommend-
(1) that all educational inl<titutioru; 11t.a.Tt work. v.ith a few 

minutes for silent meditation, 
(2) that in the nrst ye11.r of the Degree course lives Qf the 

great religious leaners like Gautama the Buddha, Confu
cius, Zoroaster, Socrates, Je!lus, Samkara, Raminuja, 
Ma.dhva, Mohammad, Kabir, Nann.k, Gandhi, be ta~ght, 

(3) tlutt in the ~econd year some selections of a universalist, 
character from the Scriptures of the world be t<tudied. 

(4) that in the third year, the central problems of tht> philosc.
pby of religion be considered. 

'Cp. Maoaulay who wrote in 18361·h- words:-
"No Hindu who h .. ...,.;W<t •n Englioh education •- remains llince<ely attached to Ilia 

relij[ion. Jt. ia my firm belit>f that If our plana of edueation ""' followed up, tt.- will 
not be a oUllj{le idolator &mOOJI the ""'pectable claaaeo in Bengal thirty years h•DDe. 
And tbla will be etJoot.d without any etJort to prueelytiloe ; without th- :en 
lnt..rforenDo in their mligioua libort.y ; merely by the natural operation or lmowleclp 
....t ...Sectioo." Tro...,lyan.-L\fo"""' /.Mtcrt of Lor4 Jl--.. l•W. 
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I.-The Problem: 

1. The Problem of the N ationaZ language.-We have devoted 
inuch anxious thought to the problem of the medium of iustruction 
in the universities and iustitutlls of higher studies. No other 
problem has caused greater controversy among educationists and 
evoked more contradictory views from our witnesses. Besides, the 
question is so wrapped up in sentiment that it is difficult to consider 
it in a calm and detached IDBnner. 

For IDBny years the current of national opinion has flowed with 
increasing force in the direction of the replacement of English by 
an Indian language. National pride le~tiiDBtely felt hurt at the 
idea of an alien language occupying a aominating position in the 
field of national culture. Thus as the nationaL struggle gathered 
force the desire for the adoption of an Indian language as the means 
of inter-provincial intercourse, of administration and of higher 
education gained in strength and volume. Naturally on the 
attainment of independence the ardent among us expected an im
mediate fulfilment of their desire, and they feel somewhat surprised 
and hurt when it is pointed out that the question is a. complicated 
one and does not adinit of an easy and immediate solution. 

2. The tlijficultg of the problem.-The difficulty of the problem is 
inherent in the size of India and the character of her population ; for • 
with the exception of China, there is no nation in the world of equal 
population or racial variety. Rwsia which comes next has about 
180 Inillion inhabitants compared to over 300 Inillions in India. 
Inevitably the diversity of languages is greater in India than else
where. But this very diversity calls for unity. To reconcile the 
claims of diversity with those of unity is a perplexing problem. 

11.-lntlian LangtUl{Jes. 

3. Chief languages of lntlia.-How great this diversity is will 
become pla.1n by a reference to the figures of speakers of different 
Janguages. Now although there are hundreds of dialects in India, 
the principal languages which ~ literatures of their own and 
therefore can claim to be fit media of instruction are not more than a 
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dozen. The following table taken from the Statistical Handbook 
published by the Constituent Assembly in 1947, ·and based on the 
census of 1931 gives the figures which are only illustrative, bull 
cannot be regarded as strictly accurate for today : 

1. Assamese 
2. Bengali (undivided Bengal) 
3. Oriya 
4. Gujarati 
li. Ma.rathi 
6. Panjabi (undivided Panjab) 
7. Kasbmiri 
8. (a) Eaatern Hindi 

(b) Western Hindi 
(c) Bibari 
(d) Ra.jMthani 

9. Kanareae 
10. Malayalam • • 
n. Tamil 
12. Telugu 

... 

lll.-Hindi, Hindustani and Urdu. 

1,1192.846 
53,091,475 
ll,l33,583 
10,832,278 
20,888,~85 

15,8ll,645 
1,437,983 
7,867,103 

71,354,504 
27,926,502 
13,897,508. 
ll,206,125 

•• 9,125,397 
20,227,545 
26,213,087 

4. Hindi and allied languages.-Under item 8 we have brought 
together four language groups. Eastern Hindi, whose principal 
literary dialect is Awadhi, and Bihari comprising the three languages: 
of Bihar-Maithili, Magadhi and Bhojpuri are ·closely allied ; S() 

are Western Hindi and Rajasthani. The two groups again are 
closely related to each other. The _dialects of Eastern Hindi and' 
Bihari, .. ·namely, Awadhi and Maithili respectively possess rich, 
literaturE's, so also the dialects ofWestf:lrn Hindi and Rajasthani. 
Among the branches of Western Hindi: are Urdu, Braj Bhasha 
and High Hindi of which each one has produced many writers of 
genius. Their works are a valued. ~tiona! treasure. 

5. Hindi as literary Wmgua,ge.-The remarkable thing about the
people who pelong to these four groups is·that whatever dialect may 
be the spoken tongue of the particular region in which they live· 
all are adopting Western Hindi as their literary language. Thus for
a population of nearly 12 crores inhabiting the regions from the 
confines of Saurashtra to Bengal and between the Himalayas and the 
Deccan plateau Western Hindi in its different styles is becoming 
the medium of polite intercourse. 

8. FOf'mll of Hindi.-Westerri Hindi in its literary forms,. 
mainly because of the momentum of the large numbers which 
support them, has tl!e best chance of recognition by free India as: 
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the language of the State. N U.merous people outside the middle region 
of India, where Hindi is recognised as the culture language, sup
port its claim; and since 1925 when thelndia.n.National Congress 
adopted it, it may be said that its claim to be treated as the State 
language has received greater recognition. UnfortunateJy a fierce 
controversy has raged round the character of its literary form, and 
words Hindi, Hindustani and Urdu have become symbols of the 
conflict. · 

Why these st.yles of one and the same language should cau~~e 
passionate disagreement is a matter which we are not called upon to 
discuss, nor is it our intention to adjudicate between the protagonist& 
of the different views, for- apart from other considerations, the 
Constituent Assembly which IS seized of the issue will before long 
give its verdict which we_ hope will end the controversy, 

• 
IV.-Development oftne Federal, La11f1UQ(Je • 

7. Need of development.-Whichever form of the Western Hindi 
is ultimately chosen as the official language of the Indian Federation. 
questions regarding its development to make it a fitting instrument 
of elevated discourse capable of expressing the widest range of 
thought will hnve to be tackled, for this language will eventually be 
used in the federal legislatures and the highest tribunal!! of justice. 
and in all federal administrative work. This will become the 
language of business, of philosophy and science, of the highest 
teaching and research. 

8. I~ o_f High Hindi.-Now none of its three forms is 
immediatt>ly ready for these purposes. Braj Bhasha which during a 
considerable part of the middle ages occupied the position of the 
language of culture through which the message of Bhakti spread 
over the whole land, and which was equally well adapted for ethics 
as for erotica, ceased to serve the new social needs wh1ch eme~ in 
the ninett>enth century. High Hindi which has replaced it m the 
affections of the people has made splendid strides and has proved its 
utility both for serious prose as well as for poetry. But it possesses 
litt-le scientific literature and its technical vocabulary is rudimentary. 

9. lnadNJ!MlCY of Urdu.-In the wealth of its prose and p<Mltical 
literature Urdu is not behind High Hindi or any other Indian 
lanrcua~. it has actually been used as the medium of instruction 
for higher education in the Osmania University and for a number 
of years the Nizam's Government has been employing it as the 
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language of the State both for administrative and judicial work. 
Although a number of scientific treatises which are used for University 
syllabuses have been translated into Urdu, it is not possible to say 
that it possesses an adequate scientific vocabulary. . 

. 10. Inadequacy of Hindustani.-Hindustani, the third form of 
W estf'..rn Hindi, which aspires to attain the status of the national 
language is still passing through the initial stages by which a spoken 
dialect becomes a literary language. Although it is the common 
denominator of Hindi and Urdu so far as spoken speech is concerned, 
it has not had adequate time and opportunity to grow a literature 
(Jottlparable with that of Hindi or Urdu. 

11 • .Neeil{O'f bO'ff'CYWing WO'fds.-High Hindi, Urdu and Hindus
tani suffer in differing degrees from a similar deficiency in vocabulary. 
Each one of them has its own solution for the removal of this defi
ciency. All three are borrowing languages, but unfortunately they 
have .not been able to arrive at a common understaf!di !lg regarding 
the sources from which they should borrow. • 

12. Loans in High Hindi.-The tendency of writers of High 
Hindi is to borrow exclusively from Sanskrit, and. to take these 
words in the form in which they occur in the lending language. 
They also employ Sanskritic rules for preparing derivatives from these 
words. Their preference for Sanskrit words is not confined to 
neologisms, for even common words long in use,iftheyhappen to be 
of Persian or Arabic origin, are replaced by Sanskrit words. 

13.:Loans in Urdu.-On the other hand, Urdu writers place 
their relisnce on Persian and Arabic, and. freely make use of P.ersian' 
and Arabic grammatical rules for word building. In the context 
ofindia'snascentnationalism this does not seem to be in harmony 
with the spirit of the times. . . 

. . 14. Loans in Hindustani-lts cJumwteristic:s.-. Hindustani 
w;riters strive to steer a different course. · . In tlie first place they lay 
emphasis on the fact that it possesses a geniUJ! of its own which 
distinguishes it from SaUJ!krit on the one side and Persian and 
Arabic on the other. This genius is its phonetic system and morph~r 
logical order. The sounds of HindUJ!tani speech are peculiar to it 
and are not identical with those of any other language--Sanskrit, 
Persian or Arabic. Besides, the combination of these sounds in 
words is also peculiar and differs radically from that of other lan
gua~. It follows from this that loan words taken from Sanskrit, 
Persian, Arabic and other languages cannot fit into HindUJ!tani 
unless they are modified to harmonize with its genius. 
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15. Grammar of Hindustani.~ Again, the grammar of Hindustani 
is not identical v. ith the grammar of Sanskrit, Persian or Arabic, 
although it is identical with that of Hindi and Urdu. It is, therefore, 
somewhat of an outrage to impose rules of these languages on. the 
forms and derivations of Hindustani words. · 

16. Hindustani and common speech.-Secondly, Hindustani 
endeavours to maintain the raciness of the soil from which it has 
sprun~. It has not only no aversion for tlte spoken words, no 
snobb1sh contempt for the speech of the common man ; _it actually. 
endeavours to renew and reinvigorate itself from the sources of liviag 
speech of the ordinary people. 

17. Origin of High Hindi, Urdu and Hindustani.-Now High 
Hindi, Urd11 and Hindustani are all derived from the same source, 
they have the same phonetic and morphological systems. The 
same Aryan speech which is enshrined in the hymns of the V eda.s is 
the common mother of them all. Thia primary Prakrit became 
modified by the sixth century B.C. into middle Indo-Aryan Prakrits, 
among which Pali and Ardha. Magadhi attained the positioa of 
literary languages, while another Prakrit spoken in the Madhya Deaha 
(roughly the United Provinces of today) became transformed into 
Saura.seni Apabhramsha. 

18. Kkari Boli.-Passing through various stageR these Prakrits 
developed into modern Indo-Aryan languages between 1000 and 
1200 A.D. The Sauraseni Aprabhramsha gave rise to the dialect 
spoken round about Delhi and given the name of Khari Boli. By 
the same process was evolved the neighbouring and allied speech ef 
Braj. These dialects received impetus from two factors (t) the 
establiMhmcnt of Turkish rule, and (ii) the spread of Sufism and 
Bhnkti. Urdu and Braj Bhasha. became the literary vehicles of the 
socio-religious changes set in mot.ion by these forces. 

19. Urdu and Braj.-Urdu was largely cultivated by Muslim 
writers and Braj Bhssha. by the Hindus. But as time passed and 
they grew, Hindus adopted Urdu as their own, and Muslims Braj 
Bbasha. So that Urdu counts among its litterateurs numerous 
Hindus and among poets of Braj Bhashasome ofthefine.'lt are MIVI
lims. Although both Urdu and Braj Bhasha belonu to the same 
family--in fact they are so closely related that Muha~ad Hussain 
Azad and others looked upon them a.s identical, their growth was 
moulded in different milieus and they acquired their own special 
characteristics. But till the end of the 18th century there neve£ was 
any oonffict among these languages and Hindus and Muslims 11.11ed 
and enjoyed them both. 
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20. High Hindi.-In the l 9th century the seeds of CQmmunalism 
were sown. The plant had a lusty growth and ultimately its bale
ful shadow darkened every aspect of life. It was impossible for
culture to escape the evil infiuence, and one of the consequences was· 
the Hindi-Urdu controversy. Now that India is freeing herself of 
the octopus of communalism, it should be possible to consider the 
problem of language in all its bearings without the urgency of emo
tional pressures and political antagonisms. · 

. . . 

21. How to develop the Federal language.-Under whatever name: 
the Constituent .Assembly chooses the official language of the Indian 
Federation it is undoubted that its basis will be the common substra
tum ,of the different styles of Western Hindi discussed above. In 
order to make it a worthy instrument capable of rendering all the 
service required, it will have to be enriched and developed. In 
this connection we urge consideration of certain points. · 

- · 22. Principle of a.~similation.-The first is in regard to tlte 
principle which should govern the necessary borrowings .of words. -
In the world there are many languages which borrow words, but 
they do so without violence to their peculiar genius. The English 
language is a case in point.. It has freely adopted words from Greek, 
Latin, French, German and other languages including Asian languages 
like Arabic, Persian and Hindustani. But eyery one of the loan 
words has been moulded into the matrix of English; so that excepting 
philologists ordinary people are hardly aware that they are using 
words o( alien origin. Both writers of High Hindi and Urdu have 
in tlte past departed from this principle and the result is that these 
languages have tended to become learned jargons, languages not of 
the bi"Oad masses of men but of select coteries. Against such a 
development di'lCerning scholars of language like Grierson have raised 
tl.eir voice. If we disregard their warning it will be at our peril. 

A study of the hist-ory of our ling1iistic developments reinforces 
this lesson. · Prakrits like Pali and Ardha Magadhi were living 
languagf'-S through which Buddhists and J ains propagated their 
gospels. But when they were overburdened with Sanskritisms to 
satisfy the taste of the learned groups of priest.~, they ceased to be 
current among the common people, their vitality, freshness and 
appeal dwindled and ultimately they were ousted from public favour, 
Braj Basha which was the vehicle of the religion of Bhakti retained 
Hs popularity for centuries and even today many crities consider it 
a '~!lore fitting medium of song and verse than High Hindi b11cause 
of 1ts naturalness and sweetness. 
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23. Princifle of inclusiveness.-The second point for c.onsidera.
tion is the desll'llhllity of retaining the words which have already
entered into Indian languages from different sources. It will be. 
unfortunate if the numerous. English, French and Portuguese words 
which have become current are deliberately cast out. Equally 
unfortunate will it be if words taken from other languages which are. 
on the tongues of millions of Indians are shunned bll(',ause of their
communal· association. 

24. Dangers of e:zcluJJit.'ene8s.-Ariaing out of this there is anotheP. 
important consideration. Some advocates of Hindi want it to rely 
exclusively upon Sanskrit for borrowing words. Now no one can. 
doubt the close relationship between Sanskdt and Hindi both from 
the point of view of culture and philology, for the vast majority of' 
Hindi words are derived from Sanskrit or to be more accurate from 
the Indo-Aryan Prakrit from which Sanskrit was developed. 
Nor need it be disputed that considerable addit,ions to our vocabulary 
will and ought to be made from the same source. But there are 
dangers in exclusiveness which ought to be avoided. Slavish 
imitation is not good. It will make the langauge stiff and stilted. 
V a.riety is essential in order to maintain the natural flexibility and 
suppleness of Hindi and to make it acceptable to as large a number of 
people as possible. Ont> of the main virtues of a spoken language 
1s the ease of utterance which makes it easy to memorize. To en~ 
cumber it wit.h words difficult to pronounce L'! bound to hinder ita. 
~rowth and popularity. We must also beware of revivalist ideology. 
Recovery of entique virtue or antique culture is not in accord with 
the laws of history. Sir Walter Moberly who W8.ll for many years 
Chairman of the Universities Grants Commission of Great Britain 
sara in his challetiging book" The Crisis in the U ni'!Jel'sity ", "arcl.aism 
is Impracticable; what is revived is never more than a sim!llacrum, 
It is also undesirable, since the past always bas grave faults, the. 
revival of which would be unpardonable." 

25. Tet'lmiool Terms.-The discussion of the general question 
of loan words inevitably leads U'l to the special problem of technical 
terms, especially of ltaturalsciences. This problem ia common to all 
Indian provincial languages, and if a common solution can be found 
for all of them not only will it mean a great economy of effort, but 
also a Ion~ stt>p in the direction of bringing the provincial languages 
nearer each othe_r, • · 

26. PritiCiples of choosing technical terms.--Unfortunately amona 
those who are engaged in the task of preparing scientific and technical 
vocabularies there are great differences of opinion concerning the. 
principles 11crurding to which the vocabularies should be prepared 
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For example in the Osmania University where Urdu was adopted as 
the medium of instruction scientific terms were coined largely with 
the help of Axabic roots. On the other hand, the Nagari Pracharini 
Sabha and societies interested in the development of Hindi consider 
it to be essential that. Sanskrit roots, words and particles should be 
employed together with Sanskrit rules of derivation. Their argu
ment is that if European scientific and technical terms are built 
up on the foundations of European classical languages-Latin and 
Greek, India should follow their example and the Indian terminology 
should look to Indian classics for the same purpose. 
. · 27. lnternatiowil Terms.-A great many Indian educationi:,i;s, 
however, differ from this view. A number of our witnesses expressed 
the opinion that our scientific terminology should be uniform and 
i~ternational. For instance, Dr. Mahajani, Vice-Chancellor of the 
Rajaputana University drew our attention to Newman's distinction 
between science and literature. According to Newman " ~cience 
has to do with things, literature with thoughts ; science is universal, 
literature personal ; science uses words merely as symbols, literature 
uses language in its full compass," and Dr. Mahajani expressed the 
view that for higher education in science subjects the language to 
be used should be one of the international languagt>.s-say English. 
Sri M. Ramanujam, Vice-Chancellor, Annamalai University, counsel
led the adoption of international nomenclature for scientific term s. 
Similar opinions were voiced by many other university men. 

. 28. Recommendations of the Central Advisory Board Committee of 
1944.-The Central Advisory Board Gf EduCil.tion appointed in 
1944 a .<:ommittce to consider this problem. The Committee was 
composed of a number pf eminent scientists and literary men, among 
them were Dr. Sir Shanti Swarup Bhatnaga,r, Dr. Amaranatha: Jha, 
Dr. Sir Zia Uddin Ahmad, Mr. S. C. Tripathi. · . 

The Committee's main reconu:ne)ldations were :-
(i) that for the development of s¢ientific· st1.1dies in India it 

is desira,ble to adopt a con1mon terminology, and 
- (ii) that in order to maintain the !;.ecessary contact between 

scientific development in India and similar developments 
in other countri!'.s the scientific terminology for India 
should consist of-

(a) an international terminology, in its English form, which 
will be employable thro1.1ghout India, 

(b) terms borrowed or ada.pted from Indian languages. 
The Board aooept~d the recommendations of the Committee. 

. These recommendations were reiterated by a Co!'Serence of 
Vice-Chancellors in May 1948. 
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29. Need for Adoptinglnternati<malTerms.-In Scientific educa
tion and research, India's position is not high among the nations of 
the world. Yet if India is to tackle successfullv its tremendous 
probleiDB of ignorance, poverty and disease on the one hand and of 
defence and security on the other, it is essential that scientific and 
technical progress of India should be speeded up. .AIJ.y measure 
which affects adversely scientific standards or rmpedes scientifio 
achievement or research will be disastrous. Again considering the 
terrifically fast tempo of world developments the factor of time 
cannot be ignored. 

If India's education, eRpecially ia science and technology is to 
advance rapidly, we must put all other considerations aside and adopt 
a policy which will ~ve us speedy results. 

30. Our Scientific Backwardness.-Advocating as we do the 
desirability of employing Indian languages as media of higher edu
cation and recognisin~ the need for speeding up the process by which 
the change may be nrought about, we cannot shut our eyes to 
India's backwardness which necessitates her dependence upon the 
Western world. America and Europe are far ahead of us and their 
resources in trained personnel and money are so vastly larger that for 
many years Iridian students and teachers will have to look to them for 
inspiration and assistance. _ 

31. International Character of Science.--Then again it should be 
remembered that science is not parochial or national. It is 
universal. Its advance depends upon the contributions of scienti
fic workers the world over. Scientific information must be easily 
available to all and must spread rapidly, if our progresss is not to be 
retarded. Under the urge of this universalism scientific vocabulary 
is fast becoming international. 

32. English Terms.-It is true that no one has compiled statis
tics to show the percentage of scientific terDlB common to all or 
most of the European languages, and it may be admitted that in 
different branches of science the proportions would differ, nevertheless 
two facts cannot be gainsaid : first, that in a number of sciences, 
d.g., Chemistry, Botany and Zoology terminology is largelv interna
tional, and secondly, that the te.rms used in English because of the 
international position of English may for all practical purposes be 
considered international. 1 

• EDJ~Iish i• the mot.h•r tongue of th• inhabitants of tho Britiah Ialeo, tho Uniu.i States 
ot Ameri< ... Canad&, Auotn.li&. New Zaaland, and South Africa. It ie taught aellllCOild 
ianRU•l!" in P""'Heally all European oountriee including U.S.S.R. and is widely know:n in 
Asia. TodAy it io th~ firwt languago of world diplomacy and ill understood by the rarg.,a• 
numb.>r of P<'r.ona. In a-t aurnoy of artiol"" publi.sht'd in the field of Ana1ytioa1 Che· 
miatry it....,. found t.hat U% w ..... publioht'd in English. 15% in Fn-Deh and II% in RUlllli•n 
with U..nnan. Japan ...... Spanish. Italian, Portugu...,, Swedish, Dutch and HU!l!!"riaal 
I1IIUiing from 1% "' 8% each. 
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. If for no other reason than the wide dift'usion of English terms 
.and the tremendous outpu~ of.~ientific literat\rre in this lan.,"'llage, 
'We would advocate the desrrability of adopting these terms aa far as 
feasi~le in~ the Indian _Ian~ages. . B~t ~ fact there are vmy cogent 
consideratiOns of practicability which mclmed u8 to recommend this 
course. 

33. Scientific Terms.--In the whole field of science it is estimated 
that there are between twenty to thirty lakhs of terms, and every 
year thousands of new ones are added. In Botanv alone there are 
at least ten lakhs of scientific names, and in other biological sciences 
about as many. There are about 5t lakhs named species of insecta 
.alone. In Organic Chemistry the number of known chelnical 
compounds is in the neighbourhood of 5 lakhs, and about one and a 
halfla:khs of these have names. In the fields ofMatheinatics, Physics, 
Geology, Mineralogy, S<!cial Sciences, Psychology, Medicine, and 
Engineering (Civil, Mecl1anical and Electrical, Aeronautical, Naval 
'etc.) there are lakhs of terms. 

34. Societies far Selecting Tem~&.-The practical problem that 
faces us is the method to render these numerous terms in Indian 
languages. In the West there are a number of societies for sciences 
and they have comlnittees dealing with scientific nomenclature, 
spelling and pronunciation. For example, take the field ·of Chemis
try. There is an International Union of Chemistry which appoints 
associated national societies. For instance in U.S.A. there are the 
American Chemical Society and the National Research Council. 
The A. C. S. has several corfimittees·which deal with different divi
Bions of. Chemistry. The divisions ar&-Analytical and Micro
Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, Petrolemn Chemistry, Physical and · 
Inorganie Chemistry, Rubber Chemistry aiLd Sugar Chemistry.· The 
National Research Council has a General Committee, Sub-comlnittees 
1>n Biochelnical nomenclature, Inorganic nomenclature, Organic 
nomenclature, Steroid nomenclature, ·macromolecules nomenclature. 

35. Difficulties of an I~ T~inology.-What applies 
to Cheinistry holds in differing degrees for other sciences. Through 
the instrumentality of these numerous organisations, technical 
terms are adopted, revised and brought to the notice of the scientists 
of different nationalities. It is obvious that if India commits herself 
to a policv of a national and independent nomenclature she will 
have to set up an organisation on silnilar lines. But it is equally 
obvious that we have neither the men nor the means for undertaking 
this work. The number of scientists available is small and a large 
'llumber of branches of science have no competent representat.ives 
1tmong them. But it is impossible without· expert advice .on all 
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branches of science to coin terms which will be satisfactory. It is 
equally clear that neither the Government nor the poople can afford 
the colossal expenditure involved. Even if for the ~ake of argument 
we assume that the task can be accomplli!hcd, its effect will be that 
Indian scientist<~ will hltve to acquire two separate vocabularies, 
which will be a heavy intellcctu~>l burden, and which will most 

'<lertainl y retard India's progres.~. 
36. &lution-AdoptionofEnglish Termsand how to do it.-The 

practical solution of this problem lies in adopting International or 
English technical and scientific terminology. When we suggest 
this we do not intend that the borrowing should be done indiscrimi
nately. We are aware that there are terms which are strictly 
technical, that is, they have just one meaning, indicate one object 
or action or process, e.g., the names of chemical compounds like 
' hydrogen peroxide ', or of botanical species like ' Ficus Religiosa,' 
etc. 

There are other terms which are quasi-technical, that is, they 
have other uses besides the strictly scientific ones, e.g., neat, light, 
magnetism, etc. We have quite a considerable number of terms 
used in a number of sciences which are taken from the common 
speech, for instance in Zoology names of common animals, in Botany 
of common plants. in Chemistry of common compounds, in Astronomy 
of some heavenly bodies, in Mathemstics of old processes and · i~ 
Medicine of ancient herbs or anatomical details. 

Again, in social sciences like Economics, Politics, Ethics, etc. 
Indian languages have a number of terms of their own, and in phllosoo· 
phy there is a rich vocabulary in Sanskrit. It is not necessary or 
desirable that words should be borrowed for all these f= outside. · 

Above all it is essential that the borrowed words should be FO• 
perly assimilated, their pronunciation should be adapted to the 
phonetic system of the Indian languages and their. spelling fixed in 
accordance with the sound symbols of Indian scripts. . . 

37. Uses of Feileral Language,-We are of opinion that the lang
uage whose main features we have discussed in the preceding para
graphs by whatever name it is called, should be adopted as theptate 
language of the Indian Federation. It should be the ofFciallanguage 
of the Indian legislature, of the Federal judiciary, and of Indian 
diplomacy. It will be an advantage if thlB language is used in the 
Provincial High Courts along with the Regional or Provinciallan~e 
or languages. We hope that it will be the language of inter-pronncial 
intercourse, of all SOCieties and institutions of all-India character, ud 
of business and commerce. · · 
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• 
V.-Suggested Alternatives : EngliSh and Sanskrit. 

38. Alternativei.-In ancient India, scholars wandered from 
place to pl~ce, from one centre of learning to another despite the 
~any physical diffi~ulties of c~mmunications. Langu~ge offered no 
difficulty as. Sanskr:t was the ~%1l!Jua franca for the world oflearnll.Jg, 
eve~ as. L_atm was m the lillddle ages in Europe. It would be 
~rag1e, 1f m these days when means of travel are so much easier we 
mcrease the difficulties by raising linguistic barriers. Never was in
ter-p~vincial understa_nding s!l urgently necessary as it is today ttnd 
not~g can further this be~ter than an exchange of ideas among 
the highly educated. Owmg to the shortcomings of Hindi its 
undeveloped character and its provenance, some people, are doubt
ful whether such a role should be assigned to it, and therefore 
they put forward alternatives to it. Some advocate the continu
anc~ of English ~ the State language of !ndia and as the language 
ofhtgher educatiOn. Others draw attention t? the s;laims of Sanskrit. 

39. Englisk.-Now it is true that the English language has been 
one of the potent factors in the development of unity in the country. 
!-n fact, the concept of nationality ~nd the sentiment _of national
ISm. are largely the gift .of the E~glish language and litera~ to 
India. This debt alone lS so considerable, and the fear that m the 
absence of the binding force of English reversion to old differences 
and divisions is so great, that many advocate the retention of English 
as an instrument for the continuanC!l and fostering of the unity 
whichi~ has helped to create. But in addition English has supplied 
ns with the key to the fundamental ideas o! modern civi!iza.tion, to. . 
modern science and philosophY:, an~ wh~t !" even more rmp~~t, . 
for all practical purposes Enghsh. will contmu? to be our prm~t~al 
means of maintaining contact With the outside world. Bestdes, 
English is an internationallanguagll and if ~t~trophic events do not_ 
alter the ·present posture of world forces 1t will soon be the world 
language. 

These are weighty reasons. · English has become ~o much a part 
of our national habit tnat a plunge into an altogether dtfferent system 
seems attended with unusual risks. It appears to us, however, that 
the plunge is inevitable. English cannot continue to oooup;r .the 
place of state Iangua<;e as in the past. Use of English as such divldes 
the people into two nations, the few who govern and the many who are 
governed, the one unable to talk the language of the other, and mutu
ally uncomprehending. This is a negation of democracy. 
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,Q,, Objection& to EngUsk.-It ~ ~ducationally unsound to make a 
fore~ tongue the means of acquu:mg knowledge. Dr. Hans, Lec
turer iD. 'Comparative Education in the London University, poin~ 
out in his recent book the serious drawbacks in adopting a fOreign 
language as a medium of instruction. He says, " before entering 
achool the pupils have acquired a proficiency in their mother tongue, 
have built up a vocabulary cover~ most of the objects of sense 
impresaions and their daily activities. At school they have to 
superimpose on this basis a language of ideas and abstract relations; 
expresaed entirely in a foreign medium. Their minds become split 
into two water-tight compartments, one for ordinary things and ac
tions expresaed in their mother tongue, and another for things con
nected with school subjects and the world of ideas expresaed in a 
foreign language. As a result they are unable to speak of their home 
affairs in the school language and about learned subjects in their 
mother tongue." 

And not only 'the individual but the nation develops a split 
consciousness, the " Ba.bu Mind". This is what happjlned to India. 
under British rule. We have paid a heavy price for learning through 
English in the past. Instead of laying stresa upon thinking and 
reasoning we emphasized memorising, in place of acquiring knowlede:e 
of things and realities we acquired a sort of mastery over words. lt 
affected originality of thought and development of literature in the 
mother tongue. We have impoverished ourselves without being 
able to enrich the ~age whicn we so assiduously studied. It is a 

. rare phenomenon to find the speaker of one tongue contributing to 
great literature in a different language. The paucity of great litera~ 
ture which is the inevitable consequence of devotion by the educated 
\o a language other than their own is a double loss-intellectual and 
social, for great literature is a powerful factor in fostering oulture, 
re!hi.ement and true fellowship. Whatever the advantages of English 
and the immediate risks in a change over to the new, the balance of 
advantage on a long view of the matter lies in the change. But. 
the position which English should continue to occupy in our system 
of education in the period of transition and after, we will indicate 
later in the chapter. 

41. Sanslcrit.-The claims of Sanskrit are even more insistent 
and make a very strong appeal to our hearts. For the vast majority 
of Indians this ancient, truly great, and amazingly refined language 
enshrines the hallowed traditions of the past and the living injunctions 
of their faith. For most of the highest values of life and the most 
elevating rules of conduct are contained in the sacred scriptures whose 
atudy is a p. art of daily duty and an obligation of relif:~ Hence.' 
althoul!h itistruethatSa.nsk:rit is not today a spoken age and 
JlltsW.h:ajj, , . l I , l . .I 
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.pellbaps never was the language of the masses as the evidence of 
the!. (J.t.:amas demonstrates, we live in a moral and mental climate in 
. whose creation Sanskrit has been a powerful factor. 

Apart from its special attraction for the Hindus, the Sanskrit 
language, its grammar, poetry, and vast and varied literature which 
oompare favourably with the products of other languages past and 
present, are worthy of attention by all those interested in human 
<lultUre. Its discovery by Europe inspired many of its savants, 
writers, poets and philosophers with unusual enthusiasm early in the 
nineteenth century and undoubtedly its study has a special claim 
upon all Indians from the ,point of view of the human mind's achi~We
ments embodied in this language. 

·42. Objections to Samkrit.-But while the greatness of SaiiBkrit 
<~ught never to be in dispute and its rightful title to India's special 
devotion should not be in doubt, we cannot help feeling that the 
proposal to make ·SaiiBkrit the state language is not sufficiently 
realistic. SaiiBkrit was the state language of India in certain periods 
Of her history, but those were times when the state was an absolute 
mob.a.rchy. Sanskrit never could be a popular language because of 
its refinement and extreme complexity. Its study and acquisition 
require many years of devoted labour, it does not yield mastery over 
itself to those who serve it perfunctorily. Today, with the exception 
of some very learned families, only scholars and among them mot>tly 
those who have been trained according to the old and traditional ways 
<l8.n use it fluently in conversation and discourse. 

If Sanskrit is to be the language of higher education a very consi
derable proportion of the time of the learners will have to be spent 
in acquiring facility of reading and speech, and the period of school 
and. college education will be considerably increased; .And 
even if success is achieved in training students receiving higher 
-education to use Sanskrit-a much more difficult language than Eng-· 
lish, the fact remains that lik:e the res.llt .cf the use of Engl'sh, a gulf 
will be fi~ed betwe.en the educated in Sanskrit and those larger num
bers who will never be able to proceed to the universitieS. The latter 
will be deprived of that direct participation in the State affairs 
without which no democratic system ean function effectively. 

'..!\:gain, serious practical difficulties stand in the »ay. If Sanskrit 
iS 8.\iopted as the medium ofhigheredueation, so far as scientific 
voc&.bulary is concerned there will be no gain, for SaiiBkrit is not 
much .better in this respect than modern Indian languagEll!. A 
tresh'·eompUcation will be that Sariskrit vocablea, words androots 
which can retain their strictly technical meaning in the modern Indian 
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languages because they are new words for them, cannot do sa fu 
the Sanskrit language because most of them will be common words or 
words having a non-technical significance. To use them with tech-
nical meanings will be an additional difficulty. . 

Even more serious than this is the problem of preparing books for 
higher studies. Obviously such books can only be written by ex
perts in various branches of science. Unfortunately it is impossible 
to find high class scientists and experts wh? are ~~rs of ~it 
langua~e·and who are capable of producmg spec1ahst trestiBeB m 
8anslmt. Scientists taught through English do not know enough 
. Sanskrit even though 1ihey may have studied it at some stage in their 
academic career, and Sanskrit Pandits are rare who have adequate 
knowledge of any branch of science. Until, therefore, a new genera"
tion of educated men equally well versed in Science and Sanskrit has 
been trained, the adoption of Sanskrit as the medium of higher educa
tion mu~>t remain outside the pale of practical politics. 

· 43. Hindi the only alternat;re:--There is no other alternative but 
to choose a language spoken by a high percentage of the people of 
India, to give it the status of state language, and to develop it for the 
chosen task. For reasons which have been stated above the language 
spoken and understood by more than 120 millions of our countrymen, 
the midland tongue, the basic Khari Boli dialect, designated Hindi 
or Hindustani, has to fulfil this destiny. When Hindi assimilates 
tl3rms in popular usage and adopts scientific and technical terms 
which are used internationally, it will grow richer and fuller than it is 
today and will not be distinguishable from Hindnste.ni. It is such 
a. development that we envisage for Hindi, if it is to become the 
Federal language. 
. Vl.-Federal and Regional Languages 

«. Difficulties lmJOlved.-But to choo8e the language of the 
Indian Federation is not tantamount tc the solution of the problem 
of higher education. For no sooner is this problem settled, than· a 
fresh crop of difficult problems arises. Granted that Hindi will be 
the Fedt'rs.llanguage of India, how will it affect the participation· in. 
the affairs of the Federation of those whose mother tongue is diff~ 
ent f 1\tembers ofthe Federal legislature will be required to speak 
iu the Federallangua~e ; Federal acts, stlltutes, ordinances, orders. 
resolutions, proclamatioPs, reports, budgets, etc. will issue in the 
Federal language; members of the Central Government, officials of the 
Central Secretariat, judges of the Federal Court, will employ it. How 
will aU this affect the ~l?llel of the legislature, the executive arid 
the judiciary t Will1t give to those whose mother tcilgue is Hindi 
an undue advantage and a disproportion~te influence m the affairs of 
the State I Will this arrangement deprive the Central Government. 
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.of the valuable services· of the intellectual elite of India irrespective of 
the . regional and linguistic provenance ! · · · . 

· 45.: Its rekrtwn with regio'll.allanguages.-Another set of questions 
which press for answer concern the relationship of the Federal 
language with the regional languages. What will he the language of 
provincial ~overnments, provincial legislatures, provincial High 
Courts, the language of intercommunication between the Centre and 
the proyinces ! · What will be the medium through which higher 
,education will he imparted in the regions and the provinces ! And in 
.what language shall be conducted the competitive examinations 
for Provincial and Central services ! In case Hindi is the 
.language of the Central institutes of higher learning, science and 
technology, how would they maintain their all-India character in 
teachers and scholars ~ 

The one advantage which English possesses over Hmdi or any 
other Indian language is its complete freedom from local biases and 
entanglements. This indifference to particularism is possessed by 
Sanskrit also. But for the reasons stated earlier, English and San
skrit cannot be adopted as media of instruction. We have, therefore, 
to find a solution for the questions posed above which will satisfy the 
two requirements of federal unity and local variety. I Through th~ 
federal language lndisn solidarity must be secured and strengthened, 
but witho1,1t sacrificing the educational and cultural advantages o 
the use of the mother tongue at all stages of education. • 

. 46 .. Hindi cannot claim superiority ooer regional languages.-H 
the matter is looked at in this way, the solution proposed by some, 
that the Federal language should take the place of English and there- . 
fore should be recognised as the medium of higher education all over 
India, and the language through which all administrative business 
ahould be transacted, has to be discarded. For Hindi 
does not enjoy in India such natural ascendancy over other provincial 
languages as to incline inhabitants of t~ese provinces to accept a 
secondary position for their language in their own regions. In the 
U.S.A. although there are peoples of a number of nationalities having 
their own mother tongues, English commands so overwhelming a 
prestige that no other language can come into rivalry with it. In 
the U.S.S.R. Russian holds a similar position. In spite oftbe fact 
that the Soviet rulers have recognised and fostered national dialects 
and developed them to serve as media of higher education, and oflocal 
administration and have not regarded lack of adequate knowledge of 
RUssian as a bar to government service or political advancement, 
.Russian because of its· inherent strength has universal respect and 
allegiance. In.:eanada, op. the othei'hand, ~h and English, 
because of'theit equal clauns as means of expressiOn, have. to be. 

1: , ; n . ... t 
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treated on a' basis of equality.· In South Africa Africaans (a for:in Of 
Dutch), and English, receive the same treatment. In the case· of 
Switzerland although the number of German speaking citizen$ i8 
much ~er than that of speakers of French l.nd Italian, no one 
language 18 given a superior position; all three are used for all State 
J:lUI"POSCS and education is imparted in each region in the language of 
that region. The Swiss are so tolerant and liberal in this matter tha5 
they hll.ve recently recognised Ronmansch, the language of a small 
minority of 75,000 persons, as one of the State languages. ID. Be'gium 
Walloon and FlemiSh which have close affinities to French and Dutch. 
are equally recognised by the State for national purposes. 

Hindi is the language of the minority, although a large mino
rity. Unfortunately it does not possess any advantages-literary· or 
historical, over the other modem Indian languages. Tamil, for ins
tance, is hallowed with age and possesses a literature which vies with 
that in Sanskrit. Marathi goes back to the thirteenth century and 
Ben~ali claims a continuous growth since the ninth. Urdu was in 
use m the 15th century and Braj in the 16th. Urdu and Braj had a 
nation-wide vogue in the middle ages. High Hindi, on the other 
hand, is justacenturyandhalfold. BrajandAvadhibothproduoed 
mighty genuises, in High Hindi thers is hardly anyone to compare 
with them. Tagore in Bengali and Iqbal in Urdu are names to 
conjure with. High Hindi awaits writers of their stature. 

47. Limiretl use of Bindi.-In the circumstances, while national 
eneeds compel the recognition of Hindi (Hindustani) as India's Fed
erallanguage, it is difficult to assign to it the role played by English; 
What, then, ehall be the language policy for all India ' The Federal 
language will be nsed for all Federal activitieR-Cultural, educational 
and administrative. The regional languages will occupy a similar 
position in the provinces and units or the Federation. But in order 
·to enable every region and unit of India to take its proper share in 
the Federal activities, and to promote interprovincial understanding 
and solidarity, educated India has to makeup its mind to be bilin
gual, and pupils at the higher secondary and university stages will 
have to know three languages. Every boy and girl must obviouslY& 
know the regional language, at the same time he ehould be acquau;tf 
ed with the Federal language. and ehould acquire the ability ~ 
read books in English. 

These are not extravagant or extraordinay requirement~~. 
In the schools or Holland most pupils learn four languages, Dutch, 
German, French and English, in Switzerland the learning of three ia 
eommon. Not long ago the English school& required knowledge of 
both Greek and Latin together with a modern la.ngu~ot English. 
Greek has now been dropped as a compulsory subJect. But most 
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students ~tthe ~versities are required to .show a knowledge of one. of. 
the classical languages and one of the modern European languages. 
Educated Indians todaY learn English besides. their mother tongue. 
. . 4~. Federal, 4rlf}uagec as.the secmullanguage.-We would like to · 
see the introduction of the Federal language in all schools at the 
secondary stage, and the teaching should be continued at the 
university. This will ensure a general knowledge of the Federal 
language of use for all practical needs. In addition, for those whv 
desi.J;e to attain greater mastery over the Federal language fllcilitics 
should be provided for intensive study. In the Hindi speaking 
regions it will be an advantage if students are required to learn· 
anoi;ber In.;lian language. This is proposed not merely to compensate. 
for the efforts of students in other regions, but also to secure the 
eligibility of youngmen of this region to serve in other regions and t() 
provide an ad,equate supply of those Hindi speaking persons who can 
meQiate between the province.q. 

, 49. Its advantages and uses-If bilingualism is fostered properly, 
then the problems which a1ise from the replacement of English by the 
Federal language will be gradually SQ}ved. In every province there 
will be a sufficient number of persons who will have the requisite 
knowledge of the Federal language to participate in Federal functJons. 
Se. far as judicial work is concerned, it should not be difficult to so 
constitute the High Courts and the Federal Court as to make it con
vlt,llientfor th~ advocates to address the Judges in the Federal and one 
or twO regional languages. In the Federal legislature the practice of, 
wternational.conferences 1uay be followed, where speeches are made. 
~;.utferent languages, but are somultaneously translated into other 
la~es .and broadcast on phonPs. In selecti!:!g officers for the 
Flld!U'lll !lllrvices it should not bt> beyond the ingenuity of the Public: 
Sertices Commission to devise their exa~ations so as to give 'the 
saJD,e chance of selection to candidates belonging to different linguistic. 
regjp~s. · SE~lcQted candidates should during thE~ir period of probation,.. 
have intensive ;training in the FE~dE~rl;\l'lauguage. In this connec-. 
tjqn it may be .sugg("Sted that the old system of seconding proba
tiQners to .differ~t p:t:ovinces, irrespective of their original province, 
slloiild be revived, and in alUndia services officers should be liable 
tp, -serve itt any province ·chosen by the Government. 

It is of the utmost importance that the services of talented men 
anq.womep.fromall provinces should be available to the Centre, and: 
J10 p,wvince shou.ld h~J<ve any ground {Qr legitimate grievance that it is 
neglectlld.. Opportunities· for preferment in thefieldsofpolitic&, 
ecpnowics, admimstration, etc. should be equally open .to all, and 
no ,plaqe .of honour or .p:t:ofit should be closed tp merit merelv on 
thQ .. ~r~ ,of ~an~. 
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110. Place of regifJ'fllillanguages.-Higher education ~ ~he·ltoor; 
through which some of the educated youth will pass into Federd 
services and federal J.>Olitics. But much the greater proportion; 
will remain in the provmces. Both from the point of.view of educa
tion and of general welfare of a democratic community it .is essentia) 
that their study should be through the instl1li!lentality of t.heir 
re~onallanguage. Education in the regionallanguage will not only,b& 
necessary for their provincial activities, it will enable them to enrich 
their literatUie and t.a develop their cultUie. Educated naturally. in 
the regional language, they ought to achieve higher stanrlards oflearn
ing and of thought, and should be able to give a powerful stimulus 
to research and extension of the boundaries of knowledge. Equipped 
with the requisite knowledge of the Federalla~uage, the Provinci&l 
students will have, no difficulty in joining inst1tutes ofanall-India 
character, and the provincial scholars in undertaking to teach them~ 

61. Federal language as alternative to regirmal.-Although we· re
cotplise tlu~t in the near future the regional languages will be the 
p~rmcipal media of instruction at all stages in all provinces, we cons~·, 
der it desirable that universities should have the option to use thtt 
Federal language as the medium of instruction either for some subjeets 
or for all subjects. In case both languages are employed, how the two 
will be combined is a matter which the intotitutions trying the expen-. 
ment should be allowed to settle. No obstacles l'hould be placed in 
the way of colleges or universities which desire tomakesuchanex
peciment. Ratlter in view of the fact that an increasing number of 
universities and colleges is lik('ly to be established in the near futUie, 
it may be wise to encourage such experiments. 

112: Pockets of minorities.-The policy that the language of the' 
region should be the medium of education at all stages in the region bas 
<'ertain obvious limitations. There are in India a number of Provin
ces which contain pockets ofinhabitants speaking a language different 
from the regional language. In such cases the right policy is to allow 
um:~servedly the use of the mother tongue for basic education and if 
the numbers ar<> a.de•1uate for secondary education also, introducing' 
the r~>gioll.lllanWinge gradually in the upper grades at the School as. 
the child grows older, and making it the medium of in'!truction at the 
university stage. . 

VI I.-Script. 
53. Devanagan Sen pt.-The question flf script is linked with that 

oflangun:;p;es. Considerations of convenience, economy and efficiency · 
clCJ&rly indicate that for the Fedt>.rlll language, which will be nsed 
by the ~tate for all administrative puTpoSes, one ~pt should be·. 
UBt'd. Devantl.gari which is employed by the largest nllillbllr. ,9(' 
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people in India appears to be the proper choice. Some eminen~ educa
tionists as well as public men, however, poiDtoutthat Na!mriseript 
has serious defects. It is not easy to write because of the ~mpli<'a
ted forms of its letters. In printing the great multiplicity of its 
types creates difficulties in composit-ion on printing machines espe
cially linotypes. It does not lend itself easily to typinu. Therefore 
they recommend the Roman script which is widely used 'in the world. 
At tile Conference of the Vice-Chancellors held at Delhi in :Mav 194S. 
a substantial section was in favour of the adoption of the Roman 
script for the Federal language. It was pointed out that during the 
Second World war the Indian army recruited from all the provinces 
of India was successfully instructed throueh the Roman script, which 

. !!till continues in use. -
54. Other Bcripts.-It is not easy to brush aside these arguments, 

for the advantages of adopting a world script are considerable, yet 
in the tomlity of circumstances exieting in India, we are of opinion 
that the Federal language should be written in Nagari characters. 
We are aware that efforts are being made to improve it, and we hope 
they will be continued till its glaring defects are :removed, but it is not 
desirable to replace it with an entirely drlferent script. This does not 
mean that the State in order to give due publicity to its acts should not 
utili~ other scripts. While Nagari should remain the principal 
script, GovernmenW laws, proclamations, decrees, resolutions etc. 
should also bepublisbed in other ~cripts. Tht> Urdu script has been 
widely used throughout the centuries fol" Hincli (Hindustani and Urdu) 
and millions of our co\mtrymen are familiar with it. It will be a 
distinct advant-age to use it as a secondary script. Other scripts and 
le.nguages should also be employed so that tl.estatc'spublicityma,Y. 
reach every coruer of the land. 

55. Measures for developing language$.-In order that tho cl>.a.~ge 
from English should not be delayed, it is necessary that the Govern
jlllent of India and the Provincial·Governments should immediately. 

lflevise measures to develop the Federal and the regional languages. 
In the fu<Jt place a board consisting of scientists and linguists should 
be appointed to prepare a scientific vocabulary of words which are 
common to all tll.e Indian la.nguages. This board should have the assis
tance of paid scholars to carry out the policies laid down by them. 
The Board should also arrange for the preparation of books in differ
ent sciences, which should be rendered into all Indianlanguages. 
Government should provide adequate funds for these purposes. 

Secondly, provincial governments should take steps to introduce 
the teaching of the Fedenillang~age in all classes of higher secondary 
schools, 'in degree colleges, and in universities. · 
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It is our belief that. u'the suggestions we have made for the 
development ofindian languages, and the lines we have indicated for 
this. are followed, a day will soon come when linguistic barriem will 
be lowered and Indians of different provinces will Rnd little difficulty 
in nndel'lltanding one another. 

V 111.-Place of E11!Jli8h. 

56. N ud for Caution.-But some time will elapse before mch a 
·consummation is reached. During the interval, whMe length de-

fends upon the earnP.stne)!s of Governments, what is to be done ! 
t is neither feasible nor desirable to create a void in the Centre by 

immediately abandoning the Ia.nguage which is in use. English 
will have to continue as the medium for Federal business till the 
provinces are ready for the change and tl•e provincial educational 
mstitutionshavespread the Federal language adequately. ffitimate
Jv, however, English willdiaap:r:ar from the scene as the language of 
the State, Central or Provincial. 

57. Study of E11!Jlish.-E~lish, however, must continue to be\ 
studied. It is a language which is rich in literatur-humanistie, 
scientific and technical. If under 86ntimental ur~es l\'e should give 
up English we would cut ourselves off from the livmg stream of ever 
growing knowledge. Unable to have access to this knowledge, our 
standards of scbolatship would fast deteriorate and our participation 
in the world movements of thought would become negligible. Its 
effects would be diasstrous for our practical life, for living nationa 
must move with the times and must respond quickly to the challenge 
of their surroundings. English is the only means of preventing our 
isolation from the world, and we will act unwisely if we allow oUrselves 
to be enveloped in the folds of a dark curtain of ignorance. Our 
atudents who sre undergoing training at schools which will admit them 
eith.n- to a university or to a vocation must acquire sufficient mastery 
·of English to give them access to the treasures of knowledge, and in 
the universities no student should be allowed to take a degt'ee who 
does not acquire the ability to read withfacility..and understanding, 
worksofEngliahauthors. WemusttakeintoaccountourYugadharma. 
A sense of the oneness of the world is in the making and control over 1 
a medium of exrression which is more widespread and has a larger 
reach than any o our languages to-day will be of immense b81lefit 
to us. 
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IX.-· Rero'TI'III'I!e1Ula11.8. 
ss. ·We recommend:-

[mrAI'.:IX. 

, l .. that, the Federal Language be. developed through the 
assimilation of words from various sources and the re
tention of words which have already entered into Indian· 
languages from ·different sources, thereby avoi:lirg the 
dangers of exclusiveness. _ _ 

. 2. that international technical and scientific terminology 
. · be adopted, the borrowed words be properly assimilated, 

their pronunciation be adapted to the phonetic system 
of the Indian language and their spelling fixed in accord
ance with the sound symbols of Indian scripts. 

3. that for the medium of instruction for higher eduMtion 
English be replaced as early as practicable by an Indian 
language whi:ch cannot be Sanskrit on account- of vital 
difficulties. · 

-4. that (i) pupils at the Higher Secondary and Universitv 
t ·. · ·stages be made conversant with three languages,-th~ 

regionallanguage, the Federal language and English (the 
last one in order to acquire the ability to read books in 
English) ; · · 

'and (ii) Higher education be impartedthrough the instru
mentality of the regional language with the option to use 

· the Federal language as the medium ofmstruction either 
for some subjects or for ali!lv.bjects. · 

· 6 •. that for. the Federal language one script, Devanagari,: 
· be employed and some of its defects be removed . 

. -G. that illllUediate steps be taken for-developing the Federal. 
and Regional languages : · . 

( i) A Board consisting ofscientistsandlinguists be appoint
ed to prepare a scientific vo()abulary of words which . 
will be common to all lndi~n languages and also to 
arrange for the preparation of books in different sciences. 
to be rendered into all Indian languages ; 

. (ii) Provincial Governments be required to take steps to. 
· introduce the teaching of the Federal language in all 

classes of Higher Se<'-ondary Schools, in Degree Col
leges, and in Universities ; 

7. that English be studied in High Schools and. in the 
Universities in order that we may keep in touch with 
the living stream of ever-growing knowledge. 
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I.-The Problem. 
1. ChrYnic Nature and Magnitude of tl1e Problem.-For nearly 

half a century, examinations, as they have been functioning, have 
been recognized as one of the w~rst features of Indian education. 
Commissions and Committees have expre.ssed their alarm at their 
p~>rnicious domination over the whole system of education in India. 
The obvious deficiencies and harmful consequences of this most 
pervasive evil in Indian education have been analysed and set out 
clearly by successive Universities Commissions since 1902, by a 
Government Resolution as far back as 1904 and by a Committee of 
the ·Central Advisory Board of Education in recent years. With 
most of their criticism we are in agrel\ment and do not wish to 
dilate on the patent defects and dangers of this system. We only 
note that while the ma~n.itude of the problem h11-s been growing at 
an allll'ming rate not-hing constructive in the way of reform has 
happened. The Calcutta University Commission (1917-19.} showed 
ooncern at the rising numbers involved in these examinations. . The 
numbers have ~one on increasing while the character of examina~ 
tions has remamed unchanged. The total number of candidates 
for the matriculation examination for India as a whole in 1904 was 
23,800 in round numbers ; in 1944, 36,742 candidates appeared 
at thw examination conducted· by the Calcutta University alone : 
Bombay had in th~tt year 32,056 candidates, Madras 30,588, anq. 

!137 
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Allahabad 22,262. In 1947_ the number had increased to 60,841 
at C'.alcutt&, 41,092 at Bombay, 43,823 at Madras, and 33,923 at 
.Allahabad. The total number of candidates for Intermediate and 
Bachelor's examinationa in the Faculties of Arts and Science for 
all Indian universities was just under 11,000 in 1904 ; in 1916 iii 
had risen to just under. 25,000 ; in 19~5 the number of candidates for 
the intermediate examination alone was a little over 30,000 .; in 
1937, a little over 35,000 ~ndin 1947, it had gone up to over 80,000 
in the Indian Dominion exclusive of East Punjab. The number of 
candidates for the Bachelor's examination has gone up with similar 
rapidity. It was 12,500 in 1927, 17,000 in 1932; and rose to 32,400 
in 1947 in the Indian Dominion exclusive of East Punjab. An 
unsound t>xamination system continues to dominate instruction to 
the detriment of a quickly expanding system of education. In our 
visits to the universities we· heard, from teachers and students alike, 
the endless tale of how examinations have become the aim and end 
of education, how all instruction is snb9rdinated_ to them, how they 
kill all initiative in the teacher and the student, how capricious, 
invalid, unreliable and inadequate they are, and how they tend to 
corrupt the moral standards of university life. 

2. RefQI'm Essemial.-W e are convinced that if we are to suggest 
one single reform in university education it should be that of the 
examinations. We advisedly say reform although we know that, 
in India as elsewhere in the world, dissatisfaction with examina
tions has been so keen that eminent educationalists and important 
educational organisations have even advocated the abolition of 
examinations. We do not share that extreme view and feel that 
examinations rightly designed and intelligently used can be a USE!" 
ful factor in the educational process. ·. H examinations are neces-: 
sary, a thorough reform of these is still more necessary. · 

II.-Objective Tests. 

· 3. Conditions of a Good E~ion.-A good examination 
should satisfy certain essential conditions. It should, in the fust 
place, have validity. It should be able to measure what it seeks to 
measure. The purpose of the examination must be clesr and ex
plicit. It must be reliable ; it must efficiently measure ·what it 
does measure. It must be adequate ; it should sample sufficiently 
widely, so tha~ the resulting scores are representative of re!ati:re totl!-1 
performance m the areas measured. It should be obJective·; it 
shollld effectively eliminate the bias or subjective opinion 'of i he 
person who m~ks it.· It should be easy to administer, easy to 
mark, easy to mterpret. 
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, We suggest the introduction of such valid, reliable; adequa.te 
objeetive examinations in the universities of India at the earliest 
possible time. Without this there is danger that Indian hlgheJ 
edu~ation will fall into chaos. 

Fortunately there is a wealth of scientific work on testing, 
measurement, evalua.tion and appraisal done in the West, and es
pecially in the United States, which can help us very greatly in 
devising objective methods of testing intelligence, aptitude, achieve
ments as well as personality traits. The discovery and utilisation 
of statistical concepts and techniques have helped the growth during 
the last three decades of an elaborate science of mental measurement 
which we would do well to harness to our pressing educational needs. 
The significant work of the Committee on Measurement and Guid
ance of the American Council on Education has greatly clarified 
educational thinking on problems of testing and student counsellin~. 
The Committee's work on such projects as the American Cotmcil s 
PRychological Examination, the Cooperative Test Service, artitude 
measurements, and its extensive ri'-Bearch on Primary Menta Abili
ties are contributions of outstanding value for hlgh11r education, 
State-wide objective testing programmes for high schools and col
leges have also been worked out by several states in the U. S. A., 
notably by Iowa, Ohio, Minnescta and Wisconsin. All this material 
awaits intelligent study, modifications and adaptation to meet 
the crying nePAl of reforming our system of examinations. 

4. Examinations and the Procus of Education.-The chief 
purpose of the present examinations is not organically related to 
the actual process of education. They are a means to the giving of~ 
hall-mark of competence which employers, public and private, may 
recognise as a more or less reliable indication of the possession of 
certain intellectual and, perhaps, mo;ral qua.lities and of certain types 
of knowledge and skill. A university degree is a kind of passport 
for jobs. With the great economic pressure due to the prevailing 
poverty in the country, the insistence on a university degree as the 
minimum requirement evtn for posts of minor officials and clerks has 
put a premium on a number of evils which have come to be associated 
withtheexaminationsystem. Ithassubjectedteachingtotheexami
nation, made it almost impossible to provide true education and to 
develop wider interests, and has created temptations of cheating, 
corruption and favouritism. The obsession to l'ecure, as it were, a 
ticket in the lotte:?' of job-securing has over-shadowed the educa
tional purposes which a good examination can serve. 

We feel that tests and 11xaminations should be designed chiefty 
with educational ends in view. They should help in the choice of 
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students, in the counselling and guidance of students, in measuring 
their progress, in diagnosing present conditions and in devising 
~emedial measures and finally in assessing educational achievement. 
There are a number of such tests available and we feel that their 
introduction in India, with the necessary modification and adapta-
tion, will prove a great boon to Indian education. . 

5. Vari.ous Kinds oj Tests: Intelligence and Achievement 
Tests ; Aids in Selection and Coonselling of Students.-There are 
tests available which can help effectively in weeding out those 
who seem conspicuously to lack the general intellectual ability to 
~ope with the l\-ork ahead. Besides these tests of general ability 
there are tests which break down " general intelligence " mto a 
pattern of abilities and help in discovering a student's strong and 
weak points. These can help the student to find out the fields in 
which he is at his best and to plan his programme of work. 

Then, tests are available to measure what and how much the 
·student has learned at school or elsewhere before he came to college. 
:r'hese tests of achievement can measure knowledge of facts and 
skills in literature, science, fine arts, mathematics, history, social 
studies· and current social problems.· The discovery of a superior 
or a poor high school background can give the staff and the 
student valuable help in the choice of subjects and in emphasiz
ing certain aspects of the chosen programme. · · 

. The problem of selecting students for higher studies and of 
intelligent counselling in the·choice oftheir fields of study is of vital 
importance and should be tackled in a f?cientific way. With rapidly 
growing numbers of those receiving education, and with the inevitable 
diversification of high school education, the importance of this prob
lem will ceaselessly grow. The up.iyersities wil). perform a service. 
of national significance by applying themselves to its solution in 
right earnest. · 

For Ul!e in selection of students who are leaving school &nd seek
ing admission to colleges two types of tests have been used in con
j.ma:ction in the United States. The.qe are (I) Intelligence or 
PsychologicaV£ests .(2) Achievement Tef!ts. 

' · ·~.-.._._, .... i~~ ,·;;:; . , ·. ;., ... :. nr 

1. Intelligence Tests : The General Intelligence Tests are 
intended to evaluate native intelligence and have but slight re
ference to knowledge or skills. They seek to measure ability to 
learn .. or to adapt to new situations ... Since int<Jl!i~ence cannot.be 
-directly measured these tf>,sts attempt to measure 1t by measurmg 
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the individual's ability to react to fragments of his environment. 
Intelligence tests sample widely from fields of experience common 
to all persons subjected to the test. There always is a factual element 
involved in these tests, but it is one that is so commonly known and 
at such low level of difficlllty that all persons, with the rarest of 
exceptions, can be expected to possess it. The tests attempt to 
measure the abilities to see relationships, to infer, to ~ompare, 
to contrast, or otherwise handle this factual material. 

There are individWll intelligence tests and group intelligence 
tests. The individWll ones, which are comparatively more accurate 
tools of measurement, are mainly patterned upon the Binet-Simon 
tests prod11ced in France between 1905 and 19ll and provide a scale 
on v.hicb the persons tested can be placed at some point in a wide 
range extendmg from gcnillS to morons. The Binet scale has been 
adapted and revil'ed by many other expert.~. A notable variation 
v.as that by Terman cf Stanford University in 1916, knoWll as the 
Stanford-Revi/lion. The American army began to employ objective 
tests in World War I for the selection and assignment of men in the 
service. Group tests were deviaed anda.dministered by expert educa
tionists borrowed from the universities. The most widely used is the 
American Council on Education Psychological Examination· for ~igh 
School Students. Most colleges and universities in the Unitf>..d States 
make use of this test for admission though many have tests of their 
own. 

Apart from these tests of what is called general intelligence, 
the colleges and universities in the United States are making ex
tensive use of specific intelligence testing by means of what ate 
called "educational aptitude tests". They are tests not of know
ledge or skill hut of the ability, at a certain point of time, to acquire 
knowled~ or Fkill under proper conditions. 

· A great deal of successful work in testing aptitudes has. been 
done for various bnsinesses and industries by educational experts to 
meaaure the untrained individual's potentiality for acquiring voca
tional skills in order to make a judicious selection of their employees. 
Similar tests have been extensively used in various countries for 
re11ruitment to the various tasks in the armed forces. 

ll. Achievement Tests : These are used t.o discover the extent 
of knowledge or skill which has been acquired and retained by a 
student. Apt.itude tests di.~cover future possibilities ; achievement 
tt>sts rc\·eal past attainmE>nt. ThE>re are ~neral achievement 
tests as well as tests of achievE>ment in speciftc subject matter and 
performance areas. Tlte general battery-type of achievement 
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test hf'Jps to give a picture of the total imltructiona.l situation. It 
gives 'a· ·profile chart indicating points of strength and . weaknea&
which . cil.n be further· analysed for diagnostic and remedial work. 
There· are a number of su~h general achievement tests available at 
present covering. the principal areas of edu~ation. The Iowa Tests 
of Educational Development and the Cooperative Achievement Tests 
deserve special mention. The Iowa tests have been devised for a 
~tate-:wide ~sting pro~IlllD:e for m~as~ pupil development 
a the attamment of the ultlDlate obJectives of secondarv school 
education. They test (I) understanding of basic social concepts 
(2) ability to dv quantitative thinking (3) ability to write correctly 
(I) general proficiency in the natural sciences (5) ability to interpret 
readmg materials in the natural sciences (6) ability to intcrprei 
reading materials in the social sciences (7) ability to read litemry 
materials. (8) ability to use important sources of information (9) abi
lity· to .recognise important word me~tnings. The Cooperative 
Tests of Achievement are intended for use at the senior high school 
level and consist of tests in three phases of English and reading, and 
in the· social studies, natural sciences, and mathematics. The Co
operative Test Service was initiated by a committee of the American 
Council.on Education in 1930, made possible by a grant of $500,000, 
distributed over a period of ten years, by the General 
Education Board. It represents a widespread movement enlisting 
the cooperation of educationists in many fields and institutions 
in all pa.rtsofthe United States. Those who wish to study this 
movement in detail will find volumes devoted to an exposition and 
evaluation of the Cooperative Test Rervice listed in the bibliography 
in Appendix L. 

Th~~ .objective tests of various kil,lds for various purposes 
have distinct advantages which would justify their extensive use 
in India. Specimens are to be fowid in Appendix M. 

6. Tests as A. ids to the Teacher. and as Ckeck11 on Qualit!l of 
Work.-· B~des helping in the selectio;· and counselling of studenU!, 
tests ·ca.n.be a great help to the teache~ .. Fruitful and ·competent 
teachina depends very largely on knoWlllg' the facts of student ac
complis'lurient: To know facts one should be able to measure objec
tively. Measurement, testing and appraisal are becoming essen
tials of effective educational procedure. The teacher can make use 
of standa~d tests, informal objective examinations or an essay
type examination. The important thing is that he should satisfy 
himself that the test he gives fulfils the conditions of any ~ood exa
mina!;ion; · viz., validity, rf'liahi}ity, adequacy and objectivity. 
~tandardised t.ests are the work of subject matter and test spec~, 
are intended for wide uqe and are accompanied by nnrm8, whereas 
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the informal objactive tests are usually constructed by the teacher 
or within the local institution and are intended for local use. As a 
matter of fact, in progressive educational practice, the standardised. 
test and tlte teacher-made test should supplement each other. We 
think a great service to Indian educatiOn can he rendered if the 
Inrlia.n Ministrv of Education set up a machinery of their own, as 
well 0.8 encourage and aS!'ist universities and teschers' training 
colleges in India, to undertake the work of making r~ionalstandru;
dised tests need<~d for use in the colleges and universities in the diff
erent provinces. Tht>y should also encourage the universities to 
provide facilities for tht>.ir teachers to get acquainted with the con
cepts and techniques of objective testing and to con.~truct therr own 
tests under competent technical advice made available at each-uni
versity. If the general body of teachers in a lllliversity can he 
made to take to the use of scientific and statistical techniques in 
educational measurement, the way will have been opened for an 
objective review of the curriculum, and to a conscious improvement 
of teaching practir.e. With faiTly accurate and reliable instruments 
to measure progrc!IB, the teacher will be anxious to have definite 
goals towards which to work and his 11cores will be more generally 
usable in diminishing the excessive importance now assigned to the 
external examination award. We shall make definite recom
mendations later in this behalf. 

7. Hall-mark of Attainnumt.-While objective measurements of 
ability and achievement, and of aptitudes and interests, will render 
significant service in improving the quality of teaching and attain
ment, t.here would still remain the demand of society for a hall-mark. 
A final examination award at the completion of the first degree 
course will, we feel, be deemed necessary. The extension of the 
techniques of objective testing mav be considere-d even at this stag~?. 
All a matter of fact this is being done in ROme other countries. The 
Graduate Record Examination in the United States, inaugurated 
in 1936, as a joint experiment in testing achievement at degree and 
post-graduate levels by four univet'!!ities and the C'.amegie Founda
tion for the Advancement of Teaching is now used by many col
lt>~ and uniYemties in all the forty-eight state." of the United States 
and in the. District of Columbia, and in Alaska, Canada, Hawaii, 
Jspan, 1\lwoo, Puerto Rico ann Venezuela. But as the procesS 
of changing over to the new techniques of t-esting and appraisal 
involves ~ de~ of technical skill and preparation, we would 1'6'
commend thetr application at thia sta,"'C only nfter sufficient ,q.· 
porience h!is been g:Unt>d at the admission stage. . At this, .the (irst 
public examination, aner twf'h·e years oF schooling~ !ie would d6 
wen ·to begin ntiliaing objective ~ts as I!OOn as possibl&. . The 

Kli8Jio!Bola. · . • I · · · · ·: 
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rapidly rising numbers will soon render any other method impos
sible. 

. s . .:ldvantages of Objective Tests.-It haa been definitely es
'tablished by data based upon thousands of cases in different, insti
. tutions that the success of students in the college or univ~rsity 
can be more reliably predicted by objective tests than by any other 
type of admission examination. High school students who have 
been admit.ted to college on the psychological test c'lmhined with 
achievement tests in English, Mathematics, Social Sicence, and 
Natural Science have had the following records in the first year of 
.college work. ·The results of these tests correlate well with .achieve
ment at college. 

Place m Relative Performance 011 Tests Porcents,;e Making &tisfae
tory Grades in First Y ee.r of 

College 

%• 
Lowest quarter OT diridon 40 
Third quarter or diridon 70 
Second qnorter or diridon 80 
Highest quarter OJ' di.ridon 95 

,-. -The objectivfl test makes a wide range of ,questions possible. 
As thA student has only to make a mark, write a number, a letter, 
or a few words, fifty to one h,undred items can be answered in an 
hour's time. Such wide sil.mpiing is thus made possible that the 
result obtained is very nearly that which could be obtained if the 
perfonna.nce in the subject could be measured completely. 

By eliminating all' PfiBOnal whim and fancv, mood of the 
.moment, or widely varying standards of exp~tancy among t.he 
examiners the objective te.<Jts are immune from errors due to the· 
!!Ubjectivity of scoring. An objective t~ can be scored repeatedly ' 
by the same person without variation in the score or by a number .of 
persons without any di~agreement in the scores, The scoring can, 
indeed, be done by a machine which is not a respecter of persons .. 
No .errors or irrelevant factors can enter into the result. There is 
only one variable involved, namely, whether the a~wer is correct 
or incorrect . 
. • More time and care has to be applied in preparing objective 
.tesf;s, but time in marking is negligible compared to the long, labori
ou.~ process_ of reading and marking the written essay exami
nations. Thousands of students can be examined one day and the 
scores or marks completed the next, sparing students the strain 
of long waiting for results, and saving a good deal of time for useful 
instructional wor~. · . 
. , , The objective test not only saves time, it saves money and 
personnel as well. The administration of the examination is 
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simple and the vast array of persons now engaged for examinatioDB 
can be dispensed with. No moderators or external examiners are 
required for constructing the examination. 

The objective examination does not lend it~~elf to cramming and 
hasty preparat.ion. No preparation is possible for a .{lsychological 
or intelligence test. Preparation is what a student 18 born with 
and the use of his mind up to t.he time of testing. Achievement 
tests are so comp11'hensive in character that th"re is no such thing 
1111 " spotting " questions or <'overiug the subject in predictable 
cvcles. Past tests may be freely made available to students. If 
they score well on one tE>st, they will do well on any similar test, 
provided the students are well and normal. If th<'y fail in one, 
they are likely to fail in all similar tests. · · 

9. P08ition in the United Kingdom.-We can foresee the criti
ciRm that the use of objective tests at the university level is some
thing peculiar to America, and that in other Western countries 
notably Great Britain, universities have not been coRvinced of their 
value. As far as Great Britain is concerned the reason is fairly 
obvious. No British university. needs to use the bare marks in a 
matriculation examination as its crit-erion for admissions : and most 
candidates are admitted only after either winning a competitive 
scholarship or passing a college entrance examination which in
cludes an interview. The problem of dealing with huge DUDlbers, 
common to India and the United States, does not occur at the uni
versity level in Great Britain. There the real '3election of those 
boys and girls who are likely later on to seek admission to univer
sitias is made at the age of eleven or twelve, when all children ofth9t 
age are tested and only a small percentage are allowed to enter the 
" grammar schools " from which the university draws nearly all its 
entrants. Thia te~~ting of children, eleven or twelve years old, doe~ 
involve the problem of huge numbers, and here the use of objec
tive tests is rapidly supplanting other methotls. Most of the larger 
" l..ot"AJI Autboritie'! " now use for this pttrpo.~e standardised objec
tive tests in English, Arithmetic, and General Intelligence. Both 
countries, therefore, make use of the objective tests at the point in 
tl~eir edu<'.ational system "here the prohlem of selection from lar<~e 
numbers is most acute. In the United State.s that point is at tlie 
end of the secondarv school oourse, in Great Britain at the end of 
t.he primary school "course. 

• 
lll.-Essay Type of ExamiMtioo. 

10. P"- of E.osay-Type of Examinaiion.-In view of its many 
advantagc.s we feel that an important and Car-reaching improvelll(!nt 
in Int\ian education can be initiated by the introduction of this 
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modem technique of educational measurement and evaluation. 
·We _have, therefore, recommended a thorough study of the whole 
movement and the adaptation of its results to Indian .requirements . 

. But we 4o not wish to create the impression that objective testing 
shol]ld ,nect>.ssarily rule out·the essay-type of examination al
log~ther:. We are alive to its defects, but it has some advantages 
ltoo. It is, besides, the only method in vogue at present and 
thoroughly well known to all in the field of education. The introduc
tion of the new method of objective testing, m~surement and ap
.praisal will take some time. Even when introduced, it will, we 
£eel, have. to be supplemented by the es.'!lly-type of examination. 
~t is, therefore, essential to see that the obvious defects of this type 
are minimised as far as possible. 

The essay-type of examination which prElvails at the degree 
&t.age, as elsewhere, suffers ~om somE\ m1jor defects. It has usually 
no clearly defined purpose ; it is, t.herefore, invalid. Its sampling 
is very arbitrary and limited ~it is inadequate. Its scoring i.~ sub
jective and therefore not relis.ble. It IS maintained, however, 
by advocates of this type of examination that essay tests are easy 
to prepare and administer, that it is possible to use them for prac
tically all subjects of the curriculum and that they have values not 

· posscssPd by the objective test in as much as they call for compari
son, for interpretation of facts, for criticism, and for other forms of 
higher mental activity. · A conclusive verdict on. the comparative 
advantages and di8advantages of this type is difficult to give but it 
seems Clear that the inherent limitations of this type of examination 
have to lie carefully borne in mind. By itself this t_ype of exami
nati9n may not be expected to fulfil the basic condit10ns of a good 
test, b.ut in conjunction with more obje~ve techniques it may be 
utilised to great advantage. Moreover, until such time as.objec
tive examinations at all educational levels are evolved, thi.<~ type 
willhold the field. It should, therefore, be the concern of all educa
tio;nal orga~ations to improve this type also. This improve
Jilllli!t, we suggest, can be brou~ht about in the selection of test 
'content, in the :qaming of .questrons, and in the scoring of results. 
:'r,4e1exact purpose of the examination must be understood by both 
the examiner and .the students. The emphasis in this type of ex
fUillnation should be expre..<~Sly on thought, acute reasoning, critical 
exposition, creative interpretation and other types of mental activity 
in relation to the materials of the course. Its main concern shonld 
bo wi1h topics in)'olving relations and problems. The setter or 
modcrate>r of aJi ,'eSEay-type examination paper may, it has been 
rig"htly 'llligge~~d. well nsk alJOut ea~h. question in it: . 

' 1. Is the question concerned with important phases of the subject! 
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· . 2: if the question emp~es minor details, .are they uae'M: 
in linking up other facts,1deas, theories, involved in the subject'!.·:' 

3 .. Does the question give emphasis to evaluation oi to relational 
thinking t . . . · , 

. 4. Is the question·stated in such a way as to stimulate thought 
er challenge interest of pupils f · . . . 

5. Does the question force the pupil to integrate his ideas 
around certain interest centres 1 . . "'· 

6. Is the question stated in such a form as to force the pupil 
to sample widely into his background of fact Y 

· 7. Does the question call for any originality of thought orga-
nization and expression 1 . . · .. \. 
· 8. Does the question call for the pupil to mtegrate facts gamed, 
from different .sources t 

D. Is the question limited sufficiently that the pupil has some 
reasonable chance of writing what he really knows about it .in a 
reasonable time t 

Definite steps should al!lo be taken to minimise the other out
standing defect of the essay-type examination, mz. the subjectivity 
and the consequent inaecuracy of marking. Studies like those 
('-enducted by F. L. Kelly, J. M. Stalnaker, V. M. Sims and others 
lead to the conclusion that this traditional essay-type of examination 
can be fairly reliably scored if precautions are t.akenand the marking. 
is done under closely controlled conditions. . These must be care
fully studied by our Examination Boards and necessary steps taken 
to remedy the eviJ.l · 

IV.-Recommendations. 
11. Rerommendations Regarding Objective E:Mminations. 1. We 

recommend that a thorough study . of the scientific methods of 
.educational testing and appraisal be undertaken by the MinistrY 
of Education, and at the uruversities with a view to applying the 
results of this stutiy in Indian educational practi~. 

2. The Ministry of Education should have one or two experts. 
who are skilled in the preparation and use of objective tests !lDd who 
understand the underlying procedures and principles, preferably 
P?rsens who have a. Doctor's dew;ee in this field. This would pr~ 
Vlde an agency for centrally orgaruzed ,research of testing procedure' 

-
i GNOM (H.A). J~ {A.N.) a. Gerbori.oh (J.R.) : .v...,.,,,&wl '* 8nalololi .. ia d. 

lhtxJad...., BcAool, p. 168. 
K.Uy, Fred J., ' ~· Multo ", Cowlri6taiou 1o 1.'~ No. 68, Teaob-. Col· 

lop, Columbia Unl.....!tz. Now York, 1814 
Stalnabr, Jolm II., ' Ea.y Rnmi••oioao Reliabl,y Beod ",In BeAoal-~ ii.,_' -so. 11137. . ' 
SU..., Vomor Martlu," Tho Objooth17, RoU.bi1ity and Volidlty of aa ~ 'Banlfv&i.,.. 

GNdocl b,r Ratio&", ill JOW'ItlJj of 84MDaJ ~••I .ReNGrcA. Oo&oblr.lQ37. · 
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and a place· where local results in universities might be pooled, and 
f!~m which advice and assistance could be sought by the univer-
Situis. • 

. 3. Each university should have a permanent full time Board of 
Examiners with a small staff of assistants who can do c1ericai and 
IOntine work. .All the members of the Board, which need not 
eiceed three in number, should have at least five years' teaching 
experience and at least one should be a highly expert person in 
the field of testing and statistics. · 

. . 
The two chief functions of the Board of Examiners would be : 
(a) Advising the university or college instructional staff concern

ing techniques in devising and constructing objectivetestsfortheir 
class examinations and providing criteria and material for the 
periodic revision of the curriculum. 

. (b) Making periodic and thorongh inspections by use of pro
gress tests in affi.lia.ted colleges, which..should be required to main
tain certain ac:\d.emic standards in addition to the quantitative 
criteria now required for l!ffiliation. · 

The teaching staff in the different areas of subject-matter, who 
are thoreughly familiar with the materials in the lectures and courses 
would, of course, be responsible for assembling the items to be cover
ed by the tests. They would have the technical advice of the 
Board of Examiners in constructing the tests and in interpreting 
possible results and deviations. The Board would reproduce them 
in the quantities desired, set and give the examinations, score them 
and announce results. 

Where would the experts for the tel!ting service be fouhd ? 
There would be at least three sources : 

(a) Some qualified persons are Jl,-yailable at the present. The 
Commission encountered some in the course of its visits to the uni

. versities. More may be available and 'their services should be 
~tilised }n this connection. · · ' · 

(b) A group, which would be sufficient to direct Examination 
Boards a~ all universities, could be developed by intensive prepara
tion and seminars over a period of six months. For this purpose; 
we might enlist the services of competent experts in the field from 
other countries. 

(c) The Government of India could also provide scholarships 
for Indians in American universities and train the requisite munber 
of experts,. · 
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3. We would n>commend that a battery of psychological and 
achievement tests be developed for use \'lith higher seconda.rv 
school students for the final test at the end of twelve years of sehoof
ing. This will, together with other relevant information, serve 
the purpose of an admission examination to the first degree couxse 
at the university. The American Council on Education Cooperative 
Psychological nnd General Achievement Tests. would serve as a 
model from which to build a satisfactorv basis of selection of Indian 
students; That service is adapted for the twelfth grade~ This 
Commission is now recommending twelve grades as preparatory to 
oollege or univl'rsity work in India. · 

4. We recommend that a set of objnctive progress tests for 
guidance and for evaluating class-room progres11 should also be 
developed immediately. 

The test.s would :have to be developed de novo for our use. They 
would need to be set U"{l in the language which is used as the medium 
of instruction and Indian norms developed. Norms are est!lblished 
by usin~ the proposed tests on a considerable segment of a typical 
populatiOn of students and discovering the performance of a thousand 
or more students, 

These will be scattered over a sur£ooe of normal frequency. 
The avera~te or mean performance will become a standard of com
parison for calibrating the tests. This is the same method that 
insurance companies use in figuring their tsbles of mortality. The 
norms for l'ach test in the Amt>rican ·Council batterv ·were based 
upon the records of approximately 6,000 students m twenty-five 
oollcges. We do not think that it is wise to attempt to establish 
national norms in India with the diverse conditions of language and 
other factors, except as a very long range project. -However; all 
India~ universities have sufficient student population to set up 
quickly local or provincial norms. This has proved to be the best 
policy in the Unitf'd States. 

No great risk would be encountered in setting up an immediate 
projl'ct in objective t-f'llts in this country. The teRts in the United 
Ststes which would supply modele represent ovl'r thirty years of 
work and .. cil'ntific l'x:(lerimentati<'n, the expenditure of millions of 
dollars and wide apphcation in many fields. Objective tests are 
'being successfully employed in job analysis and personnel selection 
in many large bu~iness enterprise!' and were u.qed bv the Uni tl'd 
Stattts Army and Navy in assi!!fllng personnel in two World Wars; 
and are now in nse in selecting material for officer training as well 
aa admillllion to the 1\filitarv Academv and tho Naval .AcadfniV. 
There are many educational tests, beside the ones dttscribed here 
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being extensively ut:ed. The College Entrance Examinatio:h Bimrd 
of the United States which is a national agency of. high. r(ipute 
administering entrance or matriculation examinatioq;'' now offers· 
testing opportunities for admission to American collegeS and univer-
sities in 500 centres in different parts of the world. · · · • 

. India may derive all the benefits of the costly ~~ri~u ex
perience at little expense and without great difficulty .. 

For purposes of admission to college and, ,university, 
the tests should be accompanied with· much additional infor
mation and interviews with students when conditions make this 
possible. It is desirable to get an educational pro:fi.M·or each' stu-· 
dent by assembling all information pertinent to his record and pos
sibility of success in college. The Secondary School' Cumulative 
Record Form in the U.S.A. provides for the recording of.the follow
ing items: name; religion; sex; date of birth; l!Ulntal :age; 
chronological age ; mtelligence quotients ; school grades achieved ; 
~chool grades attended; all.hievement test and school marks ; height 
3nd weight ; photogra.~;h ; schools attended ; record of attendances 
and absences ; causes of absence ; disCipline ; unusual accomplish
rnents ; mental emotional, and physical experiences ; extra-curri
cular experienc!ls, athletic and non-athletic ; clubs and offiot>.s ; voca
tional experiences; educational plans; educational recommendations; 
vocational and professional preferences ; interests reports ; special 
defects; health ; mental hygiene ; social adjustments and home con
ditions ; personality ratings ; and measurements.. Information 
on these items is recorded for each calendar year in such a way tl.a.t 
the progress of the pupil can be traced easily across the record· 
form.~ 

• 
· . 12. R~mendations f?F the Correction of Et>ils. noW Existing 
in the Examination System.-Pendip.g the development of objec7 . 
tive tests, there are definite steps which could be thlren to ·relieve. 
much that is defective and vicious in the present ex:armination sys-
tem. ·· 
,_ ~ 

., 

· · · We offer these recommendations, some of which b.ave been: re: 
peatedly suggested by former Commissions and Conmiittees, and 
most of which were strenuously urged by witnesses appearing li~· 
:fore. this Commission. . . · · · ... : 

. . 
~ . ' . . ; . . ' •. . . . 
· .. : 't Vida ICxo.,;,.tioM cmd lieir Svl..tilulea miAe U nikd StM.•, by I.Z.: Kandel, Prof.;..,. of 
JCduORtion, Corombla University, p. 143, published by the Carnegie Foundawm for the Ad-
-~.,.t of Teaching, New York, 1936. . . . , . , , ·; 
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1. A university degree should not be required for government 
admiiDstrative services. Special · state examinations for recruit~ 
ment to the various services should be organised and should be 
-open to whosoever cares to take them. That tliis may not un
duly add to the work of the Service Commissions, a small deposit 
may be prescribed for the privilege of taking the examination, and 
-oandidates satisfying a certain minimum standard of achievement 
may be entitled to a refund. This would remove one of the chief 
ilvila of the educational system. 

2. No credit is, at present, given for classwork in coursesex
-oept sometimes in the case of practical work. It was strongly urged 
by a ho~>t of witnesses including teachers, students and outsiders 
that such credit should be given. We feel that it will be conducive 
to efficiency both in teaching and learning. It will make it possible 
to spread the work uniformly during the academic year and the 
very common practice of working at high pressure in the last 1ew 
months immediately preceding the examination, which is noto
riously responsible for undermining student health and causing 
severe nervous strain, will be effectively discouraged. 

We recommend, therefore, that one third of the marks allotted 
to each subject be reserved for work done during the course of 
instruction and that this be adopted forthwith in the teaching 
universities for the B.A. and B.Sc., M.A. and M.Sc. examinations. 
The affiliating universities should also take immediate steps to 
-evolve a method of more or less uniform marking for this internal 
award at the affiliated colleges. An effective machinery for .the 
supervision and inspection of affiliated colleges to insure unifor
mity of standards should be devised. In post-graduate eo\U'Bes, 
·term papers could be required as a part of this course credit. 
·The prugress test<J which we have recommended above . will be of 
p.1t use in tbis connection. 

3. Three years will be involved for the first; degree. It is not 
desirable that all that work should be subjected to one examination 
at the end of the period. That would entail unnecessary mental 
strain. Sections of the course which are more or less self-contained 
can be made the subject of periodical examinations spread over the 
three years' duration. A scheme of such self-contained units of 
work should be prepared by each university and the student should be 
required to pass in all the units before getting the degree. Exa
mination should as far as possible be given in compartments, sub
ject-wise and time-wi!'le. A beginning m this connection can be 
made with gmeral education courses suggested in the chapter on 
Courses of Study. 
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4. Examiners should be selected with great care. No one 
should serve as an examiner in a subject which he has not taught for 
at least :five years. ' 

; Three years should be the limit of continuous service as an ex
ternal examiner for the first degree examination. Mter a break 
of three years, service may be permitted again.· 

· 5. Every examining authority should have a careful study 
made of the work done in other countries to discover methods of 
minimising the outstanding defect of the essay-type examination, 
the subjectivity of ma:rking ; and should take all necessary pre
cautions to see that marking is done under closely controlled con
ditions. 

6. The st-andards for success at the examination should, as 
far as possible, be uniform in the various universities and should be 
raised. We suggest that a candidate should get 70% or more marks 
to secure a first class, 55 to 69% for a second and at least 40% 
for a third. The students will be arrange.d iri alphabetical order 
in each of the three classes. 

7. In view of the other recommendations made by us, especially 
the one requiring due regard being paid to·work during the course, 
we recommend that the system of awarding grace-marks be 
abolished for the first degee and all higher examinations. 

8. Vive-Voce e~minations should be employ~d only forpost
graduate ~nd professional degrees. They should be designed, how
ever, to test the candidates competence in the fundament-als of the 
field of st~dy to w4ich th{l problem of his research belongs. 1 
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1.-l ntroilutJtion. 

1. Functions of a University.-Edu~p.tion of the youth' an:cj the 
discovery of new truth are the principal functions of universities. 
The boys and girls of today are the matured citizens of tom()rrow. 
An educated citizenry, according to Edmund Burke, are a greater 
defence to a democratic country than a vast standing army~: The 
revelation ()f new knowledge by research not only enriches hman 
life in the intellectual realm but is the chief arm of technical and 
economic development of a nation. Of the end-product.<J, of the 
university,. the education of the individual should .take priority • 
.As knowledge increases, the mere task of transmitting the accumu~ 
lations of the past to the on-coming generations becomes morediffi-



cult , . and important in spite of libraries, archives and 
museums. Ignorance is an enemy more formidable than Antreus, 
the giant wrestler of old, who came up after each fall strengthened 
by mother Earth. Hercules could destroy him _by stra~ation in 
the air but ignorance is an implacable enemy to human freedom and 
happiness which is not so easily destroyed. It is an antagonist to 
all man's progress which perpetually returns as fast as it is conquered. 

2. Teaching Youth Most Important Task of Univeraity.-.Univer~ 
sities are conglomerations of human and physical elements. but the 
student is the most precious of these. Buildings and equipment 
are necessary, a competent staff more vital still, but these are means, 
the student properly equipped to live and take}$ place in a democra
tic society is the consummation most devoutly to be wished for. The 
emancipation of young minds, the awakening of the consciousness of 
personal dignity, and the consecration of fresh recruits to the cause 
of human progress and service,-here is the greatest task of the 
~niversity. There is no more solemn du~y on earth than the train-
mg and development of the human soul. · 

The student is not created for the university but the university 
exists for the student and, therefore, it must spare no effort . and 
omit no devices which msy promote the fullest and most complete 
realization of the students' possibilities on all planes, physical, 
intellectual and spiritual. Education in a university l<hould be for a 
student a source of interestand enjo;rment, whatever be his speciality; 
every student should develop an mtellectual habit, an attitude of 
-mind, a temper of social behaviour. · · 

3. This Cliapter Depoted to -Welfare of Studems.-In other 
chapters of this report we dealt with techniques and elements which 
are designed to promote scholarship and intellectual achievement. 
Elsewhere, we treat of the necessity of religious instruction. Here 
we shall stress thoss matters which relate particularly to the physical 
welfare of our young men and women in the colleges and the universi
ties, the preservation and development of strong bodies, the fo~tion 
and cultivation of correct habits, the exercise of wholesome corporate 
life, debatin~, recreation. of both the mental and the physical being, 
and the mamtenance of good conduct and the methods of self
discipline. The following suggestions may be considered for J.lfOoo 
rooting health, physical education, ·military training, desirable livmg, 
corporate life, social service, good habits, discipline and the best 
welfate of students in all aspects. . 

11.-Selection of &udents . . 
• We.have alread;r made_ allusion to the numbers of studenta 

who:are going to uruversities who do not have the ability to profi.' 
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. by such an opportunity, and w~ have pointed out the heavy mortality 

. and great wastage which result. A word of caution is in place here. 
It should not be inferred that too large a part of those of college 

_age are going to colleges and universities in our country-quite the 
contrary. The percentage of the population receiving higher edu

. cation here is lower considerably than in most countries in the 
West. For example, in 1946-47, there were 20,78,095 resident 
students in the colleges and universities of the United States out 

-of a population of less than 15,00,00,000 while here there were 
2,41, 794 enrolled in our universities, including constituent ar.d affiliat
ing colleges, out of a population of 32,00,00,000 people. That is, 
in the U.S.A., there are more than eight times as many students . 
enrolled in higher education than here, out of a population probably 
less than half of ours. Even this comparison is deceptive in 
that more than half the Indian university stu dents are in the inter
mediate courses, which should he given in the high schools. The 
situation calls both for more educational opportunity and for better 
selection of students. There are many students in our universities 
.who cannot or will not profit by the experience, but many more 
outside who should and would profit by the opportunity. 
. · 4. Principles of Selection of Students.-W e- are recommendi.ni!: 
elsewhere the use of Achievement Tests. The examim. tion recorll 
cannot be reguded as a completely ~<atisfactory criterion of a 
student's ability. We, therefore, recommend the adoption ot these 
'tests in an increa~il'.g measure. These tests have· a guidance value 
which will enable us to make a better selection of students who 
apply for admission, and will help us tO place them in the fields for . 
which they have aptitudes. Further, general education courses in · 
the high schools and at the admission stage of the university will 
have a diagnostic value as students can explore their abilities ove-,: 
the chief areas of knowledge before taking up a special aubject 
for a degree. More of the unfit will be el.imi!!ated and the students 
will be better adjusted to their courses, thus r_educing wastage. 

5. ()ppurtunity slwulil be based on Ability, Character and lndust
rg.-In broad outline, the policy of selection should be based upon 
the desirability of giving to each boy and girl who has the intellectual 
and physical powers, the character· and habits and the industry to 
improve . these, every possible opportunity to realize his or her 
other ambitions. Not only do individual success and happiness 
require this, but social welfare cannot other;vise be safeguarded in 
a democratic society. 

6. Gommuoobism an.d Fa'IJQUritism to be banned.-Elsewhere we 
have discussed the unfortunate effects of communalism, the system of 
quotas, and discriminatory practicel!t in the admission of students 
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· ~ universities and colleges. It cannot be made too emphatic that 
we think all universities should be free and their advantages e9.ually 
available to the deserving, and the disintegrating tendenCies of 
communalism and all forms of favouritism banished. .AIJ.y other 
course is a denial, at least in part, of the conception of a university. 
The Declaration of Human Rights adopted by the United Nations 
last December has a claUl!e " There shall be equal access to higher 

·education on the basis of merit. " 
7. Scholarships wiU Equalize Opportunity.-We have recommend

ed a large number of scholarships which will make it possible 
for boys and girls, whose resources are so slender that they cannot 
afford the rather large expeU!!e of higher education, to enjoy the 
privilege without discrimination. A large number of those best 
qualified to benefit by education, who are not in the universities, or 
who have entered and have been compelled to drop out, are those 
who have been frustrated by financial difficulties. 

In the first degree stage, every university should do its utmost 
to offer as .wide a variety of courses as possible. The cost of living 
has become such that many students cannot afford education except 
at institutions located in the vicinity of their homes, and each uni
versity should endeavour to serve as many of these yonng people 
as its resourees will permit. Students, tvell qualified to go elsewhere, 
should not be denied education becaUl!e of accident of birth or loca
tion. 

On the 'post-graduate, professional, and advanced research 
levels, where the expeU!!e becomes highest and the students are 
relatively few, there is need for s~iulization and correlation as 
between different institutions. At these levels there must be divi
·sion of service among the. universities and colleges and dupliC,!ltion 
of courses should be avo1ded. · 

III.--Scholarskip Examinatiotls. 
8. Scholarships for Meritorious Btudent&.-It hM been represented 

to us that there are a number of brilliant but extremely poor students 
who cannot proceed to intermediate colleges and universities for 
want of adequate funds. Even when some of them manage to come 
up to the university, they have to take up private tuitions or other 
wo~k. to {lilY for their living and tuition fees at the univers!ty. This 
p081tion 18 unfortw1ate and should not be allGwed to contmue. No 
really brilliant student should be prevented, on grounds of poverty 
alone, from pursuing his academic career, and it should be the duty 
of the State to provide for his education and niaintenance, both at 
~he intermediate college and at the university. It should be the 
task of the universities to discover and give opportunity to the gifted 
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members of the COIDillunity. For this purpose we recommend the 
.ipstitUtion of scholarship examination~ at which the poor .but bright 
student:! should compete _for scholarships.. A kind of " scholarship 
Iad~er_ should be proVIded to enable talented students to climb 
their ·way from the school ·to the end of their university career. 
'.rhese .scholarship examinations should aim at selecting· candidates 
-mainly with a view to promise of future development and achieve
ment, greater importance being attached to evidence of ability than 
to bulk of acquired material. These scholarships should not be of 
the value of Rs. 16 or Rs. 20 as at present, but should cover the 
student 's fees as well as his cost of living at the university ; their 
value should be about Rs. 60 at an intermediate college and Rs. 80 at 
the university. Merit alone should be the criterion for the award 
of these scholarships. A ' Means Test ' should be applied only after 
the results of the examination are published. It is possible that some 
students who can well afford their education will also appear at these 
examinations ; they should not be discouraged ; but if they win these 
scholarships, they should be given a simple token award in recogni
tion of their merit. 

Admissions to the benefits of ~varsities of people who have 
been hitherto excluded by their social position or income inust no 
longer be denied. The social cleavages betwee::t the rich and the poOr 
should not be emphasized by this procedure if awards are based upon 
merit. To subsidize poverty is to penalize it. These scholarships 
are not intended to compensate poverty but to help real ability. 

IV.-Health, 

. : Health, both physieal and mental, is basic and essential to all 
individual and social welfare. The oft-qupted precept of the Roman 
writer Juvenal, "Mens sana in curpore- sano "-" a sound mind 
in a sound body " may be thread-bare, but it is as true today as it 
was two milleniums ago. In a BenS\l it is true. that the mental vigour 
and spirit of a people are conditioned by its state of physical health. 

, . Good health is dependent on a mul~tude of factors, but the 
most important are :- · 
· · . · (a) Medicalca~e, both preventive-and remedial. 
- , _. ((;) Suflicient food of the right kinds. . . \ . 
>· - ·.(c):.Recreation• 
: ·;· ' (d) fetsonal habits. · . · . · 

. ; ";.All. 9f these a.re'especially signifieant for young people who are 
stAL growing and w_ho. ·8.J:t!. f~rmin_g their life hab!ts. The health 
J>l:~~e of a .colle~e or s uruverSlty must emph&SIZe these factors. 

•' - . . 
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9. (a) Medical Oare.-The problem of medical care on a campus 
derives in lar~e degree from the status of the nation. This status may 
be best ex_plamed by an excerpt from the Report of the H ealtb Suroey 
and DeveWpment OommitiR.e concerning the incidence of diseases. 
This report says : " At least l 00 million persona truffer from malaria 
every year, and the annual mortality for which the disease is responsi
ble, e1ther directly or indirectly, is about 2 millions. About 2·5 
million active cases of tuberculosis exist in the country and 600,000 
deaths take place each year from this cause alone. _The common 
infectious diseases, namely cholera, smallpox and phigue, are also 
responsible for a large amount of morbidity and mortality, ·the 
extent of which varies from year to year. Among the different 
countries of the world for which statistics are avails.ble, India ranks 
high as one of the largest reservoirs of infection in respect of all the 
threa. These and the other two are all preventible diseases and their 
incidence should ho.ve been brought under effective control long ago. 
In addition, endemic diseases, such as leprosy, filariasis, guinea
worm, and book-worm diseases, are responsible for a considerable 
amount of morbidity in the country, although their contribution to 
mortality is relatively small. "1 . 

The university and the college draw their student bodies from 
a cross-section of the population and, in the light of the above facts, 
it is little short of criminal to permit yo~ people to mingle in the 
close contacts of college life without taking the steps which are 
necessary to promote health and check the spread of conta.gious 
diseases. 

10. Medical Examination.-· Most universities and colleges visited 
'by the CommiSRion claimed to have some kind of physical check-up 
with preventive and corrective measures but it is fair to say that 
these programmes, with a few exceptions, exist largely on paper 
and the authorities frankly admit that the administration of them is 
a fiction. 

All students, both men and women, should be given a complete 
free physical examination at matriculation time, and periodically 
afterwards at least once &·year. 

In residential universities which have Medical Colfegea, the 
health programme for students, including the administration of 
physical examinations, would not be difficult. A full-time doctoJ 
with administrative as well as technical ability should be designated 
aa the University Physician and part of the resources of the hospita.l 
made available tor student care and service. This would require a 

1 VoL IV, pp. ll, S. 
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dispensary open at regular hours each day. for students, wards for 
stu,9.ents requiring hospitalization, services of technicians, nurses 
and ~- The dema~d would, of course, become heavy in times of 
epidemics. . . 

The University Physician would be responsible for the administ
ration of the physical examination. It might be necessary to secure 
the assistance of outside doctors or technicians at the time of the 
physicalexamination& · 

11. Each University must have a Hospital.-In any university 
which does not have a Medical College, it is necessary to set up a 
hospital or infirmary with a competent staff of doctors, technicians, 
and nurses under a Head Physician. An affiliating college would 
not always have the resources for supporting a complete student 
health service. Colleges located in district towns, could avail them" 
selves of the District Health Centre, which would co-operate in giving 
physical examinations and some other assistance in student medical 
care. 

, 12. Mofussil Colleges oould bring Docturs from City for PhysicDJ 
Ex-aminations.-A t.niversity or a college outside the cities or district 
towns would find it necessary to employ a medical staff which would 
require to be enlarged by bringing out a team of doctors from the city 
during the period of matriculation and physical examination, which 
would last a week or ten days. 

The Honourable Minister of Health of the Government of India, 
Raj1rumari ~it Kaur, expressed to us the opinion that physical 
examinations should be required of all students, and preventive 
inoculations- should be administered. She testified further· that 
at least one whole-time doctor for each inStitution is indispensable •. 

A statement of his medical history should be required of each 
student previous to the physical examination, and clearance by the. 
physical examination should be a require~ent for matriculation. 

· 13. Treatment of Students with Infectious Diseases.--Students 
suffering from infectious, chronic or endemic diseases should be denied 
matriculation, unless the univ.ersity has available facilities for isolat
ing and treating those who may have curable diseases. 

. 
14. Vaccinations and Inoculations required.-We recommend 

that all students be required to be vaccinated against smallpox and 
inoculated against cholera, typhoid and plague. These can be 
handled rapidly in large numbers by a. single technician or properly 
trained nurse, approximately two hundred per hour. 
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We reiterate that the omission of these recommendations is 
nothing short of inhumanity to the afllicted students, and a social 
menace to the other students. We recognize that there is a.great 
shortage of doctors in India, but most of the work may be done by 
nurses and technicians under the supervision of one doctor. . . 

15. Staff Members slwuld be examined.-All stall' members and 
employees of nni:versities and colleges, especially those han~ .food, 
should be exammed when first engaged and the latter periodically 
thereafter at least once a year. 

Students should be instructed to report illness to the in.fi.rmary 
or to the university physician. In co-educational institutions there 
should be a woman doctor who can care for girls. In small co-educa
tional colleges which are unable to provide a woman doctor, the 
Director of Women's Physic:U Education can make phy~ical exami
nations and check on the health of the women students. 

16. Medical Histury and Records of students slwuld be kept.
The medical history and record of all students should be kept on 
cards and filed in the hospital and also in the registrar's or the princf
pal's office as the case may be.. One of the duties of the health 
departm~t should be to furnish excuses of absence because of illness 
or physical disability. This applies to regular class attendance and 
to physical education and military drill. Physically unfit students 
should not be required to take physical education and drill. An 
important but often neglected service of a university health depart
ment is keeping parents or guardians informed when students are 
seriously iU. No major operations should be undertaken without 
the approval of parents and guardians, except in grave emerjjrencies. 

17. Treatment of Physical and Metital Defects.-If students, 
when examined are found to have serious defects, either of a physical 
'or mental nature, they should be refused matriculation, or records 
should be made and corrective measures undertaken. Defects of 
eyes, eare, speech, adenoids, tonsils, etc., mental disturbances, should 
be noted and therapeutics applied when possible. Emotional 
instability can wreck a student's scholastic success as effectively 
!'8 physical illness. Mental hygiene should take an importa,nt place 
m student care. 

18. &nitation.-Sa.nitation has a significant place in preventive 
medicine. The health service should include inspection of the 
campus, buildings, hostels, water supply and off-campus residences. 
Breeding ~laces of mosquitoes and other disease-carrying insects 
and parasites should be treated. Empty cans and other debris 
should be removed and grounds kept clean. Hawkers and food 
vendors should be licensed and their goods inspected. 
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. Many colleges, we found, do not offer convenient and sanitary 
rest rooms. In some places the' water supply is not purified. Inspec
tion and sanitary measures should be rigorously enforced on all 
campus-:s! and the health department should make regular reports 
on conditions. 
. 19. (b) NutritiOn cr Proper Food.-The Honourable Minister of 
Health of the Government of India told the Commission that mal
nutrition in some form or another extended to approximately 80 
percent of the population. 

The Indian Research Fund Association has set up a Nutrition · 
Advisory Committee under the chairmanship of the Public Health 
Commissioner of the Central Government. The Secretary of the 
Committee is the Director of the Nutrition Research Laboratories at Coonoor. 

This Committee holds strongly to the view that health is not 
only concerned with disease and its prevention but is likewise 
dependent upon a stro.IJ.g and vigorous population which can only be 
developed through improved nutrition. . 

The Committee's Report says : 
" The modern public health movement is not concerned solely 

with the prevention of disease. It has the broader aim of creating 
an environment in which each individual can develop his potentiali
ties fully and completely. This is particularly true as regards nutri-

. tion. Malnutrition produces states of ill-health and lowered physical 
efficiency, short pf actual disease, which ·are perhaps more important, 
beeause more widespread than dist-ase itself. Numerous investi
gations among school children in India have shown that a large · 
percentage of children are in a poor state of' nutrition, with consequent , · 
impairment of physical and mental growth. Again, in the adult 
population the ill-effects of malnutrition are widely evident in the 
shape of a low level of general health and reduced capacity for ~ork. . 
On the other side, the striking. improvement in the condition of 
army recruits, which takes place after a· few months of abundant 
and satisfactory feeding, is highly significant. 

" The positive aspects of the campaign for improved nutrition. 
must be strongly emphasized. Freedom from disease is one thing; 
abundant health is another. The goal to be aimed at is the creation 
of a healthy and vigorous population. " 1 

' . 
The student popUlation at the university level probably re

presents a better fed group on the average than the population out-
' QaoHd iD tile .R6porl qf lhe Health 8"""!1 mod ~ o-m«teo, Vol. n. 

P· ee, 
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side bnt the same characteristics apply, though to a somewhat less 
extent. 

20. Dietafty Deficiencies must be Clm'eded.-Eleewhere in this 
Cha:pter we discuss food facilities for students and advocate the 
placmg of trained dieticians in dining halls and feeding establish
ments. We reiterate this here with the observation that many 
students are suffering from ~demouriehment and malnutrition. 
which must be corrected if mental and physical efficieQ.cy is to be 
elevated. Studies show conclusively that the · principal dietary 
deficiencies are proteins, mineral salts and vitamins. The rapid 
response of army recruits to abundant food of the right kind, already 
cited, proves beyond a doubt. that college students are susceptible 
to quick improvements. It is easily possible to build up the bodies 
of resident students. In the case of students living in off-campus 
lodgings, unless proper food is provided, such places should be drop
ped from the approved list. This calls for regular periodic inspection. 
In this connectJOn, all persons handling food, both in hostels and 
off-campus dining halls, should be subjected to physical examina
tions, and no one with infectious disease should be employed or 
permitted to continue if they become infected. We visited 
kitchens which were insanitary and unfit for the J;>reparation of 
wholesome food. Likewise there is a lack of convement lavatories 
in some places. where the food-handlers can keep themselves clean. 

21. Rigid lnspection8 required of Loilgi'll!Js, Dini'll!J lloom8 aml 
Kitchei18.--Lodgings, dining rooms and kitchens are seldom sanitary 
unless there are regular and rigid inspections. Vice-Chancellom 
and principals should require weekly reports on mattem of this kind 
~d take prompt remedial action when occasion demands. 

22. Meals at reawnabk cost suggested for cert4in studetlt8.-Even 
the above measures cannot improve the health and living conditions 
of all students. Many students suffer from poverty, sometimes in an 
extreme form. They do not receive adequate food at home or they 
are strul(gling for an education on insufficient means of their own. 
We would suggest that in colleges where a considerable proportion of 
the students are poor or are living on slender resources, the noon meal 
oould be furnished to studt>.nts who are non-resident. This meal 
would be of a character suited to the dietary needs and served at· a 
very reasonable charge. Such a programme would have to be 
subsidized. These meals could be served under a ooupon system 
and coupons issued free to needy and worthy students as a echolar• 
ship. Neither the Centre nor the Provincial Governments could 
make a better use of grants For any other purpose. 
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23. l(ree qantee'11s at M ysore.-Such a plan is already in operation 
at the Umvers1ty ofMysore. Free Canteens have been set up in most 
of the colleges of the University for the benefit of students whose lack 
of means ]Jlquires them to go for long hours of working time without 
food and nourishment. The Government of Mysore makes a grant 
of Rs. 10,000 in the annual budget for these Canteens. Canteen 
Committees are set up in the various colleges for administration of 
these projects in the best interest of needy students. It is reported 
that the plan has been working satisfactorily and even better resnlts 
lire expected when the supply of food is increased in this country. 
These Canteens are free but we wonld suggest that the plan 
adopted in other universities and colleges, and a reasonable charge 
of: a few annas be made, so as not to pauperise the students. 

. 24. (c) Recreation and Physical Education.-Physical Education 
and games are dealt with here under one caption because they are 
closely related although some colleges and universities in India have 
organized them separately. The concept of physical education as 
exercise for muscnlar development through Boor work, calisthenics, 
swinging clubs, lifting weights, associated only with such sports as 
boxing and wrestling, should be allied with a broader programme of 
play and games.. This is a trend all over the world. The purely 
gymnastic physical education once attracted considerable interest as 
a form of exhibition of strength and daring feats, but it was never 
as well adapted to wholesome benefit and interest of the masses of 
students as properly directed games and .outdoor recreation.· In 
fact, the Commission saw more t,han one.exhibition of the old type as 
it toured the universities, but found intra-mural games to be a neg
lected area of education. The reasons for this are many and its 
importance wonld seem to justify some analysis and evidence. The 
Chief Inspector ()f Physical Education, Govermnent of Madras; 
mote to the CommiMion : . . 

" Whether programmes of health, phjsical education and recrea
tion (games and sports) should be sponsored by the universities for 

· the students in the universities and colleges, and how these program
mes should lie introduced and developed are questions which have 
recently engaged the attention of university authorities, the Inter
University Board and the Govermnents, both at the Centre and in 
<the Province. If no definite action has been taken, it is partly due 
·to the many academic problems universities are facing, and partly 
to over-emphasis on intellectual ednc;a~ion and examinations, ~ut 
-mainly due to the fact that a recogmhon of the place of physiCal 
education, games and sports in the scheme of university education 
is not yet comprehended and taken for granted." 
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:A.n ex-Principal of a Government College testified : 

" Give students ample opportunities for activities under sympa
thetic guidance. 'Frustration' should be met by opportunities for 
' expression ' in, several directions. There is hardly any attention· 
paid to tine arts, drama. music, games and sports. Facilities are 
quite inadequate and there is not enough diversity in those that 
are provided." 

In reply to the Commission's Questionnaire, the Patna Univer
sity said in part, regarding Physical Education : 

" (a) The present arrangements are not satisfactory. The 
hostels have no grounds of their own and have no funds to 
provide for games or make arrangements for physical 
education. The college hostels are able to take advan
tage of the facilities provided by the college but the 
outlying hostels are denied this. Even if funds and 
fields were made available, the small number of stu
dents living in these hostels would make organized 
games impossible. 

(bj The conditions for students not residing in hostels are 
much worse. Students hav«\ to be in the college from 10 
A.M. to 4 P.M. and they do not take any lunch during the 
college hours. They return to their homes after college 
for a much needed meal, and get no time to come back 
again for games. No provision can be made for students 
scattered all over a big town." 

In response to the question, " Are you in favour of compulsory 
·physical education and games ¥", the reply was" Yes, for all who 
are medically fit." 

The Osmania University replying to the question, ... Are you 
satisfied with the present arrangements for physical education and 
games in the universities.!" nnswered: "No. There are various 
deficiencies like the absence of good coaches, the poverty of the 
students (which makes it necessary for the university to supply 
them with sticks, bats and even boots) and the little attention be
sto\\ed on games especially, during the school stages. Physical in
atruction, wherever compuslory, seldom takes into account the fact 
that in some cases it may be harmful (and the same with games). On 
the other hand, if these are not compulsory, the general backward
ness and lack of interest is sure to result in few taking :part in suc-h 
activities. The whole of these activities requires being co-ordinated 
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v~ry clo~y with ~e?lcal examinatiol!- and the regulation even of 
diet. While there lll difficulty always w1th regard to the non-resident 
students, even those who are resident in hostels do not take sufficient 
interest in games and sports. The university has itself to devote 
more attention to this side of the life of students, and to associate its 
teaching staff with the students on the fields." 

With reference to compulsory physical education and games, the 
preference of Osmania was that either physical instruction or games 
should be compulsory " from the first to the fourth year ". 

The above are typical expressions of opinion and testimony. 
One other may be cited here. The Report of the Co-ordinating 
Committee of Allahabad, Lucknow and Agra Universities on the topic 
of Physical Training stated : 

" In the opinion of the Committee 
(a) arrangements for physical training are inadequate ; 
(b) such arrangements as exist are not efficiently worked; 
(c) no attention appears to have been paid to the question of 

nutrition and the provision of a balanced diet. 

It is desirable that a Physical Culture Institute should be set u.P 
at one or other university centre, and better financial provision lll 
ne~ed for adequately organizing physical training."1 

25. Deficiencies of Physical Education.-To summarize the de
ficiencies of Physical Education, in general, we may say there is lack 
of interest both on the part of the students and the authorities, in
sufficient .trained personnel, dearth of play-grounds and equipment, 
poverty of students, absence of organiza"j;ion, poor types of .pro
gramme, small variety of games, conflict with academic work, and in
convenience of time. These seem to be the most recurrent obstacles.· 

Some way must be found to ovm'COme these deterring factors. 
It is hardly necessary to dwell here upon the importance of organiz
ed physical training and games. Man is one being and cannot be 
educated in artificial segments. His mental and moral nature is 
interlocked with his physical well-being-. 

26. Suggestion for the Improvement of Physical Education and 
Gamea-Very little improvement can be accomplished without more 
expert leadership in the realm of physical training and games. The 
prestige and importance ofthiswork are not established here. The 
professional status and pay of P}lysical Education personnel should 
be recognized as on a par with academic instruction. · -

J. Vide Chapter .VIU of the Roport of the Committee, p. 41. 
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27. Degree CO'UA'ses in Physical Ed1.1£.fltion.-W e recommend that 
degree courses in Physical Education be set up in certain universities. 
There should be at least one such degree course in each Province. 
There are now half a dozen Professional Colleges or Institutes of 
Physical Education, chiefly in the large cities, but these are not on the 
university level and are not affiliated with the univeniities. 

There was some opinion expressed against such course& in ow
testimony, but this seemed to be based largely on mistaken concep
tions, such as that the question involves courses to be required of aU 
students, or that there is insufficient scope for such training. 

:ZS. Dearth of Teackers of Physical Edtroation.-The Health 
Survey and Development Committee points out the need of additional 
qualified teachers m Jlhysical education. They say : " Something 
lias been done in India to give physical education and training their 
proper place in the educational structw-e, but a ~eat deal remains to 
be accomplished. There is a great dearth of smtable teachers quali
fied to impart instruction in this important subject. We require 
many suitably equipped and staffed physical education schools a.nd 

F~~efi: ~ro= ~ai;~~ ·~h~~~ ~r ~d;;~ti~~ th~~~ih ·~; q~li-
fied physical trainmg teachers will be required. We therefore 
recommend that there should be one or two physical training col
leges in each province. "1 

29. Each University should Appoint a Properly Qualified Direc
tor of Ph!fsical Edt~eation li ko slwuld kaveiM Status and Pay of Other 
Heads of Departments.-Anytbing else is ouly a make-shift which 
leads nowhere. · For example, there are universities which attempt 
to use the Secretary of the Union as a Physical Director, which is 
quite inadequate. Sometimes we found affiliating colleges with 
Physical Directors, but none in the university. This is most unfor
tuna.te. 

A good Physical Director on the university level should have a 
doctor's degree, either &J' M.D., ora Ph.D. It will require time to find 
and train the men. But we must start at scratch and men ca.n be ob
tained while other needs are being provided. During the last 20 years 
about 3,000 physical education teachers have been trained a.t the 
Instito~tes now existing but few of them are capable of doing the kind 
of service required at the university level. 
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· 30. Plans jQ't' a 9entral Institute of Physical Education.-In 
May 1948, the Government of India set up a Committee of twelve 
m~mbers on Physical Education representative of all India, with Dr. 
~ara Chand, ·Educational Adviser and Secretary, as Ex-Officio Chair-
man. · 

The Report of this Committee covers in an exhaustive fashion all 
the factors involved in a progrllmme of Physical Education and the 
improvement of the standard of games and sports, including Olympic 
Sports. The terms of reference of the Committee include the loca
tio:a of a proposed Central Institute of Physical Education and the 
definition of its activities. . 

· One Section of the Report deals with Physical Educatio;,_ in 
edueational institutions. It recommends :-· . 

(1) Training centres for Physical Education.in the provinces 
. of the country to increase the supply of trained teachers 

of phy~ical education. · 

(2) Creation of organizing and Inspecting Staffs in each 
. province, as has been done in Madras, Bombay, U. P. 

and West Bengal. 

(3) The constitution of BoardS or Councils of Physical Educa
tion in the provinces for the purpose of advising the 
governmen_ts in matters concerning Physical Education. 

(4) The organization of Sports, Clubs, Gymnasia and Akha
das. These ate cited and commended as agencies fo-r the · 
creation of interest in games, ·~ports and exercises; with 
special reference to the many akhadas or indigenol;IS 
gymnasia which foster and encourage Indian games and 
exercises. · · 

(5) Financial support by the "Go:vernments. 

(6) Programme of work. 

The Committee make detailed recommendations concerning the 
CentrallnstituteofPhysicalEducationformen and women teachers, 
covering location, plant, staff, courses of studies, etc. The Committee 
feel "'that in drawing up the courses; every endeavour should be 
made to utilise the indigenous material on Physical Education tkat 
may be available in the literature of the country, to the best advant
llge to secure its proper integration with the western system in such 
a way, as may ultimately be condudve to the evolution of a 
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national system of sports, games and exercises." 

The Committee suggest a degree course of three years' duration 
after the Intermediate, the latter part of which should be bifurcated 
so that students may specialize either in Physical Education or 
Recreation. The course involves both theoretical subjects and 
praetical activities. A post-graduate course of one year's duration is. 
suggested, open only to those graduates, not to exceed 25 annually, 
•• who shall have put in at least two years in Physical Education or 
Recreational Vocations," consisting of five subjects as follows :-

(1) Methods of Research. 

(2) Tests and Measurements. 

(3) Organization and Administration of Physical Education 
or Organization and Administration of Recreation: 

(4) Detailed Study of Physical Education Movements in 
Different countries. 

(5) One Elective in Activities. 

The Committee recommend the following functions for the 
Central Institute :-

(i) to train teachers of Physical Education for Centrally Ad
ministered Areas. 

(ii) to teach advanced courses leading to specialisation in 
various fields of Physi<;al Education, e.g. Organisation, 
Administration and Recreation.· 

(iit) to provide fa.cilities for research in Physical Education. 

(iv) to train coaches for athletics, games and sports. 

(v) to train leaders of play and recreation. · 

(vi) to publish liter~ture pertainfug to physical education and 
recreation." 

31. Directors of Physical Edmxition should have Post-gnuluate 
l)tgreea and Advanced Research.-W e ht>artily endorse all the above 
recommendations of the Committee but think that at the universitit>s 
the post-graduate work and reBI'arch should go beyond the M.A. 
stage to the doctorate. A Director of Physical Education at the 
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11niversity level should be equipped with the Ph. D. in Physical 
Education or should be a Doctor of Medicine with special training 
for the administration and direction of Physical Education and 
Recreation, Sports, and Games. The basic sciences in Medicine and 
Physical Education are largely the same, chemistry, bacteriology, 
anatomy, physiology,. pathology, therapeutics, physical examina
tions, etc., followed by corrective measures which belong to both. 
The principal difference lies in the fact that the M.D. is more likely 
to guard the health while the Director of Physical Education, whose 
chief interest is organizing and putting .on gymnastics, sports, and 
games, often overlooks the fact that Physical Education and games 
are a part of a programme of wholesome physical development. This 
is particularly true .of highly expert coaches who develop teams for 
competitive contests at the university level. These contests cannot 
safely be put on without some knowledge of medical science. Boys 
and girls should not be permitted to enter such strenuous contests 
unless physically fit, should be removed when exhausted or injured, 
and therapeutics promptly applied when necessary. Girls should 
not be permitted to play at all at certain times ; swimming tanks 
muat be examined for bacterial count. These and many other things 
are required if Physical Education and games are to promote and not 
at times injure health and physical welfare. In the United States, 
where athletic contests and competitive.~ames have been carried to a 
high pitch both in the universities and m the Olympic games, the 
desire to win has become so emphatic that the best welfare of youth 
has not always been conserved. . 

We, therefore, strongly urge thatDirec~ors of Physical Edu()jltion 
have the dqctorate degree. in Medicine or Physical Education, 
with the basic sciences of Medicine included and that the universities 
offering degree courses offer the doct9~te as soon as facilities may be 
acquired. Special committees should be appointed to work out the 
courses for the advanced degree. If the Central Institute is located 
at one of the universities, it should offer the·doctorate as a post-gradu
ate degree. Furthermore, when students in physical education 
finish training they willlook for employment, and persons who have a 
mere bachelor's degree will lack the scientific background and be too 
young to occupy a full professorship which is necessary if Physical 
Education is to be effectively developed in our universities. 

32. There must be Provision of Adequate Gymnasia, Playgrounds 
and Physical Faeilities.-Some universities, as for example, Banaras 
and Aligarh, have splendid facilities both in buildings and grounds for 
physica.l education and sports but at some other places, we found 
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pitiable conditions. For example, in Calcutta a college with a strength 
o! over 5,000 students had a gymnasium in which not more than a 
dozen could exercise simultaneously, and no play~grounds. 

Students desiring to play find it necesasry to make along journey 
to the Maida.n. This kind of situation exists in many places and forms. 
Some of the colleges and universities seem to be making no effort to 
cope with these wretched conditions. 

33. There must be Enlarged Stajf.-If physical examinations are 
to be properly followed up with regular and corrective exercises, 
the Phyciaal Instructor in the gymnasium, where most of this work is 
done, will need trained assistants. The remedial programme must be 
scientific or it is worthless or even harmful. 

For the intra-mural sports and games, which have now become 
the most vital and useful means for physical education in institutions 
both in Great Britain and the United States, there should be more 
full-time leadership and ~uidance. Here the majority of the students 
should find their relaxation and physical culture. 

The present system of using teaching staff from any academic 
department as leaders and assistants in handling the various sports 
and types of games should be continued and encouraged. It affords 
the best pol!sible contact between staff and students and the most 
available medium for infiuence towards good institutional spirit and 
moulding fine character. A witness who has given: a life-time to 
physical education "made an admirable suggestion to us, namely, 
that some of the staff should be trained for a dual function, teaching 
an academic subject and physical education. This arrangement is 
economical both in services and money. 

34. Two Years of Physica' Education should be Required of AU 
UrtitJersity Students except the Ph1J6ically Unfit and Those in the 
Cadet Corps.-A witness of wide experience1 answered our question 
regarding the present situation in physical education as follows: 

"There does not seem to be any carefully thought of arrangement 
for physical education and games in the universities either for those 
resident in hostels or those not resident in hostels. Provision is 
made for some games in which those most interested take part. The 
University has no plan or programme according to which all have 
the opportunity for regular physical activities or games." 

In reply to the question " Are you in favour of compulsory 
pbysicaleducationand gamest" the same witness answered and 
ine.de recommendations as follows : . 

• G ••• Andre-. 111. A.. Pb. D., Chief IDapootor Ill Pb,yeioal Eduoatlcm. ao-ment 
oflb<bu. 
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" Yes, in our country it is only compulsion that v.orks.-W e 
want our young men and women to take an intelligent personal 
interest in their physical welfare. At present they have no know
ledge of how to take care of their body; neither are they in the daily 
habit of exercising their body because this habit has not been in
grained in them by constant enforced practice in the earlier years. 
Consequently they have no interest in their physical development, 
health and welfare. All young men and women should leave the 
university physically well-equipped for their future, nothing but 
compulsion will give them this equipment." . 

A compulsory programme of physical education for all students, 
ueept for the physically unfit, is a large order which requires the 
provision of a vari~d range of activities. Gymnasium work, intra
mural games, swimming, hiking and of course major sports, such as 
football, cricket, hockey,.etc., should all be available in accord with 
the eapacity, choice and interest of students. 

This would make heavy demands upon 'the Department of Phy
sical Education and would bring all able bodied resident students into 
some desirable physical activity. It could not be applied in affiliat
ing colleges at a distance from the university. They would have 
to look to the physical culture of their own students. 

·It would require that some place be given on the time-table for 
Physical EducatiOn. The entire day could not be consumed, as is 
the case now in some places, with academic work.. It would also re
quire organization of physical education activities. 

· 35. A Suggested Organization af·a Department of Physical 
Education.- · 

Director of Physical Education. 

l. 
Co1U8811 in 
Physical 
Education. 

2. 
·Gymn&stiOII, 

Boxing and 
Wrestling. 

Indian Exercises. 

3. 
Ittter-Univer
sity and Team 

GB.m0s. 

'· Intra-mural 
Games. 

·(I) The courses for teachers in Physical Education would be 
offered only in those universities selected to offer degree courses in the 
field. There should be at least one in eatth Province. The Head of 
the Department should be the Director of Physical Education or 
some one responsible to him. . 

(2) The gymnasium would be under an instructor who could give 
~ymnastic exercises and usually handle boxing, wrestling and other 
tn-door games. With tlle advice of the Student Health Department 
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and under the supervision of the Director of Physical Education. 
remedial exercises would be given to a comparatively small 
number of students whose physical examinations would be the guides. 

· If large numbers of students should be involved, it would requ1re 
.considerable staff and equipment for this activity. 

(3) Inter-University and team games should be under the admi
nistration of the Director of Physical Education. 

At present there is usually an Inter-University Board with sub
ordinate local or zone boards which function for different sports. 
Some member of the teaching staff is assigned to the organizing, 
developing and accompanying the teams at the different games, 
football, cricket, tennis, hockey, .sports, and the like. The present 
scheme of ha.ndling Inter-University a.nd team contests should be 
continued but there is need of trained leadership and coordination 
in the use of equipment, playing fields and time-tables or scheduling. 
Therefore, the programme of lnter-U niversity and Inter-Collegiate 
athletics and team games should be placed under the Director of 
Physics.! Education. 

(4) Intra-mural athletics and games should be placed under the 
Director ofPhysical Education for the reasons already mentioned for 
Inter-University and team contests in order that all games, sports and 
physical culture may be properly coordinated and trained leadership 
supplied. 

Reports made to us by witnesses and universities indicate that 
the games and sports which are organized by Athletic Associations 
reach only a few students. With compulsory physical education, 
most students will choose intra-mural activities. Only the few 
experts can aspire to Inter-Univel'Rity and team games, but any 
student who is physically fit may find a place in intra-murals. · 

A tromendousamountofinterest can be injected into intra
murals by stimulating competition between different units of students 
hostels, colleges, faculties and residential groups. If cups and other 
prizes are offered, interest may be increased. Under the Olympic 
rult>s, prizes must not be given to individuals. Trophies, cups and 
prizes can be put up by a donor or the Department of Physical Educa
tion or otherwise. Winners will hold them for one year and names 
and dates can be inscribed upon them. This type of physical educa
tion is the most important of all because it reaches the mas8 of stu
dents, produces pleasurable emotional reaction, and does not involve 
the strain and over-exertion incurred by playing on university teams. 

36. (d) PersonalHabiu.-The preservation of ~ood health is 
rooted deeply in habits. Knowledge of the right things does not 
necessarily involve proper practice. Contagious disease, improper 
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eating and lack of nutritious elements, uncleanliness both inside and 
outside the body, mental and physical strains, and other destroyers 
of vigorous health are all well understood and the remedies are known. 
The value of inoculations, vaccination and cleanliness; the necessity 
and character of good foods; the importance of fresh air, ~Jleep, sun
shine, mental and physical relaxation. and hygien8-the.~e are all 
generally recognized, but seldom fully practmed. · Health habits . 
should be ingrained into school children and systematically 
inculcated at the college stage if our young men and wopten 'are to 
have the physical and mental health which is essential to indivi
dual and national power and happiness. 

V.-Nationat Cadet Corps. 
37. Value of Cadet Corps in an Educated but lmperfeet Sooiety.

'As a people, we desire peace and opportunity to build a free nation. 
We have been often invaded and compelled to fight for our self
preservation. We have not by tradition or instinct been aggresso~s. 
We do not ever expect to be, but we are guided by the inspired 
wordsofourgreat martyr to non-violence, Gandhiji: "My creed of 
non-violence is an extremely active force. It has no room for 
cowardice or room for weakness. There is hope for a violent man 
to be some day non-violent but not for a coward. I have therefore 
said more than once in these pages that, if we do not know how to 
defend ourselves, our women, and our places of worship by the 
force of ·suffering, i.e., noncviolence, we must, if we are men, be at 
leaat able to defend all of them by fighting ."1 

· In the progress of societies, there ~e three stages. The first is 
where the Iaw of the jungle prevails, where we have violence and sel
fishness.· The second is where there are rule of law and impartial· 
justice with courts, police and prisons. The third is the goal of'civili- · 
8ed. humanity, where love and law are one. This world is not the 
natural home of perfection. It seems to be the kingdom of chance 
and error. Caprices rule apparently without mercy-in things, great · 
and small. Through effort - and difficulty ideals struggle to 
realization. While keeping the ideal befQXe us and always striving 
towards it, we must recognise 'the relative justification of Ia ws and 
institutions which use armies, police and prisons. In a world where 
all men are not saints, force has its place. It is necessary to check 
the turbulent, -protect the helpless and keep order betweel!- man 
and man and group and group. _ 

For good will to prevail requires opporturiity for growth and ex
pression .. Those who by conviction are determined to live by non
violence should be :re..'!pected in that attitude and provided with 

1 y.,.., lAdir.J, September 16, 1927. 
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other means for development and discipline. The National Cadet 
Corys has been established by an Act of the Government of 
Indm (1948) and has found favonr and support from a number of 
witnesses before the Commission. 

38. Statement of Minister of Defence.-In a message to the Corps 
officer trainees who were in training with Army Units in the summer 
of 1948, the Hon'ble Minister of Defence said:" I need hardly re
mind you of the nation-wide interest in the National Cadet Corps. 
The scheme is of national importance not only because it will impart 
military training which is so necessary for us all but because it will 
also inculcate in onr youth the spirit of discipline and comradeship, 
an essential pre-requisite of a free people. You are the pioneers in 
this great enterprise. You must know how great and noble your role 
is. It is through you when you return to your colleges and univer
sities that our youth will be inspired and led ". 

39. The Aims of the Oorps.-The aims of the. National Cadet 
Corps, as set out by the Corps Directorate, o.re : 

"(a) The development of leadership, character, comradeship, 
and the ideal of service ; 

(b) The stimulation of interest in the defence of the country to 
the widest possible extent." 

40. Success in the W est.-The Cadet Corps in Great Britain and 
the United States has been eminently successful in accomplishing th& 
objects here expressed. 

At the outbreak of World War II, there were 18,000 regular 
officers in the United States Army. There were 1,25,000 reserve 
offioers, trained in the Cadet Corps of the colleges and the univer
sities. Some universities trained more officers than West Point in 
addition to many hundred thousand non-commissioned oHi.oers and 
eri.listed men. These reserves were of incalcnlable benefit in the 
war effort and the defenoe of the nation. 

41. Value in PeacefulPursttits.-Apart from any emergency that 
might arise, the Cadet Corps training is also very useful in preparing 
for peaceful pursuits. Itinoulcatesdisciplinein an impressive way 
in that it teaches self-control and poise, the cooperative spirit, the 
ability to give and take orders, and above all, a sense of responsibility 
and formation of character. Thereare many by-products, among 
which are the ingraining of habits of bodily hygiene and standards of 
sanitation. 

The All-Bengal College and University Teachers' Conference in 
1945, in its Report on Poet-War Educational Development in India, 
unanimously~solved" that military training extending over a period 

)(lli&KorEdu. w 
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of two years would go a long way towards the development of civic 
virtues. The existing University Training Corps' may be utilized for 
the purpose". 

Many other organizations, Committees and CommiAAions have 
advocated military training in the universities and schools .. 

42. Organization of the Cadet C01'ps.-The Cadet Corps is being 
recruited in three Divisions :-

(a) The Senior Division, which is recruited from amongst 
studentsofthema.lesexofanyuniversity. "University" 
means a. university· established by la.w in India and in
cludes affiliated colleges, intermediate colleges and tech
nical institutes recognized bythe Central or Provincial 
Government. 

The strength of the Senior Division, in 1948, was 15,000. 
For 1949, it is 25,000 and its ultimate target is to de- · 
velop 32,500 in the light of experience and availability 
of trained staff and equipment. 

(b) The Junior Division, which is recruited from amongst 
the male sex of any school. 

The strength of the Junior Division, in 1948, was 30,000. 
For 1949, it is 50,000 and its ultimate target is 1,35,000. 

(c) The Girls' Division, which is recruited from amongst the 
female students of any university or school. 

This Division is just now being brought into existence. 
As education is a Provincial subject, the power of allotment 

of units to universities, colleges and high schools is vested in tl~e 
ProVincial and State Goverirments. . 

.The pnnci:pal expenditure for the COrps is dependent upon grant 
from the Provmces, but the Government of India maintains'the 
Central Organization in the Ministry of Defence which exercises 
eontrol over the Senior Division of the National Cadet Corps and 
assists Provinces in running the J unio.r and Girls' Divisions of the 
Corps. Regular army officers, on Government pay, are assigned 
to supervise Cadet Corps units. The Central Government also 
provides arms, ammunition, equipment and clothing that may be 
required for training purposes by the units. 

43. Composition of the Sen.i01' Division.-The Senior Division 
is composed of three wings : 

(a) The .Axmy Wing, which includes units of the .Axmoured 
Corps, Mtillery, Infantry, Engineers, Signals, Electric 
and Mechanical Engineers and Medical ~rps. 
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(b) TheN a val Wing, which is restricted to towns where facili
ties for Naval Training are available. 

(c) The Air Force Wing. 
44. Oonrlitions of Service.-Enrolment in the National Cadet 

Corps is now voluntary. This is preferable to compulsory service. 
Volunta~ service will enjoy a better esprit de corps than compul
sory tra1mng. 

Cadets have no liability for service but give an undertaking 
that they will abide by the discipline of the Corps and render them
selves efficient. 

Enrolment forms are supplied by the Provincial and State 
Governments to colleges and schools which have been allotted unite. 

Cadets receive no pay, but rail fares and subsistence are furnished 
during Camps and Cadre Courses. · 

In the Senior Division, an undergraduate must be between the 
ages of 17 and 26 and must enrol for at least two years. 

Normally, service should be completed by the second year of 
<:ollege. All cadets must be found physically fit· in the physical 
<Cxamination before enrolment in the Corps. 

45. Officers of the Senior Division.-The regulations governing 
the officers who will give the instruction for theN. C. C., as promul
gated by the Directorate, are as follows ; 

(a) They (officers) will be appointed from amongst the teach
ing staff of colleges and other institutions. Those gentlemen must 
berooommcndedbytbe Principals and approved by the Vice-Chan• 
cellars of the universities concerned. Officers for the Engineering 
and Medical Units will be selected from the Engineering and 
Medical Colleges. 
· (b) Teaching Staff selected for becoming officers should possess 

the following qualifications :-
(i) Should not be leas than 25 and not more than 38 years of 

age. 
(is) Should be of good physique, and be medically fit. 
{iii) If possible, should have been a member of the U. 0. T. C. 

in his undergraduate days. 
{iv) M11st be keen on military matters and be enthusiastic 

about the National Cadet Corps. 
(ti) Should be a sportsman, if possible. 
(t>i) Those to be officers in the Artillery and Signals Units 

should be preferably .Mathematics and Science Professors. 
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The teaching staff must agree to abide by the rules and regu
lations laid down by the Act before proceeding on an attachment 
of training. Training will be required witn a Regular Army Unit 
for three months for Infantry and Medical Units officers and for 
four months for all other Units. 

These staff trainees will have no service liability, but if com
missioned after training, will receive the pay of Regular Army 
Officers during the period in camp (15 days) and when on recognized 
courses of instruction or attaching to a Regular Army Unit for 
training. They. will be entitled to free transportation toandfrom 
camp and recognized courses of instruction. They will, of course, 
be entitled to free rations, or cash in lieu thereof during the period 
of annual camp, and will live in the Officers Mess of Regular Army 
Units during the training period. 
~- All officers in the Senior Division will be commissiuned as Second 
Lieutenants, with promotions as follows : after three years, Lieute"
nant, after eight years, Captain, after fifteen years, Major. They 
will retire at the age of fortyfive. 

The Commission suggests that institutions which have notal
ready been allotted Units or Sub-Units, and have not applied, get in 
touch immediately with the National Cadet Corps Directorate. 
Ministry of Defence, New Delhi, or the· Provincial Government. 
Either is prepared to furnish any further information required and 
render assistance in organizing Units. · 

The Commission was impressed with the verve and smart 
appearance of some of the Units inspected in the tour. This was 
specially evid?nt at Banaras, .Gauhati and .Aligarh, but a~ other 
places the Umts were not getting sta~d With the same diSpatch 
and fine morale. 

46. Good Features of Present.Plan.-The Cadet Corps, as now 
constituted and organized, has some splendid features, such as the 
use of staff as officers for training student cadets. The contacts 
between staff and students both at the universities, on the drill 
field, al!-d in ~amp are .the ~in~ t~at are much needed a!ld will bring 
rich frmtage m developmg discipline, better understandmg and good 
qualities of civilian life already described. · 

47. Present Plan not Adequate to Produce Soldiet-s.-The Com
mission is of the opinion that the present plan will not give students 
the amount and type of training required to make effective soldiers 
in case of emer~ency. It is true that cadets do not now incur the 
liability of servtce but they should certainly be sufficiently trained 
to make soldiers who could defend our country in an emergency. 
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We do not believe that three and four months training with 
15 days in camp in the summer is sufficient time to make really effec" 
tive instructors of the university staff for military purposes. The 
.Armed Forces Institute requires two and a half years to make an 
officer. In the·United States, four years are required to make 
.Army, Naval and Air officers at the Service Academies. In the 
Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, all of which offer military 
training, it requires four years to train studente to the grade of 
Second Lieutenant in the Reserve Corps. Two years will be long 
enough time to train good soldiers but it requires the direction of 
highly trained officers. History has demonstrated that Indians 
make splendid natural fighters-as good as any in the world-but 
war has become very technical and scienti,fic. Physical courage, 
without expert knowledge and technical skill, is no longer of much 
avail. · 

48. Steps Necessary to make Corps JJ;ffective for National De
fence.-To enable the Cadet Corps to produce effective reserves who 
could serve in the national defence in times of emergency, we make the 
following suggestions, based upon full knowledge of conditions in 
the United States, where Military Science and Training has been 
a part of the offerings of Land· Grant Colleges and Universities for 
many years, and whose products were powerful factors in the 
winning of two World Wars ; · 

( i) The Centre should take over from the Provinces and State& 
the responsibility for the administration of the National Cadet Corps. 
The defence of the nation and the maintenance of peace are national 
and not local functions. Local armed units are now being absorbed 
in the national armed forces. There should be no need for State 
or Provincial armiea in the new era now beginning. 

(ii) The Centre should dt>tail regular officers and men for 
instruction in the universities. The character and the number of 
officers and men would depend upon the size and nature of the 
Units. The Army, Naval and Air Force, with many variations, 
would be involved. A single university might have a 
training programme in one or more Wings with units appropriate 
to its size and facilities. For example, Medical Units would not be 
practicable except at universities with .Medical Colleges. There 
should be a top officer of at least the rank of Major, more often a 
Colonel, wl10 would be the Professor of Military Science and 
Tactics or Commandant. Nomination of the Professor of Military 
Science and Tactics should be made to the universities or colleges 
by the Ministry of Defence and the right of final approval. left 
with the institution. Additional appointments would be made 
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upon the recommenda,_tion of the Professor of Military Science 
a~d.Tactics. All officers and men would be in the pay of the 
Ministry ·or Defence or the Armed For«es. 

We believe that with the enlargement of the Armed Forces 
Institute and its establishment at Poona, the Centre will be able 
to furnish sufficient officers io man the educational institutions if 
suilicient personnel is not now available. 

(iii) The Centre must furnish all equipment, including uniforms. 
It would defray the expense of summer training-camps and it nright 
be wise to allow each cadet a small commutation or allowance which 
v.ould be the equivalent of t)le Gost of one meal a day. 

· (iv) Where Units involve much equipment or it is oi a hE'avy 
character such as planes, tanks, artillery, etc., the Centre should make 
grants for the construction of Armouries and Hangars, when needed, 
for the proper housing and safeguarding of equipment. There must 
be a capable Custodian of Property who will make a complete inven
tory of all equipment, and see that it is protected and accounted for. 
Guards must be kept around Armouriesand Hangars both day and 
night. -

lV) There should be a thorough inspection of all Units at .east 
once a year by regular officers who are not associated with the Units. 
Every phase of the programme and all equipment .should be checked 
and ratings given on the performance, such as excellent, good, 
satisfactory and unsatisfactory. _ · 

(vi) At the summer camps, there should be manoeuvres in which. 
Army and Air Units will be coordinated. For example, in:(antry, 
artillery, signals, tanks and airplanes must work together if they are 
to become an effective fighting or defence organization. The Naval 
Units should take summer cruise!J. --

(vii) Enrolment in the Cadet Corps is now on a two-year volun
tary basis. The quotas are small but are beini:creased from year 
to year. Apparently, the rate of increase is · ited by available 
material an!l man-power. We think that the present policy is 
sound. 

Yl.-Social SenJice. 
No discussion of students' activities, and welfare would be 

complete without.som~ ~ention of the Social Cadets, those b~ys ~~;nd 
girls from the univerSities, colleges and schools whoareded1catmg 
themselves unselfishly to education and improvement of the 
standard of living in the villsges of our country. 
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These activities are sponsored by the Ministries of Education 
in some of the Provinces and States. We had no opportunity to 
visit any camps on our tour or to see the workers in action in the 
villages but their efforts were called to our attention by witnesses and 
others, notably in U. P., C. P., and Mysore. At Saugor, we saw 
a batchofcadetswhowereinprocessoftraining. We were impressed 
with the serious interest and the evident spirit of service which per
vaded these young men and women as they sat upon the floor and 
took instructions. There was pin-drop silence most of the time. 

49. Activities of Social Cadets.-. After their period of intensive 
preparation, these youngsters who are volunteers, ~o into Rural 
Camps usually from three to six months and engage m a multitude 
of services to the villages. Here are the types of service that they 
are expected to render. On the educational side they engage 
largely in teaching adults to resd and write, and in developing the 
crafta and basic educe.t.ion; on the agricultural side, they touch almost 
every phase of a~iculture, ploughing, planting, compost making, 
irrigation, preparmg- seed beds, transplanting, harvesting and on 
through all the elemental processes ; on the social side, they mingle 
with the villagers in informal gatherings, indulge in native music, 
dancing, swimming and games ; on the side of health, they teach 
methods of sanitation and do practical work along this line. 

There are a variety of practical activities in addition to the 
agricultural, educational, and sanitary measures described, includ
ing scouting, motor driving, improvement of roads, etc. 

50. Reactions of the Villagers.-It has been reported that 
villagers do not welcome the cadets and their services. It is true 
that on first appearance, there is some reluctance and even sus
picion among the villagers-even the uniforms, which the cadetB 
wear, are distasteful to some. Apparently, these early qualms are 
soon allayed and, after their pro~amme develops, when properly 
put on and adequate equipment 1s anilable, there seems to b6 
sincere and general appreciation. of the efforts of the cadets. The 
villagers have suffered so much exploitation that they naturally 
have some scepticism at the first contscts. However, the cadets 
do so much hard work, give such evidence of knowledge and skill, 
in a spirit of such friendliness, that the villa~ers are bound to appre
ciate the good intentions, the large contributiOn, and character of the 
services. 

IH. S~ Mwt be Voluntary.-We believe that all this work 
should remain on a voluntary basis. We are not here pa!Wng 
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judgment on the suggestions often made by our witnesses that in 
Medicine, .Agriculture, and perhaps in some other technical and ap
plied fields of education, all students should be required to do a period 
of social service in the villages as a pre-requisite to a degree. That 
is a matter of educational policy. We are discussing matters from 
the point of view of studentwelfare in this chapter. Unless Olll boys 
and girls go into thll villages because they wish and enjoy social 
service, the consequences will not be satisfactory to the villages or to 
themselves. 

We note that at least in one province the Government issued a 
commuuique to the effect that no male graduates, who had not earn
ed a diploma in social service awarded by the Government would be 
eligible for recruitment to service under Government or local bodies, 
or aided or recognized institutions or for admis~ion to techuical 
or training institutions recognized by the Government, for which the 
Bachelor'sdegreeortheequivalentis a requirement. This govern
ment later saw fit to modify this communique, and stated merely 
that other qualifications being equal, preference would be given to 
candidate!' with Social Service training. 

We think that compulsion should not be applied to young men 
and women for Social Service, which is really a contrad~ction in terms, 
or undue indirect influence brought upon them by making Social 
Service pre-requisite to gaining employment o:r other desirable 
privileges. Such regulations or rules will kill the spirit of service. 

52. Needs that are Obvious must be Assumed by Government.
Every one recognizes the importance~ of the rural problems of the· 
country, the future of the nation is bound up with them ; educa
tion, agricultural production, particularly food, sanitation and health 
these and other vital matters in the villages are the fundamenta1s 
of India's destiny. They cry out.for effective and quick solution, 
but they are the responsibilities of all t)le people to be discharged 
through the channels of organized am~. democratic government. 
'fhey should not be shifted solely to our youth, no matter how 
sacrificing and patriotic they may be. 

53. No Exploitation of Youth.-Inrecenttimes, there has been 
all too much tendency to saddle the problems and hastening ills of 
the nations upon youth. The totalitarian forms of government 
have exploited youth to the fullest. · 

It is youth who have worn the black shirts·and the brown 
shirts, who have rendered the salutes, shouted the slogans, fought 
the battles and died by the millions for dictators and selfish men-
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but that is not the free and democratic way of life that we covet for 
our country. We are proud of the generous and unselfish activities 
which our young men and women are making to lift the standards of 
life in the villages. 1\lay their numbers increase but let us not &X· 

ploit them. 
Self-Help for Poor Studenls.-A number of students are 

admitted to the universities who have not got adequate means 
to defray all their expenses. Universities generally help them by 
granting freeships or half-freeships to 10 to 15 per cent. of 
their students. \Vhile some of these free students do well in 
their studies, it is not always that these concessions are properly 
used ; many a time it is the unpleasant duty of Heads of 
Departments to recommend the cancellation of freeships because of 
the unsatisfactory progress of the free students with their studies. 
In many cases freeships encourage undue dependence and even lead 
to pauperisation. The problem is pressing and it is for the colleges 
and universities to engender a feeling of dignity of labour amongst 
their students and find adequate means of self-help for the poor but 
intelligent youth: In the University of Florida, before World War 
II, out of a total expenditure of about 2 million dollars, about 1,00,000 
dollars were earned by poor students by working in kitchens and 
dining halls, offices, libraries, laboratories and workshops. If 
we introduce various electrical appliances and properly equip our 
kitchens and dining rooms, some of the work in them may be under
taken by the poorer students. If our students acquire a sense of 
responsibility, we can also entrust them with work in our university 
offices, libraries, laboratories and workshops. A reasonable number 
of hours of work once a week should enable a student to earn the 
right of free tuition at the university. If the universities can 
properly organize a complete scheme of work, it should not be 
difficult to put it into operation. 

Vll.-Hostels and Residence. 
64: Importance of Liv,ing COflditwn~.-·No single factor has a 

more v1tal effect upon the atmosphere and morale of a college or a 
university than the prevalent conditions under which students 
live. Convenient and comfortable quarters for study and sleep. 
sufficient and wholesome food at low cost, are essential to good spirit 
and the best progress in university work. 

These conditions may be found where students are housed in 
hostels prop~>rly organised, equipped and supervised. Unfortunatel7 
most universities and colleges m India do not have adequate rest· 
dential and dining facilities for students. As a general rule only a 
small fraction of the students find aocommodat10n in hostds. A 
few colleges do house all their students but these are mostly colleges 
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. for women where it is imperative that supervision be provided. 
Women students must be directly under the guidance of the 
college authorities unless they live with parents, with relatives or 
actual guardians. 

Hostels are usually managed by Superintendents, Wardens 
or their Deputies, with an appropriate staff. It is desirable for some 
teachers to live in the hostels under all conditions. 

55. Deplorable Conditions.-We visited colleges with enrol
ments running over five thousand students which had no provision 
whatsoever for residential accommodation. Such conditions 
are deplorable in the extreme. These colleges are affiliated 
to Universities in the larger cities. We recommend strongly that 
universities insist as a condition of continuance of affiliation that 
colleges provide hostels and corporate activities for an appreciable 
portion of their students in a. definite and reasonable time, and that 
no colleges be admitted to affiliated status in the future which make 
no, o:r inadequate, provision for wholesome living among the students. 
EX,Peiience has clearly demonstrated that hostels or :residential 
nruts of a small size promote better welfare than do large structures, 
both on the cultural and the physical side, unless the latter are 
broken up into segregated units. Sections should be constructed so 
that occupants do not-inter-mingle between units. A block of fifty 
students in a single section or unit is the maximum size we recommend. 

56. Best Conditions of Living. -One or two s.tudents in- a single 
room is the ideal arrangement with a common space for study if 
there are two. The commission found hostels in which four or more 
students were-sleeping in space intended for one or two. Sometimes 
conditions were insanitary and furnishing inadequate. 

At one university, students were expected to furnish theii: own 
beds or sleep on t~e floor. Even women students were subjected 
to this practice. Apart from other 'l.uestions involved, such conditions 
create a most undesirable social att1t1ide on the part of the occupants · 
of a :room in which it occurs. 

All the ordinary furnishings necessary for comfortable living 
should be supplied to students. These should include beds or cots 
for each student, chairs, tables, clothes-cabinets and book-shelves. 
The latter two items may be advantageously built in the hostels. 
The student is expected to supply bedding, towels and linen. 
Baths, toilets and lavatories should be available for each ten or 
twelve students. This is highly important if health and conveni-
ence are to be conserved. . 

In some hostels, dormitorieS in which a dozen or more students 
sleep and use separate rooms during the day for study and other 
purposes, offer satisfactory living conditions. · 
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The most crucial test of good hostels pertains to the dining 
faeilities. If armies march on their stomachs, students live and 
die with theirs. Poor and unwholesome food not only breeds mal
nutrition and disease but can become a centre of seething discontent. 
The boarding arrangements tie up closely with discipline or-
indiscipline. · · · 

It is a matter of reproach that kitchen and dining arrange-
ments in our colleges and universities are generally very primitive. 
While gas and electricity are used in laboratories and electric bghts 
and fans in college and university buildings, fire-wood and charcoal 
are still being used in our hostel kitchens. We were pleased, 
however, to seethe clean kitchens and dining rooms at the Wadia 
College, Poona, where all cooking is on electric stove.'! and smoke 
and dirt are automatically avoided, meals being served to batches of 
students at stated hours. We recommend these arrangements for 
adoption by other colleges and universities as early as possible. 

57. lmpm1<l;nce of Dieticians.-All dining plaees should be 
under the direction of a trained dieticien who thoroughly understands 
food values in terms of calories, proteins, ste.rohes, fats, and the like, 
as well as the proper balancing of the meals. The Ministry of Health 
of India est1mates that eighty percent of the population is suffering 
from malnutrition in some form. This ·lowers resistance 
and heightens the incidence of disease. Therefore, a competent 
dietician is of prime importance. If one cannot be found, employ
ment should be tendered to some one who will acquire the training 
as quickly as possible. 

58. Types of Dining Facilities and Basis of Admission to Hostels, 
-There should be two types of dining clervices in every hostel or at a 
convenient distance-namely, vegetarian and non-vegetarian, and 
other arrangements should not be permitted. All dining rooms 
should be strictly cosmopolitan in character. Communal hostels, 
now being operated at certain universities, should be . abolished. 
Students should be admitted to hostels strictly on a basis of priority 
or other desirable impersonal ~unds. No discrimination should be 
made beeause <>f race, relig10n, regionalism, language or politics. 
In some hostels the Commission found students segregated faculty
wise, arts, science, etc., each housed together. We do not regard 
this as a satisfactory plan, except for certain professional students 
who require special hours, or post-graduate students past the 
Master's degree and for research students. Students of different sub
jects profit by gathering together in intimate social intercourse. 
The humanists must know the scientists' view of the world and vice 
\W',a. The bond of mind which ties together the members of a 
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University into one circle depends to no small extent upon the reci
procity of thought, the vital stimulus, the impulse to ever fresh 
e.ctivity which the members constantly receive from others who 
are e1rp(>riencing different interests. 

Generally speaking, this Commission favours as much inter
mingling among students as is possible in the hostels and suggests 
an age-range of four years as a desirable principle upon which 
assignment can be made. This should be flexible in its appli
"Ca.tion; the younger students, say from 18 to 22, of different facul
ties living together ; post-graduate and professional students, say 
from 22 on, living together, etc. 

59. lmprmance of Mi1'/.f)ling of Staff with Students.-A common 
room is an essential adjunct to a hostel if proper social intercourse, 
recreation and other extra-curricular activities are to be furnished 
-as they should. Many witnesses testified to us that the present lack 
of the development of personality is due to the inability of students 
to know the staff. If some of the teachers can live in the hostels and 
hecome tutors or advisors, this is most fortunate. Visiting by staff 
members in the rooms of students and, especially in the common room, 
is a most valuable contact. In this way guidance becomes imper
-ceptible and most helpful 

60. Development of (Jorpwate Life.-In lieu of staff members, 
a desirable development is to place stude~ts of good character and 
accepted scholarship in sections or small Units as monitors. Where 
student government has been properly developed, student monitors 
are the best means of securing salutary and sound conditions in 
hostels. By giving to students a re8.1 measure of responsibility 
in running the affairs of the student community, we develop in them· 
a sense of public spirit. They must feel that the honour of the · 
·community is entrusted to them. There ·must be proper regulation 
for study hours and sleeping. Disorderly conduct and noise arid 
the like must be controlled. In .the case of women students, . 
proper provision must be made for visi);ors in the college and for 
·absence off campus as well as other de~s.ils. 

61. The Hostel is a Part of Education.-The hostel is not simply 
·a place to eat and sleep or even study though these are indispensable. 
I.iving in a hostel is an important part of education, it is a way of 
life and here students learn to live decently or indifferently or 
·even in uncouth fashion. It has been said in criticism of some college 
men that they cannot be distinguished by their manners. The 
character of hostels and the conditions which surround them will 
determine whether this charge is valid. 

The wisest procedure in the a.dministration of dining 
halls for the purpose of !'ecuring smooth and successful operation is 
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the use of stud;nts in the programme. For this purpose there 
should be a careful selection of students of advanced standing, charac
ter, and scholarship. They should be paid at least a nominal sum 
for this service. As food is often a source of criticism, even when. 
provided in the best fashion, it is a prudent step if stqdents are per
mitted to co-operate in making eating facilities as attractive as. 
llOSSibJe. 

Students are well motivated in doing a part in the hostels. 
because they are the ones most affected. If things are not going well 
students suffer and when hostels are rendering good service, studenta 
benefit. Participation not only may assist needy students in earning 
at least a part of their college expenses, but will enable them to derive 
sound education in the process by acquiring the right social and 
democratic attitudes towards their fellows. 

Where students do nothing practical in the hostels they should 
be asked to give advice and suggestions and even criticisms of a con" 
structive nature. If student government has been developed 
properly, student participation in matters such as hostels takes pface 
quite naturally and effectively. 

The Commission recommends that hostels be built on the 
campus as far as possible. The buildings should be erected in blocks 
with rooins for accommodation for not more than fifty students with a 
dining room and a common room in the centre which can serve four or 
five blocks of residential units. It is highly important that some 
space be provided for playgrounds at a point convenient to the hostels. 

62. Residence off the CamputJ.-Most students of our universities 
live outside the campus compound. This is in itself a misfortune 
but the unfortunate aspects are heightened by the unsuitable 
conditions in which many students are required to live, particularly 
in. congested localities. Some of the habitations are unfit either 
from a sanitary or a social point of view or both. Students are some
times the helpless victims of mercenary or even unscrupulous land
lords. All too frequently, students living in lodges and outside . 
residences lack the opportunities of corporate life which 
hostels, playgrounds, and common rooins afford. 

At some places, attempts have been made to attach these off
campus residents to hostels and other facilities in the compounl{ 
but this has not always been successful. It is better to put up a 
special building in a suitable locality, in which the ordinary corporate 
facilities are provided. This is sometimes costly, but is the least 
that oon be done to ensure a salutary solution of the probleins 
involved. Without social recreation, games and common rooins, 
the students are not only deprived of much of the benefits of education 
but the student spirit of university may be demoralized. 
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We suggest that all licensed lodges and livmg quarters, which 
are used by students not accommodated in hostels, be rigidly inspect
ed for sanitary and social conditions, rates, location and other perti
nent aspects of good life for young people. Approved lists of satis
factory lodges should be made under the aUspices of the f".>()mmittee 
on Health, Residence and Discipline or other appropriate body 
'Or office. Students should not be permitted to live in unapproved 
quarters. If a Dean of Students is appointed, as recommended 
hereafter, lists of approved lodges should be kept in his office, 

V 111.-University Unions. · 
63. Beginning ani/, History of Unions.-. When the new teaching· 

universities started work, it was felt necessary that for the organisa
tion of the corporate activitiea of students, University Unions on the 
lines of those at Oxford and Cambridge were necessary. These 
Unions were intended to be students' organisations whose primary 
'work would be to foster the debating powers of the members, to 
organise dramatic performances and poets' assemblies, to maintain 
a library and a refreshment room, and to promote the general social 
life of the university. In some universities, membership of the 
Union was made compulsory for all students, in others it was volun
tary. The constitution of the Union has differed from one university 
to another. At one university the Vice-Chancellor is ex-officio 
President of the Union but a student Chairman presides over its 
ordinary meetings. At others, the Vice-Chancellor is the Patron 
and the office-bearers are mostly students, though the person in 
charge of the funds is usually a member of the staff. The Managing 
Committee of the Union has in some places more than one represen
tative of the teaching staff, but it is generally made up of a majority 
of stndents. · · 

M. Period qf Stress.-The life of these University Unions has 
been a chequered one for they functioned at the period of political 
struggle and formed a forum for the political activities of the students. 
Instead of holding debates of· their own, the students generally 
preferred to invite political leaders and listen to their orations. · 
When the political struggle grew inte,nse the Unions were looked 
upon with great disfavour by the authorities, and in some cases they 
were even suspended. Now that the political troubles are over the 
Unions can occupy their rightful place as the centres of social and 
corporate life in the universities. There is no reason why elections 
to the Union should be fought on the tickets of the different stude.nts' 
organisations like the Students' Federation, or the different sections 
of the Students' Congress which are now run oil political lines. It is 
hoped that these latter organisations will in the near future be 
entirely independent of political and social groups. As things are at 
present the intrusion of their politics is harmful for University Unions. 
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65. Aims of the Best Type ofUnion.-The principal function of 
a University Union is not to discuss the controversial politics of the 
day nor to think of the administrative problems of the university 
but to be the main link in the corporate activities of the university 
students. Each university has a number of clubs and associations 
connected with its hostels and departments. These organisa
tions do useful work in allowing different sections of the students to 
meet together to exchange ideas and to promote social contacts. 
The University Unions can be a federation of all these subsidiary 
associations wnere students assemble not for the discussion of sec
tional interests but of topics of much wider significance. If the aiJ:n 
-of a university is to ensure the all-round development of the growing 
adult, the function of the Union is to do the same thing for intellectual 
development as the athletic association does for physical develop
ment. The details of the constitution of the Union are not impor
tant but it is material that each membermustregarditasthe moat 
important association of the university and strengthen it.. It is a 
pity that oompulsion has to be used in some universities to ma.ke the 
Unions sufficiently strong in membership and finances. The essence 
of the Union should be that it is of the students and for the students 
without any interference 'from the authorities of the university. 

zx.-· Discipline. 
66. Discipline is Universal Problem.-Human nature knows ne 

national boundaries. The sun never sets upon problems of conduct. 
Some youth at home, in school and in college gravitate into patterns 
of conduct which create_concem for parents and teachers. Surplus 
enei'IQ", not finding a legitimate outlet, misadventure, idlen6118, and 
OOC&Blonally malice, all conspire to create mischief and irregularities 
of conduct. Problem cases and indiscipline ~uliar to college life 
are inevitable, but there is a wide difference 1D the extent of these 
in different parts of India. 

67. 1 ndiacipline Arises from World and Local Conditions.-Some 
of the unrest in coll~e groups now appears to start from world 
conditions. Ferment 11! international and continental, a condition 
that follows in the wake of wars, and is more acute now than ever 
before. "We should not forget that we are living in a period of 
confusion and conflict. This is a world-wide phenomenon. This 
baa an unsettling effect upon the youth of every country " waa one 
of many similar expressions from our witnesses. 

. Other wi~eBBe!! cited the period of the struggle for national 
mdependence, m which students and staffs were called upon by poli
ti~ leaders to engage in agitation, as a general cause of indiscipliae 
earned over to the present. Such action may have served a patriotic 
purpose in an all-out drive for national freedom, bat such practices 
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now have a reverse effect, they promote confusion and become a 
serious impediment to nation11l solidarity and integration. 

68. Anarchical Elements Exploi_t Students.-. Unfortunately, some 
political cliques and even anarchical elements are continuing to 
exploit college students for their purposes. During the visit of the 
Commission to Calcutta, a riot was started in which students were 
apparently used as pawns and which issued in blood-shed and law
lessness that continued two or three days. This disorder was the 
work of anti-social and violent elements, and neither the university 
nor students could be held responsible. 

_ 69. Universities slwuld beDi'IJO'Tceilfrom Party Politics.-Students 
should not be encouraged to engage in party politics though we think 
it desirable that they take a wholesome and proper interest in elec
tion and good government. If the staffs are enlarged as they should 
be there will be opportunity for effective mingling of teschers and 
students. Leadership can be employed which will eradicate the 
forms of selfish exploitation now in vogue in a few quarters. The 
fact that many staff-members were side-tracked in the drive for 
freedom has weakened in some measure their assumption of active 
responsibility which all staff members ·are expected to discharge. 

The situation calls for firm but judicious aption on the part of 
college authorities. Further deterioration in morale should be 
prevented. The Commission was delighted to find that in some 
places the problems of discipline were negligible, and wise and con
structive policies were being used in the sphere· of student life. 

70. Causes of lndiscipUne are Varied.-The sources of indiscip
line_are many, but among the most general though indirect causes 
often cited by our witnesses were meagre finances and consequent 
lack of amenities required for healthy t;ollege life. Closely'related' 
to these elements is the economic distress of some of the institutions 
·which lack the means to. provide adequate hostels and comfortable 
living conditions, play-grounds and desirable corporate activities 
for students. The masses of students, the failure of parents at · 
times to support the coll~ge_authoriti~, _the inability of the ~chers to 
cope with cont:used thinkin~ •. admission of students Wlt~out the 
intelligen~e or ~dustry reqUISlte for s~ccessful study, ~lll!lons over 
examinations which unfortunately dommate the educatiOnal system, 
financial worry caused to poor students by the cost of university 
education-all these contribute to the difficulties of maintaining the 
beat conduct and welfare of students. 

· 71. Constructive Approaches to the Sofuiioo of Disciplirv.wy and 
AU~ Problems.-The key to the successful handling of young people 
is not found now-a-days in a multitude of restraints and reprimands 
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or in the infliction of continuous penalties. These devices may have 
to be resorted to in extreme cases but wholesome student attitude 
and life cannot be created by negative and represeive m~sures. 
The true sanction of discipline lies in the development of the social 
conscience of the undergraduate body as a whole rather than in 
punitive measures or precautionary vigilance. .As in society so in 
the university laws are observed because they are approved by 
reason ·rather than because they are imposed by force. lnd..iacipline 
should be terminated by the good sense of the students. 

72. (a) The Proctorial System.-The disciplinary system of 
Indian universities is generally a proctorial system, presumably 
adopted from Oxford and Cambridge, but with J;llany modifications. 
Proctors are charged with the maintenance of proper supai-vision 
and correct discipline. There are in addition other officers such as 
provosts, su.l'6rintendents, wardens, monitors and others who have 
Jurisdiction m limited areas of residential groups, hostels, exami
nations,-off the campus and in the college compound. It goes 
without saying that all members of the staff should be responsible 
for proper social and ethical behaviour on the part of students with 
whom they are in contact whether in lectures, intra-mural life, or 
elsewhere. 

It is the strong sentiment of this Commission supported by 
ample testimony of witnesses that the proctorial system is not 
adequate for handling students in the present conditions. 

Some of the universities which have the minimum of disciplinary 
problems have no proctorial system at all. The answers of the uni
versity of Madras, for example, on these points were: "No proctorial 
11ystem exists in this Uni'lll'1'sity, nor are there courts of honour ; 
The political turmoil through which the country passed recently 
has also contributed its own share to the growing indiscipline, which 
it doubtless will take some time to eradicate. Ill-digested ideas of 
the elements that go to build a true democracy and an imperfect 
realization of what independence stands for have also contributed 
to t.he present state of affairs. It is hoped that this is, however, a 
passing pl1ase, as on "the whole, the bulk of the students are discip
lined, well-behaved and easily amenable to the in.fiuence ofteachers."l 

The proctorial system cn>.ates the thought of espionage in the 
minds of some students who feel it is based upon. punitive mea
sures for its result.'! ; that fines and " gates " are penalties for minor 
offences while serious offences call for suspens1on, -expulsion and 
rustication. 

We rerommend that students be given the opportunity to 
develop self-respect and self-reliance throu~h an attitude of trust 
rat.her than live in an atmo.."Phere of suspiCion and fear. 

I &piy t10 OwmiMiOll"a QueatiUllll&ift. Univenity ot~ P .. 1'1.~ 
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73. (b) Proctorial System in which Students Participate.-As 
rapidly as the spirit of responsibility is developed among students, 
they may be entrusted with an ever increasing share in self-govern
ment. The modern youth cannot be driven by fear. Normal boys 
and girls can be led more effectively by imposing trust and 
appealing to honour. They usually respond to Burns precept ; 

" The fear of Hell is a hangman's whip 
To haud the wretch in order 
But where you feel your honour grip, 
Ay, let there be your border." 

Where the proctorial system is in vogue, it works b~st if the students 
participate in it. This removes distrust, breeds a sense of responsi
bility, and becomes an important aspect of education for'participa
tion in after·life. Some universities :which are trying out Proctorial 
Boards and Courts of Honour are having encouraging success. 
We noted with satisfaction one university Proctorial Board com
posed of sixteen students and eight staff members, including the 
Proctor, which was functioning exceptionally well. All recommenda
tions of punishment emanate from the students and they incline 
to be less lenient than the staff members of the Board. A salient 
feature is the ability of the Board to control strikes and mass action 
of students through leadership from the student members of the 
Board. 

74. (c) Student Government Recommended.---8tudent government 
has been used effectively in some universities and colleges in the 
United States. In a few colleges in India, the Commission found 
student government and honour systems operating apparently with 
excellent results. This can be accomplished under the proper 
conditions. The student strength should not be too large in_pro-. 
portion to the staff and the selection of students should be such that 
unfit elements are eliminated. The students should be accommodat
ed in hostels or well-conducted lodges with ample facilities for corpo: 
rate life of all lp.nds. 

75. (d) Student Government Functions. -well at CoUegesjQT Women.
The Isabella Tho burn College for Women at Lucknow is an illus
tration of a college in which student government operates effectively 
and smoothly. In the Constitution of the Student Government 
Association its objectives are set out as follows : 

" The purpose of this Association shall be to maintain order 
and decorum in the buildings and on the campus ; to 
promote active cooperation among all members of the 
college community, to foster an intelligent interest. in 
all phases of college activities ; to increase the sense of 
individual responsibility, personal integrity, and loyalty 
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to the highest ideals of the college ; to prepare its members 
to take their proper share in serving and advancing the 
best interests of their nation and of the world. 

The Staff and Administration will delegate to the Student 
Government jurisdiction over student behaviour on the 
campus and such matters as do not in the opinion of the 
College Council infringe upon. the following subjects 
which the Administration hold under its own control ; 

I. Academic matters. 
2. Matters of health and safety. 
3. The use of College property. 
4. Business management (bo'th in hostels and tuitional 

affairs). 
5. Matters of discipline, too serious to be dealt with by the 

Student Government alone. " 
A member of the staff attends all meetings of the Association in an 
advisory capacity. 

All residential students of the eollege are ipso facto members of 
the Association, and the annual membership fee is eight annas. 

There are two standing committees, the Executive Committee 
and the Judicial Committee. Tlie latter committee, which handles 
m&tters of discipline, consists of seven members, the Princip&l of the 
College, the Chief Warden, &nd five students which include the Presi
dent &nd the three Vice-Presidents of the Association. 

The Judiciai Committee has the powers to deal with all cases 
of discipline within the jurisdict.i~n of the Association. The three 
Vice-Presidents are responsible for fostering and directing of social 
activities in the hostels. A Board of Proctors elected three times a 
year, meets fort.ni~htly and is responsible for keeping order through
out the college. They regul&te hours of study, quiet, rising, retiring 
and. rest in tl1e hostels. They al8o handle such m&tters &s leaving 
the campus, visiting in homes (with permission of the Chief Warden), 
attending Motion Pictures, religious meetings, etc. 

In. addition to the maintenance of orderly life on and off the 
campus, the students through the Student Government Association 
direct such activities as student publications, athletics and other 
corporate life. 

76. (e) Advaulage.s of Student Gooernment.-Good Student 
Government integrates the college community, imparts a wholesome 
social atmosphere, fosters common ideals and loyal pride in an 
institution but most important, provides training for good citizen~ 
ship and soci&l responsibility. It gives scope for the right type of 
student political activity, which helps to develop the capacity to 
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play the role of citizens in a republican form of government and a. 
democratic society. It replaces the undesirable tendencies toward 
Undermining respect for constituted authority and leaving youth a 
prey to propaganda of conHicting ideologies. 

77. (j) Other Measurses fw Promotion {)f Good I>iscipline.-The 
National Cadet Corps is a most useful form of developing discipline 
and orderly habits among students. Opportunities for recreation, 
athletic sports, amenities of social life, especially for students residing 
outside hostels (who are often neglected), all play their part in good 
discipline. These are dealt with elsewhere in this chapter. It is 
noted that Students• Unions have become infected at some places 
with communalism and strange ideologies. The proper functions 
of debating, social improvement and liberal thinking should be 
promoted if the Unions are to be an asset rather than a liability in 
producing the best student conduct. A major principle in maintain
ing discipline involves keeping students active and engaged upon 
-worth-while and constructive lines. Students who carry heavy 
loads of an academic character with considerable practical work. 
ought to have less temptation to fall into indiscipline tba those who 
are not very busy. Students with light academic load.. should be_ 
given sufficient intra-mural opportunities to keep them active. 
Student Government provides a valuable medium for this kind of 
outlet. -

Clos~ contact between staff and students is the most valuable 
medium of stimulating good behaviour, character and worthy ideals -
among students. This can be at~ined in small residential colleges 
without great difficulty, but becomes almoSt impossible in the mass 
education that has overwhelmed many colleges and universities. . -

It is important that good discipline be looked upon not as student. 
conformity to arbitrary standards of conduct, but rather as individual 
responsibility for behaviour. .Peace and order maintained by rigidly 
executed rules is totalitarian, not -educative, in method. Some of 
the student disturbances in India today JD,ay be initiated by students · 
who do feel a personal responsibility for ~heir action, and yet do not 
show mature judgment in its evaluation. While such situations call 
for disciplinary action, they call more directly for educational action 
and attitudes. The causes for such disturbances are complex, and 
their solution will be achieved, not by punitive force, but by a pro
cess of educational development undertaken in an attitude of sym
pathy, understanding, and mutual helpfulness between the staff and 
the students. It is the responsibility of college and university teach
ing staff the world over to determine whether their primary aim is to 
keep the administrative machinery running smoothly, or to educate 
the students. Neither aim should exclude the other, but it is some-
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times true that where the course of university operation is pursued at. 
the expense of student ~owth and development,discipline is maintain
ed by compulsion. It 18 true that students entering college represent 
varying levels of maturity and emotional development. Some are 
more capable of self-direction and responsibility than others. When 
students of limited background find differing outlooks and practices 
in college, there is a tendency for them either to defend emotionally 
their own or to reject blindly their own for the new. It is right that 
guidance toward certain patterns of conduct be undertaken by the 
colle~e. On the other hand, such guidance should not assume uni
forzruty of conduct as its end. When students whose conduct diver
ges from the norm have the maturity for honest self-appraisal, to~ 
~ether with personal assumption of responsibility for their conduct, 
1t is the resl?onsibility of the university, as it is of society, to respect 
such behav1our unless or until it can be proven harmful or false. 
Uniformity of conduct is not the means to good discipline, nor the 
neeeSBary result of good discipline. Colleges with disciplined, mature 
students, often reveal wide differences in student outlook, behaviour, 
values, interests. They do reveal one common feature : a concern for 
helping students to develop a personal life philosophy to which they 
are committed. Differences in outlook and practice, held responsi
ble though open-mindedly, are essential to a vital society. They 
are the correctives to convention and habit upon w1ich the progress 
of mankind has depended. ' · 

78. The Problem of Discipline RequireJJ Co-operative E.ffort.-But 
administrators and teachers caunot solve satisfactorily the problems 
of promoting good life and high ethical standards on campuses. 
They must have the co-operation of the parents, the political leaders, 
the public and the press. This is a co-operative task which deserves 
the support of all good citizens. The outcome i& significant not 
only for higher ~ucation but for the sound growth of our country. 

79. Student Govermnent will 8tiCCeed if Persisterdly Applied.
There is no justification for the opinion sometimes expressed that 
indiscipline is beyond control in our universities. There are serious 
problems in some places, but none that cannot be solved if intelli
gent, constructive and, at times, vigorous action is applied. Un
favourable situations arise largely from lo.ck of active responsibility 
-on the part of officers and staff, a policy of drifting, and the absence 
of complete. cooperation on the part of those both within and without 
the universities. We are of the definite opinion that policies which 
we have advocated, if properly pursued, can create a wholesome 
attitude and right action among university students who are idealista 
the world over, and generally less compromising with wrong than 
elder persons who more oftt'n resort to expediency. 
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. ~ th~ firs~ a:tt:mpta to estab_li~ ~tudent government and parti
Cipation m disciplinary responsibilities do not appear successful 
authorities should not desist, as a period of time is usually required t; 
permit young- people to acquire self-confidence and educate their 
fellows. 

X.-Stwlent Welfare. 
80. Need of COT]!W~ Life.-An unfortunate corollary of the 

conception of the university as an examining machine is the absence 
of corporate life. The great universities of Taxila and Nalanda in 
ancient India and the Renaissance universities of Europe were com
munities of scholars who enjoyed a way of life surcharged with 
learning but not without ita spiritual amenities and social attractions. 
The university is not a barren ante-room to life, it is a part of life and 
should be a happy, rich experience and not a hard round of lectures 
and laboratory assignments. fulfilled under trying circumstances and 
compulsion. The student who does not live on the campus, who 
has no part in extra-curricular activities, who never lives in a hostel 
or eats in a dining hall, and who does not join a Union, may get a 
degree but has missed many of the values which the university 
affords. 

We think that there should be some fragment at least of the 
complex university organization of today which is concerned with 
the planniilg, enriching and supplying the sinews of real, genuine 
life among students. . 

. 81. Functions of Office of Dean of Students.-. In the United States. 
where all colleges and universities have teaching functions and each 
possesses its own academic spirit and atmosphere, student life. 
abounds and determines in a large degree ~he character of the i{lstitu- . 

· tion. In the heart of every campus is an: office, that of the Dean o:f 
Students, which. works full-time upon the problem of helping the 
students. to plan their lives. It js _concerned with how or where 
students. live ; it assists the needy student in finding work if he requires· 
financial aid, or recommends him for a ·scholarship or loan if he is 
worthy ; it knows about his habits ; it discovers whether he is failing_. 
at any important point such as health, morality, or class work, and 
IJlOVes to assist him ; it sees that he gets. a fair opportunity to enjoy 
the social and recreational life ; in short, the office of Dean of Students. 
is a place.constantly on the alert. to promote student life, academic • 

. social, moral and material, and prepares to give advice on every 
subject ranging from where to buy pencils up to matri.ril.onial per
plexities. · · • 

. 82. Board of Student Welfare Recommended by Calctttta Univer
sity Commission.-The Calcutta University Commission gave con
siderable attention to the problem of student welfare and to the 
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bleakness of student life. It recommended a Board of Student 
Welfare composed of a rather large group of important persons 
which would include, among others, the Vice-Chancellor, Dean or 
other representative of the Faculty of Medicine, the Director of 
Physical Education, Principals or other representatives of colleges, 
representatives of hostels, the Medical O!ficer of Health, the Sanitary 
(Jommissioner, a limited number of outsiders co-opted by the Board, 
and others. • 

It envisioned the functions of the Board of Student Welfare as : 
(a) Health of students. 
(b) Physical instruction. 
(c) Organized games and recreation. 
(d) Questions of residence. 

TG ''bese we might add: 
(e) As11isting poor students, either through scholarships or 

loans or by opportunities for self-help. 
(f) Disciplinary problems. 
(.q) Student publications. 
(h) Vocational guidance and life planning. 

83. fJr.qanization of Office of Dean of Students and BOOII'd of Student 
lV elfare.-There are other services to be rendered but the above 
constitute some of the principal functions. In universities, there 
would be need for a Dean of }len and a Dean of Women. Men's 
collPgcs would have only a Dean of Men and Women's colleges oply 
a Dean of Women. Each office would require a small clerical staff. 
Such matters as keeping track of loan funds, awarding scholarships, 
finding jobs, keeping lists of approved lodging houses and like matters 
require the keeping of records and some financial accounting. One 
office, with a Dean of Men and a Dean of 'Vomen, can serve a resi
dt>ntial and teaching or federative university. Isolated colleges 
whether constituent or affiliating, could not be served from a central 
office and could participate only by setting up their own offices or 
they could be operated as pranches ,under the general auspices of the 
central office. The appomtment of Deans of Students should be 
recommE>nded to the Executive Council by the Vice-Chancellor or by 
Principals, and they should be directly responsible to these officials. 

Deans Qf Students should be c.arefully selected. The duties 
require more natural talent than training. Persons who understand 
students, who enjoy working with them but who possess firmness and 
qualities of leadership together with administrative ability, are the 
types who succeed best. Persons who endeavour to drive or wbo 
lack powers of decision, will fail. No one should be appointed who 
hRB not had considerable e:~perience as a teacher, and particularly 
along lines of tutoring, guiding and advising. 
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- We do not think that a Board such as was suggested by the Cal
cutta University Commission would lie adapted to situations outside 
of Calcutta, and even that could meet only_ once or twice a year. 
Student welfare requires active and constant attention if it is to :find 
its proper fruition, now badly needed. 

We would suggest an office headed by a Dean of Students or 
other full-time officer with the status and pay of a Dean, with duties 
and responsibilities similar to the Dean of Students which we have 
described. -We think that a small advisory Board of Student Welfare 
of not over a dozen persons, composed of local individuals,,might be 
desirable. Such a Board conld be convened rather easily and could 
be made to render :real assistance in solving student problems and 
promoting student welfare. The Board of Student -Welfare 
could well include the Vice-Chancellor as Chairman, the Dean of 
Students as Executive Secretary, the Dean or other representative 
of the Faculty of Medicine, or the University or College Physician 
where no Medical College exists, the Director of Physical Education, 
_Chairman of the Committee on Health, Residence and Discipline, 
Principals or other representatives of colleges, representatives of 
hostels, and two or three prominent citizens coopted from the com
munity outside the academic circle. We think several students 
nominated by the students themselves would be ·a most helpful 
addition to the Board of Student Welfare. 

84. RecomrMllilations. We recommend:-

II.-Selection of Students. 
I. that admission to universities ·and colleges be based upon 

merit without iliscrimination of "Rny kind ; 
2. that in the first degree stage, the. widest possible variaty of 

courses be offered to enable local students, qualified to benefit by 
an education, to have opportunities which would otherwise be 
denied; __ 

3. that at the post-graduate, professional and advanced research 
stages, universities should concentrate and coordinate their activi-
ties· ·, • Ill.-_ Scholarships Examinations. 

4. that scholarships be awarded by examinations on _a basis of 
merit to gift.ed but :financially needy students ; • 

-IV.-Health. 
5. that all students, both men and women, be required to take, 

at no cost to themselves, a thorough physical examination at admis
sion and periodically thereafter, at least once a year ; 

6. that all universities, with or without Medical Colleges, must 
have hospitals and dispensaries for student service; -
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7. that students suffering from infectious, chronic, or endemic 
diseases be denied admission unless the university or college has 
available facilities for isolating and treating those who may have 
curable diseases ; · 

8. that all staff members and employees of colleges aO:d uni
versities, especially food-handlers, be examined before employment 
and the latter periodically thereafter; at least once a year ;· 

9. that health service should include sanitary inspection of 
campus, bUildings, hostels, dining rooms, kitchens, and off-campus 
residences, and regulsr reports submitted to the Vice-Chancellor 
or other responsible administrative officer ; 

10. that a nutritious meal be furnished at noon at reasonable 
ood; · 

. 11. that all students be requited to be vaccinated against small. 
pox, and inoculated against cholt>ra, typhoid and the plague ; 

12. that a post-graduate degree course leading to a doctorate 
should be set up at one university in each Province where Directors 
of Physical Education may be trained ; 

13. that each university and college remote from a university 
Cflntre shall have a Director of Physical Education with the status, 
pay and training comparable to heads of other departments ; 

14. that provision of gymnasia, playgrounds and equipment 
are essential to physical education and health ; 

15. that two years of physical education be required for all 
students, men ·and women, except those who are physically unfit or 
who are in the National Cadet Corps ; · · 

16. that physical examinations be followed up with corrective 
exercises in cases revealed by the examinations ; 

17. that adequate staff be I?rovided for compulsory physical 
training, and a regular time be ass1gned for this purpose ; 

18. that all physical education activities and courses of study 
be under the Director of Physical Education ; 

V.-~ational Cadet Corps. 
19. that institutions which have not been allotted Units or 

Sub-Units of the Cadet Corps and have not applied, contact imme
diately the National Cadet Corp11 Directorate, Ministry of Defence, 
New Delhi, or the Provincial Government; 

20. that the Centre should take over from the Provinces and 
States the responsibility for the administratio~ of the National Cadet; 
Corps; 
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2L that the Centre should detail Regular Officers of the Army, 
Navy and Air Corps for instruction in the universities a ndcolleges; 

22. that the Centre must furnish al~ equipment, ncludin<Y 
uniforms, defray expenses of training camps, and provide a small 
commutation for each cadet, equivall:'nt to the cost of one meal a 
day; 

23. that for housing equipment, armouries or hangars or both 
are necessary ; · 

• 24. that there be an annual inspection and rating of all units by 
Regular Officers not associated with the Units inspected ; 

25. that there be manreuvres in the summer in which Army and 
AixUnitswork together; that Nav:al Units take cruises in the 
summer; 

26. that enlistment in the Cadet Corps be continued on a two
year, voluntary ba_sis; 

Vl.-S()(,oial Service. 

27. that Social Service be encouraged and remam on a com-
pletely voluntary basis ; · 

Vll.-Hostels arul Residence. 

28. that universities establish reasonahl!) standard~ for host;,ls, 
residence and corporate activities as a condition of college affiliation, 
that these standards be enforced and that no affiliation be granted 
in the future until standards have been met ; 

29. that universities supply .all hostels with usualfurnfshings 
except bedding, towels and linen ; . · 

. 30. that all dining rooms in hostels or on the campus be under. 
the· direction of a trained dietician ; 

31. that both vegetarian and non-vegetarian diets be furnished, 
and that no other arrangements be permitted ; . 

32. that all hostels be cosmopolitan i~ character and the present 
communal hostels be abolished ; 

33. that students be admitted to hostels on a basis of priority 
of application, and assigned to hostels in age groups of four-year 
limits; 

34. that some staff members should live in hostels and mingle 
with students as much as is practicable, both as tutors and socially ; 
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35. that advanced students of good character and accepted 
scholarship be used as Monitors in hostels and in minor roles in dining 
rooms; 

36. that hostels be constructed in blocks of not more than :fifty 
students per block, with common rooms and dining halls for four 
or five blocks ; 

37. that large hostels be broken up into sections with accom· 
modation for not more than fifty students in each section ; 

38. that playgrounds and corporate activities be convenient 
to students living in hostels, and also in off-campus lodges ; 

39. that all lodges and off-campus r~>.sidential units be rigidly 
inspected for sanitation, social desirability, location and other perti
nent considerations ; 

40. that students he required to reside in approved lodges and 
living quarters ; 

VIII.-Un~versity Unims. 

41. that University Unions should be as free· aa possible from 
political activities ; 

42. that the Union should be the principal centre of student 
corporate activities, and the federative link of all student organiza
tions; 

43. that the Union be operated by students and for students 
without interference of university authorities ; . 

IX.-Discipline. 

44. that students be encouraged to take interest in good govern
!lumt, but not in party politics ; 

45. that a modified proctorial system, in which students will 
play a large part, or student government, be developed ; 

46. that teaqhers, parents, political leaders, public and press 
coopcrnte in promoting proper life among students ; 

X.-Sfludent Welfare. 

• 7. that an office of Dean of Students, be set up in colleges and 
universities ; 

48. that an Advisory Board of Student Welfare be organizeci 
in universities which do not have such a body. 



CHAPTER XII 
WoMEN's EDucATiON 

I.-Imp0'1ta11U aJ Women's Eaucaiimlf(jl' Naiinna!Life. 

1. The Primacy of Women's Education. 2. The Education of Women 
as Women. 3. Preparation fur Home·aud Family Life. 

11.-Special Co!P"ses. 
4. Home Economics. 5. Nursing.. 6. Teaching. 7. The Fine Arts· 

II I.-The F.aw-e aJ Women's Etlucatiun. 
8. Present. Conditions in Women's Education. 9. Suggestions for 
Improvement. 10. Co-education. 11. Appraisals of Women's 
.Education. 12. Recommendations. 

I.-Importance of Women's Education for National Life. 
1. The Primacy of Women's Education.-· "If the Government 

by the initial exclusion of the masses accentuated the segregation of 
the masses from the privileged few, by their initial restriction of· 
their (educational) efforts to the male population, they brought a line 
of division where it had never existed before, within the househQld." 1 

While the movement for equal education for men and women began 
in Great Britain about a. century ago with such serious thinkers as 
Fredrick Maurice, who was a founder of Queen's College for women 
in 1848, and John Stuart Mill, wl-.ose" Subjection of Women" was 
published in 1869, it did not reach India until several decades later. 
Even today the inequality is evident. According to the statistics 
issued by the Indian Ministry of Education for 1945-46, there were 
six and a half times as many boys and men in secondary schools and 
colleges . a.s there were girls. 

The underlying habits of men and wo~en are largely fixed in the 
early years, and these years are spent chiefly with the mother_ If 
she is open minded, inquiring and alert,'looking behind rumour and 
tradition to find the facts, concerne!l with the course of events, in
formed about the nature of the world around her and interested in it, 
and acquainted with history and literature and enjoying them, then· 
her children will learn these interests and attitudes from her. The 
educated, conscientious mother who lives and works with her children 
in the home is the best teacher in the world of both character 11nd. 
intelligence. Much of what she learned at school her children get 
unconsciously as second nature by living in her company. In a 
society made up of such homes children starting to school already have 
a background of information, understanding and culture which result 
in their getting more benefit from school than otherwise would be 
possible. · 

1 Arthur Mayhew, TIM Etlueanoa of India, 1926. 
892 
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There cannot be an educated people without educated women. 
If general education bad to be limited to men or to women, that 
opportunity should be given to women, for then it would most surely 
be passed on to the next generation. -

2. The Education of Women as Wrml!m • ....:.General education for 
intertlsting and intelligent living and for citizenship in large part 
can he the same for men and women. We ba,·e heard frequent 
suggestions that women's education should run to pretty" .accom
plishments " such as drawing, painting or the .like-skills which 
will enable well-to-do women to pass their time harmlessly while 
their husbands do the really important work. This point of view 
should be obsolete. Women should share with men the life and 
thought and interests of the times. They are fitted to carry the 
same academic work as men, with no less thoroughness and quality. 
The distribution of general ability among women is approximately 
the same as among men. 

Yet, though men and women are equally competent in academic 
work, and though many subjects are equally interesting and appro
priate, it doe.s not follow that in all things men's and womffil's edu~a
tion should be identical. Indian universities for the most part are 
places of preparation for a man'$ world. Little thought has been 
given to the education of women as women. Women must share 
the same programme as men or go without. There are ways in which 
many women's intert>.sts or appropriate fields of work diverge from 
those of men, and educational programmes should take that fact 
into acr,otmt. . 

In every country, no matter how far tl1e " h'beratiQn " of women 
has gone, husbands and wives commonly play different parts. In 
general the man provides the income and the woman maintains 
the home. For manv women who crave to achieve standards of 
ext'ell!mce, the home provides an excellent setting. For a woman to 
give the homo design, beauty, order and character, without being 
her!l(>]f a slave to home-keeping and without imposing onerous 
prohibitions a.nd restrictions on the freedom of movement of children, . 
1s a high art. It will not he acquired by chance, and for many women 
its ncq uisition will be impossil:le except through education. 

The home itself can be a work of art, even though it must be 
maintail!ed very simply and t>conomically. In fact, simplicity may 
be the h1ghl'.st expression of beau tv. In the Western world, homea 
tt>nd ~ be crowded with belon.,..mgS, as though the achievement of a 
beautiful home were a matter of acquirina furnishings or other 
works of art. In Japan, great simplicity and ~traint in furnishin.,<TS 
and ornaments, with skill and ta.~te in selection and arrangement, 
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are the characteristies sought. The Japanese course has much to 
commend it. Aesthetic skill in the furnishing and arrangement of 
the home can be a. COJI.Stant source of satisfaction to the family and 
to ~eats. 

Women have demonstrated their ability to- think and work 
alongside of men. Why not take that ability for granted and becrin 
to recognize the ways in which the education of women can weli"be 
differentiated from that of men~ It is time to realize that the finest 
family relations resultfroi:n the association of a man and a.woman 
who have had much of their education in COrrLTilon, but each of whom 
has developed according to his or her own nature, and not in imit.a
tion of the other. 

3. Preparation for Home ar.d Family l~fe.-Wise education for 
a woman will not leave her preparation for home and family to the 
bitter and wasteful school of experience. He:z: education as a woman 
should include practical " laboratory " experience in tl.e care of a 
home and family. Equipment for a girl's education might well 
include : . -

1. "A baby home. 
2. A nursery school, which incidentally would relieve nearby 

mothers during a part of the day. 
3. A club for school children and adolescents. 
4. A little home for convalescents. 
5. A small home for old people. 
6. A home setting where students may have exi>erience in 

home maintenance and operation, and where they may 
_ · act as hostesses. 

. A woman should learn something of· problems that are cE'.rtain 
t.o come up in all marriages, and in the relations. of parents and child,
ren, and how they may be met. Her education should make her 
familiar with problems of horne management and skilled in meeting 
them, so that she may take her place in a h.orne with the same interest 

· and the same sense 'of competence that 11. well trained man has in 
working at his calling. 

To make such a suggestion for women's education is to empha
size the fact that there has been inadequate study of that field in 
India, inadequate training of t-eachers for women's education, and· 
inadequate provision for full education for women in our colleges 
and universities ; though some institutions, such as the Women's 
Christian College and Queen Mary's College for Women, both. at 
Madras, and the Isabella Thoburn College at Lucknow, are domg 
pioneering work to that end. These needs have been recognized in 
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previous educational. surveys, in which _considerable attention bas 
been ~ven to women's education. There is need that the theory of 
equality of opportunity, but not necessarily: identity of opportunity, 
s~ll find increasing expression in practice. 

The greatest profession of women is, and probably will continue 
to be, that of home maker. Yet her world should not be limited to 
that one relationship. There are varied conditions which may pro
perly lead a woman to seek fulfilment of her life in other fields. 
Among the great contributors to human welfare have been some 
men who determined to forego home and family in order to commit 
themaelves wholly to the chosen work of their lives. Women should . 
have this same opportunity. The place of wife and mother offers 
opportunity for exercise of the highest qualities and skills, yet for a 
woman to decide that she can best fulfil her aims by lilTing a single 
life should not put her under a social disability. Sometimes,· also, 
there is a period before marriage during which a young woman can 
do useful work, such as teaching or nursing. Sometimes the loss of a 
husband makes her the bre\d winner for the family. When children 
are grown, there often remain ten to twenty-five years of vigorous 
life in which a woman may wish to have a useful career. Sometimes 
husband and wife wish to share a common occupation through the 
years. Sometimes with women, as with men, the needs of home 
and family leave time for useful and interesting occupations. For 
all such circumatances educational opportunitif'.s should be available. 

One of the desirable de,•elopments of Indian life and education 
for both men and women is a great increase in the kinds of work open 
to them. If only a. few callings are recognized there is excessive 
competition for the available places, many kinds of ability find no 
opportunity for expression, and many kinds of needs remain un
Sllpplied. A wholesome and interesting society will have many and 
vaned occupations and professions. The educational system at all 
levels should prepare men and women for such varied callings. . 

11.-Spedaf. C<ncrses. 

Deecriptions of some fields of work peculiarly appropriate to 
women will indicate directions which women's education might well 
take in Indian colleges and universities. 

4. llomP. Eeotll:>tnf<".s.-lt is unfortunate that courses in home 
'economics and home management are held in low repute and are 
shunned by women students, who insist on the same courses as men. 
We are informed that in one of our most pro!!l"essive universities 
where special provision was made for courses in home economics. 
no women students have chosen to take them. There are several 
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reasons for this bias. Women cannot.yet take for granted their 
equality with men, and feel that they need to prove it by being identi
cal in their studies. .Also, certain class ·consciousness and snobbery 
still remain. There has been little vocational guidance to help girl 
students to understand and appreciate the nature and opportunities 
of a. woman's world and to prepare for it. 

A mastery of home economics is useful both to the home keeper 
and to the woman who, from choice or necessity, is to practise a. 
profession outside the home. According to one of the best schools 
in this field, " Courseil in Home Economics deal with the effective 
feeding and clothing of the family and others : the care and guidance 
of children ; the family relationships ; the growth of artistic sense 
and taste which brings beauty into the h9me ; the organization and 
running of the home on a sound economic, social and hygienic basis; 
and the care and use of equipment". 

The effective o)'f!~tion and management of a. well-to-do home 
iS a highly skilled ca · . In the old days, jp families at all social levels, 
with traditions of excellence, this art with allitsl!killandrefinement 
was passed from mother to daughters through the generations. A 
home economics course should preserve and transmit the~ of those 
ancient arts, with such additions and improvements as modern 
science and research have made possible, and make them the posses
sion of many. · . 

A well-ordered home helps to make well-ordered men. Many a. 
competent manager of business or of public affairs has become so 
in part because as a boy he lived in a. home that was intelligently 
and efficiently managed by his mother. Order and efficiency thus .. 
became second nature to him. It is doubtful whethermanv men 
ever achieve orderly and efficient living' :whose early home environ
ment was one of confusion and disorder. Probably there would be 
no quicker way to raise the general standard of economy and efficiency 
in Indian life than to make 'women interested and competent in the· 
efficient, economical and convenient planning and management of 
their homes. A spirit of pioneering, of experiment and research in 
the planning and management of even a simple home, can add variety 
and zest to living, as well as economy and convenience, and can 
stimulate originality and resourcefulness in the children of the home. 
Thus good home ma:f.ement is more than a convenience for the 
housewife and her fa · y ; it is the foundation of the orderly state, 
and the teaching of good home management is the first lesson in 
good government, as Confucius said. 

For the management of the private home, the entire field of 
home economics is an undivided unit. As an occupation for earning 
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one's living, however, fllrther specialization is frequently. ~ry. 
Occupations within the general ~eld of home econo~~ .mclnde 
Chi4l Development! Family .Rel&tions, .Food a~d ~ntntton, Home 
Economics, Edncation, Hownng and Destgn,lnstttiltion Management, . 
.and Textiles and Clothing. 

A well designed conrse in Home Economics will mclnde first, 
. the elements or a geneul ednca.tion, -except as they ha.ve·already 
been acq nired in secondary schools, as described under Gent:ral 
Education in the chapter on Coi.lr3eS of Stn~y ; second, some " ~re 
courses " which are d~Hir.l.ble for everyone m the field ; and third. 
more specialiZed conrsea as neeied or de.!ired by the individll&l 
student. 1 

Tb.e field of Home Eooaomica is freqllently looked upon as 
solely for women. The wtima.te aim of the home economics cllrri
-oulumis to help women and men to see the true dignity of home 
lll'iking, and to give it an ideal worth. This is the need for men as 
well as fnr wom!ln. E3pecially in Institutional ;n<~.na.gement mem 
share the fit~ld with women. Co1mes in this field generally inclllde 
administration, financial blldgeting, food in quantity, eqnipment 
and labour management. 

. There i!! room for a large extension of Home Economics teachina: 
ill .Jndia.n higher ednca.tion. It sho!lld rank in dignity and worth 
with any other oalling. • -

li. Nrming.-In Enro:{le and America nursing is an honourell 
r.rofession for women, and It wowd be to the interest of our country 
if it shonld have the same standing here. The widespread Western 
&>:stems of c!inics, hospit~ls !1-nd h•Jal~h centres cowd not be op~ra.tecl 
~thout thetr help. Ind1a lS much m I).eed of a large expawnoii of. 
nursing service, both in city hospitals and for rural field service. 
Nnr11ing edllcation for women should be developed as quickly as is 
))essible with the maintenance of good standards. · · 

• Tho New York State College of Home Boonomioa at Comell Uaiveroity, Ithaaa 
New Y ort, perhaps the foremoot institution of ito kind in Amorioa, baa the following " ..,..; 
«>nnoo " requlrod for aU otudenta In home eoonomioo : " The Individual and hi• Be. 
latlota with Othora "; " Houaehold Proooa001 " (study of the prooe-. and equi-t 
inYOived In the oare of the home) ; " Eoonomit> Conditions in Relation to lobe Welfare of 
h.miHn u; ••Kanagoment in Hom&~" i "Elementary Food and NuCritioa »; "Home 
hmlohlnge " ; and " Clothing Seleot.i~ Purohaee and C.... ". 

The School of Home Eoonomioo of Miohlgaa State College hu a " 001'8 cnurioulom "or 
OOW'1IOa requlrod of allstudenta in Horne Eoont>mioa, aa CoUowa: (1) On En~. 
ofContinnnuolnkllleotualGrowthinlllemberaoftheFamily; (2) Aeathetica in the Home. 
(I) Socl&l and Paycl!ologioal Aspeota of Family Li!e ; (4) Jloonomio Aopeote of FaoJDily 
Llfu ; ~~~) Famil,y Hoalr.h ; and (8) Hooaebold Teclmology. 

lii108MmRda. 
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Even in the wealthiest and most highlv industrialized countries 
there are n&t nearly enough professionally trained nurses to care for 
all those who are ill .. Their work is supplemented by that of" prac
tical " nurses who have had shorter periods of training. The same 
needs exist in India. ·Professionally trained nurses in hospitals will 
act as surgeons' and physicians' assistants, will handle difficult cases, 
will supervise village health workers, and will teach nursing. Much 
ef the actual care of patients will be in the hands of" practical" 
Iurses with but limited school training. For diploma grade nurses 
the required course may well be two years after ted years of schooling. 

To become professional nurses, students should begin their 
training after high school, should do work equivalent to that required 
for the B.Se. degree, and should receive the degree ofB.Se. in Nursing. 
Their studies should include general education, as descnoed in the 
11hapter on Coilrses of Study, together with courses in physical and 
biological science as preparation for the specialized courses of nursing 
education. The nursing courses should be combined with actual 
practice at caring for tlie sick. The duration of the course should be 
the same as that required for the B.Sc. degree. · · 

Expansion ofnurRing education should take place as fast as build
ings and equipment can be made available, competent teachers can 
b!l trained, and suitable girl students are available. In few profession
al fields in India does the need exceed the supply as it does here. -. 

. 6. Teachif'l.g.-For the earlier years of schooling, women are the 
utural teachers, and for all the later stages of education they have 
their place. With the expansion of education in democratic India 
the call fq-r well-educated and well-trained teachers for elementary 
and secondary schooling will_j>robably long exceed the supply. 
Especially for the teacher's calling, it is htlportant that educatio11 
mall not be limited ~ narrow specialization, but that well propor-. 
tioned general education shall provide a broad foundation for special 
interests. . . . . 

7. The Filne Am.-Before completing 1ris or her general educatioa 
e,-ery student ill expected to acquire some measure of apprecia
tion of the fine arts. To a steadily increasing extent womeD. will 
ind vocational opportunities in the arts. The_ teaching of vocal 
and instrumental music in schools and colleges will provide some 
auch opportunities. The furnishing of- music as entertainment will 
inoreaae. In a dt>mocratic country with generally distributed econo
mic resources the number of people who will use the services of 
entertainers will be far greater thp.n in a society where wealth and 
epportunity are largely concentrated. Along with men, women '\\ill 
excel in dramatic.,, painting, illustration, ceramics, and in tenile 
design and craftsmanship. 
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• 
-There are few callings in which women will have a cojS!ete 

monopoly, and few that will be closed to them. In some ca gs, 
auch as engineering or mining; only rarely will a woman be found'. 
In others such as nursery school management men will rarely a.ppear. 
Some callings are chiefiy in the hands of men, some chiefly m the 
hands of women, and others about equally shared.- This is as it 
ahould be. 

Sometimes the dominance of men or of women in a Calling is 
chiefly a matter of habit. For instance, in America nearly all 
elementarv school teachers are women, while in this country they 
are mostly men. For many callings the same couri'CII are suitable 
for men and women, and separate facilities are not necessary. 

- Thus, to a considerable degree the problem of occupational 
training for women is a part of the educational problem in generaL 
There is needed, however, a fuller recognition of the equal status of 
women and equal opportunity, both for general education and for . 
their life work. The home maker needs paining for her work aa well 
as does the engineer or the lawyer. · 

IV.-The Future of Women's Education 
8. Pruem Conditions in Women's Educatioo.-In our visits to 

many colleges we have had nmnerous OJ?portunities to inquire into 
and to observe the conditions and workings of women's education. 
It is very clear that there are certain steps which urgently need to. be 
taken to make the conditions t'f women's education more tolerable. 

There are few truly co-educational colleges in our country. 
Rather, there are men's colleges to which women have been admitted 
u abidentll, which is a very different matter. Quite frequently ia 
" co-educational " collE'ges nearly all the amenities are for men. and 
women are little more than tolerated. Often sanitary facilities for. 
women are totally inadP9uate, and sometimes whollv lacking. 
Recreatio~ s~ and facilities for women similarly are Inadequate 
or lacking. One of the moat frequent suggestions made to ua was 
th&t where women &nd men attend colleges, that & physical directress 
for women be provided. · 

In many co-educational colleges women have little or no share, 
in tollcge lifo. Women's hostels usually accommodate but few women. 
and sometimes none at all. According: to the comments received. in 
one city where there are few or no hostels some women students must 
leave home at 5 A.M. in order to att-end claases, and no provisions for 
refreshments are provided, althou,:th the students do not finish their 
work until mid-afrernoon. The commission received comments to 
the afrect that the attitudes of men students left much to be desired. 
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__ Other weaknesses of " co-educational " colleges reported to onr 

eommi!;!!ion are that there are too few women t~chers and that . ~ ,. ' 
-~xammatlons are a severe nervous strain to women. 

· 9. Sug_qestions for Improvement.-Among the many suggestions 
· receiv;ed ~re that women ~n seclu;'ion s~ould b~ allowed to appear for 
~exammations ;· that special consideration be given: to the status and 
needs of women ; that in tne employment of women staff members, 
ther~ should be equal pay for equal work as compared with men. 

We were informed that while a considerable number of women 
.take medical courses, relatively few actually practise medicine. 

· Since medical education is very expensive, and student enrolment in 
medical schools necessarily small, to train a ;person who will not 
practise is a social loss. :ro the extent that IS the case, women's 
.i.ntjerests might well be redirec~d to nursing, medical laboratory 
~hnology, dietetics, and other callings where the period of training 
-{'nd. the expenses are less. Social taboos are a large element in 
re~di"Qg such redirection of interest. ·Here as elsewhere, a demo
cratic spirit does not neceSsarily foll-ow a democratic constitution. 
Such redirection of interest should be a matter of counsel and advice, 
rather than of compulsion. The medical profession should remain 
epen to women . 

. ' . io. Oo-eduMtion.-The question of the wisdom of co-edut'.ation 
was frequently raised, and the most divergent opinions were expressed. 
There seeins to be a definite preponderance of opinion that from the 

· thirteenth or fourteenth year of age until about the eighteenth, 
eepar'll,te schooL'! for boys and.girls are desirable. Whether this 
~tz;n is chie.fly based o~ custom or upo~.e1rperience.is not w~olly 
,< ; l 

.;; - One: of India's prominent educators states : "The modem 
tl,-end is for equality of opportunity -fur women in all spheres, and it 
e&nnot be a-rrested. There should be no <listinctions of any kind of 
Women from men, after the -matriculatiol!-. stage". 
'· :on the other hand many, probablv a majority of those who 
oomment.ed, favour separate colleges for women when that is feasible, 
though not to the extent of denying women educational opportunity 
bY,Jlxeluding them from existing colleges organised primarily for 
;men. . 
· Some of the arguments given are that a woman cannot develop 
·her personality in a-men's college: that there is no need for women to 
·unde~o the nervous strain of examinations : that women's education 
' ahould be more in keeping with the temperament and needs of 
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women as wives and mothers : and that overcrowding is more serious 
for women tha?l f?r men. "~pleasing feature of colleges for women' 
has bet'n the mtunate relatiOn.~ of students and teachers." Some· 
of these arguments have greater weight in the absence of trnly co
educational colleges where the nseds of men and women would be 
given equal weight in designing the programme. ' . , 

As the age of entry to degree colleges would, on our recommenda
tion, be approximately eighteen, college education may be co-edu
cational, as it is at present in many medical colleges. SeJ?Bl'ate 
institutions at this lenl would demand unjustified increase m ex., 
pcnse. To maintain separate institutions for men and women. side 
by side, duplicating equipment, even when it is very ina.<lequate, · 
would be an tmdue tax upon limited financial resources. Separate· 
women's colleges commonly have poorer buildings, poorer equipment,_ 
and less able teachers. So far as possible co-edncational institntiona· 
should be encouraged at the degree level. · · ~ 

11. Appraisals of Women's Educat~an.-The results of_ women's. 
education under existing conditions have not been entirely satis
factory. The principal of a college wrote : " Women's present; 
education is entirely irrelE>vant to the life they have to lead. It is. 
not only a waste, but often a definite disability." Another wrote, 
"The present system of women's education, ba...'llld as it is upon man's 
needs, does not in any way make them fit for coping wit.h the practical 
problems of daily life. Their education should give them a yracticat 
bias, e~pecially from the point of view of families, for making them 
good mothers, teachers, doctors and nurses ". 

One experienced woman educator wrote to the commission :' 
" The modern educated Indian woman is n!!ither happy nor con
tented nor socially useful. She is a misfit in life. She is highly. 
auppreesed, and needs opportunities for self-expression. The new 
education must provide this opportunity." . . 

To some extent this maladjustment m the price of pioneering." 
The educated woman is ahead of her time. She i.'\ lonely and " ont 
of pluce " while creating a new social atmosphere in which her 
daughters or grand daughters can be natural and at home. But to. 
some extent her discontent is due to her effort, not only to be eqllBI 
to II}en, but to be like them in ~ her interests and activities. . 

One educator wrote: " It is too late in the day to sugg~ that 
women should not have the same courses as men. The remaining 
question is, what additional opportunities shall be 'provided t " . . 
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It is the duty of those. in charge of women's educati:n to face 
these problems, and to design education for women which will enable 
them to have full and adequate lives. · One educator wrote: " There 
has been no planning of women's education. It has just happened". 

12. Recommen.dations.-1. tbat the ordinary amenities and 
decencies of life should be provided for women in colleges originally 
planned for men, buj; to which. women are being admitted in 
increasing numbers ; -

2. that there should be no . curtailment in educational 
opportunites for women, but rather a grest increase ; 

3. that there should be intelligent educational guidance, by 
qualified men and women, to help women to get a clearer view of 
their real educational interests, to the end that they. shall not try 
to imitate men, but shall desire as good education as women as 
men get as men. Women's and men's education should have many 
elements in common, but should not in general be identical in all 
respects, as is usually the case today; . . 

4. that women students in general should be helped t-o see their 
normal places in a normal society, both as citizens and as women, 
and. t-o prepare for it, and college . programmes should be ao 
designed that it will be possible for them to do so ; . 

3. that through educational counsel and by example the· 
prevailing prejudice against_ study of. home economics and home 
management sho~ld be overcome ; · 

t. ·that standards of courtesy and ~?Qcial responsibility 11hould.: 
be emphasized on the part of men in mix-ed colleges ; 

7. that where new colleges are established t.o serve both men 
e.nd women students, they should b'e truly co-educational institutions,. 
with as much thought and consideration given to the life needs of 
women as to those of men. Except as such colleges come into 
existence there are no valid criteria for comparing segregated educa
tion with co-education ; 

8. that women teachers should be paid the same salaries 
as men teachers for equal work. 
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CO}!lSTITUTION AND CONTROL 

I.-Relation to PTm'incial and Cen.wal GfYIJ0fflment 

I. Nature of 00'11CUrrtmcy.-ln a.·large country like India., good 
government is only pg_ssible if wide powers are conferred by the con· 
stitution upon the Provincial Governments. It is essential that in 
many matters, including public education,. the initiative should rest 
with the Provinces or States and Unions; so should the administr&
tion, and so in many fields of activity should the final responsibility. 
But in some subjects, apart from those which the Centre retains 
in ita own· hands, there idelt to be the need, without impairing local 
initiative, for a. co-ordinating power to be retained by the Centre (a) to
ensUre that all Provinces, States and Unions uct within certain limits 
or observe certain minimum standards, (b) to ensure that, where 
different units wish to develop different ·special activities, a coherent 
over-all national policy J)merges, without glaring examples of 
unnecessary duplication on the one hand or unffiled gaps on the other, 
and (e) to enable joint planning by Provinces, States and Unions 
where this is necessary. Subjects falling into·this category are plac-
ed on the concurrent list. . . · 

2. Witnesses' opinion.-Nea.rly all our witnesses have expressed 
their opinion as to the propereategory for university education, Cent
ral, Conc"urrent or Provincial. A minority, but a. minority including 
some important witnesses, think it should be Central. A very large 
majority, both of university spokesmen and of public men and women, 
think it sbould be Concurrent. Practically the only witnesses who 
thou~ht it should be Provincial were the representativtlll of Provin
cial Governments in one or two Provinces. The significant thing 
was that even among tke representatives of Prwincial Government.! a. 
substantial majority preferred Concurrency. 

'3. Tlu> tteed for Concurrency -We may say at once that we. 
agree with the majority in tltinkint, that the AH-India a~pects of 
university fducation, the repercussions and ir.ter<·hanges neceB~&ry 
and desirable between univel'l'itie«, and the need for 11 national 
guarantee of minimum standards of efficiency, make it impossible 
for university \lducation to remam a purely Provincial subject. 
No.!loubt the simplest way of securing these objects would be to 
make it a Central subject. But we see two ~erious objections t<> 
this, which on balance seem to outweigh th~ advantages. First, 
it would tend to produce a. stereotype~ uniformity w~ic_h. w~ by n<> 
means desire. On the contrary, we WISh to see localimtiatJve and 
local interest in the creation and development of universities far 
more generaf and more enterprising than it haR ~itherto show~. it· 
self. Secondly, it would create an awkward h1at~a at a critJca) 
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stage in the educational system if the Centre became solely respon-
sible for university education while basic and secondary education 
were a Provincial responsilility. We conSider that the nece.ssary 
111feguards can be achiP.ved by Concurrency, and we now proceed to. 
atate what these safeguards are and the ways in which they can~ 
main,tained. _ - - . • · 

4. Limitg of Ccmwols.-We are not arguing that Central control 
ahould be superimposed on, or substitutE'd for. the existing measure 
of Provincial control of univerSities. We have in the preceding 
chapters indicated many grievous -shortcomings in our universi- -
ties all tht>y t•xist today and many reforiii!! that must be made. But 
~e do not believe that more control from outside is the way to ac'l,lieve 
reform. On the contrary a great many of the preeent evils. 
ari~e from the fact that mo!t of our unh·el'!'itie!l have no real auto
nomy what~\-er, and 'hav~ proved- incapable of resisting pressu~ 
frum out~ide. Universities sh"ffld, be 11ensitive to enlightened publio 
opinion ; thty should never let thPmselvt>s bE' bullied or bribed into 
actions tbat they know to bP educatbnally unsound or, worst> still." 
motivated by nepoti~m. faction and corruption. The right publio 
policy is to give a unh·ersity the best possible constitution, securing 
&mong otJ,pr tlings of the inclu~ion, <>f wist'!y c.hoscn e;:rternal'mem~ 
bers of" its go verniLg body, and tlE'n to leave it free from interference. 

6. 'J.!le spet:ifio p~ints .o~ whi<h tl;e Central Gc.vemment must 
coxwem ttself ~1th UD1Vers1hea are : · 

, 8. A. Finan"e.-Aa we have rE>pt>att>dly shown in earlier chap~ 
tl'l!l (1Ur universitiE's are ~ssly under-finmccd for tile 'tasks they 
are attcmptirg. :Mort bwldiv~, more Pt&ff, bl'tter-paid staff, mne 
acl~olnl'l'llips, more facilitit>s for reearch, more boob, more equip
ment- nll tr.He are clam~tnt neE"•lP. We ~E' no po~itility of the 
Provincl's providing the whole of the necessary expenditure, bur
dened as they will be with the no lE>ss acute nt>t>ds of E'xtending basic, 
secondarv anti t~>chnicsl schools. Generous e-rants from the Cenf:le 
must be 'forth<'<>m'ng; and these grants thf' ~ C€ntre \\>ill not, and 
should not, allocate bUndly or me::hnicsll). A C€ntrsl Univer· 
sitJ Grants Commii'Sion working through the :Ministry of Edccatio~ 
mw;t.allocate the st:ms made avail!. hi(: by thl' C'eritral Government, 
in accordancfl with the Epeda 1 needs and merits of each univerBit) • 

• 
'1. B. CO-Grdiflaticn of fact1itits ttl sptc1al8tlfdtds.-Be~>eUch 

and advanct>d tt>achlng in many subiects nave beccme suchu:pen
aive matters that not all univt>rsities can specialise in all fields. 
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Aero-engineering is one example, naval architecture another. India 
must have one or two universities where these subjectR are stndied. 
But all universities cannot olildertake all of them. Even in a uni
versal subject like Physics, thoogb some re~~earcb must be carried on 
in the Physics Department of each university, Naclear PhyRics 
research is now so costly that in Great Britain, for example, only six 
of the seventeen universities are given grants for this purposl't. A 
similar position is found in the United States. Again,newsubjects 
come into vogne (sometimea a transient vogne) and every university 
is tempted to embark on them, though at the outset the whole 
national demand for that subject could be met by a single univer
sity. The only solution is to give to the University Grants Commis
sion the task of co•ordination, with the 8anction of giving or with
holding grants. 

8. C. Liaison between Universities and NationtJ~ Refi!IJrcl 
.Laboratories, 8cientifto Surveys, etc.-The Scientific Surveys and also 
the State Laboratories which the Central Government has set up or 
plans to set up will need to keep in touch with the universities. Ex
change of information between the~e institutions and the correspond
ing departments in unive~ities will be reqaired iri order to prevent 
wasteful duplication of effort; and if the experience of Great Britain 
repeats itself in India, the institutions will seek to enlist the hell' of 
particular research workers or research teams in universities, whom 
they lmow to be working on relevant topics, for the solution of par
ticular problems. There must also be two-way recruitment bet
ween the institutions and the universities (promising researchers from 
universities being taken on by the institutions and the institu.tions 
serving as.one field of good candidates for university chairs aid 
readerships). Recognition of the institutions by all unive:o;itit>s a(! 
" approved " places of stndy for higher degrees, and intera'O'aila bility 
of pension rights (provident funds) between universities and the in
stitutions will also necessitate careful planning on an All-India basis. 
Where the institutions are under the Ministry of Education, the. 
University Grants Commissioncanundettaketht>senegotiations and 
can secure co-operation by mrans of grants. Some of the institu
tions, esp~ciall:y thoee dealing with Applied Sci~>nce, are not under 
the Mini....try of Education, but under other Ministries ; and if these 
other 1-finistries · prefer to foster their contacts witb universitie.~ by 
means of special grants from their own budgets, there is no objec
tion. B11t we think it probable that sooner or later these other 
Ministries will see the advantage of usio.g the University Grants 
Commission, at any rate, as their reeommending agent for the allo
cation of such grants. . In Great Britain~ for example, the Ministry 
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• 
of Agriculture have recently handed oyer to the University. Grant. 
Committee the allocation of grants to university d~partment. f1f 
agriculture · 

11. D. Adoption r.J national pciTicies.-There are issues in Iadia 
today in which there is grave and obvious danger of disunion 
through the provinces acting independently both of each other ani 
of the Centre. Some of these issues vitally affect universities, ~.g. 
communal quotas, and the use of national or regional languages. We 
feel very strongly that the universities. as the Inain souxce from 
which India is hound to draw not only moat of its leaders but all it& 
high-gradJ national official~, m11st throw their weight on to the side 
of national un:ty (which need not mP.&n uniformity). With the 
central guidance of policy that the University Grants Commissioa 
can give them, we are confident that they tot'll prove a uniryi»g 
force in the nation. But unfortunately thero is clear evidence that 
in some universities local control has already led to actions tending 
to disunion: We have elsewhere stilted our views on the med.illill 
of instruction. Here it suffices to point out that uncoordinated 
action by universitiE>s, either in excl<~sive use of a regional langu
age or in preinature adoption o' the national language, will inevi'
ably cause eduesti01lal retardation and stimulate division betweeu 
Province and Province. 

1 o. E. ffl inim1ma standards of ejficknt odmini~tration.-Ther• 
are univerPities in India today, whose administration is unsatisfac
tory. Even in purely academic matters such as the appointment 
of examiners and thf' a warding of degrees their procedures and stand
ards are suspect. The existence of sul'h a stat'3 of things is im
rueasurably dainaging to our n~tional prestige. It is clear that under 
existing tonditions it has not been possible to effect much improve
ment. Later on in.this ohapter we outline the kind of constitution 
for a univer~ity which affords ecope for achieving and maintaining 
the nec81l811r;r improvements. In order to l'eoure that all university 
institutions tnt'lud~>, within broad limits, these essential safeguards, 
we recommend that the Governor-General (President) l'houldagain. 
becnme the Visitorofalluniversitie.'l,asl:e was tilll937, and that t\e 
ratifi.Ciltion of university Acts should rest with him. 

' 11.-TAf UniV6f'sily fkams Commissiott. 
11. TM Uni!#sily Granls Committee far tlle •Oemral' Uns-n

ti&.-The University Grants Committee was formed in 1945 to deal sole
ly with the three " Central " Universities, Aligarh, Banaraa and 
Delhi, and consisted otfour members. In 1946and again in 1947 it. 
membership waa increased and it was empowered to deal with all 
universities. Neither the Chairman nor the members are full-time. 
The members include such prominent people as the Premier of a 
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Aero-engineering is one example, naval architecture another. India 
must have one or two universities where these sabjectR are studied. 
But all universities cannot andertake all of them. Even in a uni
versal subject like Physics, though some reRearcb must be carried on 
in the Physics Department of each univ6l'Sity, N11clear Physics 
research is now so costly that in Great Britain, forexample,onlysix 
of the seventeen universities are given grants for this purposE'!. A 
similar position is found in the United States. Again, new subjects 
come into vogue (sometimes a transient vogue) and every university 
is tempted to embark on them, though at the outset t.he whole 
national demand for that subject could be met by a single univet
sity. The only solution is to give to the University Grants Commis
sion the task of cO>-ordination, with the 8anction of giving or with
holding grants. 

8. C. Liaison between Universities and Nationa£ Re~MrcA 
Laboratories, Scientific Surveys, etc.-The Scientific Surveys and also 
the State Laboratories which the Central Government has set up or 
plans to set up will need to keep in touch with the universities. Ex
change of information between the10e institutions and the correspond
ing departments in univer;;~ities will be required iri. ordertoprevent 
wasteful duplication of effort ; and if the experience of Great Britain 
repeats itself in India, the institutions will seek to enlist the help of 

· particular research workers or research teams in universities, whom 
they know to be working on relevant topics, for the solution of par
ticular problems. There must also be two-way recruitment bet
ween the institutions and the universities (promising researchers from 

' universities being taken on by the institutions and the institu.tioUB 
serving as,one field of good candidates for university chairs and. 
readerships). Recognition of the institutions by all universitit>s as 
"approved" places of study for higher degrees, and inteca'9'ailability 
of pension rights (provident funds).between universities and the in
stitutions will also necessitate careful pl\J.nningon an All-India basiS .. 
Where the institutions are under the lliniatry of Educationr the 
University Grants Commission can undeitaketht>se negotiations and 
can secure co-operation by mt>ans of grants. Some of the institu- . 
tions, esp.ecially those dealing with Applied Scit>nce, are not under 
the Mini~y of Education, but under other Ministries ; and if these 
other )finistries · pref<>r to foster their contacts with universities by 
means of special grants from their own budgets, th<>re is no objec
tion. But we think it probable that sooner or later these other 
Ministries will see the advantage of u.siYJ.g the University Grants 
Commission, at any rate, as their recommending agent for the allo
cation of such grants •. In Great Britain; for example, the Ministry 
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14,. Jrespomibility of Centre for advanced WO'fk.-It is certain 
that no university responsible for teaching and research in 
India today can. be made even passably efficient without the 
help of recurrent grants from the Centre in addition to their 
~xisting resource's. We wish therefore to. make it perfectly clear 
that, while the Government musl: decide each year what·sum to 
in~lude t'or university grants in its budgpt, the sum once granted 
>Cannot be reduced in subsequent years without. disastrous conae
.quences. Inst.ead of giving a large sum in a good year .and cutting 
it down in a bad year, it would be well for the Government to fix 
the aum at a figure that they feel confident of being able not merely 
to maintain but to increase by some small percentage annually for, 
aay, the n~>xt ten years. We do .aot forget that the Provinces (or 
·States) are the principal paymasters of all the universities but three. 
It is reasonable that the Provinces should retain financial responsi
·bility for courses for & first degree. It is in advanced teaching and 
research that t.he All-India aspects of university work become more 
prominent. We accordingly suggest as a shorfrterm goal that the 
Government of India should make itaelf responsible for an over-&ll 
total amounting to 50% of the cost of post-graduate and research 
work. This does not mean that. the Government of India 1hould 
'relieve these Provinces of half their present expenditure on 1111ch 
work ; on the contrary it should be a condition of all grants that the 
Province shlll not take 11dvantage of them by reducing its own contri
bution. But at present advanoed work is starv~ at almost 
every University, and our proposal is that within the next few years 
the amount spent on it in the Universities as a whole should.be 
doubled. . 

115. Tile N sed for Capital GrMtts.-The need for capital grant& .for 
building and equipment, if universities are to expand or even ·to 
relit-ve the pri'Bent dreadful overcrowding, is so obvious that we 
need not dwell on it. But whereas the essential thing about 
recurrent grants is that they shall in fact recur, it matters•less. if 
capital grants vary from year to year according to the state of 
national finances. We suggest that the sums put at the disposal of 
the University Grants Commission for recurrent and capital grants 
respectively should be kept separate in the budget. We assume 
that the CommL'IIIion will be invited to state their case, for both 
ty'Jl('8 or grant, when the annual estimates are made. Capital grant. 
Will of course be earmarked by the Commissioa for particular pre
jects. Recurrent grants, evt~n if in the first plaoo thO' Commission 
mdicates the specific needs which should be met by their assistanee, 
should su~~ut>ntly be merged in the univt~rsity's general income. 
with the sole stipulation that the money must be spent upon advanced 
teaching and research and not to meet the costs of the fust. depee. 
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16. The Oommusion atulPanelsofexperts.-In determining the 
right 'size of this Commission we have to balance two factors. On th& 
one hand, the Commission must have frequent first-hand contacts with 
all the Universities and intelligent knowledge of the work of all facul
ties and this suggests a large Commission on which all subjects are re
presented. On the other hand, the members of the Commission must 
llot merely deserve but command the confidence of all universities and 
of the Government; they must therefore be people of very high reputa
tion both for wisdom and integrity; and this suggests a small body. 
Our propoesl is that the Commission itself should be small, but that it 
should make up panels of experts in each subject, or ~roup of cognate 
subjects, who would be a.vailable for visiting universities and reporting 
&om time to time at the request of the Commission. Members of these 
panelswouldservein an honorary capacity being paid only their ex
penaes when they visited a university or attended meetings. There is 
no reason why university profeasors should not serve on these panels 
u long as they are not asked to report on their own university ; and 
illiJome subjects it will be difficult to compile a panel without drawing 
on professors. Where possihle at least half the members of a panel 
-hould not be members of ~versity staff. Each panel should have 
a ehairman appointed for a fixed period by the University Grants 
Oommission. The panels and the C-ommission will be helped to keep 
ia close touch with each other if at least one member of the Commia
lion itself can attend meetings of each panel. Before the Commission's 
aunual approach to the Government (see last paragraph) they should 
llold a conference with the chairmen of all the subject-panels. The 
a.llaoation of grants should be made solely by the Commission. 

17. Size and Membership of the Commission.- We recommend 
tllali the Commission should consist of :five members, viz., three full
time members appointed by the Government of India, which llhould 
also appoint one of the three as chairman, together with the Secretary 
.t.Ule M'mistry of Finance and the Secretary of the Ministry of Educa
tion. H, however, on account of the size of our country, the nry
iug character of the different in•titutions and the large number of 
eonrses involved, the number may be increased to 7, with 5 non
dicials and 2 Secretaries. The Commission will have to take veq 
mpopular decisions &om time to time, decisions that are bound to dis
appoint particular universities and provinces. It is vitally important 
iherefore that the appointed members should be chosen for the quali
ties mentioned above and for no political, regional or •mmunal reason 
whatever. It is equally important that their position shall be aa 
aeoure as is constitutionally poolible. We regard their responsibility 
aa'similar to that of the FederalPublicServiceC.ommission; their 
position should be. similarly safeguarded, and the¥ should be under a 
,imilar restriction as to future employmenl;-in this case they 
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should ~e debarred from subsequent holding of any university office. 
They should be appointed for six years but of the first three to be 
appointed one should retire after two and another after four years, 
so that subsequent appointments will be'' staggered". They should 
be eligibl<:l for re-appointment. As to age of compulsory retirement, 
we hope that the members of the Committ.ee will be Elder Statesmen of 
the university world, but thermuRt not become a Council of.A:ncients. 
We suggest, as the rule in tins matter, that not more than one of the 
three appoint~ members should be eligible for re-appointment after 
reaching the age of 65. Needles!' to say, a Ccmmissionincludiug full
tinie members will need not merely a ~retary but an office and t~.n 
ofiice staff adequate for their work. 

IS. Balance of Interests.-·-While reiterating iliat no external ooDBi
derations should be taken into account in appointing these three 
members, we consider that they will more easily gain t.he confidence of 
universities if at least one of the three is a Scientist and at least one is, 
broadly speaking, a humanist. Beyond this, there should be no 
atteml?t to consider balance of interests when appointing to tlie 
ComiDISSion. A small committee cannot cover all fields of study, 
and it is precisely for this reason that we have recommended the 
setting up of subject panels whose expert knowledge will be at the 
disposal of the Commission. 

19. Duties oftk Commission.- We havecoDBidered theproeand 
con.& of prescribing additional duties for the Commission besides the 
allocation of grante, and we have decided against it. But this iB far 
from meaning that ilie appointed members will have nothing else to 
do.. For one thing, they should viflit universities as often as they 
ean, either separately or together wiilimembers of one or more of tlie 
mbject panels. There may soon be thirty or more universities in 
India, and with all their efforts the three appointed members will 
not be able to know them all intimately, yet their aini should be tliat 
• visit by one of them should not be regarded by the university 
ooncemed as a rare, still less as a formidable, event. 

20. Duties continued.- But there is another function which we 
think will inevitably accrue to the Commission, that of being always 
a.vailable for consultation and advice. Their power of the purse is 
bound to make thl'm a very influential body, and on top of that they 
will soon come to possess more knowledge ahout the uniTities, 
individually and oollrotively, than anyone in India passesses today. 
We have encountered in our tour a great ileal of tiniidity as to policy 
and reforms both in universities themeelves and in governmental atti
tude towards them. Much of this is due to sheer tack of knowledge. 
Indian universities except in "One or two provinces are much more 
isolated than they are in U.S.A., or Great Britain : isolation caUBes 
.iAh~, end that in turn accentuates the isolation. To han 
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informal access to advice from an authoritative centftllbodywould be 
-great gain to them. University A ia thinking of some chan~- in 
statutes that has been adopted by University B. Can the ComllllS8ion 
tell them privately whether it has been a success at B ~ University 
C ia a unitary university tba.t has become too big and wanta to 
transform itself from a unitary to a federative type. Can the 
Commission advise them, in the light of what_ has been done 
elsewhere ~ University D is making a serious attempt at student 
l!Clf-government, and wants to know where else such attempts have 
.been made, and why some have succeeded and others failed. 
University E has to find a Vice-Chancellor and has no suitable . men 
on ita own staff. University F is in a still worse-plight ; having 
t~o men about equally suitable and each supported by a party, 
they have wiaely decided to appoint neither. Can the CommiasiGn 
suggest a _goOtl man from another University who oonld come in 
and. restore harmony ~ We oould multiply examples, but let 
these suffice. The initiative, in seeking advice, should always 
oome from the universities. If the Commission proffered advice 
_unsought, it would spoil the relationship we wish to see it established 
with the universities, which is the relation of friendship and not that 
of the policeman or even the inspootor. In the last resort, if a 
llniversity persiats in faction fight at the expense of its proper task, 
_the Commission will be bound to divert the public money with 
which it is entrusted into more. profitable channels. That·. ia 
inherent in the situation, and the mere knowledge that it ia so 
should be a steadying influence. 

III.- Types of Universities. 
21. Difjere7U types.--lndia possesses the following types of 

Universities :-
(a) Unitary teaching universities. 
(b) Federative teaching universities, of which the sole example 

ia Delhi. 
We conBider that ·the circumstances of India make the federa

\ive type a suitable aim for-many universities. Since it is on the 
whole an unfamiliar type in India, we deal with it in fairly full 
detail both in this section and the following two sections of this 

j)ha.pter(. } T hi d ffiJ · t' · · · c eac ng an a 1a mg umvennties. 
• This type varies from u.niversities in which the central teaching 
core is the predominant part of the university, as at Andhra, to 
universities wherein the affiliating colleges play the predominant 
part, >>nd the university's own teaching is limited to one or two depart
ments, as at Bombay or Patna. 
· (d) Purely Affiliating Universities. 
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22. Teaching Universities.-There is scope for both the unitary 
and the federative types. But there is a limit of size beyond which 
the unitary t}rpe fails to retain the advantages which it is expected to 
possess, namely, the advantages of a coherent corporate life, in 
which both the members of the staff and the student body- can feel 
conscious of themselves as a single unit. When this size lB reached 
there is clear gain if the university can transform itself into federative 
type, t.e., a group of colleges, all of them constituent parts of the 
university but administered separately. It is difficult to name the 
exact si?.e beyond which a wti.tary university should not be allowed 
to remain a single unit for teaching and other corporate activities, 
but we suggest that when the number of students reaches 2,600, the 
University shall either fix that as its limit, or, if further expansion is 
desired, shoald proceed to change from a unit to a federation. 

23. Federative Type.-Thenearestapproach to the federative 
idea to be found in most Indian universities today is where a parti
cular subject such as Medicine or Engineering is treated as a separate 
college, often with its own students in separate hostels. This tends 
to be what an American unive:rsitymeaus by colleges as component 
parts of a university. Our plan, while not ruling out these" faculty 
colleges " for professional subjects, would more nearly follow the 
Oxford or Cambridge plan by which students of many subjects are 
members of the same college, and' the college itself teaches numerous 
suhteots, sharing this task with the university itself. For the common 
subJects of the first degree, certainly in arts 11.nd possibly in science, 
each oollege should teach its own stud.ents. The rarer subjects 
should be taught either by the university in central departments or 
(by agreement between the colleges), one college could provide the 
cou.rse in such a. subject for students of other colleges as well. The 
essential thing for the suoc68!! of the federative plan is that the 
college teachers must not be a subordinate class. They must as at 
Oxford and Cambridge, themselves form the bulk of the university's 
own teaching staff. The typical staff of a university department 
woold therefore be : (i) a Prof68!!or anrl perhaps a Reader confining 
themselves to university classes; (i•) Lecturers who would be both 
llniversity lecturers and college teachers. No dot1bt at some universi.• 
ties there will be Research departments with a larger element of 
whole-time university staff. Work above the first degree level 
would be done by the university departments and not by the col
lege!!, but the college staff in their capacity as university lecturers, 
would take a full share in such advanced work. The great advantage 
of this plan is that there is no likelihood of friction, or divergence in 
point of standards, betwe~ university staff and college staff, since 
lll88KufEdn. 
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the two bodies are practically identical. The salaries of such "part
time university lecturers and part-time college teachers " will be paid 
partly by the university and partly by the college in proportion to 
the amount of time given to each of the two tasks. This is inevitable 
and is the Oxford practice, but is undeniably rather complicated. 
The Durham plan, by which the university and the colleges are 
undez: the same ultimate authority and :financial control, is much 
simpler in this respect1 since the "lecturer plus tutor " derives his 
whole salary from one source. · 

. 24. TeachinganilA.ffiliating Universities.-Wefully recognise
that me geography oflndia means that for an indefinite time to come 
there must be many mufassil colleges, not large or strong enough 
to be autonomous and therefore needing to be linked with a univer· 
sity centre. At the same time, we are convinced that the right 
policy for the existing "teaching and affiliating " universities is to 
strengthen their teaching side as rapidly as pc-ssible, until in every 
case it is the preponderant part. It is snrprising to visit a university 
such as Patna or Utkal, and to contrast the pathetically small entity 
which is entitled to call itself the university, with the spacious 
buildingsoftheadjacent government colleges, which are no part of 
the university. We deal elsewhere vvith the future of government 
colleges in university towns. Here it suffices to re-emphasise the 
point that a real university, capable of undertaking the task of 
guiding its affiliated colleges in the proper W!J.y, can only exist where 
there is a strong central core of teaching and research departments, 
working at a genuine unive~sity standard. 

25. Affiliating Universities.-The p:uxely affiliating type. of uni, 
versity, wa~:~,originally, the only type to be found in India; and it was, 
in·our opinion, a very unfortunate incident, or accident, that India 
should have adopted this type fro~ the model of London University 
just before London University itself abandoned the type. Most. 
Indian Universities have long ceased to belong to the purely affiliat
ing type, though some, including some of the oldest, have not moved 
nearly far enough in the opposite direction. The purely affiliating 
university has not been a success. Such a university is hardly more 
than a machine for conducting examinations. '!his in itself is 
a misfortune, since it suggests that examining iss. university's main 
function (a profound delusion and one which has done great harm 
in India). But, worse than this, such a university cannot even 
satisfactorily fulfil its task as an examining machine. The real 
controllers of such a university are the Principals, or a group of the 

:& Bee 880t.ion I for " Oonltitueat College~ ». 
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Principals, of the affiliated colleges; and a college entering its students 
for an external examination naturally desires that as many as possi
ble of them shall pass. A high percentage of passes is a good adver
th!emt>nt, and is likely to attract would-be students. Thie necessarily 
vitiates both the prot>edure for appointing examiner~ and the stand
ards of the degrees awarded. No check on this progressive deteriora
tion is or can be provided by a central " univemty conscience "i.e., -
a public opinion in the university which knows what standards ought 
to be and which insists on maintaining them out of a jealous regard 
for the university's prestige; forin such a university there is no such 
central core. The centre, so far as there is a centre in these cases 
is no more in personnel than an honorary Vice-Chancellor and a full
time Registrar. The difficulties of such a situation can easily be 
imagined. It is putting it mildly to say that these difficulties have 
not always been overcome. The purely affiliating university is to-day , 
doin!l more harm to the good name of Indian Universities as a whole 
than-any other single factor, and we urge that this type shall 
disappear from the Indian landscape at the earlie~t possible moment. 

IV .-Classification of OoUq;es. 
26. The existing situation.-At present, apart from the unitary 

universities, the colleges in general are of two types, (a) Government 
Colleges, (b} Private Colleges. 

(a) Government Colleges : In many universities the original 
nucleus for teaching purposes was a government college ; and often 
these government coll<.>ges are still the strongest single teaching units 
of their university. Even where such a government college is by far 
the largest entity of an affiliating university, there is no· organic link 
betwoon it and its university other than the link afforded by the 
examination machinery. 

(b) Private Colleges : These are of various types and sizes and 
locations. They range from the " mammoth " colleges of Calcutta 
to tinycoll()gesset-up by private benefactors in small mufassil towns. 
In the motives behind foundation they range from a real educational 
altruism, as in the case of the Christian colleges or the colleges of the 
Deooan Education Society or of the Ramakrishna Mission, down to 
the most sordid seeking of private profit,l}s when the virtual proprie
tor over-crowds his college to the point of grossly unsanitary con· 
ditions, pays his staff less than can alford them a bare subsistence 
and reaps a handsome annual revenue. It is sad to see how some 
collegos, founded by distinguished men from the best motive, have 
since deteriorated into mass-production establishments where fee 
income is the main consideration. 
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27. Constituent OoUeges.-But there is another type of college 
besides government and private colleges which is still rare in India, 
though it is the rule and not the exception in those British Universi
ties which are not unitary. That is the Constituent college, which is 
an integral part of the university to which it belongs. At Oxford 
and Cambridge each college is an independent body, but collectively 
the colleges provide all the students and almost all the staff of the 
university. Without the colleges there would be no university. 
Teaching is shared between the college and the university. The univer
sity provides most of the lecture and laboratory courses, the college 
adds individual tuition. The normal teacher is both a university 
lecturer and a college tutor. The Oxford and Cambridge colleges are 
much wealthier and cv.arge much higher fees than any Indian college, 
but the system is not dependent on wealth. Durham University is 

·neither wealthy nor expensive; yet it follows the same pattern with 
two differences ; college tuition is less intensive, and the colleges are 
not independent corporations ; each college has its own governing 
body, but ultimate :financial re.~ponsibility lies with the university 
Council. The Durham plan is more appropriate for Indian conditions 
in general, i.e., the presumption should be that constituent colleges 
s:hould be those for whose finances, appointments and administration 
the university itself is responsible. But W<> do not wish to rule out the 
Oxford plan altogether. In Delhi, the one Indian university which 
is deliberately following the federative plan, the private colleges 
remain independent. In Madras too, the university has recognised 
the colleges in the city as ' constituent • colleges, a group which 
includes both government and private Colleges. But if the Oxford 
plan is followed, i.e., if the colleges remain independent corporations · 
there mnst be complete co-operation between the university and the · 
colleges in making appointments to the teaching staff. Mere formal 
'recognition 'by the university of those whom the college wishes to· 
appoint will not suffice. The holdel's of all such posts will be partly . 
university lecturers, partly college teachers, and both parties must be 
satisfied that they are getting the right m.en for the job. · 

28. Future of Constituent QoUeges.-We wish to see a great increase 
in the number of constituent colleges, whether by new foundation, 
or by transformation of what are at present affiliated colleges, or by 
changing an overgrown unitary university into a federative group. 
We wish to break away from the old, and in our opiniQn, bad, tradi
tion by which the university dictated policy, chiefly in the shape of 
syllabuses and examinations, to colleges which were organically out
side the university itself. We hold strongly that the proper task for 
any college ranking at. university Ie~el is not simplyto p~_p~e 
for an external examinst1on but to take 1ts full part and responsibility 

• 
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in shaping the whole educational policy of the university to which 
it belongs. This is so much taken for granted in both the United 
States and Great Britain and so little appreciated in our country that 
we find it necessary to emphasise the point. We repeat that affiliated 
colleges will he necessary in India for a long time to come and we 
realize that among them are some of the best colleges in India. Yet 
we feel that the closer association between the universityand the 
coll<'ges which is ensured where the college is "constituent", is a great 
additional source of strength both to the university and to the 
colleges. 

29. Government Oolleges.-The historical reason why Government 
colleges were separate entities, distinct from the universities which 
examined their students, was f,he belief current when Indian univer· 
sities began that a university 11hould not itself undertake teaching. 
I.ater on, when this idea was gradually abandoned and the universi· 
ties began to undertake teaching, the government colleges were in 
existence as vested interests ; at any rate, in some centres there was 
by that time a certain tension betw!*n the Education Departments 
providing the go\"ernment colleges, which were integral parts of what 
was then a foreign government, and the universities which were, at 
any rate in theory, autonomous and which, from tin.e to time, served 
as organs of nationalist aspiration and effort. Though this may have 
been inevitable in the past, the situation has completely changed with 
the independence of India. Now it will be one and the same govern
mont which both subsidises the universities and provides funds for 
the colleges in question. There is no possible reason for keeping the 
two institutions apart, in separate compartments, and the strongest 
of educational reasons for uniting them in one administration. They 
should become constituent colleges of their universities, and the 
kind of guarantoo of higher standards, compared to many of the 
private colleges, which could be ensured to a government college by 
1ts access to public funds, should from now on be given by the fact 
that it is a constituent part of the university. It is in fact, in present 
and future national conditions, a topsy-turvy idea that the govern
ment should aim at gnarantseing that conditions in one component of 
a university should be 11uperior to the conditions of service and 
st;!l ndnrds in the university itself. , 

30. Existing Rights.-There would be stron" resistsnceamong 
the existing staffs of government colleges if our p~posal meant that 
they would lose the advantages of salary and tenure which they have 
had as st.>rvants of a government department and found themselves 
no better off than the undt.>r-paid staffs of many of the privaU! colleges. 
This must be safeguarded in two ways. First. the rights of salary and 
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tenure at present held by individuals must be fully maintained ; this 
does not, of course, meananyright to automatic promotion in uni
versity service. But secondly and still more important, the condi
tions of members of staffs of constituent colleges must be made no 
less attractive than has previously been the case with the staffs of 
-government colleges. 

31. Ser'IJice System.-The system by which government colleges 
have been staffed by members of the Educational Service will thus 
automatically come to an end and we need not.dwell on its disadvan
tages. It gave no adequate stimulus for a man to work for promo
tion by specially distinguished tesching or by original research ; in 
other words, it was too" safe" a job once a man was established in the 
service. Its other great drawback was that a man doing good work 
in a college was liable at any moment to be pulled out, either to 
another college or to purely administrative work ; no body, therefore, 
in this service could feel himself committed to an academic career. 

32. Private Oolleges.-While all universities have attempted to 
lay down conditions which private colleges must satisfy before they 
are affiliated, it is certain that in recent years many universities 
have relaxed these conditioilll, or have been unable to insist upon 
them. We realize that the great demand for seats in colleges has 
made it difficult for universities to refuse to affiliate new. foundations. 
None 'the less, the great increase in the number. of these. colleges 
affiliated to a single university, and the very poor conditions under 
which many of the new colleges have been set up, have helped to 
bring about the deterioration of university standards in general to 
which almost all our university witnesses have referred. In the 
matter of s~andards the strength of a university is all too likely to be· 
the strength of the weakest link in its chain. As one witness put- it, 
the influx of affiliated colleges has " mufassalizl'.d " standli.Ids 
throughout the universities. . . 

33. Oonditians f!Yr Affiliation.-In .general the universities have 
laid down the right kind of conditions fOJ; .affiliation. The weak point 
has been that these conditions have not everywhere been insisted 
upon, nor has the university always taken steps to ensure that the 
required conditions were maintained, once the college had secured 
affiliation. We think it essential, however, that universities should 
in future add two new conditions before a private college receives 
full affiliation. · 
. (a) No college should be fully affiliated unless it can satisfy the 

university that it is eligible for grant-in-aid. It cannot be too clearly 
stated that under present conditions a college cannot possibly make 
ends meet simply by the fees it charges. Wherever this has been 
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attempted it has meant intolerable overcrowding and under-payment 
of staff. There are only two ways by which a private college can 
remain solvent. Either it must have a very substantial annUal in
come from its own resources or it must receive annual grants of public 
money, whether these are administered through the university or 
paid directly by the government; or both. A well endowed college, 
or a Missiouary college, whose staff for religiouS reasons are working 
for a nominal salary, may not find it necessary to claim any grant ; 
but in this case the university must still satisfy itself that conditions 
in the colle~e are such that the college would be eligible for grant if it 
chose to clarm it. The university with its concern for standards and 
1'he government as source of grants must he jointly satisfied that a 
college deserves affiliation. 

In section V of this Chapter we suggest a means by which a 
committee on which government is represented should allocate 
gta.nts to affiliated colleges. 

(b) No college should be affiliated unless it is able to undertake the 
internal assessment of its own students' work during their degree 
courses, in the way suggested in our chapter on Examinations. 

34. Oollege Governing Bodies.-We consider it important that 
college governing bodies should conform more or less'to the normal 
pattern for the governing bodies of universities as outlined in Section 
V of this Chapter. A college governing body consisting of 12 to 15 
members should include : 

(a) Representatives of ~he body from which it draws endow
ments; 

(b) The Principal and other representatives of the teaching 
staff; 

(c) Representative alumni of the college ; 

(d) Representatives of the university ; 
(e) (If the college receives a direct government grant) re

presentatives of the government ; 

(j) Rc.>presentatives of enlightened public opinion to be co
opted by the others. 

35. Limit to Number of Oolleges.-Even under the best circum
!ltancc.>s, no universities can properly control conditions in a group of 
colle~es unmooring 50 or more ; yet that is what some universities are 
today ntteruJ?ting to do. The only remedy, and it is one which we 
commend on 1ts own merits, as well as being a remedy for the excessive 
number ofcolll'gesgrouped together, should be for new univeTSities 
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to be established in towns possessing either one college of adequate 
strength to stand on its own feet as a university, or a. group of such 
colleges which could form a. teaching university of the federative type. 
Each such university besides its teaching centre should affiliate the 
colleges in its own neighbourhood, thus reducing the load of affiliat
ed colleges carried by the older universities to-day. Affiliated colleges 
except those which are well prepared for advanced work as distinct 
from constituent colleges ought to confine themselves to courses for 
the :first degree; leaving advanced worktothe university depart
ments and the staff of the constituent colleges working therein. Few 
affiliated colleges, isolated from the.resources of the university centre 
can undertake advanced work with hope of real success ; for these few 
there is a. prima facie case for raising to university rank. 

36. Size of universities.-Most Indian universities have become 
too large for efficient workina. This is true of some unitary univer
sities as well as of the unwieldy agglomerations of the affiliating, or 
mainly affiliating, universities. We are '!lot at all afraid of the conse
quences if a quite considerable number of existing colleges are turned 
into universities as suggested in the last paragraph. This was done 
long ago at Allahabad and Lucknow, and it ought to have been done in 
many other places. An institution should not normally be ranked 
as a university unless it is capable of doing advanced work in three 
or four Faculties, but apart from that the criterion should be qualita
tive and not quantitative. In many countries it has been proved 
that small universities can do good work in their chosen fields. We 
must rid ourselves of the idea that ;when a college becomes a univer
sity it necessarily means a great increase in size and expenditure. 

37. Stages of D~.-In the field of higher education, the 
normal stages of development for an ~titution that thrives and· 
expands should be as follows : 
. The :first stage will be that of an affiliated .college of its regional 

university. · · , · · 
The second stage will depend on the geographical position of the 

college. If the college is near a federative university, it should be
come a constituent college and reach its finsl status by doing so. If 
the college is isolated and yet serves a growing educational need, it 
should become in due time a small unitary university. 

The third stage is reached when the unitary university approaches 
a total of2500 students. It should then make the necessary plans for 
dividing its teaching and residential units and becoming a federation. 

V.-Struct?Jre of t"M Universities 
38. Constitution.-In the following section we indicate the type 

of con!ltitution for universities .which will promote their freedom, 
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efficiency and progress. We deal separately with the three types of 
tmiversities, Unitary, Federative and Teaching-and-Affiliating. Ex
cept for the fact that the Federative type in its fully developed form is 
tiew in India, we do not suggest many radical changes from the exist
ing patterns ; nor do we wish to see exact uniformity of constitution 
even among universities of the same general type. We hope too that 
new institutions will arise and will strike out new patterns for them
selves. We limit ourselves here to the points we consider essential. 
The suggestion we make with regard to the different tyPes of 
universities, we hope, will be taken into account when new 
universities are started, and considered also by the ensting 
universitie~ as soon as conditions allow. . 

39. V isitor.-The Governor-General (or President if the head of 
the State is to be known by that title) should be the Visitor of all 
universities in India, as he was tilll937. 

40. Okan.cellm.-Present practice varies but in most provincial 
universities the Governor of the Province is ex-qfficio Chancellor. 
This arrangement has worked well, especially in Provinces with only 
one university. Where there are several universities in one province 
the Governor himself may feel that he cannot give to all of them as 
much personal contact as is desirable. This is a question which 
should be settled by each Province (or State) for itself. 

41. Vice-Okancellor.-Originslly the Vice-Chancellorship of an 
Indian University was regarded as an honorary post to be filled by a 
prominent man in his leisure time. If he had academic interests, so 
much the better ; but sometimes he had not. A Vice-Chancellor 
coming in from outaide and holding office for two or three years 
could not become intimately acquainted with the details of 
ad!:linistration or with the personnel of the university. 

. While the universities were solely or mainly" affiliating " this 
conception of the Vice-Chancellor's office was quite natural, and in 
fact there was not enough work to justify a full-time appointment. 
But now the position has changed. There are numerous unitary, 
teaching universities and most of the" affiliatint;t " universities have 
added teaching and research to their functions, m some instances on 
a very large and complex scale. Elsewhere v.ehave strongly urged 
that the p11rely affiliating university is ineffective and obsolete in 
con(){'ption and should be abolished. It is not surprising therefore 
that the overwhelming mass of opinion offered to us recommends 
thnt all universities should in future have full-time, paid Vice-Chan
oellors. With that opinion we concur. 

42. Duties of l"i~-O}UJI&eellor.-A Vice-Chancellor is the chief 
acadt•mio and exPCutive ofiit·er of his university. He presides over. 
the C~urt (Senatt1) in the absence of the ChanceiiOT, Elyndie&te 
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{Executive Council), Aeademic Council, and numerous committees 
including the selection committees for appointment of staff. 
It is his duty to know the senior members of the staff intimately • 
and to be known to all members of the staff and students. 
He must command their confidence both by adequate academic 
reputation and by strength of personality. He must know his. 
university well enough to be able to foster its points of strength and 
to foresee possible points of weakness before they become acute. 
He must be the 'keeper of the university's conscience', both setting 
the highest standard by example and dealing promptly and firmly 
with. indiscipliri.e ·or malpractice of any kind. All this he must do 
and it can be done as constitutional ruler ; he has not, and should 
not have, autocratic power. Besides this, he must be the chief liaison 
between his university and the public ; he must keep the 
university alive to the duties it owes to the public which it serves~ 
and he must win 11upport for the university and understanding 
of its needs not merely from potential benefactors but from the 
general public and its elected representatives. Last, he must have 
the strength of character to resist unflinchingly the many forms 
of pressure to relax standards of all sorts, which are being applied 
to universities today. . 

That is a full-time task and it needs an exceptional man to under
take it. 

43. Selection of rile Vice-Ohancellor.-The change from part-time. 
honorary to full. time paid Vice-Chancellors nell!lssarily affects both 
the method of their appoiJ!.tment and their tenure of office. 
Open canvassing and voting for. rival candidates may have
been tolerable while the post was not much more than ~ 
compliment which the university could bestow, though even. 
so it was undignified and led to the form.ation of factions. But as a 
means of securing a man of character and reputation for an arduous 
and highly-skilled service it is, to put it bluntly, disast~ous f?lly .. ~o 
far as we know no other country chooses the heads of 1ts uruvemtles 
by such methods. · 

The deplorable effects on a university when the appointment of 
its chief officer becomes a prolonged intrigue for pow~r have .led 
many of our witneases to urge that the task of choosmg the VICe
Chancellor should be taken out of the universities' hands and given to 
an external body like the Public Services Connnission. In the.State 
universities, as it is, the Vice-Chancellor is externally appomted. 
After careful consideration, we reject this idea, feeling i~ the.~t 
place, that a Vice-Chancellor for whose appointment the uruvemty :S 
responsible will find it easier to gain the respe<;t and confidence of his 
colleagues"; and secondly, that it is really a part of a uni_versity's duty 
to lf'.arn how to choose its own Vice-Chancellor WISely and that 
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therefore to deprive it of this duty would be &.counsel of despair. 
But we recommend that certain safeguards in the method of choosing 
the Vice-Chancellor 11hould be laid down by each university in its 
Ststutes:-

(i) The Chancellor should appoint the Vice-Chancellor upon 
the recommendation of the Executive ; 

(i~) The Executive should send forward one name only to the 
Chancellor. He can of course refer the name back but 
cannot initiate the appointment himself; 

(iii) The Executive should be charged to maintain strict 
privacy in their deliberations concerning the appointment, 
No doubt there may be differences of opinion and actual 
voting inside the Executive but they must keep this to 
themselves until they emerge with the name of the man 
whom they are requesting the Chancellor to appoint. 
There is of course no objection to their privately 
approaching the man of their choice to see if he is willing 
to serve, before they send his name forward to the 
Chancellor; 

(iv) The whole idea of" standing as a candidate" for the Vice· 
Chancellorship must be suppressed. The Executive must 
in no way: be limited to considering the names of would
be candidates. On the contrary they should regard a 
man's declared intention of seeking the Vice-Chancellor
ship as prima facie evidence of his unfitness for the post. 

· We realize that this means a revolutionary change from the 
procedure now current in many of our universities. But it is a 
necessary revolution if India is to place this highly important matter 
on a base comparable with that in other countries whose universities 
command the greatt'st respect. 

44. Tenure oJOffice.-Practically all our witnesses ~e that afull
timt>, paid Vice-Chancellor needs a longer tenure of office than has 
been tlte custom hitherto. He will not be able to play his full part as 
we have tried to describe it until he has made himself known and 
trusted both in and out.qide the university. Many of our witnesses have 
BUAAPBted that he should be appointed for five years and should be 
eligible for re-election. We feel however that to require or to allow 
re-election i'! unwise. We have had deplorable evidence that from the 
day of his appointment a Vice-Chancellor's every decision is liable to 
be swayed by his need to secure votes for his re-election, and that he 
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may refuse to take quite necessary action for fear of consequent 
unpopularity. Even where this is not the case, the suspicion that it 
may be the case does almost equal harm. We believe that our pro
posals will go far towards eliminating the appointment of such 
weak Vice-Chancellors, but still we think it unfair to subject them 
to this difficulty. The simplest way of avoiding re-election would 
be to make his tenure of office indefinite, as in U.S.A, or subject 
only to the same retiring age as professors, as in the unitary uni
versities of Great Britain. Some of us believe that this is the ideal 
plan, but yield reluctantly to the opinion of our majority that this 
involves a more dra.~tic change from present practice than it would 
be wise to colll.IiJ.end. We therefore unanimously recommend that 
all Vice-Chancellors should be appointed for six years and should 
not be eligible for re-election. 

Naturally, a full-time paid Vice-Chancellor should come under 
the same arrangements in respect of Provident Fund as other 
members of the university staff. · 

45. Other Authorities.-In the following paragraphs dealing with 
Senate (Court), Executive C-ouncil (Syndicate), Academic Council; 
Faculties, and Boards of studies, we show in turn our recommenda
tions for the three types of Universities (a) Unitary, (b) Federative, 
(c) Teaching and Affiliating. 

( ~) Unitary 

46. Senate (Court).-The total number should not exceed 100.· 
Our witnesses are practically unanimous that a body larger tlfan 
100 cannot fulfil its proper function.· TheSenateshould be more or 
less equally divided between internal and external members. The 
best way for a university to determine the s~e of its Seriate is (i) to · 
decide how many members of the staff t~ere are who should be given 
seats by virtue of their position and ( ii) to prescribe an approximately 
equal number of external members. 

The heads of all departments and the principals of all colleges 
should be members of the Senate unless this would result in a larger 
total tha;n 50. In that case rotation and not election should be 
used to keep down the nwhber to 50. 

External members should be contributt.d roughly in the following 
proportions : (where the total of external members is to be less than 
60, the numbers in each category should be scaled down accordingly}. 
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(a) Alumni Association should elect from among their own 
members not more than 10. 

Nou :-Ea.oh university should have &n Alumni Association open to all former 
· membera of tbe university who h&ve spent not l""" th&n two years in residence 

&ndwhopayaamallannual oubacription ao their memberohip fee. American 
unlversitiee h&ve ohown wh&t admirable work can be done by tbe Alumni Asoo
oiatloDB. Membership of auch an &BBOCi&tion ia a bettororiterionfor the vote th&n 
tbe preoent oyotcm of " registered graduate& " who tend to register, or to be 
registered by oome body else, simply in order to vote in a particular election •. 
No employee of the univel'llity or ito collegeo should be eligible for election to· 
tho.Senate from tbe oonatituenoy of the Alumni. Domicile outoide India should 
not deprive Alumni of their votee, but only thooe domiciled in India. should be 
eligible for election to the Sen&te. 

(b) The donors should elect from among their own members 
not more than 5. 

No-r• :-Tho donor even of thelergeot oum ohould not have the right as an indivi
dual to a •eat on the Senate, still Ieos should he h&ve the right to nominate tome 
one oleo to a ~eat. Without doubt a oonopicuoualy generous donor and friend 
of a univeroity would be placed on the Senate, either by the donora or by 
oo.opt!on or aa a nominee of tho Ch&ncellor. But there ia danger, if dODBtionA 
of a eertain size, """"Y with them an automatic aeot on the Senate, thet the 
balance of SODBte membership may be distorted, or in extreme oaoee thet a 
group oould buy up tbe control of a. university. The sum entitling donors to a 
TOte at110me univeraitieB ha8 become under present eonditiona much too amall. 
Only donation~ of two thousand rupeoo or more should entitle to a vote for the 
donor'o oonat!tuenoy. Donora of one l&kh or more ohould bacomo Honorary 
l!'ellowa of tho Univel'llity. 

(o) Repre.~entatives of professions, industry and commerce 
should be given seats to the number of · 12 

NOTa 1-In this respect unlversi!iieo ohould vary somewha.t according to their looali· 
$101 and special interest&. Every university should include repreeenta.!iivee of the 
medical, legal and ochool teaching profe118iono and of. 1100ial work, whether 
urban or rural or both. In provincial unlversitieo aa far aa poooible, the profea
oional bodieo should elect to th- oea.to. In tbe " Central " universitieo it will 
probably be noceaoary for the Senate itoelf to invite theee repreoenta.tive 
members. 

(d) Public officials. The Director of Public Instruction 
should always be a member and heads Df one or two 
other departments according to the special interests of 
the university ; in an urban university the chairman of 
the municipal board should find a seat. Approximate 
total from this source 3 

(e) Nominees of tlle Chancellor. Not more than 10 
No-ra :-The Chanoellor willuormally be tbe Governor of the provinoe, and it ia 

through hlo nomm- and not through direct appointment by the local 
legiola.ture tha.t the element of publlo opinion ohould be brought to bear upon 
tho uniV'M'Sitiee. 

The Senate itself should have power to coopt additional 
members upto 10 

Total oO -
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47. The Executive Council (Syndicate).-This is the pivotal body 
in the administration of Indian universities. It is bound to wield 
considerable power and the right choice of members is therefore 
highly important. Its size also is important : it must not pe too 
large to work as a business-like committee, yet it must contain ele
ments derived from several sources. This indicates the right size 
within fairly narrow limits, and we recommend that it should not 
be less than 15, nor more than 20 in total membership. We also 
recommend that the Executive should be about evenly divided 
between internal and external members, but with the balance 
inclining to the internal11ide. The rule still in force in some of the 
older universities that members of the staff of the universicy must not 
sit on the Executive should be abolished. It dates from the obsolete 
" affiliating " conception Qf a university. To deprive professors of 
any share in the executive policy of their university is to make an 
illogical gap between academic and executive affairs, which cannot 
in fact be so divorced from each other. 

The approxim!l.te pattern of the Executive should be 
Vice-Chancellor (ex-officio) 
Treasurer lex -officio) 

as follows 
I 
1 

Deans of Faculties (ex-officio) 
NoTB :-But if there are more th&n 8 Faoultiea the Deans of the smaller Faoultiea 

should hold seats on the Executive by rotation. H there are Ieos then 8 Faoulties 
Professom who are heads of departments should be elected by tbe Aosdemic 
Ocuncil to bring tho total up to 8. 

One member of staff with specia.l.responsibility for residen-

8 

tiallife 1 
Non :-In some universities thoro is a aingle pomon with chief responsibility for 

residence ; in others such chief reapo!18ibility is ahared. In the l&tter case tliose 
sharing the responsibility should hold thie seat 'on the executive in roteticin. 

Persons elected by the Senate from among their number · 4 
(University,employees will not be eligible for election in 
this category) . 

One person nominated by the High. Court of the Province 
or State, not necessarily from their own number ' · I 

One person nominated by the Public SerVice Commission of 
the Province or State not necessarily from their. own number I 

Three persons nominated by the Chancellor 3 

Total 20 
All except the ex-efficio members of the Executive should hold 

office for three years. As far as possible their retirement should be 
staggered so as to ensure a measure of continuity from year to year 
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in the Executive as a whole. The elected members should be eligible 
to hold office for two periods, but thereafter should not be eligible 
except after an interval of at least one year. 

48. The AcademicOouncil.-Afew of ourwitneaseshavesuggested 
that the Academic Council is an unnecessary body. We do not agree, 
since it has at least two functions of great value and importance. 
(I) It is the only body that can co-ordinate between the Faculties ; 
and there is a growing trend towards courses, at any rate at the 
undergraduate level, in which more than one Faculty will be concern
ed. It may be true that theSdenceteachershardlyeverintervene 
when Arts bu~iness is before the Academic Council, and vioo-versa. 
But it is essential for the ultimate unity and coherence of the 
university that they should be present and should have the right to 
intervene. 

(2) With an Executive. composed as we have recommended 
there should be a two-way traffic of ideas and information between 
it and the Academic Council. This will be good for both bodies ; 
it should help the Academic Council to be practical and not utopian, 
and it should remind the Executive that neither finance nor polities 
but education is their true objective. 

The Council should be wholly academic in its membership. In 
size it should not exceed 40. This limit may press hard on one or 
two of the lar~er universities. But it is· better to keep to this 
number even if it means rotation of seats among those who at smaller 
universities would all be f.x-officio members. - Except where it would 
cal.se the limits to be exceeded, the Counrilshould comprise : 

(a) All Heads of Departments. 
(b) Ten per cent. of the seats on the Council to be filled· by 

teachers other than Heads of Departments, elected from 
their own number. 

(c) Not more than four members co-opted by reason of their 
specialised knowledge. 

Elected and co-opted members should bola office for three 
years, and their retirement should be staggered. Elected membPrs 
should be eligible to hold office for two periods but thereafter should 
not be eligible except after an interval of at least one year. 

49. Facullies.-Each Faculty should comprise : 
(a} The Professors and Readers in the subjects assigned to 

that Faculty by the Academic Council. 
(b) Not more than half the number in (a) consisting of other 

teachers of the Faculty subjects. These should be 
appointed to membership of the Faculty by the Academic 
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Council on the recommendation of the Faculty. They 
shotJd be eligible to hold office for two . periods, but 
thereafter should not be eligible except after an interval 
of at least one year. 

(c) Not more than three persons co-opted by reason of their 
specialised knowledge. 

· The Dean of the Faculty should be elected by the Professors in 
that Faculty who are heads of departments, from among their 
own number. He should hold office for two years and should be 
eligible for re-election for a second term of two years. Thereafter 
he should not be eligible for re-election if there are other Professors 
who are heads of departments in the Faculty who have not yet 
served as Deans. 

50. Boards of Studies.-There should be a Board ofStudies for 
each Department: It should be an internal body but with power to 
co-opt one member, from outside the University. The Head 
of the Department should be the Chairman, of the Board, which 
should comprise the Professors and Readers in the Department and 
all full-time members of the teaching staff of five years• standing. 
Members of cognate or related departments may be invited to parti
cipate. Junior members of the teaching staff may be invited to attend 
meetings of the Board, thougq not as members of it. In small Depart
ments it is desir!l.ble that this should be done. 

( ii) F eileratilve 

51. Senate (Oourt}.-The total nuniber should not exceed 100. 
It should be more or less equally divided between internal. 

and external members. The Heads of all Departments and the 
Principals of constituent colleges should be members, up to a 
total of 50. If the total would exceed 50, rotation should be nsed. 
Extemo.l members should be contributed roughly in the following proportions, 

where the total is to ~50. 

(a) The Alumni Associations should elect from among their 
own members not more than 10 

NoT!I :- In the Federative uulvenrlty the eollege and not the uulvemity will 
probably be the nucleus for eaoh branch of the Alumni Association and 
election ehould be arra.nged aooordingly by college branchee. 

(b) Donors should elect from among their own members 
not more than 5 

(c) Representatives of professions, industry and commerce 
should be given seats to the number of 12 
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(d) Public Officials as for Unitary Unive~ities. Approxi-
mate total from this 11ource 3 

(e) Nominees of the Chancellor ' 10 

t/) The Senate 1tself should have power to co-opt additional · 
members up to 10 

Total 50 

52. The Executive Council (Syndicate).-Thesizeof the Execu
tive should be not less than 15 and not more than 20, about evenlv 
divided between internal and external members. Professors should 
be eligible for seats. 

The approximate membership should be as follows : 
Vice-Ch~tncellor (ex-officio) I 
Treasurer (ex-officio) I 
Doa.ns of Faculties 7 
If there are more than 7 Faculties Deans of the smaller Faculties 

should bold seats in rotation. If there are less than 7 Faculties 
professora who are heads of departments should be elected by the 
Academic Council to bring the total up to 7. 

Principals of Constitue~t Colleges holding office in rotation 2 
Persons elected by the Senate (Court) from among their 

own number • 4 
NOT !I :-Univel'8ity employ.,.. must not be eligible f0.. election in this C&tegory 

One p11rson nominated by the High Court of the Province 
or State not necessurily from their own number 1 

One person nominated by the Public Service Commission 
of the Province or State not necessarily from among 
their own members I 

Three perEons nominated by the Char.cellor 3 

Total 20 

All exct>.pt the ex-officio members should bold office for three 
yNns. As far as possible their retirement should be staggered so as 
to ensure a measure of continuity from year to year in the Executive 
as a whole. The elected members should be eligible to hold office for 
two pt•riods but thereafter should not be eligible except after an. 
interval of at least one year. 
lllll!lllofEdn. .&.I 
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53. The Academic CQ1J,nc£l.-The Academic Council should not 
exceed 45 in membership. It should be kept to this limit even if it 
means, in the larger universities, rotation among heads of departmentE 
and principals of colleges. Except where it would cause the limit of 
45 to be exceeded the Council should comprise (a) all heads of depart
ments, (b) all principals of constituent colleges , (c) 10 per cent. of the 
seats on the Council to be filled by teachers other than heads of 
departments, elected from their own number, (d) not more than 
four members co-opted by reason oftheir specialis~ knowledge. 

Elected and co-opted members should hold office for three years 
and their retirement should be staggered. The ·elected members 
!!hould be eligible to hold office for two periods but thereafter should 
not be eligibfe except after an interval of at least one year. 

54. Faculties.-Each Faculty should comprise : 
(a) The Professors and Readers in the subjects assigned to 

that Faculty by the Academic Council. 
(o) Not more than half the number in (a) consisting of 

other teachers of the Faculty subjects. Theile should 
be appointed to membership of the Faculty by the 
• .Academic Council on the recommendation of the 
Faculty. They should be eligible to hold office for two 
periods, but thereafter should not be eligible except 
after an interval of at least one year. · 

(c) Not more than three pe~ co-opted by reason of their 
specialized knowledge. 

The Dean of the Faculty should be ~lected by the Professors in 
that Faculty who are heads of departments. He should hold office for 
two years and should be eligible for re-election for a second term of 
two years. Thereafter he should.n_ot be eligible for re-election if 
there are other Professors who are heads of departments in the 
Faculty who have not yet served as D~ns. 

55. Boards ofStudies.-Thereshouldbea Board of Studies for 
each Department. It should be an internal body but with power 
to co-opt one external member. The Head of the Department should 
be Chairman of the Board, which should comprise the Professors and 
Readers in the Department and all full-time members of the teaching 
staff of five years' standing. Members of cognate or related Dep~rt
ments may be invited to participate. Junior members of the teachmg 
staff may be invited to attend meetings of the Board, though not as 
members of it. In small Departments it is desirable that this should 
be done. 
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36. Principals' Oommittee.-The federative type of the . univer
sity will need a special coiD;ID-ittee, namely, a standing <;omnnt~ of 
the principal& of the const1tuent colleges under the chairmanship of 
the Vice-Chancellor. · 

(ii~l Teaching and ajfiliaJ,ing universities 

57. Senate (Oourt).-The total nun1ber may need to be a little 
larger than in. unitary and federative universities. We suggest a 
maximulJl ofl20. There should be a two-fold kind of balance (a) 
betweenacademicandnon-academic members, (b) between univer
sity representatives, affiliated college representatives. and external 
members. -

A third of the university rel?resentatives be members of conSti
tuent· colleges. Assuming a umversity with 20 affiliated colleges, 
and a Senate of maximun1size (120), there should be 40 members of 
the university staff, 40 representing the affiliated colleges, 
including the principal of each college and representatives of the 
governing hotly of each college, and 40 external members 
contributed as follows :-

(a) The Alun1ni Associations sbould elect from >~mong 
their own members not more thm 10 

E'\Ch affilin.ted college ohould have ito own Alumni A .. oohtion and the 10 -to for 
Alumnlon the Benote ehould be roteted between the Alumni of the University 
itoelf and thooo of the am •iated oollegeo in proportion to their membership. 

(b) Donors: The Donors should elect from among their 
own members not more than 5 

(c) Representatives of Profession, Industry and Commerce 10 
(d) Public Officials as under Unitary Universities. Approx:i-

m ;te total from these sources • . 3 
(e) Nominees of the Chancellor not more th.an 6 
(/) The Senate itself should have power to co-opt addi· 

tional members up to 6 

Total .. 40 

58. Ths E:.r.ecutit'6 Oouncil (Syndicate).-The Executive in 
~ea.c~ng-a~d-affiliating ~niversity may need to be slightly larger 
m s1ze owmg to the w1der range of bodies needing repre.sentation. 
We recommend, however, that a membership of 25 should be the 
~bsolute maximun1. The balance should be about even between the 
a~a?emic and the non-academic !llembers ; professors should be 
elig1b!e for seats on the Exec~tive.. The representation of the 
teaching departments of the uruvers1ty and the affiliated colleges 
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shall be decided by each univer.sity, taking into account the rela
tive size and strength of the teaching departments and the size 
and strength of the affiliated colleges. 

The approximate membership should be as follows : 
(a) Vice-Chancellor ·(ex -officio) 
(b) Treasurer (ex-officio) • 
(c) Deans ~fFaculties • • • 

1 

1 

6 
' If there are more than 6 Faculties the Deans of the smaller 

Faculties should hold their seats by rotation. · If there are less than 
6 Faculties then the Academic Council should elect Professors who 
are heads of departments to reach a total (together with the Deans) 
~L . . 

(d) Principals of affiliated colleges elected from 
among t'heir own number 4 

(e) Persons elected by the Senate (Court) 
• from among their own number • 4 

Employees of the university and of the affiliated colleges mllf;t. 
bP- ineligible for election in this category. 

(f) One person nominated by the High Court 
of the.P.~:ovince or State, not necessarily 
from their own number • • 1 

(o) One person nominated by tpe Pu:\Jlic Ser
vices Commission of the Province or State, 
not necessarily from their own number 1 

(h) Three persons nominated by tqe Chancellor 3 

. . Total • • 21 

All except the ex-officio members .of the Executive Council 
should hold office for three years. As far as possible, their retire· 

. ment should be staggered so as to ensure a measure of continuity 
from year to year in the Executive as a whole. The elected members 
should be. eligible to hold office for two periods, but thereafter should 
not be eligible except after an interval of at least one year. 

'59. The Academic Oouncil.-The Coun~il should not exce~d 45 in 
membership even if this means rotation of seats among those who at 
smaller universities would all be ex-officio members. Except where 
it would cause the limit of 45 to be exceeded the Council should 
comprise 
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(a) all heads of departments, 
(b) five principals of affiliated colleges elected from among 

their own number, · 

(c) five university teachers other than heads of departments 
elected from among their own number, 

(d) ten teachers of affiliated colleges elected from among 
their own number, 

(e) not more than four members co-opted by reason of their 
specialised knowledge. 

Elected and co-opted members should hold office for three years 
and their retirement should be staggered. Elected members should 
be eligible to hold office for two periods but thereafter should not be 
-eligible except after an interval of at least one year. 

60. Faculties.-Each Faculty should comprise (a) the Professors 
in the subjects assigned to that :Faculty by the Academic Council, 
(b) not more than ten other university teachers of the Faculty 
subjects elected from among their own numbers, (c) one teacher 
from each affiliated college which offers teaching in the subjects of 
the Faculty concerned, (d) not more than thrfi'e persons co-opted by 
reason of their specialised knowledge.• , 

The university Professors who are heads of departments in each 
Faculty should elect the Dean from among their own number. He 
.should hold office for two years, and should be eligible for one further 
term of two years. Thereaftet he should not be eligible for re-elec
tion if there are other Professors who are heads of departments in the 
Faculty who have not yet served as Deans. 

61. Boards of Studies.-There should be a Board of Studies for 
each department. The head of the university department in each 
.subject should be ex-officio chairman of the Board which should 
~omprise: 

(a) four university teachers of the subject, 

(b) five teachers of the subject from the affiliated colleges. 

All members except the chairman should be appointed by the 
l?!lculty for three years and should not be eligible for reappointment 
until at least one year has elapsed. The Board should have power 
t-> co-opt one external member. 

1 Elootod momboro ohowd be eli)!ihle to hold offi"" for two periodo but thereafter 
ahoald not be eligible uoept after ao ioterv&l oi at l.,...t oue yeaz. 
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62. Grants Allocation Oommittee.-Each province with a teach
ing-cum-affiliating university (one or more) will need a special 
committee for the allocation of grants to the teaching section of the 
university and to the affiliated colleges. This Grants.Allocation 
Committee will be constituted on the lines of the Central Grants 
Commission, with a whole-time Chairman, two other non-official 
members and one representative each of the Ministries of Educa
tion and Finance. The Chairman and the non-official members 
are to be men of high integrity, unconnected at present with any 
university but with vast expeiience of university teaching and 
administration. The Cominittee will need a whole-time Secretary 
and adequate staff. . , 

The following observations apply to all types of universities. 

63. Other Oommittees.-A university may have numerou!!! 
standing committees, but two are of such importance that we wish. 
to record our recommendations concerning them. 

64. The Finance Oommittee.-Thisshould be a standing committee 
of the Executive, though it need not be limited to members of the 
Executive. At some universities the Vice-Chancellor, at others the 
Treasurer, is the chairman of the Finance Committee and we see 
no necessity for a uniform practice in this matter. There is a 
widespread t.endency, not peculiar to India, for Finance Committees 
gradually to encroach on the functions of their parent body and t() 
become the determiners of policy. 'fh.is must be resisted. The 
Finance Committee is there to ensure, among other things, that the 
university does not embark on schemes which it cannot afford. It· 
can say: "You must choose between ·your scheme A and your 
scheme B, since you cannot afford both. " But it must not make tl).e 
choice itself. Or it can say : " You can only afford scheme C if you. 
cut the cost by 25% ". But it must not decide what part of .the. 
scheme is to bacut out. In other words, it must not make education
al decisions. Safety lies in securing a Treasurer who is a skillt>d 
financier and who is not, and knows that he is not, an educationist. 

_ 65. TheSelectionOommitteeorOommittees.-Theaemay be either 
a Standing Committee whose membership varies according to the 
vacancy under consideration, or a series of ad hoc· committees for 
each vacancy. But it is of the utmost importance that all vacancies 
on the permanent teaching staff should be dealt with by a properly 
constituted committee. It should be a committee of the Executive ;· 
the Vice-chancellor sh.mud be its Chairman, and its other members 
should be : for a professorship, the Dean of the Faculty and three-
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external experts, for a readership or lectureship, the Dean of the 
Faculty, the Head of the Department, and two external experts. 
The external experts should be appointed by the Executive, or in 
case of emergency by the Vice-Chancellor. H the ·Executive does 
not accept the recommendation of the Selection Committee, the 
matter should be referred to the Chancellor for his final decision. It 
is not usual to seek external assistance for filling lectureships : but 
we feel strongly that it is almost as important to do so as when 
filling chairs or readerships. No doubt in assessing candidates for 
a lectureship one must judge more on promise and personal qualities 
than on original work produced ; but it can be done. It is and 
must be from the ranks of toda y's junior lecturers all over India that 
the professors of twenty years hence will mainly be chosen. A 
university's aim should be to appoint no body to the permanent staff 
who does not appear to be of professorial calibre, if his promise is 
fulfilled. 

V 1.-Reovmmendati{)rls. 

66. We recommend-

(!) that University education be placed on the Concurrent 
list; 

(2) that the concern of the Central Government with the nni
veNities be with regard to finance, co-ordination of facilities in 
~pecinl subjects, adoption of national policies, ensuring minimum 
standards of efficient administration and liaison between universities 
and national research laboratories and scientific surveys etc.; 

l3) ~hat for all~ting ~ants to '?~versities a C~ntral Grants 
Comnuss10n be e&tabhshed, 1ts compos1t10n and functiOns to be as 
in.licated; 

( 4) that the Grants Commission be helped by panels of experts 
in different branches ; 

(5) that there be no university of the purely aflilia.ting type; 
\./ . . 

(6) that government colleges be gradually transformed into 
constituent colleges of the university ; 
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(7) that private colleges be recognised only on satisfying the 
~ver&ty that--

{a) they are eligible for grants-in-aid ; and 
{b) that they are able to undertake the internal assessment 

of students' work ; 

(8) that college governing bodies be properly constitute.d (and 
the number of collegesa:ffiliated to a ~versity be limited). 

t9) that the aim of an affiliated college be to develop into a 
unitary university and later into a federative one ; 

(10) that the authorities of the Univer&ty be as follows:

{a) The Visitor (The Governor-General); 

(b) the Chancellor (generally the provincial Governor) ; 

{c) the Vice-Chancellor (a whole time officer appointed accor
ding to the methods indicated) i 

• (d) the Senate (Court) ; 

(e) the Executive Council (Syndicate) ; 

(/) the Academic Council ; 

{g) the Faculties ; 

(h) the Boards of Studies ; 

(i) the Finance Committee ; and 

{j) the Selection Committees. • 

(11) That a Grants Allocation Co~mittee beconstituted for 
.provinces with universities of the. t~aching and affiliating type. 
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I.-Introductory : Present Financial Position of Universities. 

. 1. Income and Expendil:ure in Universities.-A careful perusal 
of the budget statements presented by the universities in India 
reveals the fact that the financial position of most of the universities 
is far from satisfactory. In most cases, the universities are working 
on a deficit budget and in s.ll cases, it is seen that the revenue from 
the different sources is hardly sufficient to meet the average present 
needs of the universities, and in no case are there sufficient funds 
either for expansion or for improvement in the many directions need-
ed. · 

2. IfiCTeased E:r;penditwe.-It is to be noted that the expenditure 
in s.ll universities has increased considerably within the last ten years 
without a proportionate increase in income. The increase in ex
penditure is due to causes over which the universities have had no 
control. Briefly stated. condition& during the wa.r and in the post-

4oll7 
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War period have brought about certain abnormal increases in expen
diture under headS which the universities could not have anticipated 
prior to the War. In those universities which had substantial en
dowments or which had capitalised funds, the reduction. in interest 
rates has resulted in a number of institutions suffering serious loss 
under general endowment income. 

While there has thus been a great decrease in the annual income 
of the universities concerned, there has on the other hand been, as 
stated o.bove; a very large increase on the expenditure side. The 
main item of increased expenditure has been on the salaries of 
teachers and of the !t·dministrative staff, necessitated by higher 
costs of living. In particular, the salaries of the junior teaching 
staff and of the subordinate a.dministrative staff required to be 
materially enhanced. This increase was not proportionate to the 
rise in the cost of living and was given effect to with great difficulty 
on account of paucity of funds. The Bombay University, for 
example, notes that the decision of the Government to increase by 
Rs. 10 the dearness allowance paid to their employees in receipt of 
salary not exceeding Rs. 250 had the effect of burdening the 
University finances with an additional recurring expenditure of over 
Rs. 30,000 per· annum. The changes in the grades of lecturers' 
s'\laries in some North Indian universities were responsible for a 
considerable additional recurring expenditure. Travelling allow
ances have gone up on account of the changes in the system of chases 
and fares on all the Indian Railways, compelling most universities 
to pay first class fares where they used to pay second class and 
expenses on this head may have to go up further on account of 
.Air Travel facilities now available. 

3. bwreased Cost and Diminished Inoome.-Besides these gener\ll 
increases in expenditure, it is to be noted that considerable increase 
is also inevitable owing to the increased cost under all items of ex- . 
penditure in a university. The university publications cost more 
to-day on account of increased cost of paper ; laboratory equipment 
has become very much more costly, cost of construction of buildings 
and hostels has greatly increased while ·the increasedcostofimports 
and the high rates of examination charges have resulted in increased 
expenditure under necessary heads. 

It is, therefore, not surprising that a scrutiny of the budgets 
and financial estimates of the different universities in India shows 
deficit balances in almost every university, the position thus being 
precarious in some and causing anxiety in almost all. A feature of 
expansion of university education that has affected the finance 
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' seriously is the starting of- a number of new universities 
within a very short period and the consequent reshaping of 
existing universities. Reference has been made to the starting of 
the Poons. University and the proposals for the Karns.taka and Guja
rat Universities. Within the last five years several new universities 
of an affiliating type have been started : Utkal, Saugor, Gauhati, 
Rajputa.ns., East Panjab, Kashmir, Poona, Kamataka, Baroda 
and Gujarat Universities, ·and there are reports current that more 
universities a.re likely to be started. The need and utility of more 
universities are not questioned, but in a chapter on finance, it is 
obviously necessary to take note of the financial implications on both 
the existing universities and the proposed universities. Reference 
will be made at a later stage in this report to the financial conditions 
that should be considered as fundamental for the starting of a new 
universitr. We are here concerned with the effec.ts of the rise of new 
universities on the finances of existing universities. So long as uni
versities depend largely upon fee income derived from examinations, 
the seceding ofa large number ofcollegesandofacorrespondingnum
ber of examinees consequent upon the establishment of these new 
universities imposes and has created conditions resulting in an acute 
financial crisis. These difficulties will be accentuated when our propo
sals for the transfer of the High School and Intermediate classes from 
the universities are given effect to and when the university course for 
the First Degree is lengt-hened from two years to three years. The 
first proposal will reduce the income derived from examina.tion and 
tuition fees and the abolition of the classes will reduce the numbers 
of only the lowest paid teaching staff. The additional year for the 
Bachelor's de!Vee will involve the employment of a larger number of 
teachers on higher salary. Moreover in every new university post-. 
graduate classes have to be started and expensive instruction given 
to the small number coming to each one of them. Further the 
research work which must be encouraged in each of these universities 
entails considera.ble expenditure. An abstract statement of the 
financial position as culled from the Budget Estimates of the univer
sities, wherever available, is appended (Appendix N). 

II.-Finai'ICe$ of University Colleges and AJFliated Colleges. 
- '· Financial Resouroea of Affiioted. Col,l.eyjes. (a) Gra'llli1.

In dealing with the finances of universities, it is necessary to take into 
consideration, the financial condition of the universities and of the 
affiliated colleges in a university. While the finances of a university 
are largely drawn from endowments, from examination fees, tuition 
fees and grants, the affiliated colle~ do not generally derive any 
financial assistance from.the univemty directly. The financial assis
tance given to affiliated colleges varies from province to province ; 
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in some it amounts to 50 per cent of the salaries of sanctioned posts, 
but in some provinces no grants are given by the Government to the 
private colleges. The g=t-in-aid code of Provincial Governments 
which is followed in some provinces is not too liberal and it is not 
liberally interpreted either. Besides many of the colleges which 
depend entirely on students' fees, may not only cover all expenses· 
from them but sometimes even make a profit. 

The grants to aided colleges are given for :
(a) Buildings, 
(b) Equipment, 
(c) Library, 
{d) Fee ooncessions,"and 
(e) Teaching staff. 

It used to be the practice formerly in some provinces that the buil
ding and equipment grant was restricted to 50 per cent of the cost. 
Recently, Provincial Governments have made radical changes 
restricting the amount of grant that may be given towards these very 
necesaary purposes. At Delhi, the Government of India is agreeable 
to the payment of 50 per. cent of the net expenses for erecting new 
buildings for the colleges in the University area. The Madras 
Government, however, has passed orders restricting the building 
grant to a maximum of Rs. 75,000 for college buildings. The condi
tions pert.a.ining to grants for equipm~Jnt and library are stringent 
and are not always such as will enable a college to proceed with the 
urgent requirements with any degree of certainty ; and these grants· 
are also given after completion of the buildings or the purchaSes re· 
quired, and managements .find it difficult ·to meet the expenditure in 
advance of the grants that are likely to be received. The position of 
the affiliated colleges, therefore, has ·been causing considerable anxiety. 
both to the managements and to the universities concerned, as the 
expenditure to be incurred has increased for the same reasons for 
which expenditure has increased under the different items of uni-
versity .finance. · 

(b) Endowments.-N or can it be said that the colleges have subs
tantial endowments to fall back upon. Even in regard to well
established colleges, the income from endowments has decreased 
and the income from other sources has dwindled. Taking all these 
factors into consideration, a method•of stabilizing the .financial secu· 
rity of colleges has been adopted in the Madras University, whereby 
the management wishing to start. any new colleges had had to furnish 
an endowment of five lakhs of rupees !or a First Grade College 
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and three lakhs for an Intermediate College, which, under the present. 
fairly low rate of interest, will yield an annual income of B.s. 15,000 
for a First Grade and B.s. 9,000 for an Intermediate College. A 
strict adherence to this condition of affiliation within the last six years 
in the case of newly started colleges has enabled the University to 
satisfy itself about the proper running of these colleges, while the 
managements have been relieved of a great deal of financial embar
rassment which they would have had if such a secure income was not 
available. 

It must, however, be stated that in spite of these endowments, 
neither the new colleges nor the old colleges are in a position to meet 
the growing demands in regard to salaries and to the other e.onditions 
of efficient instruction. The scales of salaries payable to teachers 
lm,ve been separately dealt with in Chapter Ill', but it mll.st be re
peated that one of the chief drawbacks in most colleges is that the 
salaries payable to teachers are inadequate, and it has led to a great 
deal of discontent among the teaching staff, which must of necessity 
be reflected on the tone and efficiency of the colleges. 

5. Endowments of Universities.-It has been stated that the uni
versities derive their mcome either from endowments or from Govern
ment grants apart from the examination fees and tuition fees levied 
by them. Although a few universities have had large endowments 
giVen, it may be said that on the whole the income derived from endow
ments is by no means adequate to meet the needs of modem univer
sities. Large endowments have been made to a few universities by the 
founders or by generous donors. The Annamalai University owes its 
inception to the generosity of the late Rajah Sir ~nnamalai Chettiar 
of Chettinad. The Banaras and the Aligarh Universities have 
nad large endowments given by Princes and commoners. The Cal
cutta University has had endowments given by such eminent persons 
asP. C. Ray, Rash Behari Ghose and Tarakanath Palit; while Bombay 
has had large endowments from the Singhania and Tata Trusts beaides 
endowments from several other philanthropic citizens; the University 
ofNagpur hashadalargeendowment under the Laxminarayan Trust 
Fund, and the Madras University has for the first time been given a 
generous endowment by Dr. Alagappa Chettiar. The new university 
at Sau~or owes its existence to a donation of B.s. 2,000,000 from Sir 
Hari Smgh Gaur which is regarded as a first instalment. It cannot. 
however, be stated that endowments to universities in this country 
have flown in the same generous manner in which they have either for 
the British universities or for the American universities. It has been 
well said "that a university's general endowment fund is the surest 

' See pp. '18-79. 
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foundation upon which to build it.~ independence and stability and that 
a university with a substantial background of endowment is in fact 
in a strong position not only as regards its own internal control but as 
regards new developments which it may consider to be particularly 
desirable ". While it is hoped that similar endowments may be 
forthcoming, it is not only the rich who should give such endowments, 
but all those who have enjoyed the benefits of a university education 
should likewise realise the duty they owe to universities and should 

. repay them in some form or other. It must, however, be confessed 
that under present conditions, it would be undue optimism to expect 
universities to be run on endowments that may be forthcoming. 

Even in the British universities endowments were responsible 
for 14·5 per cent of the total income of the universities in 1935-36, 
while in 1946-47 it fell to 9 · 3 per cent. '.l;'his decrease however is not 
in the total amount derived from endowments. Whereas the total 
income of the universities was seven million pounds in 1935-36, it 
was l3 million pounds in 1946-47. 

Exemption jrO'Tl) l'TUXYme-W.-It has been suggested by some that 
donations to universities will be encouraged if we have a clause in 
our Income Tax Laws regarding exemption from taxes to be granted 
for gifts for educational purposes. These may be on the lines of the 
American Tax Law which allows for exemption of a,n amount donated 
by an individual to a Corporation or Trust ·Fund organised and 
operated exclusively for scientific, , literary or educational 
purposes. The same proviso about the maximum amount to 
be eXempted, namely 15 per cent of the tax-payer's net income, 
may be accepted:'- · 

6. Gooernme'nt Grantrifw Universities.-Universities have been 
receiving grants either from Provincial Governments or from Cen
tral Government and in some cases from 1Joth. The majority of the 
universities situated in the provinces have received grants from 
Provincial Governments. These grants 8.re annual grants and in 
some cases they are treated as block grants so that a definite income 
from this source is guaranteed for the university concerned. The 
Central Government has held it.~elf responsible for gi:ants to three 
universities : the Banaras University and the Aligarh University 
which were started as sectional universities, both of these being situ
ated in the United Provinces and the comparatively more recen~ly 
started University at Delhi in the Delhi Province which is within the 
direct jurisdiction of the Government of India. ·Till very recently, 

l Reference Section 23 tabn from a Publication of the Bareaa of Internal Revenues, 
dated 18.13. 
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the Central Government did not give any annual grants for other 
universities ; within reoent years, grants have been given to 
certain universities for specific objects, largely for technological 
education, while more recently grants have been given to some 
universities on ceremonial occasions or to take up new activities. 

Small amounts have been given to university departments 
of research for the furtherance of research programmes by some of 
the or~a.nizations responsible for encouraging research. Thus, 
university departments of research or research .departments in col
leges affilia.ted to universities have received small grants from (a) 
Indian Research Fund Association, (b) Council of Scientific and In
dustrial Research, (c) Imperial Council of Agricultural Research 
(dl Department of Scientific Research, and similar bodies.· 

The Government of India. started a few years ago the University 
Grants Committee. It is understood that the University Grants 
Committee is mainly concerned with recommending grants to the 
three universities· financed by the Government of India., namely 
Bana.ras, Aligarh and Delhi. We learn, however, that it is the 
intention of the Government of India. to expand the activities of 
the University Grants Committee so as to cover all Indian 
universities. We have referred to the place of a University 
Grants Commission in relation to universities in general at another 
place in this Report (Ch. XIII). 

7. Changed Outlook reguired.-From what has been stated above, 
it will be obvious that if university education is to progress on right 
lines and if the universities in India. are to take their full share in 
the responsible task of building up the structure of higher education, 
a changed outlook in regard to the responsibility of the State and 
the public in the maintenance of these universities is essential. At 
the present time, the problems connected with university education 
loom large. The need for the. expansion of educational facilities 
to meet the growing and imperative demand of a large section of the 
youth of the country, the urgency of opening out many branches of 
learning which hitherto found no place in a university system of 
e?ucation, the development of the facilities for postgraduate and 
h1gher education and the great need to increase and stimulate 
research in all directions cannot obviously be ignored. Independent 
India cannot. for long look to the more advanced countries for mtellec
tual food and sustenance. The time has come when the Government 
and the leaders of public opinion must take stock of the situation 
and enable the universities to function so that they may largely be 
llelf-suffioient and self-reliant in all grades of intellectual pursuit. 
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This does not, however, mean that there should' not be free and 
constant contact with intellectual centres of learning wherever they 
may be situated, but it is a fundamental necessity to create opportu
nities for as much of self-sufficiency ,as possible in all spheres, educa
tional and technological, in their widest bearing. How this can be 
effected is a task which we shall address ourselves to, and it will be 
for the Governments and responsible bodies to review the position 
from time to time. . 

8. Expansion of Primary and Secondary ~ducation.-In a review 
of the expansion of university education it is neither possible nor 
desirable to ignore the obvious need for expansion of primary and 
secondary education. It is unfortunately true that in spite of nearly 
a century of university education, there has been a very slow advance 
in the spheres of primary and secondary education, and literacy has 
not spread t<i 85 per cent of the population in the different parts of 
the country. · In some quarters this has resulted in criticism of 
expenditure on university education, and not infrequently the remark 
has been made that extension of university education will lead to 
lopsided development s0 long as education is not broadbased and 
spread to every corner of the country by expansion of primary and 
secondary education. It cannot be gainsaid that a proper edifice 
of university education can be built only if literacy is widespread 
and primary and secondary education is extended to a very large 
proportion of the youth of the country, even if it cannot be made 
universal and compulsory. No one interested in university educa
tion can, therefore, afford to ignore the urgent demand for expansion . 
of primary and secondary education, and any amount that m_ay be 
expended for this purpose by the Government is a legitimate charge 
on the Government of any country and must be supported by all 
educationists. The danger, however, lies in the specious argument 
th~t till such primary and secondary education has sprea.d all over 
the country, university education shoUld not be given the financial 
assistance thatu so necessary for its efficiency and sufficiency. It 
has not been infrequent that leaders of public opinion have in ~he 
several legislatures criticized expenditure on university education, 
little realising that the very basis on which primary and secondary 
education could be built and expanded must necessarily depend ~pon 
expansion simultaneously of university education. 1 ·We feel oblig~d 
to draw the attention of the public and the Government to this 
primary fact that the two are not contradictory but complementary • 

1• The trouble is that in India the expenditare 011 education ia muoh leas th~ _what ~t . 
ehould he. Franos spends 12% of her total budget 011 eduostion, Great BntsUl ll Yo 
and India 1 ... than 6%. 
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and any scheme of finance which will foster the expansion of pnmary 
. and secondary education should necessarily imply financial help 
to university education also. This apart, the large part that uni
versity education has to play in the industrial and economic develop

. ment of the country in the furtherance of trade and commerce, in 
the efficiency of the administrative services and in the wider fields 
of defence and foreign relations, makes it obvious that no Govern
ment can afford to ignore the demands of university education for 
the welfare and proper government of a country. 1 

II I.-Purposes for whick Grams are needed. 

11. Grants to British Universities.-A review of the finanoial 
position of universities in Great Britain and in most other European 
countries would reveal the fact that at present large grants· are 
needed from the Government to enable the universities adequately 

. to perform the ftmctions allotted to them .. In May 1948 Sir Stafford 
Cripps in_ a message to the Universities Quarterly said:- . 

" The darkness of the economic outlook gives no ground for 
economy in the sphere of university grants. The universities have 
a great contribution to make towards national economic recovery. 
We look to them to continue with unabated vigour the search for 
new knowledge and the e<lucation of increased numbers of young 
men and women from all classes of the community. For it is on 
the advances that we make in scientific knowledge and on the energy~ 
initiative, directive capacity and courage of these young graduate& 
that the economic future of the country will largely depend." 

Thus, in the year 1948, the Parliament of Great Britain allotted. 
a sum of 12J millions to the 111 universities in that country, and 

·the Minister m charge went further and stated that if there was a 
demand for increased grants, he would not hesitate to come-forward 
to the Parliament and ask for such grants in the interests of higher 
education. 

Let us consider the different purposes for which such grants are 
needed. 

10. Requirements of our Universities aiul Oolleges.-We have 
already noted the needs of affiliated colleges many of which have 
had no grants from the government ,or only nominal grants since 

• Wo may"""' tho_.., proportion ollllli....,raitv aludonla in Intu. (aboatl ia l toO) 
01 oompOI'OCI. wit.h U.S. A. (I in abou\ 'Ill) or o..,., 'Brili&in (1 in about '700). In South 
Alrloa thore are fh·e univvaititll for a white population of hro milli.one. CanadA hu thineea 
b I miUiOGO and Auatralia -.n for 6l millJoua, while - have ll& fot' o1' .. 300 miDi-. 

See Appencliz 0. 
liiU18JiolEda. 
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their foundation. These colleges cannot become proper institutions 
with an academic atmosphere until the government makes them 
grants to cover half of the salaries of sanctioned posts and one-third 
of the other expendituxe. In our previous chapters we have men
tioned the urgent requirements of the universities as regards the 
provision of laboratories, libraries, workshops etc., and also the 
equipment. The problem has become particularly acute on account 
of the larger numbers seeking admission to the universities. Even if 
our suggestions about diverting the studepts after the secondary 
stage to the vocational institutions are carried out, the number at the 
universities ten years hence will be more than what they are today1 

and the financial difficulties being experienced today will be ac
centuated especially if the pupil-teacher mtio is to be lowered as it 
should be. 

We have also emphasised in Chapter XI the necessity of having 
more and better accommodation for students' residences. It has 
been found difficult duxing the last few years to get the proper build
ing materials for the construction of educational buildings of any 
kind. Shortage of materials will no doubt prove a limiting factor 
to the amount of new buildings which can be undertaken but it is 
hoped that with Government help in the shape of money as well as 
the quota of ma~ the needs of universities will be gradually 
supplied. . . . 

11. ScJwlarskips and other A.wwrds.-The funds required for the 
provision of research perSonnel and scientific equipment have been 
referred to more than once and we have also mentioned the need. 
for Scholarships and Fellowships. We II!3Y mention in this connec
tion the recommendations of the work::Ulg party of the Ministry 
of Education in England. They propose to raise the number of state 
scholarships from 800 to 2,000 per .Y!lDX· all universities and college 
awards from 1,200 to 2,000 and of local authorities awards from 4,000 · 
to 7 ,000. This is for England and Wales alone excluding Scotland. 
If these recommendations are adopted it" will mean that out of the 
18,000 expected entrants to English and Welsh universities each 
year 11,000 would get generous b.elp from public funds. In this 
country the provision for financial help to deserving students has 
so far been extremely meagre. In most provinces about ·IO% of 
the total enrolment is entitled to exemption from the payment of 
tuition fees, which means tha1l the student is excused only one-fifth 
or one-sixth of his total expenditure, and has to make arrsngement 
for· the balance. The number awarded government and university 

1 Of. The Central .Advisory BO&I"d Report on Educational Development: Ch•pter on 
Univ8l'lity Education. 
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scholll.l'Sbips does not generally exceed I% and even these few are 
not paid more than a small fraction of their total expenses. In 
most provinces while the number of students has gone up many 
times and expenses of living have multiplied, the number and amount 
of tht> 'lolarships remain what they were 20 Yell.l'S ago. In order 
to r ~ .>dy the state of things we require a much bigger sum allotted 
in the university budget for scho!ll.l'8hips, fellowships and mainte
nance grants. A.e a guide to our course of action we may say the 
rroportion of assisted students in British Universities had increased 
1n 1946-47 to no lees than 67·9% as a whole, while at Oxford and 
Cambridge over 82% of the students today receive financial help. 
A good few of these are receiving grants under the Further Education 
and Training Scheme for ex-Members of the Armed Forces, but when 
these numbers decline it is expected that most of the recommenda
tions of the working party will be put into effect. In 1938-39 
out of the total expenditure on British universities approximately 
12% was devoted to scholarships, studentships, etc. To this has to 
be added the awards of the State and the local authorities. The 
first item alone amounted to nearly a million pounds in 1938-39 : 
today the total sum bein~ spent on assistance to students is very 
much higher. Conditions m India are different from those in Great 
Britain and we may not be able to emulate the British universities 
but it is eesential that no meritorious student should be debarred 
on account of indigence from pursuing a university course. This 
will mean as a natural corollary that fees paid by students (Exami
nation and Tuition fees) should not form such,a large item in the 
income of universities1• The figures for students' fees ,p.ven in 
Appendix N do not include those paid to affiliated and (m some 
~es) constituent colleges. Hence Appendix N does not 
give a complete picture of the dependence of the institutions on 
students' fees. We may contrast with this the fact that in British 
universities in 1946-47 fees provided only 23 ·2% of the total income 
as against 32·5 in 1935-36. If our recommendations are accepted 
the percentage from fee income will be much lower than what it 
ist~ -

12. Ot'ller Requirements. -Our proposals regarding revised grades 
for university and college teachers will require a much larger sum 
than what has been spent so far. The Central Universities have 
recently been enabled with the help of subsidies from the Govern
ment to introduce the Central AdVlSOry Board scales of salaritlb ior 
the teaching staff. This is welcome, but it has made the position 
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worse so far as most of the' other universities are concerned, as it 
' has led to a feeling of disappointment ~tnd uneasiness that some 

,: recognition should not have been given to teachers of these institu
. tion8. Our proposals regarding a lower student-teacher ratio will 
· also involve col_lBiderable additional expenditure and for this too 
government help will be necessary. For the establishment of new 

. universities we are making proposals in a subsequent chapter. The 
-proposals made in Chapters IV and XI will require the remode~ 
of our pattern of teaching, extension of the activities of students and 
steps for their general welfare. All these will mean additional ex
penditure and each university will have to calculate the amount 
required for the items of our programme accepted by it. The money 
required will have to be provided by the statAl (Central or :Provincial) 
afrer a proper scrutiny of the calculations. This will involve a general 
revision of the education budgets of the provinces and the Central 
Government. In Appendix 0 we give the figures of total. provin
tiial expenditure and those for education. The pruposals made in 
this Report are on the assumption that the acceptance of these will 
be followed by a substantial increase in the state expenditure on 
11niversity education, the grant to each university depending on its 
working of the plans. 

13. Financing of New Universities.-We have pointed out in 
. Chapter XIII that the old conception .of an examining type of 
. university is archaic, and a. university, if it is to function properly 
should have . an atmosphere of intellectual stimulus, furthering 
research. and fostering higher studies. In a. chapter on Finance 
it is unnecessary to go into the condi~ons under which an,d the 
objects for which a university should be -founded, but there need 
be little hesitation in stating that a university before it is founded 
should have adequate buildings,. ~brary, laboratories, research 
facilities and a funded capital for the maintenanCe of the atmos
phere of study and research at the headquarters. If our suggestion. 
regarding the exemption of educational c6ntributions from income
tax is accepted, it .may be possible to start new universities with 
some fJ.nancial help from industrialists and other philanthropists ; 
otherwise the State will have to be responsible for the capital gmr:.ts 
as well as for the recurring expenses. 

IV.-(kants-OentraZ and Provincial. · 
14. Requirements of Oolleges.-From what has been stated in 

this and preceding chapters it will be obvious that unless substantial 
grants are made available to universities both from the Centre 
and the Provinces, the work of the universities will be seriously 
hampered. If one wanted to generalise one might say that while. 
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under-gradua~ education should be the concern of the Provinces;· 
post-graduate and research work should be the responsibility of the 
Centre. But one mnst not pnsh this generalisation very far. In 
general, an indication has been given as to the purposes for which 
such grants may be expected. These purposes include among otherS 
the following :-

(1) Building grants for Colleges and University Departments 
of study ; 

(2) Equipment grants ; 
(3) Library grants ; • 

(4) Grants for halls of residence ; 
(5) Salaries of Professorial and other teaching staff, including 

Provident Fund, Pensions etc. ; 
(6) Scholarships and Fellowships ; 
(7) Travelling Scholarships and Study leave ; 
(8) Grants for encouragement of research and post-graduate 

work, and Technical and Professional education in 
particular. ' 

15. Central responsib~£ity for Universilies.-The system of State 
grants and Federal grants to universities obtains in the United 
States of America. State grants are given to universities situated 
within the State or Province, but with a view to meeting all-India 
needs as well as to bring about uniformity in regard to higher 
education, it is necessary and desirable that the Central Government 
Bhotl)d give grants for the various objects mentioned above, taking 
into consideration such Provincial Grants as may be made available. 

'The Commission is aware that the Central Government has taken the 
. ~spon11ihility of maintaining the three universities, Banaras, Aligarh 
and Dolhi, and that a. large amount of money has been given by way 
of grants to meet the needs of these universities. While welcoming 
and appreciating the grants that have SQ far been given, the Com
mission would SUJ!gest that even though the grants to other uni
versities are mainly provincial responsibilities they should also be 
the concern of the Central Government at least so far as post
graduate education and researrh are concerned. The Commission 
bas noted with approt·ia.tion that in certain directions grants have. 
be~>n f(iven by the Government of India in recent years and the:r 
hope that tbere would be a more sy~tematised method of giving these 
pants on the advice of a responsible body. · 

16. Mdlwd of making Grants : the U niversitg Grants Commission. 
-The Government of India have in recent yearsconstituted the 
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Universi~ Grants Committee to advise on grants to be given for 
the Central Universities. At one time it was proposed that tbe 
University Grants Committee established by the Government of 
India should also be responsible for the grants to be made to other 
universities. The question of the principles that ought to govern 
State aid to universities has been dealt with at recent meetiugs of the 
Inter~University Board. The Commission's attention has been 
drawn to the resolution passed by the Sixth Quinquennial Conference 
on the principles which should govern state aid to universities. 
The resolution reads as follows :- · 

" This Conference is of the opllii.on that the provision of adequate te&ehing, 
study and reeeareh on a university level is essential to the well being of a modem 
State. The Government of India and the Provincial Governments have there
fore the responsibility of seeing that such provision ;s made. The Government 
of India and the Provincial Governments are requested to aid the universities 
on an increasingly generous scale with grants (both recurring and non-recurring) 
for carrying out schemes of expanding their present activities and for promoting 
research in all subjects. ._, 

While appreciating the efforts of the Government of India. in helping the 
universities by their policyofmakinggrants available to them through the 
University Grants Committee, this Conference is of opinion that the U Diversity 
Grants Committee should be reconstituted on the general model of the Univer
sity Grants Committee of the United Kingdom with a full-time Chairman. 

'To carry out its duties successfully the University Grants Committee 
should have an adequate Secretariat of its own. so that applications for grants 
from the universities may be expeditiously dealt with and that it should be 
empowered to disburse the grants to the universities without the need for further 
reference to any Department of Government. 

This Conference is of opinion that the principles of Grants-in-aid are not 
applicable to the universities. . . 

While appreciating the policy of the Government of India and the 
Provincial Governments to assist the growth _and expansion of university 
education by fina.ncial grants, this Conference p~ces on record its emphatic 
opinion that the autonomy and .independence of the universities receiving such 
grants should not in any way be interfered with." 

In Chapter XIII we have suggested tbe method of implementing 
this resolution and securing the object which the Government of 
India have in view through constituting the University Grants 
Commission. • 

We feel that the autonomy and the indePendence of universities 
in general is a matter which should. be the concern not mere!y ?f 
the universities but of the Governments and of the public m 
general. Universities can play a great role only if it is appreciated 
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both by the public and the Government that they function as auto
n,omous units and are free to develop along well-established standards 
uncontrolled and uninfluenced by the changing waves of democratic 
passion. At the same time, it must be emphasised that t;h.e autonomy 
claimed by the universities should be understood as implyine 
a greater amount of self-control and self-dis,eipline and a sincere 
desire to work for the higher standards of intellectual integrity and 
morality. -. . . 

We have refened to the system of Block Grants to. universities, 
and we wish to emphasise the adoption of this system which enables 
the universities to utilise the Block Grants in the best In&uner 
possible. There should be no question of any lapse in any particular 
year and no question of burned implementing of somewhat ill
considered ~<chemes to prevent such lapse to the Government. More
over, plans for the development of university education cannot be 
drawn up in such a manner as to enable the authorities to give full 
effect to them within a particular year. We believe that the system 
that obtaius in certain of the universities of Block Grants by Pro
vincial Governments has worked so successfully that we have no 
hesitation in commending this system to the Central Government 
and to other Provincial Governments as well. It v.ill, however, 
be understood that Block Grants are mainly intended for In&inten
ance purpoBPs while additional grants will be available for develop
ment schemes which are approved by the University Grants 
Commission from year to year. 

We can ouly add that most of the recommendations of the 
University Education Commission will require adequate finance 
•nd unless such financial help is made available to the universities, 
it will be futile to expect anything substantial in regard to the im
provement of university education in this country. It is with this 
hope that the Commission would appeal to the Central Government 
and Provincial Governments, to make available the necessary 
grants for this purpose. We realise as a result of our visits, that 
the University Grants Commission, on the lines su~gested, would 
f\eed to. visit the. different univ~ties and some of thei! colleges 
and to make spec1fic recommendat1ons to the Government of India 
on the proposals made by such universities for grants from the Centre. 

r.-Financial Implications 
17. Enrolment and per capitaExpenditure.-In estiln&ting the 

increased cost which will be involved in the implementation of the 
recommendations we have made, we have to make it clear that our 
figures are approximate and not exact. In the absence of complete 
data from the universities or the Governments, it is not possible 
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for us to give exact· figures. Our estimates must, therefore, be ; 
regarded as strictly tentative. · . · 
· · The university !:lnrolment in 1944-45 '\Vas 197,000 and the toW 

expenditure en collegiate education,-· Intermediate, Degree and 
Professional, was roughly 6 crores. . ' 

This works ·out an average of a. little over Rs. 300 per student. ·· 
. Taking a few residentis.l universities we find tha.t the per capita 

expenditure in 1947-48 was Rs. 970 and for a corresponding number 
of affiliating universities it was Rs. 321, the a.vers.ge working out at 
Rs. 408. The per capita expenditure on professions.} education is 
roughly double that on geners.l education, and the expenses in the 
Science Faculty are higher than, sometimes as much as double those 
in the Arts Faculty. 

If the Intermediate classes are separated from the University, 
then in many of the affiliating universities the university enrolment 
would diminish c.onsiderahly, while in universities like those of Agrs., 

. Lucknow and Allahabad which have only degree classes, the numbers 
will increase. We may take it that.the <toW increase in these 
universities, making allowance for the additional classes that will be 
formed, will be about one-third. The reduction in numbers in 
universities where the Intermediate clas.~es are now treated as a 
part· of the university course will be about one-third. Even if some 
universities retain the Intermediate classes in the degree colleges, 
the financial responsibility for these c.lasses should be separs.ted 
from that for the other classes. But we are sure that in a y('ar or 
two the present strength in these universities. will be reached. 

18. Teachers' Salo,ries.-The increase ii). expenditure on teachers' 
salaries will not be uniform in the different universities for the 
reason that scalP.s of salaries in a university like that of Annamalai 
are much lower than those which prevail in other universities. 
The increase in expenditure on the salaries of teachers in many 
South Indian universities will have to be in. a higher proportion than 
in North Indian universities. . · 

Excepting in the affiliated colleges of the University of Delhi, 
the teachers' salaries in the affiliated colleges are much lower than 
those proposed by us. That means the expenditure on salaries in 
the affiliated colleges will be .nearly double of what it is at present. 

19. Libraries.-The expenditure on libraries and laboratories 
will also have to be increased if teaching is to become effective. We 
have suggested aboutRs.40 per student as the normal expendi~e 
to be incurred on libraries. If this recommendation is adopted by 
all the universities and the affiliated colleges, the expenditure will 
be, in addition to what is being in,.curred at present, 4 per cent. of 
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the total budget, We are not in a position to give preci8e figures for 
the laboratory equipment. In many colleges which prepare.· 
students for science courses and professional degree, the laboratory 
and workshop equipment is thoroughly inadequate. Immediate steps 
will have to be taken to improve the position. 

20. Sclwlarships.-Our recommendation with regard to free 
places and scholarships may roughly work to about 15 per cent. 
of the total enrolment for free places, and 5 per cent. for scholar-
ships. · 

These items relate to increases of a recurring character. · 
21. Residential Accommodation.-We have already said that 

hardly 10 per cent. of the student!! live in hostels. And if university 
life is to be real, we should provide for increased hostel accommoda
tion. The expenses here will be of a non-recurring character and for 
such capital expenditure, the institutions would expect help of about 
60 per cent. of the total cost from the Governments in the shape 
of grants and loans. . 

We must work up to provi~ reside11tial accommodation 
for at least 50 per cen,t. o£ our stuilents, i.e. for another 100,000 
students. If we calculate the cost of building hostels at Rs. 2,500 
per student, it will come to Rs. 25,00,00,000 (25 crores). Of this 
about Rs. 1,000 per student may be expected to be provided for by the 
institution and the balance of Rs. 1,500 will have to be met by the 
Government concerned. This building programme may be spread 
over a period of 5 years. 

We estimate that this recurring expenditure and non-recurring 
expenditure will have to be incurred if proper university education 
is to be imparted to the existing number of students; 
· 22. Profe..~.oo·nal Educalion.-,Ve cannot, however, overlook 
that the numbers for a country like ours, in general and profe~sional 
edu~.ation, will go on increa.~ing and we may anticipate a doubling of 
the numb£>rs in a period oOO years. • The expansion of professional 
education is an "urgent necesgity. And even there, if our grawing 
net>ds are to be met, the number of profes3ional institutbn'! 'l'llill 
have-to be doubled in a period of 10 years. ·This may be regarded 
as a wry modest ambition. We h~ve referred to the financial _ 
aspt1cts of the devcloprut>nt of professional t>ducation in Chapter VII. 
In these new instttutions, especially the professional, capital 
expenditure will he _ very high. Here a~in private enterprise 
cannot be dt•pended upon and· the Government will have to 
provide at least 60 per cent. of the recurring expenditure of these . 
CollcfZes and 75 per oont. of the capital expenditure. . . 

23. A.nnual Expe11dilW'fl.-Taking up the annual recurring 
expenditure of the next 5 years with the total enrolment roughly at 
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the present figure and the expenses according to the present scale 
(1947-48) we might expect it to be:- . 

250,000 X 400 = 10 crores. 
Of this amount roughly 60% would be on the salaries of the staff 

including research fellowships, the balance being divided between the 
administration, the library, laboratories, examinations, scholarships, 
etc. 

According· to our recommendations in regard to salary-scales 
and a lower pupil-teacher ratio the expenses on this head will have to 
be increased by approximately 75%. In place of the 6 crores at 
the present scale, the annual expenditure on salaries will amount 
to 10! crores. 

If we spend Rs. 40 per head on the library the total annual 
amount will be one crore. 

On scholarships and free places the amount will "'be :-

Scholarships : 12,500 X 600 
Free Plaees : 37,500 X 250 

. Rs. 
75,00,000 
93,75,000 

1,68,75,000 

On research-work in connection with exa~tions we expect 
an annual expenditure of 5 lakhs. · 

The present expenditure on . administration in all the 
universities amounts to one crore of rupees. This may have to be 
increased by 25% on account of revised scales of salaries for. the 
administrative and subordinate staff and 'whole-time Vice-Chancel
·lors in all universiti~s. So the expenditure on this head we expect 
to be annually Rs. 1,25,00,000. . . 

The normal expenditure .. on examinations will continue to 
be about the same as before and we may es~imate it to be one crore. 

On the building programme for residential arrangements the an
nual expenditure for the next :five years is expected to be :five crores. 

The expenses on laboratories and workshops are more difficult 
to estimate. We have no data before us tO make even approxi
mately accurate calculations.· The development plans of each 
univerSity will, however, be place!f before the University Grants 
Commission and they will allocate the priorities. We hope, however, 

: that two crores should be annually set apart for the next :five years 
to be spent exclusively on laboratory building and equipment and 

. on the fittings and buildings of workshops. 
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For the next quinquennium the total annual expenditure on 
these heads will be :- • 

Teachers' ealariea 
Idbrary ... 
Soholnrahips, etc. 
Examination research 
Administration : • 
Hostel B11ildinga 
Laboratories and Worknhops 

10,50,00,000 
1,00,00,000 
1,68,75,000 

5,00,000 
1,25,00,000 
5,00,00,000 
2,00,00,000 

21,48,75,000 

Of this amount the sum required lOr hostels, laboratories 
a,nd 'lllorkshops (seven crores annually for five years) is to be classed 
as non-recurring and capital grant and therefore in a different category 
from the others. 

Of this roughly 60% will have to be provided by the Govern
ment (Central and Provincial) and this amounts to Rs. 8,69,25,000 
recurring and Rs. 4,20,00,000 non-recurring (to be paid annually 
for five years). The balance will bedra.wnfromstudents' fees (30%) 
and endowments etc. (10%). · 

The total Government contribution will thus have to be about 10 
crores more than what is being at present annually spent by the 
Government on university education. . 

VI.-Recommendations. 
24. We, therefore, recommend : 

(I) that the State should recognise its responsibility for the 
financing of higher education ; 

(2) that the aid to private colleges should be for buildings 
and equipment as also for the recurring expenditure, the 
latter to be on a uniform basis, say half of the present 
teachers' salaries and a third of other approved ex
penditure ; 

(3) that steps be taken to amend Income-tax Laws to encourage 
donationS for educational purposes ; · 

(4) that additional grants be made to colleges and universi
ties in order to enable them to give effect to our recom-
mendations ; . 

(5) t.lll\t the Government should contribut.e an additional 
annual amount of about ten crores for the development 
of university education during the next quinquenniuml. 

(6) that the University Grants Commission be set up for 
allocating grants. · 

1 Govemmen\ may han \o provid• Mdi!OoDal funda for Jnto......tiM& OW... wbi<h do 
II ... - wltlt!D OQr pvview. 



CHAPTER XV 

BANARAS, A.LIGARR AND DELIII UNIVERSITIES. 

1.-BaMras Hindu Unit·ersity. 
1. The Establishment of the University. 2. Special Features. S. 
Objects of tile University .. 4. The Working of the Act. 5. Finances. 
G. The All-India Character of the University. 7. The Residential Arrange
ments o{_ the University. 8. Religious Instruction. 9. Changes i.D. 
Censtitntion and . Structure. 10. Recommenaations. • · 

Il . ..:....Aligarh Muslim Unit·ersily. 
11. Ineeption o! the University. 12. The Act. 13. The Work o! the 
University !rom 1922 to 1949. 14. Finance. 15. The All-India Charac
ter of the University. 16. SuggestedChan;:e.~ in thfl Constitution. 17. 
Changes in Academic Work: (a) Arts and Science ; (b) Engineering ; (e) 
Agriculture ; (d) Medicine ; (e) The Library ; (j) Advanced Work. 18. 
Recommendations. 

III.~DelM ·uni•Jersitg. 
19. The Establishment of the Uninrsity. 20. The Teaching University": 
(a) Buildings ; (b) Teaching Posts ; (c) The Libmry. 21. Finances. 22. 
Future Expansion o~ the Teaching Univen.ity: University Proposals. 
2.,. The CoU .. ges. 24. Federation of Coll..ges. 25. Delhi as a c-tral 
University. 26. Devl'lopmentof the University as a Centre of Research. 
27. Future .Professional Education at Delhi. 28. General remarks 
en Delhi University. 29. The Medium of Instn:ction in All-India 
Universities. 30. Recommendations. 

We should like to make it clear that we are primarily concerned 
with principles of university reform rather than with the detailed 
a.pplicat.ions of these principles to individual universities. Our 
visits to then:. were of too short a duration to permit of a.n exhaust1ve · 
treatment of their administrative structure and working, programmes 
of study and research, financial resources and management. An 
entire book would be needed for each institution if it is to be dis
cussed in detail. In the following· account as also in Chapter XVI · 
we refer to the leading features of the different universities so as· 
to provide a. concrete basis for the discussion of the general principles 
suggested in the other chapters. 

1.-Banaras Hindu University. 
1. The Establishment of the University.-In Chapt~r I we have 

pointed out how, for nearly 30 years after the Allahabad University 
was founded, there was no new university. Act XVI of 1915 passed 
by the Indian Legislative Council brought the Banaras"Hinda 
University into being. PanditMadan Mohan Ma.laviya was primari
ly respousible for the collection of funds and working out the scheme 
which led to the passing of the bill. -
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2. Special l!eatures.-It waa & new development in university 
organization in India in sever&} ways :-

(a) The Univer~ity is denominational in this that member
ship· of the Court is restricted to Hind)l.8 (the word 
Hindu includes Jainsand Sikhs) and religious instruction 
is to be imparted in Hindu religion only. This instruc
tion might by statute be made compulsory for Hindu 
students. · 

(b) The University was founded to meet a popular demand; 
large contributions had been collected from princes 
and private mdividuals and thus the University could be 
more independent than the older ones. Rs. 50,00,000 
out of these contributions had to be invested as a per
manent endowment and the Government · undertook 
to contribute Rs. 1,00,000 per annum. 

(c) The head of the administration is not to be ex-officio 
the Chancellor of the University but the ChaBcellor is 
to be elected by the Court. The Vice-Chancellor in 
the older universities used to be nominated by the govern
ment : here he also is to be elected by the Court. The 
nomination of the Provincial Government is restricted 
to five members of the Senate but there are provisions 
for control by the head of the Provincial Government 
in his capacity as Visitor. 
He would have powers of inspection, of annulmeat ctf pro
ceedings not in conformity with law, of the final sanotion 
of the Vioe-Chancellor's appointment and (except where 
certain powers are reserved to the Governor-General) 
of sanction to new or modified Statutes and Regulations. 
The Governor General is the Lord. Rector and the 
Government of India had emergency powers to isaue 
instructions in case of mismanagement etc. 

(d) The University was to have no affiliating powers, but 
its jurisdiotion was limited to Banaras and though the 
admisaion of Colleges was contemplated they were to be 
9onstituent units of the University which through 
its Senate was to be responsible for the entire organisation 
of studies. 

(e) The oon~titution and functions of the Governing Bodies 
were different from those of the five existing universities. 
The latter possessed a &nate composed of teaching and 
lay elements and these were further organised in Faoulties 
and Syndicates. The Syndicate was the Exeolltive 
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Committee of the Senate and performild administrative 
and academic functions. At Bana.ras administration 
is vested in a Court which is the supreme body and 
js mainly composed of donors and their representatives 
and of persons elected by various bodies including the 
Senate. The Executive of the Court is a smaller body 
called the Counoil, mainly elected by and from the 
Court (the Senate sending five members as representatives 
and the Court 25). Academic control in such matters 
as the courses of study, teaching, examinations and genera: 
d~ipline is vested in the ~enate which contains 
representatives of the Court and includes Principals of 
Colleges, University Professors and other teachers. 

3. Objects of the Unive:rsity.-The objects of the University 
are:-

(i) to promote the study oftht> Hindu Sha.stras and of Sanskrit 
literature generally as a means of preserving and 
popularising for the benefit of the Hindus in particular 
and of the world at large in general, t;lle best thought· 
and culture of the Hindus and all that was good and 
great in the .ancient civilization of India ; 

(ii) to promote learning and research generally in arts and 
science in all branches ; . · • ' 

(iii} to advance and diffuse such scientific, technical and 
professional knowledge, combined with the nec.essary' 
practical training, as is best miloulated to help in promot
ing indigenous industries and in developing the material 
resources of the countr,Y _; and 

(iv) to promote the building up. of character in youth by 
making religion and ethics an. integral part of education. 

4. TheW orking of the A ct.-The Act provided for new university 
authorities like the Court and the Council and new officers in the 
Pro-Chancellor and the Pro-Vice-Chancellor. An extensive site 
outside but adjoining the city was acquired and the first Statutes 
and Regulations passed for starting the work of the University. 

The Central Hindu College which was founded in 1898 with the 
object ofimparting religious and moralinstruction based on Hinduism 
·side by side with a thorough secular education, was under 
this. Act to be maintained by the University, and the University 
might found and maintain other colleges at Banaras or admit thept. 
to certain privileges of the u Diversity. . . . 
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· "Some of the provisions of the Act were vigorously criticised. 
Objections were raised to the amount of control retained by the 
Government, to the multiplicity of the Governing Bodies and to the 
composition of the Court. 

This Act was amended in 1922 and 1930 but the provisions have 
remained substantially the same. During these 33 years the Uni
versity has expanded in every direction and now it has tv\ elve colleges 
and seven Faculties. These Faculties have between them about 40 
departments and nearly 150 subjects of study. Few other univer~<i
ties in India have anything like the comprehensive scope of this 
university. On 31st March, 1948 there were 5,233 students of whom 
about 50% were resident in the hostels. The University still 
retil.ins its Intermediate classes and out of the total number 
mentioned above, above 25 per cent were in the Intermediate classes. 
It is instructive to note that though the University is an All-India 
one, the major part of the students in all colleges excepting those 
in Agriculture, Engineering, Mining and Metallurgy, Technology 
and Theology are drawn from the United Provinces. In the Arts 
College, for example, out of the 598 students in the B. A. classes 
429 belong to the United Provinces. About half of the students in 
the Law College and in the College of Science belong to the same 
province. In the Professional Colleges each Province has a certain 
quo~ but here again the largest number comes from the United 
l'rovmoes. 

' 6. Finances.-The number of students in the University 
has not changed materially during the last three years. The 
total enrolment in 1945-46 was 4,536, in 1946-47 it was 5,083 and in 
1947-48 itwas5,233. The expenses of the University during this period 
show substantial variation from year to year. According to the 
Budget Statement for 1948-49 passed by the Council at its meeting 
on 28-3-194.8 the actual revenue expenditure for 1945-46 was Rs. 
20,61,931; that for 1946-47 was Rs. 24,84,573; the revised budget 
for 1947-48 was Rs. 33,07,942 ; the budget estimate for 1948-49 
Rs. 42,09,973. The revenue expenditure has therefore been more 
than doubled during these four years. Tht> Annual Report for 194 7-
48 mentions the actual revenue payments as Rs. 29,90,029 which 
is much lt'BB than the revised budget figures. Similarly the revenue 
income for 1947-48 in the revised budget was estimated at Rs. 
28,70,920, but the report mentions the actual receipts as Rs. 
30,27,167. We hope thereforethattheBudgetEstimatesfor 1948-
49 were unduly pessimistic and that the revenue expenditure will be 
very much less than the estimated one of Rs. 42,09,973 and the 
t!'eficit nothing like Rs. 20,29,977. 
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.But the budget estimates need some explanation. The actual 
expenditure on the Central Hindu College (.Arts and Commerce) 
was Rs. 2,18,363 in 1945-46 ; the estimated expenditure for 1948-49 
is more than double this amount,-Rs. 4,68,046. The actual ex
penditure on the College of Science was Rs. 2,41,932 in 1945-46 
and it is estimated at Rs. 5,41,382 in 1948-49. The Women's 
College spent Rs. 33,954 in 1945-46, the Law College Rs. 16,776. 
In 1948-49 the former is expected to spend Rs. 95,495 and the latter 
Rs. 29,234. In the Colleges of Engineering and Technology too 
there is similar increase,-in the former from Rs. 1,92,546 (on 
educational items) toRs. 4,78,041 (educational) and in the latter 
from Rs, 99,908 toRs. 2,34,110. 

As one looks into the details one finds that the increase is mainly 
-on establishment, froni Rs. 2,13,080 toR~. 4, 50,946 in the Central 
Hindu College; from Rs. 1,91,486 toRs: 4,33,738 in the College 
ofScience;fromRs.33,264 toRs.93,785 in the Women's College; 
from Rs.1,43,971 to about Rs. 3,53,000 in the Engineering College; 
from Rs. 72,301 toRs. 1,81,984 in the College of Technology. 

One does not get the full explanation for the rise in estimated 
-expenditure from eitherth~ Annual Report or the .Budget Statement. 
The rise in the number of students was not such as to require many 
new posts nor had the University added many new courses of study. 
So the explanation for the increased expenditure seems to be mainly 
in (a) the improvement of grades of salaries and (b) the promotion 
of teachers from lower grades to higher ones through the creation of 
new senior posts. Both of these steps \tie necessary in most of our. 
universities; the Central Advif>ory .Boa:rd and the Inter;University 
Board had recommended the first step some years ago but not many 
universities have so far been able to .give efiect to these recommenda
tions on account of paucity of funds. The funds (potential and . 
actual) at the disposal of the .Banaras Hindu University do not 
seem to justify the increase in expenditure unless the Government 
of India or the Government of U. P. comes to the assistance of the 
University. The endowments. which the University possesses are 
not likely to be substantially increased in the near future on account 
of the present financial condition of industrialists and princes. When · 
the acales of salaries are improved, care should be taken to. see to it 
that those who get the benefits are properly qualified for them. 
It was said in some case~ that promotions or enhancements of salaries 
were not made with due care. The present constitution of the 
Appointmepts Board does not secure. proper selections and needs 
to be altered in accordance with our recomm~>ndations. ~· 
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The salary scales in the provincial Universities of Allahabad 
and Lucknow, cannot be a guide to Banaras for they have no Inter
mediate classes while Banaras has a substantial number of Inter
mediate students. In 1948 out of 1,708 students in the Central 
Hindu College 654 were students in the Intermediate classes ; in 
the College of Science out of 1,1~4 they numbered 703. Teachers for 
Intermediate classes are not regarded as University teachers in the 
re>~t of the province (except at Aligarp and Banaras). Steps should 
be taken to separate the Intermediate classes from the University. 
A separate institution may be established with the two highest 
classes of the Central Hindu School and the Intermediate classes in 
Art~, Science and Commerce. This separation of the Intermediate 
classes will also be of advantage to the University in effecting a 
reduction of its enrolment which has gone beyond what we 
contemplate as the maximum for a teaching university. 

In order to balance the budget the income of the University 
has to be increased. It may not b~» possible to increase the receipts 
from students' fees as already there are frequent protests against the 
recent increaseS. If our recommendations about scholarships, 
maintenance grants and fellowships are accepted the expenses of 
the University will be further increased. Therefore the University 
will have to look to the Governrnents, Central and Provincial, for 
inorsased grants. 

6. The All-India Character of the University.-To judge the 
All-India character of the institution we may take the number of 
studonts from the different provinces in the various Colleges. In 
the Central Hindu College outofl,708 students 1,035 are from the 
United Provinces and in the College of Science out of 1,209, 574 
are from the same province. Out of 240 in the Oriental College 141 
artl from U.P., 78 out of 140 in the Women's College, 84 out of 121 
in the Teacher's Training College, 83outof 166 in the Law College. 1 

The work done in these colleges is not of a different type from 
what is being done in the Provincial Universities. The fields of 
study and the departments of teaching are practically the same as 
at A!lababad and Lucknow. The four-year Intermediate College 
will naturally cater mainly to the needs of the city of Banaras and 
its surronndings. As it will be under the supervision of the Univer
sity authorities it should be a model Intermediate College. But 
we do not feel justified in describing the work at any one of the 
institutions mentioned above as of an All-India. character. 
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. Jt is howev-er quite different with some of the other illstitutions 
like the Engineering College where out of 535 students only 106 are 
from U.P.,-Engineering students from the Panjab number 64, 
those from Bengal are 47, and Madras has 65. In the College of 
Technology U.P. has 69, Madras 63, Bengal 23 and Bombay 47. 
In the College of Mining and Metallurgy out of 199, 61 are from U.P., 
29 from Madras, 18 from Bengal and 13 from the Panjab. 

These colleges are moreove.r doing work of a type which is not 
duplicated by any other institution in the province or in any of the 
neighbouring provinces. The University has done pioneer work in 
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering and in Mining and Metallurgy. 
It has attempted to combine theoretical with practical training in 
these branches of technical and professional knowledge, thereby 
fulfilling one of the main aims with which the University was founded. 

The Colleges of Engineering, Technology and Mining (to 
which one may add Agriculture if it expands its sphere of post
graduate work) have made goo4 their claim to be regarded as All
India institutions and they have to be generously financed by the 
Central Government. All deficits on these institutions should be 
met and financial provisioR made for advanced work and research 
of which there is little at present. Advanced work in the basic 
sciences and humanities as well should be the concern of the Central 
Governmeilt which should ensure a higher grant for the University 
library and for laboratory equipment while providing for an ade
quate number of research fellowships . ." 

But the Intermediate College, the ~ntral Hindu College. the 
College of Oriental Learning, the College of Science, the Teachers' 
Training College and the Women's College should be primarily the 
responsibility of the Provincial Goyernment. Except the College 
of Science, the others are not likely to attract a large number of 
students from outside the prpvince. It is·not of much use to expand 
their activities in fresh fields of study at the under-graduate level. 
The Provincial Government will have to see to what extent the dupli-· 
cation of the work of the Provin.cial Universities is necessary at 
Banaras (and at Aligarh) and apportion responsibilities accordingly. 
It may perhaps want Banaras to specialise in certain branches like 
Sanskrit and Hindi, Ancient Indian Culture, co-ordinating this work 
with· what will be done in the other universities of·the province. 
In this connection the Provincial Government will have to examine 
whether there is any duplication of work in the Government Sanskrit 
College and in the College of Oriental Learning and, if so, to wh~~:t 
extent this duplication is justifiable. It may consider the posst· 
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• bility of combining the resources of the two institutions in a strong 
Oriental College where the best traditions of orthodox scholarship 
will be kept alive. The province needs more Medical Colleges. 
Banaras is one of the centres where a Medical College can be located 
as the city by itself will supply sufficient clinical material for the 
College Hospital. The study of Ayurveda can then be correlated 
with the study of western medicine and the training will then be on 
.stronger foundations and likely to be of greater benefit to the masses. 

These remarks about provincial responsibility should not how
ever be misconstr11ed : we do not want this University to lose its 
character as an All-India University nor do we want to lessen the 
financial b11rden on the Central Goveriunent. We only wish to 
point out that in some subjects and Faculties there should be academic 
co-ordination with Provincial Universities in order that the money 
spent on the University may go the longest way. If our recommenda
tions regarding Engineering and Technological education are given 
effect to and if we have new branches of Engineering studied at this 
great institution much larger sums of money will have to be provided. 
Some economy of teaching may be ensured by avoiding duplication 
of teaching in the same subject in different Colleges. Chemistry, 
and Elementary Biology, for example, are now being taught in 
several Colloges, practically the same course being covered every
where. Co-ordination of teaching would effect economy and increase 
efficiency. For the courses on general education in the C(!lleges of 
Engineering, Mining and Technology, the help of teachers in the 
Central Hindu College will be required. The work for the ordinary 
B.A. curriculum should therefore be a small item in the University 
programme. We cannot place t.he B.Sc. work on entirely the same 
level. In most provinces for Science courses there are many more 
candidates than seats. If in the College of Science Banaras has a 
rogular quota for tile various provinces as it has in the College of 
Engin~oring it will raise this institution from the Provincial level. 

7. TheRe.sidenlial Arra711Jemenlsof the Unit-ersity . .:.... Theattraction 
of students from outside the Province leads to the natural corollary 
of providing more accommodation for resident students. As it is, 
the proRsure on available space in the Hostels is very heavy and even 
with groat congestion the University is able to accommodate a little 
]oR~ than 50% of its enrolment in the residential units. The original 
idoal of a relli.dontial university has been only partially fulfilled and 
the University should expand and improve-its rt>.sidential facilities 
according to our recommendations in Chapter XI. This will mean 
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alteration of the present buildings, addition of new ones and a different 
system of supervision. The kitchens in particular have to be 
cleaner and better managed. 1Ne emphasise this as these Hostels 
must be centres of corporate life and should bring together young 
men from different parts of India to inculcate in them a sense of 
Indian nationality as opposed to provincial insularity. 

8. Religious Jnstruction.-Banaras Hindu University is charged 
to give religious instruction to Hindu students. Even the new 
constitution permits it. While therefore the Banaras and Aligarh 
universities may give religious instruction in Hindui>.m and Islam 
respectively to the Hindu and Muslim students who desire to learn 
it, we hope that they will adopt our recommendations in the Chapter 
on Religious Education and give to their students in~<truction in the 
essential principles of other religions and the unity of all religions. 

9. Changes in Constitution and Structure.-In order to follow our 
recommendations in Chapter XIII it will need to change some of its 
administrative machinery. At·present the Court is an unwieldy 
body and only one meeting can be held annually. Even this one' 
meeting is attended only by a small fraction of the total number of 
members. Theclause.a boutrepresentativesof donors being members 
has not operated well as sometimes members of the lower staff of 
the University have been nominated by donors a~~heir representa'
tives. Under our recommendation the Court ana the Council will 
have a different composition. If the former body has I 00 members, . 
50 will be drawn from the Heads of Dep~rtments and Principals of 
Colleges. The other 50 will include representatives of the Alumni 
Association, of Donors, of Industry and Commerce as also nominees. 
of the Chancellor &nd Co·opted me!Jl!Jers. The donors of one lakh 
of rupees or more will be HonQrary Fellows of the University. The 
Senate and the Syndicate will merge in an Academic Council 'l'l'ith 
the powers and membership recommended in Chapter XIII. ·The 
Standing Finance. Committee must function as an effective organiza
tion for ensuring financial stability. It will have to be differently 
composed and the members will have to exercise a rigorous 
supervision of the expenditure. A living organization like the 
University cannot be allowed to stagnate for want of adequate, 
f11nds, but it can never have unlimited resources at its disposal. 
Once the block grant of the University has been fixed after full 
discussion with the UniverSity Grants Commission it will be for the 
University authorities to see that the money is put to the best use 
for advancingthe academic well-being of the University and for. 
extending the frontiers of knowledge. · 
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10. Recommendation&.-We, therefore, recommend:-

(1) th.at the denominational character of the University 
Court be eliminated and people of all castes and creeds 
be eligible for membership ; and provision for religious 
education be made along the lines suggested in Chapter 
VIII; 

(2) that the composition of the Court and the other Univer
sity authorities follow our recommendations in Chapter 
XITI; 

(3) that the All-India character of the University be 
maintained in all Colleges ; 

(4) that where the College caters mainly to the need of one 
province its re9.uirements be considered along those of 
other universities of the province ; 

(5) that the Intermediate classes be separated and form an 
independent institution with the two highest classes of 
the Central Hindu School ; 

(6) that efforts be made to combine the College of Oriental 
Learning and the Government Sanskrit College in a 
strong institution ; 

(7) that more generous blockgrants be provided for the Col
leg68 of Engineering, Technology, Mining and Metal
lurgy and Agriculture as also for the Science College and 
the Central Hindu College after a proper scrutiny of all 
expenditure ; · 

(8) that the possibilities of establishing a Medical College be 
investigated ; 

(9) that the courses be remodelled according to our recom
mendation in Chapters V and VII and provision made for 
General Education in all Facultiel! ; 

(10) that research work be encouraged in all Faculties 
through the appointment of the best men as teachers, 
thro~h better provision of Library and Laboratory 
faoilittes and thr()ugh the award of !rBnerous Fellowships; 

(11) that the Standing FinHnce Committee be composed of 
men with financial experience who may not necessarily 
bemembersofthe Council and that it pe empowered 
to exercise rigid supervision of the expenditure. 
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11.-Ali.garh Muslim University 
ll. Inception of the University.-· The University owes its ori· 

gin to the Aligarh movement started by Sir Syed Ahmad Khan in the 
second half of the nineteenth century. TheM.A.O. College, Aligarh. 
was opened as a school in 1875 and developed into a college in 1881. 
" The original object of some of the supporhirs was to confine the col
lege to the Mohammedans for whose special benefit educational 
facilities were to be provided. But so much good-will, sympathy 
and generosity were displayed by the Hindu nobility and gentry that 
the Committee declared the college open to Hindu students also 
especially as -the curriculum (beyond religious instruction ) pur
sued in the college suited Hindus and Mohammedans alike "I, 
From 1899 an attempt was made to collect funds for raising the col
lege to the status of a university. The funds were collected and the 
University should have come into existence in 1915 along with the 
Hindu University but a section of the Muslinl community was dis
satisfied with the conditions contained in the Banaras Act; on which 
that for Aligarh would naturally be modelled. The measure of con
trol retained by the Government and the unitary nature of the 
University were probably the main causes for the dissatisfaction. 

12. The A ct.-The Act for the establishment of the University 
was passed by the Indian Legislat~ve Council in 1920 and the fol
lowing points may be noted in it :-

(a) The University is denominational in this that no person 
other than a Muslim is eligible for membership of the 
Court which is the supreme governing body of the 
University. Further the study of Muslim Theology is· 

· compulsory for aU Muslim students; · 

(b) The Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental College is merged in 
the University and its aiins and objects are to be conti-· 
nued by the latter ; · 

(c) among these objects. one of the most important is the 
promotion of Oriental and Islamic studies and instruc
tion in Muslim Theology and Religion ; 

(d) the Uruversity is a teaching and residential one with 
provision for tutorial instruction in. the r<>..sidential Halls. 
It was further given the ·power to recognise colleges and 
schools within the Aligarh district ; 

(e) the Gove:n<!r-Gener~~ ~s Lord Recto~ is given. the power 
· of appomtmg a VISitmg Board which can Inspect the 

1 Letter from Sir Syed Ahmad Khan lo ""'D.P.L •. N.W.P. 1881. 
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University and satisfy itself that the University is work
ing in conformity with the Act, the Statutes and the 
Ordinances ; 

(f) the University officers mentioned are the same as at 
Banaras, but the Pro-Vice-Chancellor's post was abolish~ 
ed later. The main authorities of the University are the 
Court, the Executive Council and the Academic Coun
cil. 

13. The Work of the University from 1922 tol949.-The Univer
ait,r has had a chequered histoiZ. Du:IDg the first few y~rs of its 
exiStence the number went on mcreasmg but there were megula
rities in administration and consequent complaints about disregard 
of the Allt, Statutes and Ordinances. A committee appointed under 
the chairmanship of Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola noted many of these 
irregularitiE-s and suggested improvements. Efforts were made to 
give effect to most of these suggestions and by 1945 we find the Vice
Chancellor expressing satisfaction about the condition of the Uni
versity. During the three years from 1942 to 1945 the number of 
students increased from 2,641 to 4,399 but there was naturally re
duction in the numbers after the partition. Particular emphasis 
was put on the study of the basic sciences and the increase was 
mostly pronounced in the Science Fa~ulty; but an analysis of the 
enrolment in 1947 shows that more than half of the students in the 
Science Faculty were in the intermediate classes. The position was 
different in the Arts Faculty where only about 25% were in the two 
lowest classes. - _ -

A special feature of the new developments of the University 
was the establishment of a Faculty ef Engineering which in 1947 
had an enrolment of 224 in its degree classes and 83 in the diploma 
cla~se.'!. The study of Law has ber.ome very popular with 25() 
students in the department and the Tl'achers' Training College can 
make provision for60 stndents in the B.T. classes. The study of 
Awiculture has not so far made much headway. Plans for the el'
hlhlishment of a Medical College have not yet matured though about 
&. 50,00,000 were collected and the plans are in a definite shape. 

The main contribution of Aligarh during this quarter of a cen
tury has been the building up of its corporate life through well
organized sports and games and through the atmosphere of a resi
dential university. The residential organisation maintains four 
Halls where social and intellectual activities promote clo~ intercourse 
bt•hveen students from different parts of India. The Wardens 
gui<le all these activities which brmg the students nearer to one 
another and help the development of a common spirit. A special 
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feature is that a limited amount of authority and responsibility in 
these Halls is placed on the students themselves. All discipline. 
inside the hostel is maintained by students' monitors who supervise 
the kitchen and the common room. This experience in organising 
corporate life is of help to the students in developing initiative and 
qualities of leadership. 

14. FiMnce.-A comparison of the expenditure during the 
last few years shows an increase from about 15lakhs in 1946-47 to 
Rs. 18,48,000 in 1948-49. This is an increase of about 23% which 
does not appear to be much but we have to remember that there has 
been a drop in the number of students and hence the income of the 
University has decreased. The income which was Rs. 15,20,000 in 
1946-47 was Rs. 14,39,000 in 1948-49. The decrease is mainly 
under the head ' Students' Fees ' where there has been a 
diminution of over Rs. 40,000. Scrutinising the expenditure in 
detail we find that the increase in each department has been 
mainly on the salaries of the staff, though in ·the Science Depart
ments equipment and apparatus have been responsible for 
some items. 

Infiation has been responsible for some allowances, and the 
wades recommended by the Central Advisory Board have been 
mtroduced in the University. The Central Government has been 
contributing a sum of about Rs. 2,00,000 for the payment of these 
allowances and the improvement of grades but during 1947-48 
there was a deficit of about Rs. 1,40,000 and during 1948-49 the 
deficit is expected to exceed to Rs. 3,00,000. The deficit is thus 
assuming serious proportions and efforts have to be made to balance . 
the budget immediately. We do not expect that there will be an 
increase of income from endowments or donations and we believe 
that the University will have to depend primarily on grants from the 
Central or the Provincial Government. . . 

15. Tke All-India Character of tke University.-In judging its 
claim on the Central Government we have to follow the same con
siderations as we did with regard to Banaras. Before the partition 
the number of students from provinces other than U. P. was mnch 
larger than what it is today, but the present drop is perhaps a tem
porary phase. Even the Faculty of Arts used to attract a consider
able number of students not only from Bengal, the Panjab and the 
N. W. F. P. but also from Madras and Bombay. The inilux of stu
dents from the areas now in Pakistan is necessarily stopped, but the 
reputation of Aligarh as a centre of higher education is being revived 
not only among the Muslim population in India but also among the 
non-Muslims. The unfortunate incidents of the few years befor~ 
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the partition caused a set-back in its academic work. But it now 
appears to have turned the corner and with the guidance of those 
who are now at the helm of affairs Aligarh should not have great 
difficulties not only in recapturing its lost position, but in enhancing 
its usefulness. 

Students from outside will have to be particularly attracted to 
the Faculties of Science and Engineering and we,hope tlia.t there will 
be an attempt to have quotas for the various provinces in the 
matter of admi'rions to these two Faculties. As to whether the 
Arts Faculty can regain its old All-India position or not we cannot 
be sure at present. 

16. Suggested Olwmges in the Oonstitution.-In Chapter XIII we 
have suggested a pattern for the administration of teaching uni
versities and we hope the authorities of the Aliga.rh and Banaras 
Universities will conform to that pattern. This will mean a radical 
change in the structure of the Court and the Executive Council, ~ut 
we hope that these will be carried out in the near future. Ch.a~es 
will also have to be made in the composition of other univer&ty 
bodies and in the method of choosing the Vice-Chancellor and we hope 
it will not be difficult to effect these changes. 

17. Oha'flfJU in Academic Work. (a) Arts and Science.-The 
main change which is necessary is the removal of the Intermediate 
classes from the University. , We have already noted how in the 
Science Faculty they overweigh the other classes. We need not 
repeat the arguments which we have advanced elsewhere (Chapter 
IV and V) for the establishment of Intermediate Colleges as separ!J.te 
units of teaching. An efficient four-year junior college or a higher 
secondary school may be established either in the buildings where 
~he Intermediate College was formerly located or in new structures. 

(b) Engineering.-The Engineering College needs to be consi
derably strengthened. It was started during the War and it has 
not so far had an opportunity to consolidate its activities. The 
building in which it is at present housed is qUite unsuitable and 
extensions are urgently required. The equipment too falls far short 
of what is necessary and there are several vacancies in the senior 
staff. For some time to come it may not be possible for the college 
to extend its activities beyond the three branches of Electrical, 
Mechanical and Civil En~eering, but it has to attempt to make this 
trainin~ as efficient as it lS in the older institutions. The sum which 
is required for the new buildings and equipments is a lallre one but 
we hope it will be available as part of a 3-year or 5-year plan. We 
have not many University Engineering Colleges in the country and 
tbost'l which exist have a special responsibility for not only producing 
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professional men, but also for providing facilities and an atmosphere 
for advanced work and research. We have discussed this matter 
~ Chapter VII, and we expect this college .to carry out our sugges
tiOns. 

· (c) .A.griculture.-The College of Agriculture had not advanced 
beyond tlie Intermediate stage when it was discontinued. The 
work used to be done in co-operation with the Science Departments, 
but the B.Sc. (Ag.) courses could not be started for lack of funds. 
There is considerable scope for post-graduate w~rk in Agriculture 
which has not yet been availed of in most of our Agricultural Co.lleges. 
If Aligarh has a University College, the ultimate objective should 
be the building up of departments specializing in <>.ertain aspects of 
A.,oriculture, Horticulture and Veterinary Science. The proposal 
to institute the Master's and Doctor's Degrees in Agriculture which 
will be obtained by students working in the Agricultural Research 
lflstitute, Delhi, may await further consideration, but an agricul
tural coll~ge preparing students for the first degree course should be 
established as soon as possible. · 

(d) MediciM.-There ]las- been a considerable amount of 
disappointment at the delay ·in establishing the Medical College.· 
We need many more ·medical colleges and the collection of a subs
tantial sum of money lends support to the project for a medical 
college at Aligarh.· It will naturally be not a provincial but an 
all-India college, as the Health Survey and Development Committee 
suggested and its administration may be either directly in the hands 
of the Executive Council of the University or of a Board of Gover-· 
nors on which the University, the Centt_al and Provincial Govern
ments will be represented. The funds at present at the disposal.of 
the University will go some way towards the erection of the College 
and the Hospital but they have 'M be supplemented by a larger. 
amount to bring the institutions into being. Provision has also to 
be made for the recurring expenses of the Hospital and the College. 
As the Government has to plan .the starting of institutions in 
different parts of the country and as at present there is no Medical 
College for .men between Agra and Amritsar, the starting ofwqrk 
for the construction of the College should not be further delayed. 
The future relationship of the Tibbia College with the new Medical 
College will have to be investigated and the possibilities of co
operation between the tWIO explored. 

' ' 

(e) T'M Library.-. While opportunities have, to be provided 
for Professional Education, work in the Humanities and Pure Science 
cannot be neglected. Here the most urgent need of the- University 
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is a proper building for the University Library. We have noted 
in Chapter IV the part played by libraries in university education 
and in a. teaching university. The main centre of intellectual 
activities is the University Library. The other teaching univer
sities in the Province are fortunate in possessing adequate buildings 
for housing their books but at Aligarh other schemes of expansion 
were given priority with the result that now the Library is losing a 
considerable pa.rt of its value on account of inadequate accommoda
tion. We have been told that the teaching blocks are cramped 
end need expa.nsion but all this must wa.it until a proper Library 
building ha.s been constructed. The University authorities in 
their Memorandum empha.sized the need of a Senate Hall and 
Offices, a building for the College of Commerce and extend!ld residen
tial accommodation, as also for the provision of certain amenities 
regarding water-supply, sewage disposal, drainage and realignment 
of roads. The measures for the improvement of drainage and sani
tation require immediate attention. 

(j) Advanced Work.-We entirely agree with the point made 
in the Memorandum on the need for additional Scholarships and 
Resesrch Fellowships. We have also noted the legitimate desire 
of the University to offer special facilities for advanced work in 
some of the Basic Sciences, Mediaeval History and Oriental Classics 
as also the proposal to give instruction in the modem languages of 
the Middle East. These are natural developments of the immediate 
future for which the support of the Government is necessary. Here 
the Provincial and Central Governments may have to consider the 
problem of co-ordination with the other Universities of the United 

·Provinces (and perhaps with Delhi) as we suggested about the 
Banaras Hindu University. 

These are pressing needs but they. have all to be financed by 
the Government. We have to repeat what we said about Bana.ras 
Hindu University that as the Government has only limited resources 
it must choose some requirements as more urgent than others and 
request the University to arrange an order of priority. It may be 
necessary to have the co-operation of two Ministries of the Central 
Government (the Ministry of Health for the Medical College and the 
1\olinisky of Education for the other institutions) and the Provincial 
Government (for financing the Hospital attached to the Medical 
College) before a three-year or a five year plan is chalked out. But 
we hope that all consultations and discussions will be expedited 
and the progress of the University properly directed in the immediate 
future. 
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18. Recommenilations.-. We recommend:-
- ' 

(1) that people of all denominations and creeds be eligible 
for the membership of the Court and that provision for 
religious. education be made along the lines suggested 
in Chapter VIII ; 

(2) that the com:(>osition of the Court and other university 
bodies follow our recommendations in Chapter XIII ; 

(3) that the All-India character of the University should be 
maintained in all Faculties, especially in the Faculty of 
Science anq. in the professional· institutions ; 

( 4) that the requirell!ents of the Faculties of Arts and Science 
may have to be considered along with those of other 

. universities of the province and with those of Delhi 
.University ; 

(5) that the Intermediate classes be separated and form an 
independent institution with the two highest classes of 

-one of the University schools (the choice to depend on 
the location of this new institution) ; 

(6) that more generous block grants be provided for all the 
Faculties after a proper scrutiny of all expenditure ; 

(7) that, in particular, the establishment of the Medical 
and Agricultural Colleges and the consclidation of the 
Engineering College be expedited ; 

(8) that a Library building be co:qstructed as early as po.<>sible; 
-(9) that our general recommendations in Chapters IV, V 

and VII be followed as closely as possible. 

III.-Delhi UniverSity. 

~9. ~he ~stabl~hmem of the U~i'l}e'Tsity.-.The preamble to the 
Delhi UruverBity Bill of 1922 explamed that 1ts obJect was the es- · 
tablishment of a· unitary, teaching and residential university at 
Delhi ; and that the provisions of.the Bill generally followed those in 
the Dacca University Act.· Hence one infers that the definition of 
a College in Section 2 (a) and the description of its functions in Sec
tion 33 were intended to make of the College a unit of. residence where 
supplementary instruction might be given. The existing colleges 
would then have been converted into intermediate colleges with all 
instruction for the degree· courses centralised at the University. 
This position was not acceptable to the colleges and the University 
did not insist on the execution of its original intentions. Hence a 
compromise was arrived at and Statutes 34 and 35 recognising the 
colleges as units of teaching passed in 1936. 
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20. The Teaching Univerait9.-The University, housed in the 
old Viceregal ERtate, took up the entire resronsibility for the B. Sc. 
(and later for M.Sc.) and LL.B. courses. The staff remained in
adequate and the laboratories insufficient and ill-equipped for some 
time. Arts teachiog was carried on in the colleges by their teachers 
who were "recognised" by the University, some of them receiving 
the status of Honorary Readers. The University Library had no 
proper building and ha.d an annual budget of Rs. 10,000 whi<'h small 
sum was not spent every year for the first ten years. 

(a) Buildings.-The real expansion of the University has been 
··: rried out during the last five years in which several buildings have 
been constructed :-

The University Hall (for post-graduate students), the Jubilee 
Hall, Miranda House (the University Women's College), 
the Faculty building (the headquarters of the Arts 
Faculty), the Law school, the university laboratories, 
science workshop and residential accommodation for 
teachers. 

(b) Teaching Posts.-The University has professorships in Hie
tory, Economics, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Botany and Law, 
in addition to readerships and lectureships in these and other sub
jects. Of the university departments the Delhi School of Economics 
deserves special mention. This school is responsible for post-graduate 
teaching in Economics and will devote itself to the conduct and pro· 
motion of research work on economic problema. The school has 
received SOIJie generoUB private donations, but is otherwise- entirely 
financed by the_ University. 

· (c) The Library.-The University Library has been re-organised. 
The hall has been reconditioned and new furniture added. The 
library staff has been improved and developed. A new scheme of 
book classification known as " Colon .Classification " has been adopt
ed. The method of borrowing has been simplified and the member
ship of the library has been greatly increased. In 1933 it had onlv 
14,000 volumes and now ill has more than 50,000. • 

21. Finanres.-The . continuous growth of the University has 
naturally meant increased expenditure. In 1946-47 the total ex
penditure was Rs. 7,26,359 while in 1948-49 it was Rs. 13,56,900. 
Ewry Faculty shows expansion : the Arts Facultv which spent 
Hs. 59,698 in 1946-47 was expected to spend Rs.l,20,S50 in 1948-49. 
The Law Faculty expenditure had inereased during these two year.;o. 
from Rs. 68,840 toRs. 1,07,000. In the Science Departments there 
is not only inoreased expenditure on the staff but there 
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is now a special item called the Science Expansion Scheme for which 
Rs. 82,000 was budgeted in 1948-49. Thanks to the reasonableness 
of the Government the increase of income has kept pace with the 
increased expenditure. The Government grant was only Rs. 1,00,000 
per ann~ for ~he first 20 years of the existence of the University and 
by 1945 1t was mcreased toRs. 2,00,000. Now the normal recurring 
grant is Rs. 3,15,000 but in addition to this special grants are being 
made every year. For example, in the budget of 1948-49 on the 
recommendation of the University Grants Committee the University 
received Rs. 3,64,000. The Science Expansion grant amounts 
to Rs. 82,000. The non-recurring grant for general administration 
is Rs. 1,00,000 and the dearness allowance Rs. 90,000. In addition 
to these, there are grants for the maintenance of buildings and for 
carrying on special courses in AnthrOpology, Russian and for a dip
loma in Tuberculosis. Most of these grants either did not exist or 
existed in smaller amounts in the budget of 1946-47. The Govern
ment of India in making larger increased grants to the University 
has not interfered with its autonomy. The University in its Me
morandum recognises that if the Government provides the greater 
part of the funds needed for development, Government must be 
satisfied with the broad lines of the development proposed and that 
the money is spent to the best.advantage .. 

22. Future Expansion of the Teaching University : 
University Proposals.-The University emphasises the following 
points in its plans for future development : · · 

(a) it will ·concentrate more particularly on quality over a 
comparatively small range of subjects than on dissipating its ener-
gies over a large :field ; . . . 

. (b) for the fostering of research the ·univers!ty seeks. to add. 
substantially to the number of the science teachers and WlShes to 
develop specially a school of Physics.. It also wishes to specialize 
in the study of Indian History and Archaeology on the one hand 
and that of Modern Languages on the other ; . 

(c) it desires to establish new instituti()ns for Technology, 
Agriculture and Teachers' Training. 

A nun;ber of n~w posts is proposed by the U~versity not o~ly 
in the subJects which are working at present but lll new ones lik~ 
English, Philosophy and Sanskrit. It mentions a generous offer of 
Rs. 6,00,000 towards the building of a new library and suggests that 
the annual recurring grant to the library may be increased to at !east 
Rs. 1,00,000. The University requires another Rs. 70,000 a year to 
give effect to its scheme for the awards of Fellowships and Scholar-
ships en an a.ll-India basis. · · 
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23. The Oolleges.-Of the seven colleges of the University 
St. Stephen's College has been fortunate in having completed a new 
set of buildings in the University area with residential accommoda
tion for 156 students in a college of about 350. The Hindu College 
which is numerically the largest institution has its teaching buildings 
near Kashmere Gate and some residential quarters on the Upiversity 
site. It had plans for removing the institution to the University 
campus but on account of various di.fli.culties has not succeeded in 
doing so. The Ramjas College shifted from its own premises at 
Anand Parbat to temporary ones in Daryaganj which it is still 
occupying. The College of Commerce is also located in hired build
ings m the same area. The Delhi Colle~e has an attractive old build
in~ near Ajmere Gate and the Ha.nsra] College is a new institution 
With very. inadequate buildings. The Indraprastha College for 
Women has a big ares not too far from the University but the build
ing is not a suitable one for college purposes. 

These colleges between them had an annual grant of Rs. 95,000 
for the first twenty years of the existence of the University. This 
was increased approximately to Rs. 2,50,000, in 1945, but with a 
number of condit1ons about the compositionofthe Governing Body, 
uniform scales of salary and reasonable security of tenure for teachers. 
The Governing Body of each of these colleges has not more than 
15 members, five of whom consist of the Principal, two representa
tives of the teaching staff and two nominees of the University; 
These measures have helped to improve the .vork of the colleges and 
the status of teachers. 

One main l?roblem confronting the colleges is that of shifting 
to the Univer&ty campus. The Government plan was that the 
colleges would pay 50 per cent of the cost of their new buildings in 
the University area, the government contributing the balance. The 
colleges which have not yet shifted to the University site now claim 
that on account of the rise in the cost of building, they should be 
granted 7!1 per cent of the expenses. We very much hops that some 
arrangement will be reached between the Government and the col
lege authorities which would enable the colleges to move to the 
University area. 

24. Federatiott of Oollegea.-If these projects materialise the 
Delhi University plans for a federated group of colleges situated on 
the campus will be successful. The colleges could then undertake 
the full responsibility of constituent colleges as outlinAd in Chapter 
XIII, i.e. their statl' should not merely be recognised by the Uni
versity but should hold joint appointment as University Lecturers 
and College Tutors and they should be appointed by the University 
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and College jointly. If these plaill! do not materialise in the near 
future the University may expand by starting colleges of its own 
like Miranda House on the Durham rather than on the Oxford plan. 
In that case the campus colleges would be the constituent colleges 
of the University and the existing colleges in Old and New Delhi 
would be affiliated iill!titutioill! either of Delhi Univerity or if Delhi 
University wishes to include only'constituent colleges, of The nearest 
teaching and affiliating University. The University may centralise 
post-graduate work but B. Sc. teaching will have to be carried on in 
the colleges. Delhi University should not affiliate colleges or iiU!ti
tutions outside the immediate neighbourhood of Delhi itself. There 
is no advantage in, e.g. Debra Dun Forest IIll!titute, just because it 
is an All-India Institute, linking itself with Delhi on account of its 
being a_ Central University. That principle, if applied wholesale,· 

· wouldleadallAll-Indiainstitutes toafliliate with Delhi University; 
and that would be harmful to the IIll!titutes (owing to 'remote cont
rol')tothelocal universities (since thereought tobealink between 
such !Ill!titutes and the neighbouring university), and to Delhi Univer
sity itself (by altering it from a 'federative teaching ' to a ' teaching 
and affiliating ' university). An isolated !Ill!titute like Dehra Dun 
had probably better become an autonomous degree-giving college. 

25. Delhi as a Oenflral UniveTsity.-Banaras and Aligarh are 
Central Universities because of the conditions oftheir foundation 
and the traditions which they have built up. These.two institutions 
owed their inception to donations and endowments collected from 
all over the country. As the Hindu or the Muslim University they 
appealed to the members of one community and students from all" 
parts of the country were attracted to them. The technological and 
professional institutions could, by virtue of the training they im
parted, draw students from every province. Delhi is " Central" 
mainly because geographically it is outside any full-fledged pro- · 
vince, and as the capital city is able to draw students from other 
parts of the. country. The Central Government has done for Delhi 

. University what Provincial Governments do for the universities of 
their provinces. It does not appear to have been treated too gene
rously by the Central Government till the last few years. Geo
graphically, too, the development of New Delhi as the capital of 
independent India has already increased both the size and the im
portance of Delhi University, and this process is bound to continue, 
yet, though the capital should have a university worthy of it any 
tendency of the Central Government to locate All-India Institutes 
in Delhi as a matter of course, would be unwise. We are glad. to 
note that the Government of India does not contemplate the locatiOn 
of more All-India !Ill!titutes at Delhi. 
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26. Development of the University as a Centre of Reaearck.
I tis too early to paBB judgment on the advanced work which has so 
far been done at this university. It has exp-ressed the desire to 
concentrate its graduate activities on a few subjects but if it does not 
get the co-operation of all the colleges in building up a federative 
university it may have to offer instruction for the Honours and 
Master's degree in most of the Arts subjects in addition to part 
of what it is doing for the Science subjects. This will divert a large 
proportion of its· funds for teaching the first degree classes and 
make it difficult to build up research activities. These latter 
should therefore be limited to two or three subjects in the Faculty of 
Arts and the same number in Science. The existence of the 

. National Physical Laboratory and the Agricultural Research Insti
tute at Delhi should help the research students of the University, if 
there is full co-operation between the University and these Insti
tutes. Similarly organizations like the Council of World Affairs 
and the Asian Relations Organisation may work in co-operation 
with the University for the investigation of sociological, political or 
economic problems. Proper attention should be paid to the Library 
and the Laboratories. We hope that administrative problems of a 
fodor~J.tive or affiliating university will not interfere with the build
ing up of a genuine centre of academic research at Delhi. 

27. Future Professional Education at Delki.-The Law Faculty 
has been developing its activities and has started B. C. L. and LL.M. 
courses in addition to those for the LL.B. In Chapter VII we 
have adduced reasons for having one Bachelor'sdegree inLaw; 
we hope that a thorough training for the Master's degree will 
lead at least some of the best students to devote themselves 
to research in some specialized branch of Law. The future of 
the Faculty of Agriculture is uncertain: we do not know if the Cen
tral College of Agriculture will function in future or if the University 
will be able to run a Faculty of Agriculture. 'I he Faculty of 'Medicine 
has at present only courses in tuberculous diseases :schemes for 
a MedioalColle~eatDelhi have not yet fructified; but .the Lady 
Hardinge r.led1oal Colll'gs may profitably become a constituent 
college of the University. Then the Faculty of Medicine will be 
more of a roal Faculty than what it is now. The College of Nursing 
is at present the only Government College which n.ay be described 
as a constituent college. It is maintained by the Ministry of Health, 
but th~ Ministry has conceded the principle of management by a 
Goverrung Body which ha11, in addition to the Principal, a representa
tive .of the teaching staff and two members appointed by tho Uni
verstty. The Central Institute of Eduoation which constitutes the 
llliUiof EdD. . 
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Faculty of Education should confine its activities mainly to research 
in the problems of education, even though it trains a small number of 
students for the first degree. We are glad to note that it will have 
an Institute of Psychology associated with it .. 

28. General Remarks on Delhi University.-The Pniversity has 
made considerable progress during the last five years, but it might 
have done more if a good deal of the time ofthe University authorities 
were not taken up with administrative problems mainly relating 
to the colleges and their relationship with the University. In this 
respect an unsettled state of affairs has continued for more than 
a quarter of a century and it should now be settled in a definite 
fashion so that the University may have time to concentrate on its 
other duties in expanding and consolidating its teaching activities · 
an4 in building up a centre of post-graduate and research work. •. '·• · 

29. The Medium of Instruction in A.ll-I'Tillia Universities.-We 
·have recommended in Chapter IX the adoption of the regional or 
federal language as the medium of instruction in universities. Fot 
these three universities where students from all parts of India are 

/
expected to study, the medium of instruction must be the federal 
language. It will however take six years for students from outside 
the area of the federal language to acquire mastery of it. The study 
of the federal language should be started as early as possible in all · 
schools situated in areas where the federal language· is not the mother
tongue. In six years from the time of the introduction of this study 
the students should be able to follow university instruction in the 
federal lapguage. During this period the all-India universities 
should continue English as a medium of instruction though the fe· · 
derallanguage msy be an alternative medium. · 

30, Recommendations.-W e rec.olplllend :-

(1) that the relationship between ·the colleges and the Uni
versity shoul<i{ now be definitely settled and colleges which 
. cannot shift ;to the University campus by July, '1951, 
he regarded as affiliated colleges ; 

(2) that the University be a teaching and affiliating univer
sity and conform to the constitution and structure of 
such a University ; 

(3) that post-graduate teaching in .Axts, Science, Commerce 
and Law. be concentriJ,ted in tb.e University ; 

• : .': l ~ ,-' i: ; . l' :. 
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(4) that for this work the full-time university teachers be 

helped by those who have been appointed by the con
stituent colleges and the University jointly ; 

(6) that as a· Central University Delhi should offer faoilitiea 
for work to students from all over India and in the Fa
culties with a limited number of seats students from1out
side Delhi and its neighbourhood should also have <jUOtas 
reserved for them ; 

(6) that after a careful scrutiny of the present recurring ex
penditure on teaching activities, a block grant be fixed 
allowing for the present expense and those likely to occur 
as part of a scheme accepted by the University Grants 
Commission ; . 

(7) that for research-work the University should attempt to 
co-operate with the all-India Institutes and learned 
societies at Delhi ; 

(8) that the courses be remodelled on the basis of our rooom-
mendationsinChaptersVand VII; , 

(9) that the possibilities for further professional education 
in the University be explored. 

Additional recommendation on all the three Universities.-That 
•the medium o(instruction in these universities be the feders.llanguege 
and that during the six years which will elapse before students from 
other areas can master the federal language, instruction be given 
both in the federal language and in English. 
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OTHER UNIVERSITIES. 

1.--(Jalcuu.a University. 

1. l!>&rly Bengal Colleges. 2. Government and Missionary efforts. 3. 
Indian private effort. 4. Benefactions of philanthropists. 5. En
couragement o( private Colleg~s. 6. Growth of numbers. 7. Overcrowd
ing. 8. Post-Graduate education in Arts and Science. 9. Conditions 
since the Calcutta University Commission : (i) Disparity between Gov
ernment and private institutions; (ii) University control on private 
colleges nominal; liii} Stagnation of Government institutions. 10. Other 
defects: · (i) Indiscipline; (ii) Location in congest.ed area ; (iii) City 
congestion ; (iv) Problems of discontented students and teachers-; 
(11) Undemocratic Constitution. 11. Remedies : (i) Removal of over
crowding in Colleges ; (ii) More varied opportunities for students ; 
(iii) Remodelling of the crowded Colleg!!S; (w) Finances of private 
('.ollegP.S; (v) Management of private Colleges ; (vi) Non-professional Gov
ernment Colleges. 12. Constitution : ( i) The Vic&-Chancellor; ( ii) The 
Senate;(iii) Other University bodies; (iv) Board of Students' Welfare; 
(11) Extension Board. 

11.-Bombay University.~ 

13. Estsblishment of the University. 14. Universities Act of 1904 and 
after. 15. The Act of 1928. 16. The fnture: (i) Establishment of 
RPgional universities and its effec.t on Bombay· University; (a) A 
tea.Lhing U~:iversity with Constituent Colleges inclndiog Professional 
institutions ; (b) The estsblishment of New Departments and Facnlties ; 
(ii) Government Colleges and the University; (iii) Expansion ofTeachll)g 
activities; (iv) Professional Colleges ; (v) Constituent Colleges ; (vi) The 
system of elections. · · · · · 

111.-Madraa University. 

17. The ests'&lishment of the University. 18. Changes introduced by. 
the Aots of1904 and 1923.· 19~ Development from 1923 to 1947. 20. The 
future: (i) The ~mmendations of the General Inspection Commission 
of 1947: (a) Number of students in colleges; (b) Starting of new Col
leges; (c) New subjects of study ; {tl) Honours studies; (ii) Plans for 
the Recrgariiza.tion of the Presidency College ; (iii) Development of 
Professional Colleges. 

1Y.-A.llahabail Unillersity. 

2. Development of the University from 1887 to 1921. 22. Changes in 
this University after 1921. 23. Plans for the fnture : (i) Additional 
accommodation; (ii) Honours Courses; (iii) Additional scholarships; 
(i11) Co-ordination of higher studies. 

4.80 
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V.-MyBOTe University. 

24. Establishment of the University. 25. Its work from 1916'to 1949. 
26. Plans for the future : (i) Change of administration and grant.q for the 
University : (a) Additional 'merit' Scholarships ; (b) Additional 
residential accommodation ; (c) Specialisation : (A) Oriental Studies ; 
(B) Psychology ; (d) Professors and laboratories. (ii) Arrangements 
for Secondary Education; (iii) Afiilie.tion of Colleges; (iv) The 
responsibilitiPs of the Vice-Chn.ncellor. · 

VI.-Patna University. 

27. Establishment of the University: the Act ofl917. 28. Development 
from 1917 to 1949. 29. Plsns for the future: (i) Development of 
teaching activities ; (ii) Positio)l of the Patna and the Science Colleges ; 
(iii) B.N. College and the Women's College; (i!J) Professional Colleges; 
(t~) Administrative structure ; (m) The New Bill. 

Vll.-Oamania Univer8ity (Hydernbad-Deccan). 
30. Establishment of the University. 31. Work from 1918-1948. 
32. Pln.ns for the future: (i) The University to be antonomoUJI ; (u) 
Medium of instruction ; (iii) Women's College and Medical College ; 
(w) Needs of Science Departments; (v) Honours Courses; (vi) Re
search work. 

VIII.-Lucknow University. 

33. Work since it.s establishment. 34. Planaforth~future: (i} Concentration 
on higher work; (ii)EfFective Honours Co111"8{'S; (iii) Additional acconunoda
tion ; (iv) Batter tutorial instruction ; (v) Library ; (vi) Scholarships 
and Fellowships ; (!Iii) Research work in the Medical Faculty. 

IX.-Nagpur University. 

36. &tab!ishment of the University. 36. Functions of the University. 
37. Work of the University from 1923 to 1949. • 38. Plsns for the future : 
(i) PORition of Government Colleges ; {ii) I·• xminarayan Institute. 

X.-.Andhra University. 

39. Tbe University since its inception. 40. Plsns for the future : (i) 
Improvem~nt of !llllaries and removal o£ otber difficulties ; (ii) Applied 
Scit,nce and Technology : New branches of study ; (iii) Maintenance 
of •tandl\rds in aflilink-d institutions. 

XI.-.Agra Unitlel"sity. 

41. Work sinoe inooption, 42. Plana for the future: (i) Ten-year plsu 
for tbe developmoot of a teaching University ; (li) University Library; 
(iii) University Laboratories; (iv) Honours Degrees; (v) Inter-Collegia~ 
teaching ; (vi) Exchange or teach<"rs ; (vii) New univeraitiea and 
grea~l' supervision of afliliatsd institutions. 
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XII.-A~~ Uni11eraity, Chitlatmlx.wam. 
~. :&tablishment of the University. 44. The work of tb.e University 
from 1929 to 1949. 45. Plans for the future: (i) Improvement of 
teachem' 'salaries; (ii)._Additional residential amenities; (iii) Scholar
ships ; (i11) Engineering College ; (t1) Music and Oriental studies. 

XIII.-TramfiC(YTe Unioorsitg. -
46. Establishment of the University. 47. The work of the University 
from 1937-1949. 48. Plans for the future: (i) Promotion of Research 
work ; {ii) Oriental Manuscripts Library ; {iii) Marine Biology and 
}fin.eralogy; (i11) Three-year Degree course; (v} Coehin Colleges. 

XIV.-Utkal University--Cuttack. . 
· ;, 49.' The· work of the UnivelSity since ite inception. 50. Plans for the 
· ~ fntUr6 :· (i) Necessity of a teaching University; {ii) The position of the 

Ravenshaw College ; (iii} Consolidation and extension of Post-graduate 
teaching ; (i11) Ancient History and Anthropology. 

XV.-SaugtW University. 
51. The work of the University since ite inception. 52. Plans for the 
'future : {i) Suitability of Saugor as a University site ; {ii} Non-recurring 
grante. for new buildings and equipment ; {iii) Necessity of a better paid 
staff'; (it~) Scholarships; (t~) Ensuring better finances; (vi) Concentra
tion on higher work : DifficrJties of Professional Education. 

XV I.-University of JWdputana-.Taipur. 
53. Work _since its inception. 54. Plans for the 'future : (i) Teaehin~ 
work and research ; (ii) UnivelSity Library; (iii) Fellowships and other 
facilities for higher work ; (w) Specialization in some sciences ; (11} More 
Professional Colleges ; (vi) Colleges for women. • 

XVII.-East Pvnja& University. 
55. Problems of the University. 56.Suptedsolutionofthe probl~: 
(i) Location of the University ; (ii) Financial provision for new buildings ; 
(ii&} Provision for the recurring expenses of the University; (i11) Post-, 
.Graduate teaching in Arts and Science ; Oriental Stu.dies. 

. XVIII.-Universitg r>f Gatillati. 
57. The work of the University since its establishment. 58. Plans for 
the future : ( i) Permanent buildings : financial provision for these ; 
(ii) University Library; (iii) New subjoote for advanced studies ; (i•) 
Professional Colleges for Education and Engineering ; (11) Recnrrinr; 
grante. 

XIX.-Uni~~ersitg of P0011a. . 
59. Establishment of the University. 60. The Aet. 61. The relatioa
ship between the Poona colleges ·and the Uni'Versity. 62. The futme 
expansion of the University : (a) Sanskrit studies ; (b) Maratha history ; 
(c) The life and work of the sages and sainte of Maharasbtra ; (d) Fine 
Arte ; (e) Ayurveda ; (j) Other subjects for spsoialieation ; {g} The 
Women'• University ; (h) Buildings. 
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ZZ.-The Malw.raja &yajirao Umveraitg of Baroda. 
63. The Aot. 64. l!'inanoial provision for the University. 65. Plans · for 
the expansion of the teaching activities of the University : (a) Home 
Soienoe ; (b) Fine Arte ; (c) Teehnology ; (d) Arte and Soienoe oha.im ; 
(e) Other professional institutions. 

1.-0alcutta University. 
. 1. Early BengaZ Oolleges.-In the first chapter we have 
referred to the establishment of the Calcutta. Universil!y and to seme 
of the colleges out of which it developed. For the first half of a 
century of its existence the University was a purely affiliating one 
and therefore the history ofitsactivities was the history ofits colleges. 
()f these the first institution was the Hindu College established in 
1817 through the joint efforts of David Hare and Ram Mohan Roy 
which was carried on by a. non-official body till 1855 when it was 
taken over by the Government and developed into the Presidency 
College. Three Missionaries, Carey, Marshman and Ward started 
the first Mission College at Seramporein 1818, and 9 years laterit 
received a. charter from the King of Denmark empowering it to 
grant degrees. At Sibpur, a. suburb of Calcutta., the Church of 
England Mission estabhshed the Bishop's College in 1820, and 10 
years later Alexander Duff started the General Assembly's Institu
tion which soon grew into a college. 

2. Government and Missionary P,fforts.-The earliest attempts for 
the extension of higher education were made by two agenciea,-the 
Government and the Missions. The former was responsible for the 
establishment of the Hooghly College in 1836, Dacca College in 1841, 
Krishnagar College in 1845 and Berhampur College in 1853. The 
'Government was alSo responsible for the foundation of the Medical 
College in 1835. Missionary effort led to the creation of the Free 
Church Institution in 1843, the St. Xavier's College in 1862 and the 
St. Paul's College in 1865. This last named institution was however 
soon discontinued and re-started in the closing years of_ the century. 

3. Indian private cj[ort.-Indian non-official organisations did 
not play a leading part m the advance of higher education for nearly 
half a century after the establishment of the Hindu College. It was 
in 1869 that Ish war Chandra Vidya.sagar founded the Metropolitan 
Institution and this was followed by the City College and the Albert 
College in 1881. The former owed its existence to the efforts of the 
Brahmo Sama.j and the latter institution was wound UJ;I after 
functioning for a number of years. The College of Engineermg was 
founded in 1856 by the Government and in 1872 a second grads 
college was e~~tablished at Ra.jshahi in North Bengal which wa8 
daveloped a few years later into a first grade institution. 
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4. Benefactions of philanthropists.-For this as wefi as other 
~overnment colleges fom:ded at Chitta~ong in 1869 an? at Midna:(Jur 
m 1873, local benefactions were obtamed, the contributions bemg 
given on the understanding that the colleges would be managed by 
the Government. The colleges at Hooghly and Krishnagar had 
also received similar benefactions and the history of the develop
ment of each one of these colleges might be the theme of interesting 
narratives, illustrating the growth of higher education in Bengal 
through the joint endeavours of the Government and the philan-
thropists. • 

5. E'IUXJ'Uragement of private Colleges.-The 1882 Commission 
advocated the transfer of Government colleges to non-official agencies 
and following this policy the college at Midnapur was transferred to· 
the control of the Municipality in 1887 and that at Berhampore to 
the control of the. Maharaja of Kasimbazar. The growth of new 
colleges under private management was encouraged and so m the 
last two decades of the century many such institutions were 
established. Among these may be mentioned particularly three 
colleges in Calcutta, the Ripon .College (1884), the Bangabasi 
College (1887) and the Central College (1896). The Maharaja of 
Burdwan started a college in 1882 at Burdwan and colleges were 
started at Dacca, Cooch Behar, Barisal, Pabna, Mymensingh And 
other places. 

6. Growth of Numbers.-The im:isdiction of the Calcutta 
University was not circumscribed by provincial limits and among the 
affiliated institutions were not only the colleges in Bengal, Bihar, 
Orissa and Assam but also those in the United Provinces, Central 
Provinces, Burma ind Ceylon. The establishment of new univer: 
sities restricted its sphere of work but did not curtail its numbers. 
The increase in the number of students has been referred to in the . 
first chapter and it may be emphasised here again. The total 
number of college students was 3,827 in 18~2, 8,150 in 1902, 28,618 
in 1917, 30,202 in 1927, 35,357 in 1937 and 45,008 in 1947. In the 
last mentioned year there were 2,41,794 students in .the twenty 
universities of India taken together and of these nearly 20% was 
the enrolment of the Calcutta University. The partition of the 
province did not lead to any substantial decrease in the number of 
students, as in 1948 the University still had over 41,000 students. 
and today it has 74 a.ffil,iated colleges of which 36 are in the city of 
Calcutta. Five of the Calcutta colleges,-· Vidyasagar College 
(formerly Metropolitan), Surendranath College (formerly Ripon), 
City, Bangabasi and Asutosh (formerly South Suburban) have 
between them an enrolment of 30,492 students. 
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. . . 
. 7. Overcro,wding.-The building and equipment of these colleges 
are far from satisfactory, for they have not been able to keep pace 
with the increase in the number of students. The total area on 
which some of these colleges are built does not extend to even one 
acre and the rooms cannot accommodate more than a fraction of 
the students on the rolls. Lectures in double and treble shifts, 
practical work in 30 to 40 sections mark the organisation of some of 
these institutions which have been carrying on without any help 
from the Government and have been mainly responsible for the higper 
education of the province .. The conditions in which many of the 
stQdents of these colleges live are extremely unsatisfactory. 

. 8. Post-graduate education in Arts and Science . .!i'>ost-graduate 
education in the University is under its direct control. The Univer
sity Colleges of Arts and Science were started with high hopes and 
their early work largely justified the original expectations. Generous 
donations from philanthropists like Tara.knath Palit, Rashbiha.ri 
Ghosh and Kumar G. P. Singh were supplemented by Government 
grant for a fe~ chairs but the mainstay of the University was its fee 
income,-the income derived from the thousands of examinees 
flocking to its portals, an~ous for a university certificate or diploma. 

The University College of Science and Technology and. the 
University College of Arts, are almost entirely devoted to post
graduate training and research in 14, different branches of science 
and a sinular number in arts, though some departments do a certain 
amount of under-graduate teaching. The total budget is about 26 
lakhs. Though graduate study in the American sense was first 
organised in these colll'ges in 1915, due to the initiative and foresight 
of the grl'at educationist, Sir Asutosh l\lukherji and though the 
Calcutta Univt>rsity Commission gave unstinted support for the 
phllosophy and organiflation of such studies, these university 
post-graduate colleges have not made satisfactory progress in the 
last 30 years. They have been, however, the centres of great research 
sl'hools in fundamental sciences, arts, history, philosophy, and 
orit>ntal st.udies. Some departments like Botany, Zovlogy, Anthro
pology, Physiology, Geography, Statisticsar.d Geology have been 
boused in insufficient temporary buildings for the last 30 years. With 
adequate financial support the University College of Science might 
have dl"vl'loped along the lines of the Imperial College of Science _in 
London, for after a long period of inactivity, a nilw scheme of 
expansion has now been launched ; it has already organised, thanks 
to the lihl"ral grant.i givE-n by th~> Central Government, sn Institute 
of Nuclear Physirs, an Institute of Radio Physics and Electronica 
and has expanded its activities in Applied PhysiC!! and Chemistry. 
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There are other schemes of development in- contemplation. The 
Uni'versity has now got an Institute of Jute Technology, out of 
endowments given by the jute merchants and manufacturers of 
Calcutta, and an Institute of Social Studies endowed by the Central 
Government. 

· · 9. · Oonditi<ma si-nce the Calcutta. University Oommission.-ln the 
first chapter we have mentioned the work ofthe Calcutta University 
Commission and its recommendations. During the thirty years 
which have elapsed since the publication of its report no steps have 
been taken to implement these recommendations and as a result of 
thirty years of.inaction, the organisation and management of colleges 
have suffered; 

· (i) Disparity between Government and private lnstituti<ma.
There is extreme disparity in- equipment and. efficiency and 
in the salaries of teachers due to the differences in origin 
of the institutions. Ail teachers doing the same kind of work 
get widely different scales of salary, there is a dangerous under
current of jealousy, suspici9n and ill-will between teachers of govern
ment colleges and those of private colleges. 

(ii) University OontrolonprivateOolleges nominal.-The control 
o( the university in enforciny;1~~nd~ds of efficiency and reasonable· 
scales of salary for the teac · profession in the colleges affiliated 
to it is in most cases merely nominal as it has no funds at i~ disposal . 
t? give !lffect to these prop«;Sals, and has_nQ control over appointments 
e1ther m government or m other affiliated colleges. The Govern
ment of the country, though it is nowmitional, has as yet assumed no 
real responsibility to improve the c::o:r;tditions of the private colleges 
by helping them to acquire land, for building places of instruction, · 
residences for students and hostels, and to raise the scale of salaries 
of teachers to the standard of even living· wages. 

(iii) Stagnation of G()'l)ernment I nstitutions.-Some of the colleges 
under the direct control of the government have either declined in 
efficiency, or remained in a state of stagnation during the last 30 
y~rs, since the Calcutta University Commission reported on their 
condition. This is partly due to the fact that neither the Principal 
nor the teachers are allowed much initiative which has to come from 
the corresponding Ministry (e.g., from the Ministry of Education 
for Arts, Science and Engineering Colleges, or from the Ministry 
of Health in the case of Medical Colleges). The governing bodiell 
of these institutions have little power, and meet infrequently. 
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10. Other defecta.-The position is further complicated by the 
following factors :-

(i) Indiacipline.-The spirit of indiscipline. among students 
which has been aroused by the leaders of the country in their struggle 
for freedom has now become a habit. This spirit of indiscipline, 
once excited, is very difficult to put down in spite of the best efforts 
of the leaders and the Government. 

(ii) Location in congested area.-The University and other 
educational institutions are located in the most_congested area 
where students are constantly distracted from their studies by differ
ent types of confusion and disorder .. 

(iii) City Congestion.-There has been terrible overcrowding 
in the city due to war conditions and the influx of refugees from 
East Bengal. It is now estimated that greater Calcutta from which 
the colleges draw their students has a population of 6 millions 
which is almost a fourth ofthewbolepopulationofWestBengal. 
Such sudden increase of population generally creates stresses which 
it is difficult for any administration to overcome in a short time. , This 
has also resulted in overcrowding in the Calcutta colleges and the 
University and there has been no improvement in the residential 
arrangements for the students. 

(iv) Problems of discontented students and teachers.-W~ are 
afraid that the problems of Calcutta have not only local but genera I. 
signific~nce. Movements for the overthrow of the present system 
of Government already exis~ in an embryonic form there, movements 
in which the discontented elements of the student population 
got involved. The total student population of Calcutta has assumed 
huge proportions, and there are also those who have left their studies 
and have not been able to obtain employment. The leaven of this 
discontent is furnished by a large number of poorly paid teachers of' 
schools, colleges and universities who find it extremely difficult 
to scrape a livelihood on their meagre salaries, which even in normal 
times were insufficient as was noticed by the Calcutta Univen~ity 
Commission thirty years ago but now owing to inflation can hardly 
enable them to keep body and soul tog~ther. 

(v) Undemocratic constitution.-Further, the constitution of the 
Calcutta University is still governed by the undemocratic Act of 
1904. SO% of the members of the Senate, which is the supreme 
executive and policy-making body ars nominated by the Chancellor 
on the advice of the Vice-Chancellor, though he is not bound to accept 
his suggestions; 20% are elected by the Faculties and the Regist«ed 
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Graduates. When a Senate is formed, it proceeds to form the 
different Faculties out of its own members. The Faculties in turn 
co-opt a number of teachers of the University and the private 
colleges to itz~ own body. , 

Much criticism has I!een levelled against this system. It has 
been alleged that nominstions have not always represented academic 
interests. Before the partition a deliberate attempt was made to 
capture the University by nominations based entirely on communal 
considerations. 

. 11. llemedies.-(i) Removal of overcrowding in colleges.-The 
biggest problem of CaJcutta is the congregation of the huge number of 
students and the consequent ine:lficiencyin education. Toa great 
extent the number of students depends on the population of Calcutta 
which has had an abnormal increase during the last two years and so 
long as the population remains at its present level it mavnot be t>os
sible to reduce the total number of students. What ean be done, 
however, is :- . 

(a) To prevent students from ooming to Calcutta from outside 
for purposes of study except where the subjects cannot. be studied 
at an outside centre ; 

(b) To distribute the present number of students in many 
institutions instead of allowing them to collect in just a few. The 
total enrolment in any single institution !Jhould not exceed 1,500. 

(ii) More varied opportunities for students.-The proportion of 
high school students proceeding to the University will be reduct!d if 
more appropriate and productive opportmiities are provided in. 
accordance with the suggestions made for that purpose in the pre-
ceding chapters. .· · 

(a) As early as possible, as a first ~tep, fo~>r Occupational 
Institutes should be started in different parts of Calcutta, which will 
provide for the training of about l ,000 young men in each, in different 
vocations. The students who have completed their education at 
the present high school stage should be eligible for admission at 
these institutes. 

(b) If Intermediate education will no longer be a part of ~he 
University curriculum, for the majority of Univer81ty 
students in Calcutta who are in the Intermediate classes numerous 
Intermediate colleges have to be started and some of the present weak 
degree colleges may have to be content wi~h training students only 
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up to the Intermediate stage. The situation of these Intermediate 
Colleges has got to be planned according to the needs of the di.Jferent 
quarters of the city. An examinatin of the geographical location of 
the 26 non-professional Calcutta. colleges shows that they ha.v_e not 
been properly distributed. While there are numerouswtitutions in 
the neighbourhood of College Square or in South Calcutta, there are 
many congested localities without any educational facilities. This • 
may not be a serious matter if communications between the different 
p~rts are improved as they are likely to be, but in a city like Calcutta 
the student population should not be concentxa.ted in a few areas. 

· (c) There is scope for the establishment of a few degree colleges 
which would be mainly residential. The Government House at 
Barrackporc is lying abandoned and no use is being made of its 
immense compound. The possibility for the establishment of three 
colleges with adequate hostels and teachers' residences should be 
exJ?.lored. It will no doubt be an expensive project but it will help to · 
build up the atmosphere of a teaching university within easy reach 
of Calcutta where day scholars from the northern section of the 
city may not find it difficult to study, even though they are not 
resident at Barrackpore. Hastings House at Ali pore and its extensive 
~rounds may be profitably utilised for the building of another . 
mstitution of the same type where the majority of students and 
teachers will be resident, though a certain percentage will be day 
scholars from South Calcutta. A third possibility is on the grounds 
of the old Belvedere which now houses the National Library. The 
location of the library in the campus would be of immense benefit 
to the colleges when they spring ~P· 

(iii) RemodeUi-ng of tile crowded Oolleges.-With the establish
ment of Occupational Institutes and separate Intermediate colleges 
it should be possible to reduce .the numbers in the five big colleges to 
a more reasonable figure. But the reduction of numbers by itself 
is not enough : the colleges have to be remodelled with more grounds, 
better facilities for physical education and improved residential 
accommodation. 

(i11) Financu of pritJate Oolleges.-This raises the question of 
finance. The private institutions of Calcutta. have carried on for 
more than half a century without practically any grant from the 
Government. Our National Government has to ensure the mainten
ance of these institutions which are now wholly dependent on students 
fees, on a pro:per financial basis. As indicated in the earlier chapters, 
each institution should be mainly dependent on recurring grants 
received from the Government, the other sources of income being 
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endQwments and students' fees. Salaries and conditions of service 
of the teac~ers have to be improved according to our genersl re: 
commendations. · 

(11) Ma'Mgement of private Oolleges.-l'he management of these 
institutions ha.s naturally to undergo radical changes. Here again 
the composition of managing committees must follow the general 
lines suggested earlier with representatives of the University, the 
donors a.nd the alumni and definite powers should be assigned to 
the · gov_erning bodies. 

.. (1/i} Non-professional Gov.fl'l'nment Oolleges.-TheGovernment 
institutions present a different problem. There is little justification 
for continuing these institutions under the present management if 
they are doing the same work as the private colleges. "To justify the 
expenditure on these institutions the following steps may have to be 
taken: 

(a) There should be no Intermediate classes in any one of these 
institutions ; · 

(b) The Presidency College is to concentrate entirely on Post
graduate teaching in a certain number of subjects and be an integral 
part of the University. The services of those teachers of the colleges 
who are appointed by the University Selection Committee will be 
continued in the Presidency College and the others should be trans-
ferred to other Government Colleges. _ . 

. (c) The Sanskrit College will naturally concentrate on oriental 
studies, and the Central College_ on Honours Courses in Arts a.ftd 
Science. The Bethune and Brabourne Colleges will have both Pass 
and Honours Classes and for some time it may be necessary to conti
nue the Intermediate classes until Inte:rmedis.te Colleges are built for 
girls in the same localities. 

(d) Colleges at Hooghly and Kris'hnagar will do both Pass and 
Honours work and be able to accommodate degree students up to the 
limit proposed by us for each college, i.e., 1,.500. The Intermediate 
students who now proceed to these two colleges will have to be educat-
ed at new institutions established for them. · · 

· (e) The management of these Government Colleges (exeept the · 
Presidency College which should be handed over to the University 
with proper safeguards for the existing staff) will be vested in specially 
constituted Governing Bodies which will be responsible for the entire 

.management of the colleges including appointments. These Gover~· 
ing Bodies will, we hope, be constituted on the lines indicated IIi 
Ch!lpter XIII. · · 
.. : ··:i -~· : . ; 
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12. 00118titution.-It has been pointed out that the constitution 
of the Calcutta University ha.s remained practically what it was 
after the Act of 1904. With the introduction of the Montague" 
Chelmsford Reforms and the transfer of the Education portfolio to 
popular Ministers, steps were taken in other provinces to change the 
constitution of universities, but nothing was done in Bengal. 
The constitution of the Calcutta University has now therefore no 
parallel in India or outside. We recommend that this constitution 
be amended on the lines suggested in Chapter XIII. It may be 
necessary to note specially the following points in the changes :-
. (s) Tke Vice-0/zancellor.-The Vice-Chancellor must be a whole-

time salaried officer, holding office for six years. The method of his 
appointment and his responsibilities will be the same as in any other 
teaching-cum-affiliating universities. The suggestion of the a~ 
pointment of a whole-time Pro-Vice-Chancellor made by the Vice
Chancellor and the Syndicate of the Calcutta University would 
showthattheyre~ard the work of the University to be of such a 
nature as to reqwre a whole-time officer at the helm of affairs. 

(Si) The Senate.-The Senate of the University while following 
the general lines of other universities may have to be slightly larger. 
say, 120, in order to allow for the representation of the numerou11 
teaching departments of the university as also of the colleges. 

(iii) Other University bodies.-The .Academic Council, the 
Faculties and the Boards of Studies need not be materially different 
from what they ars elsewhers. 

A University Grants Committee may be set up for the Province 
of West Benf:al with a salaried Chairman and Secretary composed 
on the lines mdicated in Chapter XIII. 

. (iv) Board of Students' Welfare.-.A Board of Students' Wel
fars lB particularly necessary for a city like Calcutta. Its main 
functions would be to look after : · 

(a) The conditions ot students' residence ; 
(b) Health of students; 
(o) Physical Instruction ; 
(d) Organised games and recreations. The constitution 

would be on the lines indicated for this purpose in 
Chapter XI. . 

(11) Extension Board.-One of the responsibilities of each 
university is to extend its activities beyond its immediate clientele 
and to stimulate the general intellectual life of the region. On ac
count of the peculiar conditions of the province of Western Bellgal 
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and of the city of Calcutta, this University has special responsibilities 
for extension work. A University Extension Board with the Vice
Chancellor as its Chairman 'lhould be constituted not only to arrange 

· · courses of lectures for the public but to carry on the work of social 
education in the province. 

!I.-Bombay University. 

13. Estahlishment of the University.-The UniversityofBombay 
was brought into existence by Act XXII of 1857 which received the 
assent of the Governor-General on 18th July. It wasdescribedas 
having been established for the " purpose of ascertaining, by means 
of examination, the persons who have acquired efficiency in different 
branches of Literature, Science and Art and of rewarding them by 
Academic Degrees". Beyond prescribing courses and holding 
_examinations it had practically no powers, neither to inspect colleges 
nor to give instruction on its own. The constitution as prescribed 
by the Act stipulated the appointment of a Chancellor and a Vice
Chancellor with a Senate which had no elected Fellows and the 
membership of which was to be not less than 26 (actually th~ first 
Senate had 39 Fellows). . 

The oldest colleges of the University are 
The Elphinstone College ; 
Wilson College ; 
Grant Medical College ; and • 
The Government Law College, one of the earliest institutions 

the Deccan College, having disappeared. . · . . 
. The condition for the recognition of· colleges was a very simple 

one :-the institutions had to send a list of the members of the sta.f£ 
and the courses of study provided.by it with a statement from two 
lMlows bearing testimony to the solve~t finances of the. college. 

The University held its first Matriculation Examination in 
1859 when 132 candidates presented theii:lselves and only 22 passed. 
The first batch appearing for the B.A. examination in 1862 had 
better luck as four passed out o~ sfx, one of them being the late 
Ma.hadeva Govinda Ranade. 

14~ ·Universities Act of 1904 and after. -The Senate which had 
started with 39 Fellows had grown to 305 in 1900. The Indian 
Universities Act of 1904 reduced. the size of the Senate to 100 of 
whom 10 were to be elected by the Registered Graduates, 10 by t~e 
Faculties, and the others to be nominated by the Chancellor. This 
Act also widened the ~~:ers of the universities by giving ~em ~he 
right to organise teac · g through the appointment of Umversity 
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Prof~ors and Lecturers and to exercise' more effective oontrol over 
the affiliated colleges through periodical inspection.· In·spite of th'e 
expansion of its powers the University of Bombay could not under
tal-e any responsibilities for a .few years .owing to lack of funds. 
In 1912 the Government of India offered to the University a non
recurring grant of three l.akhs of rupees which was _increased .to .fi.ve 
l.akh10 in the following year. In addition, a recurring annual grant; of 
Rs. ,5,000 was sanctioned for developing the tea.chiug functions of 
. tha University. On receipt of the grant the Senate decided to staJ;t 
univ!)'rsity teaching in Economics, to make use o~ the teachers llf 
the. affiliated colleges for organising post-~uate instruction, to inr 
vite distinguished foreign scholars, to deve1op the University Libl'IU'Y 
and to encourage research ~ork. To give effect to theseresolutio1111 
Sir Alfred Hopkinson, a former Vice-Chancellor of ManchestllJ.' 
University was invited to Bombay, and the University took steps 
on his report to re-organise the library and develop inter-collegiate 
M.A. teaching. The University School of Econormcs and Sociology 
was started in 1919 with Professor Patrick Geddes as its first 
professor. During the next few yea.rS the schemeof post-graduate 
studies was revised but the revised scheme was found unworkable 
after some trial. 

. 15. Tile Act of 1928.-A Cormnittee was set up by the Gov, 
ernment of Bombay in 1924 and it was required to examine thr 
constitution and functions of the University with a view to introduc,
irlg necessary changes. The Bombay University Act of 1928" in
cotrorated many ·of the recommendations of the Cormnittee and 
changed the constitution of the Senate so aR to give a preponderanae 
to elected members in it. Formerly only 20% of the Fellows wer!' 
~looted and under the new Act provision was made for the election 
of 93 Fellows as against 40 nominated ones, the former being chosen 
.no~ only from Academic constituencies but also from local board 
ancJ.: commercial interests. This Act also changed the nature of 
th,e University from an affiliating and examining body to a real 
te&ching institution. One of the first fruits of the Act was the 
es~)?lishment of the Department, of Chemical Technology which 
commenced its work in 1934 and which, with the help of some dona.
t~OI!S from generollS philanthropists, has expanded its activities 
~derably during these 15 years. . . . 

'· : '16. Tkfuture: (t) Establishment of Regioni:Jl Universities and it. 
ejfiJCt 011 Bomhay U"illlll"sity.-One of the recommendations of Ui.e 
COmmittee set n~ in 1924 related to the establishment of regionAl 
lllli\'eraities. Umversities have since been established at Poona. and 
BUoda and a bill introduced for the Karna.tak University •. Theia 
JDIIUIGIE4a. . . .. . : 
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· may be universities at Ahmedabad and .Anand in the near future. 
The establishment of these universities will restrict the sphere of 
work of the Bombay University. . 

(a) A Teaching University with oonstituent Colleges inclwl"'* 
ProfessionaJ. lf!Stitutioos.-H the colleges of Gujerat, Maharashtra 
and Karnatak are no longer under the jurisdiction of the Bombay 
~University, its a.ffiliating activities will be mainly confined to the city 
of Bombay and its suburbs. fi will thus be in a position to :regard 
all these colleges as constituent colleges and it will assume the nature 

1ofa teaching and fet!_erative university. The~Jleges will roughJy 
be classified as profesSfon&l and nOO:professional ones, the Medical 
Colleges (including those of Dentistry and Veterinary Science), the 
Law College, the College of Commerce, the Training College and 
the Technical Institu~ will be the professional colleges. 

The development of these will be dependent on changes in the 
f l!OOialandeconomicstructureoftheProvince. It may be necessary 

to have more teachers or ml_)re doctors or more engineers and the 
·State will have to make provision for the supply of an adequate 
number of the trained personnel. 

(b) The establishmem of New Departments and Faculties.-It is• 
naturally not possible to say anything more definite about the el[
·pansion of the activities of the professional institutions. It may 
only be noted that as early as 1925 the University Committee had 
recommended the establishment of a chair for Pharmacology .00 
Materia Medica as also of a Faculty of Fine Axts with degreee in 
Painting, Sculpture, Architecture and Music. No action ha yet 
Deen taken on these recommendations but it is hoped that the8!1 
:recommendations will be implemented in the near futtire. 

tii) Gotlernmeflt C~es Gnd the VnWer-sity.-One main problem 
of the non-professional colleges is the. differentiation between those 
·which are managed directly by the Government and those which are 
the responsibility of private agencies. The cost of maintenance of 
the former is proportionately higher ; the scale of salaries for teachel"s 

. is better ~d theequipmentinthesha.peoflibra.riesand laboratories 
:m.O:re effic1ent. As has already been suggested, under preaent 
conditions there is no justification for differentiation between the 
Government and the non-Government institutions. If this view

, point is accepted the Elphinstone Coll~ge ~d the Royal Co!f.pf 
¥ence may he handed over w the U:mver&ty to be run as J.0..-¢1,~

, tiona for higher study (Honours and • Post-Graduate),. tbougktobe 
~ eolle&e at An~eri maY: be run alo~ pr~t line!!~ ~ount; ~ .. ~e 
"~cjlliat conditions of Its foundation. 
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(tis) E~ of TtAUJAing actWitiu.-The transfer of·the 
Etphinatone College and the Royal Institute will enable the Univer· 
aity to develop the plans formulated from time to time about·tlte 
expansion of its teaching activities. The University Expansion 
Committee which submitted its report in 1941 proposed the extension 
of the University Departments of Economics and Sociology with 
the addition of new Lectureships and recommended the establil$-
ment of the following new departments :- .. 

(a) The department of Experimental Psychology; 

(b) The department of Mathematics; and 

(c) The department of Military Studies. 

·.·: 

A new chair of Political Science has been established and aew 
lectureships created in the School of Economics and Sociology bnt 
nothing more substantial bas been achieved. The expenditure of 
the University (exclusive of capital expenditure) in 1939-4() wu 
roughly Rs.l2,38,000 of which nearly Rs. 2,00,000 was on the dep~rt
ment of Chemical Technology, Rs. 67,000 on the department .of 
Economics and Sociology and Rs. 52,000 on the University Libr~, 
the balance being devoted to examination charges, establishmmt 
chargee, travelling allowances and the like. Today the position is 
not very much better but it js hoped that with a reductiOn of the 
nffi.lia.ting and examining work of the University attention wiU be 
fooussed on the development of direct teaching by the University 
and the organisation of inter-collegiate work wherever it is possible. 

The Vice-Chancellor suggests the establishment of a depart
m<'nt of Ancient Indian Culture, a Faculty of Fine Arts, a School of 
Aeronautics and a School of Journalism. The first of these may be 
developed out of the resources of the present Elphinstone College With 
the neooBB&ly additions to the stafhnd the Library. Tht'! depart
mentofExperimentalPsychology proposed in IDU may he created 
aa au adjunct of the Department of Education, while Ma.thema.tica 
will natura.lly find a place in the Institute of Science. The other 
dtlfl&rtments will have to be established independently in the 
Univwty campus which was reoommended by the Committee in 
li»Zll but which has not so far been given any consideration . 

. (iv) Prof~sWnal Colleg~.-0£ the professional colleges run by 
the Government, the Commerce College is seriously handi<l&pped 
through lack of proper accommodation,-residential· and teaching. 
Tllis should also be transferred to the University and used mainly 
fo~: post-graduate teaching in Commerce. If the other ooll~ 
l'Aunot cope with the rush of under--graduate students it may oo 
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necessary. to continue in thi~ institution instruction for the first 
degree; for some years to come.. But other· institutions should ,he 
encouraged .to start these under-graduate classes and they should 
gradually.be suspended in the Sydenham College. · 

The University Reform Committee had recommended in 1925 
·thait the University shOuld take over the Government Law College 
and, under present conditions, when the University is attempting 
to reform Law studies, it appears necessary to carry out this old 
recommendation. The University has tried the innovation of 
admitting students who have passed the Intermediate Examination 
to LL.B. courses; our views on this question are found in another 
ohapter. There are attempts to make the LL. M. course a. real 
one. It is expected that better training will be possible and some 

.research :work attempted when the University has a proper depart-
mentofLaw, · .. 
· · · The Training College should be the nucleus of the department 
(or Faculty) of Education.· Here again there is considerable scope 
for . post-graduate ·and research work. · The training colleges at 
K.olhapur, Baroda, Belgaum and Poona will no longer he associated 
with. the Bombay University and the activities of the Bombay 
Training College will have to be oonsiderably expanded, if it is to 
provide the teachers for the City ofBomhay and its neighbourhood. 
It is only in the atmosphere of a University that advanced work for 
the r4.Ed. and Ph. D. degrees in Education will be possible. T~e 
esta.blishment of a. Department of Experimental Psychology in 
association with advanced work in Education should be of mutual 
'benefit:. Whether there should he a Training Institute for Physical 
Education' ·along with the Training. College or not is a matter. for 
further oon,sider!-tion. The Institute at Kandivli is doing good work 
and the University !!lay not like .to take up this work unless the need 
for· w.ore.,physici.t.l ,instruc~rs is e~p~r~enced by the colleges of the 
University, 

{tl) Constituent Oolleges.~Whiie the ~aching activities of the 
University aPe expanded along these lines, some of the older colleges 
like Wi~n College and St. Xavier's College should be encouraged 
to continue.and .s~ngthen the post-graduate work that they had 
been so far doing. We cannot say now which of the newer colleges 
will he able to undertake more advanced work than they are doing at 
present.··' It may be necessary for them to consolidate their position 
and make better provision for.the residence and health of students 
before they expand their teaching activities. The enrolment in 
1001e of these college& has already reached unmanageable proportions; 
alld if the recommendations suggested in our previous chapters 

. . . . . . ' 
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reg&Yding three-year degree courses are carried out the resource~~ of 
these colleges, will be taxed still further . .In order to. :reduce these 
lar&e numbers the University will have to approach the Gove:rnmel!t 
to devise ways and means for diverting many ·of these students t.o 
vocational institutions. If the demand for general ed.u.eation 00!1-
tinues to be as strong as it is today even after the opening of such 
institutions the University will have to think of the starting. ia 
different localities of new colleges with proper endowments. What 
is most n8()8ss&ry, however, is that the new institutions should not be 
allowed to grow sporadically but should be the products of careful 
planning on the part of the University. We regret to note that this 
has not always been done in the past : colleges have been started 
without adequate financial strength and without attention being 
paid to the needs of the locality. We found that the conditions 
Imposed on institutions at the time of affiliation '\\ere not observed 
either in letter or in sr.irit. A University Grants Committee on tbe 
lineseuggested by uSlhdopted by Bombay, will enable the Univ8l
sity to enforce the conditions of affiliation more strictlv. 

· · fvi) The System of Elections.-The changessuggt>8ted forimpro•·\ 
ing the administrative stmcture. of teaching and federative uni
versities should apply to the Bombay University. Democratic: 
elections to university bodies have not been productive of unmixed 
good and critici11ms against the formation of the Senate, the Faculties 
and other academic bodies through such methods of elections ba~e 
been made by people with considerable experience of the affaizs of 
the University. It is hoped however that these shortcom.ing8 will 
be OOJl!lidera~ly reduced if not remo'Yed, by the _adoption of the 
meallllres wluch have been suggested m our preoedmg chapters. 

III.-Madf'as lfnivef'Bity. 
·' I:J. The establishment of the Uni~sily.-The University af 
Ma.lras was incorporated by Act :x;XVII of 1857 ~th a eonstitutioa 
similar to those of the Universities of Calcutta ·and Bombay. Sir 
Christopher Rawlinson was the first Vice-Chancellor and the two 
first Indian Members of the Senate were P.S. Naidu and C.R. Shastri. 
The _mnin work of the University ~as to ascertain by means of exa
m~n~tions the proficiency of persons in Literature or the Seienees. 
l'ht> degr~e course consisted oft ,he following three subjects:--, . 

(1) English; 
(2) A Classical or a Modern Language j and 
(3) One of the following subjects :- . . 

l· · Kat~emati~ Phpical ~enee,NaturiU Soienoe~ Pha•W'Uifl1 
·• •· ,.1 I and History. · · ·' •· · · ,_ · · .. ·· ·, . 
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· 18. OnangetJ imroducetl by the Acts of 1904and 1923.-Th'e Uni• 
ver!lities Act of 1904 made the same changes in the constitution of 
Madras University as in those of Bombay and Calcutta. The compo
sition of the Senate and the Syndicate followed the lines laid down 
by this Act.. Section· 3 of the Act provided for the appointment of 
lfflliversity Professors and Lecturers and the promotion of study 
and .research by the universities ; but not much appears to bavt; 
bren done to implement this section tilll923 when the constitution: 
ot the University was amended by another Act. The preamble of 
this Act enunciated its object as follows :-· · · 
· ·'· · (i) To establish a teaching and residential university at 

. ·Madras while enabling the university to continue to 
exercise due control over. the quality of teaching given 
by constituent or affiliated colleges ; .. . . 

(ii) To foster the development of academic life and corp<>rate 
unity in colleges as v.ell as the university with a view to 
:utilizing fully the available teaching resources ; and . 

(iii) To prepare for the incorporation of new universities 
by co-ordination . and concentration of the resriurces 
for higher teaching and research at suitable centr~ •. 

Jnder this Act the authorities of the University were:-
(1) The Senate ; .· t. 

· (2) The Syndicate ; 
(3) The Academic Council; 
( 4) The Faculties; 
( 5) The Boards of Studies ; 
{6) The Council of Affiliated Colleges·; and 
. (7) Such othe~ authorities aS were declared to be so by the 

· Statutes. The Governor-General was to be the Visitor 
o(the {Iniversity, the Governor of Madras the Chancellor, 
the Minist.er of Education the Pro-Vice-Chancellor. The 
Vice-Chancellor was to be a ~hole-time paid officer 
·appointed by the Chan,celloi on the recommendation of 

. : the Senate. Certain mmor alterations were made by ~e 
amending Act of 1929 and the Government of .India 
Orders of 1937 and 40, while other changes have been 
introduced in 1942 and 1943. 

19. Development frdm 1923 tO 1947.-During the last qukrer of 
a century the Madras University has Imdertaken teaching work ia 
.,-uiolis s'u\ljects, such as Botany, Zoology, .Biochemistry, .Mathema
tics, Indian Philosophy, History, Geography and Oriental Languages. 
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Tht. main work of teaching for the intermediate and the ·~~ 
cotm!eS has, however, continued to be done by the colleges recogllll!ed· 
by the University. These colleges are classified as constituent or 
affiliated according to their geographical situation, those in the city· 
of Madras falling in the first category and those outside in the second •. 
ProTision for the instruction of Honours students is made in some of 
the affiliated colleges, but the bulk of the work is done in the city of 
Madras. Thus one of the aims of the 1923 Ac:t, the establishment of 
new universities by the concentration of resources for teaching and 
research at suitable centres, has not been carried out, except for the 
establishment of Andhra, Annamalai and Travancore UniversitieS .. 

. 20. The future: (i) The Recom!merldatiom of the GenerallMpectiaJt. 
c-ission of 1947.-The Report of the General Inspection Coiilliliso 
"ion of 1947 r;onsidered the problema of the development of collegiate 
Pducation. 

(a) Number of student6 in colleges.-The number of students in 
an iBdividual college should not ordinarily exceed 1,000 and 
only in exceptional cases might go up to 1,250. In order that the 
st•dents who have taken the School Leaving Certificates may 
continue their studies, it is necessary to have more colleges providing 
for university courses of study as well as polytechnics and similar 
institutions. After the intermediate stage some students will pursue 
professional courses in Engineering, Agriculture, Veterinary Science, 
Medicine etc., and attempts have to be made to arrange for the 
tnlining of more students m professional courses through the estab
lishment of new colleges. · 

· (b) Starting of new CoUeges.-General principles for the starting 
of JM>W coli eges : . 

(',oncentration of colleges in a few large towns is not the best 
m~thod of providing higher education for these increasing numbers. 
Edllcational facilities should be spread out more widely, so that 
students are not compelled to flock to the larger towns for the purpose 
of erdinary graduation. There should be one or more colleges ill 
eftr!· district, the number depending upon the number of high 
schools and the number of students seeking admission to colleges. 
~may note the condition laid down by the syndicate for the affilia:. 
t1o11 of new colleges to the degree stsndard that they should each 
show an endowment of Rs. 500,000 yielding an annual income of 
~a thoU11&1ld rupees. There should be a planned method of 
~ion integrating the preliminary stage with the ~best ~e nf 
ea.eational development; and it should be the duty ol edncation•J' 
s~t&hrlties to keep note of the number of students passing out qf 

. .. . ~.; : 
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High Sch,ol)~ ~very ffl&l: .and plan facilities . for their f!utber 
ed~cation ,ill, the U:ni~er.sity and in suitable alternative institutions. 
The. pp,ening of every new l!igh School should be followed . up by a 
sp~emj! to. provide. ~her education for some of those passing {Jut 
of.· it.. · · 

I' • : .· , ._ .. . 

.... (c) New ~eels of study.-Provision has to be made not only 
for ihe study of the. subjects in the older curricula but for new one.s 
like Commerce for which there is great demand. Other new COurstl\1 
which will expand the. university sphere of work are Geography, 
Home Science, Music and Nursing. Fresh courses of study have to 
be instituted from time to tiine and these " should take into account 
any new trends for this and other countries and the requirt:ments of 
the country .in the sphere . of industrial expansion, trade .and 
commerce,. administration and scientific advancements ". . .. 

(d) HO'fi.()'I.Ws studies.-With regard to Honours courses. 'the 
Inspection Commission recommended that they should be mainly 
concentrated: within the city of Madras. The University should 
encourage "a.nd facilitate co-operative teaching between the colleges 
themselves and the colleges and the universities. This would enable 
colleges to specialise in any particular subjects and would make 
available to ,the student.s of Honours. classes a higher standard of 
teaching .and a greater choice of special subjects ". 

· (ii) Plans jO'I' tke Reorganuatirm of the Presidency CoUege::........ 
Government colleges in Madras have always been in a category 
different from {)ther.colleges .. The sul?sidies from the Governlfi':i'l1! 
have enabled them to offer higher salaries and greater security· t,O 
the teachers who have also had a smaller number of pupils to look 
after. While in· ~n institution like the Pachaiyappa's C()Jiege, 
Madras, the expenditure on nearly 2000 students amounts to abOqt 
Rs. 300,000 (more than 75% ofwhichisrealiseda.s fee8fromstudents) 
the expenditure on the Presidency. College with less than 1,500 
students has been about Rs. 400,000. . The Madras Govern,II~e~t 
se~ .,up a·. Co:Inmi:t~ )a.St year· to report on the possibilities,..cpf 
{}e~eloping the .college as an institution for higher teaching and 
r,e!\e&rch and.to suggest ways and means for it •. This Committee 
wide~ .th~ 4istinguished ~chairmanship of Professor C.V. ~n 
r!l.(lommended. that it shouJd.be administered by a Governing Body 
q:q behalf.~f the G<lv~rnment and manned by Professors and Lectu
rers .of hig'\1. !llilibre,. ,T,he Intermediate classes in the coll61-!e w~ 
~· be a,l,lolished and, tl!e B.A., ;B.Sc., retained for ~y merioorious 
$tud~ts •. <;:la!!sify~,.~he 9ranc)les of study under the hea®,.~tf 
Physi~. Sci~ce, • .N.11-tJJAAl. ,Scit!nce, Lin~tica, ,Mathematical.,And 
Social, S~l@~ ~ilJ<'l f~COJllqJ.~d~!i the formatio~ of 2i independent 
departments, each manned by one professor, two assistant professors 
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one resea.rch fellow, one senior. $Cbo~; and two jwtior 110holam. 
Details regarding the stages of the transformation of the eollege 
into an institution for higher studie8 have been set out' in detail ani 
pro~ emphasis has been laid on· ~lipera.tion with'~~-Univemity 
and with the other colleges. Refenmg to the arrangements propOSed 
by the University for undert~ ~ystem~tic teaching leading np !to 
M.A. and M.Sc; degrees the Com1mttee obServed :-· · · · 

.· 

. . . ' . . . . . 

" The Pr~ide~cy College ~h~nld, w~ feel, give the warmest 
support to this move, since it is calcula,ted to place Uni
versity teaching on the ¥ghest level possible with 'he 
existing personnel. We, • would suggest also that . in 
appropriate cases, the Governing Body of the Presidency 
College might find it of advantage to seCure the eerriees 
of teachers of other· Colleges. in the Madr1111 area, on a 
J!_art-time salaried basis, for participation in higher teath
mg and research, ,in its own departments of study . ., •. . . . 

We would like to emphllllise the need for co-operation between 
,this institution and the University. ~~teps have to be taken to~ 
that there is no unnecessary duplication of work between the Uni-' 
versity departments and thoi!e ,,jn · the Presidency· Colle~ T1lis 
danger would be completely avoided if. the control of the eollege 
were vested in the University and' it is for the Government to ooasider 
whether an independent Govenili:!g Body will be. mo:fe condnciov'e 
to the smooth working· of the institution. One would natumllg 
expect the University to .be in,charge of all post-grad,uate t-eaching 
an4 advanced research in A.J:ts an4.ScieDQeS at the Vni~ersity centre 

... , r I .- .. 
·• · (iii) ~' of : Profeasiotlol. , Colleges ........ The lnspee\io11 
CommiBBion suggested the exp!Wllion.of opportunities for profeesional 
education. A few En$ineering. Colleges h$ve .already been llt&rted 
8lld it is for the Univemty to ensure that each college.does not beeome 
simply a replica of another,; and .that in 'BOme ofthese institutions 
attention is paid to those bra.~~ches of engineering which have 110· far 
been nc.>.glee~d. · The province; n~qnires many more medical men 
and new collegc.>.s will have to be started in the nea.r future in different 
zones of the province. iFresh institutions for the study of Agricultme; 
Forestry and Veterinary .Scienoe should be established acoo~ ~ 
the needs of the province ; nor should research in professional studies 
be neglected. The provision of facilities and funds for such pm
feaaional institUtions baS- to be pl&rmed and provided by the State 
u·privata eb.terpri.qe will not be-able to do anything aubste.ntisl in 
tthia·direction.t.• :--. -~J i l . ,._ 1·:- t, ,d.,. ... ·- . • 
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af l!U!7- which .inc9rporated the University of Allahabad had provi
sipJ!S~hich were slig&tly ~erent from those of the older univ~iti~ 
aJ¥1: ~g1!t.,have .b~en ~tilized for making the University, ~J.t.lea¢., 
partly, a teaching one, In actiJal p~tice the University confu!.ec\ 
itself to prescribing courses of study in affiliated institutions and 
conducting examinations for them. Discussing the provisions of 
tlie Indian Universities Act of i 90-t G<lkha.le observed that the Allah
a b~tl UniverSity had poiJ8eS8oo powers of teaching for 16 years and 
h~d p~ver undeit&kei:t those ftuictiona. · The reason for this was lack 
offu~ds or ail he put it, « as there isno reason to assume, private 
liberality'liiill. il.ow in this directidn inter th.e bill becomes law and 
Go·U~rmmint will not provide the reso1uces necessary for the purpose, 
the~enabling clanses {for exercising functions of teachiP.g) are, as 
i11 the',case of Allahabad; destined to remain a dead letter for a long 
time to come ". ·This t:riticism seems to have produced wm!' effect 
and the first' grant to the universities was announced in 1904-()5 
and,iri 19ll -12 the share of Allahabad out of total recurring grant to 
the.-universitie.s . was Rs, 85,000 a year. This was in addition to the 
non..,recil.rring .grants of which. during 1912-17 Allahabad received. 
Rs(5 lakhl5: . These grants enabled the University to make a begin
ni~ w.ith some teaching departments and those of Law, History and 
EcoOOrnics were the fust to be started. . The main work of the Uni
v~ty. J\'38 however, with its affiliated colleges and the conducting 
of the examinations from the Matricui4tion upwards. L 

.: . :22:. : GluJ711Jt!s in this University after 1921.-The Allahabad 
Uaiversity 'Act of 1921 remodelled ihe U~versity " with a view to 
establishing a. unitary, . teaching and residential university at 
Allahabad ". : The Intermediate classes were removed from: th~ 
Ua.i~ersity ·and the Intermediate e~ination became the entrance 
exlimination• for the University. The University retained its powers 
of affiliation of institutions outside Allahabad in the United Provin
ces as· also in the Central Provinces, Central India and Gwiilior. 
This jurisdiction was restricted in 1923 with the incorporation of the 
Nagpur University for the Central Provinces and further restricted 
in 192'7· with the establishment of the Agra University which entirely 
took'bver the affiliating functions of tbe Allahabad University. !11 
l921:·;ihe Allahabad Univer;oity became a purely unitary teaching 
Ul\iftnli.ty~ ' ( . . : . 

. ::: iD~;~~ ~e ~st 20 y~~ ~e University has considerably~
ed i.ta.actiTitiee through ·the .intrOduction of new branches o_f ~ 
~&nd increase in the number of stltdents. In 1928 the UmYen!Aiy 
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had about 1,500 students; in 1937,2,100, in 1943, 2,500and in 1948, 
4,100. The increase in the number of students and in the branches 
of study has naturally entailed additional expenditure which oould 
not always be recouped from fees and government grant. The 
economic inflation of the last few years had also added to the troubles 
of the University as it had to pay allowances to its employees without 
getting them reimbursed by the Government. In spite of the best 
efforts of the University to recruit and retain teachers of the highest 
calibre, a good many of the members of the staff have been tempted 
by more attractive emoluments from outside and the work of the 
University ha11 suffered in consequence. · . 

The University Library possesses about 1,40,000 volumes but 
its expansion has been retarded on account of the limited amount 
allocated to it annually, and research work, in particular, has been 
handicapped. The number and amount of research scholarships 
and fellowships have not been very helpful for fostering as much of 
original work in the University as they should have done. · 

23. Plans for the Fvture.-Still the Allahabad University has 
as distinguishett a record for original work as many other universities 
aod it hae trained students of high intellectual calibre who now 
oooupy some of the highest posts in our public services. But it has 
t-n seriously handicapped through lack of adequate funds. 

(i) Additional Accommodation.-Academic work has suffered 
a11 the staff has not expanded in proportion to the increase of the 
m1mher of students and the accommodation in the teaching blocks 
is now extremely cramped. 

{ti) Honours Courses.-If the University is to fulfil its functions 
properly, the classes for lectures have to be smaller, the tutorial 
work made more real and the HonourR courses, which were disconti· 
nued some years ago have to be re-started. These latter were not 
popular on account of the Pass courses extending to two years an41 
Honours to three years. If our recommendations with regard to 
Pass and Honours courses are followed, it should not be difficult to 
l'tH>rg&nize Honours courses on a satisfactory foundation. 

· (iii) Addi~ional Scholr.rsAip.,.-We have already emphasised 
the need for additional &lld better scholarships i11 our universities. 
In a purely teaching university this need is felt more than . else
where as it attracts better students from other centres and education 
is more expensive than in an affiliated college. 

•The amount available fw university scholarships has to. h. 
aubetantially increased. It baa been suggested. that a high percentage 
of lir.il.ures in public en.mjnatiooa, for wLica there is leas excuse ill a 
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teaching. university. than in an affiliating one, .is at least partly due 
to the poverty of the students which -compels them to undertake 
all kinds of work to maintain themselves in the university,. In 
addition to the scholarships ,for the under-graduates and for those 
working for the Master's degree provision has to be made for fellow
ships and research scholarships in selected subject.'!. 

(w) Oo-urdi~ion of Higlrer StUilies.-The Government of 
the United Provinces is maint.a.ining two teaching universities in 
addition to giving some aid to two other teaching universities. 
It is obvious that some planning and co-ordination of higher work is 
necessary for these universities. While all these universities 
would be giving instruction in similar courses up to the Master's 
degree, . research laboratories and library equipment cannot be 
duplicated in highly specialized fields of knowledge.· It is difficult to 
say in which ·particular branches of knowledge Allahabad should 
specialize as that depends to a great extent upon the senior teachers 
of the University, but from its past record one may suggest that 
Allahabad can build up ~ong schools of Mediaeval History, Meta
physics, and some branches of Physics and Chemistry. It does_ not 
preclude the development of research in other subjects like Political 
and Biological Sciences and it will be for the University to decide 
in what directions it can most profitably utilize the funds placed at 
its disposal for the advancement of knowledge. ' · 

V.-Mysure University. 

24. Establishment of the University.-The Mysore University 
was establishl)d in 1916 _as part of the many -sided schemes of cultural 
and material advancement of the State. The constitution of the 
University set up by the Act of 1916 wail amended in 1933 and 1~39 
so as to make the Senate more' rep~ntative of public life and esc 
tablish an Academic Council responsible for the academic organiza
~ion of the University. The Univer!'ity serves an area of 30,~ sq.· 
miles which has a population _of .~ver_l!_ millions. It was intended 
to be a teaching and affiliatihg §~ve_rsity, its teaching activities 
being mainly concentrated at Mysore and Bangalore. The Govern
ment of Mysore took the entire responsibility for the financial and 
administrative management of the Nniversity. . · · .: 

'· . I • . . · • N 

, 25, Its wurkfrom lf)J(j to 1949,;-T)J.e University has develop;ed 
considerably during these 33 yews .... It started with o~y two 
colleges and to-day it has 26 colleges, 17 of which are descnbed as 
colleges of the 'Unive'rsity and 9 as affiliated colleges. In 1916 there 
were only 2 FacUltfes; tlwse of·Arl;s·a.nd Science. The College.'of 
Engineering -was a.dde\:1 a year Liter and the Medical College maried 
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work in Bangalore in 1924 and was later transferred to Mysore. In 
1917 only 40 students were;enrolled in the Engineering College for 
being trained as Civil and Mechanical Engineers and in 1948there 
were 1,238 students doing engineering. · The Department of Electrical 
Engineering was started in 1925 and that of Chemical Engineering 
in· 1945. The Medical College which started with an intake of 30 
per year now admits 50 and there have been numerous additions 
to the hostel and teaching blocks. .An Agricultural College and a 
Teachers' Training College were recently started and opportunities 
for. women's education have been greatly expanded. The number 
of women students has increased from a. handful in 1916 to over a 
thousand in 1948. The University has a. staff of over 600 teachers of 
different grades providing a. fairly satisfactory pupil-teacher ratio 
.a.nd a. fair amount of research work has been carried on. during the 
last 30 years. There are arrangements for tutorial work, physic~ 
education (which is compulsory for Intermediate students) military 
tra.iniog, ~ames and athletics. A note-worthy feature of the activities 
of the Uruversity is the extension work which aims at diffusing know
'edge among that section of the people which is not able to partici
pate in the regular university courses. There is, in addition, an 
Adult Literacy Campaign originally launched by the Mysore Univer
sity Union. 

This expansion of university activities has not been fully con• 
ducive to the promotion of the original ideals of the University. 
With the majority of Arts and Science students in the affiliated col
leges tbe atmosphere of the teaching university has been gradually 
receding to the background. Economic considerations too have 
been partly responsible for this. Being a resident student in ·a 
co~tituent college is much more expensive than being a day scholar 
in an affiliated college and hence many meritorious students have 
had to go for their education to the latter institutions rather than 
to the former. Again, the constituent colleges have not been able to 
maintain their high standards of teaching and research on a.ccount 
of inadequate salaries offered to even senior members of the staff and 
it has been suggested by some, on a.ccount of the non-academic crite. 
ria for appointments to the staff. The fact that the University is a 
department of the Government has been to some extent responsible 
for this. 

·. 26. PlaM for the Future.--(i) CluJnge of Administration anl 
~for 1M Cniversity.-The University has been more fortunate 
than others in having enioyed State. support for all its activitieS. 
Go~ent g:ants ~ve been steadily increasing in order. to k~p 
paoe Wlth the instruction of a larger number of students and dis. 
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11emination of college education all over the State. In 1946-47 . the 
Government grant waa 17 lakhs and in 1948-49 it was Rs. 34,46,000. 
But it cannot continue to be administered aa a State department and 
the structure of administration should follow the lines recommended 
by us. The change of administration may lead to financial 
difficulties and to obviate this the University must have a permanent 
endowment fund. In addition there should be a block grant placed 
at the disposal of the University. This will enable the University 
to ·provide funds for its most urgent needs. 
· · (a) Addititmal ' merit ' ScJwltwships.-The provision of merit 
scholarships on a more generous scale is essential ; at present there 
are· only 70 ' merit ' and ' ordinary ' scholarships as against about. 
1,600 scholarships for backward and depressed classes. The amount 
'Of each of the former scholarships is about Rs. 80 or Rs. 120 annually 
in addition to exemption from the payment of tnition fees. These 
open scholarships have to be multiplied many times and the 
amount increased according to our recommendations in Chapter Xl. 

(b) Additional Residential Accommodation.-According to the 
figures supplied to us a. very small percentage of the university 
students is resident in university hostels. This may be partly 
due to the fact that most"of the students come from the city, but it is 
difficult to believe that if larger accommodation for residence had 
.been provided, more students would not have liked to take ad
vantage of the residential system. As the enrolment in the University 
is increasing hostel accommodation has to be eipanded. Sectional 
. hostels should be abolished. 

(c) Specialisation.-. While a certain amount of research work is 
being done it is up to the University to plan specialisation in sortie 

.. :fields of knowledge. ·. · · 
(A) Oriental Sttulies.-In the Oriental Institute the University 

haa an excellent centre for advanced work. We do not know what ac
tion has been tsken on the Report' of the Committee for the Re
organisation of the Institute which recommended collection of more· 
manuscripts and rare works bearing on ·oriental culture, preparation 
of typical bibliographies and publication of ancient texts based upon 
.manuscripts. The university students in Sanskrit and Kannada 
will be trained in scientific methods of research and should co-operate 
not only in the publication of these texts but bring out translations 
of monographs on the works which are at present unknown to scholars 
ohtside. Thus by pooling together the. resources of the Sanskr~t 

·and. Kannada departments of the MaharaJa's College, the Similkrit 
<Jollege, the· Oriental Manuscripts Library and the Archaeologica1 
'J)ei)ll.rtment, a.n excellent school of0rievta.1 Studies may be tlevel.dp-
·~:.o "'. h' . .. . ' ' ... . •.,.· a~·t 18 centre.- · · · - ·. · ·· · · ·· · · · · ..... . 
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.(B) Payclwlogy.-The Maharajah'• College baa a •ell-eq~iPP.~d 
Department of Psychology, a branch of knowledge which hu-·.:'betln 
comparatively neglected in Indian Univemties. Mysore may )l~r 
come a centre of wm;k in experimental and theoretical Psych~ 
with the aid of the competent scholars at present in the Department 
and the addition of others who will help to build up an la&titllte of 
Paychology in the University. . . . . .. 

(d) ProjeJJaora and LabartJI.ori&.-The laboratoriea in the Centl'al 
College require to be adequtely eqnipped to facilitate ociginalli'Ork 
by professors. But reaearch work wiU depend mainly upon the 
calibre of men at the top. The salary scales of the teaching stalJ have 
to be generously revised and outstanding men appointed to Uni
·Yill'llity Chairs solely on academic considerations. There must .at the 
ame time be closer co-operation between the Central College and 
the Institute of Science in those branches of study which a~;e common 
. to the two institution". 

(ii) Arrangements for S«10tulug Educatio11.-More ·than half 
of the students of the University are in the Intermediate 
cl&sses in Arts and Science. According to our reconup.end.U.ions they 
will be removed from the control of the University and placed under 

· a 86parate organisation on which the University v. ould be adequately 
npresented. At present students are asked to specialize mucJl too 
early ; secondary education must mean a balanced ·edllcation for aU. 

(iii) Affilial.ion of Co11£ge~-Rules regarding affiliation of · epl
leges are not a.t present sufficiently stringent. Private oolle~ are 
necll88ary to meet the increasing demands for education but the Uni
versity has to be Sllre of the financial stability a.nd a<'.a.dsmic SOlUUUae1!8 
of the new institutioru~ according . to principles enunciated ,in. an 
eadi.er chapter. Colleges should not be opened ill ditfecent pla<:es 
.merely on small donations prompted by loca.l patriotism. · • · 

(ill) TM ReaporlB'ibilitieuftAe Vice-Chancellor.-. The new rum
official Vice-Chancellor will have a heavier burden of work thaa elae
where because the machinery of administratioa will have to .be re
modelled. Sufficient care should be taken to ch0011e a realJT . ctllt
ataoding man for this work and give him adequate help to cany · out 
the task entrusted to him. · -~ 

Vl.-PGtM Uni.-sity . . 
. 27. EstablishmentoftAe University: 1M Act of 1917.-The •isn of 
. the Patna Univemty Actwastoprovidethe new province of Biruir 
and Orissa with a llniversity which wa.s to be ~y ~detitiaf &tid 
't~hiD~. There were, however, some colleges in' other ~ of"tle 
~vince &Jld local feeling waaia favour ofre~ thaae Uistitut;id'&!. 
· ll~nce· it was decided that: the unl-.ersity lllioUid r 8lliliate' edt£~ 
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aitu&ted ·at ·eent:reli other tha.ti.•Pama: J The' Committee which for
'mulated 'the··University'sc'b.eme 'propoBeda central university where 
six oolleges inclUding three e:rlJting·(Patna, Bihar National and Train
ing'COlleg~)-emd three new ones should be erected on a site near the 
capitaL '' The-erlerriB.l. colleges ;were to 'be limited at least for the time 
being to the !fonr first grade mstitutions outside Patna. · Some· Of 
these proposals were modified and the ·ACt-ofl917 which incorporated 
the Univemity retained the idea of .a.eentral university site just out
Bide Pato& but .suggested that .one of.the existing colleges was to he 
kept up in the .city as anon-residential institution. It was proposed 
to modify cthe a.dministrative strnetnre of the university in a vital 
fashion><the Government being deprived of some of its powers of affi
liation and d.isaffiliation :and popular control enhanced through the 
increase o£the, elected element · in the Senate. The University 
ata.rted as a purely affilia.ting one but retained the ideal that Patna 
would eventually emerge as a truly centralized university throngh 
the separa.tion.from it of the other centres when their collegiate 

· inatitutions were sufficiently strong to work· as independent entities. 

· . 28 -~ from 191'1 to 1949 . ....:.During the period which 
~ ·eLi.psed:'$te the establishment of the University not much has 
been done ·towards the reslization of'the ideal. Patna re:mained. 
& piirely afimating university until the establishment within th~ 
lut folli' )"ea'r8 ·of sevetal university professorslllps and depart
ments or study. · The departments of Psychology and Geology were 
the first two to be established and they have been followed by that of 
PolitiCal· Science; Still the•amqunt of teaching carried on by the 
Universi~y ill·small and might be described as of no great significance 

· when ~otriPJI.red with· the advanced work. which is being done- in the · 
· twii Government inStitutions in the immediate neighbourhood. T,he 
Patna Coli~ has an honourable past having been established in tne 
eady.sixti.e8.ofthe.last century. Its Science .Departments were se-. 
parated.and:they.formed the nucleus of. a new institution started in 
lll27 .. and .maintained by the Government. The Patna College has 
pro~on for.post-graduate studies in most of the usnal Arts subjects, 
while .the oSci.ence . College provides for post-graduate training· in 
Mathematics; Physics, Chemistry, Botany and Zoology. The total 
eltJ:!CD.diture on the .Patna College in 1947-48 was about ~- 3~50,~0, 
while that on the Smence College was Rs. 4,17 ,000. These institutions 

, ha~e ~ :b~~. fairly adequ~~ hp&tel accommodation, library 
anillabo~t:og eqmpment of reqms1te standards and groUJ;lds for ~ur
tbei eTtP.ru.ipn .. ~:: The possibili~ies of the'development of the teaching 

·t?~J:;~~~~;;m~~.:~:i~~:c~:::;:~~~;:~ 
. ~~taQD.~,~t ~ngh'the g~~tl, ~f.~~~~ Dutt ~h. 
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29. Plans for th£ Future.-(i) Development of Teaching 
Activities.-The University has to develop itateaching activities 
whatever may be the difficulties in the way. It has functioned as 
an affiliating and examining body for three decades without becoming 
a centre of knowledge and research as it should have been. If 
financial considerations prevent the execution of the original plan of 
8 centralized university on the Phulwari or any other site, efforts 
have to be made to change the character of the University ina more. 
economical way. . 

(ii) Position of the Patna and the Science Colleges.-There iS no 
reason why the Patna College and the Science College with their high 
expenditure per student should retain their Intermediate classes. 
Provision for these latter should be made according to our recommen
dations in the preceding chapters. It may not be necessary to retain 
the B.A. Pasa classes in the Patna College, though on account of the 
difficulties of accommodation in the laboratories, Pass B.Sc. 
classes may have to. be continued in the Science College for a few 
rears ; but the amount of money (about 8 lakhs annually) which 
18 at present being spent at these two institutions will be properly 
utilized if they are devoted solely for Honours and higher studies. 
If however the colleges continued to be administered by the Govern
ment the University will find it difficult to expand ita activities. 
These two colleges have to be University Colleges in the true sense of 
the term and should serve as the nucleii of the post-graduate work of 
the University. Without 8 co-ordination of all higher work and the 
pooling of resources it will not be possible for the University to become 
the intellectual focus of the province. . 

(iii) B. N.Collegeandthe Women's College.-Theposition ofthe 
Bihar National College and the Women's College is somewhat ano
malous and they may have tl? continue their work as under-graduate 
constituent colleges of the University. 

(iv) Professional Colleges.-The professional colleges will natur
ally carry on their work as they have been doing though it is hoped 
that the Government will make plans for the professional training of 
more studenta at the university level and, what is more important. 
for the starting of Occupational Institutes for Matriculates so as 
to divert a good many of the studenta who would otherwise come to 
study in an Arta or Science College. 

(t•) Administratil16 Strocture.-The administrative structure of 
the University will have to be substantially altered with the strength
ening of ita teaching activities and the university professors should 
have their proper representation on the Senate and the Syndicate. 
The external colleges will carry on their present work th(lugh Mithila 
aud Chota Nagpur may have their universities in the not very dis
tar..t future. 

lll98MofEdn. 
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{tii) The New B~1l.-The Pataliputra VishwavidyalayaBill, 1949 
contains prop~lsfor.the establishment !lf ~ teac~g uni':ersitY 
at Patna which will be an orgamzat10n. entrrely distinct 
from the affiliating University of Patna, though for a period 
of transition the two may have to use the same administrative 
buildings. We are not in favour of a .Purely affiliating 
university without any arrangements for· teaching work. If the 
University has teaching functions in additifm to those of affiliation, 
the teachers of the University should be recruited on grounds of aca• 
demic work and not simply on service considerations. 

Xll.-()smania University. 

(Hyderabad-Thlccan) 

30. Bstablisknientoftke University.- Higher education in Hy
derabad was controlled by the Madras University for more than haH 
a century and it was in 1917 that Sir Akbar Hydari, the then Educa
tion Secretary of the State, submitted a memorandum to the N:tzam 
formulating the plan for a university. He brought out the dis
advantages of. impartin§1:S~ruetion through a foreign medium and 
recommended the estab · ent of a teaching and examining uni
ver~ity in which Urdu was to be the medium of instruction and exa
mination. The University would have to provide the necessary 
books through translations and compilations and at the same time 
ensure for all students an adequate knowledge of the English language. 
The Osmania University was established by a Charter in 1918 and' 
an important feature of the University. was the Bureau of Trans- · 
lation with a large staff of qualified translators. . . . 

The constitution of the U;niyersity differed from that. 
of the older universities iri having a Council (which is the 
highest governing body of the University) in addition tothe 
Senate, Syndicate and Faculties. The University was mainly a 
teaching one but allowed some outside . colleges to send up 
candidates for its lower examinations. A Medical College 
was OJlened in 1927 and an Engineering College as also a Teachers' 
Traimng College in 1929. 

. 31. Work from 1918-1948.-During this period the University 
has been suita"6Jy located in a campus outside the city, the buildings . 
having been carefully planned and executed. The facilities for lec
ture-rooms and residence are such as are not easily found elsewhere in 
India. The Medical College and the Women's College remain in their 
old buildings as also the Nizam's College recently transferred from 
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the Madras University. The Bureau of Translation has published 
about five hundred books required by students in the Intermediate, 
B.A. and LL.B. Classes 

While praise is due for the achievements of the University o11.e 
has also to note the shortcomings :-

(1) The University has been administered by the State ahnost 
as a Government Department : the administrative officers of 
the University have been chosen and transferred according to the 
exigencies of State administration as a whole. (2) The work of the 
Bureau of Translation has not been very satisfactory on account of 
the time taken in tran~lating original works and seeing them through 
the press. In the Sciences and even in subjects like Economics and 
Political Science this delay has made the translations lose a good deal 
oftheirutility. (3) Themediumofinstructionwas theofficiallan~
age of the Ststebutit wasnotthemother-tongue ofthe majonty 
of the people who spoke Marathi, Telugu or Canarese. Many of the 
latter preferred to study at the Nizam's College which. until recently 
trained students for the Madras University examinations. 

32. Plans for the Ftdure.-The political changes in the State are 
bound to have repercussions on the University. 

(i) Tke UnifJef'sity to be Autonomoti8.-The first thing to be done 
is to make the University an autonomous body and to regard the 
University employees not as Government servaqts but as entirely 
under the control ofthe University. The methods ofrecruitment and 
conditions of service should thus follow the general lines indicated in 
the earlier chapters • 

. (ii) Medium of Instruction.-The language problem will have to 
be solved according to our general recommendations on the medium of 
instruction and the activities of the Bureau re-oriented accordingly. 

(iii) Women's College and Medical Oollege.-Some other changes 
are necessary in the general make-up of the University. The 
Women's Collt>ge has to be housed in proper buildings even if it can
not be shifted to the U Diversity campus. The Medical College has 
outgrown its present accommodation ; "' new Hospital and a new 
teaching block on a suitable site are urgently necessary. 

(iv) Neels of Science Deparlments.-The Science Departments 
have to be better manned and e9uipped. The University has ao. 
advantage ovt>r others in the buildmgs it possesses: it has now to see 
that tl1ey are put to the best possible use. The Intermediate students 
will naturally have their education in other institutions . 

• Soe Chapler IX. 
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( v) Hcmottrs Ouurses.-The University has so far had no HonourS· 
courses which should be properly organized in Arts andScience 
subjects. For the ordinary degrees the integrated courses suggest
ed in an earlier chapter will be easier to manage on account of the 
compact nature of the campus and the unified organization of the 
institution. 

(vi) Research Work.-The University has been making efforts 
to develop research work. We are not sure if the setting up of a 
separate organization for directing research is necessary. It has 
already been pointedoutthat university work in any department 
cannot achieve its purpose unless the teachers are engaged in 
original work and have part of their time occupied with the supervi
sion of the research work of advanced students. There cannot be 
any separation between teacp,ing and research and the University 
has to arrange for proper research facilities in all departments of 
study through the strengthening of the library and the laboratories, 
through theiustitution of Fellowships and through relieving those 
capable of original work of a part of their routine teaching work. In 
doing so the University should not forget the necessity for research 
in Applied Scienqes and in the professional Faculties just as much as 
in the Humanities and the Basic Sciences. . 

Vlll.-Luck'IW'ID University. 

33. W01'k since its estohliskment.-Proposals for the estab
lishment of a unive~ty at Lucknow were discussed by several Sub· 
Committees in 1919 and 1920 and the draft bill was introduced in the 
Legislative Council in August, 1920. The University was incorporated 
under Act No. V of 1920 and it took over the administration .of thE 
Canning College and the Medical College: It became a unitary teach
ing and residential university with the Intermediate examiila
tion as the qualifying test for entrance to the University, the juris-. 
diction of which extended to aradilis ofl.O miles from Lucknow. The 
teaching work was divided under the · Faculties of Arts, Science, 
. Commerce, Law and Medicine, and Colleges and Halls.were to be the 
units of residence. The University started functioning in 1921 with 
an enrolment of 632 students. In 1927 the number of students was 
1,448, in 1937, 2,340 and in 1948, 4,547. The branches of study have 
also been increased during these years with the introduction of new 
ones like, Psychology, Education, Asian Culture and Civilization, 
Military Science, Geology and Geogrsphy. Honours courses were 
introduced in practically every subject in the Arts :and Science 
Faculties but they never became popular and are now carried op. 
only nominally. 
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Research work has been fostered in most departments and a 
number of students admitted to doctorates eve:ryyear. The publica
tions of the teachers and the students have been recognised by compe
tent scholars as contributions to knowledge. The workers have how
ever complained of the following disabilities :-

1. Insufficiency of research schola.rships and fellowships : 
there are very few of these and these are on a very 
meagre scale ; 

2. The poverty of the University Library which has now about 
90,000 volumes but the resources of which are not suffi.· 
cient to provide material for all the research students; 

3. Lack of accommodation and equipment in the laboratories. 
Cramped accommodation has been the target of criticism in every 

Faculty and even with the addition of new buildingsandimpro
vised rooms in the old ones, the University is not able to provide siUfi
cient class rooms either for lectures or for tutorial work. Hostel 
accommodation too is insufficient and rooms which were intended 
for one student have been made to house two, causing inconvenience 
to the students and introducing insanitary conditions in the Univer-
sity campus through overcrowding. • 

. Only a small percentage of the total number of students in the 
Faculties of Arts, Science, Commerce and Law is resident in hostels 
and the others live either with parents or in lodgings which are not 
properly supervised. The non-resident students do not have the ad
vantages of corporate life which a teaching university ought to pro
vide and hence the University attemJ;lted a few years back to organise 
a number of social centres in thecity,butthiswas notproductive 
of the good which had been anticipated and the scheme has now been 
given up. Efforts have been made to organise athletics and sports 
on an efficient basis but not with the amount of success which the 
University authorities desired to have. 

A distinctive feature ofthe work of the University has been the 
Faculty of Medicine which is an integral part of the teaching 
University. No other university in India 18 directly responsible 
for the administration of a Medical College, and Lucknow has had to 
experience some difficulties in running its hospital and college. These 
have been due to the conditions of service of the teachers, most of 
whom are allowed consultation practice, the large number of admis
sions which the University had to make without arranging for pro
per teaching and hospital accommodation and the constant contact 
with the public through an ever-increasing number of patients 
seeking admia&ion to the hospitals. The working of the Medic.d 
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Faculty as a part of the University has naturally led to some atten
tion being paid to research work but the amount of research has not 
been up to the level of expectation. 

Pressure of laboratory accommodation led the University to 
allow B.Sc. classes to be added to some of the Intermediate colle~es 
in the city, while there are three women's colleges offering instruct10n 
up to the B.A. degree. The existence of these colleges may not be 
strictly consistent with the constitution of a unitary university 
but the desire for higher education in almost every student passing 
the Intermediate examination has led to the adoption of these steps. 

34. Plans for the future.-N eed for additional grants to satisf'y 
the following requirements is great. During the last few years the 
University has had great financial difficulties because the Govern
ment grant was not adequately increased to meet the needs of 
extranumbers of new subjects of study andofin1latedeconomy. 
Whatever has been said about the difficulties of Allahabad 
UniverRity in attracting and retaining sufficiently qualified people 
on the staff and about the co-ordination of research work with other 
universities for increasing efficiency holds good ofLucknow as well. 
The immediate needs of the University are as follows :-

. (i) Concentration on higher work.-ln the Faculties of Arts and 
Science the University should confine itself mainly to Honours and 
M.A. teaching in addition to research work. With the introduction 
of the three-year B.A. and B.Sc. courses, it will be impossible for the 
University to cater for the large number of students who will have 
to be trained for the ordinary B.A. degree. This latter responsibi
lity may be handed over to the more efficient Intermediate colleges· 
of the ·city but Science teaching may have to be concentrated ·at the 
U niversitybecause it has been found from experience tbat th~ ~rese~t 
Intermediate colleges are not able to make adequate proviSIOn for 
B.Sc. teaching. . . 

(ii) Effective Honoors oourses.-TheHonours courseshaveto be 
real ones and it is hoped that the best students will _be attracted to 
Honours when the duration of Honours and Pass courses is the same. 

(iii) AdditwnaZ accommodation.-Accommodation for teaching 
and hostels has to be substantially increased. 

(iv) Better tutYTial instruction.-Tutorial instruction has to be 
rnade more efficient according to our recommendations in Chapter 
IV. 

(v) Library.-To facilitate. the work of research scholars the 
library must have substantial additional grants. 
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(vi) 8clwlarshipB and Fellowships.-The number and amount of 
soholarships and fellowships should be substantially increased ; 

(vii) Research Work in the Medical Faculty.-Conditions of ser
vice m. the Medical Faculty have to be altered according to our re
oommendations on hi~her medical education so as to induce the 
teachers to devote then: spare time to research. There is oonsi
derable soope for research in a University Medical College not only in 
the departments of Physiology, Anatomy and Pharmacology but also 
in clinical subjects like Medicine, Surgery and Opthalmology. 

IX.-Nagpur Uni'Vl!1'sity. 
35. Establishment of the Uni'Vl!1'sity.-The colleges in the Central 

Provinces were affiliated to the Allahabad University and the first 
attempt to have a separate university for the Province was made in 
1914 when the local Government appointed a committee to consider 
the question. The report wlich was submitted next year embodied 
an elaborate scheme for a university which would combine teaching 
with the powers of affiliation. Action on the report was postponed 
on account of the Great War and in 1919anew Committee was ap
pointed after the publication of the report of the Calcutta University 
Commission. The recommendatiollt' of the Committee were em
bodied in the bill which was introduced in the C. P. Legislative 
Council in 1922 and pa•sed in 1923. The University started fune
tioning on 4th August 1923. 

36. Functiofl8 of the Uni'Vl!1'sity.-The Act gives the University 
the power:-

1. To provide for instruction and make provision for research 1 
2. To hold examinations and confer degrees 1 

· 3. To inspect and affili~tte colleges and hostels as also to maintain 
them and to exercise other functions which are generally assigned 
to universities which oombine the work of teaching and affiliation. 

37. Work of tluJ U ni'Vl!1'sity from 1923 to 1949.-During these 
years the University has not developed its work of teaching as it 
might have done. The generosity of Mr. Laxminarayan of Kamptee 
who be9ucathed about 35 lakhs to the University for the teaching 
of Applied Science and Chemistry enabled the University to start 
&n Institute named after him. Other branches of knowledge in 
which the University provides instruction are Education, Law, 
Political Science, Geology and Bio·Chemistry. The UniveNity 
however, has been mainly engaged in supervising itssffiliated.oollege, 
and in conducting examinations. In 1946-1947 it had only abou\ 
60etudentsinthe univer$ity classes,590in tba oon..tituentoolle!le. 
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and a bout 5,000 in the affiliated colleges. The establishment ofthe 
University of Saugor in 1946 reduced the jurisdiction of the U niversit.y 
and the number of afliliated colleges. With the reduction of its work 
of affiliation the University has greater opportunities for expanding 
its activities as a teaching and residential university. 

38. Plans jM the Future.-( i) Position of Government Colleges.
Among the coUeges affiliated to the University three (the Nagpur 
Mahavidyalaya, the Vidarbha Mahavidyalaya and the Scie11ce 
College) are maintained by the provincial Government. The con· 
tribution of the provincial Government to the first institution 
amounts to about Rs. 2,25,000 a year and to the Science College a 
larger amount. · · 

While the Government Colleges have been doing good work 
_for many years (the Nagpur Mahavidyalaya. was started in 1885) 
a good deal of their work is with the Intermediate and the B. A. 
Pass classes. In the Nagpur Mahavidyalaya for example, about 45 
per cent of the total enrolment in 1948-49 was made up cf the 
Intermediate students. · 

The work done in the Government Colleges should be better 
than that in the private colleges because the teachers are better paid 
and have a greater security of tenure, but they are liable to be trans
ferred from one institution to another and sometimes from the 
workofteachingtothelnspectorate. Some of these transfers are 
described as of a routine nature and · some are intended to offer 
higher emoluments to the officers. In any case the work of teaching· 
institutions is dislocated thereby and in. the Science College. there 
are far too many temporary teachers who have been recently recrnit
ed. The expansion of the teaching side of the University can be 
effecti'Ve only with the help of the f$t~ff and equipment of the two 
Government institutions at Nagpur, and it is for the Government 
to see how post-graduate and research ·work can be carried on at 
Nagpur under the most favourable conilitions. Plans similar to· 
those suggested in Madras for the Presidency College may be 
adopted for the Nagpur Mahavidyalaya· and the Science College 
with some modifications which would obviate the chances of any 
conflict between the U:niversity and the Government. 

(ii) J.,axminarayan Institute.-There is ample opportunity for 
co-ordinating the work of the Science College with that in the Laxmi· 
narayan Institute and it is hoped that there will be no duplication 
in the work of the two institutions. Few universities in India have 
had such generous donations from one individual as the Nagpur 
University bad a.nd it is for the Government to see that adequate 
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help is given to the University to utilize the bequest in the most 
satJsfactorv fashion and build up a great centre of teaching and 
re~earch in the Basic and Aitplied Sciences. 

X.-Andhra University. 

39. The University sirwe its Inception.-The desire of the Telugu• 
speaking districts of the Madras Presidency to have a university 
had been vocal for a number of years before the University actually 
came into existence. The Senate of the Madras Univerility accepted 
in 1920 the principle that each linguistic area of the province should 
be provided with a university. From 1921-22 a Committee discuss
ed a proposal for the establishment of an Andhra University and { 
recommended the establishment of a unitary and _r_esidential 
university providing opportunities especially for higher technicill 
education. The University was incorporated by an Act of 1926 
with jurisdiction over the Telugu-speaking districts to serve the 
interest of the Andhras who were proud of their acltievements in 
Art and Architecture, Music and Painting and it was given the func
tions of both teaching and affiliation. An interesting feature of the 
Act wati the provision for the ultimate use of the Indian languages 
as the media of instruction and examination. 

The location of the University caused some difficulties to the 
authorities on account oflocal patriotism. Its first habitation was at 
Bezwada whence it was transferred to Waltair in 1931). In 1942 
consequent on the dislocation caused by war conditions the headquar
ters were temporarily shifted to Guntur. Four years later the 
University was moved back to Waltair. 

. There are four University Colll'ges of Arts and Commerce, of 
Law, of Natural Sciences and of Science and Technology. These 
are really the teachin~ Faculties of the University and all Honours 
teucbing and resl'arch work are concentrated in them. Next, there 
are six profl'ssional colleges, two for medical studies, two 
for t<'a<'ht•ra' training and one each for agriculture and engineer
ing. Nine first grade colleges and five second grade ones provide 
under-graduate instruction in Arts and Science. A distinctive 
feature of the University is the attention paid to Oriental Studies fc.r 
which there are eight recognh:ed institutions. 

The Univl'rsity was fortunate enough to have some donatiDna 
and th<> most gent-rous contribution to the University is of its Pro
Chancellor, the Maharaja of Jeypore. Students' fees do not make 
any substantial contribution towards university e:xpenses and the 
Government is responsible largely for the reclllTlil@ expenditure 
of the University C<>ll .. ges. 
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40. Plans /Of' the Future.-{z) I mpr()1}(Jment of Salaries and Renuwal 
of r:Jthet- dijficUlties.-Lack of adequate finances has been the main 
stumblmg block in the way of university progress. In its memoran
dum the Andhra. University says: "We have not been able to re
cruit, or having recruited to retain the right personnel. Neither 
the salaries nor the se~vice conditions offered have been sufficiently 
attractive. The changes in the teaching staffs of our University 
Colleges are disturbingly frequent". Speakin<>" of the difficul
ties of research workers the memorandum says : . ?. Lack of facilities, 
lack of time, lack of proper direction, lack of team work, these are 
among the causes responsible for our failure to make much headway 
in research." 

The University Colleges have only Honours and research 
students to . look after. It has therefore better opportunities 
for higher work than other universities. Still the authorities feel 
that a good deal might have been accomplished under more favour
able conditions through more generous grants for the salaries of 
teachers and scholarships for student.! and through adequate steps 
for the recruitment and retention d the right type of men. 

' 
(ii) Applied &ience and Technology :New branckes of study.

The University Department in Applied Science and Technology 
should be financed by the Government and industry, while those of 
Pure Science have to be m~intained mainly by the former. Marine 
Biology, Marine Enginee?"ing, Electro-Chemistry and Sugar Techno
logy are some of the branches of knowledge for which provision 
for teachirig and research may be conveniently concentrated at the 
Andhra University, on account of its geographical {>OSition, of ito 
shio-building yard and of the industries g:owing up In the .region .. 
Orf~nal work on the art and literature of the region allocated to a 
Umversity is ·one .of its special responsibilities and the study·of 
Telugu literature and language must be concentrated here. The 
University, hoTYever, is not in favohi of an artificial sharin~ of distri: 
bution of i!ubjects between the universities as it holds qmte rightly 
that" advanced specialisation is a matter of organic growth round 
the personality of an individual teacher or researche:c of genius ". 
Yet even this factor will lead to co-ordination of higher work in the 
universities of the Province. 

(iii) M ainten'ctnce of Standards in 4f/Ui~teil I nstitutions.-Main· 
tenance of standards in the affiliated cOlleges . is one of the main 
responsibilities of the University. For thl' professional instit11tiol111 
there may be All-India bodies wl1ich would be responsiole fol pre
serving the standard3 of roucation but for .mlinary Arts and Science 
Colleges,the Universityh<l.s to take it.! .responsibilities seriously and 
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arrange for the provision of adeqUII.te funds and proper utilization 
of these funds. Periodically, perhaps once in five years, the Univer
aiJfi\ will have to send out an Inspection Commission to visit every 
a ·a ted institution and submit a detailed report about its working. 
It may also be necessary to plan the growth of new collegt-s in such a 
way as to supply the needs of every district of the Telugu-spealdng 
area. 

XI.-Agra University. 

41. W orhince lnceptitm.-The Agra University was established 
in 1926 to take over the affiliating functions of the Allahabad Uni
versity and ''to provide for instruction in such branches of learning u 
the University may think fit and to make provision for research and 
for the advancement and dis.qemination of knowledge". The 
University has now been functioning for 22 years and it has not so 
far tried to exercise the functions of a teaching university in any 
way. Its exl.'rcise of the power of affiliation provides interesting 
study. There are at present 40 affiliated institutions and 6others 
which have been given cond;tional recognition. Of these only about 
a third existed in 1939 and not even half existed in 1945. Even the 
Vice-Chancellor of the University is not q_uite sure if proper care has 
been taken about the resources and eqmpment of every one of the 
institutions which have been recognised. The actual number of 
colle~es is not excessive, judged by thl.' standards of other provinces 
espemally when we note that the jurisdiction of the Agra University 
still extends over Ajmer, Gwalior and Indore in addition to the 
United Provinces. The distribution of students over the colleges is 
extremely uneven, some of the newer colleges having just a handful 
of students whereas about half a dozen of the older colleges are 
f'rightfully overcrowded. 

The annual ex:penditure of the Univer~~ity is a little over Rs. 4 
lakhs in which two 1tems,-rcmunerat.ion to examiners and travelling 
allowances,-are responsible for nearly half of the total. This 
indicates thn t the main businl'S3 of the University is to hold meetings 
of its various authorities and to conduct examinations. Attempta 
had been made :-

1. to have courses of lectures delivered at variousoentrea 
by distinguished scholars ; 

2. to have a university journal for publishing resear1:1h work 
of the univernity men ; . 

3. to buHd up a university librsry ; and 
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4.. t.o do other things which would contribute tc the extension 
of the routine work of the colleges. But no progress 
has bee\} made with any of these efforts. 

· • The elections to the various university bodies have excited a 
considerable amount of interest because membership &f these consti
tutes almost the only contact of individual teachers with the Uni
versity. From the point of view of n11mbers the Agra University 
has been a large institution but its academic achievement has not 
in any way been commensurate with either its size or its age. 

42. Plans jOT the Future.-No university, we feel, can fulfil its 
.functions if it remains purely an affiliating body. Development of 
the teaching .activities of the University will entail a considerable 
amount of expense which must be provided by the Provincial Govern
ment or the Central Government or both. Some of the colleges 
have a distinguished record, the beginnings of the Agra College 
dating back to the early years of the 19th century and of the St . 
• John's College and the Bareilly College to the middle of the 19th 
~ntury. Some of the other colleges like those at Meerut, Indore 
and Ajmer are more than half a century old and they can all take 
pride that some of their .alumni were distinguished in various 
spheres oflife. The students of the University in general and of these 
colleges in particular have a right to expect that there should be the 
same opportunities for higher education in the Agra University 
as in the best Indian universities. In order to achieve this the 
following steps are immediately desirable. 

(i) Ten-year Plan for the Development of aTeachi'11!} University.-· · 
University Departments of study should be organised in "llt least 
a few subjects, the number of subjects to be increased as part Qf a 
ten-year plan ; post-gradu&te teaching and research in these subjects 
are to be concentrated in the University departments. 

(ii) University Library.-. The University Library should have a 
proper building and a decent capital grant to make a start with at 
least 25,000 well chosen volumes and an annual recurring grant of at 
least Rs. 50,000 will be necessary to bring the Library up to a mini
mum standard in the course of a few years. 
, (ii~) Univers1:ty LabOTatories.-As some of the University 

departments of study will be in science, well-equipped laboratories 
have to be provided for these subjects. · 

·(iv) Honouirs Degrees.-The stronger colleges which may be 
regard~Jd as constituent colleges must be encouraged to provi~e 
instruction for Honours degrees in addition to the Pass ones. ThiS 
will induce the teachers of the colleges to keep abreast of the latest 
literature in their subjects. 
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·· (v) Inter-OoUegiate Teacking.-At the bigger centres where 
there is more than ont'> college some kind of co-operation may be 
attempted for Honours work as also for post-graduate work in those 
subjects which have not been taken over by the University. 

(vi) Exchange of Teackers.-Attempts may even be made to 
provide for exchange of senior teachers between colleges for at 
least one academic term at a time in order to provide freshneas tO 
college teaching and to stimulate the interests of the teachers them
selves. 

(vii) New Universities and Greatef' Supervision of Affiliated Insti
tutions.- It is possible that Gwalior and Indore may have a university 
of their own in the near future, and Ajmer.may like to be associated 
with the Rajputana or some other university. In the United Pro: 
vinces 'Meerut and Kanpur will perhaps have universities in the 
not very distant future. 'l'his will take away some of the older and 
stronger institutions from the Agra University and it will be 
all the more necessary for the University to ensure that the 
standards of _ the newer institutions are kept up to the 
highest level. Many of these latter have been given recogniti9n 
on their promising to have better buildings, a better library and 
better equipped teaching staff. The University may think of an 
Inspection Commission (which may include some distinguished 
scholars from other universities) to visit all the colleges of. the 
University to see whether the institutions have justified their exist
ence and satisfied the needs of higher education of the community • 

. 
XII.-Annamalai University, Chidambaram. 

43. Establishment of the University.-Raja Sir Annamalai 
Chhettiar had been responsible for the foundation of 
several educational institutions at Cbidambaram. In 1928 he 
made a generous offer to the Madras Government of handing over 
these institutions with a sum of RR. 20 lakhs for the establishment 
of a uni~ry __ teac}lin_g ~tn~ ~~i_d~!l_!i!!l_t'!l~j;_y·~ On 27th June, 
1928 Government pubTisheaa commumque acceptmg the offer and 
promising R3. 20 Iakhs towards the endowment fund and a recur
ring grant of Rs. Illakh per annum. The Act giving effect to the 
scheme received the assent of the authorities the same year and 
the Univel'l'ity started functioning fro~ the next year. The Gov
ernor-General is the Visitor of the University, the Governor of 
Madras the Chancellor, the founder the Pro-Chancellor, while the 
Vice-Chancellor is a whole time officer. One distinctive feature of 
the University is the Faculty of Oriental Learning which gives 
special importance to the study of Tamil, Sanskrit, Indian History 



and Indian Music, offering special facilities for advanced study in 
these subjects. In 1945 a Faculty of Engineering and Technology 
was instituted with courses of study in Civil, Mechanical, Electrical 
and Chemical Engineering. Every student of the University has 
to reside in a hostel or in lodgings recognised by the University 
and this year 64% of the students are in the university hostels. 
The resident-tutors attached. to the hostels regulate attendance 
and exercise .supervision over the students. Physical training is 
compulsory for all students of the University. 

M. Tile WOf'k of tile University from 1929 to 1949.-This Uni
versity approximates more closely to the ideals ofthe residential type 
than most other universities in India. The teachers and students 
live in close association in the University campus and it is possible 
for the teachers to give special and individual attention to students. 
But the U:Diversity has been severely handicapped through lack of 
funds and the story of these 20 years has not been one of continuous 
progress. The Government grant which amounted toRs. 6,12,000 
m 1946-47 was only Rs. 5,02,000 in 1948-49 and the income from 
endowments has also declined from Rs. 2,83,000 to Rs. 2,45,000. 
The income from fees has gone up slightly but the total income of the 
University was Rs. 12,85,000 in 1946-47, while it was about 
Rs.ll,40,000 m1948-49. With a laudable desire to keep within the 
income the expenses have been correspondingly lowered, but there 
is no substantial diminution in the number of students. The num
ber of .Arts and Sdence students in 1946-47 was about 900, where
as in 1948-49 it was a little less than 800 and the fall is more appa-. 
rent than real, for it is due almost entirely to the lessening of the 
number in the Intermediate classes. · 

The number of students in Technology remains substantially 
the eame but those in Engineering have been reduced. 

When we scrutinise the budget we find that the grades of 
university teachers are much lower than those in any other uni
versity, the University Professors' grade being Rs. 25~00 in 
the Faculties of Arts, Science and Oriental Learning, while the grade 
of Readers is Rs. 20Q-300. Even in the Faculty of Engineering 
and Technc.logy the University Professors• grade is Rs. 400-:-900 
and taking all the Faculties together we find that there are only 
three teachers who draw a. salary of over Rs. 450, themajorityof 
the teachers get a salary between Rs. 100-200. The ratio of 
pupils to teachers also is fairly high being 69 in English, 64 in Eco
nomics, 45 in Physics, 40 in Chemistry and 56 in Botany and Zoology, 
It is sli~htly lower in the Oriental Lagua~es and in Mathematics 
while i~ 1s almost satisfactory in Music, Engmeering and Technology. 
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46. Plan~ for tile Future.-(i) Improvement of teacher,• Bala
riu.-The main trouble of the Uniyersity has been, as indicated 
above; the lack of funds. No satisf'actory work is possible unless 
univer~ity teachers are given an adequate salary which will place 
them above want, and make them work contentedly. In order 
to imJ.>rove the grades of the university teachers as also for certain 
other Improvements a much larger Government grant is necessary. 

(ii) Additional ruidential amenities.-The conditions of life in 
the hostels require to be improved through the jrovision of addi
tional buildings and furniture. Rooms intende to accommodate 
two students are now being made to house three and in many cases 
the residents have to sleep on the floor on account of shortage of bed
steads. As this University is mainly 1esidential the Hostels need 
greater attention. 

(iii) BcJwlarahitJB.-An equ111ly important need is to increase 
the number of scholarships and stipends which have been con
siderably l'('duced during the last few years. In 1945-46, 199 stu
dents received university schclarships and the number has been 
reduced to 121 in 1948-49. Simi!arly the stipends in Tamil llad 
gone down from '17 to 44 and those in Music from 88 to 47. There 
must be many meritorious students desiring to pursue. their studies 
in a comparatively cheap place like Annamalainagar, who are 
at present being prevented from doing so. Our recommendations 
in regard to acholarships need immediate implementing in a 
residential university like this. 

. (it1) Engineering College.-The Engineering Colle~e provides a 
major problem. The Government will have to consider whether 
they require this Engineering College to exist and to serve the J.>IO· 
vince. If they do so, they must be prepared to help the institu
tion much more liberally than they have been doing. The College 
cannot retain qualified members of the staff on their present salaries 
and they cannot maintain even the present courses in Civil, Me
chanical and Electrical Engineering at a proper standard of effi
ciency. The B. Sc. (Tech.) courPe too is naturally limited and ita 
exteD!Iion depends on the necessary Government grants. 

(t1) Music and Oriental Btudies.-The future of the department 
of Music is somewhat uncertain on account of the establishment of 
an acadl'my of South Indian Mugic "ith the help offunds provided 
by the Central Government. But this University should develop 
into a strong ct>ntre for advanced work and research in Tan•il 
Language and Literature. Capital grants are PS.•er,tial for building 
up the library with the purchase of necessary manuacripta. 
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· · It is hoped that with adequate ·financial support from the · 
Government, the University will develop into a gennine centre of 
learning and research which it is eminently fitted to be by virtue of 
its situation and its beautiful campus. . 

Xlll.-Trava'fiCO'I'e University. 

46. Establishment of the University.-. The desirablity and 
feasibility of a University for Travancore had been investigated 
by two Committees in 1919 and in 1924 but the University was not 
established till 1937. The aims of the University as described in 
the preamble to the Act are :-

1. to effect a reorganisation of the system of education m 
the State with a view to the gradual development of 
technical and technological education ; 

2. to make greater and more systematic provision for the 
furtherance of original research in the various branches 
of Applied Science ; and 

' 
3. to provide for the conservation and promotion of Kerala 

Art and Culture. 

The six Government Colleges at Trivandrum were transferred 
to the control of the University and later the colleges of Arts and 
Science were amalgamated. The four private colleges·ofthe State 
were also admitted to the privileges of university recognition. 

47. The work of the University from 1937 to 1949.-In order to 
further the aims enunciated in the Act the following institutions 
we~:e started :-

1. An Institute of Textile Technology offering Diploma 
comes in Textile manufacture and Textile Chemistry. · 

2. A College of Engineering pr-oviding instruction for Degree 
and Diploma courses in Civ_il, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. 

4. A Central Research Institute devoting itself to research in 
the Applied Sciences, particularly in the subjects which have a 
special bearing on the agricultural and industrial conditions of the 
State. 

5. The School of Arts. 

The University ha.s also under its control an Oriental Manu
scripts Library and a department of Publications intended to 
enrich Malayalam and Tamil Literatures. 
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In 1946 the University accepted the following recommendations 
of the Education Organisation Committee and attempted to bring 
them into operation :-

1. The' institution of a three-year degree course and the 
J~.bolition of the Intermadiate examination ; 

2. The institution of a university entrance t-xa.mination ; 
3. The opening of pre-university schools. 

48. Plans far the Juture.-(i) Promotion of Raearch work.
The enrolment m the University has been increasing rpidly as is 
evidenced by the fact that the total was about 3,800 in 1942-43 and 
5, 700 in 1946-4 7. It is to be noted, however, that the increase has 
b!llln mainly in the number of Intermediate students of whom there 
were about 3,300 in 1946-4 7. The B.Sc. and B.A. classes are com
paratively crowded but the number of research students has not 
f;One up during the last five years. Actually the number was 36 
1n 1942-43 and 29 in 1947-48. 

The Central Research Institute is doing a considerable amount 
of practical work through the Public Health Laboratory, the In
dustrial Research Laboratory, the Observatory and the Division 
of Mineral Survey. But the Fellowships and Scholarships instituted 
by the University for encouraging research havl) not had the res
ponse which they should have had. The only two departments in 
which there is a decent number of research students are Chemistry 
and Marine Biology. Astronomy has had no research student 
during the last five years and Physics had only 3. That Arts sub
~ects like History ·and Economics failed to attract a decent number 
l8 not surprising but one regrets to note that in Tamil there has been 
no·research student from 1943 to 1949 and in Malayalam only 7 
in these six years. If the University·is to carry out the aims enun
ciated at the time of the foundation, greater attention should be 
given to the fostering of the spirit at:d v.ork of research by : 

(a) the offer of more liberal fellowships and scholarships than 
hu been done so far ; and by 

(b) the appointment as professors of outstanding men 
with a considerable amount of research work to their credit. 

This latter would involve the raising of sealea of salaries of 
University teachers. Analysing the salaries of tho 346 teachers iD 
the University we find that not one of them draws a salary of more 
than &t. 850, that the largest number (I 08) gets below Rs. 100 and the 
next largest (97) between Rs. 100 and Rs. 200. n is·obvious tha.& 
the best men cannot be attracted to university teaching so long u 
tb~ emoluments remain what they are. 

11108Ko!Ecla. 
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~ (ii) ~ Man_uscMPts Library.-· The .. Oriental Manuscripts 
Lib:.;.ary has a collection of 28,000 manuscripts and it should be 
possible for _the University to mak~ that a centre for a considerable 
amount of research work through 'properly ·paid research fellows 
working under the supervision tlf the University professors. ' 

(iii) Marine Biology a?Ul Mineralogy.-The Science subjects 
in which Travancore has special facilities for research work are 
Marine Biology· ahd Mineralogy. It is hoped that these depart
ments will be substantially strengthened. It will perhaps be best for 
the University if it decides as to the subjects· in which instruction 
will be o:ffered only up to the Honours and Master's degrees and 
the others in which intensive research work can be continued.· 

· (iv)· Tkr~~year Degr~ Course.-. The academically sound ex
periment of a thr~-year ·degree co~ has !lot ~u~ded in Tra
vancore, because m all other South Indian uruverBlties students· can 
:go up for the ordinAry B.A. degree after two years' study and public 
feeli.ng in the State has been, in consequence, against the lengthening 
of the course. With the acceptance of our recommendations by 
'other universities these difficulties will disappear and Travancore 
will be able to make the Arts and Science degrees mean something 
real. · · 

· (t!) Ccxik:in Colleges.-. Political conditions often a:ffect the uni
·versities and the union of Cochin and Tiavancore may change the 
''consti~tion of .the University. The colleges in "Cochin may-like to. 
~-~ transferred from the control of the Madras University to that ·of 
"T)-avanc'ore and then it may be necessary to carry out some more 
· iadical changes in the structure of the University, by having some_ 
'of the. SpeCialised' or professional departments of study at Erna- . 
ltulam or Trichur instead of at Trivandmm. What these branchea 
'Will be will depend ll.J;lon local conditions and on the ·financial im4 

plications of having higher university work at two university centres 
instead of one. 

XIJ.'.-Utkal University, Ctdlack. 

49. The work of the University since its Inception.-. The Uni
'versity'is inc_orporated under the Utkal University Act ofl943, which 
deacribes its functions of teaching and affiliation and definea ita 

'territorial limits as extending over the whole of Orissa and of the 
Oriya-speaking States. · In 1947 it had 10 Arts Colleges, (some of 
which had Science courses as well), one Medical College. one Teacherll' 
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Training College and one Science College teaching up to the In
termediate standard. One of these colleges, the Ravenshaw Col
lege, Cuttack, ha!l a long record of distin~uished work and all 
Post-11raduate teaching and a good part of. the Honottrs teaching 
are c-oncentrated in this institution. The University has no teach
ing departments and has been exercising·only affiliating powers up 
till now. The establishment of the University has not therefore 
affected the intellectual life of the pro-..-ince in any significant way 
arid one does not know if the colleges are better supervised to-day 
than they were under the Patna and the Andhra Universities. 
Nominally there is provision for Post-graduate teachin~ up to the 
highest standards of the D. Litt. t-nd D.Sc. degrees but m practice 
instruction has been imparted for the Master's degree in a limited 
number of ArtR subjects and in only one of the experimental sciences 
(Chemistry) • As has been pointed out, the University is dependent 
upon its constituent colleges or college for the provision of in
struction in all clas.;es. Its main function has been. to conduct 
university examinations and to recognize institutions which are 
eligible to send up candidates for these examinations. 

60. Plana for the Fut'll!fe.-(i) Necessity of a Teaching Univer
&it1f.-A purely affiliating university cannot be regarded as a real 
uruversity, for it provides no intellectual centre nor does it help 
in any significant manner to develop intelle~:tuallife in the college. 
To be effective it must have a teachmg core, even if it is at first in & 

limited number of subjects and only for post-graduate studcnts.1 

While the University has been functioning in a small administra
tive building the real academic work of Cuttack has been c&rriedoa 
by the Ravenshaw College which has been in fact the University 
College, of the province. 

(ii) The poBition of· 1M .Ratlllm11Gw College.~During the . year 
194'7-4:8 the total expenditure of the College was Rs. 5,06,000 of 
which the Government contribution was Rs. 4,08,000. Of the 
1,220 students in the College the majority were in the Interme
diate classes and only 43 were in the M.A. and M.Sc. ·classes. The 
College has decent-sized hostela in which nearly 40% of the stu
dents l'f'side and encourtges a number of extra-curricular activities. 
The Library too is faiTly equipped with its 35,000 volumes though 
some of these have outlived their usefulness. But it has the usual 
dieabilities of a Government College :-

(a) The members of the teaching staff are frequently trans-. 
forred (19 out of 66 having l::een transferred in 1947-
4:8); 

I See Chap. XUI. 
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(b) Teachers are promoted to better salaries and higher 
status more on grounds of seniority than on account 
of academic qualifieations and research work. 

When the Interm"ediate classes are. taken. away from the 
Ra.venshaw College it may become not only the de-facto Universitv 
College but the de-jure one as well. It will be for the Government 
to decide whether the college will be administered by a specially_ 
appointed Governing Body or handed over t{) the University. 
H it is by the former, the Governing Body should be constituted 
on lines indicated for the Governing Body of the constituent colleges 
of a university and should have all powers regarding appointments 
and promotions. There should be a separate cadre of the Ravenshaw 
College t!>achers who will not be liable to be transferred either to 
other teaching institutions or to administrative posts. · This is the 
only way in which we can pres_erve the distinctive individuality and 
character of such institutions. 

_ (iii) Consolidation and extension of Po~t-gradttate Teaching.
The University has not only to consolidate post-graduate teaching 
in English., Oriy~, History, Economic!<, Political Science, Mathe
matics and Chemistry but to extend it to other essential branches of 
study like Philosophy, S~nskrit, Sociology (including Anthropology), 
Physic<~, Biologic .. ! Scienees and Gt>ology. The University Libraty 
must h .. ve a separate building and a decent capital grant immedia
tely. Many of the Ravenshaw College books will probably be 
transferred to the new Intermediate college but- about 10,000 
volumes may be transferred to the university section for the. use of. 
its senior students. . 

(iv) Ancier.t History and Anthropology.-In Orissa there ·ill 
great scope for rt>search in .Ancient History and Anthropology. 
The University should encourage i!chobns to take up research whole- · 
heartedly by arranging for Fl?llowship.s with decent emoluments 
and allowing the University teachus sufficient leisure to devote · 
to original work. All these developments,· however, require _the 
transformation of the University from a purely affiliating body to 
one which is mainly a teaching institution. · 

XV.-Saugor University. 
· 51. The Worlcofthe University since its lrweption.-The preamble 

to the Ssugor University Act passed in 1946 explains the circumstances 
leading to the establishment of a teaching and nffiliating university 
for the Hindi-speaking areas of C.P. and Berar. The establishment of 
the U~versity was made possible through a generous donation of 
Ra. 20 bikhs by Dr. Hari Singh Gaur which was supplemented by 
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Rs. 10 lakh.a from the Provincial Government to form the endowment 
lund of the proposed University. The University hns been func
tioning for only two years but some of its affiliated colleges are very 
much older. The Mahakoshal Ma.havidyalaya was originally an 
Intermediate college at &ugor and was removed to Jubbulpore in 
1883. In 1883 it became affiliated to the B.A. standards of the 
Calcutta University. The Prantiya Shikshan Mahavidyalaya goes 
back to a small training institution founded in 1890 at Nagpur, which 
.was transferred to Jubbulpore in 1902 and became a full-fledged 
Training College .in 1911. Some of the private colleges also are 
much older than the University, the Raipur one having been founded 
in 1937 and the Hitakarini Mahavidya.laya in 1933 at Jubbulpore. 
The University has students for the Intermediate classes in Arts, 
Science and Commerce in addition to those for·higher degrees but 
the number of students in the affiliated institutions taken together is 
much larger than at the University centre. In some subjects 
the latter figures are remarkably low, e.g. in History there are alto
gether 15 students at the University centre, 9 of them in the Interme
diate classes and 6 in the B.A. Pass classetf. Last year 339 candi
dates appeared for the B.A. Pass examination and it is expected that 
the numbers for the 1949 examination will not be less ; but the Uni
versity has only about 30 students in the second year B.A. class. · 
In the Sciences too the position is not very different as there are 
only 25 students studying Chemistry in the second year B.Sc. class 
and 17 studying Physics, while those for Zoology and Botany 
are 7 and 8 respectively. The numbers in the M.Sc. classes in 
Physics ~nd Chemistry are comparatively high and that is explained 
by the limited opportunities available for these studies at other 
centres in the Province. The University does not seem to have 
made much headway and the reasons are obvious :- . 

I. Saugor does not have the traditions of higher education 
th,tt Nagpur and Jubbulpore ha\fe ; 

2. the financial position of the University has not enabled it 
to appoint eminent teachers and thereby attract students 
from other centres ; 

3. the Univel'Bity has no proper buildings either for teaching 
. or for residence. What it has is mostly improvised 

barracks. The library and laboratory facilities are not 
what they should be in a teaching university, the former 
possessing only about 12,000 books and the latter lacking · 
some of the essential equipment. 

52. Plans for tM Futut'e.-(i) Suit4bility of Saugor au Unif!e"
ftty site.-While the progress of the University has not been signi-
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ncant there are considerations in £avour of the development o( a 
good university at Saugor. · 

. . 
(a) Saugor is a very suitable place for a. university site because 

of its climate .and quiet surroundings ; 
(b) A generons donor has contributed a. substanti,al sum which 

is generally regarded as the first instalment of his contri
bution to the University. If the Central and the Provin
~ial Governments show suflicient interest in the Universitr 
a generons response may be eXl'ected from the Founder ; 

. · (c) Building up of a university at a place with vested interests 
is always difficult. At Saugor the University is able to 
start with a clean slate, and can therefore be moulded 
according to definite plans. 

· (ii) Non-'l'ecumtl{J G-rants for new Builrli1l{Js arnd EI]Uipment.
.Buildings, books and laboratory equipment are immediate necessities. 
Substantial non-recurring sums have to be sanctioned and materials' 
made available for the completion of the projects within the shortest 
possible time. • 

(iii) Necessity of a betteT-paid Swff.-BUildingsand equipmen~ 
by themselves will· not make a university. The . present staff 
is not adequate for a real teaching university. From the analysis 
sent to ns we learn that there is not yet a teacher on a salary higher 
than Rs. 850 p.m.· and that the majority of these teachers are in 
the grade ofRs. 150.250. University Professors have to be appoint
ed in every important subject arid they should be' assisted by Readers 
and Lecturers and 'IWt Assistant Lecturers. 'The number of teachers 
is not too low in proportion to the number ~f students, the pupil
teacher ratio being 13 to 1, but in place of the Assistant Lecturers who 
are now mainly responsible for University work ·we should have· 
teachers with higher emoluments and sta.tns. 

(iv) Scholarshipi.-Provision has to be made for an adequate 
number of acholarships and fellowships and as Saugor will be a 
predominantly residential university, the scholarships will have to 
be suflicient for meeting all the expenses of meritorions students. 

(v) En$uring bettet' Finances.-At present the maintenance grant 
· from the Government is only Rs. 3 lakhs a year and the endowment 
fund which was expected to yield Rs. 1,10,000 last year yielded 
only Rs. 64,000. This year the budget estimate for this item is 
Rs. 1,00,000 which seems rather optimistic .. The University is at 

· present dependent as much on students' fees as on its income ~om 
endowments and government grant. This can never lead to the 
building of a strong residential university. The recurring income 
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of the University has to be substantially increased as will be evident 
from the fact that one of ita a.ffiliat;e9, colleges has an annual budget 
of nearly Rs. 5 Jakhs for the current year and has spent over Rs. 4 
Jakhs last year. If the Mahakoshal Mahavidyalaya can ensure e1fi.
cient higher education for ita limited number of students by spending 
the sums indicated above, the teaching University must plan ita 
expenses on at least as generous a scale as that. · 

(vi) Ccm.cerUration. on Higher work : Difficulties of Professionol. 
Education..-In Arts and Science the main'work of the University will 
naturally be with students working for the Honours and Master's 
degrees or doing research. The Law Faculty is not yet a source of 
strength but one would like to see it strengthened in a university 
founded by Dr. Gaur. The College of Agriculture for which money 
has been provided in the current budget will require a much larger 
sum and adequate buildings before it can become a reality. · The 
University may be well advised not to think of a rapid expansion of 
professional colleges before establishing a strong centre of teaching 
and research in at least a few of the Arts and Science subjects. 

XV I.-University of Rajputana (Jaipur.J 

53. Work since its lnception.-The Rajputana University came 
into existence in 1941 as a result of the co-operative efforts of the 
States of Rajputana. ~It. has been functioning as a federal univer
sity but uno is not quite sure dlhtn~ollegeB'ofthe University can be 
described as_constitnent colleges.-ot'!:hese 28 collE>~es 5 are-pro
fessional ones, 2 for Teachers' Training, one for Medicine, one for 
Engineering and one for Law. Of the others more than half are only 
Intermediate colleges which, according to our scheme, should be 
regarded o:s secondary institutions. The colleges which carry on 
instruction up to the M.A. stage, e.g. Maharaja's College, Jaipur, 
Jaswant College, Jod!Jfj~1r, and Dungar Colle~!', Bikaner, are ade
quately described as a 'a ted colleges of the Uruversity. At present 
the University is only recognisin~ the teaching carried on in these 
institutions and holdin.,. exalninat10ns for their students. The Vice
Chancellor feels the need of University Departments of post-graduate 
teaching and research and it is hop£'d that a beginning will be possible 
this year. Financially the University is in a satisfactory position 
for the States coiJ.tribute about Rs. 2,65,000 a year and about 
Rs. 2,00,000 are realized in respect of examination fees. Endowments 
have been promiored for the departments of Econolnies, Geology and 
Indian Philosophy and other endowments too ma.y be forthcoming. 
The Government of Jaipur hss set apart an extensive site for the 
University and has decided that the university library and university 
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hostels will be constructed there in addition to the admini~trative 
and faculty blocks. It is expected that a three years' Honours 
course for the B.A. and B.Ec. will be started in the near future. 
Provision has been made in the budget for publishing valuable 
contributions to knowledge by university teachers. Funds have 
also been allocated for organizing and publishing extension lectures 
delivered for the benefit of the general puhlic. 

54. Plans for the Future : (i) Teachi111J wvrk and Research.-For 
the short period of the existence of the University it bas praiseworthy 
achievemen~ to i~ credit. It is hoped that plans for the expansion 
of the work of the University and developing it into a teaching and 
federal university will be expedited. If the three teaching 
departmen~start functioning this year, it will mar¥: the beginnings 
of real university life. 

(ii) Universitz! Library.-The building up of a good University 
Libraryishoweveroneofthefirst necessities. The sum of Rs. 20,000 
which has been allocated is merely a token grant ~nd for post· 
graduate studyandre8ea.rch work even in. two or three branches of 
knowledge· a library cannot be · built up without a much Jarger 
amount. 

(iii) Fellowships .and other Facilities for Higher Work.-It is 
equally necessary to have scholarships and fellowships of an adequate 
amount. The six fellowships (If Rs. 75 per month wrich have been 
provid~d will not attract the best stud en~ for research. .As has been 
suggested in an earlier chapter these research fellowships shouldhsv·e 
the same emoluments ·as those of junior teachers; and competent 
men as should be appointed University Professor~~ to supervise tbe 
work of the Ptaden~ working for the doctorate. .Advanced 1Vorlr 
for science subjects will naturally involve Uie building and equipment 
of spacious laboratories and here the University may have to proceed 
slowly. . 

(iv) Bpecializationin.~omeSciew:es.-· ThenewStateofRajasthan 
has however lat.ent natural resources which bave to be discovered and 
indUl!trially developed.. Departments of research in Applied CherniB
try, GeoloiT apd Physics will train the men required by the State 
for doing this work. Some of the richest industrialis~ of the country 
come from Rajasthan and it i8 forth~> University to induce them to 
conhibute generously towards the cost of training scientists and 
technologists. · 

(v) More Professional Colleges.-The University may also con
sider the need for starting more professional college3. .At least one 
degree college in .Agriculture is an urgent necessity and anotber 
Engineering College dealing with those branches for which the Pilani 
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institu+.ion does not offer any fa<'ilities. The spirit of commercial 
enterprise is said to be ingrained in the inhabitant a of J aipur, J odbpnr 
and Bikaner. At least one institution devoted mainly to highel;' 
11tudies in Commerce may be organized at a central place. 

(vi) CollegesjOf' Women.- In Cha_Pter XII we have discussed the 
general problema of women's education and expect OILr conclusions 
to be implemented by ·most universities. Rajputana has becJ;I 
backward in imparting education to women and hence we make a 
special point in emphasising the need for women's edu<'ation in thi~ 
region. Social conditions in Rajasthan are not conducive to co-. 
education and hence some colleges for woJL.en are required. Jaipur 
bas given a lead in opening an excellent WomE>n's College and simfu 
ool~es 11hould spring up at other important centres. 

XVII.-East Punjab University. 

· 66. Problems oj the University.- Indian universities have gene
rally been established after deliberations in Committees, discussion& 
in Councils and Assemblies and paRRing of Acts. No such !lta~es 
intervened before the establishment of the East Punjab University 
whil;h was born in toil and travail, in the sufferings of the millions 
who mi~ated eastwards from their homes which they harllost. The
University of the Punjab was one of the most flourishing on(lf in 
Inrlia in 1946 ; itR position was unique in thi~ that it served not only 
thewholecfthe Punjab and N.-W.F.P. but a number ofStatea aa 
well. That year it had 45,000 students appearing for the Matricu
lation exammation and nearly 7,000 for the first degree. The 
lll:lmber of affiliated colleges was in the neighbourhood of vne hundred 
and the University had its own departments of instruction for higher 
11tudii'B in most of the Arts and Science subjects. The assets of the 
University in the shape of magnificent buildings and elaborate 
(•quipml'nt were valued at about a crore of rupees. 

The partition meant that the University had to leave.all this 
behind and a new institution had to be organised to cat.er to the 
needs of East Punjab and of the thousands ot young men and women 
who had toleavetheireollegesin the WestcrnPunjabandinN.-W.F P. 
At the time of the partition East Punjab had 3R non-professional 
oolleges teaching upt.o the first degree and 7 professional· institution~. 
These fl'w institutions had to accommodate the non-Muslim students 
from 60 other colleges in many of which they formed the majority. 
Thia year 37,000 students are appearing for the Matriculation exami
nation of the East Punjab University, 10,000 tor its Intermediate 
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and 5,000 for the Bachelor's degree. These figures indicate that 
the number to be educated in East Punjab is almost the same as that 
in the whole of the province in 1946. This education has been 
made possible through loans given to the displaced persons to 
encourage continuance of their study and an attempt to make things 
less difficult for them in every possible way. 

The result is that in many of the old institutions, the number had 
to be doubled, while a few new non-professional colleges had to be 
started. Now we have 49 of these institutions teaching up to the 
B.A., 9 of which give instruction in some subjects up to the M.A. 
standard. Some new professional institutions have also been started, 
among which, particularly may be mentioned two new colleges for 
the training of teachers, one. Agricultural College,· one Veterinary 
College, one Law College, one Engineering College and three Com
merce Colleges. The greatest difficulty, however, has been to manage 
the University Departments of teaching, especially the Honours 
schools in Science. The Departments of Physics and Chemistry 
were working at Delhi for two years but have now to be shifted to 
Hoshiarpur where the Zoology Department has already been estab
lished. Botany has been attached to the Khalss College at Amritsar. 
The Camp College at Delhi had been carrying on M.A. teaching in the 
largest number of subjects, while the Government Colleges at 
Ludhiana 'and Hoshiarpur were also doing some M.A. work. The 
Delhi institution has to be wound up by 1950 and arrangements are 
being made for post-graduate teaching in English at Hoshiarpur, 
while provision for hight>r teaching in Mathematics, Philosophy and 
Psychology has to be at some other centre. The University may 
have to discontinue its post-graduate classes in Economics, Political 
Science and History until it obtains a permanent location. The· 
Oriental College. has been functioning at the D.A.V. College, Jullundur 
and at the Khalsa College at Amritsar and. this too is a tempora:rr 
arrangement. Whathasbeen done by the University during these 
two years is praise-worthy but everything is in an unsettled state. 
and we have to think of a permanent . University centre ·carrying 
on at l!-Jast as much of teaching as was being done at Lahore and 
exercising as much of supervision over the affiliated colleges as the 
Punjab University was doing. 

~ . 
56. Suggested solution of tke poblems.-(i) Location of tke U nivet-

sity.-It has been suggested that the new University should be 
located at the capital for more than one reason :- · 

(a) It will be easier to obtain the necessary financial provision 
and facilities for building materials if the construction 
of the University is made a part of the capital building 
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project; (b) the new capital will require cultur~ and 
mtellectual life which can only be provided by the 
University. 

The objection that the proximity to political activities is a 
distraction for academic life is a substantial one; but for.the 
practical considerations mentioned above the University 
will most probably have to be located at the capital. 

(it:) Fioorwial prO'IJision for new buildings.-The share of the East 
Punjab University in the assets of the old U Diversity was estimated 
at Rs. 40 lakhs, but this sum by itself will not go a long way towards 
the building of the new University. All the departments which 
existed at Lahore have to be put up at the new centre and arrange
ments have to be made for laboratories which had not been found 
necessary at Lahore on account of t}JSl help given to the University 
by the Government College. The practtcal work in the Science 
Honours 8chool could be carried on at the Government College on 
account of the resources and well-equipped laboratories of that 
institution. Even if there is a Government College in the proximity. 
of the new University it is doubtful if it will be of much use for 
Honours and Post-Graduate Science work. We have therefore to 
think of the construction of teaching imd administrative blocks, 
the library and laboratories on a larger scale than what existed at 
Lahore. 

(iii) Provision for the recurring expenses of the Uni'IJef'sity.-The 
Punjab Government used to make a recurring contribution to the 
University for certain specific purposes ~tnd these grants amounted 
altogether to about Rs. 3 lakhs annually. The expenses of the 
University which amounted to a very much larger sum could be met 
out of the income accruing from the eX8.Illination fees, mainly of the 
Matriculation and the Intermediate examinations. 

011r general recommendation is for the removal of these exami
nations from the control of the University. This will mean that the 
Government will have to be responsible not only for the non-recurring 
expenditure on buildings and equipment, but for the whole of the 
recurring expenses as well. The details of these expenses will have 
to be worked out and the staff required for the various subjects 
determined in the light of the estimates based upon the numbers 
studying these subjects at Lahore. 

(iv) Post-Graduate teaching in Arts and Science: Orienlalstudiei.
In Arts post-graduate teaching in the following subjects will hne 
to be offered by the University:..:_ · 

English, History, Economics, Political Science, Mathematics, 
Philosophy, Psychology and Geography. 
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The Oriental College has to be built and made to function as it 
did at Lahore with· better facilities for research through a well
equipped library. Honours Schools in Physics, Chemistry, Zoology 
and Botany have to be self-sufficient, while one in Geology and 
Mineralogy should be started as early as possible to provide trained 
personnel for prospecting in East Punjab and Himachal Pradesh. 
It is a huge task which faces the University authorities : it will 
probably take a large number of years for its accomplishment and 
1ts successful completion depends entirely on the whole-hearted co-
operation of the Central and the Provincial Governments. ·· 

XVIII.-University of Gaullflti. 

57. Tke toork oj the University since its establishment.-The 
TJniversity was incorporated by an Act of 1947 and started functioning 
in 1948. ·It is an affiliating, teaching and residential university, 
with jurisdiction over all the schools and colleges in Assam. Under 
the Act the Government of Assam contributes annually not less 
than Rs. 5,00,000 to meet the recurring charges of the University. 

The teaching work of the University is carried on in the Post
. Graduate, Law, B. Com. and Teachers' Training Departments. 
Under-graduate .classes other than B.Com. are held only in such 
subjects as are not taught in any of the affiliated colleges. Honours 
classes in Assamese and Botany are held in the University and a 
Diploma course in Secretarial Practice has also been provided. In the 
Post-Graduate Departments there are four Professors, ten Readers 
and a number of Lecturers. Subjec~ in which admissions have 
been made are :-

Mathematics, History, Philosophy~ Economics, Commfll'ce, 
Assamese and Botany. For under-graduate work, there 
are teachers in Education, Anthropology and Statistics; 
while Law is a full-fiedg~d.department. 

There are two Professional Colleges affiliated to the University, 
the Medical College at Dibrugarh and the. Agricultural College at 
Jorhat. In addition, there are 13 first grade colleges and 3 second 
grade.ones. Honours courses in B.A., B.Sc. and B.Com. extend 
over two years, while the Law course is a three-year one. Labora
tories in Botany and Anthropology have been equipped and steps 
are being taken to establish Physics and Chemistry laboratories. 
Attempts are being made to build a University Library and Rs. 
26~000 were provided in last year's budge~ 

The University is worKing in borrowed buildings or temporary 
coll8tructions. Temporary arrangements for the residence of the 
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et&tr and students have been made and the University will be ulti
mately located at Pandu, a few miles away from Gauhati. 

· Of the affiliated colleges, by far the most important is the Cotton 
College, Gauhati. It is a Government institution of long st&nding 
which used to provide instruction not only for the under-graduate 
courses but also for the M.A. course in one or two subjects, though 
these latter have been discontinued. The senior members of the 
staff are fairly well-paid and the college budget for 1949-50 exceeds 
Rs. 4,00,000. The other colleges are scattered in different parta 
of the province, there being two others at Gauha.ti and four at 
Shillong. The financial position of many of these colleges is not 
very satisfactory and the majority of teachers are ill-paid. 

The University has to depend almost entirely on Government 
grant, the pm:centage of the Government grant to the total income 
bein~ 92·8 in 1947-48 and 69·2 in 1948-49. The University has at 
its disposal about Rs. 20 lakha which will be used for permanent 
buildings in the near future. 

58. Plans for tlte Fwurc.-(i) Permanent Buildings : Financial 
Prrwisi<m for. tllese.-The University has to be built practically from 
nothing. If the Cotton College is transferred to the University thatl 
may form tl)e nucleus of new constructions but there is very limited 
room for expansion on the present site of the Cotton College. The 
site chosen by the University at Pandu is an extensive one. Here th& 
University can locate all the. bnildings at present projected and have 
plenty of room for expansion. But such a projecb will cost a very 

.large sum of money and this will have to be provided by the Govern
.ment in instalments extending over 5 or 6 years. The Government 
should, before finally fixing on the site, make sure that it is not! 

_liable to be flooded by the Brahmaputra. 

(ii) University Library.-One of the most important of the 
new bnildin~ should be a well-planned library for which in additiOB 
to the building and equipment grant, a non-recurring grant of a few 
lakhs will be necessary for making a start with a proper collection 
of books. Among Science subjects, Botany has been given preference 
over others but we are told that the Physics and Chemistry labora
tories will be fitted up very soon. 

(it•) New subjeds for advaf~Ced studie8.-ln the list of subjects 
which at present constitute the teaching departments of the Uni
versity one would like to see a few additions. 'rhe Province of Assam 
has bet>n a meeting ground of several cultures and numerous langu
agt'll. It is also rich in mineral resources which have not yet been 
fully exploited. Anthropology which is at present a subject, cA 
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t•Dder..'grad~te studies should have a 'post-graduate department. 
Similarly Philology (with Linguistics) and Geology should have full
:ftedged departments of study. 
, . :(iv) Professional Colleges fw Education and Engineering.-To 
develop secondary education in the Province a good many trained 
teachers will be required and the Province needs a number of educa.
~onists with higher qualifications in this specialized branch. The 
Teachers' Training Department of the University has to be expanded 
to ~~offord facilities for training to more graduates and to develop 
advanced studies in Education leading to either the Bachelor's or the 
Master's degree in the subject. The Province has yet no Engineer
ing College : such an institution has to be organized in the near 
future for training Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, even 
if w~ cannot hav~ any other form of engineering. 

'(11) Recurring !JTG'IUs,-In order to have professorships and lower 
posts~ all these departments of study, the University will require 
substantial recurring grBJ;~.ts from the Government of .Aasa.m. The 
Central Government may. also co~sider to what extent it has a 
responsibility for the new universities in insufficiently developed 
areas especially where resources of the Provincial GOvernment are 
particularly limited. .ABsa.m requires trained men in every sphere of 
life. On account of the paucity of opportunities for 'higher education 
iD , the Province, it is difficult to obtain the trained personnel in 
many spheres of life. Strenuous effort& will be required to stimulate 
higher education through the provision of generous scholarships for 
under-~a.duate and post-graduate classes and for professional 
education. Research Fellowships are necessary . for -encouraging 
original work and well-paid chairs are to be .established in the im-· 
portant branches of university studi~. These chairs should be oc
cupied by competent scholars from all p8.ft!i of India whose help wilf 
be IJequired for a number of years to mak~ . .ABsa.m self-sufficient. 

XIX.-University of Poona. 

, 69. Establi;kment of tke Univerflity.-Pooua has been a greai 
centre of higher education in Western India. with the Deccan College 
and the Fergusson College as its oldest institutions. The .idea 
of universities in the different linguistic divisions of the Bombay 
Presidency, was moved at an Education Conference in 1917 and 
supported by the Committee on University Reform appointed in 
1924. This recommendation of the Committee was endorsed by the 
Bombay University Senate in 1926. During the controversy, which 
followed the Government decision to close the Deccan College, the 
proposal for a Poona University was pressed but with no immediate 
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results. In 1942, a Committee was appointed to investigate this· 
matter and its report published in 1943 recommended the establish
ment of a university which would combinE! the functions of teaching 
and affiliating. 

. 60. The Act.-Tbe Poona University Act passed in 1948 gave 
effect to most of the recommendations of the Committee lind its 
distinctive features related to the organisation of post-interme
diate university instruction within the Poona area and the centralis
ing of all post-graduate teaching in the University. The Poona 
colleges are constituent colleges, while those outside are affiliated.' 
lnatruction for the first degree is 'heing imparted at Poona by pooling 
the resources of the constituent colleges and the recognition of" 
nertain members of the staffs of the colleges as university teachers. 
University Professors and Readers will be appointed in most of the 
Arts and Science subjects and they will shoulder the burden of the 
major part of higher teaching thongh some help may be given by 
the senior college teachers. One intere<;ting feature is 'the recogni
tion as institutions of post-graduate work of some centres of learn-

. ing like the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute and the 
Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics. 

61. The relationship between the P()()'11.(! COllegeB and the Ufi.Mier. 
fity.-Inatntction for the first degree in ,Arts and Science jg bei1ig 
given in three colleges : the University has laid down the minimum 
qualifications of teachers who are permitted to teach students of the 
degree classes and teachers possessing those qualifications have been 
recognized as university teachers. Students in the degree classes 
a.re enrolled in these constituent colleges and pay their fees which are 
Credited to the university by the colleges. The University will re
aompense the colleges for the servict>s of these teachers and also of 
the others, who are ~onsible fot:. tutorial instruction, laboratory 
demonstrations and administrative help in libraries and labo"ratoriee. 
All these ' contributed ' teachers will also be partly responsible for 

'post-graduate work the relationship between the University and 
the constituent colleges is a close one. The colleges have an in
dependent existence for Intermediate teaching, but if this booomea 

'pre-university work these colleges may cease to be teaching institu-
tions of the University and may function only for tutorial and 
aerninar work and as units of residence. 

The five professional eolleges will naturally retain their in
dividuality as tht>y will aontinue their work as before .. 

62. Th6 future e:rpansion of the Uttiver.!ity.-As the Univemitv 
started its work only in June, 1949, and as it has not ret appointed 
ita full-tim~ teaching statf it is not possible to outline 1ts future with 
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any definiteness. The following five branches were indicated by 
the Vice-Chancellor as subjects for specialisation in the near 
lutare :-- · · 

(a) Sanskrit Studies.-Poona. has been a great centre for the 
I!Cbolarly study of Sanskrit with the Bhandarkar Institute and 
the Deccan Coll<'.ge doinr, noteworthy work in recent years. 
Rt'ill!an:hstudcntsof the University may be trained at the~<e insti
tutions andmake substantial contribution to the work of editing 
the Mahabhamta and of the projected Sansl'l'it dictionary . 

• 
(b) Maratha hislonj.-lndividual scholars and organized insti

tutions have b<'en engaged in recOnstructing the history of ?.laha
rashtra. The UniV('rsity ~y well attempt to cp-ordinate this work 
and employ tcachP.rs at:d advanced students for this purpose. 

(c) The life and work of the sages and saints of · Maharashtra.
Some work in this line has been done hut it ie up to the University 
to have a team of workers C1Cploring the original documents. 

(d) Fine Arls.-Poona. has been a great ·centre of classical 
music ::nd a. college of lnu.o•ic may have sister departments of Pnint
in!Z and Dancing. Advanced work II!ay ba done witlt inve.stigRtion 
of the Sanskrit and mediaeval sources for the theories of mu.sio 
•nd other 3!ts. . 

(c)· Ayurveda.-Systematic Rtudy of the ancient literatiire · 
m1y be combined with knowledge of modern medical science· and· 
this University may do pioneer work is.. this direction. 

(j) Other subjects fur spedalisatian.-In addition to tbeee five 
branches the UniveTI<ity desirel:l to ,establi~h a chair of Experimental 
Psychology with a view to dev~lopiv~g the study of Edu(',ational and · 

. Abnormal Psychology. The Meteorological Observatory, the Irri
gation Institute end the National Chemical Laboratory will help 
research Vl"orkers in the phyRical and chemical sciences. Sugar 
Technology may be fpeeially studied on account of the concentration· 
of sugar industri&~ in this region. Finally, re5ea.rch in Medical 
Sciences may be fostered through the co-operation of the. University 
Medical College with the Military Medical College which has started 
work at Poona.. , .· · 

(g)' The Women'a University.-Thackersey Women's Univer
sity has its r1eadqmnters in Poona. It will be in the inter~sts of 
women's education if there is clo.o;e co-operation between the two 
\Uliversities. · 
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(h) Buildmga.--The University has been fortunate in acquir
ing the Governor's residence at Ganeshkhind for its central offices 
and teaching departments with ad1!9uate space for the construc
tion of hostels, library and laboratortes. The future development 
of the University will.depend on liberal grants from the government 
and wise administration. 

XX.-Tke Makaraja Sayajirao University of Barod4. 
· 63. The Act.-Thia, the youngest of the Indian universities, came 

into being on 30th April, 1949 through the enactment of the UniveT
sity Act by the Baroda Government before the merger of 
Baroda in Bombay Presidency. Under this it is intended 
to be ~ ~eaching and residential university- ba~ also 
powers of affiliation. The powers and duties of· the~-umversity 
bodies follow the lines of other teaching and affiliating universities, 
one special authority being the Council of Post-graduate Stndies and 
Research to deal with all matters relating to advanced instruction, 
training and research. As there is no Academic Council in this 
University, this body will probably exercise some of the functions of 
the Academic Council in other universities. In addition to the 
affiliation of colleges the Senate is empowered to recognise any 
institution of research or specialized studies for the purposes of 
university training. In the schedule the University area is limited 
to a radius of 10 miles from the University offices and the consti
tuent colleges are as follows :-

1. The Baroda Arts and Science College. 
2. The Pratap Singh College of Commerce. 
3. The Secondarr Teachers' Training College. 
4. The Engineermg. College & Kala.bhavan. 
lS. The Medical College. 

The recognised institutions are the following :-
1. The Oriental Institute. 
2. The Technological Institute. 
3. The College of Indian Music. 
4. The Museum. 
lS. The Baroda Sanskrit Mahavidyalaya. 

64. Financial Provision for the U11iversity.-The Governmen1i 
of Baroda sanctioned a block gmnt of Rs. 20,00,000 for the main
tenance of the institutions which were taken over by the University 
from 1st May. A further sum of Rs. 30,00,000 was sanctioned for 
the construction and equipment of the Sensto Hall, the University 
offices and the University Library. A sum of shout cne crore in 
Government Seourities was transferred to the University Fnnd as 
its endowment. or this sum Rs. 25,00,000 haVe been ear-marked for 

lllll811ofBdDo -
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the construction and equipment of the Engineering College· and 
Rs.li,OO,OOO for the maintenance of the Chair of Banking at the 
Commerce College (and for research scholar~ hips in Advanced Bank
ing): The remaining amount is meant for the development of the 
Textile and Chemi0al Technology institutions and for post-graduate· 
work in the faculties of Science, Commerce, Medicine and Engineer~ 
ing. A trust of Rs. 6,00,000 has .been conRtituted for women's 
education, while Rs. 2,50,000have been transferred on account of 
the Sayaji :Memorial Lecture Fund. As the prc.sent endo)'-ment 
will be utilised for the spP.Cific items mentioned above, it wa.1< pro-' 
posed by the Barotla Government to contribute a substantial sum 
for the permanent endowment of the University but this has not yet 
materialised. 

65. Pl.aru: for the expan:;ion of tl>.-e t'Jaehin!J activi.ties of the U ni
versity.-(a) Home Science.-·The University proposes to organise 
a college for Home. Science. As mentioned ahovP., funds have been' 
allooated for the inst.itntions. This "0ll~e will c.onduct COllrses in' 
Child P~>ychology, Nursing, Home l'l:lanagement, Home Economy' 
and Hygiene. A Nursery School has heen estahhshf'd t.o serve as an 

. adjunct to the Home Science College for expllrimental purposes .. 
(b) Fine Arts.-Another in..~itution which the University pro

poses. t~ mainta~ is a ~ine Arts College which will in~lude courses 
m pamtmg, music, arr.h1tecture etc. There alreacty ClCISt at Baroda 
a College of Indian Music, a Picture Gallery and a l\Iuseum, while the 
Kala Bhavan has a FinP. Art~ and Pa.inting section. The Music 
College and the. Kala Bhavan are now unrier the control of the 
University and with these resources a.v~ilable a good Collt>ge of 
Fine Arts may be developed. 

(c) Technol0f11f.-An Engineering College has bP.en re~ently 
started and there are courses in Weaving and Chemical Technology 
in the Kala Bhavan. When studies in Technology are further de
veloped there will be a full-Hedged Faculty of Technology. 

(d) Arts and Science Chaif's.-A start has been made with the 
creation of University Professorships but chairs must be· crea
ted in all the important 11ubjects of study in the Faculties of Arts 
and Science, if the University is tO fulfil its functions as a centre for 
advanced teaching and research work. 

(e) Ot.hef' Pf'ofessional lnstitutions.-There is at present no 
Agricultural College nor any institution for legal studies. 'We do 
not know if the latter is an urgent necessity but if a Law College 
is established, we hope .it will justify its existence by satisfying the 
criteria we :4_ave la.id down in Chapter VII. . 
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111.-13. Rwm~tMI!dationB. 

· I.-The Nationallmpul.~e and New Universities. 
1. The Nationalist I:npulse in Education.-During the earlier 

yc~trs of the nationalist movement a number of institutions of higher 
education were established independent of the government and 
without it.q support, determined to work out their own destinie:J in 
the spirit of a free India.. Though their difficulties and discoura"e
monh were great, and the mortality dmong them high,,a few of th~rn 
survived n.nd have jus1;ified the h~roio struggle they made.. Chief 
amon~ these survivors are the C.ollegt\ of En~ineering. a.nrl Technology 
at .• Tadavpur, Calcutta. ; the Vtsva.-Bhara.ti at Santtmketa.n ; J~imia 
Millia l!!lami·l, near Dalhi; nntl the Ouruk~la Kangri at Hard war, U.P. 

2. Gumkula [(angri.-Thc institution with its branches haa 
about 1,500 students, about 100 of the College grade. Vedic re
t~ea.rch, A}·•trvl'dio re11earch and adv.onced work in ancie~t Indian 
litR.rature and hi•tory have been its Rpecialities. Non-recogllition 
of it<J dcgl'N's and diplom \q lta l stood in tl.e l\8f or its popw.uity. 
but now after half a cent.lry of co::tSCientious work it is being reco"'-
nised a~ a real centre of !P.arnir>.g. 0 

3. Tha Coll<Jge of Engineering anti Techrwlogy, Jadat1pur, (JaJ,. 
cutfa.-Of all the undertakings of the " National Council of Edu
cation " of a few decades ago, the College of En~ineerina and Techno
logy is the only one to survive. Founded in about 1921, it has had 
a long and bitter str11ggle. Its teachers lived on very meagre salaries 
and were compt'lled to add to their income by outside work. Since 
the institution had no university affiliation and could not confer 
academic degrees, its graduates were excluded from responsible 
positions in the government service, where the holding of such a 
degree was a p~l'l'quiait.o to appointment. However, the educational 
work of the College was ot:such a high order that among the indWI
tries of Calcutta the diploma of the College came to be held as in no 
way inferior to a university degree. . 
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With the advent of independence, substantial grants have been 
made to it by the government. Also, a very substantial gift -of 
machine shop and laboratory equipment was made by the American 
Army at the close of the War. With a. well-established reputation for 
high quality, the Jadavpur College of Engineering and Technology 
seems to have a promising future. We understand that its govern
ing body prefers that it remains independent and unattached to the 
Calcutta University, free to continue to work out its own programmes. 

We believe that such freedom to pioneer is a valuable resource 
for our country, Therefor~ we approve of the attitude of the govern
ing body and we hope that substantial support will continue to be 
given by the government, but without infringing on the freedom of 
the institution. However, we suggest that liberal courses be added 
to the curriculum, so that graduates of the institution may be well
educated men as well as competent engineers. 

4. Visva-Bhanai at Santiniketan.-Founded · in 1921 by 
Ra.bindranath Tagore, S;p1tiniketan has become a unique expression 
of his mind and spirit. The " Memorandum of Association " of. 
Visva-Bhara.ti states :-

Objects : " To study the Mind of Man in its realisation of 
difi'erent aspects of truth from diverse points of view ". 

" To bring into more intimate relation with one another, 
through patient study and research, the difi'erent cultures 
of the East on the basis of their underlying unity ". 

"To approach the West frOlll the standpoint of such a unity 
· of the life and thought of Asia ". . . 

" To seek to realise in a common fellowship of study the 
meeting of the East and the West, and thus ultimately 
to strengthen the fundamental conditions of world peace 
through the establishment of free communication of 
ideas 'between the two h.exp.ispheres ".. · 

" And with such ideals in view to provide at Santiniketan' 
· aforesaid a Centre of Culture' where research into and 

study of the religion, literature~· history, science and art 
of Hindu, Buddhist, Jain, Islamic, Si¥h, Christian and 
other civilizations may be pursued along with the culture 
of the West, with that simplicity in externals which is 
necessary for true spiritual realization, in amity, IJOOd
fellowship and co-operation between the thinkers and 
scholars of both Eastern and Western countries, free from 
all antagonisms of race, nationality, creed or caste, and 
in the name of the One Supreme Being who is.Shantam, 
Shivam, .Advaitam ". . . 

Membership: " Tht~ membership of the Visva-Bharati and 
of its Constituent Bodies shall be open to all person 
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irrespective of sex, nationality, race, creed, caste or class 1 
and no test or condition.shall be imposed as to religious 
belief or profession in admitting members, students, 
teachers, workers, or in any other connection whatso
ever ". 

[n the last available announcement we have the following 
information:-· 

The Society ia at present maintaining the following institu• 
tions :-Patha-Bhavana (School), Siksha-Bhavana 
(College), Vidya-Bhavana (Research Institute), 
Rabindra-Bhavana (Museum and Institute of Re· 
searches on Rabindranath), Cheena-'Bhavana (Sino
Indian Dept.), Kala-Bhavana (School of Arts and 
Crafts), Sangita-Bhavana (School of Music & Dancing), 
Hindi-Bhavana (Scltool of Hindi Studies & Research) 
at Santiniketan ; and the Institute of Rural Reconstruc
tion and Silpa-Bhavana at Sriniketan. The 
Society manages its own Press at Santiniketan and 
the Publishing Department at 6/3, Dwarkanath Tagore 
Lane, Calcutta. 

The supreme control is vested in the Pariskat, the Ba®sya.s 
(members) in General Meeting assembled. The Govern
ing Body is the Samsad, consisting of members elected 
by the Badasyas and the representatives of the different 
departments. 

The Commission was impressed with the spirit and with the 
quality of .the work done at Santiniketan. Two elements of the 
programme seemed particularly valnable, the effort to discover, 
·preserve and transmit the vast elements of old Indian Culture, 
and the work with the surrounding villages. 

The Preservation oflndian Culture.-In times ofrapid transi
tion there is a strong tendency to minimize the values of the past, and 
to look only to the present and the future. What priceless treasures 
of human culture, m skills, attitudes, folkways and arts have been 
lost by this habit the world will never know. In India as in few 
other countries, some of the great cultural expressions of the past 
still maintain a precarious existence while we face the many problems 
of a new era. Without friendly att-ention and a nurture these may 
die. 

It ia a tlt.ain purpose of Santiniketan to search out the living cul• 
tural values wherever they may persist, to bring them to light, and to 
nurture, develop and disseminate them ; so that the new India shall 
01\lTf with her the values of the old. At Santiniketan we saw this 
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process under way, in teacher training, in the graphic arts, in litera
ture, music and the dance. We saw a priceless Collection of old 
manuscripts from Tibet and other sources, being guarded and trans
lated .. We saw and felt a spirit of gra.ciommess and refinement 
pervading the institution. W c underetand that the Central Govern
ment has made substantial gra.nts for furthering this project . . 

Village Development.-" The Institute of Social Reconstruc
tion" was founded at the neighbouring village of Sriniketan in 1921. 
The hopes for the institution a.s expressed by Tagore ar~ " to bring 
back life in its completeness to the villages, making the rural folk 
~~elf-reliant and self-respectful, acquainted with the cultural tradi
tions of their own country, and competent to make an efficient Uffil of 
modern resources for the improvement of their physical, intellectual 
and economic condition ". The Institute· conducts a village school 
somewhat along basic education lines, and uses it aa a guru training 
school ; works on village health and sanitation, with a central dis
pensary, a clinical laboratory, and by organizing co-operative health 
societies ; has a department of village welfare which promotes irri
gation, seed stoi:es, crafts and improved varieties of crops ; does 
propaganda for village improvement and collects statistics on village 
conditions ; makes regional and all-Bengal economic studies ; and 
works at soil conservation and afforestation.· 

5. Jamia Millia Islamia.-Founded in 1920,. the college waa 
distinctly an expression of the natjonalist movement, and is an 
expression of the educational spirit and philosophy of Gandhiji, inter
preted with a wide kno:vledge of ":or!~ m?vements in education. 
Shortly after the founding of the mstJtutJOn the staff members, 
including the Head, pledged themselves tq serve the cause of'edu
cation for 20 years without ever claiming more than Rs. 150 pel: 
month as remuneration for their work. During the long period 
since then this rate has never been· e1e.ceeded and ~~eldom equalled, 
except in a very few special cases, which did not include the head of 
the institution. lri about 1925- the· · college was moved t.o 
"•Jamia Nagar " about 8 miles from Delhi, where a substantial 
beginning of a College plant has been constructed with grants from 
the Central Govt-.rnment, though the plant is s~ill very in~Jliequate. 

The parts of the institution which impressed us most were those 
of teacher training, and of the extension-adult education-work. 
To equip itself as a training institution the college has established, 
in addition to the regular college departments, the following :-

A residential High &chool along modern lines, with_p~vjsion 
for Arts and Crafts, and with emphasis on mdiVJdual 
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work ; a residential Primary School which is doing out. 
standing work in methods of primary education ; a 
community educational centre, which combines a Middle 
School and a Community Hall ; an Institute of Adult 
Education with 5 Centres in Delhi suitable for training 
workers in that field ; a Teachers• Training Institute fpr 
preparing teachers for basic education ; the Urdu Acade
my, publishing serious literature in that language ; and 
a book department, publishing children's literature and 
other publications. (This had a plant and stock valued 
at 5 lakhs before it was destroyed during the disturbances. 
It is being renewed). · 

We were impressed by the quality of the work done and 
by the spirit of the institution. The development of primary school 
methods may well set standards for all India. Similarly, the· exten
sion-adult education-work at the various centres is creating and 
demonstrating high standards of effectiveness in that field. 

J amia Millia has become a recognised centre for training teachers 
and leaders in basic education. In addition to bein~ the acce{lted 
institution for training such teachers for Delhi Province it has tramed 
teachers from U.P., Bombay, Assam, Hyderabad, Jaipur, some of 
the Indian States, and from societies and municipalities undertaking 
to establish basic education. It also serves as an institution for 
pioneering and experiment in higher educational methods. 

In addition to pressing needs for plant, equipment and salary 
increases, Jamia Millis. has certain other disadvantages. Ail it is not 
affiliated with a university, its intermediate graduates are not accept
ed by the univel'l'ities. Also with the large demand on Jamia. Millis. 
for tcacller t.raining it is necessary that additional schools be avail
able to its BtUd!'nts for fractice teaching. Lack of transportation 
equipment preventa access to other schools for this purpose, and is 
seriously limiting the teacher training service of the institution. 
Visva-lllunuti and Jamia lllillia need recognition as universitiel1o 
with the right to grant degrees, and adequate plant and recurring 
grants to enable them to make the~r programme fnlly effective. 
Since they are in rural area•, they would be particularly suitable aa 
the first All-India Rural Universities. 

ll.-The Planning of Netu Universities. 
6. The Value of Variety i" Higher Education.-The full genius 

of a country can develop only with freedom to create varietv. Onr 
univer<>ity system has not had that freedom. Foreign contrOl could 
best be maintained by regimented uniformity. Sometl:ing new and 
different might threaten control, and therefore was to be looked 
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' 
upon ~th SU!lpicion~ ~ r~~ted uniformity, which origina~d 
partly m bureaucratic-urumagmat1veness, and partly as an admims
trative convenien.ce whereby a foreign ruler could maintain control 
with a small administrative staff, because it is all we have known 
in our. univers!ties, ~ become. a habit of mind of Indian higher 
education. It lS not mh!'rent m the nature of good education. 
Repeatedly we have received suggestions that uniformity and stand
ardization be increased, as though tbey were prinle educa~ional values 

· With the requirement which has existed of an academic degree 
as a condition for appointment to any responsible positif in the 
govermnent service, this.demand for uniformity had a very practical, 
if unwholesome, basis. We have recommended that, except in some 
of the professions, this requirement be abolished. With that action 
taken, such need for uniformity will no longer exist. 

Each of the institutions we have described, beginning and work
ing against great odds outside the university system, has made and 
is making a significant contribution to our national life but, at least 
up to th~ recent past; under extreme financial privation and hard
ship. Each of them, so far all it meets the fundamental requirements 
of our constitution for equsl treatment and opportunity for all 
claslles and communities, and so long as it maintains acceptable 

· quality in its work, should receive grants of aid on a par with othe-r 
recognized colleges and universities, and should be- given university 
status if that is desired. Such support and recognition should be 
granted without infringement upon the freedom and initiative of the 
institution. · 

A live, progressive society must rely, not upon rules of uniforinity 
but upon live, competent judgment of actual merit. To deny 
capacity for such judgment is to deny possession of the capacity 
and integrity necessary to encourage the full cultural and spiritual 
resources of the .country; The University Grants Commission in 
deciding the degree of recognition and support to be given to any 
institution should be governed, not by the likeness of that institution 
to others of a standard type, but by itll judgment of whether that 
institution is making a substantial contribution to the economic, 
intellectual, cultural and spiritual life oflndia. By such encourage
-ment of quality with variety, the educational resources of India 
will be enriched. · · 

7. City Universities.-It is natural that when a city reaches a 
population of severallakhsitprobably will desire a university of its 
own. Usually in such a case there are a number of colleges already 
in e1:istence which are affiliated with some other university, and' 
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occasionally an independent institution, which can be constituted a 
Unitary uruversity. , _ 

We may take the instance of the college at Meerut. It is one 
of the largest units of Agra University, with over 2,000 students. 
If finances are adequate, and if the authorities of the institution are 
prepared to undertake the academic responsibility, it might well be 
converted into a unitary university. Similarly Jubbulpore may 
develop a unitary university with faculties of arts, science, education 
and engineering. Kanpur has a number of populous arts, science and 
commerce colleges in addition to its colleges of agriculture and tech
nology. The possibilities of a university at this city are not remote. 
In the South, Madras has three colleges which in time might evolve 
into a city university. -

Condit~ons differ so widely that it would be inappropriate 
for our commission to go over Indian cities one by one to suggest 
which local colleges should be given university status, or what new 
urban universities should be created. This probably should be the 
work of the University Grants Commission. 

The difficulties of developing wholesome and creative academic 
life in a crowded city IU'e well known. We have referred to some of 
these in our discussion of Calcutta University. 

8. Rural-Urban Reln-tim18hip.-The establishment of rural 
universities is discussed in the next chapter. Rural and urban 
universities should supplement each other so that the total needs 
of the nation shall be most adequately met. 

9. Regimwl Universities.-In the past universities have been 
~tablisbed chiefly to meet the needs of cities or limited areas, 
usually where well established colleges had served the needs of 
higher education, or where a generous donor has offered funds for 
that purpose. Among recent foundations are Gauhati, Rajputana, 
Poona, Kashmir, Roorkee and Baroda in the first category, and 
Saugor in t.he second. . 

Since higher education has been the responsibility of pro'rinces 
and states, little thought has been given to so locating universities 
that they will best serve the national or cultural regions of India. 
If we locate on a map of India the natural, linguistic, cultural or 
economic regions, and then also locate existing universities, we see 
that some such regions are very much more fully supplied than others. 
The Unit.ed Provinces, for example, now ha.~ six universities. 
Madras Presidency has three, each to serve. the needs of a fairly 
distinct area. 
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The universities of Bombay Presidency are similarly intended 
to serve different linguistic areas. Baroda and Ahmedabad Uni
versities serve the neeqs of Gujarat; Poon~ University serves Maha
rashtra ; Kannada, the needs of the Kanarese area ; and Bombay 
serves the great cosmopolitan centre. While these universities 
in some degree serve natural linguistic regions, such regions often 
overlap provincial lines, one province having adequate facilities on 
linguistic lines, and another not. There are some linguistic areas 
for which little provision has been made . 

.As to newly constituted administrations, we find that. a region 
· like Madhya Bharat will require a university in the near future . 
.At Gwalior and Indore there are strong arts and science col
leges, as well as professional institutions. When these two States 
were separate each had plans for a university, and now the rival 
claims have delaye<! the· establishment of any. · · 

Vindhya Pradesh has not developed higher education to th& 
extent as somE> other states have done. Should a university be es

. tablished in Vindhya Pradesh it will probably be at Rewa, with the 
Darbar College as the nucleus, though such action may not be ad
visable in the near future. The political merger of Travancore 
and Cochin has created a problem for the Cochin colleges, to which 
we have referred in our discussion of the University of Travancore. 
Mithila has a linguistic heritage and two important centres of higher 
education, with probabilities of generous benefactions. If these 
materialize it should not be difficult to have a university for this 
area. Tl).e Tamil tract has not been fully served by Annamalai, 
and a teaching-cum-affiliating university IJ?.ay be required at a jllore 
central place, such as Trichinopoly. The· well established colleges 
at this place and those at Madura may become constituent colleges; 
and ma:y have authority to affiliat~ ~ny urban institutions in the 
vicinity which prefer to be affiliated with that university, rather than 
with Madras. · 

This mention of the problem of regional location of urban 
universities, even where only political and linguistic regions are 
involved, indicates the complexity of the issues. In establishing 
new universities consideration should be given to regional needs, 
whether the region be linguistic, cultural or economic. As to rural 
universities, if the problem of regionalism is well handled from the 
beginning, much confusion may be avoided. By careful planning 
rural· universities may be located so as largely to serve both linguistic 
areas and areas with similarity as to crops, industrial resources, 
etc. 
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10. Universities from Private Benefactions.-. In our survey of 
inclividual universities we have observed instances of institutions 
established through privt.te benefactions. With changes in our 
social structure, with the clis&ppearance of Princes and landlords, 
and with the diminution of the fortnnes of private 
individuals, benefactions will grow less. Should the principle of 
exempting gifts from income tax be adopted, large gifts might 
increase. Acceptance of such gifts by the government should pro
bably be conclitioned on recognition of the need for the proposed 
university. 

11. Conditions fQI' Oreati1111 New Univeraities.-While our Com
mission is not prepared to discuss each case of possible transition 
from affiliated or independent colleges to unitary universities, some 
general comment may be appropriate. There are certain funda
mental characteristics which should be inherent in any institution 
which is to call itself a university and which is to ask for public 
funds as such. 

A university should be free from communal exclnsiveness, and 
its services should be available to students regardless of caste, re
ligious affiliation or social origin. It should be a place of free. in
quiry, with its windows open to the knowledge and culture of the 
world. Its spirit should be thp.t of free, sincere search for truth, 
not of indoctrinat.ion in any closed cult. 

A university is more than a technical school. It should be a 
place for provicling a student with opportnnity for all ronnd well 
proportioned education for effective living and for citizenship, 
m addition to preparation for a calling. It may occur that a uni
v:ersity shall develop special strength in some particular field, as in 
engineering or industrial development or in teacher trainina or 
in forestry or fisheries. In fact, since no institution can be e:cel· 
lent in everything, it is dwa.ble that areas of special strength be 
developed at least in all but perhaps the largest of our universities. 
However, these areas of special strength should be in addition to 
facilities for all round higher education, and should not be a substi
tute for such facilities. Uuless an institution aims at providing such 
all round training it should continue as a technical institute and 
ahould not aspire to be a nniversity. 

It is unfortnnate for a university to be established to promote 
local or personal prestige. It should represent not only actual need 
but the probability that the use made of the instit11tion and the 
mpport granted to it shall justify its establishment as a degree 
granting institution, and that its existence shall not hamper 
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the emergence of a more representative or more necessary institu
tion. Wide variations should be allowed and encouraged in the 
str1},cture, administration, and type of service to be rendered by a 
university ; but quality should be insisted on. -Institutions, 
doing perfunctory or mediocre work should not be dignified by' 
university statns. 

· The criteria for appraisal should not be arbitrary rules and re
gulations, but first-hand appraisal of competence, spirit and achieve
ment. Informal appraisal should not mean laxity of standard. 
The statns of university should be assurance of high quality. 

12. University C~s.-In many countries of the world uni
versities are set up not through Acts of legislature of their parlia
ments, but through charters granted by the bead of the state. 
This course Insy also be adopted in our country, at any rate, with 
regard to the new universities 'l'l'liich are established by the conver
sion of existing institutions. It may be thought necessary that such 
institutions be given provisional. university status before they are 
recogllised permanently as univer!Uties. Such charters may be gra!lt
ed by the head ofthe state on the recommendation of the University 
Grants Commission. The recommendation of that' Commission 
should indicate the conditions and the tim\l for which the provision
al charter is granted. These charters may be Inade permanent if 
the Commission-is satisfied about the staff, management and quality 
of work done. 

Excess of universities should be guarded against. There 
should be no arbitrary rule against more. than one university in a 
given: area, for the.functions of two universities may be so different 
that they may complement, rather than compete with, each other. 
;However, duplication of similar facilities in an area already reason
ably well-served, should be avoided. In case some area or some wide 
field of interest does not 'have adequate att(ention, then in some cases 
the encouragement of a new university InaY be in order. 

II I.-Recommendations. 
13. We recommend:-

(1) that during the transition from atliliated or independent 
college to university status, or during the initial period 
of a new university, a provisional charter be granted 
by the President, upon the recommendations of the 
University Grants Commission, and that in general a 
permanent charter· be granted only after a pro~onal 
period; . 
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(2) that Viava-Bhara.ti at Santiniketa.n, and Ja.mia Millia 
at Jamia Nagar, near Delhi, be given provisional char· 
ters as universities, and be given suitable capital and 
recurring grants ; 

(3) that in the establishing of new universities freedom be 
given for pioneering and experiment in educational 
methods; 

(4) that in planning new universities, both urban and rura.l, 
e~ort be lllllfle to get as good distribution ae poesible 
With reference to the total educational needs of the 
country; 

(5) that the University Grants Commis.qion be constituted 
as the agency for determining the merits of requests for 
recognition ae ·universities. 
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1.-T!u Backgroond/or Rural Hig1u3r EdUcation. 

1. A. relativel!J un.,ccupicd Field.-The conditions of Indian 
life and government under which the present universities had their 
origin and development have already been described. It was 
inevitable that tl.t: univer~ities ehould be influenced by these condi
til)ns. Tl:-.ey are valuable institutions and are expected to yield good 
results after necessary adaptations to the changed eonditions of a 
fret people. These anaptations and reforms it has been our oonoorn 
to Bt.ggcst. 

Yet anyone can ~ee that cur present universities-bt>side- some 
qualitative limitations-touch only tht> frin{;e ofwhatisrequircdin 
th£' way of higher edur.ation in the world'f newest and. most populous 
democracy. There is a vast field of pioneering befor£' us in the proCCl!ll 
of evolvi11g nP.W in~titutions of higher ll'aruing which will answer 
to the necdn anJ aspirations ofthisd~mocracy. · 

Sueh pioneering demancls more than improvtments in the exist· 
ing pattern. To r<>quire all new univerlliti<'.s to grow out ofth£' extst
ing 11ystem would be to imp~•e necdllll's and hamr1ering limitations 
up:m our educa.tion<ll possibilities. A chance for new, free beginnings 
unhamperetl by thP tooent historic past, which can take advantage 
of marked advances in world educational thought and practice, is 
made possible by the necess.uy large expansion of educational 
facilities. 

I In looking at the problem of new institutions the fact should 
be kept in view that, as reported by the 1941 census, about 1!5% 
ot tho population of India live in villages. This vast population 
has been scarcely touched by secondary or higher education, except 
by the permanent withdrawal from village life of those able young 
peopl .. who have left the villages for the ULiversities. The extreme 
poverty and lack of cultural opportunity of this population is com
mon knowledge. The course of wisdom is not to deny or to ignore 
this glaring lack, but rather to create the types of educational 
opportunity whirh are appropriate to Indian rural life, and to give 
a quality and range to that life which will remove the disparity which 
is now a reality. · 

There should be no feeling of oonflict between e~st~ and new 
~e (rural) universities, any more than between engineermg eduoa
hon and medical education. However, beca1186 the pattern and 
apirit of existing universities is so distinctly urban centred. · 
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and because of the tendency of an old and dominant institution to 
impose its type upon any new institution in a similar field, it is a 
matter of practical necessity that new universities a imina at extend
ing educational opportunity to the great mass of rural India, and 
to give vitality and quality to rural life, should have their ')Wll inde
pendent design and programme. They will have many qualities and 
methods in common with existing universities, and as they become 
established there will be general eo-operation and interaction. To a 
large degree the European university, with the offspring ~ institu
tions · in India and America, will be indispensable to the new rural 
university, but their services should be those of consultation, 
friendship and advice, and not of authority and direction. 

2. The Significance of the Indian Village.-A.!I free India begms 
to plan its course, a great increase of interest in village welfare is in 
evidence. This is important, not _only for the sake of the villages, 
but for the destiny of India as a whole. 

. In the course of world history, seldom h.J.s the greatness of a 
nation long survived thf> disintf>gration of its rural life. For 
untold ages man by nature has been a villager and has not long sur
vived in any other environment. Almost every study of the subject 
which has been made in Europe and A.n..erica has revealed that as a 
rule city families survive for only a few generations.. Cities grow and 
thrive only as they are-constantly replenishf>d from the rural popula
tion. So long as a nation's rural life is vjgorous it possesses reserves 
of life and power. When for a long time cities draw the cream 
of life and culture from the villages, returning almost nothing, as.has 
been the case' in India· during the last two centuries, the current 
village resources of culture and energy become depleted, and th~ 
strength of the nation is redueeo. . . 

India must decide whether to aim at a .widely distributed popula
tion, making the village~ such prosperous, ip.teresting and culturally 
rich places,. with such range of opportunity and adventure that 
young people will find more zest and interest, more cultural advant
ages, and more opportunity for pioneering. there, than in the city ; 
or whether to run to vast centralized industries, with masses of 
labour taking direction either from the state or from private corpora
tions. Natural drift will not change existing .trends. Definite 
gover~mental and educational policy and a change of public attitudt> 
are Tequired. 

·. Co~sider the present stat~~· of the village. Though there are 
areas with clean,~ attractive villages, most of the more than half a 
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million villag~s in India comist of mud huts with earth floors, with 
one, two or three rooms, with unprotected open wells. Houses are 
crowded along narrow crooked paths which serve also as open drains. I 
'l.hese conditions, along with extreme poverty, result in a large 
amount of water-borne, insect-borne and earth-borne diseases. 
Less than ten per cent of the villsgors are literate to the extent of. 
recognizing their own names on a letter. An average day's'work 
in an Indian village produces probably less than a quarter as mu~h 
wealth as would a day's work by modern methods. The villages 
are laraely isolated from the world, and so have difficulty in getting 
a world view. 

Pictur" the kind of village life which should be aimed at. It 
must be economically prosperous. Its life must· not be wasted in 
primitive habits of production. FL.ll advantage shoul<l be taken of 
modern technical developments. Small scale farming by efficient 
methods will require; only a small part of the hun' an labour needeJ 
at present, and production may be greatly inrr'!ased. Much of the 
village population will bo available fot work other than agriculture. 
Each village, and especially each group of villages, will have a VtidE' 
range of economic activity. A large part of the industry of the 
country should be located in villages and small towns. Every 
villnge shoul~ have good year round trarisportation, and should 
be supplied with electric power. Each one should have a piped water 
supply under pressure, a sewer ~ystem and a telephone sy~tem. 

With good water supply, drainage and sewerage, malaria and 
intestinal diseases will practically disappear as they have nearly 
disappeared in certain other countrie.~. Health centr~s and public'; 
hea\th cart> will nearly el:minate communicable diseases. Hou~ehold 
vermin will almost wholly disappear a~ they have disappeared in 
certain other countries . 

• 
If these economic and hygienic advantages should be secured 

without cotTCSponding development of character and culture, the 
t'\hange might be loss rather than gain. Economic, cultural al\d 
ethical education must go together. 

3. The Possibilitie.s of Basic Education.-At this fateful momeBt 
in our history, we have the extreme good fortune to have had pre
sented to usa pattern and philosophy of education of such universal 
nnd fundamental worth that it may well servt as the type for bringing 
into bein~ the new India which is the desire of many ohs. We havE' 
no sympathy with hero worship, and feel that there shotJd hi' no with
holding of criticism of an educational plan because it was presented 
MI118MofRdD 
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by oui great leader. With some details of Gandhij1's programme 
of basic education we may not egree. However, taking his con
cept as a whole it presents the seeds of a method for the. fullilment 
and refinement of human personality, the wisdom and excellence 
of which will become more apparent through the years, and will 
stand the test of time and of criticism. Years of time and vast 
efl'ort will be requrred to insure this movement against warped and 
mistaken expression, and to develop effective skills and methods ; 
yet inher~tly the concept IE one of the world's great contributions 
to educatiOn. 

The method outlined in its rudiments by Gandhiji is not jnst 
a way of meeting the educational nee.ds of little children. He .has· 
stated the esstntial elements of a universal method of educat10n, 
from the time a little child shares in its mother's work, through the 
whole process of growth of personality to the time when the mature 
II an of disciplined mind and character works at the side of the 
master in the achievement of a great design. The essence of this 
philosophy is that ed1.1.cation should combine practice in the every
day processes of living and working, with more formal training. 
This is a fundamental concept which is steadily gaining support 
and application in the educational world. . 

Gandhiji was not the first to have this vision. Aristotl!', 
Fmncis Bacon, Milton and Loui.q Agassiz are among the world's 
great men who specifically expr!'ssed a similar conviction. But in 
one important respect he differed from most of the others. While 
their minds caught the vision of a new day, the bookishness of their . 
lives held some ·of them captive. Therein is Gandhiji's pre-emi
nence: · No sooner was a conviction matnred in his mind than he 
a~ed on it. · 

4,. The " Rasic Education '.' Programme.-To see rural higher · 
educationingoodperspectiveitiS desirable to have a glimpse at t.he 
elementary and secondary education out of which it should emerge. 
Aa:to the programme of Basic National Education for grades oo.e 
to five, the revised syllabus published by Hindustani Talimi Sangh 

·about 1947 may be taken as a representative statement. As ll"e have 
seen tllis programme in practice in several parts of India it seems 
to us in the main to be justifying the expectations of those who gave 
it form. · A possible criticism of actual practice is over-emphasis 
on tile one process of producing fabric and cloth. This is· highly 
valuable as a centre for correlation of learning, since clothing, 
like food and shelter, is a basic human need. Also it provides 
opportunity for children to experience skilful achievement, and to 
llan first hand familiarity with an economic process from start io 
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finieh. However, in some eases it seems that a more distrib11ted 
interest and attention to varied processes of rural life would be desir
able. Basic education should introduce children to all the chief 
is1111es and interests of living. It should not become a routine with 
spinning and weaving as its main expressions. . 

Thesefirststepsof the basic education programme have been 
clearly defined and, in some cases at least, g:iven able and inspiring ex
pression. The "post.-basic "secondary school programme has been 
Ieee fully workecl out, while that of higher education has not been 
clearly formulated. 1 herefore these will be considered in some dettoil. 

ll. The People's College.-With adoption of the new Indian 
constitution the achievement of democracy is only barely begun. 
Fundaments! changes of attitude will be necessary before what is 
written on paper can become the prevailing way of life. One of the 
key points at which democracy will fail or succeed is in the kind of 
education which will be made available to the common people .. 

Even after a vast extension of basic education, a large propor· 
tion of Indian rural boys and girls may 'not attend formal school 
beyond the seven or eight years of basic education. How, after 
that, they will enter into the life· and thought of the nation, is not 
only important to them, but ml!y determine whether or not demo
cracy becomes a reality in India. The university, and especially the 
rural university, has a vital relation to this problem. To indicate 
what that relationship may be, and how the university may contri• 
bute to the further education of this great majority of the Indian 
people, i, essential to an understanding of the right place and work 
of the rural university. 

For helpful guidance in this matter, we may turn to the programme 
of the People's Colleges of the Scandinavian countries, especially to 
those of Denmark. Sir Richard Livingstone, England's foremoat 
figure in adult education, called the Scandinavian People's College 
" the only great successful experiment in educating the masses of a 
nation." · 

When the People's College movement wasinitiatedinDenmark 
a Otllltury ago the Danes were a defeated, poverty-stricken, largely 
unsohooled, privilege-ridden and dispirited people. In considerable 
degree as a result of the People's College movement, the Danish 
people have risen from ignorance and poverty to about the highest 
general level of education and well-being of aU the peoples of the earth. 
Their l!()("iallegislation has been sane and liberal. Danish agricul
tural {'raotice has changed from a primitive state to among the moat 
soiontlfic and best organized in the world. All this change has been 
brought about with an increase, rather than a lose., of the human 
element. 
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. The part which the People's Colleges have played in this transi
tion is ~ested by the fact that a third of the rural people attend 
them, while· another third come under their direct influence. More 
than thirty per cent of the members of the national legislature, and 
eighty per cent of the co-operative leaders in a country where 
co-operatives play a dominant economic role, were educated at the 
People's Colleges. The principal writers of modern Sweden also 
were educated at People's Colleges rather than at the universities. 

A paraphrase of a recent description of the philosophy and 
method of the Danish People's College will indicate how it might 
suit Indian conditions, and how the rural university could further 
its development. · 

While democracy requires well qualified men and women in 
positions of importance and authority, yet government by and for 
the people requires also that fine resources of culture, leadership, 
and wisdom shall be maintained with good distribution throughout 
the population. The rank and file of men have often been deprived 
of their best elements and their potential leadership as a result of a 
typical attitude toward democracy, which is not that it eliminates 
privilege, but that it gives everyone an equal chance to "get ahead " 
of others in the competition to escape from the mass of men. and join 
the more privileged classes. · 

Important as it is to keep open avenues of development for the 
specially gifted, society has an even more fundamental need. In 
leavening bread we do not aim to have the gas in the dough escape 
from the mass and rise to the top, but rather we desire to trap the 
gas in small bubbles all through the dough, so that the entire mass 
will rise with uniform light texture. Our ideal for the gifted person 
among the common people, that he shall escape into an environment· 
of culture and economic privilege, results in his leaving behind a 
yet more sodden mass of uninspired and unenlightened people. 
With this prevailing ideal, the v.ery equality of opportunity of a 
political democracy accelerates the tendency towards a population 
composed of subject masses and ruling classes. For a. continuing 
democracy it is es.~ential that our programme of liberal education 
shall not promote the escape from the common people of the culture 
which that education generates, but shall inspire able students to 
remain common people, in and of the people, acting as their servants · 
and leaders, and raising the whole social lump-

A familiar attitude among educators calls for a liberal education 
for a small elite grol!f, and vocational education for the masses. 
John Dewey wrote, I cannot think of any idea more completely 
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'reactionary and more fatr.l to the whole democratic outlook . ., 
Another suggestion is that the shortcomings of such a leadership 
can be partly cured by liberal colleges drawing potential leaders 
from all ranks of society, " by making liberal education available to 
all young people who poBI!ess the essential intellectual and personal 
qualities." Yet, the chief issue is not where young people .come from 
to get an education, but where they go with their education. 

Democracy requires leadership steadfastly Joyal to the whole 
people. Throughout history the people's cause has often been lost 
by leadership becoming estranged from and even turning trai•or 
to the people, though often it had only recently emerged from the 
common people. The philosophy of rule by an intellectual elite, 
which characterised Plato, was the object of criticism by Bishop 
Grundtvig, originator· of the Danish People's College. He wrote: 
" People in our day shout themselves hoarse about freedom and 
culture, and that is certainly what we need, but the proposals for 
attaining them usually have the same fundamental faults as Plato's 
• Republic ', where the guardians of freedom and culture themselves 
swallow them both up, so that the people for all their labour get only 
proud tyrants to obey, to support, and if that can comfort them, 
to admire and deify." 

Leadership whioh cannot expret!l! itself in the shoes of the com
mon man is rather rulership than leadership. Was not that Gandhi· 
ji's mt>ssage ! How to achieve intellectual discipline and culture 
which give quality to leadership, and yet to maintain identity with 
the common people, is a problem which seldom has been solved. 
Because the Danish People's College has contributed greatly to that 
solution, its methods are important. Because that problem in 
'India may profit by a new approach, the rural university may make 
a ei!(nificant contribution to its solution here. _ 

It is a general assumption of the intellectual elite that a long 
period of study with conventional " cultural " subject matter in 
high school and colle.ge is necessary to produce liberally educated 
men. The People's College challenges that assumption. It holds 
th11t education ts not identical with formal intellectual training ; 
that men can become educated without beinv: intellectuals, and that 
iutellectuale are not necessarily educated men. Grundtvig wrote: 
" &holarsllip is one thin~, and education and fitness for life is nil
other ; they may Wf'll be united, but not in the C-!l:<e of the m 1jority ; 
they lhi!St not be hostile to t>-ach other. Scholarship will lead 'lCbolars 
astray if it is not confronted by an education of the 'people ~hich 
obli!tt's it to take present-day life into consideration, just as t dllCa
tion of the people will soon deg(lllerate into a superfici~l polli-h if 
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scholarship does not keep ita.live." Einstein commented : " School 
is :not to promote future officials, scholars, lecturers, barristers and 
authors,_ but human beings." Whitehead similarly remarked, 
" The school course of classics must be planned so that a definite 
result-(a great view of. life) is clearly achieve.d. There has been too 
great a product of failures on . a road to an ambitious ideal of 
scholarship." The People·,; College airusathelpingpeopletodesire 
and to achieve the primary values of life, from which other values 
must be derived. A brief description of the Danish People's College 
is given in Appendix P. 

II.-Tke Rural Secondary School (" Post-Basic Education ") 

6. ARe~ Sclwol Village.-Doubtless a number of types of 
rursl secondary school will emerge as the general principles of basic 
edueation find expression in practcie. Let us picture one type 
81! a continuation of the basic education programme. 

· Except where t-here are good reasous to the contrary, tlle rural 
secondary school should be a residence school, with the pupils 
living in hostels, or if feasible, in such houses as would be suitable 
for good village life. The grotmds and streets should be planned, 
and the buildings planned and built, as nearly as possible like a 
well-planned modern village. The entire setting should be an 
example to the students of what their own villages might be like. 
Secondary f'Chool education should not make boys and girls content 
with living in the villages as they are. It should, however, ImLke 
them familiar with practical ways of creating new villages, within 
the reasonable financial and social rt>-Souroes available. The school. 
village should be an example of what is desirable and practical in 
village planning, construction and operation. 

- - In ca~ an entire fariilly should wish to move to the school vil
hge, building and m1maging its home accordir.g to the stanrlards of 
the school, the children of that family might well live at home. 
In such case the family as a whole might share in the educational 
process. There havE! been a few colleges or secondary schools where 
the young family and not the individual was the unit being educated. 

· In ~orne cases it would be desired by students or their parentJS 
who reside nearby that 'the boys and girls snould live at bome and 
go to the school eaclt day. This probability draws attention to two 
sometimes conflicting aims in the ests11ishmr::nt and adrninliltration 
of residence secondary schools. On the one band it is desirable_ 
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that the student be in the school village setting where he can Hee 
village life as it might be, can free his mind from rigid village tradi
tion, and can have that kind of living together and intimate relations 
with his teacher which marked the relations of the old time guru 
with his pupils. On the other hand it is highly ?S'm rtant that his 
school experience shall not so divorce him from his · e associations 
that he cannot and will not return to work with the wor d from which 
he came. He should be imbued by his school experience with a 
desire to improve his village, not to escape from it. For some of the 
boys and girls to continue to live at home might help tht> school to 
keep that desirable association, but it would be unfortunate for the 
atudents asa whole to do so. Residence schools should not be allowed 
tu wither because of supposed economy to the parents or to the 
government. The People's College programme with its re.<Jidenoe 
schools has been singularly successful in arousing a desire for progress 
without leading students to abandon their villages. · 

Smu.ll units of 150 to 200 studer.ts will be far better than mass 
schools of m:my hundred!t. A school for 150 students should have 
probably 30 to 60 acres of land, depending on circum~tances. Per
haps 10 or 15 acres of this shoulrl be for school houRe, hostels, bomea 
for teachers, playgrounds, . workshops and indi!Strial sites.. The 
reat should be for. agriculture, forest and pRsturc. 

The secondary srhool ...-ille.ge as a rule would serve a group of 
villages, and should be conveniently located with reference to them. 
In case of the reconstruction of villages, as hereafter proposed, in 
some cases provision may be made in them for secondary school 
plants, with suitable land and environment. In such cases secondary 
school student! might live at home, or part at home and pan 
iri hostels, as would be desirable. While every normal boy and girl 
should have opportunity for continued schooling after the 'l or 8 
years of baRic s~hooling, the provisions suggested urf\ estimated 
to be adeqnate f<'r the next one or two decades. 

The first cost of small rE>aideooe secondary schools may be highlll' 
than building,, for ma:lll education, but not necessarily so. The 
buildings may be very simple. Research is finding ways to use 
locatmaterials and labour to make permanent l'tructures. In so far 
as possible, the school village should be built by the pupils and their 
teachers working together, with the help of a person trained in vil13ge 
and school Jllanning. During construction of the school village 
pupils and teachers would live in temporary shelters, or return to 
their home villt.gea at night. The cost of bringing students by bua 
eaoh day from the several villages would be eliminated. Nearly 
all thf' work of maintaining and c1ea.ning bnildine;o H"d ground;, 
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preparing food and doing other necessaty VI ork, could be done by the 
stu,dents as part of their practical education. This is less feasible 
where the students live at home and attend school in large masses. 

RURAL UNIVERSITIES 

7. Learning by Li!ling.-Residence school students not only 
profit from their studies but, under the leadership and companion
ship of teachers of rr.ature character and culture, they may learn 
.Q waY: of life together. It ·is largely through personal friend!'hips, 
acquamtances, and mutual trust that society holds together. " The 
old school tie ", a powerful element in social organization, has hitherto 
been limited to a small social class. The old school ties of residence 
secondary schools and People's Colleges will be threads of acquain
tance and fellowship over larger areas than the village, and will 
help toward widening social understanding and unity. 

The life of the school sh&uld follow the courSE> of life of a good 
village, except that about half the working time would _be given 
to study and about half to practical work. Some work such as 
cleaning ~he school village probably should be done by everyone, 
teachers and pupils working together., There-are some kinds of 
work with which nearly every pupil should become familiar, such as 
child care, cooking and home keeping for girls, and agriculture and 
the use of household tools for boys and girls. The school should 
raiee most of its food and should teach boys and girls how to make the 
land yield as much as possible. · 

. The practical work should in dude farming, building, carpentry 
and ca.binet making, housekeeping, weaving, street cleaning, and 
other useful village work. It should also include one or more modern 
industries, manufacturing goods for sale: So far as training in a 
modern industry is concerned, a two to four year period of work in·a 
se£ondary school industry w1der ski)J'ul teaching, along with related 
study, should produce highly skilled workers, ready to perform many 
of the more exacting processes in new industries in new secondary 
school villages. Some students would · continue more advanced 
training. 

As bovs and girls grow older, the periods of uninterrupted work 
will naturally grow longer. Rat-her than work and study for a 
part of each day it probably will be well to divide the students 
into two shifts, estch shift working or studying alternate days, or more 
probably alternate weeks or fortnights. It would be desirable for 
some of the part time work of each student during his secondary 
school years to be away from the school village, to give him a more 
representative view of practical life. 
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8. The Rural Secondary Sclwol Programf(IC.-Littl~ by little many 
boys and girls would find desirable callings and would begin to specia
lize. For many, the secondary school period would complete the 
schooling and their special training. Others would find it desirable 
to go to more advanced rural schools or col!eges. 

In their study periods the pupils should be getting an all-round, 
wei! proportioned education. Where feasible the subjects- of study 
should be related to or grow out of the practical work and life of the 
,pupil. However, as boys and girls grow older it will he found increas
tngly desirable to fol!ow some orderly courses of study, sometimes 
re~ardless of their own experiences of the moment. They should 
become acquainted with the physical environment as disclosed by 
geography, geolo~ and astronomy ; with the physical sciences in 
physics and chemiStry, and with the world ofliving things in biology. 
They should get a general knowledge of the history of their own loca
lity, !>flndia and of the world, and should be introduced to some good 
literature. They should have enough mathematics to serve their 
practical needs, and a general knowledge of local and national 
government. Their studies also should help them to understand the 
theory of their work. Physical education should be universal. 
To select subject matter and to distribute the available time among 
the different subjects, so that these fields shall be covered without 
overcrowding the studenta' tin1e, will require thorough preparation 
by those planning post-basic education. 

Even more important than the imparting of information is the 
development of habits and attitudes of mind and spirit. The 
habit of openness and honest-y is a tremendoliS source of national 
strength and so are habits of goodwill and fair play. In training 
teachers for secondary rural schools these qualities should be the 
first consideration. The scientific attitude, that is, the habit of free, 
l'fitical inquiry, of looking into actual facts and callSeB, rather than 
credulous acceptance of runiour or tradition, would put new life 
into India. 

In its industrial work the rural secondary school should aim at 
cn•ntir~ a new industrial tradition. It has been assumed that the 
industrialist works chiefly for profit, whereas the teacher works 
t•hiefly for service. There is no mherent reason why these different 
c.allings should be carried on with different motives. The tradition 
should develop that rural industrialists deserve reasonable and decent 
living and economic security, but that beyond these standards all 
t.>arnings should ~o to strengthening the indllStry, accumulating 
re><t•rves for expanston or against depression, founding new indllStriea 
for new secondary schools, improving quality, lowering prices, or 
mising wages and bettering working conditions. It ill a curialiS 
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delusion that amassing a fortune gives greater satisfaction than does 
good citizenship. Rural education should aim at changing that 
tradition. -

Even where there are programmes for village improvement which 
.provide for nurses, health advisers, agricultural extension workers 
and others to live and work in the villages, such plans are handicap
ped, or even break down, because of the unwillingness of such 
persons to live in the villages. Secondary school villages, 
planned and built according to approved standards, would be suitable 
centres for rural clinics, rural library service, agricultural extension 
work, co-operative banking, and other village activities. Such ser
vices could become parts ofthe secondary school training programme. 
Through the school system they should be integrated into a unified 
process of social education, and should not continue as competing 
activities of unrelated departments. The secondary school village 
thus might well become the cultural and service centre of a group of 
villages, and might go far to insure the success of these various ser
vices. · 

9. Self-Suppr»t in Basic Edt.ICQJ.ion.-Basic secondary education 
can develop a large element of self-support, and can be better educa
tion than that which is wholly supported by taxation. A substantial 
degree of self-support may not be !lchieved at once, for the methods 
of that type of education, and. competence; in economical production, 
must be mastered. No specific amount of self-support should be 
made imperative. The educational deyelopment of boys and girls 
should be the first consideration, but experience in competent and 
responsible production will be found to contribute greatly to such 
development. Generally tlie land, buildings and equipment should 
be supplied from public funds. If boys and girls do part of the work. 
of building, then their labour should be paid for at a fair rate from 
public funds, for otherwise, in order to· be self-supporting, it may be 
necessary for them to use all working time. to produce for immediate 
use or sale, and the educational value of building might be lost. 

l<'or basic secondary education to be in some degree self-support
ing, it is necessary that living standards of great simplicity 
should prevail. The tradition of our country has largely been of 
hovels and palaces, with almost nothing in between. The basic edu
cation secondary school should be an example to young people of the 
truth t.hat simple, inexpensive living can be clean, convenient and 
attractive living. Self-support must come partly by restricting 
wants to very simple living, and partly by increasing income. 

Fear is sometimes expressed that any element of self-support 
may lead to exploitation of child labour. To provide boys and girls 
with all-round education, and to train them for specific competence 
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in aome field, is a. good way to reduce exploitation. The errtire 
spirit and atmosphere of the basic education programme, and. like 
sensitiveness of democratic government. to charges of exploita.ti~tll, 
can be relied on to protect them from excessive toil. · 

10. Division of IAhour in Bane Secondary Schools.-The divisiGn 
of labour in secondary schools should probably be different from that 
in the first years. Probably some labour should still be shared by 
all, such as a. half hour for general clean-up in the morning. Most 
work should be divided, with each student having his or her definite 
duties. The duties of a student may be changed from time to time 
so that he or she can become acquainted with many kinds of work. · 

A convenient way of dividing work perhaps would be to have 
most students work and study every other week or fortnight. ht 
one such period about half the students would be at work and the 
other half at study. During the following period those who had bee:n 
studying would work, and those who had been working would study. 
Thus one set of teachers would teach two sets of students. Some 
members of the staff would give their whole time to supervising &tti
dents' work. This pro~amme has been used successfully in some 
secondary schools for thirty-five rears. In some cases the alterna
tion of work a.nd study might be mfiuenced by the seasonal n~ of 
agriculture and climate. 

Every boy and girl in basic and post-basic education shooJd 
be able to ~erform almost any common, necessary duty. In line 
with the spirit of the new Indian constitution every boy and ~~ 
in a bli.Ric and post-basic education school should make the followmg 
resolve : I shall never ask nor accept from any person any meniall!el'
vioe that I would not gladly do for him or her, or for others. 

11. Shorl. Time Tech11ical Covrsu.-Perhaps a.ssociated with 
secondary school villages should be provisions for short term techni
cal eunrses, somewhat parallel with People's College sessions. For 
practical workers in many fields to have even one or two weeb a 
year of training and experience in a good shop with good supervision 
m4tht in many cases quite change the degree of understanding and 
akill with which they would do their work. If mechanics, craftsmtlll 
and technicians of all sorts should develop the habit of attending 
short courses in their special fields for from a week to a month eaoh 
year or two, receiving instruction and example from the most 
competent persons in each field, the general quality of technioal 
work and of craftsmanship might be greatly improved. Suoh 
short courses might be _given at both secondary school villages and 
!It rural universities. Different achoola or rural uriive.rsities m~t 
dnelop reputation for skill and leadership in different fields. 
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12. The Duration of Rural Education.-The duration of the rural 
post-basic or secondary school period should be related to the entire 
span of education. One suitable distribution of this entire span 
would be: · 

8 years for basic education, 
3- or 4 years for post-basic or secondary education, 
3 years for college, 
2 year.> post-graduate university work for the master's degree. 

An alternative distribution of time would be 7 basic, 4 post
basic, and 3 for college. As the value of education is better realized, 
and as the material resources of India increase, there probably will. 
be a tendency to reach a programme o£8 years basic education, 4 years 
secondary education and 4 years of college to the equivalent of the 
bachelor's degree. The expression " college " in this connection 
refers not only to education leading to an academic degree, but any 
educat.ion beyond the secondary school, whatever may be its form. 

While it probably is desirable to consider a regular period. 
as 3 or 4 years, for post-basic or secondary schooling and 3 or 4 
years for college, these would be only general guiding standards .. 
Some students entering secondary school may be well prepared for 
their life work in two years, some in three years. The aim of the 
school should be to help the student to most effective living, so far as. 
the educational resources justify preparation. In a four year secondary 
school programme for instance, there should be no sense of failure for 
the student who comes to the end of his productive period of study 
in one or two or three years. . _ · 

iii.-Post-basic (Secondary) Edumtion and Village 
' Industrialization . . 

13. Industrialization is Inevitable.--One of the issues which 
troubles the basic education movement is the extent to which modern 
industrial processes shall be welcomed in the villages.. India 
will surely industrialize. To pump irrigation water by muscle 
power as in Indi.1 requires more than a hundred times as many man
hours for a given result as by modern methods. The difference 
in labour between hand and machine spinning is very great, and nearly 
all village weavers prefer the machine spun yarn, (Hand weaving 
has greater possibility for survival than does hand spinning.) The 
makers of handmade padlocks in India are finding constantly greater 
difficulty in competing with machine-made padlocks from othet 
countries. The village blacksmith is losing to the big factories in 
Indian cities his trade of making agricultural implements. 
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Industrialization is one of the great basic changes in human' 
living, perhaps as fundamental as the change from hunting to settled 
agriculture. It cannot be stopped, but can be guided into wholesome 
channels. The energy and devotion . needed to guide industrial 
development in India, so that it shall serve widespread decentra.li
zation on a high economic, social and spiritual level, should not be 
dissipated in trying to prevent it. 

The next few years may largely set the pattern of Indian in
dustrial life for a long time. If there is clear and prompt recognition 
of the need and possibility for distributing much of modem industry 
through the villages and emall towns, the prosperity of modern 
industry may be diffused through the whole country. If there is 
effective opposition to specialized modern industries in the villages, 
on the ground that each village should be a. self-contained, indepen
dent unit, these may concentrate in the cities. 

14. Decentralized lndustry.-A very large amount of small unit 
industry is feasible, though a part must be in large units. People 
looking at America from a distance see ouly the towering industrial 
giants. Yet there are many thousands of thriving small industries in 
that country, and there would be more but for the cult of size and 
power which seeks to grow large, just as a ruler might wish to add to 
his dominions, even though the administration might not thereby 
be more efficient.1 • 

Over half the business of America is done by small and medium 
sized firms. These are on the whole more profitable than the great , 
industries, as is disclosed by several pubhc and private studies. 

1 Th.e ~fficienoy of American manufacturing rt'\Jita largely on the use of machine 
toola in plaoe or manual1kiU of oraftam~n. l'hP machine tool indu~ttry is greatly decf'f\tra.. 
li...d. \Vhile tht•ro are )X'rb&fNI half a dn%.f'R la:rgt- 6.rms. a.ll togt~ther thf.'y employ probably 
It'll& t.han & tifLh ofthOBe employed in tb0 machine tool industry as a whole. The others 
are employed by hundreds of 11maller firms. scattered over m&ny parts o£ America.. Some 
of thN~ am&ll firma are looatt•d in viUagca, aome in small towns, some in citiee. Many 
thriving machine tool factorioa employ only ten to fifty men, o~ben1 up k> live buadred. 

Tbr Rrindinlit wh('rel induatry, also important to manufa.oturings ia tK"att.e.rt'ld o.er a 
large nu m~ of email pla.nta. One ('Ompany. whi<-h uses cheap electric power to manufac
tuM CI\Tborundum, haa about 3,000 employ<•... Tbe ...,.t of tho grinding wheel induotry 
lo dividod among many firma employing from half a dORn to fiw hundred men. 

M•ny parta of tho tt-xtilo induet,ry are also highly decentralied. This ia true of 
.. (actorit'tt m&ki:ng <'larp6t.e, u rayon. n yam, mf'ln'a abirts, women'a dreuea, underwear, and 

hooiery. Many of th..., faotoriea ~ in villllf!e& or amall toW'III in varioua pan. of 
Ameriua. ThNt' are only illuatrative caat'6. 

It Ia ink>""'! in~ that tho forcljtn goodo whioh ha.,.., heen beot able t.o invado Amrrir.an 
m•rbto during ro<'<'nt deoadoo wete not made in tho great industrial plant& of Engl!Uid or 
pre-.w&l" Gf.rma.ny, bu\ wer& producla of amaU acaleo induatriN of Switserla.nd and Japan. 
Today about 80%ofthewat<-heo110ldin AlllPri"" ""'mad~ in therelo.ti..,ly om&lJ induat.;., 
ef8witarland, whileoome oft~ great Amorican watch faotorieo han diffionlty in aurviv
lng, Yet Switaerlancl baa about the highMt ""''" aoale and tiring atalldud in Europ<'. 
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While some industries are growing larger, others are decentralizing, 
and many are moving from cities to mral areas. Small and medium 
sized business is very much alive in America, anil. can be in India. 

15. Industriallnter-relati<ma.-In the modem world the village 
will steadily lose the status of an independent, self-contained econo
mie unit, but at the same time it can become far more important liB a 
buie unit of society, out of which the larger society is built. Village 
people want books, radios, watches, bicycles, metal goods, electric 
power, and railway travel, which cannot be produced by each village 
far itself. The world is becoming constantly more inter-related. 
Tli&t inter-relationship will be best if each of the units has a vigorous, 
definite eiistence of its own, while it co-operates with otners. 

It is a mistaken aim to atomize India into nearly unrelated vil
lages, as though interdependence were itself an evil. A better social 
aim is the growth together of independence and of interdependence, 
each where it is most appropriate. Not the greatest degree, but the 
bm degree of locsl self-llllffi.ciency should be the aim. 

If the village does not industrialize, the actual result will be that 
urban industry will take over all those processes that are most profit
aWe, leaving to the village the unprofitable operations. As indus
trialization spreads over the ~h it becomes incr~ingly true that 
:baw:licraft workers receive very small pay for their work, and even 
tli.ell the-products are commonly luxury goods, sold to wealthy people. 

The development of secondary mral education should presume · 
decentralized, well-balanced, progressive ~dnstrialization. In fact 
a considerable part of the vocational training of post-basic schoo~ 
should be to prepare boys and girls no longer needed in agriculture 
foo other callings. ·The industrial development of India is being handi
cap~ by the lack of workers who are skilled in hand and eye to fill 
pQ&ltions not requiring full professional training. As mral indus
tries develop, the rural secondary schools should go far to meet that 
need. 

IV.-.4 Pnx.;rammefor the ReooMructron of l'Tidian Villagu. 

16. The Futwe of the Village.-Without some picture of what 
the fttture of .the. Indian village may be, the future of rural education 
cannot be clear. In trying to understand the problem of secondary 
and higher education for the peopleoflndia who live in its600,000 
Yillages, we seem atJrst to come up against a stone wall which makes' 
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progress all but impossible. That " stone wall " is the present 
condition of the Indian village. Anything in the nature of broad, 
liberal education in the modem spirit will surely make villagers more 
keenly aware ofthe inadequacy of the village, and in many cases of 
the futility of trying to make it livable. Except as some generally 
effective way is found for dealing with this condition, any plans for 
rural higher education will in effect beplansfordriving more people 
from the village, and therefore for the further impoverishment of 
the rural life of India. A clear cut, comprehensive and adequate 
solution of this problem is imperative. The following statement, 
we believe, outlines such a solution. 

Over a large part oflndia the village is obsolete, not fitfor human 
habitation. Of the 600,000 villages in India, there are probably many 
thousands to which this statement does not apply. In a few localities 
villages are reasonably fair places ~f residence. But in the main it 
seems to be true. While the destiny of India depends on the vigour, 
the health, the culture and the intelligence of the villages, the 
village lias declined and is declining. Only if tpe realities are 
faced will there be a chance to guide the course of events toward 
a great destinr for the nation. The problem of the village in m011t 
cnses requires 1ts complete relocation and reconstruction. 

One of the ~eatest handicaps of the Indian village is the lack on 
the part of the villager of any clear, full picture of what a good village 
might be like. If there should be a fine modem village here and there, 
if the villager should get a clear picture of what a good village 
would be like, and if he should learn by practical example of the steps 
he could reasonably take to have such a village. then his day-by-day 
comparison of that village with his own would lead him to have a 
powerful desire to get what he has learned to be practical and desir
able. As to every phase of village life it should be the business of rural 
education to develop clear pictures of what are desirable and practical 
living conditions, and to provide examples of such conditions. _ 

Th1s picture ofvillage life should not be limited to well-planned 
physical layout and to varied opportunity to make good livings. 
Of no less importance are habits ofneighbourliness and good will, of 
~peration, and of dependable, fair dealing with one another. 

The situation of the village is not hopeless. In fact, we ue 
constantly impressed by the vast potential human resources ready to 
become alive and to ~ring into action if they are but freed and en
couraged by public pohcy and by private example. So far as material 
resources and human energies are concerned, the wholesale 
relocation and reconstruction of our villages is entirely feasible. 
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1'he great material wealth of mankind is not its stored -wealth, 
its hoM"ded gold, its Cities, railroads, ships and factories, but the cui:
rent year by year production of wealth by the people. The potential 
wealth-producing capacity of men is almost incredibly great. What 
are lacking are not natural resources or human energy, but a clear 
mental picture of what is desirable and, possible, and the character, 
skill, experience and culture necessary to realize such possibilities. 
These qualities it is the main business of rural education to provide. 
India has such vast natural and hmnan resources that, given these 
qualities, the average Indian might have many times as much wealth 
at his disposal as he now po~sesses. H even ten per cent of our poten
tial resources should be realized, India and all her people would be 
rich. 

17. Reconstruc:tion.-The construction of new and fine villages 
throughout India may become a great national movement. More
over it may be carried through to a considerable extent without the 
financial help of the central or provincial government. As public fiscal 
policy can be readjusted,- public money received from the taxation 
of rural lands should mostly be returned for the use of rural education 
and for village improveJP,ent. Except for great undertakings beyond 
the limits of local control, the Q&rrying through of public projects 
may usually be more economical and more productive by local 
initiative. The handling of ~uch projects by local initiative may be
come a school for democracy, thrift and responsibility. As an ex
ample to be generally followed in this particular kind of development, 
the T.V.A: (Tennessee Valley Authority in America) may be mis
leading. Despite the widespread publicity of the T.V.A .. and 

'"the use of expressions concerning democracy, the T.V.A. is not 
fully in the line of the democratic tradition. 

There is a tradition in the United States which has worked 
and spread so quietly that· its vast achievements have been 
scarcely realized, even in America. This is the habit of creating local 
or regional limited governments for special purposes. These little 
special purpose governments are often in the form of special assess
ment improvement trusts. They are created by the people inter
ested, ~or su!lh :purposes ~s reclaiming wet lands, ~eating parks R!ld 
recreatiOn diStricts, and m some cases f~r developmg water suppl1es 
for groups of towns. 

Following such a method the central or provincial gov!l~~nt 
might provide the laws necessary for such local, democratic .rmtta
tive, so that villages or groups of villages mayework-oilt their own 
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plans. Indian provincial governments should use a considerable part 
of the funds received from land ta:x;es to improve the condition of 
the villages. The central government may provide sa.mples of good 
development, so that the people can see what is possible. To get 
such a movement started, in any district the cemral or provincial 
government may agree to pay half the cost of the first undertakings, 
and perhaps a quarter or a third of the cost of other undertakings. 
Also the central or provincial government, and especially the rural 
universit;r, can carry on research as to the best methods. Govern
ments mtght well have power to prevent borrowing money for any 
plan which is not honestly or competently developed, or which would 
probably be a loss or a disappointment to the people. They could 
develop a variety of plans and suggestions, and provide skilled advice 
which might be beyond the reach of local organization. Many vil
lages are too small to provide the range of services, interests and as
sociations necessary for most sa.tisfactory living. Research to de~ 
termine the most desirable size might result in consolidation of some 
of the smaller ones, and the grouping of villages with some services 
in common. 

With proper legislation providing for village trusts for such re
construction, a village could rebuild itself quickly, and the added tax, 
spread through twenty years, probably would be no more than is now 
paid for various poor services. The land of the villagers would be 
security for the cost. Much of the work they could do themselves un
der skilled direction. 

If such a movement is made possible by wise legislation and 
l>y a limited number of sa.mple cases, it will spread so fast that for 
many years there will not be enough village planners, sanitary engi
neers, house builders eto., to meet the demand. In some parts of India 
dissatisfaction of villagers with present living conditions and desire 
for radical improvement are becoming strong. Unless they are 
met by an effective programme they may soon grow into menacing 
political discontent. 

The very procesa of planning and rebuilding the villages can be 
made a programme ofba.stc education for the whole village population. 
Ht>re the counsel of rural universities and of the central and provin
cial governments will be desirable. Many meetings will be neces 
l!ary to discuss village plans. The needs of sa.nitation must be under
stood. The best design of homes must be worked out. The width of 

·streets must be decided. The s~ace needed for a 'basic school must 
be talked over. Locations for village industries must be provided. 
Ml98.MofEdn. 
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A movement for villag!l reconStruction should not be forced be
yond what. people ·app:teciate and want. ·. The village people should 
not be ctierced 9r dictated tO, but they shOuld be helped by com
petent specialists. So fur as possible these SpecialiSts should be ~en 
imd women 'from village$ who 'have been 'trained in rnra.I secondary 
school, rural colleges and rural Universities. Such a movement 
would grow slowly at first. This would be necessary for there would 
not be an adequate supply of men and women trailied for planning 
and building. A decade ~r two might well be spent in getting well 
under way, learning from the first cases how to be more con:ipetep.t. 

Each year in the natural course of events numerous villages are 
relocated and rebUilt. This is made necessary by the construction of 
reservoirs in river control projects, by the caving of river banks, by 
removal to escape malarial conditions, in constructing new villages 
for refugees, and for a variety of other reasons .. Each such change 
can be made the occasion for replanning and rebuilding villages on 
modem lines. The central government and ·each provincial govern
ment should provide in one of its departments a person or a small 
staff to keep in touch with all such cases, and to advise on plans and 
methods of relocation. The central government staff should include 
a research centre for community planning, methods of construction 
and methods of administering relocation and reconstruction. 

The villages of India are a vast reservoir of human energy, in
telligence and aspiration, much of it now wasting in futility. Indian 
boys and girls start out in life alert, curious, :eager to live and to 
learn. The dull hopelessness of their environment kills this spirit 
in many, so that as men and women . they . become conservative 
and inert. Give the Yillager a picture of a good life, with health, 
cleanliness, variety of occupation, place and time for recreation, and 
a feeling that his hopes may be fulfilled, and the energies of the 
people will make a new rural India, a :fit ~,tnd fine dw<"lling pla~a fo!" a 
great people. · 

V.-Rural Colleges and Unitwsities. 

18. G~neral Chara.cteristics.-Thegenerai advancement of rural 
India will call for an ever increasing range and quality of skill and 
training. To supply these and to meet the requirements of an educa
ted citizenship, a system of rural colleges and universities is neces
sary. A new beginning is desirable, with freedom to create a distinc
tive tradition as to purposes, spirit and methods. 

The crowding together of thousands of u:ndergraduates, as in the 
case of some existing universities, is highly undesirable. A way should 
be found to combine the advantages of small resident undergraduate 
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colleges whert there are close relations between teachers and students, 
with the ad vantages of fully developed universities which offer a wide 
range of specialized and advanced educational opportunity to ad
vanced students, or to other students with specialized interestR. 

As a general type of arrangement, it is suggested that a rural 
university should include a rin~ of s!I'all, resident, undergradl.L&te 
colleges, with specialized and uruversity facilities in the centre. The 
suggested number of students for each of the undergraduate, resident 
colleges i~ abot.t three hunilred, and that of the maximum over-all 
enrolment for colleges and university combined, about twenty-five 
hundred. 

Each college of about three hundred students wocld have sepa
rate teacldng l!taff and facilitie11 so far as its basic courses art> concern
ed, except that undergraduate libraries, laboratories, gymna
siums and hospital facilities might be Pl1arcd by as many colleges as 
should prove desirable. The aim of each college .vould be to equip 
its students with a general educational foundation, and to encourag" 
the development of individual aptitudesa.nd interests as they appdar. 

J n some cases undergraduate students would be well qualified to 
undertake professional or other specialized studies in some parti
cular fields. It should be possible in such cases for them, while still 
undergraduates, to carry single courses in university or professional 
school. Each student should have opportunity, withollt sacrificing 
the core of general education, to begin specia.liEation at whatever time 
he is ready for it, even at the rislt that he might 1ater change his field 
of occupational interest. Some students have clearly defined occupa
tional bents at an early age. They will make better progress, take more 
intljrest, and .have more normal personal development if such 
dominant interests find early <>xpression. Similarly, there should be 
no hard and fast lines between undergraduate and post-graduate eiu
cation. A student might be an undergraduate in most subjects, and 
yet in some field of ~:~pecial interest he might be doing post-graduate 
work. The college and university programmes should be flexible 
enough to serve such oases. 

10. WGrk and Study.-In rural oollege3, as in rmal secondary 
BChools, general studies should be united with practical courses, so 
that those who attend college shall be1ome cultured, educate:i m~n 
and women, and also persons trainee 11nd skilled in aomo field, or 
pr!'pared for further advanced training. Probably the greater part 
of rural college studenta will not have further schooling, ez::>ept for 
"refresher courses ",and so their college years should include occupa
tional prt>paration. Also as with rnn..l secondary students, 
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·.rlir~l college students may spend about half their time at studies and 
half at practical work. The working and study periods probably 
.!hould be longer than in a secondary school, the intervals of work and 
study being perhaps 5 or 10 week~ each. A part of the staff of the 
·college or of a group of collegesshm.Jd be engage~ in securing suitable 
working opportunities, and in supervising ~tudents during their work
ing periods. Such working positions might be located anywhere with

. in several hundred miles, in a great variety of fields. Thi8 programme 
of work and study has been developed in some plaees in Europe and 
America through more than thirty-five years, and has been success
ful. In America a steadily increasing number of universities, tech-

. nical institutes ar:.d. similar institutions now use it. The colleges as a 
_rule may develop their own industries and other economic activity, 
_ which might well be more specialized and more exacting than those of 
rural secondary schools. 

. There is a tendency in university circles to look upon altenie.ting 
work and study, and also upon" practical "collrses, especially those 
calling for manual craftsmanship, as suited to inferior minds, while 

· professional courses are for intellectuals. This separation of skill of 
·hand fromskillofmindhas greatly retardedthcmasteryofthephy
. sica! world and has been a major cause of poverty, especially in India. 
· Practical work should not leave the worker in a " blind alley " with

out continued opportunity for advancement. .Practical Bkill should 
· be looked 11pon as equal in dignity and worth to purely intellectual 

skill. Like scholarShip, it should be recognized with ascending grades 
of achievement and opportwlity, so th&t a man who devP.lops high 
ability with hand and eye may have an open road to advancement 

· equal to that of the purely intellectu~l worke<.1 

20. The Ourriculum of the Rural University.-Thegreat cultural 
values are not peculiarly rural or.urban, but are common to all human-

. ity. Al> described in this report wider General Education'~~>, a common 
core of liberal education may be assumed for the rural university as 
for any other, tl:ough the method'! used in teaching and in learning 
may be different. This common core would include substantial in
troduction to the field'l of mathematics, chemistry, physics, geology, 

· astronomy, biology, physical education, psychology, the social 
·sciences, philosophy, and language and literature . 
. · As to advanced and specialized su.bjects, no ,field of hwnan con
e-arn should be foreign to the rural university. The ruralsetting should 
be seen as a suitable environment for the full sweep of human 

1 Some great contributor& to astronomy have based theirWOTk on their 1lllll&Ual mecha.ui
oalakill. Charles F~ Kettering. famous mJe&rt'h man, head of reaearch for General Moton. 
and recent president of the American ASBocia.tion for the Advancement of Scienee_ in m. 
early years worked out bia own ideas with his own hands as a mechanic.. So did Henry Ford .. 

•. Pp.llS f£ 
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interests. :Yet interests and possibilities especially related to rural 
life should have explicit attention, and the way should be prepared 
for. their realization. 

While there shoald be many common elements for all students. 
the curriculum sh01.ld be m~de to fit the needs of individuals, and not 
the students made; to r.onform to an arbitrary curriculum. ·By the 
time students reach college, if they have been well aclvised and have 
had the practical work experiPnce described elsewhere, many of them 
will have definite ideas of the work they want to do. With ~he help 
of their teachers they can combine courses from seveial fields to meet 
their individual needs. 

For instance, a man planning to direct public water control pro
jects may combine engineering, law, business, and public adminis
tration. Lawyers as a rule are quite unable to understand technical 
engineering matters, while engineers are commonly ignorant of law. 
Both are frequently unacquainted with business methods. Yet all 
these elements are needed for effective management of such projects. 
A combination of law, engineering and business in some cases has 
made men exceptionally able to handle important work which in
volved them-all. None of these courses would be standard and con· 
ventional, but those elements in each field would be included which 
taken together would make well-proportioned preparation for the per
son concerned. A large number of such possible combinations might 
be cited. Many students without definite aims would follow more 
general programmes. However, t()become competent in all the cl:.ief 
activities associawd with some field is a great help to personal suc
iless and to social useflllness. 

Rural secondary and higher education should constantly explore 
the changing needs and opportunities oflndian life, and should make 
surothattheirprogrammesare planned forthe conditions of today 
and tomorrow, and not for those of yesterday. Both the general pro~ 
gramme and the combinations of studies of individual students would 
be influenced by such continuing inquiry. Intelligent appraisal of 
current needs f01: mt>n in various callings, and of the prospective 
supply of such needs, '1\ ill be generally effective in guiding studentg' 
vocational choices, and '\\ill be far better than arbitrary limitation of 
vocational opportunity. 

· The flexibility and adaptability of the programme outlined above 
require freedom for creative education. That freedom would be des
troyed by any system of uniform, external examinations. · · 
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interests. Yet interests and possibi11ties eepeciaJlyrelated to rural 
life should have explicit attention, and the way should be prepared 
for . their realir.e.tion. 

While there should be many common elements for all students, 
the curriculum shoLld be made to fit the needs of individuals, and not 
the students mad~; to r.onform to an arbitrary curriculum. ·By the 
time students reach college, if they have been well aovised and have 
had the practical work experil'nce described elsewhere, many of them 
will have definite ideas of the work they want to do. With ~he help 
of their teachers they can combine courses from seve4al fields to meet 
their individual needs. 

For instance, a man planning to direct public water control pro
jects may combine engineering, law, business, and public adminis
tration. Lawyers as a rule are quite unable to understand technical 
engineering matters, while engineers are commonly ignorant of law. 
Both are frequently unacquainted with business methods. Yet all 
these elements are needed for effective management of such projects. 
A combination of law, engineering and business in some cases has 
made men exceptionally able to handle important work which in
volved them-all. None of these courses would be standard and con· 
ventional, but those elements in each field would be included which 
taken together would make well-proportioned preparation for the per
son concerned. A large number of such possible combinations might 
be cited. :Many students without definite aims would follow more 
general programmes. However, to become competent in all the chief 
activities associated with some field is a great help to personal suc
cess and to social usefulness. 

Rural secondary and higher education should constantly explore 
the changing needs and opportunitiesoflndianlife,andshouldmake 
sure that their programmes lire planned for the conditions of today 
and tomorrow, and not for those of yesterday. Both the general pro
gramme and the combinations of studies of individual students would 
be influenced l>y such continuing inquiry. Intelligent appraisal of 
current needs for mt>n in various callings, and of the prospective 
supply of suoh needs, "ill be generally effective in guiding student!'!' 
vocational choices, and "ill be far better than arbitrary limitation of 
vocational opportunity. . ·, 

· The flexibility and adaptability of the programn.e outlined above 
require freedom for creative education. 'l'hat freedom woUld be des
troyed by any system of uniform, external examinations. . · 
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_In education the.rli!al ~ver;,itystudent can pr~pare for adminiS~

tration and leadership m pnmary, secondary and higher rural educa
tion. !n agricul~ure lie c~ prepare for leadership in production, 
market~g, br~ng! and agncultur~l co-opera~ion. He ca~ prepare 
to partiCipate m agncultural e~ens1on work, m the orgaruzation or 
youth and adult study az:d w~rking groups, and in agricultural l"e· 
search. He can become skilled m the processes of plannina and rebuild
ing agricultural villages, in the consolidation of smaiC agricultural 
holdings, and in many other phases of rural life. The student 
interested in industry shouldstudythe design and improvement of 
machines and pfocesses. He should study the methods by which 
many small industries can co·operate in purchasing, research, mar
keting, in business ownership and management. The curricula of 
professional and specialized subjects should first of all deal with thosE" 
:fields which are or should be of major concern to rural lif,. 

The student of the rural college o'r lll!iversity should not he iso
lated from the life of his time. Should he make a deliberate choice 
of urban living, no barriers should be put in his way. Rural life 
should be made so interesting and productive, so full of opportUnity 
and adventure, that it will be preferred. The aim of rural education 
should be to make it so. 

Rural india. is a great reservoir of creative life, but the pattern 
that life shall adopt is not yet determined. The future society may 
take any one or more of many directions, some better, some worse. 
The range of possibilities may have few limits except the capacity or 
men's minds and spirits to create and te live by patterns of excellence. 
So far as our rural popu;lation is concerned, the development, enlarge
ment and refinement of that design should largely be the work of rural 
education. The curriculum ofthe rural" university should be"guided· 
by that responsibility. 

VI. -Some ooncerns .of Rural Universities 
21. Rural Professions.-In a rri:ral India in process of active 

~evelopment some new or relatively new professions will be useful. 
Some of these may be peculiarly rural a.nd others common to both 
urban and rural life. .Among professions or branches of professions 
in the development of which rural universities may well participate 
are. various phases of water control engineering, soil improvement 
engineering, temperature control engineering, food procfflsing tech
nology, " chemurgic engineedng ", ocean products te<;hnology, mine
ral processing,_ rural industrial oounselling, r?Ial public a~istJ:a
tion. rru:al soCial ~elfare, rural land and village planomg, soCial 
engineering. J1ltal sociology and anthropology, rural arts, and rural 
medical service .. Sugge&tions as to possibilities which the rur_al 
nnivarsit_v might prepare for in tbe profeS!!ions are made tn 
AppendixQ. 
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22 .. T~e'8Qci.q,l,i;l.Ui~soj{qe .8,u7;aZ Profea~ and of Bvai
nel'a.-tbu,; educa,tion ~ust fil;J,d, its gQ.idil;lg principle in the ain!s of the. 
social order for wh1ch it prepares, in the .Q.ature o( the civilizatio;o. it 
hopes to build. Educat1on is the great instrument of social eman
cipation by which a democracy establishes, IDaintains and protects 
the spirit of equality among its members.1 

/ 
In the past it ha~ been assumed tbat men who are successful in 

the professions ~nd in business are justified in acquiring as much 
wealth as they can ·without dishonest means, sn'd to live on what· 
ever scale of expenditure such wealtl:t makes possible. A democra
tic society reqmres a very different. spirit. While recognizing such 
factors as the greater time and expense required for professional edu
cr>tion or for bUBiness preparr>tion, and the greater obligations of men 
in responsible positions which require expenditurfs, the spirit oj 
democracy will not make these the excuse or justification for a stand· 
ard of living fr>r beyond the hope of achievement of the general popu,
lation, even in a well-or?ered society. The trad\tion should gro~ 
among successful men that simple and unostent9.tious living w ~ich is 
~ot a burden to society is the only way of life which comports with the 
spirit of the new India. 

All universities, urban and rural, should share in bringing about 
such a change of spirit of business and the professions. Yet it is the . 
part of practical wisdom not to lose any opportunity afforded by 
favourable conditions. The creation of rural universities, inheriting 
the spirit with which Gandhiji infused the basic education move· 
ment, offers opportunity for giving a fresh in! pulse to such a change. 

23. What is a" Profession" in RuraZ Education !-Members of 
some of the older professions may be inclined to take offence when 
the word profession is applied to many fields of work. The differ
ence between :professions, practised primarily for human service, and 
business and mdustry followed for profit, has largely disappeared 
Also, the time has passed when scholarship_and disciplined prepara
tion lll'.re the marks of only a few traditional fields. Any useful call· 
ing for which a high degree of preparation has been needed and has 
been made, and which is pursued in a spirit of service to the public, 
deRerves the name of profession. The spirit of democracy Will not 
tolerate the monopply of ~hllt term by any privileged group. It is 
a mistaken idea that there is any field of necessary human effort which 
will not respond to a high quality of preparation, and so deserve the 
pame of professio~ Just aa the despised calliltg of ljCIIVeng!lf has 
emergeq as tl\e honoured prof!;l$$ion of sanitary engweer, 8o ca~ e-very 

'S..ChaptRU. 
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necessary human work become in truth.a profession. The rural 
university should strive constantly to increase the number of useful 
occupations which in outlook, skill and spirit of service have been 
raised to the stat~ of l>rofeBBions: . . . 

24. Rural Education and the Great TraditiO'f/,8.-Ther~ are several 
great traditions in human ;culture, each the product of along past. 
Their existence depends on unbroken continuity through the cen
turies. If the continuity of one of these traditions is completely bro
ken, centuries may be too short a time for its rebirth, Some cases 
will illustrate this. 

The great tradition of agriculture is the accumulation of cen
turies. No man who is cut off from that tradition becomes a good 
farmer in one generation, though a business man may succeed in farm
ing by the help of workmen who do have that tradition. Another 
great tradition is that of medicine. No person can discover or invent 
the art of medicine for himself. It is the same with busineBB. 
Even the self-made busineBB man profits by the experience of t)10se 
who have gone before. Another great tradition is that of home mak
ing. ·No woman becomes a great home keeper solely from her own 
geniris. At the back of a finely ·managed home are centuries of 
accumulated traditio.n of home making. 

Scholarship is another of the great traditions. With all their 
faults, existing universities and other similar institutions are almost 
the sole carriers of the tradition of scholarship. Organized know
ledge and disciplined think~ cannot be quickly created anew, no 
matter how great the native mtelligence, ·nor how strong and sus-
tained the · enthusissm. · 

Here, then, we have the dilemma of the rural university. 'It 
would modernize agriculture, but must work with farmers, often 
with men burdened by ignorance, credulity and conservatism, while 
they possess the wisdom of the ages. · The rural university would 
build rural industry in a spirit of good will and. mutual helpfulness, 
;~.nd without being controlled by the traditional passion for maximum 
profit. The rural university would build a health service for the 
people of rurallndia in the spirit of social service, moderate income, 
and a sharing of the common lot1 but it mru:t begin with doc:~rs, 
some of whom have been trained m the doctrme that the physw&an 
is a superior person who, if he can, will live in luxury even at the 
expense. of patients who cannot. 

Finally, the rural university must have scholarship, a~d-this 
it can get chiefly from the existing universities which, along w1th. the 
gteat traditionofscholarship, also are full of unimaginative formahsm, 
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pedantry, petty ambition, timidity or cowardice, and lack of prac
tical contact with real life. 

' 
Out of these materials, ~ow is the rural university to realize it! 

aims of building .a new and fi,ne rural India, and of releasing the vast 
creative energies oflndian life, now so tightly bound in the chains of 
privilege, prejudice, exploitation and ignorance 1 There are two 
things the rural university movement can do. First it can define and 
clearly express its own purposes. This is one of the primary duties 
of those who would build a new rural India. Second, it can constant
ly search all India and all the world for those exceptional per110ns 
who, while making themselves masters of one of the great traditions, 
such as agriculture or medicine or business or scholarship, have 
nevertheless held to the grt>..atest of all the great traditions, that of 
committing their lives and all they have to the service of their fellow. 
men. As such men find each other and work together they can 
create the basic elementary school, the rural secondary school and 
the rural university, and through them the new India. 

25. Tke GTeat Traduiom of Common Li/e.-In primitive societies 
children learned chiefiy from. watching, listening to, and imitating 
their parents, their neighbours, and older children, and by their own 
experience.. Little by little people learned that some special skills 
or knowledge can best be taught by formal, organized education. 
Thus schools and universities came into existence. Yet always 
there remain the informal skills, disciplines and judgments of every
day life, which are not included in formal education, but must be pick
ed up hy the child from informal, everyday experience. The parts 
of the child's development which are formally planned come to seem 
important to those who plan and administer the schools, while the 
par.ts which are left to informal contacts are overlooked as of small 
Importance, or are forgotten. Yet they continue to be very impor
tant, perhaps more important than all the matter included in formal 
education. 

Rural education, like all education, should not limit itself to the 
processes of the schoolroom, but at every stage from primary school 
to university should insist thst pupils and students shall learn also 
from the great tr~ditions of common life . 

. These great traditions are among the most priceless treasures of 
mankind, of more value than our matel'ial possessions. One of the 
chief criticisms of the present system of education is its tendency to 
rely on verbal description rather than on actual participation, and 
thereby partly to Jose the essence of the great att of living. The 
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procesS of violimt: revolution, which wo{,_Jd Q,e~,~tioy the social struc
ture to do away with inequality, may destroy precious, hard-won 
elements of the w;eat_ traditions, and set back humanity many cen-
turies toward barbarism. · -

The method of basic ed.ucation, (rom elementary school through 
the university, on the part of the student calls for intimate parti
cipation in the life through which these great traditions are expressed 
ar;td perpetuated. By such participation, as well as by formall!iarn
ing, he comes to inherit fully those traditions. It is the part of tea
ching and leadership to share with the students in this participation, 
and to so guide and inform it that the great traditions, in the process 
of being inherited, shall be purified, enlightened, enlarged, and made 
to express the basic aspirations of men for understanding, for justice, 
libe~, equality and fraternity, and for effective mastery of their 
enVJronment · 

26. Rural Education and Research.-Just as democracy cannot 
be maintained by a small educated class, but must be based on the 
education of the whole people; so the full advantage of modern 
science cannot be secured by a few able scientists working in a few 
well-equipped laboratories, but requires also tl;lat a spirit of open 
minded, critical inquiry shall pervade the whole population. The 
poverty of India is largely due to the general absence of this spirit. 
Much work is performed in the same way generation after generation, 
though the methods might be greatly improved. This is due not to 
inborn limitation, but to long ~tanding traditions of conformity. 
Our children have 0uriosity and aetive interest. Our scientists. 
have proved their ability. If the spiri~ of free, c~itical, objective . 
inquiry becomes general, not only will everyday working methods. 
improve, b14tfrom the many boys and girls with open,-inquiring 
minds great scientists in many field\! will emerge. . 

Development of the spirit of free in"quiry should be a chief aim 
of basic education, and of ~he secondary and higher education which 
grow out of it. More impoxj;ant than the teaching of any particular 
subject is encouragement of the spirit of free inquiry in every field, 

Our thoroughly trained scientists With their well equipped labor
atories are highly importa.n,j; to our coun~ry, . .!dan.ximportant prob
lems ofrqrallife cai41ot be solvedby simpler !!leap.~, .Rural unive:r~ 
aities should have SU(lb scierttists ~ SU!lll..l!.!bOJ}ltprie!l.. But that is 
only part of the ~ory, ~ot ~II r~~earch m-qs~ w11i~ fj)ll univers~tJ, 
qegrees Q~ for scientifiq eq11ipment .. _Wlletever, there is an acttve 
inquiring mind there is opportunity for research. 
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Some of trie great scientific and practical develOpments of mod
l'rn times have been the work of men who had neither university 
degrees nor scientific equipment. The Wright Brothers built their 
first airplane in a bicycle repair shop while some world famous scien
tists wl're declaring that such flight was impossible. Gregor Meden 
wh_ose discoveries of the laws of inheritance place him among the 
foremost of biologics! scientists, was a village priest with no labora
tory but a garden patch and some pigeon coops." Langstreth, who 
ad vanred the art of bee keeping more than all men before him for two 
thousand yeare, was a preach!o'l' who had to givE' up his preaching be
cause of serious illness, and who used for research the occasional 
periods when he was well enough to work. His laboratory was Lis 
little workshop, his carpenter tools, and his hives of bees. James 
Watt, Robert Owen and George Stephenson, pioneers of the indus
trial age, were men of little or no l!'chooling and without scientific 
laboratories. 

The day is not past for such pioneering. There are many pTes
sing problems, some of them among the most important which face 
our rural life, which require little or no laboratory equipment or 
scientific apparatus for their !'tudy. Library facilities are generally 
esHential to save waste of time in repeating work other men have 
already done, but in some caReS a few hundred rupees or even less 
will provide the necessary published material. Some men will let 
the year11 slip by as they mourn the lack of research facilities, while 
others with no morE' opportunity, bu.twithstrongscientificspirit and 
de~ire for htiman service, may be making scientific history. The 
ru.re.l univflrl!'it.y will do well to accomplish what it can with what it 
has, even though its facilities seem inadequate. 

This is not a suggestion for reducing public expenditures for 
research. Much that is highly important for national welfare re
quires laboratori63 with complex and expensive equipment. A 
nation which omits such investment will pay heavily for Jts neglect. 
But along with research requiring large investment there arc very 
many opportunities for men of scientific tEmper, opportunities which 
need not wait upon large appropriatiQilB. 

In, AppcndixR~~ some suggestions tor varied reseuch projects 
ofgrea~ importance,m~tofwhich can be_ worked at with very 
simple laboratory equipment, or with none at all. 
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VII.-Tke GoveJ'fllme1lt of Rural Colleges and Universities . 
• 

27. A Distinctive Pattern;-.Since rural education mu8t evolve 
its ·own distinctive pattern, there is no need to follow traditional forms 
in educational ad,ministration. One general policy should be observ, 
ed, namely, that rural education should be administered jn the 
main by persons who have been directly concerned with rural life 
and with rural education of the modem type as recognized by the 
basic education movement. However, to guard against the ten
dency for a new mcvement to become another orthodoxy with its 
OVI-D static dogmas, the administration of rura! universities would 
do well to include a substantial minority from entirely outside its 
field, to contribute objective judgment and criticism. In the long 
run it may prove desirable for all education to have a common struc
ture and common direction. Yet, the new rural education should 
rn!lintain independence and self-direction until it is mature and 
stands with self assurance and equality. At least for a few ·de
ea.des'\1\hileit is establishing its own tradition, spirit and methods,it 
should be free to create its own pattern and organization. The fol-
lowing is suggested as a general way of organization. · 

<'t 28. Rural Education Councils.-In each province, or in a group 
of small provinces, there should be a. rural education council. Thill 
should be made up in the first place of leade."e in rural education 
who should determine the basis of mem)Jership. Thereafter the 
council should have a. democratic government. At first this may be 
an undifferentiated organizat.ion. In the course of time, the mem
bership probably would organize into a number of sections, one 
concerned with pre-basic education,· one witli basic education; one 
with post-basic education, one with the college and university level, 
and perhaps one concerned with research. 

. . 
.Also there should be an all-India Rural Education Council. 

The Hindustani Talinll Sangh now serves that purpose, and could be 
enlarged~ · This in time would have sections concerned with the 
different levels of education, and doubtless wotild develop other 
special seQtions, such as on general education, on vocational and pro
fessional education, on work programmes in education, and on student 
counselling. Quite probably basic education woUld be chiefly guided 
by provincial councils, college and. university. education by the 
national council, and post-basic (secondary) education by both. 
These councils, or their appropriate sections, would be the recognized 
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appraising· and accredit!!J agencies for ruial education. They 
would carry on educatio research and would strive to raise the 
quality of i-ura1 education. , · 

. \..-
29. Autonomy.-No matter how sound the underlying principles 

are, the development of techniques will take time. While the philo
sophy and methods are being developed, the rural university will be a 
place of pioneering experiment. Each institution should be autono
mous, free to work out its own programme in its own way. Heads 
of departments, at least, should prepare their own syllabi with the 
approval of the academic council of that college or university, and 
should test the achievement of their students in their own way. Each 
institution should determine what credits or certificates or other 
evidence of completion of work its students should receive. \There 
should be no external examinations.) 

To encourage high standards of education, it would be desirable 
for each level of the rural education programme, primary, secondary 
under~aduate college, and graduate university, to have one or more 
appraiSal committees, appointed by and reporting to the appropriate 
section of a rural education council, to make periodical examinations 
and appraisals of each institution in its class, and to issue a report 
through the rural education co.uncil describing the quality of work 
being done at each. Such a report should state with reference to 
each institution : · 

1. Just what it claims to be doing. 
2. How it is succeeding in doing it. 
3. What the facilities are in plant, staff, finance etc. 
4. What other quality or lack of quality is evident. 
5. Whether or not it should be accredited. 

The report concerning each institution, before it is published, 
should be submitted to that institution so that any errors of fact may 
be corrected. Only accredited institutions should be eligible for 
n1embership on the council. In the long run the periodical publishing 
of such a"braiaals would furnish strong incentive for improvement. 
without · ing creative initiative in the institution. 

The councils or their appropriate sections would determine which 
schools at each level should be accredited, that is, recognized to be of 
such quality that their graduates, with the approval of the head of the 
institution, should be accepted as qualified for entrance to schools of 
the next higher level. Each accredited school would determine the 
fitness of individual pupils or students for entrance to institutions of 
the next higher grade. 
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The Rural :Education Council of some backward province might 
set relatively low standards for the post-basic (secondary) schools of 
that province. Such provincial standards might allow students to go 
from any accredited school to any college or university in that pro
vince. At the same time, the national council might -have more 
rigorous standards, so that only a smaller part of the secondary 
schools in that province would be accredited to approve their gradu
e,tes for entrance to any university in all India. Such dual accredit
ing operates successfully in America. Students. from relatively 
commonplace schools in some states are admitted, to colleges and 
universities in that state, but students from the smaller and more 
rigorously selected list of the national or regional council have national 
or regional acceptance. Schools with only state accrediting are 
looked upon as second class, and constantly strive to qualify for wider 
recognition. In some progressive states, standards within the state 
are more rigorous than those for the region or the nation. 

Each institution above the basiceducationschoolshould be free 
to limit enrolment to the number it can reasonably accommodate,and 
to select the best of the applicants. The cure forinadequaM educa
tional facilities is more facilities, and not the overcrowding of those 
already existing. It is better to give good educational opportunity to 
one hundred students than to give a travesty of education to two 
hundred. So long as students are being accepted, the general public 
will as.Sume that satisfactory education is being provided. Where 
a large number is refused entrance for lack of accommodation, the 
public will bestir itself an~ provide more facilities. 

v 30. Rural ·University Administration.-. The rural university 
might well have two governing bodies. First, a small gcademic 
council, consisting of perhaps a doz.en members of the staff' chosen by 
appropriate means, should formulate pol~cies and programme for the 
academic and related affairs of the institution, sometimes acting 
through suitable committees. It would deal with educational policies, 
curricula, inter-relations of fields and depa.rtrilents, student counsel
ling etc., but would not undertake the day-to-day business and admin
istrative management of the institution. Meetings and action of the 
entire faculty might well be a source of information and of advice for 
the academic council. 

Student participation on the academic council and its committees 
has in some cases been found to be an enlivening, stabilizing and 
unifying influence. Progressive recognition and encouragement of 
student participation, as competence and r6!!ponsibility are de
monstrated, is a desirable aim. 
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'!'he current administratio~ of the university would be in the 
hands of the vice-chancellor with a few chief academic and business 
assistants, such as the academic dean, the dean or director of practical 
work, and the treasurer or bursar. They should meet periodically to 
clarify ~lens and programme. Such focusing of day-to-day adminis
tration 1s important. The academic council is poorly adapted to 
administrative duties. · 

..-fhe second governing body might be called the executive council. 
It would 'be the over-all authority to direct university policy and to 
pass on the major acts and proposals of the academic council and ad
ministrative staff. It would not handle det;ils of educational or busi
ness administration, but would wntrol general policy and programme. 
It should meet perhaps three to six times a year, a part of each meet
ing being solely for 1ts own members, and a. part in joint meeting 
with the academic council and the vice-chancellor and his chief 
as•istants. Such joint meetings help all p~rties to be well informed. 

The choice of members of the rural university executive councils 
will largely determine the quality of the institution. Except perha.p~ 
for co-opted members, most members should be persons who for, say 
five years have been directly concerned with rural life and in most 
cases with rural or basic education. Such a provision is necessary to 
prevent rural education from being dominated by existing tradition. 
However, as already stated, a minority might well consist oflea.ders in 
other fields who would have outside viewpoints. 

The primary aim in selecting members of the executive council of 
a rural university should be to secure : 

1. 01lneral competence, character, judgment and experience, 
free from and superior to political or academic cliques, or partisan 
inclination or influence. 

2. Acquaintance with and active interest in rura.I India and rural 
education. 

3. General, broad cultural and.educational interests. 
4. Good administrative judgment. 
5. Simplicity of personal tastes, habits and expenditure. 
6. A variety of types and interests, so that the council shall have 

uniw.rsality of outlook. 
As to the specific process of choosing members, and as to the 

specific make-up of the council, the rural university should not be 
bound by precedent. . 

Except for the vice-chancellor, none of the other usual elements 
of college governments, such as court or chancellor, '1\ ill be needed. 
The entire content of medieval university ceremony, ritual and 
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rega:lia, i:nuch of :wli.ic!t ~mphasizes a~ademic hierar~hy, may be omit
ted m the new umvers1t1es. They are m some degree mcompatiblewith 
the new spirit oflndia. The new university should develop its own 
traditions which should be outgrowths of its own genius and spirit, 
and that of the new India. In the determination of grants by central 
and provincial governments and in other public relations the pro
cedure recommended elsewhere in this Report may well be followed. 

31. Tke Relations Between Rural Secondary Schools, Colleges and 
Universities, and tke Existing U niversities;-It is important that there 
be no urmecessary barriers between the existing and the new type of 
institutions. Students who are capable of doing so should be able to 
move from one type to the other. For this to be possible we will require 
an attitude of tolerance and adjustment on the part of each, with 
liberalization of·legislation dealing with higher education. Students 
from the older type of Indian secondary schools may find themselves 
at great disadvantage in a rural university where most of the students 
are from rural secondary schools. The rural university should be 
reasonably tolerant of such limitations where the.re is evidence of 
general character and ability, and desire to overcome silch handicaps. 
Similarly the older universities should accept able and sincere students 
from rural secondary schools, even though their education has not 
followed the prescribed pattern of the older secondary schools. There 
should be no legislative barriers to such practice. . The actual records 
in other countries of good students going from one type of institution 
to another justifies such mutual tolel'jtnce. 

32.· How toGettkeRuraZEducationPrOfJTamme Under Way.-The 
criticism will be made that while the programme here outlined· would· 
be a desirable one, India does not have the resources to put it into 
effect. Under the programme of free India, university facilities mUst 
be increased. The only question is where and how. Similarly facilities 
for secondary schooling must be very greatly enlarged and extended, · 
with vastly increased opportunity for vocational education. The 
suggested programme for secondary schools will be an economical 
and effective means to that end. 

Most provinces are already committed to the principles of basic 
education. Each of them might well establish a number of resident 
secondary school villages, and they might cooperate in establishing 

. one or more rural universities. Similarly, the central government 
might well establish several resident 11090ndary school villages and a 
rural university. The growth of the new system will depend largely 

. on the supply of suitable teachers. The central government or the 
provinces might establish one or more training schools for teachers 
for this programme. ' 
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\--'The Gandhi Memorial Trust might well establish several second~, 
ary school villages over India, and one rural lllliversity, staffing them, 
with pernons trained in existing training centres and with others who. 
aresmcerely committed to the principles of basic education. That. 
might help to insure that the spirit of Gandhiji would find expression •. 
Also it would be appropriate for persons of means to make possible, 
the establishment of a number of such institutions. 

It will be no disadvantage for the programme to have vaned, inde
pendent beginnings. Different men and agencies, working somewhat 
mdependently but in co-operation, will giye a variety and fullness to 
the programme which no one of them could provide alone. However, 
the next few years may largely set the type of Indian education for· 
the next half century. The new type secondary schools and universi
ties should be vigorously developed as an essential element of the 
educational expansion on which the future welfare of India depends.' 

33. Co-operation with Other Agencies of Government.-The govern
mente of free India and of the various states and provinces are show
ing interest in rural conditions, and are considering many plans for, 
improving rural life. These plans include rural health service,, 
agricultural extension work, beys and girls agricultural club work, 
rural library service, and the promotion of rural industries. If 
each of these develops independently of the others there will be much, 
duplication of expense, a tendency to confiict and jealousy, and much, 
loss ofvalue. · 

There would be very ~eat ~ain if all these agencies should work 
through the rural educational mstitutions. The secondary school 
village might well be the local centre for all these services. In that 
way suitable housing and living conditions would be provided, 
secrstarial help, transportation eto. could be pooled, and local officials 
having business with some of the agencies would find jhem all at one 
place. More important than these economies would be the fact that' 
seoondary school students would be in constant touch with these 
agencies. The nurses, librarians, agricultural agents and promoters of 
industry might share in the teaching and in the direction of practical' 
work .. Thus the resident second11_ry school village would be the· 
educational and cultural centre of a group of villages. ' 

Similarly, the rural lllliversity could be the regional centre forall 
such l'llr&l servi~e ~encies. . R~l workers and directors w.ould· 
profit by rural umvel"Slty assor.l&bons, faculty members of the umver- · 
sities would profit by constant contact with those directing the field· 
work, and university students in their part time work could assist 
rural workers and could he·in training for similar service. It would 
be a great loss to India for the varied rural services to develop without 
such oo-ordination with rnral education. The co-ordination suggested. 
lliMif..rEda. 
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will call for some changes in the administra!J.ve machinery of the 
central and provincial governments. Also it would demand that 
thoire ch08en for rural services should be ccmpetent and interested in 
rural life, chosen on merit only, and not political appointees. It 
would be tragic to have secondary school and university students 
living under the influence of mediocre rural social workers chosen for 
political reasons or by favouritism. 

Vlll.-Oondusions 

34. Education in Hope and Courage.-Of all the barriers to a 
great development for rural life, almost none is as great as the prevail
ing vogue of pessimism and futility. The greatest and most perni
c,ious myth in alllndia is this myth of futility and helplessness. Our 
country is throbbing with creative life and power, which is ready to 
burst into action if this myth is exploded. 

One of the chief duties of all education from the earliest years to 
post-graduation is to dispel the prevailing attitude of futility and 
hopelessness, and to educate our young people in hope and courage. 
The chief limitation of India is what she expects of herself. Life in 
the present world and in India is so ccmplex that no one can make an 
arialysis and plan a sure ccurse. The outcome Will not depend on 
external circumstance, but upon the spirit of our people. Faith, 
hope, goodwill and ccurage are themselveS among the most powerful 
causes of events. For education to arouse these qualities in the 
people will be a greater gift, and greater factor in national destiny, 
than would the discovery of vast oil fields or sources of atomic power. 

· 35, A Feasible Programme.-It is appropriate that in the inevi
table expansion of higher education in India, a fair proportion of the. 
additional facilities be directed to meeting the needs and developing 
the opportunities of rural areas. The ccnditions necessary for initiat
ing the programme are present. There are among Indian educators 
and among educated constructive village. workers today enough 
<Jnalified men and women to staff one or two or three such universities 
with persons who have the necessary preparation, outlook and 
spirit. Boys and girls who have been through basic education schools 
are approaching the age when they will be ready to continue basic 
education methods at a higher level. By the time the new institu
tioll8 art\ ready, a qnalified; suitable student body will be pressrn.g for 
entrance; 

· 36. Recommendation.-We :recommend that special attention be 
paid to the devt>lopment of higher education in rural areas along 
the lines indicated. · · 



CONCLUSION 

1. The Primacy of Education in India. 2. Our Problema. S. Expendi· 
ture and Investment. 4. Unanimity. 5. Btatistioal Data. 6. Our Hope. 

1. Tke Primacy of Educatwn in India.-Education is noexotio 
in India. "There is no country ", says Professor F. W. Thomas 
" where the love of learning has so early an origin or has exercised 
so lasting and powerful an influence. " Years ago, Sir Alexander 
Johnston wrote a letter to Mr. Charles Grant, President of the Board 
of Control, in the followina terms:-"· Education has always, from 
the earliest period of their ~tory, been an object of public care and of 
public interest to the Hindu Governments on the peninsula of India. 
Every well-regulated village under those governments had a public 
school and a public school-master. The system of instruction in 
them was that which, in consequence of its efficiency, simplicity and 
cheapness, was a few years ago mtroduced from Madras into England 
and from England into the rest of Europe. Every Hindu parent 
looked upon the education of his child as a solemn duty which he owed 
to his God and to his country, and placed him under the school-master 
of his village as soon as he had attained his fifth year. The cere
mony of introducing him· for the first time to the school-master and 
his scholars was publicly recorded and was attended with all tha 
solemnity of a religious observance ; a prayer being publicly offered 
upon the occasion to the figure of Ganesa, the Hindu god of wisdom, 
which was at the head of every Hindu school, imploring him to aid 
the children in their endeavours to learn and become wise."1 The} 
country has had an uninterrupted succession of teachers and scholars 
from the early Vedic age. 

2. Our Problems.-We are to-day faced with great problems, 
national and social, the acquisition of economic independence, the 
increase of general prosperity, the attainment of an effective demo
cracy over-riding the distinctions of caste and creed, rich and poor, 
and a rise in the level of culture. For the quick and effective rea lisa· 
tion of these aims, education is a powerful weapon if it is or~anised 
t•ffidt>ntly and in the public interest. As we clainl to be a civilised 
people, we must regard the higher education of the rising generation 
as one of our principal concerns. 

3. Expenditur11and 111tJe.~tment.-We have set forth the ol.jectives 
of uuivel'Blty education ; we have stressed the need to broaden and 
«'q nalise opportunity for higher education, to assist able but financial
ly handicapped students. We have suggested the essential organisa
tiontu chan~. We have made proposals for the improvement of the 

l Ori-.1 .. ......., (I836) pp. 81-32. 
&Ill 
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r1uality and status of teachers. Many of these proposals will mean 
increased expenditure but this increase, we are convinced, is an invest
ment for the democratic future of a free people. There is no freedom 
without knowledge. ''We shall know the truth and the truth will 
make you free." With all the earnestness at our command we solicit 
the Government of India which charged us with this important task, 
the Provincial Governments, who have the responsibility for main
taining most of our universities, and the people of India to give their 
very earnest and sympathetic consideration to the financial needs of 
the universities, and assure ·them the funds without which no 
improvement is possible. 

4. U11animity.-In a report covering the wide field of higher 
education, made by any ten men of widely varied background and 
experience, it is inevitable that variations of opinion, outlook a.ad 
emphasis should exist. Our report expresses a sincere effort to get 
at the essence of the issues in a spirit of mutual respect and tolerance, 
and not an attitude of indifference on the part of individual members 
to their own personal views and .convictions. The report is not & 

compromise between various opinions. We jointly and unanimously 
adopted the conclusions reached .. 

We must apologise for the fRet that certain ideas which seemed to 
us to be of special importance are dealt with repeatedly in this re
port. 

5. Statistical Data.-When drafting a report of this kind, cer
tain statistical data must necessarily be taken into a<JOOunt. The 
figures which we give are based on official data, the accuracy of \Yhich 
we were not in a position to verify. We ilid not consider it part of 
our task to undertake the numerous investigationti required for the 
compilation of new statistics. . . 

6. Our Hope.-. The shortness of the tin1e a tour disposal prevent
ed us from extending oui investigations as widely as we should have 
desired. We recognise that the observations made by us in person 
are an insufficient basis for la.rge generalisations. We thought it 
wiser to concentrate our attention on the major defects of our univer
sity system as revealed by our witnesses and on measures whioh 
.would tend to remove them. 

We have been deeply impressed by the remarkable·· degree 
of agreement among our educationists and public men both as to the 
urgency of educational reform and as to the general lines upon whioh 
auch reform should. proceed. There are some who, often amid 
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difficulties and discouragements, are labouring to promot.e reform. 
They need not feel that they a.re isolated individuals. They represent 
a large and gro~ body of opinion, which needs only to act together 
in order to be irresl8tible. Seldom have the authors of a report owed 
so much to so many. It is with a sense.of sincere gratitude for the 
help that has been so readily given to us and of earnest · hope that 
the consideration of this report to which we now respectfully invite 
the attention of the Governments of India and the Provinoes as well 
as the authorities of the universities, may lead to good and lasting 
results, that we conclude this report. 

Sd. S. RADRAKRISHN"AN (Okairman) 

" 
A. L. MUDALIAR 

" ARTHUR E. MORGAN 

" J. F. DUFF 

•• J.J.TIGERT 

.. K.N. BAHL 

.. M.N. SARA 

•• TARA CHAND 

.. ZAKIR HUSSAIN 

.. N. K. SIDHANTA (Member Seorewy) 



APPENDJX A 
LOG-BOOK OF THE UNIVERSITY EDUCATION COJIIMISSION 

DBLBI. 
6-12-1948 

7-12-1948 
to 

12-12-1948 
13-12-1948 

14-12-48 

Inauguration of the University Education Commission by 
thE' Hon'ble Minister for Education, Maulana Abul Kalam 
Azad Sahib. 

Preliminary meeting of the Commission. 

Interviewed 
Sir Maurice Gwyer, Vice-Chancellor. 
Bhri S. Ratnam, Treasurer. · 

· Deam 
Dr. V. K. R. V. Rao, Faculty of Arts. 
Dr. R. C. Majumdar, Faculty of Science. 
Shri Sivasnbramanian, Faculty of Law. 
Lt. Col. R. Vishwanathan, Faculty of Medicine. 

Visited the following institutions
St. Stephen's College. 
Indrapraatha College for Women. 
Hindu College. 

Interviewed-

Univemty Professor._ 
Dr. 8. Dntta, Professor of Chemistry. 
Dr. Ram Behari, Professor of MatbematiC8. 
Dr. P. K. Kichlew, Professor of PhysiC8. 
Dr. 8. N. Sen, Honorary Profeaao~ of History. 
Dr. Kothari, Honorary Professor of PbyaiC8. 

UniiNJf'aily Retulet--
Dr. B. N. Ganguli, Reader in Economics. 
Shri V. Shibayev, Reader in Rnaaian. 
Dr. J. J. Chinoy, Reader in Botany. · 
Dr. M. L. Bhatia, Reader in Zoology. 
Dr. P. C. Biewas, Reader in Anthropology. 
Dr. F. C. Auluck, Reader in PhysiC8. 
Dr. P. L. Kapur, Reader in Physica. 
Dr. R. N. Rai, Reader in PhyaiC8. 
Dr. N. K. &ha, Reader in PhysiC8. 
Dr. B. D. Jain, Reader in Chemistry. 
Dr. J. Shankar, R<'aderin Chemistry. 
Dr. R. P. Mitra, Reader in Chemistry. 
Dr. Hamid Ali, Reader in Law. 
Shri M. 8. Shahani, Reader in Law •. 
Bhri 8. Das Gupta, Reader in Library Science. -
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15-12-48 

[APPX. A. 

Hwwrary Reailen who Me Heads of University Depa,rtmmt&-'
Dr. L&kshmi Dhar, Reader . in Sanskrit, Hindi and 

Bengali. 
Shri Said Ahmed., Reader in Arabic, Urdu and Persian. 
Shri A. Bhattacharya, Reader in English. 
Dr. N. V. Bannerji, Reader in Philosophy. 
Dr. S. R. Ranganathan, University Library. 

VU.ited the following institutions-
College of Commerce. 
Ramjas College. 
Hans Raj College and 
College of Nursing. 

Interviewed-
Principal& 

Dr. D. Raja Ram, St. Stephen's College. 
Dr. N. V. Thadani, Hindu College. 
Shri G. N. Singh, Ramjas College. 
Shri M. M. Beg, Delhi College. 
Dr. G. L. Datta, Hansraj College. 
Miss V. Thaknrdas, Mint,nda House. 
Miss M. Craig, College of Nursing. 
Miss B. Das. Gupta, Acting Principal, Indraprastha 

College for Women. 

16-12-48 Visited the following institutions-
Delhi College. 
University Buildings. 

(Further interviews with Delhi educationists from 13th to 16th April, 1949). 

MADRAS-19th December, 1948. 
Visited the following institutions-·. 

Queen Mary's College. 
Presidency College. 

Interviewed-
Teachers of the Uniwrsity

Dr. B. B. Dey. 
Dr. R. Balakrishna. 
Dr. T. S. Sadasivan. 
Dr. R. Vaidyanathaswami. 
Dr. C. P. Gnanamuthu. 

· Dr. George Knriyan. 
Shri R. Bhaskaran. 
Dr. G. D. Boaz. 
Dr. C. Kunban Raja. 
Shri R. P. Sethu Pillai. 
Shri K. Ramakrishnaiy a. 
Shri M. Mariappa Bhat. 
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U·lll-48 

Dr. C. Achyut& Menon. 
Dr. M. 0. Thomas-Librarian, University Library. 
Dr. M. Abdul Haq-Prineipal, Presidency College, 

Madras. 

Vil!ited the following institutions-
St. Ch:riatopher's Training College. 
Government Muslim College. 

Interviewed-
Prin.cipals of Collt:gea-

The Rev. Jerome D'Souza, S. J. 
Shri R. Krishnamnrti. 
Shri D. S. Sarma. 
The Rev. Dr. A. J. Boyd. 
Sbri K. Swaminathsn. 

• 

Mrs. T. Nallamuthu Ramamnrthi. 
Mrs. G. Parthasarathi. 
Miss K. N. Brockway. 
Sbrimati M. Lakahmi Amma. 
Rev. T. R. Foulger. 
Shri V. R. Ranganatha Mudaliar. 
Rev. Mother M. Lilian. 
Shri K. :Krishna Menon. 
Shri K. Kuruvilla Jacob, President, 

Association. 
Mrs. Mona Hensman. 

Visited the following institutioni!
Pe.che.iyappe. 's College. 
Loyola College. 

InWviewed- • 

Headmasters' 

Shri P. Kode.nda Rau-{Servanta of India Society). 
Shri K. V. Krishnaswami Ayyar. 
Shri P. N. Sriniw-chari. 
Shri T. R. Venkate.rama Saatri. 
Dr. S. R. U. Se.voor. 
Sbri K. A. Nilalre.nta Sutri. 

Visikld the following institutiona
Women'a Christian College. 
Meaton Training College. 

lnterviewed-
Shri S. Nate.rajan }South · Indian 
Shri M. 8. Sabhesan. Guild, Madras. · 
Rao .Bahe.dur Dr. T. 8. Tirumnrti. 
Shri K. Bale.aubre.hmanye. Ayyar. 
Dr. K. K. Chintan Ne.mbiar. 
Shri S. K, Yegnanaraye.na A.yyar. 

Teacl!ers' 



24-12-48 Visited the following institutions- . 
College of Engineering, Guindy. 
Madras Christian College, Tambaram. 

Interviewed-

Lt. Col. S. Paul. -
Dr. M. A. Govinda Ran. 
Dr. R. V. Rajam. 
Dr. A. S. Mannadi Nayar, 
Shri S. Viadyanatba Mudaliar. 
Sbri Alladi Krishnaswami Ayyar: 

27/28-12-48 Inter-University Board of India, 24th Anntl&l Meeting. 
29 to 31~1:1-48 Inter-Universities Conference. 

2-1-49 Interviewed-

3-1-49 

f-l-49 

The Hon'ble Chief Justice P. V. Rajamannar, 
Syndicate Oommittee-

Shri S. Govindarajulu Nayudu. 
Mr. Basheer Ahmed Sayeed. 
The Rev. Dr. A. J. Boyd. 
Shri D. S. R.eddi (Director of Public Instruction. 

Madras). 
Sir C. P. Ramaswami Ayyar. 
8bri Abdul Hameed Khan. 
Shri T. K. Duraiswami Ayyar. 
Shri R. N. Selvam (President, College Teachers' 

Association). 
(Further visits and interviews from 26th to 28th March). 

HYDEBABAD-Jnl Jan'Uary, 1949 • . 
Interviewed.:_ 

Nawab Ali Yar Jnng Si!hi~V'roe-Chancellor. · 
Shri SamiuUah Shah, Dean, Faculty of Engineering •. 
Prof. Ziauddin Ansari, Professor, CiVll Engineering. 
Prof. V. M. Gadgil, Professor, Electrical Engineering •. 
Prof. Mohammed Athar, Professor of Surveying. 
Prof. Abid Ali, Professor, Meebanical Engineering. 
Sbri Sajad Mirza, Secnitary to C..overnment Education. 
Dr. Raziuddin Siddiqi, Director, Researoh, Osmania 

Universi~y, · 

Visited the following institut'ons

Engineering College. 
Agricultural Farm. 
Model Room. 
Agricultural and Veterinary College. 
Central Laboratories and Department of Applied 

Chemistry. 
Engineering College Workshop. 
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lnteniewed-
Dr. Ba•him Amir Ali Khn,Principal, Agricultural College. 
Prof. Baquar HU88Bin, Agricultural Agronomy. 
Major Habeeb Kh&n, Principal, Veterinary College. 
Khan Bahadur Hameed Khan, Anatomy Dept. 
Shri Mohamed Faizuddin, Director ofPnblic Inatrootion. 
Shri Fazlur Rahman, Deputy Director, Public IDBtruction. 
Shri Mir Ahmad Ali Khan, Head of the Departmllllt of 

Training. · 
Dr. Shendarkar. Registrar. 
Malik Sardar Ali, Reader, Training Department. 

Viaited the following institutions
Press. . 
Soience College. 
Arta College. 
Library. 
Translation Bureau. 
Hostels B and C, and Dining Halls and 
Staff quarter~. t 

Interviewed-
. Dr. Syed Husain, Dean, Faculty of Science. 
Prof. M. Sayt~eduddin, Head of the Department ot 

Bot&ny. 
Shri Ratyenarayan Singh, Reader, Zoology. 
Shri Syed Mehdi Ali, Head of the Department of 

Physics, 
Prof. Ram La!, Principal, City Intermediate College. 
Dr. Nazir Ahmad Taber, Chemistry Drpt. 
Shri Satyanarayan, Reader, Physics. 
Shri Ahmeduddin, Reader, Geology. 
Shri Sitaram Rao, Chemistry Dept. 
Dr. Khalifa Abdul Hakeem, Dean of the Faculty 

of Arta. 
Dr. M. Nizamuddin, Head of the Department of 

Persian. 
fr<?f. M. S. Doraiswami, Head of the Department of 

English. . 
Dr. Yousuf Hussain Khan, Head of the Dep&rtment 

ofHmtory. . 
Dr. I. N. Topa, Principal, Mahboob Intermediat& 

College. 
Prof. M. Abdul Qadir, Head of the Department ot 

English. 
Dr.Jafar Hasan, Head of the Department of Sociology. 
Dr. A. Sharma, Head of the Department of Sanskrit. 
Shri Imtiu Husain Khan, R..ader, Commerce. 

Visited the following institutiOM
Medical College. 
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. lnwrVIewea-

Dr. S. A. Rahman, Dean ofthe "Faeu!ty of Medicine. 
Prof. Ali Hlll!ain. · 
Dr. Munawar Ali. ' 
Dr. Mufti Shah Nawaz. 
Dr. Yousnfuddin Ansari. 
Dr. S. P. Sa.hgal. 
Nawab Az.ml Jung Babadur. 
Shri Syed Ali llbar. 
Prof. Husain Ali Khan. 
Mr. Preston. 
Professor Abdur Rabmnn Khan. 

Visited the following institutions
City Intermediate College. 
Women's College. 
Nizam College and Laboratory. 

Interviewed- · 
Shri Swami Ramanand Tirtba. 
Shri Ramchander Naik. 
Shri Mir Akbar Ali Khan. 
Shri Kashinath Rao Vaidya. 
Shri B. Ramkrishna Rao. 
Shri Kotisvaran. 

NAGPUR-8th January, J91IJ. 
Visited the following institutions

College of Science, Nagpur . 
. Central College for Women. · 

·Visited the following institutions
Nagpur Mabavidyalaya, Nagpur. 
Hislop College, Nagpur. · 
S. B. City College, Nagpur. 

Interviewed-
Lt. Col. Pandit K. L. Dubey (Vioe-Cbanoellor, Nagpur 

University) .. 
Lt. Col. N. Ganguli, Dean of the Faculty of Art& 
Dr. K. Kriehnamurti, Dean of the Faculty of Science. 

Visited the following institutions-
University Departments of Geology, Political Science, and 

Bio-Chemistry. 
University College of Law. 
Laxminarayan Institute of Technology. 

Interviewed-
Shri U. Misra, Registrar, Nagpur Univemity. 
Dr. II. A. · Moghe, · Head of the Department of 

Zoology. 
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Dr. S. A. Saletore, Professor of Applied Chemi.otry 
(Organic). 

Lt. CoL V. Srinivasan, Principal, Medical College. 
Nagpur. 

Dr. M. R. Cholkar, Member, University Court. 
Shri D. G. Moses, Principal, Hislop College. 
Shri B. L. Pandharipande, Principal, S. B. City 

College, Nagpur. 
Dr. N. G. Shabde, Principal, Mahakoshal Maharidya:

laya, Jubbulpore. · 
V'mited the following institutions

Government Engineering School, Nagpur. 
M~dical College, Nagpur. 
College of Agriculture, Nagpur. 

Interviewed-
Dr. V. S. Jha, Dean of tbe Faculty of Education and 

Secretery to Government, Education Department. 
C. P. and Berar. 

Dr. T. J. Kedar, Advocate and Ex-Vice-Chaneellor, 
Nagpur University. 

Dr. A. N. Kappanna, College of Science, Nagpur. 
Dr. Sir M. B. Niyogi, Chairman, Public Serrice Com• 

m.il!aion 'lnd Ex-Viee-Chancellor, Nagpur Unive!'&ity. 
Prof. S. V. Puntambekar, Bar-at-Law, Head of the 

Department of Political Soience. 
Dr. Raghu Vira. 
Shri S. N. Aglll'Wal, Principal, G. S. College 

of Commerce, W ardha. 
The Hon'ble Shri Justice K. T. Mang&lmurti. 

CALCUTTA-12th Jafluary, 1949. 
Interviewed-

Bhri B.N. Mitra, Secretary, Post-Graduate Council, C.U. 
Shri J. K. Chaudhuti, Principal, Vidyasagar College. 
Shri M. N. Bose, Principal, R. G. Ke.r Medical College. 
Rev. A. Verstraten, St. X'avien College. 
Mise S. E. Rani Ghosh, Gokhale Memorial College. 
Mrs. Lila Latika Banerjee, Victoria Institution. 
Mre. Tatini Daa, Bethune College. 
Mise Sunitibala Gupta, Lady Brabourne College. 
Shri A. K. Dutt Gupta, Campbell Medical College. 
Bhri 8. Maitra, Calcutta, National Medical College. 
Bhri K. Sen, Lake Medical College. 
Shri D. C. Chakravarti, Calcutta Medical College. 
Shri s. N. Roy 1. ,.. ___ ._ __ .. _ Coll-
Shri S. Ganguli. J ...,.......,......uu.no ..,-
Shri D. G. Chattaoraj, Subbaa Institute of Cultare. 
Shri S. Bhaduri, Sanakrit College. 
Bhri H. S. Chatterjee } . 
Bhri P. K. Guha SDnllldra Nella 
Bhri D. Chakraborti.. Oollege. 
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Shri P. K. Bose, Bangabasi College. 
Shri K. D. Sen } · 
Shri S. P. Mukherjee Aautosh College. 
Shri K. N. Sen 
Shri K. C. Addy, St. Paul's C. M. College. 
Shri N. Sastri, Muralidhar Girl's College. 
Shri Rev. John KellM, Scottish Churches College, 
Shri M. L. Bhaduri }Maharaja Manindra 
Shri N. N. Das Chandra College. 
Shri A. C. Karkoon, University Law College. 
Shri G. C. Webster, St. Joseph's College. 
Shri A. Sen, City College. 
Shri P. N. Maulik, Jaipuria College. . 
Shri A. N. Bose, Teachers' TrainingDepartment,C.U. 

and the Vi~ancellor and the Syndicate. 

Visited the following institntion
Asutosh College. 

Visited the following institutions
Presidency College. 
Indian Statistical Institute. 
Bangabasi College. 
Victoria Institution. 
Bo,se Institute. 
University College of Science. 

Visited the following institution
Santiniketan •. 

VJSi~ the following institution'-
Sriniketan. 

Visited the following institutions- . 
College of Engineering and Technology, Jadavpur. 
Bengal Engineering College. 
Indian Museum. 
Royal Asiatic Society; · 

Interviewed-
Principals of Engineering Colle8es at the Bengal Engineering 

College. 
Representative students of the Bengal Engineering College. 

Interviewed-
The Hon'ble Dr. B. C. Roy, Premier. 
The Hon'ble Mr. N. R. Sarkar, Finance Minister, and 
The Hon'ble Rai H. N. Cheudhury, Education 

Minister. 
Visited the following Institutions- .. 

R. G. Kar Medical College, Belgachia. 
Calcutta Medical College. , 

[ Tropical School 9fMedicine. : 
AU-India Instituta of Hygiene. 



Interviewed-
Dr. Jadunath Barker, E:a:-Vioe-Ch&ueellor. 

Po.wlmduaU Tem:lters of tAe Uni~JerBily- . 
Prof. M. Z. Siddiqi, Arabic & Persian, Ialamic History 

and Culture. · 
Prof. Niharranjo.n Ray, AD.cient Indian Hiatory and 

Culture (Fine Arta). 
Prof. So.tkari Mookerjee 
Dr. Haridas Bagchi 
Dr. Nalinakaha Datta .. 
Prof. IndubbUB&n Banerjee 
Prof. Mohinimohan Bhattacharjee 
Prof. Sunitikumar Chatterjee 

Prof. Hemchandra Raichaudhuri 

Prof. Dwarkanath Ghosh 
Shri Benoykumar Sarkar 
Prof. K. P. Chattopadhyay 
Prof. Girindra'Olkbar BBI!n 
Dr. Stella Kramrisch .. 

Prof. Srikumar Banerjee, 
Prof. Sushilkumar Mai t.ra 
Dr. Sarojkumar Basu .. 
Dr. Nareahchandra R,.y 
Prof. Debendranath Banerjee 
Shri Nagindra 'Nath Chandra 
Dr. Rashbehari Das .• 
Dr. Satiahchandra Chatterjee 

Tmcliers of qffilialed colkges-

Sanskrit. 
Mathematica. 
Pali. 
History. 
Engliah.. 
.COmpar&tive Philo-

logy. · 
Ancient Indian Hia-

tory and Culture. 
Economieoo. 
Commerce. 
.-l.nthropology. 
Psychology. 
Ancient Indian His-

tory and Culture. 
Bengali. 
Philosopky. 
Economica. 
History. 
Political &ience. 
Frenoh. 
Philosopky. 
Philo•opky. 

Shri P. K. Guha Surendranath College. 
Shri Ranada Chakravarti Howrah N.D. College. 
Principal P. K. Boo6. . Bangabasi College. 
Shri Sukumar Bhattacharya . . Asutosh College. 
Shri Nirmalohandra Bhattachsrya Scottish Churchea 

College. 
Shri R.unanimohan Ray . . Surendranath College. 
Sllri Somnath Maitra . . Presidency OoUege. 
Dr. Sudhang<n Guha Thakur! a \Central Calcutt& 
Shri I. J. F. Pereria . . . . J College. 
Shri Dwarkanath Mukhopadhyay Vidyasagar College. 
Shri D. C. Roy . . Vid}asagar College. 
Shri Puranchandra Neogi . . St. Xavier's College. 
Shri N. K. Bose . . . . Jaipuria College. 
Principals of Medit'al and Law Colleges. · . 
Vioe-rhancellor and the Svndioate. 

(Further visita to Calcutta Uniw~ty institutions from I lth t<> 
14th February). 
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ALUHABAn-20thJant.tary,J91!J. 
·Visited the following inatitutioll-'

Agricultural Institute. 

Interviewed-
Dr. D. R. Bhattacharya, Vice-IJhanoellor. 
Dr. Amaranatha Jba, Chairman, U. P. Public Service 

Com.miasion and Member, Executive Council, A. U. 
Dr. H. N. Kun.zru, Member, Exeeutive Council, A. U. 
Dr. M. H. Faruqui, Member, E:a:eeutive Council, A. U. 

Visited the following lnstitution
Soience Laboratories. 

Interviewed--
Shri Parmanand 

Shri S. N: Mathur 

Prof. A. C. llnkerji 
Dr. Shri Ranjan 
Prof. M. K. Ghosh •• 

Secretary, Beard of 
HighSchool and Inter
mediate Edunatioa, 
U.P.andSecretary, U. 
P. Grants Committee. 

Retd. Principal, Normal 
Schools, U. P. 

Dean, F acuity of Arta.. 
Dean, Facnliy of Soienoe. 
Dean, Faculty of Com-

merce. 
Prof. K. K. Bhattacharya 

Visited the following institutioDS
Dean, Faculty of Law. 

Arta, Commeroe and Law Department.J and Library. 
Interviewed-

Prof. s. c. Deb 

Dr. P. E. Dt~J!toor •• 
Shri K. K. Mehroti& · •. 
Dr. R. P. Tripathi 

lli. Ishwari Prasad 

Pro£. S. K. ·Rudra 

Dr. Dhirendra Varma •• 
Capt. S. M. Zamin Ali 

Interviewed-
Prof. A. C. Banerji 

Head of the Engliah Depart-
. ment. 

Associate Professor of English. 
Reader in English. 
·Head of the History Depart
.. ment. 
Head of the Politics Depart

ment. 
Head of the Economioa Depart

ment. 
Head o£theHindi Department. 
Head of the UrduDepariment. 

Chairman, A. U. Teachers• 
.Association and Head of the 
Maths. Department. 
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Dr. Gorakh Prasad 
Dr. P. L. Srivastava 
Dr. B. N. Prasad 
Dr. N. R. Dhar 
Prof. Salig Ram Bhargava •• 
Dr. H. R. Mehra 
Dr. B. R. Saksena 
Dr. R. N. Ghosh 
Capt. J. C. Pande 
Dr. Satya Prakash 

Shri R. K Kaul 
Dr. H. N. Stuart 

Dr; Mosher .. 

Shri R. K. Sur 
Shri B. N. Kar 

Shri Ali Ameer 
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Reader in Mathematics. 
Reader in Mathematics. 
Reader in 'Mathematics. 
Head of the Chemistiy Deptt. 
Head of the Physics Deptt. 
Head of the Zoology Deptt. 
Reader in Sanskrit. 
Reader in Physics. 
Reader in Military Science. 
Secretary, A.U. Teachers' Asso

ciation. 
Philosophy Drpt. 
Canon, Holland University Col-

lege. -
Allahabad Agricultural Insti· 

tute. 
Teachers' Training College. 
Anglo Bengali Intermediate 

College. 
Government IntermediRte 

College. 

LucKNow-2ilh Jan11ary, 1949. • 

Visited the following inst:tntions
Science Laboratories, and 
Institute of Palaeo-Botany. 

In~iewed-
Shri Acharya Narendra Deva, Vice-Chancellor. 
Shri C. B. Gupta, Treasurer. 
Rhri K. D. Tewari, Registrar. 

Deans. 
Dr. Rirbal Sahni, Faculty of. !'!cience. 
Prof. B. N. Chatterjee, Faculty of Commerce. 
Dr. R. U. Singh, Faculty of Law.: 

Visited the following inetitutions
llfedioal College and Hospital. 

Discu,..ion with Members of the Executive Committee of the 
University Union. 

Interviewed-
Professor Rulhakamlll Mukerji, Faculty of Ar'e (Dean). 
Dr. S. N. Mathur, Faculty of Medicine (~). 
Miss S. Chakko, Principal, Iaabella Thoburn College. 
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Dr. Hanson, Principal, Luclmow Christian College. 
Shri Misra, Prindpal, Kanya Kubja College. 

Attended Luclmow University Jubilee Celebrations. 
· Visited the following institutiollli

Isabella Thoburn College. 
L .. w Faculty. 
University Library. 

Interviewed-
Raja Bisheshwar Dayal Seth, .Ex-Viee-Chaneellor. 
Principal, Ma.hila Vidyalays College. 
Principal, Karamat Husain Girls' College'. 

Heads of Depanments in tl!e Faculty of Medici:ne. 
Dr. B. B. Bhatia. 
Dr. K. N. Mittra. 
Dr. S. N. Mitter. 
Dr. S. P. Gupta. 
Dr. R. 8. Shukla. 
Dr. C. 8. Chatterjee. 
Dr. Dha.ram N arain. 
Dr. R. K. Yajnik. 
Dr. 8. 8. Misra. 

4LIGA.RH-30th January, 1949. 

Visited the following department.••-
Commeree Department. 
History Department 
Stra.chey Hall. 

- Library. 
Philosophy Department. 
Economics Department. 
Urdu Department. 
Persian Department. 
Mathemat;ics Department. 
Geography Department. 
English Department. · 
Arabic Department. 
Sa.n!!krit Department. 

Interviewed-
Prof. Mohd, Habib. 
Dr. Ha.di Hasan. 
Prof. Habibur Rahman. 
Shri A. M. Kbwaja. 
Shri Bashir-ud-Din. 
Prof. Shafi. 
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·Dr. Tahir niz.vi. 

Shri Ghuiam Sarw11r1 
D.r. Ra.fiq HUSIIin. 

Dr. Hafiz-ur-Rehman. 

Dr. Rashid. 

Dr. Aziz (S. S. Hall) • 

.Shri R. W. 7..aidi (V. M. Hall). 

Shri lnayat Ali Khan (.Aftab Hall). 

Principal Jhingr&D (D. S. College), and 

Principal Garg (V &r~U~beni College), 

Visited the following institutions and departments

Engineering College. 
Training College. • • Phys•cs Department. 
Chemistry Department, . 
Zoology Department. 
Botany Department. 

Interviewed-

Deans of th..s Faculties of Science and Engineering 
and the Ch11irmen of the Science Departments. 

Prof. M. Haider (Chemistry). 
Dr. M. B. Mirza (Zoology). 
Dr. A. A. Haider (Botany). 
Dr. N. M. Basu (Mathematics). 
Dr. R. M. Ali (Geography). 
Dr. Nawazish Ali {Physics). 

Visited the following

Medical Stores. 

Univereity Hoopital. 

Tibbiya College. 

W omen'• CoUega and Playing fieldl. 

Interviewed

Shiekh Abdnlb.h 

Shri Islam Nabi Khan, and 

The Principal, Women's ('ollege. 

607 
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,11-2-49 

12-2-!9 

!3-2-49 

14-2-49 

15·2-49 

ltl-2-49 

CA.LCTJTTA-10tlo February, 1949. 
Visited-

Gokhale Memorial College. 
Women's Christian College. 
Lady Brabourne College. 
Hastings House. 
National Library, Belvedere. 

Visited-
Surendra Nath College. 
City College. 
Vidyasagar College. 
Victoria Memorial. 

Visited-
Ramakrishna Mission, BelUl', and Barraekpur G<.vernmm.t. 

House 
Sanskrit C<>llege. 
Central Calcutta College. 
St. Xaviers College. 
Government School of Art. 
Indian Museum. 

GA.UHA.TI-15th February, 1949. 

Interviewed-
Shri Gopinsth Bardaloi, Premier and Education 

Minister, Assam •. 
Dr. K. Ha.ndiqui, Vice-Chancell<>r. 
Shri R. R. Thomas.· 
Dr. S. K. Bhuyan. 
Principal S. K. Datta •. 
Dr. B. K. Ba.rua. . · 
Dr. B. K. J(akaty. 
Shri S. N. Chakravatty. 
Shri Uma Kanta Goswami. 
Dr. H. K. Baruah. 
l'Yhs. Rajabala Da.•. 
Prof. V. D. Thawa.ni. · · 
Prof. D. C. Sabharwa.l, 

Visited-

The National Cadet Corps. 
Visited the following

Cotton C<>llege. 
R. H. Girls' College and Assam Museum. 
University Classes. 
The Temporary University Colony at Chandmari. 
The Department of Historical and Antiquarian Studies 

(Government of Assam). 
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18-2-49 

19-2-49 

2()..2-49 

21·2-49 

Interviewed-
Representatives of the Bengali-speaking residents. 
Representatives of the University teachers. 

PATNA-18th February, 1949 
Interviewed-

Shri Sri Krishna Sinha, the Premier. 
Shri C. P. N. Singh, Vice-Chancellor. • 
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Visited the following University Departments & Colleges
University Institute of Psychologica.l Research and Service 
Science College, Patna. 
Department of Politics. 
Department of Labour &nd Social Welfare. 
Department of Statistics. 
Department of Geology. 
Patna College. 
University Institute of Music. 

lnterviewed-
Dr. S. C. Sarke.r 
Dr. R. C. Ray. 
IJr. P. B...Gnnguly. 
Dr. S. P. Prasad. 
Mother Theodosia. 
Shri K. P. Sinha. 
Shri B. K. Sinha. 
Sbri Bbagwat Prasad. 
Dr. J. S. Patel. 
Shri 8. K. Sen. 
Dr. S. Sen. 

Interviewed • 
The Hon'ble the Premier of Bihar &nd other 
· memb.,r. of the Ca~inet. 
The Members of the Syndicate, University of Patna. 

Visited-
BANABAs-2lst February, 1949. 

Bane.ras Hindu University Campus. 
Central Hindu School. 
Central Hindu Girls' eebool. 

Interviewed
Vice-Chancellor. 
Pro-Vioe-l..'hancellor. 
Principal U. C. Nag, Central Hindu College. 
Principal S. S. Joshi, Science Coll•ge. 
Principal D. Swarup, College of Mining & Metallurgy. 
Principal J. C. Luthra, College of Agriculture. 
Principal P. S. V&rma, College of Technology. 
Principal B. A. Pathak, Collegs of Avurveda. 
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Principal G. B. Joshi, Law College. 
Principal Kali Prasad Misra, Sanskrit Mahavidyalaya. 
Principal H. B. Malkani, Teachers' Training College. 
Principal.Mrs. K. Venkateshwaram, Women's College. 
Dr. P.L. Vaidya, Head of the Department of Sanskrit. 
Prof. V. V. Narlikar, Head of the Department of 

Mathematics. · 
Prof. B. L. Atreya, Head of the Department of Philo-

sophy. · 
Prof. Mnkat Behari La!, Head of the Department of 

Politics. 
Shri A. K. Das Gupta, Head of the Department of 

Economics and Commerce. 
Pt. Keshva Prasad Miara, Head of the Departinent of 

Hindi. . 

Shri Mahesh Prasad Miara. 
Prof. R. S. Tripathi. 
Pr"f. Pran _Nath. ' 
Prof. A. S. Altekar. 

Visited-
College of Mining & M~tallurgy. 
Department of Chemistry. 
Department of Geology. 
Department of Geography. 
Department of Botany. 
·Department of Zoology. 
-Department of Spectroscopy. 
Department of Physica. 
Banaras Hindu University Central Office. 

· National Ctidet Corps P~ade. 

Interviewed-
Principal G. B. Joshi. 
Principal S. S. Joshi. 
Prof. A. B. Misra. 
Dr. M. S. Verma. 
Pandit G. P. Mehta.·· 
Prof. Rajnath. 
Principal P. S. Varma. 
Prof. V. V. Narlikar. 
Principal Kali Prasad Mism. 
Pandit Ramvyas Jyotishi. 
Prof. A. S. Altekar. 
Principal Daya Swarup 
Principal U. C. Nag. 
Prof. R. S. Tripathi. 
Prof. M. B. La!. 
Principal H. B. Malkani. 
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Visited-

Principal IlL flengupta1 

Prof. G. C. Alilkerjee. 
Pandit Govind Malaviya, Vice Clumccllor. 
Dr, B. Darsannacbarya. 
Dr.}(, It. ]dehta: 
Dr. H. L. Ohibber. 
Dr. It. 1(. Asundi. 
Prof. U. A. Asrani. 
Prof. Menon. 
Dr. Srivastava. 

Teachers' Training College. 
Ayurvedic College, Hospital & DissectioL,. 
University Hostels. 
Sanskrit Mahavidyalaya. · 
Central Hindu College. 
Women's College & Hostel. 
International Students' Society. 
Gymnasium-Shivaji Hall. 

Interviewed-

6ll 

Prof. G. C. Mllkerji, Dean of Faculty of Technology. 
Prof. P. S. Varma, Head of the Department of In

dustrial Chemistry. 
S4ri H. N. !toy, Head of the Department of Ceramics. 
Shri It. Chamn, Hesd of the Department of GlaBB 

Technology. . 
Shri N. K. Basu, Head of the Department of Phar

maceutical Ohern. 
Prinoipal J. C. Luthra, Hesd of the Department· of 

Agriculture. 
Dr. D. Swamp, Head of the ])epsrtment ofMetallurgy. 
Prof. M. P. Netarwala, Head of the Department 

of Mining. 
Prof. M. Sengupta, Hesd of the Department of Eleot
. rica I Engineering. 
Capt. B. Chstterji, Superint<mdent, Workshops. · 
Prof. B. L. Atreys. · 
Dr. Aksha.ibar Lsi. 
Pt. l(amlapati Tr;pathi. 
Prof. G. B. Pant. 
The representatives of the University Union. 

Visited the following institutions
Law College. 
College of Engineering. 
Department of Pharmaceutics. 
Department of Glass Technology. 
Department of OeramjCI!. 
Depart-ment of Industrial Chemistry
College of Agriculture. 
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26-2-4_9 

27-2-49 

28-2-49 

2-~49 

Interviewed-· 
Pt. Govirid Malaviya, Vice-Chancellor. 
Dr. P. Pa.rij4, Pro-Vice-Chancellor. 
Dr. I .. l)T. Gurtn, Rajghat, Banaras · (Ex-Pro-Vice-

9hancellor). 

AGRA.-25th Fe'fnuary, 1949. 

Visited-
:llledical College. 

Interviewed-
Dr. N. P. Asthana, Vice-Chancellor. 
Executive Council members. 
Principals of Colleges at Gwalior and Indore. 

Interviewed-
Principal K. C. Mehta., Agra College. 
Principal C. Mahsjan, St. John's College. 
Principsl B. P. Mathur, Dayalbagh College. 
Principal Mrs. Sukhia, Girls' College, Dayalbagh. 
Principal Bhstt, Medica.! College. . 
Principal R. K. Singh, Ba.lwant Rajput College. 
Senior Profeaaors of .Balwant Rajput College, Agra. 

VJBited-
Dayalbagh Colleges. 
Balwant Rajput College, Agra. 

Interviewed-
Principal & Professors of St. John's College. 
Principsl & Professors·_of Medical College. 
Principsl & Professors of Agra College. 

VJBited-
St. John 'a College. 

· Agra College. 

JAIPUB-l>t Mareh,/949. 
Visited-

Site of the University where. th£. Foundation .Stone wae 
laid by His Excellency the '·Governor General on 
20th February. · 

Interviewed-
Dr. Mahajani (Vice-Chancellor). 
Principal K. L. Vanna, Dean of the Faculty of Science. 
Professor Shukla, Dean of the Faculty of Arts. 
Dr. Mehta, Medical College. · 
Shri K. S. Hajela, Dean of the Faculty of Law. 
Student•, President and Secretary . 

. Maharaja's College Union and two other represents·· 
tives. 

Sir V. T. Krishnamacba.ri·. 
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3-S-49 Viaited-
l'lledioal College. 
Maharaja's College. 
Maharani's College for Girla. 

Interviewed-
Dr. Kasliwal. 
Dr. Chaudhri. 
Dr. B. M. La!. 
Professors of Maharaja's College, 
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PrincipRI & other Professors of Maharani's Girt~· 
College. 

Dr. K. M. Gupta. 
Dr. Y. Bhardwaj. 
Dr. K. N. Kini. 
Principal L. S. Gautam. 
Pt. D.P. Tewari, Education Minister: 
Shri D. R. Bhandari, Development Minister. 

AlmEDABAD-5th March, 1949. 
I! 3-49 Visited the following institutions-

Gujarat College, Ahmedabad. 
S. L. D. Arts College, Ahmedabad & M. G. 
Institute of Science, Ahmedabad. 
H. L. College of Commerce, Ahmedabad. 
College of Engineering, Ahmedabad. 
B. J. Medical College, Ahmedabad. 
Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad. 

Interviewed-
The Hon'ble Shri G. V. Mavlankar. 
Sir M. V. Divatia. 
Shri Kasturbhai Lalbbai. 
Seth Amritlal Hargovindas. 
Shri B. K. Mazumdar. 
Principal Tolani. 

ii-S-49 Interviewed--
Principal Thakore. 
Seth Shantilal Mangaldas. 
Dr. Ramanathan. 
Principal K. G. Naik. 
Principal S. V. Desai. 
Principal Patel (Pharmacy). • 

(As the Chairman could not l:ie with th~ Commission on 1>-S-49 and fl-3- (9, he 
visited Ahmedabad institutions on 22-4-49). 

'1-3-49 
BOIIBAY-611 Mar<'f•, 19-19. 

Visited-
Royal Institute of Srien~e. 
Elphil'stone Coll~ge. 
·Secondary Training College. 
Government Law College. 
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Interviewed-
Principals oj Arts ana Scierwe OnlkrJt;~~. 

Principal T. M. Advani. 
Principal Nayar .Ahmad. 
Rev. A. M. Coyne. 
Principal B. B. Deshpande. 
Rev. J. Kellock. 
Dr. S. K. Muranjan. 
Dr. V. S. Patankar. 
Dr. D. S. Sodhi. 
Principal L. N. Welinkar. 
Principal K. R. Gunjikar. 

Prindpals of Professio-nal Colleges. 
Shri S. R. Chadha. 
Shri ~- G. Chitale. 
Shri P. N. Joshi. 
Shri R. P. Koppikar. 
Miss A. B. H. Rustomjee. 
Shri D. P. Sethna. 
Shri D. D. Variava. 

Visited-
!3t. Xavier's College. 
Sydenham College. 
University School of Economics and Sociology. 

Interviewed-

[AI•i•X. A. 

The Hon'ble the Premier ~nd .other members 
of the Cabinet. 

Dr. H. J. Bhabha. 
College Prof•JJsars. 
· Prof. R. Choksi. 

Rev. J. Duhr. 
Prof. G. M. Kurulkar. 
Prof. K. T. Merchant. 
Dr. N. N. 1\Iurti. . 
Dr. H. J. Taylor. 
Prof. H. D. Velankar. · 

Heads of S . ..conJary Bclwols. 
Shri C. H. Christie. 
Shri A. K. Dawood .• 
Shri Raman N. Vakil. 
Shri M .. T. Vyas. 

9-3-4!! Visited-
Ramanarain Ruia Coll~ge. 
R. A. Podar Commerce College. 
V. J. T. In.•titute. 
University Department of Chemistry Tecbno'ogy. 
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10-3-49 

11-3-49 

12-3-49 

11-3-49 
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Interviewed-
Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. P. V. Kano, Vice-

Chancellor. 
Professor C. N. Vakil. 
Professor G. S. Ghurye. 
Professor K. V enkataraman. 
Bhri K. M. Khadye ':: . 
DeW&ll Bahadur K. M. Jhaveri. 

Visited-
Haffkine Institute. 
G. S. Medical College. 

Interviewed~ 
Shri Kasturbhai Lalbhai. 
Bhri Manila! Nanavatty. 
Shri Rustem Masani. 
Dr. B. G. Vad. 
Principal V. K. Joag. 
Dr. V. L. Parmar. 
Dr. C. S. Patel. 
Dr. B. B. Yodh .. 

Visited-
Grant Medica] CcUege. 
Sophia Ccllege for Women. 
Wilson Ccllege. 

Jnterviewed-
PrincipaJ N. M. Shah. 
Shri D. C. Pavate. 
Prof. P. A. Wadia. 
Shri K. G. Sayaidain. 

Visited-
University J;.ibrary. 

Interviewed-
Shri Vithal·N. Chandavarkar. 
Shri~l. N. Natu. 
Dr. K. A. Hamid. 
Dr. J. M. Mehta. 
Shri S. R. Dong<>rkery. 
Swami Kuvalayanllnda. 
Sbri P. M. Lad. 

CuTT&cK-Uth Maroh, 1949. 

Iut.erviewed-
Hou'ble Sri H. K. Mahtab, Premier, Oriss.i. . 
Hon'ble Pandit L. Misra, MinisterofEducation, Orisso. 
Hon'ble ~ri N. Kanungo, Minister, Oril!S&. 
Shri L. K. Das Gupta, Advocate. 

• Shri A. V. Snbba Rau, Advccate, Berhampore. 
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'15-3-49 

16-3-49 

17-349 

IK-3-49 

Visited-
Stewart Science Collegt:. 
Ravenshaw College. ' 

Interviewed-
Or. B. Prasad. 
Prof. P. S. Sundaram. 
Prof. B. C. Das •. 
Pa.ndit K. K. Ker. 
Dr. K. ·B. Saba. 
Sri Kunja Biha.ri Tripathy. 
Rai Bahadur B. V. Roy. 
M;ss S. B. Das. 
Dr. G. B. Banerjee. 
Dr. Mahanadi Mohanty. 
Shri G. S. Das. 
Shri P. V. L. Narasinga Rao. 
Shrimati Sarala Devi. 
Shri Kahnu Chara.n Misra. 
Shri Vanchanidhi Sama.nt Rao. 
Shri Kali Cli.aran Patnaik. 
Shri G. Singh, Principal. 
Shri D. S. Patnaik. 

VISited-
Training College. 
Orissa 1\ledical College. 
Kalinga Gymnasium Institute. 

Interviewed-
Lt. Col. P. Papatla. 
Dr. Kasinath Misra. 
Dr. G. C. Pattanay..k. 
Dr. George Patnaik.· 
Shri P. S. Kurian. 
Shri Gouri Kumar Brahms.. 
Shri Sreedhar Das: · · · 
Shri Ram Narain Mohanty. 
Shri Satyavadi Misra. . . 
Pandit S_ri Ananta Tripathy. 
Shri N. P. Das. 

Interviewed-
Shri C. M. Acharyya, Vice-Qha.ncellor. 

· Sbri P. Vankataratnam, Headma•tar, 
Senate Member. . 

• 
WALTAJR-18thMarclr, 1949. 

Visited the following institutions- . 
Mrs. A. V. N. College. 
Andhra Medical College. 
University Guest Quarters. 

. . 

(APPX. A. 

Kandaparu, 
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19-3 49 

20-3-49 

Interviewed-
By ndicate M. mbers 

Shri 8. B. P. Pattabhira.ma Rau. 
Shri 8. Parthaoaradhi Naidu. 
Dr. A. L. Naraylill. 
Sbri ltl. V. Krishna Rao. 
Shri P. Ramo.swamy. 
Shri K. V. Gopalswamy. 

Vi!ited-
University Colleges and Library. 

Visited-
University Campus-" Visranthi Sala ". 

Interviewed-
Prof. V. S. Kri.ilina, Ag. Vice-ChanOOUor, 
Shri K. V. Gopo.lswamy, Regi!tro.r. 
Prof. T. R. Seshadri. 
Prof. K. Rangadhama Rao. 
Prof. R. Gopala lyer. 
Rao Bahadnr Prof. G. N. Rangaswami Ayynngsr, 
Profe.•sor C. Mahadevo.n, 
Prof. Sailewar Sen. 
Prof. K. R. Srinivo.sa Iyyengar. 
Shri S. T. Krishnamaehari. 
Lt. Col. M. V. Ramanamurti. 
Shri. D. Narayan Rao. 
Dr. P. N. Rangaiah. 
Shri R. Rajagopalan. 
Shri V. I swario.h. 
Dr. T. K. Raman. 
8hri T.-V. M•>thew. 
Shri M. K. J o.eob. 
Shri N. V. Subrahmanyam. 
Dr. G. R Viswanathan. 
Shri P. Nara.'limha Rao. 
Shri C. Bha.draiah. 
Shri V. Anna Rao. 
Dr. N. G. Pandalai. 
Dr. P. Reotho.rama R•ju. 
Dr. P. Ramakrishna Mudaliara 
8bri G. Gt>wranga R 10. 

Shri A. Bhava.narayana Rail. 
Shri D. S. Subrahamanyam. 
Shri P. L. N. Sarma. 
Dr. R. Rama Rao. 
Prof. N. K. Sur. 
Principal, A.ndhra Medical Coli~ 

61'1 
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24.-3-{9 

Visited
A~"NAM.ALAINAGAB-22nd March, 194!}. 

University Cll.IIlpus. 
Arts College. 
Science College. 
Oriental College. 
Sports Pavilion .. 
Library Men's llostel. 
Gokhale H .. JI. 
H.}spit&L 
Women's Hospital. 
Music College. 
Engineering and Technology bujldings--

1. Workshop.· 

(APPX. A. 

2. Engineering and Teclulological Colleges. 
3. Travancore Hostel. 

. Interviewed-
Representative.• of the Teachers' Association. 

Interviewed
Vice-Chancellor. 
DeaDS and other teochers of the Arts, Science and 

Oriental Faculti~s, Wardens of Hostels and Direcl t>r 
of Physical, Education. 

Arts-
1. Shri R. 8atyanatha A yyar. 
2. Sbri R. Ramanujachariar. 
3. Shri M. K. Muniswami. 

Sai.mce-
. 1 •. Shri G. V. Krishnaswami Ayyanger. 
2. Shri T. P. Navanitskrishn&. 
3. Shri R. V. Seshiah. 
4. Shri T. Sa.ktivelu. ·. 
5. Shri T. C. N. Singh. 
6. Shri T. Govindarajan. 

Oriental- · · 
· 1. Dr. A. Chidambar.anatha- Chett:ar. 

2. Dr. C. S. Venkate&waran. 
Wardens of Host:ls and DirfOtor of Physical Educa

tio>•-
l. Shri A. G. Subramanyan-Warden, Men 

Students' Hostel. 
2. Srimathi Bhagirathi Ammal-Warden, Ladies' 

Hostel. 
3. Shri L. K. Govindaxajulu-'-Director of 

. Physical Education. 
Members of the Syndicate who are not T~ of 

the UmfJe'fsity-
1. Shri C. S. Srinivasaeha.ri..r. 
2. Shri V. P. Narayanan Nambi&r. 
3. Shri N. Viswanatha Ayyar. 
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2fl-3-49 

28-S-49 

29-3-!'il 
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Dean ancl others of the Engineering and Tecknology 
FaeuUy-

Visited-

1. Dr. K. C. Chakk:o. 
2. Dr. N. C. f!aha • 

. 3. Prof. C. A. Subramanyan. 
4. Dr. M. Y. Pai. 

MADRAs-25th Mtueh, 1949. 

Stanley Medical Collegt>. 
Teachertl' Training College, Saidapet. 

[nterviewed-
Principal and staff of the Stanley Medical College. 
Principal and staff of the Teachers' '!'raining College, 

Saidapet. 

Visited-
Madras Medical Colleg ... 

TR!VANDRU~-29th Mtuek, 1949. 

Intdrviewed-
The Vice-Chancellor. (Mr. H. Papwortb). 

S:Jfid~-
Shri A. Gopala Menon. 
Dr. Jivanayakam. 
Dr. T. K. Koshy. 
Shri C. P. Mathew. 
Shri Mal ocr K. Govinda Pilla y. 
Rev. Father Tho'!. William. 
Shri V. Narayana Pillay. 

University Tearkr-
Shri P. S. Atchutban Pillai. 
Dr. C. 8. Venkateswaran. 
Dr. K. Bhaskaran Na;r, 

V lllited the following institutionS

Central Research Institutt>. 
Publio Health Laboratory. 
l!niversity College. 
Law College. 
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Sl-3-49 

h .. terviewed-
Representativ!llj of legal profe;siori,..

Shri K. Naraya.nan. · 
Shri V. N. Subram• nia. A.i yar. 
Shri P. S. Atchuthan Pillai. 
Shri K. C. Abraha.m. 
Shri Ma.lloor K. Govinda- Pilla.i. 

DeaM of Fam.dties-
Shri V. Na.rayana. Pilla.i (Arts). 
Dr. Jiva.na.yaka.m (Education). 
Dr. C. C. John (Science). 
Shri P. S. Krishna Pilla.y (Law). 
Shri M. V. Kesha.va Rao (Technology). 

Principals of Oolleges-
Shri V. Sunda.rar~J;j Naidu. 
Miss Anna. Nidiri. 
Shri K. Na.rayana.n. 
Shri S. Ramachandra. 
Shri P. 8. Abraham. 
Shri M. P. Gopalan Nair. 
Slrri N. Gopala Pilla.i. 
Shri A. J. Cheri an. 
Shri P. C. Joseph. 
Rev. Fr. Thoma• William. 
Shri C. P. Mathew . 

. 8hri A. Gopal!!o Menon. 
Shri P. G. Saha&a.nama Aiyar. 
Ehri T. K. Narayana Iy.r. 
Ehri G. Gopalakrishna!Jyer. 
Shri A. Chwnar. ·. 

· Visited the following institutions
TeaChers'· Tra.ining College. 
Women's College. . . 
Illlltitute of Textile Techno!ogy .. 

Interviewed-

Shri P. 8. Abraham. 
Shri Kai.ni.khara. K. Pillai. 
Shri Muthnkrishna Ka.rayalam. 
Shri·Parameswa.ran Pilla.i. 
8hri Zacha.ria .. 
8<df of Women's College: 
Rev. Mar Ivanios. · 
Shri K. P. Padamanabha.Pillai. 
Shri T. S. Seshadri. j • 
The Vice-Chancellor. 

fAPPX. A 
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BANGALORE-lst A.pnl, 1919. 

VIBited-
Shree Jayaohamarajendra Occupational Institute. 

Interviewed-
The Principal and staff of the Occupational 

Institute. 

VIsited-
The Central College. 
The College of Engineering. 
The Intermediate College. 
The Maharani's College. 

-Shrl Krishnarajendra Silver Jubilee Technological Institute. 

Interviewed-
• Rajadharmapr888kta Shri T. Singeravelu Mudaliar. 

Shri P. Shivashankar, Professor Law College. 
Shri M. Nara ya.na Rao, Principal, Law College. 
Rao Bahadur B. Venkateshachar. 
Sm. M. R. Lakshamma. 
Sm. K. Kamaladevi. 
Rajadharmapravina Diwan Bahadur P. Mahadevayya. 
Shri P. H. Rama Reddy, Principal. 
Shri S. R. Mandre. 

Visited-
The Indian In~titute of Science. 

(Further visite and interviews on 6th April.) 

MYSORE-3nl A.pn1, 1949, 
Interviewed-

Rajasevasakta Shri V. Subramanya Iyer. 
Shri T. S. Rajagopala Iyengar. 
Sm. T. Sunandamma. 
Shri S. Rangaramiah. 
Shri N. Srinivasa Murthi. 
Rev. Father C. A. Browne. 
Shri A. Venkateshiah. 
Shri K. V. Raghavachar. 

Visited-
The Mruwaja's Coll~ge. 
The First Grade College and 
The Univen<ity Library. 

Intervieftd-
The Principal k Hea-ls of Departments at the llaha

mja's Coll.-ge. 
Shri A. G. Ramachnill'l\ Ran, Ha.san. 
Shrl 0. Vet'raba .... vnppa, Davanagere. 
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Shri A. Bhimappa Naik. 
Shri 11. Govinda Reddy. 
Shri Nerale Madiah. 
Shri S. M. Siddiah. 
Shri M. L. Nanjara Urs. 
Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy. 
Dr. Khizar Ali Khan. 
Shri T. Madiah Gowda. 

( APPX. A. 

D-4o-49 Visited-
The Medical College. 
The St. Philomena's College. 

Int~rviewed-

Members of the University CounciL 

BANGALORE-:-6tll .April, 1949. 

6-4,-49 Visited-

11-M9 

The Indian Institute of Science. 

Interviewed ' 
Shri T. Siddalingiah, President, Mysore State Congress. 
Shri T. Subramanyam, President, Constituent 

Assembly. 
Sastravaidyapravina Dr. T. Seshachalam. 
Rukun Ul-Mulk Jan~b 8. Abdul Wajid, B.A. 
Shri D. V. Gundappa. 
Jnstice Shri N. Balakrishniah. 
Mrs. Rathnamma Madhava Rao. 
Shri K. R. Madhava Rao. 
Sieter Antionette, Principal, Mount Carmel College. 
Shri K. Subbiah Setty, 
i!lhri B. M. Sreenivasiah. 
Shri S. M. Muuivenkatappa. 
Shri H, R. Guruvareddy. 
Shri H. B. Gunilappa Gowda. 
Shri M. P. L. Sastri. · 

&uaoa-llth .April, 1949. 

Interviewed-
Shri Anand Mangel Misra, Treasurer. 
Professor Ish war Chlmdra, Registrar. 
Pt. Nand Dulare Bajpaye, Dean; Facultv of Arts. 

Heads of the Depat-tment$
Dr. A. K. Bhattacharya. 
Dr. D. R. Bhawalkar. 
Dr. R. D. Misra. 
Dr. G. W. Chiplonkar. 
Pt. N. D. Bajpeyi. . 
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Sbii D. s. 8hriVIU!tava, 
·sbri S. R. Swamin&than. 
Dr. H. S. Gaur, Vice-Cbancellor. 

1 2·4-49 Executive Oouncil.-

Dr. H. S. Gaur. 
Shri Gopilal Shrivastava. 
Sbri Anand Mangal Misra. 
Shri B. L. Seth. 
Sbri-S. C. Mukherji. 
Dr. A. K. Bhattacharya. 
Dr. K. G. Rama Rao, 
Pt. N. D. Bajpeyi. 
Dr. N. G. Shabde. 
Sbri A. L. Pandey. 
Shri D. S. Shrivastava. 
Pt. Raj Natb Pandey. 
Professor Ishwar Chandra, Regietl'&l'. 
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Dr. S. C. Singh, Lecturer, Political Science Deptt. and 
rome Assistant Lecturem. 

Dr. V. S. Jha, Education Secretary, C. P. 

DELm-13th .April, 1949. 
1 S-4-49 , ViBited-

J amia Millia Islamia. 

H-,·49 Interviewed-
Prof. K. T. Shah. 
Shri K. Zachariah. 
Dr. H. S. Pruthi. 

15-4-49 Interviewed-
The Hon'ble Minister for Health, Shri.mati Raj 

Kumari Amrit Kaur. 
Prof. Humayun Kabir. 
Prof. G. D. Sondhi. 
Shri S. Vamdacbari. 
Dr. Appadorai. 
Shri Shri Ram. 

16-4-C9 - lntervit>wed-
The Hou't>le Mr. Justice Mehr Chand Mabajan. 

Snu.t.-2&11.4pril,1949, 
28-f-49 Interviewed-

The Vioe-Ch&ncellor, East Punjab University. (Shti G. C. 
Cha\tt>rjee). 
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M-4-49 

15-'1-49 . 

16-T-49 

Interviewed-
Members of the East Punjab University S1j'l!dicate

I. Shri G. C. Chatterji, Vice-Chancellor. 
2. Dr. K. C. Khanna, 
3. S. B. Bhai Jodh Singh. 
4. Dr. G. L. Datta. 
5. Prof. D. C. Sharma. 
6. The Hon'ble Mr. Justice Teja Singh. 
7. Dewan Anand Kumar. 
8. Col. B. S. Nat .. 
9. Prof. Mahan Singh. 

10. Principal A. R. Khanna. 
11. The Hon'ble Mr. Justice Hamam Singh. 
12. The Hon'ble Mr. Justiee A. N. Bhandari. 

Prof. D. N. Bhalla, Registrar. 
BARODA-15th July, 1949. 

V'tsited the following-
Baroda College & Science Institute. 
Pratapsinha College of Commerce and Economics. 
Medical College and Engineering College. 
Museum & Picture Gallery. 
Central Library. 
Oriental Institute. 

Interviewed-
Dr. Jivraj N. Mehta. 
Shri Chunibhei P. Shah. 

, Venilal N. Modi. 
, V. A. Nikte. 
, Ramanlal V. Desai. 
, Kumari Sushila Pandit. 
, S. 8. Ra.ichur. 

Janab Ra.sulkhan Pathan. 
Nawab Fakrudcj.i.n. 
Shri Cbandrashanker Shukla. 

, M. M. Doctor. 
" s. Sabnis. 
, B. B. Joshi. 
, C. J. Shah. 

Reverend Father Palomera. 
. Mrs. S. S. Pagar. 

Interviewed-
Members oftheSyndilXJ.te-

Mrs. Hansaben Mehta, Vice-Chancellor. 
Shri A. R. W adia, Pro--Vice-Chancellor. 
Dr. Jivraj N. Mehta. 
Shri C. J. Sutaria. 
Shri !l. M. Tambe. · 
Shri M. '11:. 7.ala. 
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17-7-49 

18-7-49 

19-7-49 

Shri S. B. Junarlatr. 
Dr. M. A. Bnch. 

, M. D. Paid. 
,. T. K. N. Menon. 

Dr. C. S. Patel. 
PooNA-17tk Ju'ty, 1949. 

Interviewed-
Th<3 Viee-Ohanoellor,-Shri IlL R. Jayakar. 

Visited the following-
Nowrojee W adia College. 
Sir Parashurambhau College. 
Tilak College of Education. 
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Mahamshtra Education Society's Colleges of Arts and 
Scienoe. 

Fergusson College. 
Brihen Msharashtra College of Commerce. 

Interviewed-
Principal V. K. Joag-We.dia College. 
Principal S. V. Dandekar-S. P. College. 
Dr. M. B. Neogi-M. E. S. College. 
Dr. D. D. Karve.-Fergusson College. 
Shri Raghunath Paranjpye. 
Prof. R. P. Patwardhan. 
Mahame.hopadhyeya D. V. Potdar. 
Dr. N. N. Uppal. 
Principa I Kale. 
Principal Dr. B. B. Dikshit-Medical College. 
Principal S. V. Kogekar-B. M. College of Commerce, 
Principal B. V. Bapat-Tilak College of Education, 
Principal B. B. Sarkar-Engineering College. 
Principal L. S. S. Kumar-Agricultural College. 
Dr: S. K. Belvalkar. 
Dr. S. M. Katre. 
Prof. N. V. Joshi. 
Prof. s. v. c. Aiyer. 
Shri R. B. Ghorpade. 
Principal K. G. Pandit 

Visited the following-
Deccan College Postgraduate and Research Institute. 
B. J. Medical College. 
College of Engineering. 
College of Agriculture. 
The Gokhale Institute of Politics and Eocnomica. 
Servants of India Society. 
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute. 
Law College. 
Ma.harashtra Association for the Cultivation of Scienll«'. 
S. N.D. T. Indian Women's University. 
Bhar&t ltiha& Samshodhak Mandai. 
Lotd R~y IndUL'trial Museum, 
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NAME 011' 
THE UNIVEBSITY. 

1. AGRA UNlVEBSITY 

Profeaaor. 

1. A.LIGARH MUSLIM 1,500 (lind) 
UNIVERSITY. 800-40-1,000. 

1. ATJ.AHABAD 
UNIVERSITY. 

(a) Previo~a Seale 

(6) ProoontSoals 

Seleetion--60-1.250. 
~ 600-25-800 . . 

•. 600~ 
1,000. 

• . 800-50-1,250 

(Al'PX. B• 
Scala of Pay of the 

A.sstt. Professor. 

400-40/2-600 
200-30/2 82~/2 

-400. • 
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Teaching Staff in Universities. 

6£7 

I 
Lootarer. Autt. Lecturer~ Denum•trator, Tuinr 

I -·· .... 
. Alllllat!D& Unhom~y • . . . . .. 

Orad• I 800-20-llOO .. 100-10--200 • In Readers Grade~ 

Grado II 2111-IG- Toa<>hen 
300, 100-10--200. 

P&n-time Ra 200 (8md). ~100. 

~LAw Departmon' 60-4-100. 
Pan-t.ime Rt. GO 
tUowanoe-) for a.. 200 (find) lor Ger. 

· Ult&l So1enee lll&ll Clua (Po,.._ 
.. !Ins •••rln& Col- time). 

•· Students .I.Aietant.l 
and Demonatratora 
Ro. 100 (find.) 

11!0-211.....(30 .. .. 
1100-1~111-111--400 

300-10-480-E.B.-

I 110-300. 

P&n-tJma Leota .. .... 8aale nrioo ......... BL 100•· 
Ra. 1100, 

Gradel 2110-ltl-3l!O .. Dotnotlltraklr . 
Grade U llll--16/1- 126-IOJ!!-!00. -

800. Rt. 100 (Oxod). 
~116-16/11-100 

Tutor (Hindi). •Io DemOMtnton Grade. 
Ro. 76 (find). . 
Tutor(Com...,..). 
Ro.lOO (Sud). 

Pond t (H!rull). 

I I 
IO--OJI-126. 

PerullO (Ttoluguj 
1011-G-160. 

Pend!\ (Oriy&). 
110-0/1-126. 

P.,.di. (&mltri•J. 
100--6--160. 

I 
' 

I 
. I 

i I 
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NAME OF 
TRIC UNIVERSITY. 

&. ANNAMAI.AI 
UNIVERSITY 

(o) Alto, Solen,. and Orion· 
tal. 

(6) l!Dgineering ••d Taclmo-
logy. 

6. BANARAS HINDU 
UNIVERSITY 

(a)Teohnology,~g 
and :llining olo Met. Col· ·-

(6) OSher Collegea 

(Ayurooda Adhyapeb) 
(•l A few in Ayud. College I 

7. BOMBAY UNIVERSITY 
(a) School ofEoonomiae r.nd 
Soaiolo~~ 

(6) DeportlnentofChe.Ucal 
Teohnology. 

8. O.ALOU'l'TA UNIVERSITY 

9. DELHI UNIVERSITY 

(o) Old Scale 

\bJ .PH&entScale 

10. BAST PUNJAB 
llNIVEBSr.l:Y. 

. 
260-15-400-20-

500-S.G.-26-700. 

.oo-26-700-E.B.-
40-1100. 

Univaraity Professor. 
l,OO<J...-<i0-1,700. 

Pmfeao:s. 
600--40-1,000. 

Uninraity Professor. 
80~-1.250. 

Professor* 
500-25-800. 

800-.50--1,000 

800--1.000 

800-60--1,000 
700--60/2-1,000. 
600--60~1.000. 

( APP.X. B. 
Scales of Pay of the 

250-16--400--E.B.-
20-600. 

300-20-000 

250-16--400--llll-600 

200-10-28()....16--400 

-.rer. 

200-10-300 

400-30-700. 

~700 
400-26-700 •• 

600-00~700 

400to700 .. 

600to800 .. 

al~760 
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----~------~~~~---

Demomu:,:r. Tuto.-1 

(I) III0-10-2l!O 
(2!160-10-11!0 
(8 Le ....... wi\h ;lt
IN7~126. 

1-lfl-300 

.. 

• • lii1Uo :100 

Tuten & Demomtra
ton. 

• ?l!-6--100. 

Worbhop Supd.t. 
260-14--400. 

Tutort • Demonstra.
lon. 

1110-10-800. 

: Pnulhan Adhyapak. 
. 2110-1,6-400._..,_~ 
: Adbyapaka. 
1 160-lo--360. 

' 
i 
! 
; Principal S.Ullrit 

Ma.hnidyala. 
1!00-26-800. 

Demonst.ratora 
100-10-200, 

The Univenlty pmpo•~• to 
re.ue t.beae aoaloa u f:)t. 
loww: :-

Prof.uor Bo. 800-60 z--
l,ooo-G0--1.260. 

Roaden ilL GOO--II0/!!-1100. 
~Qrel'll Ra. soo-m-6005 
....... Leo<. Bo.lii0-1---. 
Demoaot.n.ton Ra. loo-1o-

21!0. 

Tulon Bo. 160-15. 800. 

.. J rhoaloollah> ndollooo ba .._,c-Je. tn •'HDOOUel. 
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NAME OF Profeasor. 
THE UKIVERSITY. 

ll. GAUHATI UNIVERSITY 700-ro/2-1,000 .. 

12. LUCKNOW 
UNIVERSITY-

Before 1933 .. .. 80~1,200 . . 
-

Afle• » .. .. 600--30-900--SO-
1,000~ 

l'Iount .. .. 800---50--1,250 .. 
13. MADRAS UNIVERSITY 750.....;;0-1,000 .. 
14. MYSORE UNIVERSITY C!aas I 700--30--800 

C!aas II 4IJ0....26.-
700. 

15. NAGPUR UNIVERSITY 8[}{).......0()-1,000 .. 
800-100--1,000. 

16. OSMANIA UNIVERSITY 700--1,200-:E.B.-
1,500~-

17. PATNA UNIVERSITY .. 
18. POONA UNIVERSITY .. 
19. RAJPUTANA . . 

UNIVERSITY. 

20. SAUGOR uNIVERSITY 600---40-1,000 .. 
11. TRAVANCORE I UNIVERSITY 

Govemment College .. G<ade I 450--7&0 I 
G<ade!l 350--iQ-. l . 4§0. . i 

22. DTKAL UNIVERSITY .. I 

[AFPX. B· 
Scales of Pay of tM 

Aatt. Profeasor. Reader. 

.. 500-/2-700 . . 
• Ra. 550 (fixeti}. 

' 
500----50--800 . . 

.. 350--1~-
500-25-600. 

.. 500-2$--800 .. 

.. 400-25--l!OO .. 
Ciau I 350--25/2-

400. 
.. 

CJ ... n 250-2512-
350. 

.. 
. 

400---50--600 .. 

.. • 300---400-600-
E.B.-800 Ph. Do. 
of recogni&ed. Ia· 
dian Univen.itiee 
Rs. 400. 

Rona. I Claao or 
M.S.. (by -«>h) 
certificate hold.em 
of "'cogniaed 
European or Am.e--
rican Universi· 
ties Rs. .fliO. 

Ph. ::l•. of truopean 
or American ·Uni-
venitiee- Re. 600 • 

. 
.. .. 
.. .. .. .. .. 

.. ~IIOIJ 

. . .. 

.. .. 
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-

Leelurw. 
I 

A..tt. Leoturw. Demon~trator, Tutor. Remarb. ..._ 

2110--U/2-800 . - .. .. • ThNe are the •calM of Prin .. 
•a.. j()()(tlud). oipal and Lecturers .in Law 

Collep. 

2110-24---430 .. 1110-10-2110 .. Demonatraton . . The .ro;rioua • oale waa not 
11!0-10-2110. oru orm. 

1110--11--000-lli.B.- .. .. . . 
10-800. 

liO~IIO-i0-4!00 .. .. . . 
liOO-iO--<Illl--i0-4!00 

110-t.-o. .. .. .. 
Oluo I j()()-10-2110 .. .. . . rn ... u 1110-10-j()() 
o~aa m 100-to-

1110. 

. . 
100-20--400 .. .. .. 
1110-10-2110. 

-11.11.-Q.B. ~ .. 2211--400 . . .. • Ro.dera and LeotUl"'!n han 
800. tbia oomlllOll aoale. Penon• 

r.::::g IU~er qoaJi. 
(!'b. • of Indian 

or foreign University) 
are given a higher ttan 
be-R&. 400 and Ro. GOO 

. aooo::t to -qaalifioationa 
Uld are eai~ted R&d&ft. 
M.. A.. or H. o. I or II ota.. 
or holders of equin.letn 
~tioaa ata.n •• soo and deoign&tod 
I.ect ....... 

tM.A. m olaea or holden 
of lower qualifioatioM &l'& 
Wpted Jl'. :teeto.r.n. 

.. .. .. AJIIBatiDc Uoh-enlty • 

.. .. .. AfBUatmg Uniftl'lity . 

.. .. . . No teaching ataft' appointed 
10'-

~ .. 100-lo-100 .. . . . . 
-

. 

1'16-10---324 .. .. 
G-I 126-lo.-a7i .. D&moDI&nk.n .. 
Grode U 176-10- 11!)-6-100. .... 
Orodolll llll-10-

I I~UDI-·1· 
176. 

.. .. .. 



APPENDIX C 

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF ENROLMFNTS IN SOMF FORFIGN 
COUNTRIES. 

Table 1.-Propurti<m of Inhabitants to Sttuk.tts in certain Omvntries (1936). 

BonthAfrl"" 

u.s.A. 
' 

Canadt. 

No" z.,lt.nd 

Sootlt.nd 

F""'oe 

Hungary 

A 1111tralla. 

Sweden 

Woloa 

o ..... t Brltalnf 

--

Country. Inh&bitanto Student.. 

.. 

. . 

. ' 

.. 

.. 

. . 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. . . 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

. . .. .. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

• Wblto population only. 
t All otud011to: 

in OOO'a~ 

2,000• 8,400 

1,22,800 ooo,ooot 
41!0,000t 

11,000 48,600t 
33,000f 

1,600" 4,500 

4,843 10,250 

41,907 81,000 

8,991 15,600 

6,700• 10,300 

6,285 9,100 

2,593 3,600 

"44,795 50,600 

: Eatimatod number of atrlotly unlvemty atandard. 
I i.o.l!:nglt.nd, Sootlt.nd t.nd ~oleo. 

Number of 
Inhabitant a 

per 
otndent. 

238 

124t 
272f 

227t 
333t 

333 

473 

517 

576 
• 

650 

690 

741 

885 

In 1936-87 the total number of university students in India (including those 
in the Intertl'ediats classes in all provinces ex~pt for three universities in U.P.) 
was l'(,Ugbly 1,26,000. The total population of India was over 338 million~~ 
in 1931 and obont 389 millions in 1941, so that in 1936 it waa probably about 
363 millions. This works out roughly at 1 unhersity studPnt in 2,880. 

ess 
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J'able II .-S<YUth AjricP, Uniflersi.ties arul"Uniflersity Colleges : Stu.lfents classified 
by Facy.ltiu. (Average enrolment for the Calendar Year 1936). 

University 
of South 

Faoultiea. C..pe- Pre. Stell- Witwa- Africa Total. 
town. toria. enboaoh tezarand (five OOll· 

atituent 
colleges). 

Pure Arts and Soienoe .. 466 066 744 640 1,307 3,703 

Edue&tion . . .. 84 43 246 . . 193 665 

Medicine and Dentistry .. 613 20 . . 570 27 1,230 

Commeroe . . .. 149 203 55 270 156 838 

Engineering and ToOlmology •• 261 83 .. 608 95 1,047 

L,.w . . .. 89 21 27 44 9S 276 

Fine Art(and Muoio 304 1 13 .. 55 373 

Agrionltnre and Dolneotio .. 91 liS .. 23 232 
Soienoe j 

Other Fl>onlties . . .. 6S 4 . . 25 04 

l'otal .. 1,956 1,083 1~206 2,132 1,976 8,358 

Table lll.-.T~s and Students in Australian Universities, 1935. 

Lecturers 
&nd 

Univeraity. Established. Profeseon. Demonstra-
tors. 

' . -
Sydney . . . . .. 1850 .49 188 

Holbonmo .. .. .. 1853 36 194 

Adelaide . . .. .. 1874 19 ll4 

Taam.ania .. .. .. 1889 9 22 

Queeno!and . . .. .. 1909 14 75 

WeatemAustralis. .. .. 1911 13 44 

. 
Total .. ... I 140 637 

• E:<olu.oive of 217 atndenta at Conaervaterium of Moalo. 

t E:<oloalve of 262 atndenta at ConaorYaterium ofMoalo. 

.. 
Student& 
attending 
Lectures. . 

3.029 

3,071° 

2,07'-lf 

2!9 

- 1:>089 

787 

10,2';7 



APPENDIX D 

BIBLIOGRAPHY ON GENERAL EDUCATION. 

McGrath, Earl, ed. Science in General Education (Dubuqu~ •. _Iowa : 
Wm. 0. Brown Company, 400 pages, 1948). Chapters by twenty-four 
author~, de!!Cnoing general education programmes as administered. in 
various colleges and universities. 

McGrath, Earl, ed. Socia! Science in Genma! Education (Dubuque, Iowa : W m. 
C. Brown Company, 260 pages, 1948) •. A companion ~·olume to the 
above. 

Report of .Five·Y ear Cooperative Study of General Education by about. 
thirty collegoa and universities, directed by the American Council on 
Education. Cooperl'lion in · Gen.era! Education (Washington, D. C.: 
American Council on Education, 240 pages, 1947). An over-nil study of 
general education. 

Report of the Harvard Committee. Gene1'al Education in a. F~ee Society 
(Cambridge, MassaobuBP.tto: Harvard UniverRity Press, 267 pages, 1945; 
I..ondon: Oxford University Press). A much quoted discussion of general 
education. 

'lite Joumal of Genera! EdtHJation (Iowa City, Iowa : Department of Publica
tions, State University of Iowa, Quarterly, two dollars per year plW! po.'!t
age). The back issues are valuable. Volume I, number I, was iasued 
in October 1946. This is the bE-st periodical on tho subject. 

Hond<>rson and Hnll. Antioch ColleQt (New York: Harpers, 280 pages,l946). 
Chapter V, " The Common Ground of the Curriculum ", describes twenty 
five years of experience with a programme of general education. 

Oasset, Ortega Y. MiaaKm of the Uninerrity (Princeton, New Jersey: Prine,._ 
ton University l'ress, 19«). 

'Whit.ehead. A.<iventuN!I i" Itkaa (New York; Maclll.illan ~mpany, 1933). 

Wbiteh~ad. TAe A.ima ol B<lUC!Ition (~ew York; MacMillan Company, 24'1 
pages, 1929) • 

.4 CoU~e hogramtM '" daiott (New Y <!rk; Columbia University Prl!iiS, J711 
pages, 1Sf6). Deeeribea the Columbia College programme in general 
edu~ati<Jn. 

Uken, Wilford M., ed. Tie 810tj of 1M Big'ld Year SttMI.y (New York and 
London : Harpera, 11111 pagM, 19!2). 
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Chamberlin, Chamberlin, Drought & Scott. Did They Succeed in OoUege 
(New York & London ; Harpers, 1942). Dt>scription of a ~tudy of thirty 
secob.dary schools that d~parted from conventional courses and chose 
general education, with a study of the relative success in college of their 
graduates and graduates of conventional schools. 

McClusky, Howard Y. "General Education and Work", 11 pages, Review 
of Educational Research, Vol. XIV, ll!o. 4 (October 1944). Reprints are 
available from the author, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

Livingstone, Sir Richard. Bom~ Taskil jM Educalioo (London Oxford Press, 
98 pages, 1946). Four lectures on general education. 

Reports of the Commission on Secondary School Curriculum of the Progressive 
Education Association (New York & London ; Appleton-Century-Crofts 
Inc.). General and SQmewhat prolix discussions of the several snbj.ects. 

R.wrganizing &condary Education, 483 pages, 1939. 

Language in General Educatitm, 126 pages, 1940. 

Mathematics in Genera! Education, 523 pages, 1940. 

Science in General Education, 591 pages, 1938. 

Tile Social Studies in General. Education, 401 pages, l 938. 

TIUJ Visual Arts in General Educatioo, 1940. 



APPENDIX E 

(T A !tEN FROM THE UNIVERSITY RECORD 011' THE UNIVERSITY Oi' FLORIDA, 
CATALOG 1948-49). 

Here is a brief account of the courses of study in Agriculture for the degree 
of Bachelor of Science. It is a jour years' course after 12 years' of previous 
sohooling. · 

During the first year 1The Freshman year) students have to take courses in:-

1. American Institutions, which is designed to develop and stimulate the 
ability to interpret the inter-related problems confronting American institutions. 
The 11nequal rates of change in economic life, in government, in education, 
in science, and in religion are analysed and interpreted to >how the need for a 
more effective co-ordination of the factors of the evolving social organieation of 
today. Careful BCrntiny is made of the changing functions of the various 
institutions as joint interdependent activities so that a consciousness of the 
significant relationships between the individual and social institutions may 
be developed, from which consciousness a greater degree of social adjustment 
may be achieved. {4 hours per week throughout the year). 

II. ]JWlogical Science, dealing with the biological problems and principles 
associated with the organism's role as (1) a living individual, (2) a member of 
a raoo, (3} a product of evolutionary processes, and (4) a member of a socially 
and economically inter-related complex of living organisms. Under these 
heat!ings such topics as the structure and functioning of the human body, 
the structure and functioning of the higher plants, methods of reproduction 
heredity and variation, the theory of evolution, and ecology are discussed. 
(3 hours per week throughout the year). · 

Or o-al Botany.-A study of the form, structure, growth, reproduction, 
physiology of plants and their various organs, relation of plants to their 
<>nvironment and to each other; principles underlying inheritance, varistionaud 
organic evoh1tion. (2 hours, and 2 hours laboratory per week throughout 
lth~ year). 

III. :&ading, Speaking aNl Writing.-De'ligned to furnish the training 
in reading, speaking and writing necessary for the students' work in college 
and for his life thoreafter. This training is provided through practice and coun
sel in oral reading, in silent reading, in logical thinking, in fundamentals of 
form and style, in extension of vocabulary and in control of the body and voice 
in Bpt'&king. Students are en<,.>Uraged to read widely as a means of broaderung 
their intert>sts and incre&Bing their ability to use English. (4 or more hours 
per week throughout the year). · : 

IV. El«iivu in .J.gricultura or Baste &ienceB.-Selection is usually n:lade 
from the fullowiog ooursP.a :- · · 

(1) Ot>n<'rsl Field Crops ; (2) Forage and Cover Crops ; (3) Principles ~! 
Animal Husbandry ; (4) Principles of DairyinR ; (5) Man knd Insects ; (6) 
Eoon~ruio Entomolo!lY ; (i) Fundamentals in Poultry Production ; (8} ~ar:u 
~lachmery ; (9) Farm Fora.•try. (3 to 6 hou111 per we<'k tbroul(hout the year). 
lllliiU!ofEdu. 037 
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V. Jf ilitary Sci m~.-Physical Ji'itn<!s£<. (I hour per week throughout th& 
y~ar). 

During the second year· (Sophomore year) students take the following 
cowrses :-

1. Agricultural Chemist'f1J.-A basic course embodying seiected fundament
als of inorganic, organic, and bio·chemistry, and de•igned primarily for 
agricultural stutiJnts: (3 hours, and 2 hours lecture-demonstration). 

II. Logic ana Matl!~.CS.-The principal aims of the course in Logie 
are (I) to develop ability to think with greater accuracy and thoroughnesa 
and (2) to develop ability to evaluate the thinking of others. The material ' 
llSed applies to aetual living and working t~onditions. The case method is 
Ul!l'd to ensure practice and Fumerous exercises are &!Signed. 

The course in Mathematics is a practical course covering the development 
of the nm nber system, algebra as a generalisation of arithmetic, equations, · 
exponents. logarithms and slide rule, aerie!!, investment mathematics, 
geometrical applicatioll:!, and the elelll('Onte of trigonometry. Analyses leading 
to fundamental understandings an.d correct manipulation are .tressed. 
(3 hours per week throughout the year). 

m. Tlle Humanities.-Designed to acquaint the student with literature, 
philosophy, art and music in which the enduring values. of human life have 
found expression. The couree deals with the cultural heritage as well "" 
with the culture of our own day. lte larger purpose is to develop a more mature 
>mderstanding, an enlarged 'appreciation, and a philosophy of life adequate 
for the needs of our age. (4 hours per week throughout the year). 

IV. Ekctivu in Agricullure.-Selection is mmally made from the oou.,.,s 
listed above under the first year and the following :-

(1) Dramage and Irrigation ; (2) Agricultural Economics ; (3) Parm. 
:M.ulagement; (4) Surveying; (5) Principlea of Horticulture; (6) Plant. Patbo- . 
l"!Y ; (7) Soils ; (8) Soil Fertility. (3 to 6 hours a week throughout the year). 

V. MilitMy &ienoe.-Physical Fitneea (One hour a week ~ 
tlt.e year); · 

Tlle last tWI) years.-During the. next two years spent at the College' ol 
A.jjriealtuTC in the work, as it is called, in the Upper Division (I) the student 
lias to put in 17 hours a week throughout the period, (2) has to show th» he 
has taken at least one course in each of the following : 

(ll) Agricultural Economics ; (b) Agricultural Engineering 6 (c) Agro
nomy ;-(d) Entomology ; (c) Horticulture ; and (f) Soils. 
auil (3) has to fulfil the requirements of one of the several curricula in Agmul
tt~~e. The following curricula are offered :-

'A.gricultural Chemistry Dairy Industry 
Agricultnml Economics Entomology 
Agricultural Education General Agriculture 
Agricultural Engineering Horticulture 
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.!gronomy 

.bimal Husbandr.v 
Bacteriology 
Botany 
Dairy Husbandry 

Poultry llusLnndry 
Plant l'athology 
Boil Fertility and Management 
Soil Chemistry and Miorobiology 
Soil Surveying 

63t 

The BCOpe of each of these can be ganged from the <ietails of on& of illem 
whiDk we give below : 

The curriculum in Genera.! Agriculture, for inst&ncu, ia covered by oolll'l!e8 
given during 4. semesters as under:-

llmsT YRAR, lRT SEMESTER : (1) A course in General Field Crop~, being a 
on.ndy oCthegrain, fibre., sugar, peanut, tobacco, forage and miseellaneoua field 
crops, with special en.phaais on varieties and practioos recommended for the 
region where the college is situated. The history, botanical characteristics, 
110il and climatic adaptations, fertilizer and culture practices, growing p-, 
harnating, uses, economic production and cropping systems are topi• dia
c-.1. (2 hours and 2 hours laboratory and field demonstration). 

(2) A coul'l!6 in Rural ~ship, being a etudy of the funetiona ofthe 
Agricultural Extension Service and other rural organisations ; methods of 
developing agricultural progra.mmes ; training of volunteer local leaden. 
(3 hours a week). 

(3) A course in Fundamentals in Poultry Praductwn, dealing with economic 
importance of the industry, breeds and varieties, principles of produotion 
and exhibition judging, location and construction of buildings ; breeding ; 
hal.t'lhing ; brooding ; rearing pullets; managing layers; feeding ; marketmg; 
di""""'''S ; one or more field trips to oommercid farms. (2 hours and ! hours . 
labomtory ). 

(tl A oouroe in .Soila dealing with the nature and properties of ooila with 
elemeatary treatment of genesis, morphology and t'laaeification. Boil typea 
and problema in Floride. (2 hours and 2 hours demonstrati~n). 

(6) Courses in Electivee (!I hours a week). 

lhlkiT YJUB, 2ND8EHESTIIR: (I) A course in FtVm Managemelll, dealing 
with Ule factors of production ; systems offannin~. thuir distribution and adap
tat..illa ; problems of labour, machinery, layout of fartns, and farm re-o~
tioa. rield trips. (2 hours and 2 hours laboratory a week). 

Pl A course in Fanft Motor$, dealing with the general principles of open.
ti ... uf the various sources of farm power. The care, operation and repair 
of eleotrio motors, internal combustion engines (including automobile,ltation
aq gaaoline enginea, truck and tractor). and windmills. I.aboratory work 
inU.I• actual operation and repair. (2 h.ours and 2 hours laboratory a week\. 
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(3) A course in Forage and Ouver Crops, dealing with plants that produce 
feed for livestock; methoda of establishing. and managing grazing areas; produc
tion and preservation of hay and silage crops ; plants suited for cover crops, 
conservation programmes and rotation systems of the South. Field tripe and 
plant collection. (2 hours and 2 hours laboratory and ~~monstration). 

(4) A course in Soil Fenility, dealing with the general ,principles of soil 
fertility ; the physical, chemical and. biological factors affecting soil fertility 
and crop production, studies on samples of soil from the home farm; commercial 
fertilizers, manures, green manures and organic matter maintenance, crop· 
rotations and permanent soil fertility. (2 hours and 2 4ours laboratory). 

(6) Courses in Electives (6 hours a wt>ek). 

SECOND YEAR, 1ST SEMESTER: {1) A courseinF<H'mSanitatitmand Disease 
PretJe~~J,im, dealing with praCtical methods of farm sanitation, and control 
of principal diseases of farm animals. (2 hours a week). 

{2) A ·coarse in Farm Fore$iy. (2 hours and 2 hours field and laboratory). 

(3). A oourse in Plam Paihology, dealing with (a) plant diseases caused by 
mechanical injury, environmental factors, parasitic bacteria, fungi and other 
plants and their economic importaace, {b) life cycles and role of parasitic 
fungi and bacteria, and (c) the economic importance and control of plant 
dise.ases. {1 hour and 4 hours laboratory): 

(4) Courses in Electives. {9 hours a week). 

SECOND YEAR, 2ND SEMESTER: (1) A course in Marlceti'I¥J, dealing wtth prin
-ciples of marketing agricultural commodities, commodity exchanges, and future 
trading ; au.ction companies ; market finance ; market news ; marketing of impor 
taut agricultural commodities. Field trips. . (2 hours and 2 hours laboratory). 

(2) A C<iurse iii Vegelable Galrdeni'I¥J, dealing with the principles and prac
tice of vegetable growing, with ilpecial attention~ the home garden. (2 hours 
and 2 hours laboratory). . . · • 

{3) A co~ in Principles of Economic Ent<>mology, dealing with the funda.- . 
mental principles of entomology, stressing.th,e economic aspects. This course 
includes a study of national insect problems with a detailed discussion of the 
insects of importance on all cultivated plants and domestic animals in the 
Florida area.. (2 hours and 2 hours laboratory). . 

(4) Couroos in Electives (8 hours a week}. 

The Electives from which students choose during these two years are 
lll!nally courses in (1) General Field ~ps ; (2) Feeda and Feeding ; (3) A,uricul
tural Policy ;· (4) Rural Organisation and Programmes ; (5) Agricultura~ Ex
tension Yo!!th Programme ; {6) Citrus Growillg. 

The course is designed to give a broad basic training in agriculture. Be· 
sides acquainting the student with many fielda of agricultural science and 
pTactice it seeks to'introduce him to agricultural organizations, their functions 
ant programmes. It enables. him to become a progressive farmer, or to go into 
agricultural extension or similar work. · . . .. _ . 



APPENDIXF 
The following table shows the number of applicants and the number ad

mitted to th_e various Training Colleges in India. during 1924-48. The numbers 
on the margins of the table indicate the Colleges on the list appended. The 
figures represented in the table are in respect of 27 colleges who supplied the 
information. 

TRAINING COLLEGES 
1. Teachers' Training College, Ajmer. 
2. Women's Training College, Dayalbagh, Agra. 
3. Radha.swami Educational Institute, Dayalbagh, Agra. 
4. Uovernment Training College, Agra. 
4A. Teachers' Training College, Aligarh University, Aligarh. -
5. Allahabad Training College, Allahabad. 
6. St. Joseph's Training College for Women, Guntur. 
7. Government Training College, Rajahmundry. 
8. Teachers' TI'I?.ining College, Banaras. 
9. Secondary Training College, Dhabi Tala.o, Bombay. 
I 0. Maharani Tarabai Teachers' Training College, Kolhapur. 
11. Secondary Training College, Belgaum. 
12. Secondary Teachers' Training College, Baroda. 
13. Tilak College of Education, Poona. 
14. 1\t.i.ha Lakahmi Training College for Women, Ahmedabad. 
Ill. Premchand Rai Chand Trdining Collegl' for Men, Ahmedabad. 
16. David Hare Training College, Calcutta. 
17. Union Christian Training College, Berhampore. 
18. Central Institute of Education, Delhi. 
19. Delhi Teachers' Training Institute, National Muslim University, Jamia 

Millis lslamia Jamianagar, Okhla, Delhi. 
20. Government Training College for Women, Simla. 
21. Government Training College for T~achers, Jullundur. 
22. Lucknow Training College, Lucknow. 
23. Lady Willingdon Training College, Madras. 
24. Meston Training College, ~oyapettah, Madras. 
25. Tooch~ra' Training College, Saidapet, Madras. 
2\i. Ht. Chri•topher's Training College, Madras. 
27. !<t. Ann's Training Colleg<', Mangalore. 
2R. Um·ernment Training College, Trichur. 
29. Teacher~' College, 1\Iysore. _ 
30. 'l'he University Teachal':i' Training Collego, Nagpur. 
31. Government Diploma Training Institute for Men, Amr&oti. 
32. Gov<>rnment Diploma Training Institute for Women, Amraoti. 
33. Osnumia Training College, Hyderabad Deccan. 
34. lllen's Training College, Hyderabad Deccan. 
M. l'atn:1 Training Colle!(e, Patna. 
36. Tt•t.cbef!l' Trt~ining College, Bikaner. . 
37. Yidya Bhawan Govind Ram Saksaria Teacher's Training College, Udaipur. 
38. Diploma Training Institute for Men, Khandwa. 
89. \mining Institute for Women, Hawabaglt, Jubbulpnre. 
40. :llahnraja's Training College, Trivandrum. 
4!. Government Tr.,ining Collo~. Cuttaclc. 

1!41 
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TRAINING COL 

Table shiYIIM>g number of appli«utts 

i 1 1!1 B;; _ _._~ A.p.1924Ad. .l·.p.1o2D"_' ~-.. -.p.-192-la_Ad_ ·_A_p_19_27_A~d~J~-'~P-1_9-~-.~.~d~~~A~p~1--_-A~d:\ 
~A I .. •· .. ~ .. ,~ .. ~ .. ~ .. 

: :.~: .. •• I •• .• i < i 
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24 11137 B.T. 
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2& •• B.T. 
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105 219 

' .. I .. 

103 198 

... i .. 

,. .. ! .. 

106 195 

B.T. 47 41 67 31 

30 1 .. 0 l!.T. 

31 1041 Dip.T .. 

3ll 1 .. 6 Dip.T .. 

38 1948 C.T. • . i • • 
r 

2 • 

. • ! ' . 
' .. I .. 

.. I .. I 

. . I . . 

• • 
.. I_:_:_ .. .. _:,:,_1-_···-1-·-· +-21--J--2-31 2: ·.1 '.~.1' ·.'I 

Tota!No.ofool· 1 l 2 2 2 3 3 • •i 
·- 1--1-----1---1--i--1--~ ,,~ To~~!;_ .r ..,.. 240 1o& ~ 285 121 21• 1•2 281 111 ~·~170' •n t. 1.S
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41 
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LEGES IN INDIA 

and those Gilmiaed : 1924-1948 
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----, .. --~.C..·-·---· 
:: 'i~ " -I -19-. 

TRAINING COL 

Table showing number rf ar:lifams 

1938 1939 :: - ... •H l940 ~ 1~41 I 194..2 
Cl • • $ § 

_tzl• ' ··~---·~~~-~~~-d-_->--1--1--·1--+-·- . j .. 
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----~---

............ 400i 66! 4001 661 
~ 1947 .B.T. 
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8 

11 1939 

13 194.1 
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18 1947 B.T. 

20 11147 B.T. 

!I 1947 B. T. 

22 

23 

O.T, 

B.T. 
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100 

24 1937 B.T. 2Jlll 

25 1886 _;l!.T. 387 

B.T. 
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97 
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41 

ll 

42 
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59 
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11 

24 
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61 
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. .... 
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35 

60 

60 
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89 
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64 
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58 
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30 

60 

60 
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. . I . . 
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2191 
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210 1 
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90 

88 

1!1 
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:: i :: 
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60 

60 
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:: :: :: :: :: ) :: I :: . :: 1 :: 

10 12 a , 8 8 , 10 1 10 13 13 

30 62 301."" 29 62 29 60 34 

To .. ! No. of ool- ••• ,.....9-f--.+--.+-.-!11--u-1111113 ~3 --'12 -)2 
leges. 

To'tal No. of ·2,119 651 9,114 862 2,335 711 2,176 I-n; 2'.s67j--;;& 2,238 --;;;
oa.ndidatea 

• Th& College Btarted awarding tbia Diploma insteAd of C, T. in 1948. 
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LEGES IN INDIA 

and tl<o . .e admitted : 1924-1948 
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APPENDIX G 

PART·TildE WORK AND 8-ruDY IN ENGINEERING EDUCATION, 

• 
In the memorandum on Engineering Education submitted to the Com-

mission by D. 8. Desai of Calcutta is the statement: "An engineering 
lltudent' s practical training forlllll such an ell86ntial part of his engineering 
education that it really ought to be plam.ed and supervised as carefully as 
his course in engineering science at the oollege. Very few engineering col
leges attempt to do their duty to their graduates. Government, universities·, 
institutions of engineers and other engineering societies must take an in
creased interest in post-graduate training of the engineering graduates. The 
big engineering firms should be requested t.o formulate schemes for post
graduate training which will indoctrinate the young gradur.tes in all phases 
of work usually met in an engineering workshop and office which aleo will gin. 
rome insight into real problems." ' 

This statement draws attention to a real need of Engineering Blld other 
students, but other' methods for meeti.nfz these needs have been found to be 
more productive. After graduation t.be student is no longer under the control 
of the university, and the university is no longer in a position to spen4 J!'oney 
in his intera..t. . 

There is another reason why tbP policy of postponing working expenence 
until after !{raduation is not deoirable. Good thinking requires cases, illustra
tions and personal experience to think with. If a student must study about 
engineering, but must wait for two years to 1'811 engineering in pradice, his 
studie11 may seem somewhat unreal and abstract. If he should have frequent 
opportunity to see engineering work under way be can gst a mueb clearer 
idea of the significance of what be is learning. If he ill himself engaged in some 
phase of engineering work, then what he is learning may become Yerv real· 
to~ • 

TheBP conditions can be met by combining wol'k and study in our pro
graUlUl)e. As actually practised in between fifty and ..;veuty five edooational 
institutions in America, the pro!lf&mme works about a.• follows :- · 

The student body is divided into two groups. Thus half the stud<mts ·are 
at t.beir classes, while the other half are at work in many kinds of proj....W and 
institutions within a few hundred miles. The periods of work and studv 
Vdry in different institutiona. In some t.be students work and study alt.,;. 
ll&tely in five week periods ; in others the periods are as long as three months. 
In some 1100on•lary schools which tr.-in younger and sub-professional workera 
the periods are only. two weeka lon!l. · 

In each case a joh i8 b"ld by two students who alternate with fi&Cb other. 
While one •tudent is nt work the other is at his studies. At the end. of a work
ing period they chan!{6 placEt!. The student who was at work retnrna to hia 
studies at the univ<>rsity, whil" t.be one who was at his studies goes~ work. 
This prooees keeps up throughout \he sohool year. During vacations """" 

114'1 
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student works at his job for half the va.ce.tio'n and has the other half free. 
Thus the job is not interrupted. · 

At the university the teaching progre.mme is in two divisions. At the 
beginning of the school year the faculty teaches a group of subjects for one 
period, say, for eight weeks. Then there is a turn-over of the etudent body, 
as the students who hp.ve been studying leave for their jobs. A new student 
body appears, and the same courses are repeated for another period of eight 
weeks. Then there is another ·turnover of the student body and the first 
group returns to the classes. The teachers take up the courses where they 
left off, and carry them ahead for another period. Then the process is re
peated again, and so on throughout the year. 

It is found that in this half-time of etudy, students learn much more than 
half as much as in full-time etudy. Learning is somewhat like eating. It is 
not good to eat con.•tantly, because time is needed for digastion. So with 
study. By the time a student has studied intensively for five weeks or for 
three months he may begin to be surfeited with study. (As a rule in our full
time universities students make the necessary adjustments and go slow enougk 
in their studies to prevent being overtired. For a short period a mere in
tensive application is possible.) The time a student is away from study on.. 
his job is a period of mental digeetion. A kind of mental maturing and growth 
takes place. He thinks over what he has studied. Some of it becomes clear 
in his mind. A part, he comes to realize, he never did actually understand. 

·Even though his job is difficult and strenuous, demanding all his attention, 
yet it is a change and a rest from his school study. Some students prefer to 
continue their class-reading and studies while at work, but most do not. They 
\lse their time in becoming acquainted with practical affairs. They .!lave op
portunity to compare what they have studied with what actually takes place. 

Often problems turn up on the job whiCh a student cannot an.iwer, even 
by reference to his books. If he has already graduated, then his teache~ are 
no longer available to help him. If he is going back to his studies in a few 
weeks he can 'take the problem back with him and talk it over with his teacher, 
or he may find the answer in the university library. 

As the shdents return from their jobs to the college each one is asked to 
write a report on his job experience. His employer also sends a report on the 
quality of his work. With this information in hand one of the personnel staff, 
at the university calls in the etudent and talks over his job with him. In) 
this way the student comes to see what he might have learned on his job that' 
he .did not learn, and how to make better use of his next working period. As 
the students returning to their classes talk over their work with each other· 
tliere is much comparing of experience, which itself is educational. By the 
time a student has spent several periods on jobs, preferably in a number of 
firms or departments, on graduation he -is not a green theorist. He knows 
how to take hold of thingS and to assume responsibility. 
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Through a considerable amount of experience in numerous institntions 
using this plan it hill! been found that the eqnivalent of a-four-~ear full-time 
course can be covered in live years, and that in addition the graduate.• are 
more matured, experienced and I"'Bponsible. 

From a financial point of view the method is economical. Students are 
paid for the work they do, and the income helps to meet college expenses. 
Tbe faeulty teaehe~< two sets of students instead of one, and the class rooms, 
laboratories, librar;, hostels, etc., serve two sets of students. 

The cost per s!.ndent is somewhat more than halfasmuchasinafull-time 
college, for two reasons. First, the college year is longer. .A8 a rule in SU:ch 
institutions students attend more than half as long 8ll in. a full-time college •. 
Siuoe they have frequent change of work they can put in the extra time without 
fatigue. Also in some institutions a large part of the first year students put 
in almost full-time at their studies. This is l>ecause many of them never have 
worked for pay, and have not learned how to be_ responsible. In some insti
tutions first year students are required to put in ten hours a week of work on· 
the campus under careful direction. There they are taught how to work. 
By the second year either they are ready tO take real jobs at real pay or they 
are asked to withdraw from ths university. 

Another reason why the work and study programme costs more than half 
ao much as a full-time college is that a small stuff is necessary to find jobs for 
·students, to get the right students into the right jobs, to visit the employers 
periodically in order to get full co-operation so that a job will have as much 
educational value as possiblo, and to talk with the students on their return from 
johs to make certain that the students are getting full value from their job 
experiences and are getting plaeed in the right jobs. lt has been found that 
each such staff member can care for about one hundred stude~ts. 

This programme of alternating work and study has great value as a process 
o£ voe.ational guidance. .A8 students come to the university their vocational 
choices, even after the best available vocational tests are given; are very imma
ture and uncertain. In one institution carrying on the progrnmm• of work and 
study, careful records have been kept of the vocational results. It has heen 
found that during the work and study programme about half the students 
change their minds as to the vocations for which they are best fitted or in which 
they are most in•.el'lll!ted. On the other hand, it has been found that of the 
paduates of thia institution te.n years later not more than 10% have changed 
their vocational fields after leaving college. Thus tLe voeation 6nding proc8<18 
is not an arbitrary o~e, but takee place in the normal COU!Se of study and 
practical experience. In this way a great dool of tragroy and wASte and frustra
t-ion are a voided. 
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Another advantage of the alternating work and study programme is 
that students have a chance to find snitab1e working opportunities. The 
policy of the best programmes of this kind is to place students in a variety 
of jobs during their eoUege courae, and under a variety of employers. Thus 
a student sees a variety of working eonditiona, and can make a more intelli
gent choice than though he had seen only one. Employers also can see a 
variety of students and thereby have some judgment of the range of choice 
availabl& for permanent appointments. As a result of this process, it wu 
found in one snch instituti9n which kept uareful records, that more than 
half the students after graduation took positions with fi.rm9 they had worked 
with &I stndents. Some went into busineu for themselves, and about a quarter 
continued to graduate school. 

Valuable as is this programme ot' alternating work and study, it ehonld 
not be undertaken lightly. Ju9t as a man would not start a large industry 
without knowing something of how such an industry is administered, so sue& 
a programme should not be initiated without very careful preparation. Many 
proble.ms must be-mastered before a large work and stlldy programme can be 
oollllted on to move emJothly and el!ioiently. 

The general programme of alterJIBtm, work and study is a fundamental 
addition to educational method. 
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'fHIIl-r.oHNIOAL UNIVB!IBITY;BBBLUf (1799-1949), VOBMBBLY TRB T!!OHNISQHI!l 
HoonsoHULll, CHABLOTTENBUBO, BBBLIN. 

Aooording to a note published in Nature, July 2,1949, p. 16, the Teclmieche 
Hochechule in Berlin wae established in 1879 following the fusion of two emting 
technical academies : the Gowerbeak:&demie, a species of polytechnic dating 
from 1821 ; and the Bauak&demie, effectively a technical school fori(con
s~uotional engineers, which was founded in 1799. . 

The Berlin Technical High School was renamed the~'l'echnical University 
in 1946, and completely in repudiation of its former reputation, and com
pletely in line with Fanetian conception, current today among German T..-ni
oiana, that technology cultivated without regard to its social and humanistic 
reeponaibilitiee baa a ' daemonio power ' over its practitioners. This 
conception, which was debated with very marked emotional oontent 
at the Dlmllstsdt Conference of Engineers in 1947, baa led to a movement 
among the technical high echools to include some sort of ' hnmanietio faculty ' 
in their teaching. Aachen and Berlin, at len.st, have actually taken practical 
atepa in this direction, and it is on these grounds that the Tecbnii!Cbe Hoohe
IICbnla Berlin-Ch..rlottenburg now claims the title of University. The <Jerman 
technicians appear, in fact, to be finding for themselves a rationalization of 
the apocalyptic destruction, material and moral, of the German debaole ; 
and it mSf well prove that the outward expression will not be confined in the 
futnlll to mere pl:ltform oratory and piou'lly expressed intentiona. Oa the 
oontrwy, the German capacity to rationalize a ztrong emotional surge in fact 
and deed may have important ooll8equenoea in the future bias of technical 
educstion in Germany. It is here, if anywhlllll!, that the Berlin pampbl"t is 
oipilloaot. 

. ... 
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NOTE ON PossmiLITY OP WORKS Tn~G IN THE U. 8. A. 

The following information received from Antioch College, America, in
dicates-conditions under which Indian students can get first hand experience 
in American indu&trial plants and receive pay for their work while doing so. 
'l'bere are more than 50 colleges and universities operating on the co-operative 
(alternating work and study) plan:-

In all cases where we have workEd with fgreign students and their place
ment under the co-operative programme it has been neceBBary in each instance 
to get permiBBion from the local Bureau of Immigration for the student to work 
after we had made the actus! placement with the company involved. We 
understand that now the Bureau of Immigration have recognized the educa
tional advantages of the co-operative plan, and have iBBued a blanket order to 
the effect that all students enrolled in co-operative colleges may work and re
ceive pay, so long as their work is an integral part of the college programme. 

There are also one or two other programmes now existent under which 
aliens are given indu&trial training in this country. One of these is that of the 
Research Division of Worthington Pump and Machinery Corporation, Harrison, 
New Jot"l!lly. This organization has a training programme under which some 
sixteen to twenty-four aliens are employed each year. I believe that RCA 
Manufucturing Corporation of Camden, New Jersey, also has a similar programme, 
and it would not be a surprise to find that ihe 1111me is true of both G<>neral 
Motora Corporation and G<>ner&l Electric Corporation. It would be one sugges
tion that the Ministry of Educution contact Worthington Pump particularly 
for more information about their arrangements. Siinilar arrangements !night 
be made with other firms, especially those doing bW!iness in India. 

The following letter of information is iBBued by the U. S. Bureau of Immi
gration, Washington D. C. :-

. An alien adlnitted as a student under Section 4 (e) of the Act of 1924 is 
required to pursue a definite course of study in the institution wherein he is en
rolled. He mwt curry a course of study in day cla .. es, consisting of a minimum 
of twelve semooter hours or ita equivalent if he is an under-graduate student. 
If he is a graduate student, he must curry a full programme of study in the 
amount and of the nature l'<'quired by the school for completion of the course 
for whi<•h the student is enrolled. 

A student who has not boon granted permission to accept employment at 
the time of his adinission to the United States may not accept part-time em
ployment after his admission without the prior permission of the District 
Director of the Immigration and Naturalization Service having jurisdiction 
evt\r the territory in which the school i.s located. An application for permission 
to accept part-time employment must be submitted by the student himself in 
writing to the District Director. In oonnection therewith, he must rihow the 
n801!85ity for engaging in the employment ; the source and the amount of his 
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income ; the approximate expenses including tuition, board and room, books 
and miscellaneous items; and the probable place, houm and nature of the part
time employment and the remuneration to be received therefor. A student 
will not be permitted to accept part-time employment if the employment will 
in any way interfere with his carrying a full course of studies in day school or 
will result in the student's failing to maintain satisfactory gradesinthe~s 
which he is pumuing. A statement from the school to that effect must accom
pany the application. 

l!'ollowing admission, the student may make application for extei)Siou, of 
hi• .tudent status for an additional period not exceeding one year. Applica
tion for an extension should be executed on Immigration and Naturalisation 
Form I-535 and submitted to the District Directorofimmigration and Natural
ization having jurisdiction over the territory in whjch the school is located. 
The application should be submitted at least thirty days prior to the expiration 
of the time for which originally admitted, or any extension granted. The appli
cation should be accompanied by the student's passport, valid for at least 
sixty days beyond the date for which an extension is being requested, and 
Immigration and Naturalization Form 1-94. In addition, the student must 
submit a statement from the school that he is carrying and will continue to 
carry a full course of day studies, and that his ~des are satisfactory. 

A student may transfer from one approved school to another provided lte 
first II8CUreB permission from the District Director to do so. The application for 
tranl!f'er should be submitted in writing ~t least thirty days in advance of the 
dlllrired transfer. The application should fully set forth the reasons for the 
transfer and be accompanied by a letter hom the school to which transfer is 
deeired showing its acceptance. 

A student is required to maintain the status for which he is admitted. 
Abandonment of his status as a student or failure to comply with the regula
tions regarding the conduct of students will result in the institution of preceed
iDga to deport such a student from the United States. 

• 
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Public AdmmiBITation : PhiloiW[Jhy ar~d method• of Schools and other 
J Mtitulicnl for Post-Graduate Study and Research in Government and Public 
Admmi&ralicm. Statements supplied to tneOommissiot. by leaders in the FieUl. 

1. By Harold G. Moulton, President of Brookings Institute, Washing· 
ton, D. C. (Brookings lnstitnte is a private, endowed institution of research ; 
one of the foremost in America). 

Dr. H•rold G. Moulton writes: 

:My comments will deal more with principles than with particulars, and 
will address them.selvea more to assessing the plaee of public administration as 
an element in higher education than as a field study in itself. Our experience 
hete in training fellows in the fields of government and economics, coupled 
with the e>:perience of some of our staff members as teachers of courses relating 
to government, economics, and publio administration, leads us to .the conclu· 
aion that the relative amount of time spent in courses specifically dealing with 
publio administration should be small in comparison to the time spent in other 
ways, both at the undergraduate and graduate levels. This is the more advis
abl~ if the major emphasis of the training programme is to be put on education 
for the higher range administrative or executivt> positions. Particularly 
in undergraduate work every emphasi& should be placed on the development 
of broad orientation in humanistic and oultural fields, together with sound 
training in whatever particular professional or semi-professional field is most 
appropriate to the interest of the better student : economics (including public 
finance), government, engineering, or soience. Analysis of the occupations 
pursued within modem government& shows that by far the greater portion of 
positions for whioh extensive pre-service training iR r..>quired, are more con
cerned with the profeBBional or semi-professional than with the administrative 
activities of the service. Analysis of the occupational histories and training 
of our best government administrators today would show only a very small 
proportion indeed who had devoted a major share of pr&entry training ro the 
aubjeot& oompriRed within public administration as such, 

Certain tool-aubjeot& should be included within t'i}e undergraduate cur
riculum, auoh as English Composition, and the relevant language akill8 (which 
may bulk large in such a multi-lingual area as India). Other tool-subjeota 
(such u statistics or aooounting) oan he taken either at the undergraduate 
level or during the first year of graduate work ; although prospective govern
men\ aerve.nt8 who expect to. specialize in economics as their profeaaion wiD 
oertaiuly have to master the element& of these subject& prior to the graduate 
yean. In all oases, there should be sufficient work in comparative government 
to give the student a clear notion of the wajor forms of government organiza
tion, the legislatin, ~ecutive and judicial framework within which public ad· 
ministration is oarried on, and sufficien\ background in polities ao that the pros
pectin higher official can see his programmes clearly in terms of their relatiou 
to \ha politioal forces of his oountry. Such orientation ia especially 11...._,.17 
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in an:r country _whe:e the adn>inistrat.ion ll! expoo~ed to take a major share in the 
draftmg of legiSlative proposals, programmes, and regulations with the force 
of law. 

Similarly, some of the subjects of public administration as such-public 
personnel administration, public budgeting, public works administration, and 
tl:le like--call be introduced during the last years of undergraduate wotk ct 
combined into a year's work at the graduate level. If it is assumed thst the 

. ma.jorpurposeoftheundergrsduateprograiUllleistogroundthestudentsoundly 
in the fundswentals of a profession, such courses in administration should be 
kept subordinate at the undergradUil.te level. .For the most _llart, they deal 
with the specific organization and procedures whereby the relevant govern
ment agencies deal with personnel, budgeting and the like. Since such speci
fics change, it is not advisable for the potential higher official t() spend much 
time on them at either the undergraduate or graduate levels. While we at 
Brookings have never accepted fully the traditional British device of training 
public servants by putting them through classical education at the great 
universities, we feel strongly that it is more to the point to develop officials 
with the imagination, insight, perspective, and grounding in fundamentals 
whioh makes it possible for them to understand existing systems and proce· 
do.res and to devise new ones to meet new conditions, than It is to develop 
" expertise " in the procedures and details of the moment. Such can best be 
left to on-the-job experience, and to p:togmmmes ofin-servi('etraiDing. 

Institutions dealing with training for public administration fall into three 
broad categories. First are those univerSities which o:ffer training on a philoso
phical level, such as the Harvard LittauerSchool and the University of Chicago. 
Here public administration is offered as part of larger curricula ill the social 
sciences, and every effort is made to keep courses on a high intellectual plane. 
Other universities, to a greater extent than either Harvard or Chicago, have 
combined formal course work in public administration with emphasis on jobs 
in public service, either on paid part-time fellowship,. or " internship " bases : 
included here are Syracuse, Minnesota, Den~er, George Washingtoq, and 
American Universities in Washington. Finally, there are the various bureaus 
of public administration .scatter-;d throu_ghout. the _country, mo~t of which 
maintain close contact Wltha ne~ghboUTing uruverSity, and combmeworkfor 
municipal or state governments, taxpayers·leagues, and so forth, with univer
sity traiDing. 

If your major interest for India is in the training of administrative assistants 
or office managers, you may wish topsy special attention to the training pro
·gramme at the Maxwell School at Syracuse; which possibly more than any 
other in the United States has specialized in training administrators who do 
not expect to deal with issues of broad public policy. Lent Upson of Wayne 
University has had long experience both as a teacher and specialist in municipal 
administration. One of the most ambitious curricula is to be found at the 
University of Southern California, under Emery Olson. · · 

If any one man in the United States can give relevant data and critical 
appraissl of it, Pendleton Herring, formerly of the Littauer School and now 
with the Scoial Science Research Council, New York, oan do so. 
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2~ By Dr. Wallace S. Sayre, Professor of Administration of the Cornell 
University School of BusineBS and Public Administration. 

The content of, and the instmctional methode for, public administration 
are still a matter of great controversy in this country among both educators 
and public officials. I am euxe that no one has yet found the one right way, and 
1 believe we have profited more from experim.ent and variety than we would 
have from putting all our eggs in one pedagogical basket. This is the first 
major point I would like to I!lllke with respect to your development of public 
adwinistration training in India : namely, that several different approaches 
be mid out and that experiment and nriety he the watch-word of this educa
tional prograiiUlle for at least a decade. 

Several such experimental paths suggest themselves. .First, the British 
have made long-auetained contributions to the pattern ofindian public adminis
tration. This British approach undoubtedly has some sharp limitations for 
the future (aome of them being inherent in its parochialism, i.e. the fact that 
its educational and administrative premises rest heavily upon nineteenth 
oentury British culture, and some being found in tl:te understandable rejection 
by India of the premises of oolonial administration implicit in some British 
methods in India. Ne\ettheless, the British approach to administration 
especial!)• as it may be modified to meet the political and economic aSI'UIDytions 
of present day India, no doubt has some strengtl:t. Accordingly, I should, 
think that some of the public ailminiRtration effort in India should follow the 
Britisl• pattern. You 10 ill be in the best po.•ition to determine in what areas 
this iA most promising. 

A second approach might be described as the American one. This approaoh 
aa you know, is decidedly more praJmatic, emphasizes the social science& 
much more than does tbe Britisb, and draws heavily upon American 
technology, especially managerial " know bow ". I would guess that the 
American appro.wl:t, correctly modified to make sense in present day India 
oan make an indispensable and powerful contribution to Indian public adminis
trl'tion. It is true, of course, that even within tb.is American approach there 
must be several typ~s of emphasis : the broad social adence, policy oriented 
programme of tl1e Harvard Littauer School ; the practical managerial emphasis 
upon tool• of admillistration in the Syracuse Univ<'rsity Max\lell Graduate 
Bubool ; and the attempted synthe&is of busine•s and pnblie administration in 
this school at Cornl'll University. Therl' are other useful patterns, including 
certainly the one established at Antioch. 

Still another approach might be described as the indigenollll Indian ap
proach. I do not. know much about this (indeed I do not know 10hether it 
exists except in rudimentary form), but whatever its preeentstate, it should be 
encouraged. I have the strong conviction that public administration is not 
a body of knowledge and taohniques which can be imposed upon a culture, but 
tha.t instead it must ultimately arise out of and be a natural expression of the 
values and methods relevant to the oulture in which it is to be used. This is 
not to IIBY that nothing can be imported; in faut, I should think much of value 
G&n be imported, but the most careful attention must be laid to that p~ 
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of reeiprooa.l modification which will insure the integration of the imported 
premiseA and techniques into the core of Indian society. 

Another way of stating the variety of approaches which ought to be t~sted 
is to note that some public administration can be taught at ... hat we call the 
high school level, even more may be taught at the under-graduate college level, 
but much must be taught at a professio!lal or ~raduate level. In a country as 
large and whose future is as rich as is that of Indis, beginnings should be made 
at all of th~se levels. 

Still another way of stating the variety of approaches is to distinguish 
between the content and the methods which need to be emphasized, depending 
upon whether the main objective of the programme is to staff the looa.l l<:vel 
of administration, the provincial level, or the national level. In considerable 
degree these areas over-lap, but in the United States we have found great 
\'&lues in the selection by a particular institution of the level of adn>inistration 
to which i~ aims to give primacy emphasis. 

All of these approaches, it seems to me, ought to be in'!luded in any com~ 
prehensive plan for India . 

.For all of these programmes I should like to emphasize the importance 
of the concepts and the methods of democratic administration. Our own 
American tradition in 'the literature and the teaching of administration· is too 
authoritarian, in the main, for my taste; the British tradition on the other hand 
if I may make a somewhat narrow distinction, has been too aristocratic. We 
are now making considerable progress toward correcting our bias. If I under
stand Mr. Nehru's aspirations correctly and if I understand the direction in 
which India is moving, I believe that the importations into India of our public 
administration concepts should be carefully selected from among our newer 
democratic ideas. I refer especially to the rejection of much of the scientific 
management movement in favour of the human relations approach in public· 
administration ; and, even more especially to ~e modifications of the human 
relations movement into fundamental agreement with democratic prewi~es 
and methods. The writings of Blton MayO>, Chester Barnard, Fritz Roethlis
berger, Ordway Tead, Mary Follett, Km Lewin, Rensis Likert and others. 
reflect this trend • 

.From the very little I k~ow about your problem in India I would hazard 
the hypothesis that greatM efforts should be made tc we4 the social sciences 
with the technologioa.l studies, rather than to following the British pattem of 
reliance npon the humanities. This is no doubt an American bias. But I 
auspeet that, for the immediate future at least, India needs most to develop, 
perhaps especially at the local and provincial levels, a great body of engineers 
a.nd other technically skilled and professional psople who alao .lmow how to 
manage public enterprises. 

This combination of sooisl sciences and the technologioa.l studies would 
seem to suggest courses, beginning at the advanced high Jlchoollevel and eon
tinning through undergraduate and graduate years, which would emphas~ 
1100iology, political science, social psychology, social anthropology, eoononnca 
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statistics, accounting, as well as the more clearly t.eobnololtical studies-11 in 
the A!]'lerican version of these fields of !mow ledge and skill rather th&n in the 
wore ab.tra<>t and philosophic British p&ttem. 

In the teu.ehing of these subjects the pr&gm&tic and realistic emphasis 
miJht well be sought even &t the temporary oost of over-apecializ&tion and 
some Joss of perspective. This would mean labor&tory work in publio ad· 
miniJ!tration, post-entry training for many present employees, and the UBe of 
<:ase studies in instruction. 

3. By Charles R. Cherington, Sooret&ry of the Graduate Scnool of Public 
Administration of Harv&rd Univeraity. (The Littauer School). 

There ha, been very considerable development in both the philoaophy and 
practice of education for public administration during the past fifteen years. 
This School (the Graduate School of Public AdminiJ!tration) has played an 
active role in such development since 1937. However, it should be pointed 
out that we Tepresent merely one strand and, in a sense, one line of philosophy 
and practice. When Mr. Litt&uer made his rel&tively generous gift to the 
University there was consider&ble discussion ·u to how it should be nsed to 
further education in this field. After extensive debate, it wu &greed that at 
le&St for an experiment&! period we should have a relatively small school (our 
present enrolment ia 87 students) of more or less mature students moet of 
whom would have had earlier experience &S civil servant!!. It is our belief 
that the best tr&ining for civil serv&nts in the middle and higher reaches of the 
service is advanced graduate work in the social sciences, more particularly 
in economics and in politic&} science. So far, we have proceeded along these 
lines dividing our resources between relatively large fellowships for promising 
young civil servants and specialised research undert&kings by the senior mem
bem of our Faculty. With few exceptions, our Faculty members are drawn 
from the more experienced members of the great Dep&rtments of EcGnomios 
and Government here at Harvard. Almost all of these men have themselves 
been active in the Civil Service "" adviaers andjor administrators. Conse
quently, the atmosphere here in the Littauer Centre is not so r&tified aa one 
,rught suppose. 

At present, more than half of our students are in residence with ·us for two 
or mere years and are candidates for a doctor's degree either in eoonomica, 
political science, or in plllitical economy and government. We also have some 
students who are with us for one year only ana who, after the oompletion of a 
year'e work, are awarded the degree of Master in Public Administration. 

· The instruction oonsiats of regular courses offered by the Faculty of 
Arts and Sciences plWI selected seminars offered and financed by this School. 
If we ever obtain larger resouroes, we shall endeavour to develop more of oar 
own specialized oourses and seminars in vrder to strengthen the distinctive 
quslity of our curriculum. 

Very few of our people are interested in the Iowa reaches of the Civil 
&rvice or the more routine aspects of public adminiJ!tration auoh as personnel, 
purchasing, etc. Furthermore, to date we have done relatively little in train
mg men for st&te and local services. The latter, I think, is a distinct wea.!m...a 
in our programm" and I hope that it will be strengthened in the future. 
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4. By Mr. J. Roman, Director of the Graduate Division for Training in 
Public Service, of New :York University. (The New York State Civil Service 
Commission, cooperating with two universities, sponsors a· graduate training 
programme.) . 

The New York State Internship Programme was etarted last year and 
provides for thirty interns to be selected each year from nominees by colleges 
and universities offering programmes in public and business administration. 
Twenty-five of this total must be residents of New York, the other five may be 
from outside the state. From the nominees the intern group ie selected through 
a series of poe! interviews by representatives of the departments of the state 
government in which the internship positions are located. All intern positions 
are carried on the budget of the Sta.te Civil Service Commission and are allocat
ed to the other departments on the basie of plans submitted by them. These 
plaDJI are reviewed by the Civil Service Commission and by the Sponsoring 
Committee for the programme. The Sponsoring Committee, appointed by the 
Governor and consisting of representatives from New York University and 
Syracuse University and from the State departments, sets the general policy 
and supervises the broader aspects of the internship programme. The interns 
are brought together at bi-weekly conferences to share their experiences. The 
sessions are conducted by a coordinator who is a member of the faculty of one 
of the universities in New York State. At the conclusion of the internship, 
students may take open competitive examinations for permanent positions in 
the state service. · 

The programme of graduate courses in Albany is financed by the two uni
versities with the state contributing space for classes and the facilities of the 
New York State Library. A sufficient number of courses will have been offered 
at the conclusion of the current academic year to have enabled a student to 
complete the residence requirement for the Master of Public Administration 
degree. · 

Another development which may interest your Commission is the intern
ship established by the Graduate Division for Training in Public Servi~ of 
New Yor)!: University with the City of White Plains. In this project the intern 
a tudies at- first hand the social and economic pattern of the city and meets' 
with leaders of the various civic, business,l\'bour, religious and racial groups. 
Having discovered the problems and stresses in the community, he observes the 
organization and functioning of the political parties and how they respond 
to these pressures. To watch how policy is made he sees the city council and 
the mayor in action and then observes through rotating assignments in each of 
the municipal departments how these policies are administered. Each intern 
is given a general assignment that gives direction to his duty and he is super
vised by a faoulty member at the University and the office of the Mayor at 
White Plains. White Plains is a city small enough to be comprehensible tc the 
student but sufficiently large to afford a good laboratory for the study of 
municipal administrntion. 

Another significant development, we believe, is our . Seminar Project 
wherein we apply the project method of education to graduate study in th& 
field of public administration. The plan grew out of the conviction of the 
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faculty that the discipline of group researeh, group conference and group deci· 
sion wa.s better e.de.pted to the requirements of persoDll entering upon careerS 
in government the.n the traditional formula for master's degree work with its 
emphasis on individual research. The plan calls for the selection each year of a 
timely problem in the field of public policy and administration for group study. 
The problem is selected both with a view to utilizing the rich field laboratory 
afforded by the New York MetropolitanArea and to contributing to public 
knowledge and understanding of an important question in metropolitan 
government and economic life. The group works in an apprentice relation
ship to the faculty members in charge, engages in field study, meets regularly 
for conference and finally drafts " group report. Close faculty supervision ia 
provided throughout and the cooperation of federal, state and local agencies is 
enlisted. In 1946-47 a pilot group studied " Airport Administration and Fin
ance in tbe New York_ Metropolitan Area". In 1947-48 the group did a study 
on " The AdministrtLtion of Licensing tLnd Inspection in New York ". This 
latter was undertaken in cooperation with the Citizens Budget Commission 
of New York and with the Mayor's Executive Committee on Administration. 
Currently our project group is d<>ing a survey <lf that area in Mahattan adjacent 
to the United Nations site. From this study undertaken at the request of the 
City Planning Commission of the City of New York we expect to make recom
mendations for the re-zoning and re-development of the area. Students par
ticipatin~ in the project are permitted at the discretion of the faculty to sub
.titute their contribution to the !(l'OUp study and report for the master's di,.. 
sertation. 

Our experience in public service training bas convinced us that good 
wounding in basic social science is desirable for students intending to specialize 
in public administration. This basic work should include some sociology 
and socilll psychology as well as general work in economics and government. 
The student ought to be aware of group problems and dynamics and know 
something of the eoonomio environment in which government operates. In 
addition the student ought to be equipped with the tools ofst.ltistical method 
and a knowledge of basic accounting. The curriculum in state and local gov<'m· 
met\t ought to include these two techniques if the students do not already 
have th~m. The curriculum iu state and local government ought to include a 
course in municipal government and administration, state government and 
administration, administrative organization and management techniques, 
financial administration, a survey course familiarioing the student with the 
legal concepts that "re important for a state or city official to know in con
nection with his administrative respousibilitie'l. 

.II. The Syr:>~u~ University Programme. By Dr. Paul H. Appleby, Dean of 
The Gm<l nate School of Citirenship of Syracuse U ni varsity. (This is one- of the 
oi<\l'•t programmes in the field. It provides more training f~r state and local 
public &<!ministration than does Brooking. Institute or the Littaner School 
at Harvaru). 

We are of the opinion that there is little detailed pre-requisite work that 
,.t.udenta should engage in before entering a concentration in public administra
t.ion. In one of our graduate classes in public administrati<n known aa ~he 
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. 800 programme we accept college graduates from any and all fields of major 
concentration. They include Political Science, Economics, Sociology, History, 
Engineering, French, Accounting, Journalism, etc. In choosing our ca.ndidates 
we endeavour to find students who have been outstanding in their chosen 

·fields, and, equally important, students who exhibit an interest and social 
consciousness which attracts them to a public service career. If there is 
one criterion which we advocate, it is that the student should have a broad back
ground.in as many oftheSocialSciencesasis possible for him to carry in his under
graduate career. Wefeelthatcareers in public service are best fulfilled when 
the student has the prior capacity to understand the social, economic, 
and semi scientific world in which he and the other one hundred forty million 
Americans live and prosper. 

We do offer an undergraduate course in public administration here a.t 
Syracuse University. Normally, three-fourths of all major students in Political 
Science and many others from Business Administration, Forestry, etc., parti
cipate in this very la.rge lecture and diSCUBSion course. The course has been 
and is taught under the very able Finla Crawford for at least the past twenty
five yea.rs. In that course Professor Crawford uses L. D. White, Introduction 
to Public Administration as a basic text, to some extent Marx, Elements '!{ 
Administration, and supplements with many other books which require ana.lysis 
by the student, and a goodly number of case studies. The format of the course 
follows L. D. White rather closely. Some of the other books which are given 
to the students for intellectual stimulation are Waldo, The Administrative 
State ; Mooney and Reilly, Onward Industry; Gaus, Rl'jlectiom on Public 
Administration ; L. D. White, Government 00/f'eer Service; Kingsley, Representa
tive ~ucracy ; Harold Smith, Management of ?/OilA" GOI>em111£'nl ; and my own 
Big Democracy. Basically, we do not feel that a stndent should major in public 
administration per as an undergraduate, If he is advanced intellectually, 
we do allow him to take a course in Administrative Law, lludget, andjo_r 
personnel ; this additional work not to exceed nine hours. In addition, how· 
ever, he must fulfil the major requirements for a degree in Political Science. 
which inlllude course offerings in three other 'areas of Political ScienCe, plus 
minor work in another social science department. The average stndent there- . 
fore has only time and energy snfficient to take the single basi!' coarse in public 
&&ministration. · 

My own ideas on the qnestion submitted are basically sympathetic to the 
British approach, although pointed perhaps half way between the British and 
typically American approaches. 

. In other words, it is my opinion that a broad, liberal arts education is 
basic for acceptable work in public administration, and if I had to choose 
between persons, who had only general education and those who have little 
of that and a good deal of specialized education designed particularly to equip 
for public administration, my choice wonld be the former. However, I don't 
believe it is necessa.ry to pose such a choice. I do believe that the work in the 
social sciences generally may be a very adeqnate vehicle of general education 
and that work in political science and some kinds of courses in public administra
tion have similar value8 in addition to provirling desirable special orientation. 
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1 am not very sympathetic to the engineering, mechanical, or procedural approach 
to public administration that bas been rather popular with a good many 
in this country. I think it is relatively easy to produce specialists, and that the 
tendency in our country is to put specialists in positions too high for them to 
occupy succeasfully. It seems to me that the greatest need is to do more about 
turning out persons qualified to serve at high hierarchical levels in government 
there to deal with the complicated relationships of many specialized bodies 
of information and confiicting or inconsistent social values and social forces. 

This school bas actlll'lly succeeded amazingly well in turning out people 
who have gone high as city managers in state government departments, in the 
national government, and in international organizations. We have never 
purported to tum out persons especially qualified as budgetcers, as personnel 
administrators, or as subject-matter-specialist-administrators of any kind. 
Rather we have sought persons with a great deal of background in general 
-education and particularly in politi<'al science, history, economics, sociology, 
and the like, and we have attempted to give those persons a general under
standing of budgeting, personnel administration, the use of statistics, accounting, 
organizational and managerial methods, against a background of polit.ical 
and administrative theory. 

In our best known programme in public administration, which is a programme 
of twelve calendar months looking towards a Master's degree, we don't 
follow the norm&! pattern, but instead use " the block system, " in which 
the students concentrate exclUBively and suc«lSSively on one subject aftR~ 
another. The present programme involves 17 successive subjects. Thia 
means that we're not tied to rigidities of all three-hour courses or all four
hour courses, but may work out a composite programme of one, two, three, four, 
five and six-hour courses. In addition, the students, who are drawn from all 
over this country and occasionally from other countries, all work togethl'r 
constantly. We find that with their diverse backgrounds this working situa
tion is an important feature to our programme. It is one of our underlying 
beliet'a that one of the most essential things of successful publin service is an 
undemtanding of our society, and the diverse backgrounds of our students and 
their working situation tends to provide a wider and deeper understanding of 
our social order than would be obtained by any normal procedure. 

6. Dr. George A. Graham of the Department of Politics of Princeton 
University wrote.: "There are two developments sinoe 1911 in training for 
Publio Administration which you would probably wish to note : 

(I) There has been a definite effort which has met with JIDme au,_ IAl 
winhine political and economic data in courses of instruction. Thill -
te me IAl bs a very sound developm<'nt. 

(2) Th<'re has been some experit>noo with preparation of new " case material 
for instntctioDal purpost"8. Th""e ease studies are actual administrative pro
blentS. Some of them are fairly extensive in scope. They attempt to pr<'Sent 
a fairly complete elinical case report on an administrative problem and the 
way in whi<'h it was handled. There is in existence a committee on Puhlie 
Administration Ca86 Studi"'' under the joint auspirea of Princeton, Cornell, 
Syrat'uao and Harvard, which is preparillj{ _,., materiala. " 
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7. By Dr. Roscoe C. Martin of the Bureau ofPublicAdministrationatthe 
University of Alabama. 

There probably should be no important -distinction between trau;
ing for public administration and training for life-politics, participation 
in civic affairs, .community leadership, etc. There is a tendency, in our 
judgement, to vocationize public administration overmuch. We favour a 
broad approach t.o the subject at the CollPge and even at the university level, 
on thP theory that a person so trained can pick up the tools of a specific trade 
after his formal training has been completed. This is the English as opposed to 
the American view of training for the public service: 

I suspect there is a real need, in India as in America, for more intermingl
ing of governmental and academic life. Professors ought to do occasional 
stints as public servants, through the device of leaves of absence ; while public 
administratol'fl ought to he invit~d in to lecture, and where they are qualified 
actually to (londuct classes in the unh.-ersities. Those in college or University 
training for th>3 public servicP. ought to be given an opportunity to savor that 
ser11ice at first hand, through interruiliips, field projects, etc. T'nose already in 
the public employ should be given opportunity to return to college for ocQasion 
al re-training courses. This might be handled through the device of in service 
f•lloWRhips. There are many other device& by which academic and publie 
life might be cross fertilized. It is our judgment that the surface has hardly 
been scratched here. 

8. By Lloyd M. Short, Direttor of the Public Administration Training 
J:'rogramme at the :University of Minnesota. 

With reference to under-graduate work, we prefer that our students 
have had a broad general educ .. tion but including a substantial 
amount of work in the several social sciences and particularly political 
science. We also encourage the b"'iinning of study in statistics 
and accounting as undergraduates. Despite these preferences, we 
admit students who have graduated in engineering, and agriculture even though · 
they may have had only a very nominal amount of work in the socialsc;ences. 
For such students, of course, the graduate study programme must be directed 
much more strongly toward the social science field. We do not have any fixed 
curriculum for graduate student.s engaged in the study of public administration. 
We do require of all students enrolled a graduate seminar in public adminis- · 
tration which is devoted to the study of princip)es and problems of administra
tive organization, personnel and fiscal manageii>ent, and administrative res
ponsibility in a democracy. Tf our students ha.-e not had such courses in their 
undergraduate study, we strongly recommend courses in cou.<titutional ~nd 
administrative law. Beyond this our students select courses from a vanety 
of Achools, colleges and departments depending upon their special intere.<ts in 
preparing for a public service career. Some students for ex~mple are ~r~
paring for careers as city managers, others seek to enter the field cftax admml
stration, personnel management, public welfare administration and the li~e. 
We have felt from the inception of cur programme in 1936 that it was unwtse 
to establish a fixed curriculum for all of our students~ 

As to po9t-graduate courses, the Minnesota rrosramme avoids a f3rmal 
sequence of courses, Dr. Short writes:" We do not have any fixed curr1culum 
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forgradua.testudentsengagedin the study of public administra.tion. We do re
quire of a.ll students enrolled a. graduate semina:: in public a.dministra.tion which 
ia devoted to the study of principles a.nd problemsofa.dministra.tiveorga.nisa.
tion, personnela.nd fiscal mana.gement, and adminietra.tive responsibilityin a· 
demoora.oy. If our students ha.ve not ha.d such courses in their undergra.dua.te 
study, we strongly recommend courses in constitutionsla.nd a.dmitristra.tivelsw. 
Beyond this our students select courses from a. variety of schools, colleg~J~ and 
depa.rtments depending upon their special interests in preparing for a public 
aervice career. &me students for example are preparing for careers as city 
managerR, others seek tq enter the field of tax administra.tion,personnel manage
ment, public welfare administration and the like. We have felt from the in
ception of our programme in 1946 that it was unwise to establish a fixed cur
riculum for all of our students." 

9. Dy Doon Lent D.Upson, Direotor the School ofPublic Affairs and Social 
Work at Wayne University, Detroit, Michigan. 

For our regular students doing graduate work leading to the degree of 
Master of Publio Administration we expect all blanks in the undergraduate 
curriculum tc be made up plus some sort of specialization~minietration 
proper, public housing, per•onnel or possibly public finance although we 
are weak in that branch at the moment. The following ie a check list of 
courses that are required or recommended, whichieputiuthe folder of each 
graduate students and checked aR be takes the courses :-

Couroeo. Hours 

----------------·-------------------------
Conatitutional L&w (Firat oemoater required) 
C<>natitutional L&w (Rec<>mmended) 
Adminiatra.tive L&w (Required) 
Priooipla~ of Pnblio Administration (Required) 
Principlee of Pnblio Adminiatration (Required) 
Adminiatrative OrganizaUon and management (Required) •• 
Adminiatrative Organization and management (Strongly recommended) 
Pnblio Finanoo (Recommended) 
l'uhlio Finan<o (Rorommondod) 
<lovornmont Budgeting and Aoeouoting (Requlred) 
Sta.tiatical Theory (or any good"'"'""' in ot&tiati<a) 
Publlo l'•raoonol Adminiatration (Required) 
Puhlic Pononnel Adminlotration (Reoommendod) 
Mental Hygiene (Highly reoommerulocl) 
Tb""ia Di .... tion (Required of Graduate ochool) 
Theoio Di""'tion (Required of Graduate ochool) 
Technique ofSooial ~h .• 

... 

<lovernmontal AOOODDting (For tbooe "P""Wi•ing in F~) 

•• 

.. 

•• 

2 
I 

' ll: 
II 
I 
2 
ll 
f 

2 

I 
ll 
! 
6 
2 
I 

You wiU nota that W1! repeat a number of oonl'8611 which the student should 
"makeup"ifhehasnothadthem on the undergraduate left!. In addition. 
we require a good 00111'116 in principles ofpublio administra.tion,administrati'¥11 
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law, administ.rativ-e organization and management, governmental budgeting 
and accounting, and public personnel administration. A course in mental 
hygiene is highly recommended because we believe a public adminiatrator 
should understand. why people act like human beings. 

The required and recommended courses run well over the 24 hours for the 
master's degree, but this check liat enables us to appraise what the atudent has 
had in his undergraduate years as well as what he is taking as graduate work. 

In our" Voelker Programme", which is limited to a dozenstndentsund!lr 
fellowships, we teach by the end-on-<>nd method, i.e. one subject at a time for 
two or three weeks which enables us to cover in the general, but not in a specmc 
way a large number of s~bjects. 

We borro~ed the idea of" end-on-end " courses from Syracuse University 
which has used it in training in public administration for a long time, and from 
the army method of inatrnetion, which follows the theory that a large amount 
of information can be cramed into students over a short period. This latter 
featv.re has not materialized in our own programme (which is its principle 
short-coming) probably because we 6nd it impossible to force students to work 
under pressure., · 

However, we have retained the" end-on-end" featureasinfinitelysnperior 
to the " parallel course " feature because we wish students to be familiar with 
a large number of subjects, which could not be covered in the more: conventions! 
way. I' or example, we will cover this year-citizen organizations, the atruo
ture of government, legislative prooedure, political theory, stateconstitutione, 
polities! parties, public opinion polls, public law, accounting, prosecution, ata
tistics, iaxation, budgeting, personnel, fire, police, judicial administration, 
juvenile delinquency, education, public health, public welfare, housing, public 
works, public atrnctures, municipal utilities", planning, and perhaps a half a 
doaen: more iso Ia ted subjects-in a ten-hour course each semester. 

We will ha '(& 40 or 50 lecturers presenting their subjects for one to two 
weeks each, although some of them are available for only one day. We do not 
intend 11o turn out specialists, but rather to give our students a spealdng 
acque.intanceship with the wide complell! of subjects which goes to make up 
pu.blie adminiatration. · · 

At the same time we can familierize atudents with the personalities, ideas 
and ideals of the leading people in the field. We believe that by giving our 
·.students a broad perspective, they can become specieliats in short order after they 
ha'l'& 6nished their academio education and are actually up againat the neces
sity b euch specialization. For example, one of the members of your Coiiiiiris
aion waa euccessively head of the Miami Conservation District, of Antioch Col
lege, and of the TV A, each of which required its own peculiar specialization and 
for which only a broad background of experience and education was necessary. 

Combined with three days a week of " end-on-end " inatrnetion is eonc=re.n field work for three days & week followed by three full months Of field WOI'Jt, 
-whi<>h ia not entirely dissimilar from the Antioch " work-atudy " plan. 
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We offer "end-on-end "inst1uction only in our Voelker Programme which 
is limited to a dozen or so student& and iB expensive. We offer the conventional 
parallel courses in our regular curriculum in public administration. 

P088ibly the more conventional teaching methods have their place in the 
ordinary University. But certeinly where there is a wide field to be covered in a 
short time the " end-on-end " has distinct advantage. For instance, we cover 
a semester of work in accounting and statistics in two weeks each. Our Btu
dent& do not learn as much as in a semester course in these subject&, but they do 
)eam enough to feel their way around in the two subject& and acquire the lan
guage and a basis for •peci•lization if that is necessary. 

10. By John. E. Bebout, rAssistent Secretery of the National Municipal 
League, New1York. 

The following Ameri~an Universities have schools or Department& of Pub
lic Administration, with Graduate training :-

University of Alabama, Bureau of Public Administration, Roscoe C. 
Martine, Director. 

University of California, Berkeley, Bureau of Public Administration, 
Samuel C. May, Director. 

University of California, Los Angeles, Bureau of Government Reieareh, 
Winston W. Crouch, Director. 

University of Colorado, Bureau of State and Community Serrice, D. 
Mack Easton, Director. 

University of Hawaii, Legislative Reference Bureau, Gilbert G. Lent&, 
Director. 

lJuiversity of Connecticut, The Institute of Public Service, Joseph )[, 
Loughlin, Director. 

Indiana University, Bureau of Government Research, Ethan P. Allen, 
Director. 

Kansas Btatt>. College of Agriculture and Applied Science, Institute of 
Citizenship, Robert A. Walker, Director. 

University of Kentucky, Bureau of Government Research, J. E. Reev-, 
Acting Director. 

llowdoin College, Bureau for Research in Municipal Govemmtmt., 
Orren. C. Hormell, Director. 

Harvard University, Bureau for Research in Municipal Government, 
Morris B. Lambie Director. 

llfaasachUBette Stata College, Bureau of Publio Administration, Charles 
J. Rohr, Director. 

University of Michigan, Bureau of Government, Robert S. Ford, Direc
tor. 

Univo~ity ofMinneaota, · Jlnnicipal Referenoe Bureau, C.C. Lodwig. 
Dtreetor. , • · 

Univelllity of Mississippi, Bureau of Pnblio Administtation, Robert B. 
Higbsaw, Director. 
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University of New Hampshire, Bureau of Government Research, Nor
man Alexander, Chairman. 

Princeton University, Princeton Surveys, John F. Sly, Secretary. · 

University of New Mexico, Division of Government Research, Thomas 
C. Connelly, Director. 

University of Oregon, Bureau of Municipal Research and Service, Her
man Kehrli, Director •. 

University of Pennsylvania, Institute of Local and State Government, 
Stephen B. Sweeney, Director. 

Pennsylvania State College, The Institute of Local Government, Harold 
F. Alderfer, Executive Secretary. 

University of South Carolll:ia, Bureau of Public Administration, George 
R. Sherrill, Director. 

University of South Dakota, Governmental Research Bureau, W. 0. 
Farber, Director. 

University of Tennessee, Bureau of Public Administration, LeeS. Greens, 
Director. 

University of Texas, Bureau of Municipal Research, Stuart A. Mac
Corkle, Director. 

University' of Virginia, Bureau of Public Administration, Rowland 
Egger, Director. · 

University of Washington, Bureau of fublic Administration, Donald H • 
. Webster, Director. · 

Most of these organizations are engaged ·more or less formally or informally 
both in graduate and in service training for public service. Among the more 
-outstending graduate training programmes in public service are those being con: 
ducted by Syracuse, Harvard, New York University, Denver, Wayne, and Min
nesota Universities. Among the most interesting in-service training pro~m
mes are those conducted by the Institute of Government, University of North 
·Carolina, Institute of State and Local Go"ernment of the University ofPennsyl-. 
vania, and the Institute of Local Government _of State College of Pennsylvania. 
New York University and Syracuse University cooperate with the State of New 
York in a very interesting apprentice training' programme. 
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BIBLIOGBAl'HY 011 htPoBTAll'l' BOoJtS IN Tlm FJELD 011 HullAll 
RBLATION IN llmUSTBY 

1. Human Relationa 
Managemmt and tAe Worker, Roethlisberger and Dickson, Harvard Uni

versity Press. 
Leailerahip in a Free Society, North Whitehead, Harvard Universit,o 

Press. 
HUfiiMl Problema of an lfllltmrial OWi.Uzation, Elton Mayo, Harvard 

University Press. , 
Social Probkme of an Indtutrial Civilization, Elton Mayo, Harvard 

University Press. 
Manogemem and Mor~ Roethlisberger, Harvard University Press. 
Ths Dynq.mw of Indtutrial Democrocy, Golden and Ruthenberg, Hsrpera. 

Mutual SunntNJl: Th8 Goal of Uniom and Manogemem, Wight Bakke, 
Yale University Press. 

Humanllelatiominlndumy,BerleGardner,UniversityofChicagoPres•. 

PB!Jclwlogy in Indtutry, Norman Maier, Houghton :Milllin Company. 

lndwtry cmtl Society, William Whyte (ed), McGraw-Hill. 

Human &latiom in tAe Rutauraflt lndumy, William Whyte. McGraw• 
Hill. 

Th8 Yanke$ Oity &riel, Lloyd Warner and lli!SOciates, Harvard Uni
versity Press. 

OrecJtW. Experience, Mary Parker Follett, Longmans Green and Co. 
Oollective Bargaining in Ths &eel Indtutry, Harbison, Princeton Uni

versity Press. 
I ndtutrial Oonjlid, Year book of the Sooiety for the Psychological 

Study of Social Issues, 1939. 
Cowu of Indwlrial P-, a. series of case studies now being published 

by the National Planning .Assoication, Washington D.C. 
Ths Pdham Ezpmment, Innes H. Pearse and Lucy H. Crocker, George • 

Allen and Unwin, Ltd., London. . . 
Ezpmll'l<lnttJl Study of Leaderahip ill Social ~. Lewin a.nd Lippett, 

University of Iowa Press. 

The Beat Journals;-
PerBOMel, American Management .Association. 
.Mt~GftCed M~. Society for the Advancement of Management. 
Sociallmw, Society for the Psychological Study of Sooial Issuea (eel. 

Ronald Lippett, Reeearoh Centre for Group Dynamics, Univtai~ 
of Miohi~). 
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J OIIIITifil. of Social Psyclw'logy, .American Psychological Assoclation. 
.dpp&il Anthropology, Conrad Aremberg, Department of Sociology, 

·Hunter College, New York City. . 

.Labor and N~ion, Solomon.Barkin (ed), International Textile Workers, 
CIO, New York City. · 

2. Dynamio Psychology:-
P8gCl!ology and HUI'Tiafl LWing, Walter Langer, D. Appleton-Century Co. 

Principlea of .dlmomuU Psyclwlogy, Maslow and Mittlemann, Harper 
and Brothers. 

The Happy Family, Levy and Munro, Knop£ 
PeriMIIJlity and the Cultural Pattern, Plant, The. Commonwealth Fund. 
Ezplcr~iom in Personality, Henry E. Murray and assooiates, Haivard 

University Press {2 voL) -

Personality and the Beliafliour Disorders, J. MeV. Hunt (ed), The Ronald 
Press Company. 

S. Personnel Administration :-

Personnel .ddminisW~, Pigom and Myers, McGraw-Hill. 

Union Policia and Industrial Managernefll, Sumner H. Schlieter, Brook
ings Institution. 

Personnel .ddminw~. Tead and Metcalf', Harper and Brothel'S 
Plus many of the itemS under (1) above. 
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1. American Council on Education Psychological Examinations. America~~ 
OowncilonEducali<>n Studies, Council Staff &ports, Series V. Washingt~n, 
D. C. The American Council on Education. 

2. American Council on Ed11cation (1942). Higher Edt~Cation and Nationl:d 
Def611Ce BuJletin No. 36. Washington, D. C. The Amerioan Council on 
Ed11cation. 

3. College Entr~mce Examination Board. Annual &ports of tM EzeoutW. 
&oretary.1926 to 1945, New York. 

4. Conard, H. B. (1944) "Statistical Methods Related to Teat Construction and 
Evaluation. " Review of EducatiOMl Resea~ch, XIV, No. 1. (February), 
110-126 pp. 

II. Co-operative Test Service (1938). Cooperative Achievement Testa, A Book
let of Norm~~. New York, The Cooperative Teat Service of the American 
Council on Ed11cation. 

6. Cooperative Test Service (1945) Cooperative Achie!lement Testa (Descriptive 
Pamphlet and Catalogtie) New York, The Cooperative Test Service of the 
American Council on Education. 

7. Crawford,. Albert B., & Burnham, PaulS., FOI"I'castifl!} College Achievement. 
New Haven: Yale University Prese; London: Gooffry Cumberlege: 
Oxford University Preas. In the appendix of this book there are approxi
mately 300 titles of books and articles on objective examinatione and 
testa. 

' 8. Goodman, C. H. (1944). "Prod11ction of College Sllcoees by Mtl8llll ofThur-
stone'a Mental Abilities Testa. " EdtiColiOMl and Psychelogical Measun;
ment, IV, No. 1W-140'PP· 

9. Grad!lllte Record Examination (1941a.). A Memorandum on tM Oenernl 
. Oharader and PUt"pOH of the Examination Ifltlluding a Summary of Initial 

Studies of ita Validity. New York: The Carnegie Foundation for the 
Advanooment of Teaching. 

10. Hawkes, Lindq!list, and Mann.l936. TheC~and U.e of Acllieoetl!ftl 
Ezaminotiona. Boston, M8888ch!l88tta : Houghton, Miftlin Co., 497 
pp. 

11. Hildreth, Gertrude H. (1939). A Bibl.iogroply of Mental Testa and RatU., 
8cala. New York: Psychological Corporation. 

12. Kandel, I. L. (1936). B.mminotioM and tAeir 8~ t. the Utaiu4 
&ala. New York: Psychological Corporation. 

IS. 'MoConn, Mu (1936). B.mminot"- Old and N'-"': Their u- and AIN8u. 
Educational Records, XVI, No.4 (October), 375-411 pp. 

U. Mattvolof&!atAiMtioft M.u.o.la, University of Chicago ·l'rese, 177 pp. 
1937. 

en 
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15. Mental Measurement Y &:Wbook. New B=wick. New Jersey : Rutgers . 
University Press. Issued periodically. A comprehensive compilation of 
standardized tests, about 400 pp. 

16. Terman, Lewis M., and :Merrill, Maud (1937). 1lwi&ed StanfrmJ Binet 
&ale8. Boston :Houghton :Mifflin. 

17. Thorndike, E. L. (Circa 1927). TheM~ of Intelligence. New 
York: Bureau of Publications, Columbia University. 

18. Thurstone, L. L. (1937). The Reliability and Validg of Tests. Ann Arbor 
:Michigan : Edwards Brothers. 

19. Tyler. Constructing Achievement Tests 1934. · Columbus, Ohio : Ohio 
State University Press, 110 pp. 

20. United States Armed Forces Institute (1944) E:r.amiflef's ;Manual, Tests 
of General Educational Development (College Level). Washington : The 
American Council on Education. 

21. U. S. War Department (1942). Personnel Classification Tests. 

22. Wood, Ben D. (1940). Ten Y ea,.s of the Co-operative Test&roice. Education
al Records, .:xzi No. 3 (July) 369-380 pp. 

A P A.RTIAL AND ANNoTATED LisT OJ' TEsT PUBLISHERS AND TEST 
SoURCEs. 

Educaticmal Testing Service, New York, N. ¥.-Princeton, N. J.-Berkeley, 
~~ . 

Dispenses information regarding testing progmmmes,problems, inteq)re-· 
tations and use of test materiels. Publishes aohievement tests for higl! school 
and college use. Now handles Cooperative Test-Service of the American Coun
cil on Education and the Graduate Record Examination of the CamegieFounda
tion. 

T~e Psyckological CO'FpiJ"atirm, 522 Fifth A. ventre, New Y ark. 

The test service division publishes and distributes almost all existing teste. 
Aims to assist in the development and proper use of mental tests and measuring 
devices. Gladly furnillhes advice wherever possible • 

. Teq,r:kers Uol!ege, Columbia Univef'sity, New Y ark. 

OtTers tests an<! test materials for practically every n*ll in the educative 
process. 

WorU lloolc Company, Atlanta, Georgia. 

Offers a great variety of standard tests and related materials. · 
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The following samples of Examinations are reprinted here with the per
mission of the Educational Testing Service, New York,N. Y., butallcopyrigM 
privileges are reserved and they cannot be reprinted except by permieeion of the 
owners. · 

AmmzoAN CoUNCIL oN EDuc.&TIOli 

Psychological Examination 
For High Sclwol Students 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

This examination is different from the ordinary school examinations to 
whioh you have been accustomed. The plan for each of these testa is sa 
follows. Firat, you are given detailed imtroction8 a bout the teat, so that 
you know just what you are expected to do. Then you have some practice 
problems. Then you go to the test proper •. This is the procedure for each of the 
four testa in this examination. 

The four testa in this examination repreeent a variety of tasks. Two of 
them involve thinking of a quantitative sort, while the other two require more 
linguistio ability. If you find one teat hard, do not be discouraged; you may 
find the next teat easier. Nevertheless you should do your beat on all the 
testa. 

People differ markedly in the speed with which they can do these different 
testa. The testa are long enough to keep everyone busy for the whole time, 
and you are not expected to complete the teste in the time allowed. By noting 
how many questions you can answer in a certain length of time, we can deter• 
mine your speed on each kind of teat. You must begin to work on a tea~ 
promptly when the examiner calls the etarting time and stop immediately 
whea he says " Stop." Do not begin a teat until the examiner gives the 
starting signal for that particular teat. Do not turn back to a teat after the 
time for it has expired. You are to work on each teat during, and only during, 
the specified time as &D¥Ounced by the examiner in charge. 

You are to reoord your answers on a eeparate answer sheet rather than 
on the pages of the teat booklet. Instead of writing down your answers. yoq 
will reoord eaoh answer by blackening the space between a pair of linea. Do 
twit moke any markl or f«!!f!l any amtDera <m 1M paga of this teal booklet. 

Your answer sheet will be aoored accurately if you obeerve carefully the 
following direotions : 

1. On the answer sheet, find the .eccioft whioh corresponds to th~ prac~ioo 
problems or to the test proper on whioh you are working. 

813 
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2. Then find the f'Olll of MI8We1' spaces which is numbered the same as the 
question you. a:re answering. · 

3. Then find the pair of dotted Unea which corresponds to the answer you 
choose and blacken the space. . . 
MISPLACED ANSWERS ARE COUNTED AS WRONG ANSWERS. 

4. Indicate each answer with SOLID BLACK PENCIL MARKS drawn 
vertically between the two dotted lines. Solid black marks are made by going 
over each mark two or three times and by pressicg firmly on the pencil. 

5. Make your marks as long as the dotted lines. • 

6. If you change your answer, erase your first mark completely. 

7. Make no unnecessary marks in or around the dotted lines. 

8. Keep your answer sheet on a hard surface while marking your answers. 

9. Make no folds Ol' creases in the answer sheet. 

10. No &eratck paper is allowed for any of these tests. The answer sheet 
contains a special section which may be ussd for _scribbling. 

11. Fold the pages of your test booklet back so that tmly one page is visible. 
Place the test booklet to the left. Keep the answer sheet under the test booklet 
so that the answer spaces being marked are as close as possible to the questions 
being answered .. _ 

(Omit the next paragraph unless the test<! are to be machine-scored.) 

The examination will be scored by an electric test-scoring machine; which 
makes uss of the fact that a solid black pencil mark will carry a current of 
electricity in the same way that a copper wire does. LIGHT PENCIL MARKS 
MADE WITH A HARD PENCIL WILL NOT CARRY A CURRENT OF 
ELECTRICITY I The machine will not give· you a correct sco:re unless you 
indicate your answers with solid black pencil marks made with the special 
pencil which is provided. Do not uss any pencil other than the special one 
provided. The machine cannot distinguish betWeen intended answeni and 
stray pencil marks. If you are careless in erasing or if you leave unnecessary: 
marks on or near the pairs of lines, such marks may be counted by the machine 
as wrong answers with the result that your·score will be lower than it should be. 

waH unm tho examtnor gtv.s the starting stgaa! tor the llrst sot ot pmouco problems. 

1948 Edillo11. 
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SAME-OPPOSITE 

PBAOTICB PBOBLB!lS 

The word at the left in the following line ia " many ". 

1~--~---ma--ny----(l_)_ill ____ <2_)_re_w _____ ~_>_d_own------~-)-~-~~~ 
One of the four worde at the right means either the same as or the oppos1te 

of" many". The word" few," which ia numbered 2, ia the opposite of" many". 
In the section of the &nawer eheet labeled " SAME-OPPOSITE, Practice 
Problema, Page 3," space number 2 in the first row has been blackened1• 

The word at the left in the second example ia " ancient." Select the one 
of the ft1ur worde.at the right thet means the Bame as or the oppos1te of" an
cient ". In the second row on the answer sheet, blacken the space which 
corresponds to the answer you heve selected. 

I 2. anci~t (1) dry (2) long (3) happy (4) old 

You should have blackened thespaoenumbered 4 because 4eorresponds 
to " old," which means the aame as " ancient." 

• 
In each of the following lines select the word thet means the lam6 as or the 

oppo&Ue of the word at the left. On the &nawer sheet, blacken the space. which 
corresponds to the answer you have selected. 

3. deep (1) blue 
4. awkword (1) clumsy 
11. hot (1) dry 

(2) ehallow (3) tense 
(2) loyal · (3) passive 
(2) cooked (3) red 

(4) watery 
(4) young 
(4) cold 

\\nen the starting signal is given (not yet), turn the page and work more 
probl~ms of the aame kind •. Work rapidly because your rating will be the total 
numht>r of correct &nawel'll. You may not be able to finish ln the time allowed. 

19~ JfdiliOJt. 
Stop here. Wait for the signal. 

a,. Soe P. 1196 for method. 



In each row, select the word at the right which means the 8afll8 

as or the opposite of the first word in the row. Blacken the space 
which corresponds to the word you have sel~ted, 

1. f8.mou 
(I) '""'"""" (2) Caithfnl (3) .... '!"d (4) deallned 26. inimitable 

J. oowardly (I) buoyant (2) bro .. (3) bo)'ilb (4) oallooo 27. daduotive 

8. oti.ugy (I) tort (2) .. ..,., .. (3)dbotinot ~4) pooitive 28, orodible 

4. moderato (1) modem (2) miJy (3) emomo (4) monte! 29. easenti&l 
G. tre.r:nendoua (1) brillinut (2) orude (3) oligbl (f.) poet 30. diaOJOet 

e. guilty (1) punll"nl (2) innocent (8) oromplod (4) garilh 31. originnl 

7. diamol (I) IOody (2) furioue (3) olrong (4) cheerful 32. olumay 

8. ""'P"Ptfut (I) dofo10uli&l (2) pb;yalca.l (3) nmodial (4) .. ~ 33. eoolotio 

e. mtldom (I) bepbe..,.d: (2) rude (3) feeble (4) puro M. 1uave 

10, troditiouol (1)nootumel (2) radial (3) obtuse (4) ousiomory 36. efFeotual 

11. authentio (1) lrinmpbent (2) l!"uiune (3)1l"Ueroue (4) dbotingolabed 36. oboolete 

12, ... tful (1 otormy (2) tough (3) eager (4) lengthy 87. eeemly 

13. otounob (1)ooay (2) ...... (3) unw•vering (4) mpld 38. demented 
14. hrowuy · (1) clever (2) diD> (3) ha•y (4) puny 89. ab.Jim&l 
u. humid (1) humorous (2) dry (3) aolld (4) frigid 40. •pane 
16. ferocioaJ (I) mild :(2) 'felioltoua (3) 'pOiulent (4) fervent 41. utute 
17. f&tigood (I) haaty (2) plaetio (3) f&natlo (4) re&eehed 42. •in.iJter 
18. immonae (I} procligio .. (2) bloody (8) wiatral (4l vulgar 43, ne&rioUI 
10. ela.atlo (I) trivial (2) reoilient (3) valid (4} bumoroUJ 44. oa.nonioal 
20. prroneoue (I) aolemn (2) ......... (3) ironlo (4) t:rasl• 45. atyploal 

21. baoololo (1) eortbly (2} groundleeo (3) domeotio (4) baalbd 46. benign 

22, beahrul (1) patient (2) eUgible (3) porallel (4) diffident 47. eloid 

23. detenaiw (1) penolve (2) ufFenaiva (B) nlid (4) dop-ed 48. mouiroat 

U. Iufamou (I) dauutleeo (2) honourable (3) contagioua (4} intrica-te 49. lethal -

Page4 
SAME-OPPOSITE 

' 

(I) melobleu (2) optlca.l (3) outlined (4) perental 

(I) seduotiV8 (2) produotiV8 (3) JOduotl,. (4) induotl .. 

(I) be10ft (2) Indelible (3) plauaible (4) ....... 

(1) olauica.l (2) etbenol (3) oupenloue (4) dlRrmlng 

(1) ,.dolonl (2) ...... (3) lmpmdonl (4) pertinent 

(1) oral (2) oopled (3) denllot . (4) oontro 

(1) gmeoome (2) bo)'ilb (3) adroit (4) vopid 

(l) ropt (2) dotted (3) f•wnin& (4) proper 

(1) pnvalent (2) neuter (3) old (4) brueque 

(I) tirod (2) unermed (3) wide (4) ndoqnolo 

(1) obi ... (2) f&vorablo (3) oontempol'ory (4) roolilh 

(I) poetic ,(2) aorihbled (3) loca.l (4) ftt 

(1) grievo .. (2) .. .., (3) delinquent 4) mad 

(I) lomporal (2) inaidenlol (3) impreuive (4) bottomleao 

(I) .. peDJive (2) crooked (3) den~e (4) mrol 
(I) aatouucliog (2) aolrinll"U~ (3) ohJOwd (4} dromo)io 

(1) ouapioloua (2) oetllod (3) clilll!"nt (4) loait 

(I) wicked (2) poor (3) olok (4) ateep 
(I) ftuehed (2) willful (3) ortbodo• (4) £rosen 
(I) ordina.ry (2) ourt (3) toploal (4} oaauol 

(I) democratic (2) indignant (3) mottled (4) kind 

(I) &ivoloua (2) opon (3) tobaler (4) hanh 

(1) ln,..oant (2) evident (3} moui(old (4} lavleh 
• (4) doadly (I) regal (2) volalii1e (3) arid 

26. dieboveled (I) dialrootod (2} unkind (3) •nkompt (4) appointed 60. a.utonomoua (1) dependent (2) d'loolabl• (3) graoloua (4.) a.trooious 

Blophero. 
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COMPLETION 

P.II.AOTIOJII PBOBLliiMS 

Look at the following definition. You are to think of the word that fite 
the definition. 

l. A contest ofspeed. 
B F M p R 

The word is racfl. The letter R is the :first letter in the word f'QC6. In the 
section of the aill!wer sheet labeled " COMPLETION, Practice Problems, 
!'age 6," the space indicated by R in the :first row has been blaokened1• 

Blacken .the space corresponding to the :first letter of the word which fits 
the following definition: 

2. A place or building for athletic exercises. 
0 D G H T I 

The word is gymnt.~Blum. You should have marl-ad the space indicated by 
G beoaUile it is the first letter in the word gymnasium. 

Do the following examples in the same way : 

S. The thin cutting part of an instrument, as of a knife or a sword. 
A B D H W 

4. The wife of a kiog. 
F N 'p Q v 

6. A small or portable bed, as of canvas stretched on a frame. 
0 H N P T 

When the starting signal is given (not yet), turn the page and work more 
problems of the same kiod. Work rapidly because your rating will bethetotsl 
number of oorreot answere. You may not be able to finish in the time allowed. 

IHI •diliow. Stop here. Wait for the signal. 

a. a.- method .. u. s-oppooite-
8Tl 



Think of the word that lite the definition. Then mark the 
first letter of that word on the answer sheet • 

"' .... .. 

1. A lll&lk rerna,ining after a wound io healed. 
F J N S v 

2. A long, lliender wooden implement for propelling or steering a 
boat; 

A E I 
8. A scng to quiet babies. 

D F G 

0 

K 

u 

L 
4. A feast, often oeremoniouo &nd followed by opeeches. 

A' B E H J 
6. A public sale of property to the highest bidder, 

A 0 E G R 
6, Time th&t is to oome. 

B D ' li: G I 
7. A keen-edged inotrument for oh&ving. 

B D K R T 
8. Explanation of the meaning of a word. 

A B D .F J 
(/, A professionel rider of horses in raoea: 

F G H J K 
10. The stick with which the leader of a band, orchestra, eto., beats 

time. 
A B H L Q 

11. One who loves his country and zealoulliy supporto it, 
H K P T W 

12. A. dealer in meat. 
A B F H I 

18. The part of day between noon and evening. 
A B 0 E F 

. 

COMPLETION · Pags 6. 

14. A 111J18.llelementary book for teaching children to read. 
D F K L P 

16. A revision of, or an addition to, a constitution. 
A D F T u 

16. A aenaation of dryneso in the mouth and throat, with a craving 
for liquids. 

F M P T V 
17. The whole body of eaJt water which covers nearly three fourtba 

of the aurfaoe of the globe. 
K N 0 P T 

18. A hUIJlll,ll being who eats human flesh, 
B 0 D F G 

19. A vehicle for taking the sick or injured to a hospital, 
A E I 0 U 

20. A stepper for & bottle to prevent the flow of liquid. 
0 . D G H M 

21. An ornamental b&nd or oh&in, worn about tbe arm. 
A B D E F 

112. A child in the first period oflife, 
G H I L M 

23. A Jerge, stout cord of twisted or braided str&ndo. 
N P R S w 

24. A record of dally evento, transactions, or personal memoranda. 
B 0 D F G 

26. An excavation for obtaining building stone. 
J L 0 Q T 

·Go to the next page. Do not wait for any signal. 



Think o( the word that fita the definition. Then mark the 
lim letter of that word on the all5Wer sheet. 

Zll. The artificial watering of farm Ianda to 1111pply growing crops 
with moi.etonl. 

A E J 0 U 

ll1. The o1llcial reoideJwe of a IIOVereign. 
D E J 0 p 

28. A collootiou of mapa in a volume. 
A E I 0 u 

29. The yellmr ma .. in the oent"' ofbirda' egg.; 
A G I R Y 

30. Esclu•iv• control of the 1111pply of any commodity or aerrioo in 
& gi'VI!Il market. 

B D B M N 
/11. Ou who enter• into, or offoro himaelf for, any aerrioo of hio 

otrll free will. 
D J K U V 

as. A.n artillcial cbennellllled with wator, for navigation. 
A B C E B 

aa. A I'O<lUITOilOO, •• of an illneoo, after improvement. 
A D L R T 

84. A.n imtrumont naed for looking out over the water from a 81lb. 
merged 1111bmariue, 

A G N P W 

36. A period of two weeko. 
B G N B B 

COMPLETION Page7 

/18. The ooft tio808 which 6111 the oavitiea of the bones. 

A K u 
81. A writton order cli.recting a bank to pay money. 

A 0 B H K 

88. A building having etallo, ao for honea. 
A D K P B 

89. A Boating object moored to the bottom 
anchor, or rock. 

B G I 

II), The ooat of wool that covers a aheep. 
D B G 

to mark a channel, 

0 B 

K N 

41. A book or liat containing 
habitant& of any plaoo. 

the names and addreeaee of tho in· 

B D G H Q 

4/l, A fihNe.Jegged stand, ao for a cameqo, 
C H L B T 

43. Prolonged inability to obtain duo ileep. 
G H I J K 

44. A eack or pouch for holding oomething. 
B B L N W 

46. A mistake or a deviation from that which is right or COrNCt, 

C E G 0 P $ 
------------------~~------~----~--~~----------------~ ~ Go to the nerl page. Do not wait for any signal. 11: 



Think of the word that fits the definition. Then mark the 
first letter of that word on the answer sheet. 

48. A. fol'liiJil relinquillhment of sovereign power. 
A. . G J p Q 

47. An edifice for dra.matic performances. 
D G M T w 

48. The natura.! abode of an anima.! or plan~. 
B H 1 J u 

If}, A. plaoe whore a river or other water may be crossed by 
wading. 

A. F H N T 
fj 60. A. utensil with meshes . for separating 

liner oneo. 
l' R ·S 

ooarse particles from 

v w 
61. One who is inclined to put the least favooral!le oonstruotion 

upon actions and happenil>gs. 
.H J : P ·' R S 

62. A. bum or injury to the llesh by hot liquid or steam. 
E G N R S 

COMl'r.ETION Poge 8 -

63. A. remedy to oounteraot the eft'eota of poison. 
A. E I 0 u 

64. A. specified or regulsr conroe of study. 
0 M N 0 T 

66. A. race or succession of kings of the same line or fa.mily. 
A. D F I 0 

• 
66. :A smallshrillllute. 

E H J M p 

67. The loss of power of voluntary motion or aensation. 
B 0 E 0 p 

68. The llesh of deer. 
F G p s v 

69. A metal or a.lloy used to join metallic surfaces. 
K P B T w 

60. The mass of leafage of a plant as produced in nature. 
A. E F J R 

, Stop here. 
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ARITHMETIC 

PBAoriOE .PROBLEMS 

In this test you will be given some problems in arithmetic. After each 
problem there are five answers, but only one of them is the correct am;wer. 
You are to solve each problem and blaoken the apace on the answer sheet which 
corresponds to .the answer you think is correct. The following problem is an 
example: 

1. How many pencils oan you buy for 50 cents at the rate of 2 
. for .5 IM!nts t 

(a) 10 (b) 20 (c) 25 (d) 100 (e) 125 

Find on the answer sheet the space labeled " ARITHMETIC, Practice 
Problems, Page 9." The correct answer to the problem is 20, which is answer 
{b). 

In the row numbered 1, space (b) has been blaokened. 

In the second row, blacken the space which corresponds to the answer 
to the second practice problem. 

2. If James had 4 times as much money as George, he 
would have $16. How much money has George t 

(a) $4 {b) $8 (o) $12 (d) $16 (e) $64 

You should have blackened apace (a), which corresponds to $4, the 
correct answer. 

Blaoken the spaces corresponding to the answers to the following problems : 

S. In ~ days Harry has saved a dollar. What has his 
average daily saving been f 

(a) 20o (b) 22to (o) 25o (d) SOc (e) 40o 

4. John sold 4 magazines at 6 cents each. He kept l the 
money and with the other j he bought papers at 2 cents 
each. How many did he buy J 

(a) 3 {b) 4 (o) li (d) 6 (e) 10 

When the !ligna! is given (not yet), turn the page and work more problema 
of the same kind. Work rapidly and accurately. Your rating will be the total 
number of oorreot answers. You may not be able to finish in the time allowed. 

Stop heft\ Wait for the signal. 
881 • 
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Find the correct all8wer to ea.ch problem below. Then 
blacken the corresponding space on the all8wer sheet. 

1. &m ha4 12 marblee. He found 3 more and tluHI gave6 to 
George. How ms.ny did Sam have loft 7 

<•> 15 (a) 3 (b) 6 (o) 9 (d) 12 

II. If 3f tons of cool coot $21, what will 7t tons COBt 7 
(a) $9,80 (b) $42 (o) 140 (d) $75 (e) $98 

II. A hal 1320, B hal ~ u mucl>. u A, and C hal t u muchu A 
and B together. How much have all together 7 

(a) $400 (b) 1480 (o) $500 (d) 1520 (e) 1600 

4. Lemo1111 sell at 8 far 10 oenta. How much will1l dozeua coot r 
(a) 30o (b) 40o (c) 41io (d) DOc (e) 60o 

6. A qu.orler ounce of gold is worth 14. How mauy ounceadooi 148 
worth of gold weigh r 

w2 wa ~4 ~8 W1& 

, (J, In oopy work a typist'..,vers.go time per Pa,ge is 3f minute.. How 
ms.ny pap C&D aho oopy in 49 minute. r . 
(a) 7 (b) 10 (e) 14 (d) 17 · (e) 21 

• 
'1. If it t&kOB 8 barrele of oil at $1,35 per b&rral to oprinfdol mile of 

road, how much will oil coot for 5 milea r 
(&) $27 (b) $54 (c) $81 (d) $~0 (e) $108 

ARITHME1'IC PagelO 

8. Mary and Holen receive $2.00 for making buttonholes. Mazy 
ma.koo 42, Helen 28. How much should Mary receive r 

(a) $.80 (b) $1.00 (o) $1.20 (d) $1.40 (e) $1.60 

9, :A grocer bought 160 boxOB of berriea. From the tlrut 8 boxea 
examined he ha4 to throw away l box. At this rate, how ms.ny 
boxes will he be able to sell f 

(&) 20 (b) 21 (o) 120 (d) 139 (e) 140 

10. If ootfeeloses 20% of il<l weight in roasting, how m..uy poundi of 
green ootfee must be bought to produce 8 pounds when roaatod ! 

(&) 10 (b) 12 (o) 16 (d) 18 (e) 20 · 

11. A man oWIIII 2/3 of a boat and sells 3/4 of his~ for $750. At this 
rate, find the value of tho boat. 

(a.) $1,000 (b) $1,125 (c) $1,250 (d) $1,500 (e) $1,750 
I 

12. Soldiers march 2 feet 6 inches per atop and to.ke 100 otepo to the 
minute. How m..uy feet do they march in 1/12 of an hour r 

(a) 1,000 (b) 1,250 (c) 1,320 (d) 1,500 (e) 1,600 

13. One third of an OBto.te went to charity, and one half of the remain. 
der went to each of two children. If each ehild received $5,000, 
Whli.t Waa the V&lue of the esto.te f 

(a) $10,000 (b) $15,000 (o) $17,500 (d) $20,000 (e) $25,000 

14. A ooboolrcom oe&ting 35 pupils has 3 times as m..uy single desk 
aa double desks. How many single deska are there r ~ 

(a) 17 (b) 18 (c) 19 (d) 20 (o) 21 ~ 

1!1 



F'Uid lha correcf; atu~wer to each problem below. Then 
blacken $he oou88ponding spaoe oo the~ sheet. 

U. A daJor mulr.cod sood•'" I .80& yard. bulhuold thom at a di.
-m; oliO",{, and ~~tiD m.ode a profil oliO",{, of the OOIIt. What 
.... tbe ""'" of lha goodo per J&rd lo the deoJsr ' 

(a) •• J5 (b) s.ao I•> •• 36 . (dJ u.o (e) 1.46 

Ill. A aewlboy boy1 equal DUmben of two paperL Be .eU.I'>/6 
ol """ kiDd and 1/8 of the other. What ir&cliion of the tot.a.l 
llllllll"- II 101101d t 

(a) 1/'1 (b) 7/4.8 (e) 2/1 (d) 1/4 (e) 13/40 

PogtJ 11 
A.Rlm.METlC 

18. U the •"""'8'1 depth of 3 """" ia 68 fee$, and no one ialeaa than M 
feet deep, wh&tia the greatest poellibledepth infeetofone of the 
three! 

W68 oon w~ ~~ ~eo 

19. Fiwla.mp poata""' pl&oed a.long a atreet 35 yanla apart. How 
many yarda Ia the llrat lamp post from the last t 

(a) 96 (b) 140 (o) 1711 (d) 420 (e) 526 

SO. John and Henry ata.rt walking lo meet one another from plaoeo 
lot milee apart, U John walka at the rate of 3 milee an honr, 

11. Aoquare plot wonld oontein 73 square feet mOftl if eeeh aide....,... aad Henry at the rate of 4 milee an hour, how many houre will it 
1 """ longer. How many feet long Ia a aide of the plot f be before they meet r 

~~-· _~_,a_z_. ___ <_h>_M _____ <_•>_40 _____ <d_>_~ _____ ~_>_"--~---~-l-1i ____ ~_>_• _____ <_•>_~ _____ <_d>_s _____ ~_>~~--_J 
Stop here. 

s • 
. II:: 
• 
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NUMBER SERIES 

PucmCE PBosLEMS 

The numb em in each series below follow some role. For each series 
you are to :lind the nat 1MI!Inber. 

In the first series below, each number is 21arger than the preceding num
ber. The next nwmber in the series would be 14. Of the five answers at the 
right, answer (e) is, therefore, correct. In the section of the answer sheet 
labeled "NUMBER SERIES, Practice Problems, Page 12," space (e) in the 
first row has been blackened. 

Series Nezt Number 
1. 2 4 6 8 10 12 10 11 12 13 14 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Find the role in the series below, and blacken one of the answer spaces 
in the second row on the answer sheet. 

2. 20 19 18 17 16 15 10 12 14 15 16 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Each number in this series is I. less than the preceding number. You 
should have blackened space (c), which corresponds to 14, the next number 
in the series. 

Find the rule in the series below, and blacken the space on the answer 
'sheet which corresponds to the next number. . 

3. 10 8 11 9 12 10 9 10 11 12 13 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (el 

The series above goes by alternate !lteps of subtracting 2 and adding ~· 
You should have blackened space (e), which corresponds to 13, the next number. . . . 

In each series below, :lind the rule and blacken the space on the answer 
sheet which corresponds to the next number. There is a different role for each 
series. Go right ahead. Do not wait for any signaL . 

4. 8 11 14 17 20 23 . 10 13 23 . 25 26 
. (a) (b) (c) {d) (e) 

5. 27 27 23 23 19 19 15 16 17 18 19. 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

6. 16 17 19 20 22 23 18 . 20 22 24 25 
(a) · (b) (c) (d) (e) 

When the starting signal is given _(not yet), tum the ~ge ~d work more 
problems of the same kind. Work rapidly be~nse your.rat!Dg will. be the total 
number of correct answers. You may not be able to finish m the time allowed. .. . . 

Stop here. Wait for the SignaL 



Find the rule in each problem below, and blacken 
~ the space which corresponds to the JJext number. 
"'-

~ 
~ 

1. H 18 22 26 30 34 38 39 40 41 42 43 
(a) (b) (e) (d) (e) 

!1. 8 8 8 7 7 7 6 6 6 7 8 9 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

3. 1 2 3 4 I •2 3 0 2 3 4 5 
(a) (b) (c) {d) (e) 

4. 6 D 7 10 8 II D 7 10 12 13 14 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

6. 21 20 l!'J 20 23 20 24 16 20 24 28 29 
(a) '(b) (c) (d) (e) 

6. 10 12 16 18 22 24 28 30 32 34 36 38 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

7. 8 6 4 12 10 8 16 6 10 12 14 16 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

8. 00 82 74 66 58 50 42 32 34 36 38 40 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

9. 15 16 13 10 10 8 6 2 3 4 5 6 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

10. 6 7 41 8 0 7 10 8 9.101113 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

ll, 6 1 a 16 32 34 68 70 72 74 76 78 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

12. 72 36 40 20 24 12 16 4 8 12 16 20 

13. 3 4 6 9 
(a) (b) (c) {d) (e) 

13 18 24 26 30 31 32 33 
(a) (b) (o) (d) (e) 

14. 6· 10 7 14 ll 22 19 16 20 24 Jl2 38 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

II!. 76 38 36 18 16 8 6 12S4ll 
(a) (b) (o) (d) (o) 

t.'UMBER SERIES. 

16. 9 10 8 24 6 7 6 3 6 15 16 20 
(a) (b) (e) (d) (e) 

17. 17 14 7 21 18 9 27 15 21 24 45 81 
(a) (b) (o) (d) (e) 

IS. 14 16 13 17 12 18 11 15 16 17 18 19 
I (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

19. 1 2 5 11 12 15 21 22 24 25 27 30 
(a) (b) (o) (d) (e) 

20. 3 6 6 5 8 7 7 6 7 10 13 14 

21. 8 10 12 10 12 
(a) '(b) (c). (d) (e) 

14 12 10 12 14 16 18 

22. 2 II 5 
(a) (b) (c) 1d) (e) 

5 10 11 13 13 16 16 26 28 
(a) (b) (o) (d) (e) 

23. 44 40 42 14 10 12 4 0 2 6 7 10 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

24.• 24 27 9 18 21 7 14 11 17 22 28 33 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

26. 81 27 64 18 36 12 24 4 8212448 

26. 7 9 12 8 3 9 16 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
8 9 19 23 24 

27. 22 16 ·u 7 . 4 2 1 
(a) (b) (e) (d) (e) 
1 2 4 7 11 

28. 6 42 7 12 48 
(a) (b) (o) (d) (e) 

'16 18 6 18 .20 23 24 
(a) (b) (o) (d) (e) 

29. 95 92 46 42 21 16 8 2 4 6 8 10 

30. 8 6 12 14 7 ll 10 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
5 6121620 

(a) (b) (o) (d) (e) 
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, Ali!EBIOAN CoUNOlL ON EDUCATION 

-CO-OPERATIVE ENGLISH TEST. 

TEST BI :-EFFECTIVENESS OF EXPRESSION 

P~se print:' , 

Name ..•.......•..•.•..............••.......... Date ••..•.• : ...•....• 
Last First Middle. 

Grade or Clsss .................... Age •............. Date of Birth ••• : .• 

Yrs. Mos. 
School .....•.•.•.. : •.. Oity .•............•..... Sex ··········:··· 

M.orF~ 

Ti~e of the English course you are now taking .......... Instructor ....... . 

General Directions : Do not tum this page. until the examiner tells you tc 
do so. This examination consists of three parts, and requires 40 minutes cf 
Werking time. The directions for each part are printed.. at the beginning 
of the part. Read them carefully, and proceed at.once to answer the questions. 
DO NOT SPEND TOO MUCH TIME ON ANY ONE ITEM. ANSWER 
THE EASIER QUESTIONS FIR~T; then return to the harder ones if you have 
time. There is a time limit for each part. You are not expected to answer · 
all the questions in any part in the time limit ; but if you should, go on to .the. 
next part. If you have not finished Part I when the time is up, stop work on 
that part and proceed at once to Part II. If you finish the last part before the 
time is up, you may go back and work on, any part. No questions may be 
asked after the examination has begun. You may answer questions even when 
you are not perfeotly sure that yotu' answers are correct, but you should 
avoid wild ~essing, since wrong answers will resul4s in a subtraction from thE! 
number of your correct answers.· · 

Part Minutes 

I. Sentenoe Structure and Style 15 
.. 

II. Diction 10 

m. Organization 15 

Total 40 

I Soaled Score 11-'_P_eroen_til_. e_
1 

686_ 
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PART I 

(15 minutes) 

Directions : Different versions of each p1188Bge of prose are given in the' two 
oolwnns below. In this part of the test, you will be asked to ohoose the better 
version of eaoh seotion. First, read quickly through Column 1 of the passage 
to get the meaning of the whole passage. Then read the direotions below. . 

OolumD 1 Collllllll ll 

f The baron spent the morning { The baron put hla alfailll J. order, 
putting hla atr&illl in order, for he A-ll he spent the morning doing tlrla, and 

A.l wM anoertalll about the outcome he wae unoertsin about the outcome 
l of the misaion he wae to undertake. of the miesion he wae to undertake. 

{ 

The roundJ of the cottegee ......, { He made the roundJ of the oot-
made, where he colleoted, B-8 tsges, and colleeted the rent from 

B·l from those tenant. who were able to those tenant. who were able to pay. 
pay, the rent. r He retnmed to the oaetie and BU· 

{ 

On hla return to the ....,tie. he pervieed the packing of bia TaJise 

making snre tb&t bia eerv'!lnt put in. put in everything tb&t wonld be. 
C·l aupervisad the paoking of hia Ta.lise, C-11 t&nd he made soue thet .hia aervant 

everything that would be needed. needed. . 

{ 

FinaJJy, about three o'dook, eet· { Finally, about three o'clook, he 
ting out for P&ria. He wae deter- ])..8 eet out for P&ria, derermined to 

D-l mined to loee no time in &rTiving at lose no time in arriving at ~ Joene 
the aoene of ootion. of action. . . . 

~ _,. • ,# •• 

Compare the two di1!erent versions of each lettered aeotion Bl given In
Columns 1 and B above, and answer each of the following questions by puHing 
the nt~mber of the oorreot choice in the parenthesee at the right. 

A. Beotion A is better expressed in 
A-1 Column 1. 
A-2 Column 2. •• •• •• A( ) 

B. Section B is better expressed in 
B-1 Column 1. 
B-2 Column 2. B( ) 

C. &otion C ia better expressed in 
0-1 Column 1. 
0-2 Column 2. ·: .. 0( ) 

D. Beotion D is better expressed in 
D-1 Column 1. 
D-2 Column 2. .. D( ) 

Go on to the nat pag<11o 

8S7 
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Column 1 -Column ll 
The overland approach is still a.n The overwhelming effect which is 

important element in the over- produced by ,. first imp,....ion of 
whelming effect of & first impression B-ll California still hss &S &n importa.nt 
of Californls. element in its impressiveness tbe 

Since the state was the only world overland approach to the state. 
I· knew dnring my ehildhood, I As a ehild, I imagined tho.t other 
imagined other stetes and oountries F-ll stetes · and oountries were much 

E-1 

1'·1 
were mueh like my own surround- lik" my own surroundings, tbe state 
ings. • . W&S the only world th!>t I knew. 

Only after going away and com- I never feU the warm, colourful 
ing b&ck again over my father's G-Il foroe of the beauty of California 
route W&S the warm, colourful force until I had gone aw..y end come 
of the beauty of California felt by back over my fAther's route : 

l me: dull plains ; hot, dry desert ; tbe 

G·l 

dry deeert; tbe night was cold in the Jl·.ll ing foothills breaking into the full I 
We p&aeed dull plains, hot end night of icy mouuteina; the dawn-

B-1 mountains, and dawn came in the day of sunshine in the valley; end 
foothills with sunshine in the valley; finally, the aunset through the 

1-1 

finally the aunset was seen through Golden Gate. 
the Golden Gate. I m&de the trip by railroad, oom-

I made the trip comfortably a.nd l·ll fortsbly &nd ewiftly, but my fAther 
swiftly by railroad,&alJlyf&therh&d had plodded and fought the wbole 
plodded end fought that whole long long way in a w..gon train. 
distanoe in a wagon train. He often told us about the day 

He always liked to recall the day they turned over the summit, with 
they turned over the summit and jay they waded down into the 
waded down joyously into the 1-ll amazing golden sea of sunshine, he 
amazing golden sea of sunshine; ea.w then that this was the place to 
he often told us, " I saw then that live, and he always liked to recall 
this W&S the piaoe to live ". that time. 

Compare the iwo differem versioDB of each lettered seetion aa given ill 
ColamDs 1 and 2 above. and answer each of the following questioDS by puttillg 
the mmWM of the correct choice ill the parentheses at the right. 

E. Section E is better exp~ in 
E-1 .Column I. 
E-2 Column 2. 

F. section F is better expre5l!8d in 
F-1 Column 1. 

· · F-2 Column 2. · · .,. ' 
G. Section G is better expressed in 

G-1 Column 1. · · · 
G-2 Column 2. • • 

B. Section B is better expressed in 
H-1 Column 1. 
H-2 Column 2. 

I. Section I is bettl!r expressed in 
I-1 Column 1. 
I-2 Column 2. 

l. Section l is better ex:prcsscrl in 
J-1 Column I. 
J-2 Column 2. 

1188 

E{ ) 

.. F( 

.. G( ) 

H( ) 

.. I( ) 

J( ) 

Go on to the Dext page. 
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DirectioDI :Read eaeh of.the following groups oarefully ; then decide which 
one of the four ehoioes in each group is expressed most satisfactorily, and pull 
the n11111ber of thia beet choice in the parentheses at the right of the group. 
1-1 Your major intereet in modem history is no reason for not. 

studying science, and you should also study literature and 
, languages. 

1-2 Although you may be primarily interested in modem history, 
you should not neglect the etudy of science, literature, and lan· 
gunges. 

1-S Although you may be interested in modern history is hardly- a 
reasonfornotiitudyingscienceaswell as literature and languages. 

1-4 Being particularly interested in modem history, neverthleas you 
should alao study scienoe, literature and languages a~ well • • 1 ( )-

2-1 An electric refrigerator which was bought to replace the old 
icebox which had stood in the back hall for twenty years was 
installed in its place. 

2-2 The old icebox having stood for twenty years in the back hall, it 
w11s replaced by an electric refrigerator which was bought and 
installed. 

2-3 After stllnding in the back hall for twenty yeara the old icebox 
which was replaced by an electric refrigerator. 

2-4 An electric refrigerator was bought to replaoe the old ioebox 
which had stood in the back hall for twenty years .. 2 ( ) 

3-1 The lii'st day they were very active, pottering a boLt with hammer 
and nails, putting up curtains, and making the house habitable. 

_ 3-2 The first day they were very active and put_up curtains, pottering 
about with hammer and nails, the house was made habitable. 

3-3 Curtains were put up and the house made habitllble and_ they 
pottered about with hanuner and nails, being very active the first 
day. 

3-4 The first day they were very active and they pottered about with 
· hammer and naile and put up curtains. Making the house habi-

tlible .. 3 ( ) 

1·1 At the skiing area near Badger Pass, a new 200-car parking spaoe 
is under oonetruction by the National Park Service which wiU 
double the parking facilities available. • 

4,-2 The new 200-car parking space which is being constructed by 
the .National Park Servire which will double the parking facilities 
a\'ailable is located ~t the skiing area near Badger Pass. 

'-3 At the skiing &rea near Badgar Pass, the National Park Bunioe 
is oonetruoting a new 201Hlar parking spaoe which will double • 
tl1e parking facilitiM available. 

4,-i Th~ National Park Servioe is constructing a new 200-car parking 
8J>- at the akiing area near Badget Pasa which will double the 
parking facilitiea . . 4 ( ) 
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PARTD 
. DICTION 
(10 minutes) 

Directions :In· each of the following items, decide which one of the five 
n11Inbered words or phrases would most suitably complete the sentence if insert& 
in the blank (--). Then put the number of the best word or phrase in thE 
parentheses at the right. · 
1. He asked his BOience teacher to 

(--) the difference between 
ordinary we.terand he&vy w&ter. 
1-1 expl&in 
1-2 interpret 
1-3 tranelate 
1-4 expo1111d 
1-li diagnose •• 1 ( 

II. The new Seoret&ry of Stete &r• 

gned that an even l&rger pe&ce. 
time army a.nd navy should he , 
(-) if we are to be prepared 
for international emergencies. 
2-1 m&int&ined · 
2-2 preeerved 
2-3 upheld 
2-4 continued 
2-li strengthened • • 2 ( ) 

a. Upon reading the progro.mme, we 
discovered tb&t the mile rel&y · 
and the hurdle races were(-·) 
for Frid&y and Saturday. 
3--1 appointed 
3--2 a.llotted 
3--3 registered 
3-4 scheduled 
3-li pl&oed.. • • 3 ( 

t. The notes of the l&te doctor are 
especially {--) since they 
contein the only reference to the 
experiment in aJl the recorda of 
_the !&boratory. 
t-1 expressive 
4--2 foreboding 
4-3· evident 
4-4 knowing 
4-li signifioa.nt • • 4 ( 

I. The Cross is the (--) of Chris
tianity •. 
li--1 llymbol 
11-2 index 
li--3 motto 
li--4 characteriotiQ 
11-{i token • • 6 ( ) 

8. The map did not cle&rly indi
a&te the (--) of the &bandon. 
ed gold mine. 
6-1 space. 
6-2 loe&tion 
li--3 precincts 
6-4 area 
6-6 environment • • II ( ) 

'1. They were able tc (--) the 
bla.ze tc the w&rehOU88 through 
the use of fire-fighting ohemi· 
caiB. 
7-1 confine 
7-2 prohibit 
7-3 secure 
7-4 restrain 
7-li impede 7 ( ) 

s. No (--) oh&rge is made by 
our firm for monogro.mming 
any silver article purohased 
during the anniversary sale. 
8-1 exoess 
8-2 duplicate 
8-3 outside 
8-4 unnecessa.ry 
6-6 extra . • S ( ) •. 

9. De Quincy &aid that be had (~) 
the l&bour of his whole life tc the 
construction of a single work. 
9-l destined 
1}-2 hallowed 
9-3 devoted 
9-4 addicted 
9--6- inscribed .. 9 ( 

10. The Book of Ruth iB (--) tc 
be one of the most oharming 
of stories, not only in ancient 
literature, but in the literature 
of any time and of any l&ngo
age, 
10-1 goanted 
10-2 assented 
10-3 acknowledged 
10-4 oonfeased 
10-6 owned •• 10 ( ) 

Go OD to the naxt pege. 
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11. The (-) tre&tment which the 
prioonera ouft'ered at the 
hanolo of the enemy left them 
bitter and resentful. 
ll-1unfeeling 
11-2 heathen 
11-3 evn 

Page6 

(-) which BOOD proved too 
great to solve withou' some 
guidance· from his friends. 
16-1 adilemma 
16-2 an argument 
16-3 a contention 
16-4 .. misfortune 
15-6 asmte •• 16 ( ) 11-4inhuman 

H-6 ma.llcJous · • 11 ( l 17. Mary applied for admission to 
12. The doctor said there was nothing buamess oollege on the (--) 

seriously wrong, but his tone that she was to be graduated 
(--) th&t oare should be with her olasa. 
taken. 17-1 opinion 
12-1 a.lluded 17-2 ide& 
12-2 predicted 17-3 estimation 
12-3 connoted 17-4 oonjeoture 
12-4 oonveyed '17-li aasumption •• 17 ( ) 
12-li implied • • 12 ( ) 18. After the first editori&l •P· 

18. What preoautioua have been peared, the (--) &geinst 
t&ken (--) the spreed of juvenile delinquency gained 
ea&rlot fever ! more supporters than we bed 
13-1 opposing hoped for. 
13-2 contrary to 18-1 struggle 
13-3 &hreut of 18-2 revolution 
13-4 edvene to 18-3 oruaede 
13-l! &gainet • • 13 ( 18-4 expedition 

18-3 oonlliot .. 18 ( ) 14. A(--) of tho principles of 
&rithmet!o is neoaaa&ry for 
work in &lgllbr& or geometry. 
14-1 judgment 
14-2 knowledgl! 
14-3 le&rning 
14 4 foresight 
lH wiedom 

15. I would not have reoommend. 
ed him for the job if I bed not 
thought him(- , 
111-1 mll!oient 
111-8 ample 
16-3 fitting 
16-4 oompetent 

14 ( 

1ll-ll oomplote .. 15 ( ) 

18, Through no fault of his own. 
the youth found hlmaelf In 

19. I tried to be (-) in phr&sing 
the delioate question oonoem• 
ing his failure to pay the 
library fee. 
19-1 liter&! 
19-2 p&rtionl&r 
19-3 oorreot 
19-4 precise 
19-5 line .. •• • • 19 ( ) 

80. In this aeries, the artist has 
uood & (--) of memories of 
the French towns which he 
basl >vod. 
ll0-1 eompound 
ll0-2 &ggregete 
80-3 composite 
2Q..4 mixture 
20-3 union •• 20 ( ) 

Go ... to the-,..... 
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PARTW 

ORGANIZATION 

{Hi minutes) 
• 

Dlrection1:-Read each of tbe following 
groups ofsentenceo, and decide what would 
be the best order in which to put the eenten. 
ces, to fonn a well-organized pa.ra.gmph. 
Write tbe lettore of the sentences in this hest 
order 'on a pieoe of acmtoh paper. Then 
answer the questions belcw each group by 
putting in the parentheses at the right the 
numller of the best answer, according to the 
t>rder you have choeen. 
Items1-3: 
A. The llowere then produce sesds. 
B. Y01llll plants lint dnelotl roots, stems 

and lea.,.., 
0. Lalsr ou, llowero appear on the plant. 

1. If the.throe sentencee above were arr&n. 
ged in· the best order, Sentence A 
would be placed. 
1-1 firat. 
1-2 directly after B. 
1-3 direcily after C. 1 ( -) 

ll. Sentence B would be placed 
2-1 first. 
2-2 directly after A. 
2-3 directly after C. 2 ( ) 

3. Sentence 0 would be placed 
3-1 first. 
3-2 directly after A. 
3-3 directly after B. . . 3 ( ) 

Itema4-7: 
A. Eveu!nally he became a professor and 

· composer o! millie, writing op8l'lll and 
SJmphonies arolUld the folklore o! the 
Russian psople. -

B. As a Ieeder o! naval bands h8 displayed 
great muaical talent. 

e. Thus he aucoeoded in e.oressinl in hia 
muic tbe cbaracterislio rhY!hmJ 
and molancbol:r themes of tho lifo of tho 
Russian people. • 

D. Bimski-Korsakov waa at one Jim• an 
admiral in tho Bllllian naTJ. 

4. If the four aentencea above were 
arranged in the best order, Sentene<> 
A would be placed 
4-1 first. 
4-2 directly after B. 
4-3 direotly after 0. 
4-4 directly after D. .. 4 ( ) 

II. Sentence B would be plac<·d 
G--1 Jlrst. 
5-2 directly after A. 
lH1 direetly after 0. 
5-4 direetly after D. . • 5 ( ) 

6. Sentenoe 0 would be plaoed 
6-I first 
6-2 directly after A. 
6-3 directly after B. 
6-4 directly after D. : . . 6 ( ) 

7. Sentence D would be placed 
7-1 Jlrst. 
7-2 directly after A. 
7-3 directly after B. 
7-4 directly after C. . . 7 ( l 

Items 8-11: 
A. Once il fell. there waa no reason WhY a 

now one shouldn't rise in its place and 
use tho traditional name. 

B~ For a generation il was both a IOeial cen
tre of the West and a Qmbol of its vas! 
and eas:r riches. --

0, The original Palace Bole! was aa much 
au institotion and a monument as it waa 
a place to sleep and dine. 

D. But to recapture the original spirit was 
impossible. 

8. If the four sentences above wem 
arranged in the beat order, Sentence 
A would be plaoed 
8-1 Jiret. 
8-2 directly after B. 
6-3 directly after 0. 
8-4 directly after D. 8 ( 

9. Senten:ce B would be placed 
9-1 Jiret. 
9-2 directly after A. 

' ~ directly after c. 
9-4 directly after D. . • 9 ( 

10. Sente11ce C would be plaoed 
10-1 first. 
10-2 direotly after A. 
10-3 direotly after B. 
10-4 directly after D. 10 ( ) 

11. Sentence D would be plaoed 
11-1 first: 
11-2 directly after A. 
II-3 directly after B. 
11-4 directly after C. .. U ( ) 

Go on to the D&xt page. 
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Itema12·16: Items 12-16-<mltd. 

Dlreolio111: Each ofthe le~tered atat.emeDta 16. The paragraph developing & 
below aummarizeo a paragmph in a. atory. would be placed 
Decide what would be ~he IJeat order in which HI-I first. 
to &mlnge the paragraphe rep,_,ted by the 16-2 directly after A. 
atatementa. Write the letl'llll of the atete- 16-3 directly after B. 
menta ID UU. but order on a piece of seratoh 16-4 directly after C. 
paper. Then &!lllwer the queations below the 16-li directly after D. • • 16 { ) 
atetementa by putting in the parent& .... at 
the right the number of the heat aDBwer, Itemol7-20 
a.ooording to the order you heve ohoae!b Direcliona : In the outline bei?W, eortain 

• A. When a ooul IJI1&rd notified u that an headinge ha.ve been omitted. Theae omia· 
un111Uall7 hlgh wind and tide were e~d, aions are indicated by the numbe111 17, 18, 
we paoked our equipment and atarled tor a etc. First read through the outline ; then 
nearby "fl11age. answer the queotiODB below by putting the 

B. We had travelled ouip a lew hundrl!d numberofthecorrectchoiceinthe parenthe
J'ardl when we came to a ire& wbioh had eea at the right. 
fallen right aercaa onr war· How to Rout a 'l'nrkeJ 

C. we arrived at onr daallnation just aa lhe 
burriO&De t<!aehed ill heighl, making entireJy 
lmPBIB&ble lhe read we had jut iraveroed. 

D. Allhe time ot lhe New England hurricane 
m:v lamllr and I wet<! oampinl in a irailer 
park on the southern shore of Cape Cod. 

E. In order to 10 on. we bad to ohop lhronlh 
lheirunk ot lbe ire&. We llnall7 meeeeded 
ID dllpoeinl or lhe obllaole and Preoeeded 
·ODonr war. 
11 •. The paragmph developing A 

would be plaoed 
12·1 ill'B&. 
12-2 dlrootly after B. 
12-3 directly after c. 
12-4 directly after D. 
12-G directly after B· • . 12 ( 

18. The paragmph developing B 
would be pla<ed 
13·1 fin~t • 

. 13-2 dlrootly after A· 
13-3 dirootly after 0. 
13-4 dirootly after D. 
13-11 dlrootly aft<-r B. • • Ill ( ) 

16. The paragraph developing C 
would be plact>d 
14·1 !!rot. 
14·2 directly aft.,r A. 
14-3 dlrootly after B. 
14-4 dlroot.ly after D. 
lo&-11 dlrootly after B. 14 ( 

11. Tho paragraph developing D 
would be plaood 
Ul-1 flrat. 
13-ll di""'tly after A. 
13-ll direetly after B. 
111-4 directly aft~ 0. 
13-6 direotly &fter B. • • Ui I ) 

8QS 

I. (-17-) 
A. Cleaning the Tnrlr.ey 

1. (-18--) 
2. Removing Pinfeathera 

B. (-19--)· 

· II. The Roasting Process 
A. (-20--) 
B. Length of Roaoting Time 

17. In .filling in the incomplete 
outline above, which one of the 
following topios would yon use 
for the main heading I ! 
11-1 Stuffing the Turkey 
l7 -2 Preparation for Roaoting 
17-3 Degree of Heat to Use 
17-4 Size of Turkey · 
17 -li Rinsing Inside of Turkey 17 { ) 

18. Which one of the following 
topics would you use for 1 
under 1-A ! 
18-l Cleaning the Tnrlr.ey 
18-2 Stnfling the Tnrlr.ey 
lli-ll Rinsing Inside of Turkey 
18-4 Prepamtion for Roaoting 
18~ Making the Stuffing 18 ( ) 

19. Which one of the following 
topioo would you uoe for 1-B ! 
19-l Table Deoorationa 
19-B Rineing Inside ofTnrby 
111-3 Prepamtion for Routing 
19-4 Placing in tmD 
19-11 Stuffing the Tnrlr.ef 19 ( ) 

Go on to the """'t pa.ge. 
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Items 17·20-conld. 

20. ·Which one of the following topics 
would you UBO for U-At 
20-1 How to Carve 
20-2 Degree of Heat to Use 
20-3 Making the StulliDg 
204 Preparation for Roasting 
20-5 Putting StulliDg in Turkey 20 ( 

Itomslll-30, 

Direction~ : Most of the statement& in 
itsms 21-30 could be used in a. composition 
<>bout a now type of I>DJ which is being med 
nt Ill' a city transpoltation Qltsm. The 
'OUtline for this composition might have the 
following ma.in divisions : 

'lopio I : How the n.W bus is to be med 
ont 

Topio n : What the new I>DJ is like 

Topic m : Why the new lml is to be 
med out 

Read eaoh item and decide which one of the 
five numbered choices below the statement is 
'Correct ; then put the nt!mber of youi choice 
in the pa.rentheses at the right. 

1!1. The new I>DJ is supported on 
three azlea. 
This statement 
21-1 bOlongs to Topic I. 
21-2 beiongs to Topic n. 
21-3 belongs to Topic m. 
21-4 does not belong to any of 

these ·topics . • 21 ( ) 

22. Doring the trial, the l>us will nm 
from '7 to 11 a.m., a.nd from 2 
p.m. to 1 a.m. 
This statement 
22-1 belongs to Topic I. 
22-2 belongs to Topio n. 
22-3 belongs to 'lopio m. 
22-4 does not belong to any of 

these topics · •• ~2 ( 

25. The mal operation will aid the 
Bnsrd of Transportation iD 
ohoolinlt the type o! I>DJ to be 
UBOU tn rePlacing the street ears. 
This statement · 
23-1 belongs to Topic I. 
23-2 belongs to 'J'opio n. 
23-3 beloru!• to Topic m. · 
23-4 does not belong to any of 

.theoe topi.. . . .•. 23 ( 

(APPX. M. 

Items21~. 

24. lnst beck o! the centre o! the 
bus there is a robber leotion 
designed to absorb jolts. 

This ata~ent 
24-l belongs to 'lopio I. 
24-2 belongs to Topic n. 
24-3 belongs to Topic m. 
24-4 does 1101 belong to any of 

these topics • • 24 ( ) 

25. The Board o! Transporiatinn 
begins ted&)' the tesS operation 
o! a new type o! bus. 

This statement 
25-1 belongs to Topic I. 
~-2 belongs to Topic n. 
25-3 belongs to Topio m. 
25-4 does 1101 belong to any of 

these topics. • • 25 ( 

20. Tbe now lml is the longest and 
roomiest of all the buses on the 
localliDea. 

This statement 
26-1 belongs to Topic I. 
26-2 belongs to Topic n. 
26-3 belongs to 'lopio m. 
26-4 does not Delong to any of 

these topic& • • 26 ( ) 

27. The now bUB will be med out on 
the Hamilton Parkway liDo. 
This. statement. 
27-1 llelongs to Topic I. 
27 ·2 belongs to Topic n. 
27-3 belongs to Topio m. 

· 27 4 does nol belong to any 
of· these topics . • 27 ( ) 

28. Front and reaz wheels are oon. 
trolled by a lingle steering 
mechanism. so thet the I>DJ can 
·turn sherP corners easih'. 

This statement 
28·1 belongs to 'l'opio I~ 
28-2 belongs to Toplo n. 
28-3 belongs to Topio m. 
28-4 does not belong to any of 

these topi"" . '·. 28 ( ) 
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Itema 21-80-contd. 
18. The Board'• 811111neen are ln

terealed In delmnlnlniJ whether 
~ nol loch IODIJ bulel can lie 
l&!e17 operaled IJJ a one-man 
crew. 
Thia statement 
29-1 belonga to Toplo I. 
29·2 belongs to Topio D. 
29-3 belonga to Topio m. 
29-4 doea nol belong te any of 

thaae teplca • • 29 ( 

Itema 21-30-cmoold. 

80. Whiah one of tbe statements 
given iJl items 21-30 would it be 
best te 1188 aa tbe llnl 1enlenoe 
in the oompooition t 

30·1 Stetement in item Ill 
30-2 Statement in item ll3 
30-3 St&tement in item !5 

Page10 

•• 

304 Statement in item t:1 • . 30 ( ) 

There are three oober testa, aiml!ar to the above in this battery, Mathematics, 
Social 8cien08! and Natural BcienoeR 
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Objective E:mm.in&tions are marked or scored by machines. The following 
is a sample pa.rt of an answer sheet. All ques6ions are answered by a single
pencil mark. 

The International Business Machines Corporation, 590 Madison Avenue, 
New York, N. Y., U. B. A. has assured us that their machines oan be made avail
able through the Government of India and that instruction will be furnished in. 
their use. 

AMERICAN CoUNciL oN Enuca.TION 

PSYCHOJ.,OGICAL EXAMINATION 

1948 High School Edition. 

Name.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . ...................... •••• ••· 
, (Last name) (First name) (Middle name). 

. ~ ..... · ................................. . sex~ ...••••........ age ........ 

High School.. ...•.. .. . . •••••••••• 0., •••• 0 •••••••••••• 0 •••••••••• ~ 

l 2 3 • 
14 :: .. .. . . 

e e -.; <11 e e - 1 2 3 • "' .$ .. 0 g ... 
~ g 0 15 .. .. 

~ " -~ 
., 0 .. .. . . 

0 <11 <11 <Xl <11 E-< I B 3 4. 0 • & E-< ...:. • 
00~ 0' z 

I 
16 .. .. 

[j 
.. .. 

I I 2 3 ' P:l 17 :: 1"'1 .. .. .. 
• j:4 I 2 3 • 

18 :: .. .. . . 
I 2 3 • 

Same-Opposite Practice 19 :: .. .. .. 
Problems P~g~ .3. I ~ 3 • 

20 •• .. . . .. .. . . 
1 J 3 • 1 2 3 • 

1 • .. . . 21 .. .. .. .. .. . . . 
1 I 3 4 1 I 3 ' 2 .• .. 22 :: . . .. .. .. .. .. 
I 2 3 ' I 2 3 ' 3 .. .. .. .. 23 :: . . .. .. .. .. .. . . 
I ' 3 ' I 2 3 ' 4 •. .. .. . . 24 :: .. .. . . .. .. .. 
1 3 3 4. 1 I 3 ' 5 .• .. ... 25" .. 

·~ .. .. .. . . .. .. 



. 
'oar 

. . .. 

. . .. 
latimate "l 

. ...., 

.. 

.. 
mata .. 

y- 0..0-
u ...... 

lla. 

11HII-f7 .. 11.&9,11G4 ... , ... .. 7,77,8U 

, ...... .. 7,43,000 
Kaumata 

APPE!iDIXP 
Budget Estimatea of Ulliversities 

AGRA UNIVERSITY 
Yearly l1UJOm6-1946-49 

• 
GOVCJ'D• Feeo I Endow- Dou.tions 
ment mento and other 
Grant. .Funclo 

Ro. Ro. Ro. Ro. 
40,000 .. 43,6111 3,1M,0881 

'10,14(1 
8,-1!!,700 I . .. 13,3591 

84,000• 3,88,600 .. 58,582 

' 
• IneJudce Rs. 35t()O{I for eitens10n of buildinga. 

l' early Exynditure-1946-49 

Saltuias 
SalarieA of the Other Non-
of the adminis- recurring recurring 

teaching · trative expense& oxpenoes 
stall' otalf 

I 
. 

&. Ro. Rs. &. 

.. 82,174 !/17,625 I 

.. 99,034 3,40,671 [ 10,000 
. . . 87,376 4,40,016. 

ALIGARH UNIVERSITY 
Yearly lfltl0ffl6-1946-49. 

Dona tiona 
Fe. Endow- aod""- Tot&! 

menta ........ 
. 

Ro. Ro. lla. Ro. 

lUI,UO 1.71,83<1 4,8:1,11M 111,07,466 

3,21,!88 11,213 S.il,t7l 14,80,362 

1,1!3,1153 3,:1110 3,04,4:12 IU8.025 

p....,DI.-
Tot.al age of Go..-. 

enuaai 
Grant• to 
the total 

Ro. 
4_,01,701 . 9 t6 

~,26,266 16·45 

li,31,182 15·8 

Total Surpluo 

Ro. Ro. 

3,59,799 +41,109 

4,49,766 -!3,440 

5,33~1 -J,!OD 

-.... of 
GoftfUlent Be....-&. 

Graat.to 
tho toto! 

16·7 

llll·6 

U·O 

• The fi- m tlua &ppendtJ< b&<e boon onpplied by the Statiotlco.l lieetl<>ll of the 
llinletry of Kd...,.tioa. 
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Y earltg Ezpenditure--1946-49 

. 
Salaries 

&larieo of the . Other Non· 
y- of tho -- .. oum.g recnrring 

teachiDg tiT& - ·- Total Sarploa lloms.rb 
'. ' - ... lf 

' 
Be. Be. llB. llB. llB. Bo. 

194647 .. 6,32.661 1,64,363 6,71,834. 1,()1,639 16,70,487 -3,032 
• 

1947-48 .. 8,46,104. 2,30,2'19 7,62,354 1,81,325 17~93,062 -3,i2,700 

194849 
lletimate 

7,56,878 2,34,667 8,01,984 .M,960 18,48,469 -4,09,444: 

AIJ.AHABAD UNIVERSITY 

Y earltg lf'IOO'IIIe-1946-1949 

f 

Year Government Feea Endow. Don&tionl Total 
Pereentage of 
ao..mm ... ~ 

Gmnto . ........ and other Grsntsto 
00 ..... tho total . . 

Be. llB. llB. llB. Bo. 

19464'1 .. .. 7,92,6!4 ~99,IIO .. 2.06,953 14,98,687 62·68 

1947-43' .. .. 20,1~400 8,99,618 .. '11,179 21~'16,19'1 72·58 

1948-49 Estimate .. 7,91.300 6,43,980 .. .15,21,561 29,66,781 26·8-

.. 
Year &larieo of the &larieo of the Ot.herseotll'- Non-t"eOUr- Total Snrp!ai . 

teoohiDg •t&lf adminiatrative 
•• taG 

ri!Ji upenaea ring expenses 

. 
Ba. Be. Be. Be. BL Ba. 

194647 10,1'7,'74.5 1,08,869 4,76,56~ ~.386 16,72,358 -1,73.671 
: 

9,24,9'19 194748 2,30,876 S,'IO.~ 70,101 17,96,662 +9.78-646 

1114849 11,14,090 1,40,300 t,77,011 1,6(),960 Jl,62,4i.l +8,04,330 
EetSmat. 
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y- ao.orn-• 
Qmato 

Ro. 
1946-<17 .. 8,07,000 

11147-48 .. 7,62,000 

19C8-40 ,,22.000 ,_to) 

J!a]&ri .. 
Yoar ofth• 

-.blng 
... If 

Ra. 
11141147 .. 8.34,461 

1047-48 .. a,at*o38 
ltMB-41l a,u,tso 

(Eotimalo) 

y.,... 

11K(1.4? .. . . 
ltM7-t.B . . .. 
11K(1.49 ... .. 

(Eotlmote) 

v-

1NM7 : .. .. 
ltM7-t.S ... .. 
ltM8-t.S ' .. .. 

(Sollmate) 

ANDHRA UNIVERSITY 
Yearly Income-19/B-49 • 

Donat!.,. - Endow- and·otbft Total 
menlo ....... 

Ro. Ro. Be. Rs. 
10.70,308 28,9!10 1,00~000 16,06,328 

8,66,882 38,191 5,36,11S!l li~~93,4589 

8,61,690 76,488 12,68,675 38,27,628 

Yearly Expenditurc-19/B-49 

Salarl .. 
of the Other Non-

adminiltra. -~ ... urring To6&1 

j 

u .. 
otalf ·- O%pOnB80 

Ro. Be. Ro. Ro. 
69,062 "1,09,363 28,K8 ll,36,l:U . 

2,02,39' 9,65,978 2.38.113 17,27,623 

2,01,434 18,80,924 1,46,168 23,89,713 

ANNAMAUI UNIVERSITY 

Yearly I ncorM-19/B-49 

Govern· Endow- Donatio .. _, Feoa menta and oth01 
Grao.ta eo....., 

Ra. Ra. Ra. Ra. 
6,12.000 !,00,680 2,88,720 98,630 

8,16,~1 1,96.063 Z."-7M 1,20,883 

6,02,000 3,00,646 1,46.800 • 00,816 

Y «JTiy Expendl!ure -19/B-49 

Salarioo Salarioo 
. of tho of the Othorre- Non.ze-
to&<lhlng adminia- curring ourrlng 
atoll' trative 

.,._ -atol( 

Ra. Ra. Ra. Ra. 
i,J0,636 1,18,088 ,,38.~6 486.:60 

l,iS,G« 1,33,6011 
8,14661 1 .. 1~1 

1,88,405 84,900 11,06,816 1,61,076 

Po ..... toge 
of 

Qo..-emmeo.t Rem&rb 
Grantato 
the tot.a.l 

!0·4 

lf1·7 

18·1 

·-

-
Sorplas Romarb 

Be. 
+8,69,!104 

+2,68,000 

+2,57,915 

Peroont. 
ageofGov-

Total emmeat 
Grantato 
the total 

Ra. 
12,84,93(1 ~7·62 . 
15,77,151 58·1() 

11,39,260 «·1 

Total &irplWI 

Ra. Ra. 
12,83,339 +1,600 

16,77,151 Nil 

11,16.3'11 +i3.01f.> 

-
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Year 

19<647 .. 
1947-4$ .. 
19<8 ... 9 .. 

(Eotimete) 

.. 

y ... 

1948 ... 7 .. 
1947 ... 8 .. 
1 948 ... 9 

(&oti..,.te) 

y.., 

1948-47 .. 
19<.7-4.8 .. 
1948-'9 .. 
(-to) 

y.., 

1948-4.7 .. 
1947 ... 8 .. 
1948-49 .. . -. .. ) 

--· Gran til 

Ro. 
12,70,1118 

21,11,919 

rs:,OS..460 

BANARAS UNIVERSITY 

Yearly ln<Xm~£--19/B-49 

_:j Donationa. 
Endow. and other - Total ........ . ....... 

-
!Ia. Ro. !Ia. !Ia. 

"1,81~484 1,79,633 1~16,02,373 1,37,33~658 

9,35,228 13.22,147 41,76,861 86,46,155 

10,09,166 7,478 9.78.505 25,03,596 

Yearly ExpeM.iture-19/B-4/J 

(APl'X. N• 

Pereent&ge 
of 

1-w-u jco.!ernment 
Gra.ntato 
the total 

9·2 

24·7! 

20·31 • 

-I_:_ I I Salaries Sal&riet I of the of the Other Non-
teaching adminratra. recurring recurring Surphm ~Re~arka et&ft" tive ·- . ezpens88 

staff ! 
Ra. &8. Ro. !Ia. !Ia. , 

1<,44,714 25,11,699 86,23~467 ~~.79,880 +11,53,778! 

17,00,171 49,65,600 9,:!1,956 76,37,817 I +9.08.338 1 

26,15,668 15,94,406 26,20,790 68,30,763 -43,27,167 ~ 
• 

BOMBAY UNIVERSITY 

Yearly 1~19/B-49 

Peroentag~ 
i Donation of 

.Qovemment Foe. Endow. and other- Total Government ltteiJl&.rks 
·ara.nta ........ f!IOUft* Grant. to 

the total . 
Ro. !Ia. Rs. Ro. !Ia. 

2,09,063 19,41,698 67,287 2,16,672 24,36,720 8·6 . 

3,53,181 23,86,393 3,45,.768 6,53,972 37,39,304 9·4 . . . 
n·o I 3,37,277 24,72,700 84,544 1,77.~54 30,71,676 

I . 

Yearly Expenditure-1fJ46-4!J 

I -
Salariea ' - of the Other Noo- -

l-·"" -
of the admimat .... . .recurring recurring Total Surplaa 

teaching ti'V'B 
.. _ 

expo .... ! ateJf otalf 

!Ia. Ra. Ro. Ro. Ra. Rs. 
1-·-

2:,41.871 2,61,061 21.76.'165 18,395 26,95,096 -2,1l6,3761 

2,87,M6 2.~.718 2!5,83,142 1,96,250 33,15,665 +<.23.639 

2,-81,'161 5,06,154 24,87.667 1,000 30,78,676 ----4,901 f 
. 
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-
Doaatioq 

Pe..--
of, y.,., Go96mment - Endow· and other Total GoV&liUIWlt -Gran,. men,. soaroet G_,.to 

the total: 

.RI, .RI. ~ Ba. Ba. ' 
194047 .. 9,38,194 ~~~G0,213 86,830 0,18,691 41,03,928 211·9 

194748 .. B,s?,lll• J0,90,166 1,86,783 s.oa.- 38,86,448 21·3 

1948-49 .. 17,83,300 34,17,111 1,00,8~2 8,70,to0 47,63.863 
31-0 'l (_F ... timaW) 

Yearly E~itwre, 1946-49 

Bnlariu 
Salarln ofti1e Other Non· 

oft.be admirUaLJa. .. ourring recu.-ring 
Y~ar tcaablng tJ .. ·- ezpeDI$6 Total Surpl .. Re .... 

... tr ... tr 

Ra. Ra. Ba. Ra. Ba. Ba. I 
' 

194(1.47 .. Jo,s8,1sa 8,60,1<111 18,~ 8,80,G83 ll8,21,27< ' +1,81,8841 

111<7-48 .. 1!,8i,hl 11,81,187 21,28,480 00.133 <7,91,081• -9,94,834 

JO.m-49 .. I 15,06,1110 12,09,003 aa:n.ul 8,78,3oo 89,70,2U --32,08,381 ! 
1 Kst.imate} 

• Exoludo.tbeautPofRa..,,Hl.332and 1\1:.88.o&03onpurpo1M apeai&.a b;y UMI Central~ 
•nd. utb\<lt bndto.. 

v .... 

Ra. 

1944-41 .. 8,9i,:1911 

)Pf'i'.48 .. 7,110,011 

t1t-{t<.{l1 .. 11.2ll.lli1 
tFtthm.lWI ---
ldlt~"Mtl!lo:tiD. 

DELHI UNIVERSITY 

}' tarly 1 ncome, 19.J6-49 

Ra. Ra. Ra. 

:l.lf.IOO .. 1,!3,1128 

:1.2 .. 700 .. 30,..0 

!,91,aoo 1 .. 3ll.l00 

Ba. 

11,30,511 11!·4 

10,8S,MS .08·1 

11,30,117 71·1 

--· 
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--- -of the 
y- toachiDg 

-jf 

l!a. 

1WU71 .. 1,8'1,801 

11K7-482 •• 2,63,800 

1948-49 'P •• 3,81,800 
(Eoilmale) 

I 

Year 

lot October 1947 to 
Slat March 1948 

lot Aprillll48 to 31st 
Marchl949(Eotimate) 

Year 

lot October 1947 to 
Slot Mo.rob 1948. 

lot Aprill948 to Slat 
Maroh 1949 (Estimate) 

[APPX. N. 

Sola-
ofth& Other N..,. -- reatm'ing .. ...-g 
tive ·- - Tot.ol Souplaa Bema ·-

l!a. lla. l!a. Bo. 

' 61,932 1,ll'I,Mll 9t76,981 +1,13,531 

61,000 7,59,676 10,84,376 +8,868 

72,&00 
,_ 

1~78,800 -.623 

EAST PUN.TAB UNIVERSITY 

Yearly l'MO'II'Ifl, 1947-1949 

Govern· Endow- Dooaticmo 
ment Fees mente a.ndothar 
Grant 

~sources 
Ro. Ro. Ro.-

11,?6,570 2,90,ta4 . ' 6,963 

3,00,000 21,08,440 .. 66,500 

Yearly E~itilre, 1947-1949 . . 

Balarioo SaJ&rioo 
of the of the Other rea· Non .. re-
teaobing Adminis- curriDg curriDg 
at&ff trative e:q>eD06II e:q>eD06II 

eta. if 

Ro. 
Ro. \ 

1,52,708 0,4l,OOG .. 

6,26,64,1 12.es.a74 I 21.78,528 

Peroent-
age of (loy. 

Total emment 
Grant to 
tho total 

Ro. 
26,51,027 44.38 

114,76,940 Ill· I 

---· 

To$&! Surplna 

Ro. Ro. 

11,93,713 +19,57,81~ 

29,68,741 --4,91,801 
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Year 

1~7-48 .. .. 
1~49 .. .. 
(Eatimato) 

GAUHATI UNIVERSITY 
l1S001118 1947-1949 

I 
1 Do.::.dtiona 

Gonm· tF ... Endow. 
ment mente other 

Gr&llto Sonroeo 

Ba. B.a. Rs. &. 

•!6,00.000 1,40,102 .. 2,213 

1,001000 1,90.8'2 .. • 29,385 
I 

703' 

p-
Total age of 

Govt;. 
Granto to 
the total 

I<a. 

17.~,315 92·8 

7,20,227 .69·2 

• looludu a non·l'OOUl'Nilt granl of B.a. 11,00,000 for permauent buildinga. 
t loolud .. Hostel-. 

E:trpmditure, 947-1949 

I SalariN 
y- oftbe 

toaoblog 
I toft' 

B.a. 

1~749 .. .. 

IIKII-69 .. S,l'-478 . 
(EIItlm&to) 

I 
! 
I 

You 

IING-47 .. .. 
1947-48 .. .. 
1968-49 (Bnlm••l .. 

SalariH Otber Non. 
oftbe .........U.g reourriDg Total 

adminloo ·-- ·--tr&tive 
I tall' 

Ro. B.a. Rs. Ro. 

.. .. .. .. 

78,093 8,78,719 3,39,158 10,10,448 

I 

Qonm. 
mont 

Grant& 

Ro. 

10,77,181 

12,58,857 

18,$1,090 

I i 

LUCKNOW UNIVERSITY 
Y«Wlf Income, 1946-1949 

Endow- Donati.ona 
Fees monto and other ......... 

I 
Ro. Ro. I Ro. 

' 
e,IO,W .. I S,33,1U 

10,16,180 .. 
s,es,eoo i,660 I 6,0'1,932 

• I 
' 

I 

ju rwming at a 
deficit. 

' 

BalaDoe to be taken 
ovvtoDUtyear 
B.a. 22,76,377. 

looluding Jut year's 
balauoa, theu:oea: 
of income -oxpenditure B.a. 
19,86,158 wbioh 
will be uod for 
pennanont build--..-year. 

Pereont. 

Tolal ~ 
Gtantoto 
the tolal 

Ro. % 

20,20,667 53·!1 

22,N,8S7 55·28 

Js,e7,1'1t M·l 



Year 

1~7 . . .. 
1947-48 . . .. 
1948-49 -- .. 

(Eatimate) 

Year GowtiliW016A~ 
Graata 

Roo 

INM7 '•• 4,80,000 

l9i'7r48, .. 8,20,000 

194M!! .. ' 8,10,000 
(Estimate)' 

-y ... eftho 
teaehing -

Roo 

194&-47 .. 2.67,189 

194748 .. 2,42,311() 

!94849 .. 3,02,316 
(Estimate) 

LU:CKNOW · U.e!IVE~SITY 
YeMly E~iture,J~ 

Salarleo oftbs Other Nan-

(APPX. N,. 

' 

of the 

Salarleo \ 

adminis- reourring reourring Total Smpluo 
teaohing tr&tive expeaeeo expeueeo 
atalf stalf 

Be. Be. Ba. Be. Ro. Be. 

11,56,822 4-,15,836 0,02,851 1,47,867 22,23,376 -2.02,819, 

12,79,914 3,76,839 [ 8,05,674 78,868 25,40,095 -2.46,258 

12,48,823 4,63,622 8,69,283' 13,65,325 39,37,053 -5,69,881 

MADRAS UNIVERSITY 
Yearly Income, 1948-49 .. 

Dooatiorul 
Pe ....... ge 

of 
:r- -· aad other Total Go-- Remarb ....... .. ..... Gmntato 

the total 

Roo JIB. Roo llo. 

9,69,"183 27,Mll 5,08,300 19,65,696 23·4 

11,82,709 29,~88 4,65,1881 22.88,833 27·1 

11.78,'700 30,000 3,~170 24,00,8'10 33'·7 
. 

. .. 
&lariea 

of tho Other N,.... 
admini.- .... nrring ~ Tot.) Sulphw -..... . ._. expenoea ·-

llo. Roo Roo Be. Be. 

t,Gl,914 11,13,<20 2,07,864 18,50,381 +3.15,308 

3,19,111 11~82,911 1,42,838 18,31,250 -T-4.5-1,583 

3,04,204 12,02,784 U1.000 34,37,304 
I -·-
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'fear 

' 

1041-47 .. 
1947-48 .. 
ID4B-4D 

(E•timatel , 

.,. 

7 

• 
9 

1948-4 

1941·• 

uws .• 
t•:.um -

.. 

.. 

... , 

lut8ot7 .. 

IIW7_.. .. 

! 

I 
! 

' I 
I 

Go.emmeat 
Oranta 

a.. 
11,00,000 

12,76,000 1 
84,46,000 

Sa tariM 
nt ~hit 

tJeacthing 
•taft' 

a.. 
l0,33,l!'l8 

13,,9,86'1 

14.32,613 

I I 

. MYBORE UNIVERSITY 

Y «Wig Income,1941J..49 

Dooatlooe 
li'eoo Kadow- and other ....... sou-

a.. a.. Be. 

1,00,'700 2:0,128 811,4110 

8,88,C521 411,374 1,711,J!06 

8,88,000 31,200 60,000 

Yearly Expenditure, 19l6-49 

Sal.aril'• 
oftbe Other Non· 

adminiatn· reoul'ring n!OurriftR 
ti•~ 8Zpelllleli ··-at. II' 

Ro. Ro. Ro. 

3,30,891 11,88,024 .. 
3,52,200 12,111.034 2,68,180 

31,010 19,(17,8.'14 14,24,128 

NAGPUR L"Nl.VERSITY 

r early ltwome, 1946-49 

Be. 

1,:18,241 

I~ Donation• 
.. dothe< 
aou~ 

Total 

!Ia. 

24,46,388 

S1.8tli,332 

44,00,200 

Total 

Ro. 

211,48,302 

3l,EUS,332 

48.01.1'6 

Be. 

7,33,970 

8,13,617 

I 

Pe.....t.ge 
of 

Gonmment 
Gmnt. to 
tbe rotal 

69·2 

11·4 

78·3 

Surplwo 

a.. 
--92,024-

Nil 

--4,00~946 

10,<0.1180 IU!.781 
O.B. 'I 

N,88,U& 

1 ; 70,311,11·1 

705 
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y..,. 

1946-47 .. 
1947-48 .. 
1948-49 .. 

(Estimato) 

Year 

1948-47 .. 
1947-48 .. 
1948-49 

(BotUD&te) 

Year 

1946-47 .. 
19<7-48 .. 
1948-49 

(Eatimato) 

S&lariea 
of the 

teaehmg 
otall 

Rs. 

1,05,149 

86.967 

l,lg.,l20 

Gowl'!l.JDSt 
Gronte 

lis. 

34,98.342 

82,63,948 

22,09,227* 

Salariea 
ofthe 

teooblng 
ateJI' 

lis. 

22,153,629 

I Salarioa of the Other Non· 
adminiatra-. reourring ...,.rring 

tive ._ .... upeoseo 
-If 

lis. lis. lis. 

1,27,200 2,96,160 1,60~809 

1.21,976 3,74,480 .. 
40,966 6,07.235 7,78,.200 

OSMANIA UNIVERSITY 
Y eaTlg 1'1llX»lle, 1946-49 

Donati<mo 
Foeo Endow· and other 

mente -
Ba. Ro. Be. 

3,33,220: .. .. 
6.10,669 34,089 .. 
3,00,551 34,089 .. 

Tot&! 

Ba. 

6.78.118 

6,82,413 

16.45,1i70 

Total 

Rs. 

~1.W/ 

I 69,08.700 

25,43,867 

•Include& non·MOUI'I'ing grant of RB. 6,6'7,140 .. 

Yearly E:cpenditwre, 1946-49 

Salarioa 
of the Other N'on. 

adminiatra- recurring r&ou,ning Tot&! ..... ·- expeNee 
-If 

lis. lis. Ra. lis. 

1.$4,194 9,M,619 .. 34,92,342 

41,06.9153 5,96.463 8.89,239 63,92,648 

14,46,1271 3,72,403 4,49,1l68 1,80,424 24.47,512 

(APPX •• :r:J. 

Surphu b RA>m .. 

Rs. 

+55,862 
+31,104 

+7,212 

Percentage 
of 

fBemark& Go.,!emment 
G..,.,. to 
the total 

91·3 

90·7 

89·8 

·-

Surphu Ills-
I 

Ra. 

+3.39.220 

+16.18.061 

+98.355 

·-··-·· 
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Yoar ao ......... , 
Granta 

II<. 

l94G47 .. 80,681 

1947-48 .. '70,'160 

u ..... 1,04,900 
.!!..-• .. ) 

S.lorieo 
y ... -ofibe 

teaoblDs .... 
II<. 

1940.47 .. .. 
1947-48 .. .. 
1941H8 6S,UI 

1-mato) 

v ... 

Jll}r lH7 to J...,. 1968 

July 1HB k> Dec. 1968 

ul:o 1N9 k> Dec. 1968 

PATNA UNIVERSITY 

YeMly Income, 194/J-49 

Don.tioat 
Fee• -- and other Toto! ....... . ..... 

llo. II<. Bo. II<. 

7,8!,815 .. . . 8.43.'9'1 
12,JU,HS .. .. 13,16,2'18 

12,38,118 eoo 1,11,695 14,57,603 

Yearly Ezpefld~urs, 194/J-49 

Bal&ri• 
of t.ho Other NOll· 

admlnlot ... raourring I ..... -. Toto) 

>! .. 
... tr ·- ·-
llo. 1\o. 1\o. llo. 

65,630 1,N~668 8,829 &83,627 

85,699 11,98,593 .. 12,81,292 

98,586 111,33,818 15,1103 16,07,7ll0 

RAJPUTANA UNIVERSITY 

Y eorly lfW»fffll, 194'1-49 

I 
Go ....... Endow. Don~ot!ou 

mont 11.- menta ODd other 
GraDta ..,_ 

Ro. Ro. Ro. Ro. 

707 

Pe-ge 
of 

Gonmment -k.o 
Graatlto 
the>otol 

7·2 

6'1 

7·1 

-
SurpiDI ~b 

. 

-JI0,1ll0 

+81,1!81 

+~.678 

Peroent-

Total 
age of 
Govt. 

Gran• to 
the tot&!. 

Ro. % 
1,111,800 1,98,188 .. 31,060 4.,46,768 48·lll 

1,811,1100 1,16,100 1,000 18,172 6,117,7'11 53·S 

I,M,l!OO J,l&,400 .. 1&.0110 I 4,118,9110 I 53·· 
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Year 

.July 1947 to 
June 1M!!. 

.July 1948 to 
Dec: 1946 
(Estimate). 

Jaa. 1949 to 
Dec.1949 
(Estimate). 

Year 

1946-47 .. 
1947-48 

1946-49 .. 
(Eotim&te) 

. ' 
Salarieo Salaries Other .Non-reo. I of the of the recurring ourring Total Surplus 
teaching adminis. o:r:penses o:r:pensea 
lltalf trative ! 

' Btaff 

Ra. Ro. Ra. Ra. Ra. Ra. 

.. 65,124 1,79,033 . . 2,34,157 +2,11,586. 

11,000 39,578 2,87,819 16,749 3,49,146 Closing balance 
Rs. 1,48,626. 

5,000 91,400 3,91,910 I 1.40.850 I I 
Aftor adding last 6,29,160 I 

I 
I closinl( ba.lances, 

I I there is a balance 

I 
of Ra. 2,28,002. 

SAUGOR UNIVERSITY 
Yearly I fiCOTIIe, 1946-49 ----

I Go=- I 
I P-ercent-

Endow- I Donati001 
Total 

a~ of 
Fooo ments and other Govern-

Grants 

I I 
! sourcea ment 

Grant. to 

' tho total 

. I i I 
Ro. I Rs. Ra. 

I 
Rs. Rs. % 

.. 1,00~000 41,339 11,712 i 1,46,378 2,99,429 33·39 

.. 7,88,5631 1,70,446 64,482 i 7,04,009 17,27,500 45·64 

2,34,9441 -I 
4,42,041 26,52,6471 74·5 .. ;*19,75,862 j .. 

' 
• Includoo Ra. 3,00,000 for maintenance and Ra. 1,37,112 for Agriculture College. 

Y eaTly Expenditwte, 1946-49 

I Salaries Salaries Other • Non-r&-
Year of tho of the recurring ourring Total Surplus 

leaching adminia- expenses e:r:pensea 
otalf trative 

I staff 

Ra. Ra. Rs. Ra. Rs. Ra. 

,1946-47 .. .. 56,104 19,377 67,857 1,39,656 2,13,997 +25,482 

1947-48 .. .. 1,96,599 49,073 12,00,183 2,92~805 17,36,660 -11,H!O 

1946-49 .. .. 2,23,485 78,226 6,13,910 23,8~,7SO 33t00,371 !--6.62,524 
(Estimate) J ' ' 



J.Pf.X. N.] .. 

y .. , a... ......... 
Grant. 

Bo. 

l!KU7 .. 12,211,000 

IN7-48 " :w,oo.ooo 
JiN8.ft .. l !2,00.000 

(Jo.:ttim!ltfll 

' 
&larloo 

Yoar oftb• 
'-bini 

otaft 

IU, 

, .. 147 .. 6,46,621 

194'7-'8 " OJ89,201 

1948-4.9 8.48,008 
(ll:elimatel 

Year 

IIM8-•11 .. 
lt~at<-1 

TRAV ANCORE UNIVERSI:rY . - . . 

y -zy liiCOfltt!, 1941J..49 

Donations - Zn-· aod other Tolal 

m""" .. ...-
llo. lla. a.. lla. 

1.48,7CO 12,18! •3,39,678 28,31,600 

7,M,88J .. 11,188 41,61.770 

5,03,600 .. 30,500 2'1,:14,3110 

Yearly Expenditure, 19.J6-49 

I 
&larieo I oftbo Otber Non•re .. 

r.dmlni>- rooarriaa ourrin& 
!Irati .. 
... " oope- expeu.. 

~- !Ia. Bo. 

G,d,401 ••• 76,102 8,001 

4,17,468 l0.86.094 7,52.9M 

7.!7.151 9,30,738 !,32.!2! 

UTKAL UNIVERSITY 
y_.ry Income.l946-49 

Tolal 

lla. 

16,72,089 

29,46,313 

27,34,118 

Endow· Donationa 

,709. 

Percentage 
of 

llo .......... t Bemarb. 
Orantato 
tbe tolal 

78·6 

81·7 

80·5 

Surplu IWmarka. 

Ra. 

+2,09,511 

+12.IIS."'7 

+232 

menta and other Total 
IOU~ 

Peroont
ageof 

Gonm· 
ment 

Ro. 

40,000 

8l.IN 

•. ::,. . ~.00 I 
U3,N7 101 i 

I,OO,•n 

Ro. 

83,818 

!0,000 I ~.18,8!0 I ,,00,660 

Ro. 

4.,16,113 

3,69,000 

a ........... 
the total 

9·61 
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Yearly Ezpenditulre, ·1946-19 

1 
S&la.ries S&la.rie9 Other Non.re~ 

Year of the of the ,_....;,.g ourring 
teeching admta.la- oxpensea ._.... 

I 
staff trative 

staff 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

1946-4,7 .. .. -. 30,o70 2,05,289 . . 
1947-4,8 .. .. .. 32,828 3,03,246 .. 
1948-4!1 .. .. .. 42~006 4,14,788 .. 

(Estimate) 
I 

' i 

Total Surplus 

I 
Rs. 

I Rs. 

2,35,359 +J.so,7 

3,36,074, +22,9 

4,56,793 -1,16,51 

I 

54 

86 

3 
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TAJILK SHOWING TOTAL YEARI.Y EXPENDITURE oF GovERNMENT AND 

AMOUNT SPENT ON EDUCATION (TOTAL) AND ON UNIVERSITY EDUCATION -- ·-· 

Governmen~. 

j 
Total Ex- Total Ex·· Expenditure 

Central, Pro- Year ~ditureof £iditure on on University Remark I 

vineiu.l or State vernmeat ucation Education 

Ro. Rs. Ro. 
Central Govt. • " 1946-47 4,01,31>,61,000 2,60,85,990 13,08,421 

ID47-48t 2,04,88,66,000 3,81,84,608 46,70,252 
19464Dt 3,82,19,~,000 4,47,88,646 46,01,572 

Aaoam " 
1946-47 A 6,69.57,000 73,95,439 7,91,70'2 

11147·48 A 6,&&,79,000 77,67,92N 12,32,622 
194649 B 8,21~67,006 86,69,600 12,90,022 

Bihar " 1946-47 14,41,M,OOO 1,08,48,873 13,60,143 
ID"-48 A 16,79,ll!I,OOO ] ,24,00,279 14,16,882 
1968-40 R 22, 79,fi3,000 1,20,11,577 I 14,59,294 

Bombay .. 1946-47 36,41,55,193 4,52,03,488 27,67,580 1 
1947-48 41,32,69,911 6,19,06,994 3fl,36, 7751 
1946-49 Rf 51,01,44,000 8,37,43,000 69,04,615 

C. P. a: Borar .. 1046-47 11,114,77,000 1,21,87,000 25,96,000 
11147-4~ A 11.35,00,000 1,83,92,000 31,80,000 
1048-49 R 17,:n.22,ooo 2,38,06,000 39,84.,000 

F.ut Punjab " 11147-48 A 7,58.46,000 86,M~OOO 8,12,229 
1946-49 R 17,82~,000 1,3.3,92,000 14,711,268 

!rlodru .. 1946-47 A 66,98,89,000 5,89,69,585 55,95,967 
1047·48 A M,68,56,000 7,03,36,214 67,03,186 
194649 R li7 ,04..60, 700 8~86~62,600 96,50,100 
1949-00 B 65,66,08,400 9.~.93,200 " 

()risaa .. 1046-&7 A 4,68,93,311 63,1U83 9,76,042 
1947-48 A 15,84.44,826 78,23,117 13,70,474 
1968-49 R 7,00,35,000 OO,S3,000 16,12,563 

Onl!ed l'rovlncest 10f647 A .. .. ' .. 
1947·48 A 38,72.98,107 4~09~67 .258 36,02,020 
1946-49 R 48,f'7,f-l,700 6,41,63,700 46,30,400 

Weo>Beogol .. 1946-47 I 62,01.'9.000 3,30,30,000 ~2.91,400 I Pn>-psrt>. 
1116748 14,80,21,000 J,so.m,uoo 19,24.270 tiOD 7i 
1048-411 I 30,82,00,000 2,62,94,000 30,82,000 mooth•-

•• •• .. •• 
Trip~ Manipur, ,IMll-47 I,M.73.6431 11,08,\0R 1 

<1: Coo<h·Beh .. 1947-48 1.86.56,6116 12~3.160 i 
1946-49 ] ,92,00,325 18,08,461 i 

I I ~.~.31>3, :Baroda .. 1 1946-47 ... ->4.46,0.'181 50,48,296 ; 
I 11147-48 8,78,6\,944 66,34,864\j 7,02,8!16 
. 11148-49 o,32,1o.ooo I 8S,48,1l24 , G,95.slo I 
( i I 

• Supplied by "'- Stat.istio&l S.~Oil of tb• Mininrv of Education . 
. t l'lp,.. of oxpendi- ineu.....t by "'- Ministry· of Rolief and Rohabilitat.ion ..,.. noi 

•-h<ble. 
f Snppll.d by " Eastna Eocmoml•t "· 

711 
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Total Expeu- Total Ex- ., ElJ'.:ditme on 
etate .Year diture of penditure em. niveraity 

Government Edueati011 Educatiou Remarka 

Bhopal .. ' 11146-47 1,34.96,174 6,08,843 2,06,491 
1947-48 1,29~92,836 6,62,4'14 2,27,375 
1948-49 1.40.14,492 6,73,730 2,24,232 

Jiika.ner .. 1946-47 3,63.73,422 13,06,218 4,95,228 
1947-48 4,,03,21,736 19,07,472 6,04,,826 
1948-49 4,00,46,207 23,58,654: 8,8l,Ql7 

Cochin and Travan~ 1946-47 !2,64,0!,218 1,66,29,539 31,22,785 
oore. 194.7-48 14,73,13,266 2,03,68,()23 41,20,795 

1948-49 13,2!,44,221 2,42,61,516 47,46,6!7 

Hi.maebal Pradesh 1046-47 1,20,96,800 4.92.600 1 

: ~3,3321 !947-48 1,30.40,300 6,79,300 
1948-49 l,I9~{)4.,to() 8,69,100 

Hydembad• 1948-47 !6,96,3R,657 2,68,64,90! l .. 47,89,8721 
1947-48 22,91,17,714 2.98,70,828 69,93~90-S 
1948-49 22~.24,286 2,93,40,601 JJ8,02,986 

Joipur .. 1948-47 3,22,03,000 !3,87,000 3,74,000 
194748 3,03,00,000 30,41,000 6,39,000 
!948-49 

I 
4,00,56,000 32,93,000 5,96,000 

Jammu and Kash- 1948-47". 5,37,81,060 .37,51,000 3,67,444, 
mir> 194:7.48 6,92,88,000 33,49,000 

.. 
3,77,300 

1948-49 4,99,60,000 43,li,OOO 4,43.!00 

Kolhopur ·-· 194.6-47 1,38.4,2,58! 19,02,494 3,32,2...~ 
1947-48 1,78,67,800: 19,84,000 3,57,356 
1948-49 I,·i1,68,.000 !9,91,900 3,68,384 

.Kutch .. 1946-47 76,46,160 3,02,134 7~646 
1947-48 77,47.897 ·3,05,800. '7,748 
194.8-49 89,58,880 4-,11~670 . 8,959 

Alyoore .. 1946-4'1 ll,74,8S,561 1,3~,84,.492 17,03,5841 
1947-48 10,13,18,99~ - 1.64.3'7 ,380 19,95,984 
1948-49 11,37 ,59~000 . 2J'75,12,000 34,,46,989 I 

Patialo & East 1946-47 5,27~47,243 23,40,44,7 I 5,51,839 I 
Punjab Statee 1947-48 5,69,30,054 23,98,933 6,07,079 I 
Union. 1948-49 5,96,07,62~ 27,78,628 6,94..032 

Ra.mpur -. 1946-47 89,118,678 8,31,287 .. 
1947-48 1,09.16, 772 10,86,104, .. 
1948-49 1,06,71,894 10,38,775 .. 

:Cebri Garhwa.I .. 1946-47 31,11,955 91,357 ~=i 1947-48 38,88,737 1,76,168 
1948-49 53,64,116 _ s,4Q,487 I 29,986. 

•Budget figurea. 



APPENDIX P 

I. TnDANisx PBOl'LB's CoLLEG&l AND DANIBx AGIUOOLTUBAL EDu;· 
OATION 

1. Origin of t1le Danish PeopWe Oollegc Momnmt.-A description of the · 
Danish People' a College is appropriate to a study of Indian Universities. The 
conditioll8 under which it eame into being are strikingly' similar -to those in• 
India in the recent past. The manner in which the originator of the People's 
College programme promoted his idP.aa, and the ideas themselves, are strikingly' 
aimilar to those of Gandhlji and his Basic Education. 

The People's College movement has been a major influence in r&il!ing Den
mark from a very low condition to become the second state in Europe in 
per on. pita wealth; though there is scarcely a nation in Europe"" ith less natural' 
resources. The " peasant " rural class hG.B become the loading social force in · 
the oountry. The socisllegislation it has brought about is cautiously, though' 
strongly, progreseive. 

NiColai F. S. Gruudtvig, father of the People's College idea, was born in 
1783, and died in 1872; He began prO!noting his ideas of the l'eople's College .. 
in 1838, in much the same way as Gant!hiji p~Psented the Basic Education idea 
just a century later. 'While neighbouring European countries were gaining 
strength and prestige, Denmark bad been falling back. The< oountry was 
auak in illiteracy and - poverty, and there was general disillusionment, pessiJ 
mism and frustration. 

Culturally the Danes had lost their bearing. Everything foreign was i~; 
high favour. The native language was being displaoed by that of the nation 
which had recently defeated Denmark. Dcf~ated in war, in 1813 the nation 
was officially declared bankrupt. Norway seceded, after 400 years of union. 
Educated Danes were completely under the influence of foreign scholarship. 
Instead of being aroused by these conditions, the Danish people sank into hofle
less apathy, e~ecting national extinction. 

· It was in .such an atmosphere thab Grundtrig, at the age of 47, began ttl 
travelovf'uural Denmark, somewhatasGandh.iji did later over India, &rflUSing. 
wen and womf'n to the importance of education for the comm~n people, and 
to lo\ e of the fatherland and loyalty to it. 

Witnin a few years there was a strong mo~ement in fa'l'our of his ideas. 
Ho~, tlli111eea ,_ pMi111i l>efo.re thefust People's College was establis1ed. 

2. P«>ple'• College Principlu.-Grundtvig held that th11 ,.-ailing higher 
education had given young people undefined impressions of a culture foMgn 
to them, and had taught them to negl~ their own. He observed that the pre
vailing higher education rested on a system of e:mminations which students were 
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glad to take in the hope of " an assmed livelihood" in government service. 
He saw little love of cnlture for its own sake. "There had resulted a caste of 
the educated, and the masses of the country were left in ignorance to slave for 
them". This type of education, he thought; was not valuable to society, or 
even to the few who had attained it. He said that constantly poring over 
books developed an unlovely book-worm type. They wt're mentally sterile.. 
The students learned to look with disgust upon entering ordinary occupations. 

He wrote, " The only good school to train a boy for life is the home of an 
ablt', industrious man 111here a boy can learn to know and also to enjoy the 
work to which he will afterward devote· himself. To lock him up in what 
amounts to a scholastic reformatory spoils him for a simple life of 
industry ". "It will not do ", he wrote, "to have the whole population 
become professors, state officials or paupers, unless it be that they can literally 
liv~ on air". At that time a University degree was required for most gov
ernment appointments. It was largely that requirement which kept the 
Universities alive. 

Grundtvi!l came tJ believe that a natiflnal a\\akening must begin with a 
spiritual enlightenment of the common people. The m<Jther tongue, he be
lieved, should be a rnling factor, and the fatherland the living centre to which 
all hearts must be drawn. 

He began with rsreat faith iu books. B11t he found that the books he wrote· 
did not change the people's lives. His years spent in writing books seemed te 
him wasted. So he turned to what he called "the living word ". He would 
have his teachers live withthem.udents, telkingwiththem and being examples 
to them. He sought a relation similar to that of the old Tndisn guro with his 
pupils. He himself went about rural Denmark, meeting and talking with pee
pie face to face. He said," Great teaching ~ust be the i'ruit of actuai ex
perience on the part of the teacher, not the expression of mere theory ". 

The aim of his People's College, he held, "shcnld not be examinations and · 
an assured livelihood, but for each individual the development and enlighten
ment which bring their own reward. The aim of the school should be to find 
• the common universal subjectB ' to which the students would want to devote 
their time because of their usefulness, ot b!lCBuse of the pleasure they give ". 

Grundtvig ineisted that there should be· --inationn>f any kind in 
the People's Collegi;:' They were to teach ouly things which are of common 
interest to the whole people. · · 

The study of the mother.tongue and all that pertains to it he deemed of 
prime importance- · This emphasis did not result in insularity. An observer 
wrote; " Foreigners are surprised when they learn that simple peasants are 
leaders in Parliament, and in import&llt government departments. " 

Grundtvig held that the difference bstween the cultured and t.he uncul
tured person is that the former feels a sense of killShip with the intellectual life 
of the past which the latter is without. 

The first People's College was established by Kristen Kolb, son of a shoe
maker and a follower of Grundtvig, in 1851. It was started with a capit-al of 
le.a than Rs. 2,000, and with 15 students. He builta building for the school, 
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mostly with his own hands. His little pee.santschool seemed insignifice.nt. 
but " history me.kea no miste.ke when it attributes to it a decisive inftuence on 
the People's College ", e.nd a powerful inftuence in regeneration of Denmark. 
By his strong personality the People's College wa.a given a. solid footing in 
Denmark. Grundtvig said Kolb had transformed his ideas into reality in the 
beat manner. 

Kolb said, " I do not know so much about enlightenment a.s about enliven
ment. I enliven first and enlighten afterward, or at least enliven e.nd enlighten 
at the aa.me time ". Following his example, all the People's Colleges came to 
put·their chief emphasis on the awakening and development of personality; 
imparting knowledge was treated a.s of secondary importance.· He aa.id, I· 
found that not until the enthusiasm of my students WBS aroused were they ready 
for any instruction. 

3. Desmplion of tM Peopl~'• OoUeg~.-The People's Colleges of Denmark 
are residence institutions for adult young people, chiefly from rural life. They 
are not voce.tiona.l, but cultural, in their purpose. All of them, and of the 
agricultural schoola, are private institutions, usually owned by the principal!, 
but sometimes by an e.esociation. None but principe.Ja who combine such 
qualities a.s intelligence, forceful speech, business ability and good personality 
ce.n succeed. Though the government gives financial aid it does not interfere 
in management. Me.ny schoola would surrender government aid rather than 
submit to formal examinations by go~ernment. 

A. People's College which applies for public funds must first be rooogn1zed 
by government. In order to get recognition the sobool must have been in 
existenoe for at least two years and in both years must have had at least ten 
students for a year. No student may be under sixteen, e.nd not more than one 
·fourth may be under eighteen. The government me.kes grants according to the 
number of students. The poorer sohoola lose students and fina.lly close. Thus 
the students and not the government rate the schoola. Since there are no 
examinations and no degrees, the problem of uniform tests does not arise. 

While the government a.llowa a certain proportion of students · under 
eighteen, the People's Collegee are conducted on the a.ssumption that it is weli 
to have a break in schooling between the fourteenth e.nd the eighteenth year, 
or even longer. Many Danea hold that in this period of a.doleaoenoe and 
maturing, young people want to grapple with praotioa.l a.lraim, to become aelf
auflioient and self-reliant. 1. 

P"renta generally agree that only students over eighteen ahonld attend 
People's Colleges. They feel that students should first learn the tnanua.llabour 
of their future occupations, and should not attend People's C-olleges unless and 
until they have strong desire for educe.tion. The experience of the Colleges 
proves that this desire to learn aaserts itself without e.ny urging. 

• Whll• tht. p-me of lntemaptod oohoolillg hu boon hll!bly on..-u! for runJ l>ovo &ad 
1irlo. It la '- oo In tho oitieo. For oi~y youth the intomlptioo ot IICiiooling ofton ......,. that tho 
o;...., 1o '!""'' in ....,.;,~ money &nd aponding it fro&!. y on city diatractiona, oo thu when tho Y""'" 
fur I'Nplo'• ('nll"'l'" anin, earning &ad opondln• &ad urbe ""'""'lion habits ha,~ opciled &be 
na"*ralin- In Swed., urbu> Poople'a Co"- h""e ou~ better, but they are mo.., 
dit"ttitly vnNtional in nature. 
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A typical school has about 125 studentS during the year; though some or the·· 
more popular onea have two or three time! a.~ 'many. Most People's Colleges·· 
are for bath young men and young women.· Generally the men attend nom 
November to ·March, while the women, and sometimes men as" well, atten<l from' 
May to July. Some Danish People's Colleges are co-educational, as are most' 
ef those in Sweden. 

The schools are nearly allloCRted in the open country, a mile or two from 
& village or city. The students live in close asscciation with teachers, often 
in one large bailding. The furnishings are simple, sometimes meagre, and so 
the etndents are not educated away from aimple living. The principal and family 
have at least one·meal a day with the students. Stndents and teachers eat· 
at a common table, spend part of their evenings' togethei, and there is the .. 
same familiar intercourse between students and teachers as among thll'' 
students themselves. 

Problems of discipline are practically unknown. Some schools have formal 
1!1;udent government, bnt the shortness of the term prevents its full development. 

Aaout five per cent of the stndents come from cities and town8; and the· 
rest from the farm& and villages. Abont a third of the students go to schools ' 
in some part of the country distant from their homes, thus promcting· 
national unity. 

The currioulum of the"Prople's Ccllege covers ground somewhat similar 
to that suggested by the UniverSity• Ccmmission's report conlierliing general 
education in the chapter on Ooursu of Stuily.. The cnrriculum ·of the existing 
People's Colleges includes all major fields of general edncation, with literature, · 
history, the art of government, the physical and biological sciences, and also 
erdinary practical school811bjecte to a greater or lesser degree. 

Lectures are very much used. The secret of success with lectures seems to 
be the thorough 'mastery of the subject by the lectnrer, his all-round educstion, · 
61ld his~ interest in his work .. Text-books are not generally followed, though'· 
the h'braey ·is muoh llSed. · 

The schools have a deeply religious spirit; bnt there is no formal instruc
tion in religion. With a few ohuroh supported institutions this is not the ease. 

The,Psople's Ccllege is attractive.~ young'peo!lle; Many look forward to 
it for years; and save money for it. · 

Opponents of the People's Cclleges held' that the best preparation for a · 
'farmer is to learn agriculture, and that the People's Colleges were a waste of 
·time. Others held that the peasants were incapable of cultnre. Agricultnral 
schools were set up in opposition to the People's Cclleges. They mostly failed 
-except as they were taken over by men who had been trained in People's 
Cclleges. The view has come to prevail thata young man should first attend a 
People's College and get a broad outlook on life, and then ~ke courses in .an 
agricultural school. There are as many agricultural colleges m Denmark with 
40,00,000 of population as in India with 32,00,00,000. Since the boy or J!irl 
was out of school and at practica.l work from age 14 to 18 or 20, be has prac~ICal 
experience. The development of Danish rural life in agriculture, c_o-operat1ves, 
social legislation and decentralized industry is pointed to as eVIdence of the 
aonndn~"· of this position. 
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4. Some Reau1ts of tM People's Oollege Pf'ogmmme.-One over-all result is 
claimed for the People's College programme : that it has created an intellectual 
and spiritual climate in which progress seeilll!· to be the natural course. The 
People's Colleges do not haveepecialcoursesoncoopel'&tives, yetDeiiiil8rkhas 
a large and sueeessful cooperative development, and inost heads of cooperatives 
are men or women from People's Colleges. The .People's Colleges are not 
political, yet it is claimed to be largely through their inJluence that Denmark 
1s very advanced in sociallegialation. The Danes have a good government, yet 
they prefer to handle their own affairs in private cooperative groups, rather than 
to have an army of public officials and employees controlling their affairs. A 
list of some of the achievements of rural Denmark since the birth of the People's 
Colleges is instructiv111 

· ~ a direct result of the People's College movement nearly every village 
and town has its lecture society. These have meetings once a month which 
oombine literary and social interests. The meetings are eagerly attended. 
There is on~ such society for every 1,500 people in Denmark. The average 
attendance is about 100, so about 6 per cent. of the rural people of Denmark 
have such an experience each month. 

A widespread habit of reading• also has developed. Denmark publishes 
one magazine for each 2,200 people, and one daily paper for each 20,000 people.. 
Nearly every home has· its own library, and every small town its book stQre. 
The vi!lnge publio libraries of Denmark contain two and a half times aa many 
books SB do the city libraries, and the villsge cireulation of books is larger. 
A new book is published each year for each 1,000 of the population, so each 

. Dane must buy several books a year. _ 

The spoech of the common people, which Grundtvig nurtured as a literary 
form, has become the language of literature. The academic language of a 
century ago has entirely diesppeared. With this simple speech of the people, 
Grundtvig held, " people can exprees the loftiest thought in plain words ". 
Of oourse, scientific nomenclature must recognize ~temational uesge. 

The " old school ties " of the People's College help to keep alive fellow
ship and mutual understanding. There are alumni meetings each year, and 
aloo usually each fall several days are spent in a reunion where old students can 
refreo.h their outlooks and spirits. The attendance is large. Also extension 
lectures take the People's College to the villages. 

8ocui. UGJSUTION 

Child labour is prohibited under fourteen years, and night work for children 
under eighwen. The old-age pension system of Denmark has been largely 
copit>d by England, the United States and New Zealand. 

Insurance against accidents while at work is paid for by industry as a part 
of the 0011t of production. There is unemployment insurance, so that a petson 
J!lBY oontume to have an income if his job fails. This is managed, not by the 
gcVt'rnmen~. but by the workers. Similarly " sick clubs ", to care for the 

lr111SMolEdo. 
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. members during illness are privately organized and manag~ by the members, 
but with government financial help. There are also excellent old people's 
homes and provision for relief of invalids. Provisions for arbitration and 
conciliation between ell!p!oyees and employers, have largely eliminated' indus-
trial etrife. . 

EOONO:WO DEVELOPMENT 

Of young men and women who attend People's Colleges, about 90 per cent. 
return to their home communities, while many others become rural teachers, 
manageril of cooperatives etc. Thus the People's College is strengthening and 
refining, rather than impoverishing, the rursl life. The Danish farmer has 
become a scientist at his work, and Denmark has becom•like a big experiment 
station in agriculture. Whereas their grandfathers were mostly tenants, more 
than nine-tenths of the farmers now own the land they cultivate. . . . 

A century ago a constdeT&ble part of Denmark was waete heath land. 
Nearly all this has been reclaimed, though sometintes thirty years of conti
nuous scientific treatment is necessary to turn a barren waste into productive 
farm land. 

The country has a large number ·of cooperative organizations through 
which the people serye themselves in many ways. The following list, published 
in 1939, indicates how the education provided by the People's Colleges finds 
e'Xl!ression in econom 'c affairs. 

--------------------~~~--.. NumhOT 

K nd of Cooperative 

Food-stu!!' SooietiOa 

Dairy Societies 

Milk Testing ABSOoiAti!>DB 

Dalllah Dairy Butter-seal Societies 

Bacon Fa.otoriea 

The United Baoo n l'actorioa 

Danlah Egg Export 

Potato Export 

Butter Esport 

Cattle Export 

D61llah l!aoon Oo mpany 

Caitlellreedlng Anooiationo 

' 
of 

Orga.niza-
tiona. 

(approxi-
mately) 

1,387 

1,400 

800 

400 

1,400 

62 

80 

,700 

15 

10 

15 

1 

700 

Y~ar the 
First was 
(lrgani7ed 

1~1 

188~ 

.1887 

1902 

1900· 

1887 

1890 

1895 

1913 

1888 

1898 

1912 

ISS! 
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Number 
of Year the 

Kind of Cooperative Org&oiza- Fimwaa 
tiona Organized 

(appro xi• 
mately) 

Horae B.-ling Aaooo!atlona 400 1879 

Swine Breeding Auooiatlona .. 200 l882 

Shoop Breeding Auoolat.lone •• •• 1150 1899 

Goat Breeding Alloc!&tlona .. 00 1009 

Cow-'-tlllfl Aesoolatio.. , .. 1,760 1892 

Couaumera' Booiette. 1,8:U 1872 

Credlt..U.ooiatlona .. 14 (1776)18150 

Banklns Aaooclo>tlona 100 1897 

The Co-operative Bank, Coptmhagou .. ,. 1 1913 

Savin111 Alaoolationa .. .. 1500 188& 

Cottle lnauranoe Anoolatlona 2,1500 ,,, 1810 

Bull Aoooei&tioD.I 1,400 188& 

Roll lnauranoo Aesooktlono liD , 188' 
Storm Inounnoo Auooiatl01>1 .. .. 13 1866 

Firo Inouranoo Aooooiatlona 10 1856 

Aoeldent lnauraooo AotoolaUUD.I (200,000 
moml>on) 1809 

Life In~u"""ce Alaoolotlona 10 100. 

(l.,. of Mach~Deey 2,000 1914 

Eloot.rleal Pl&nta 400 189G 

Co&l Supply Allooiatlo111 .. 000 1913 . 
Fert.!U•or Aooooiationo •• 1,.00 1886 

Bakerieo 40 IS!l8 

Fruit BooiaUeo liO 111!>S 

SouotorlWil Aeooolatiooa .. 1,!00 1-
0omOD\ "-JatioD.I .. 860 19ll-
1\ootllljl ~tions 1 illll 

~I 
I 
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There is a policy of " building from the ground up " and vesting the power 
in the local unit rather than in a central organization. The mortality of Danish 
cooperatives has been verf low. 

. The cooperatives are open to all responsible persons, have democratic 
management, operate on a caSh economy, and keep open accounts,. with ·no 
secrets. The membership is voluntary and withdrawal without financial loss is 
made easy for a person who wishes it. 

Throughout Denmark there are many agricultural study circles. Nearly 
every cottsgehas a radio, and broadcasts on agricultural and other subjects are 
frequent. There is an organization for national economic work for young 
people, for cooperative work undertakings, the aim of which is to increase the 
~terest of young people in· farming. T_here are gymnastic clubs in many 
viUage~ . 

Though Danish agriculture is very efficient, less than 10 per cent. pf the 
rural people have attended even a six month!~' agricultural course. The agri
cultural quality is held to depend largely on a state of mind engendered by the 
People's College. The students develop a habit of study, the open mind, and 
appreciation of expert knowledge and of cooperation. 

·All over Denmark there are" societies of control". These are cooperative 
societies which employ agricultural expe~ The expert advises on so;!, crops 
and live herds, and prescribes feed and care. When market conditions chsnge, 
the farmer is advised by his expert what to do, and he can at once change crops to 
meet new conditions. Thus the whole agri«u!ture of Denmark has made quick 
shifts to meet new international conditions, and this without any government 
dictation. 

The People's College bas not beP.n the ouly p~gressive element. The 
democratic constitution of Denmark, likE; that of India, was the result of a 
somewhat romantic middle class movement, following the trend of the times. 
Gmndtvig believed that for actual democracy to appear there must be geneml 
eauoation for the common people. When. the new peasant party sought 
thorough-going reforms, the same liberals who put through the new constitution 
united with conservatives to prevent democratic policies from emerging. 
Two great political figures, Georg Br&l).des and Viggo Horup, fought for demo
cracy, and were largely instrumental iii bringing it about. A ·vigorous contes~ 
raged from 1870 to 1901; when a new and very democratic constitution was 
adopted. 

5. Limitation of the Peopk's Oollege .Movement.-The Danish People's 
College is no self-perpetuating systam for achieving high citizenship. When 
Grundtvig outlined its principles more than a century ago he was far in advance 
of biB day, and the effort to achieve his ideals brought a great upsurge in the 
national life. Were he living today be doubtless would have accepted the. 
scientific attitude and its social implications. His followers until recently 
tended to retain the position he held in his day, rather than to progress as be 
progressed dqring his life. Some people feel that some of the Danish People's 
Colleges through this kind of orthodoxy are tending to become statio, and are 
loaing their position of vital leadership. . -- . . . . - . . . . 
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6. Lessom fM India.-There are two dangers in the Indian basic education 
movement. One is that it siJ.all booome conventional, worldly and self-seeking, 
losing its strong consecration to fundamental human needs and values. The 
other danger is that it shall fix as a rigid orthodoxy the position Gandhiji took 
under the particular circumstances of his time, and shall not grow and progress 
in his spirit of " experimenting with trnth ". There is danger of yielding to 
both these tendencies at the same time. A People's College movement would 
need to guard against both dangers. 

For an institution similar to that of the Danish People's College to develop 
in India will require a supply of suitable teachers. This may well be one of the 
activities of the rural universities. The rural university in this way would help 
to build a bridge between the world of scholarship and the life of the common 
people. Fortunately there exists in India a body of men and women committed 
to rural education and experienced in it who could make a substantial beginning 
to that end. · 
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n.-NEW RuRAL PB0l!'ESSION8 

The following descriptions are of new or partly developed profei!Siona 
mentioned in the chapter on Rural Universities. Some of these are rural in 
their nature, while others, though concerned with the whole of Indian life, are 
definitely appropriate for rural university study. , . 

Water Conlrol Engineering.-Because of the seasonal dietribution of rain
fall over moet of India, and of the semi-arid condition of much of the country, 
and elso because the prinllipal crop, rice, requires irrigation, the very life of 
India depends on the oontrol of the water supply. If the use of the river flow 
in India should be inl)l'688ed from five or six per cent to twenty five or thirty 
per cent, and if other good agricultural practices should be followed, the crop 
yield of India might be more than doubled, floods Gould be reduced, and health 
conditions in some areas could be greatly improved. In this development 
water Gontrol engineering must play an important part. Large scale river 
control for irrigation, flood control, power development and navigation will go 
far in increasing the total water supply for irrigation. 

Where electric power is generated, there need be no conflict batween basic 
industries, such as aluminium and chemicals which use large amounte of electric 
power, and vigorous development of rural life and industry. The use of large 
amounte of power in basia industries may actually make more feasible the 
electrification of rural areas. Moreover, there is no reason why the basic 
industries should be located in cities. They can be located in the !Jlidst of a 
group of villages, getting their labour from such villages. The Alcoa, Tennessee 
plant of the Aluminium Company of America, the largest aluminium plant of 
the world, is 80 located. 

The control of great river systems is only the beginning of the work of the 
wat<!r control engineer. After such great project& are carried to the utmost, a 
large part of India must depend on more limited sources of water supply. The 
construction of tanks by modern methode can be greatly extended. 

As Indian farming is improved and mechanized, even though still conducted 
on a relatively small scale, perhaps twice as much total crop will be raised by 
a quarter as many farmers. Probably a hundred million Indiana will be released 
from agrionlture. One of the waya in which very large numbers of men can be 
UBed for long periods is in providing storage for surplus water, even by the 
excavation of great cisterns where that is the only possible method. In the 
need to find employment for the large nnmbers 80 released there will be justifi
cation for water storage project& which in other conditions wonld not be eoono
mically sound. 

A groat deal of Indian agriculture is oarried on by pumpiug water from 
wolls. So long as such pumping is by human muscle power or by bullock power 
tht>re may be little danger of exhausting the ground water. With electric power 
a hundred times as much water might be pnmped from a siugle well, and the 
ground water might be exhausted. Water control engineers should make 
careful ground water surveys where irrigation is by pumping. In some cases it 
will be ileot\'!Silry to rigidly limit the amount of pumpiug to prevent the failure 

•u 
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of agricul~ i:' large areas. Legislation similar to that previously suggested 
for relocating villages eould be used for administering the ground water supply. 

Ove_r a oonsiderabl~ part of the penins~a., ground water ill found only in 
fissures m the underlymg rook. If a well mtereepts one of these joints or 
fis.sures an abunda~t supply may be had. If it misses a fissure by five or ten. 
feet the well ma.y y1eld almost no water. Much hard work is wasted in digging 
dry we~ The water control engineer should become skilled in geophysical 
exploration, so that by the use of electrical and electronic devices water veins 
can be located and the waste of digging dry wells can he avoided. 

In some areas it is possible to spread the flood flow of rivers so that it will 
sink into the ground and renew the ground water. This process has been 
developed in C..lifornia.. · 

Irrigation often results in the accumulation of salts at the surface and in 
the min of fine irrigated lands. The water control engineer can prevent this, 
and can even reclaim land that is naturally too heavily impregnated with salts 
to raise crops. 

We have outlined some of the work of the water oontrol engineer to show 
how an only partially developed profession can grow and can contribute gre&tly 
to the wealth and economic oocurity of rural India. 

SIJillmprooement Engineering.-The earth was not made for man's special 
benefit. He takes it as he finds it and improves it to suit his purposes. Civili
zation is largely made up of the efforts of men to master nature and to make it 
serve their needs. In very little of India is the rainfall ideally distributed for 
agriculture. So men correct the unhalan<;e by irrigation. The soiLs of India 
am the results of geological forces having no purposeful relation to maximum 
productiveness. They mnat he studied, understood, and completed by human 
effort. There are some who disapprove of the use of mineral fertilizers t<l 
correct natural or man-made soil deficiencies. Natuxal soils vary greatly in 
the presence or absence of the mineral elements which are esSllUtial to the best 
growth of plants, and therefore in their fertility. It should be ths aim of soil 
improvement eugineeriug to oocuxe the optimum mineral balanee so that a soil 
being treated shall approximate to the best balanced and most productive soils 
found in natura. J nat as land may be ruined by excessive or unskilled irrigation, 
ao can it he injured by unakilful use of fertilizer. The cure in each case is not 
to" go back to nature", but to master the subject by scientific inquiry. 

Much exploration is yet needed before the treatment of soil can he made to 
reach its full possibilities. This is true not only as to mineral cunt<mts, inclu<l
ing such necessary " trace elements "as manganese, boron, cobalt, zinc and 
copper which have been overlooked until recently, but also with reference to 
soil organisms which help or hinder the growth of crops. 

Much of the soil of India is seriously eroded, part of it so seriously that it 
is entirely out of use, except for poor pasture .. ~y the use of good. engineering 
and modern equipment such as bulldozers, millions of acres of thiS abandoned 
11ud can be bro11ght back to full production. 
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Ancient Peru, which before ita conqu.st had perhaps a higher degree of 
economic security than any country in the world, developed most of itsegricul~ure 
on steep rocky mountain sides, by means of stone terracea 80 .veil built that 
after four centuries of neglect by the conquerorl!, they are still largely intac~. 
A Peruvian, working for his government, might spend hi.! entire life in building 
terraces and filling them with rock and aoij so as to create a few acres of land. 
The process was time-consuming, but once completed -and supplied with water 
through irrigation canals built along the mountain sides, the terraces formed new 
land which would support a family for generations to come. The !rrogotes of 
the Phillipines similarly practice successful hillside terracing, as do farmers in 
the Himalayas. All a means for using very large numbers of men displaced· 
from agriculture in wayg which will add to the permanent national resources, 
land terracing has vast pO!!Bibiblies for India. 

At the mouthS of Icdia's great rivers are vast. expanses of land a little 
below sealevel, or 80 little above that they are too wet for cultivation. Holland 
has reclaimed large areas of such land, not nearly as fertile, and thereby has 
added to her population resources and to her wealth. With proper soil improve· 
ment engineering India can in the same way add fertile lands and goad 
homes for millioll.S of people. The Sunderban aren in Bengal ill evidence of 
such po811ibilities in India. 

These suggestions by no means exhanst the possible fields fo-r the soil im
pr,vement engineer, but they indicate what a variety of work is open to this 
new rural profession. 

TemperolUre Ocmtrol Bngineenng.-Thetropioalsun'sheat, which now in 
many waya is a handicap to Indian life, can become one of our great resources 
through the new profession of temperature · control engineering. linch 
of India needs hot watsr, especially during the winter months. It ill entirely 
feasible, by me&Il8 of simple engineering and construction, to uae the sun's 
energy to heat water which then can be stored in insulated tanka. In this way 
a year round supply of hot water can be provided without the use of fuel, as 
ia done in America under far leas favourable ciroumstancea. 

With aomewhat greater expenditure the heating of entire houses during 
winter months can be done by using 110lar energy for heating and storing water, 
using circulating hot water for warming a honse. In that way nearly all fuel 
for house heating may be sand. Homes, sohools and factories of the future 
will have temperature oontrol to make them plll&Bant places for working during 
hot weather. 

E•ery good village should ban a cold atorege and " deep freeze " centre 
fur the piesP.l'\'ation of food, as well as refrigeration for each family. Every 
important fishing •illage and every large fiohing vessel should have provision& 
for oll'aning, packing and freezing fresh fish, and there should be provisions for 
ahipping froaen foode. .For these and other nsea, temperature l'ontrol engi
neering can have great ell:tsnaion in rural India. P'ood preservation by freezing 
will oome to be one of the oommon necessities which a village cannot &!ford to 
be without, just as many villages cannot alford to be without inigation water. 
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Fooa Pro0011sing Tec1mology.-Many kinds of food are overproduced al 
110me seasons and almost wholly laeking at others. Food processing and pre· 
servation can greatly incroo.~e and stabilize the food supply. Much grain u 
lost becanse it is stored with too mnch moisture. Control of the moisture con· 
tent of grain for storage is becoming well developed. .All these processes re
quire a high degree of training and skill, and constitute a new profession 01 

technology;. 

·~ 0/wmurgic Engineering" .-This is a term given recently in America tc 
the prooess of turning farm crops, especially waste, into industrial products. 
The half million tons per year of waste molasses in the sugar industry should 
be nsed for production of industrial alcohol, stock feed, fertilizer or other use· 

·fill products. Sugarcane bagasse and jute w.aste should become an import
ant source of highly o.esirable bnilqing materials for interior work. Castor 
oil may become an important source of nylon fibre. The vegetable oils 
af south India may be processed ,or many industrial purposes. The possibili· 
ties of sisal have not been fully explored. Many of the forest trees and wild 
plants of India are unexplored as to their chemical industrial possibilities. 
" Chemurgic Engineer~ " opens new world for rural industry. 

Ocean ProO.ucts Teclmology.-India is bordered by fishing villages, but the 
processes are almost as primitive as a thousand years ago. The head of the 
Oceanographic Institute at Woods Hole in the U.S.A. recently e>.11ressed the 
opinion that in large areas of ocean south of India an acre of ocean would pro
duce twice as much food as an sere of good Inman land. Ocean prodncte 
technology can begin with improvements in packing, cooling or freezing, trans· 
porting and marketing fish products, and in processing and selling fish wastes 
for industrial products, poultry food and fertilizers. 

But that need be only the beginning of a great new field of industry. All 
the profession of ocean products technology develops we may look forward, not 
only to a great direct increase offood suppiy, but to a very large increase of 
fertilizer, made of all living things in the ocean, plant or animal, not otherwise 
useful. The ocean, especially those parts wh~re " plankton" and other life is. 
most abundant, can be a vast source of vitamins, drugs, oils, glue, chemicals, 
leather, poultry food and fertilizer. The fishing villa,ues and ti>wnsaround -the 
coast of lnrua may become places of varied industrial life. Ocean resources 
may go far towards balancing India's foo'd budget. - · 

Mineral Processing.-India has a great vanety of mineral products. There 
is no reason why these should be sent to lari!;e cities or to foreign lands for 
processing •• Much of that work can be done by village or small town industries 
at or near where the minerals are found. · Mica can be prepared re-ady for final 
use, including ground mica for paints and lubricants. Kyanite can be_mad., into 
furnace linings, asbestos into roofing and other products. The field of mineral 
prGeessing is so large and so varied that any detailed ruscussion is out of place. 

Rural lndustria! Cm;nseUin;J.-By and large, the chief disadvantage ~f 
wuch small industry is less in small scale production than. in the limitations of 
small scale management. Big industries can afford specialist• in adminis
tration, in buying, selling, finance, accounting, labour management, and in the 
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development of mnnllfacturing processes, and research. For small seale in
dustry to realize its full poseibilities it is necesesry that such special services 
shall be availablo to small industries as well as to lerge ones. 

This need of small industry for specialized services is only now becoming 
generally recognized. In America such help is becoming availeble, chiefly 
from private organization, but in a lesser degree from the government. In 
Scandinavia the Sllme results are being achieved by cooperation of small in
dustrieij with the help of government. 

In Finland a very interesting process is under way. About two hundred 
small metal industries, scattered over .Finlend, with from three or four em
ployees to two hundred employees e&JJh, have developed a cooperative orga
nization for supplying the member firms with these specialized services. A 
central office was set up, supported by a percentage of the income of each 
member firm. This office supplies its merubers with technical advice and ser
vices of many kinds. It looks after import and licencing arrangements, pur
chases supplies and raw materials, works out new technical methods for manu
facturing, prnpares accurate working drawi.ugsandspecificationafor products 
being manufactured, helps in marketing products, •uperviaes accounting and 
business management, and arranges loans at -the banks. Wbere the central 
office, with its staft' of forty members, cannot supply the research facilities or 
the technical services in Finland, it can locate such services in the ad
joining countries, and can quickly make the neoeseary arrangements. 

Thus these little firms, through their cooperative organization, have avail
able the highly specialized modern technical services which had been avail
able only to great corporation.. This development has occurred in a poverty 
at.rioken, war devastated nation, in a barren country along the arctie circle among 
a people just emerging from primitive life. They do have the advantage of 
a high quality of integrity in personnel, business and public reletions. In India 
a similar movement hBll been suggested by Sir M. Viavesvaraya through the All 
India Manufacturers' Organization. The Indian rural university might wen 
nndnrtake to develop and to supply leadership for thes(> services so esRential to 
th<l sucoMs of small rural industry. Somewhateimiler servioos are necessary 
for agricultural marketillg cooperatives. • 

Rural Puhlio Admini~tration.-Tbe profession of public administration in 
a rural domooracy has yet to be developed in ladia. Democracy cannot 
thrive unleti8 the people learn to handle their local affairs themselves. If the new 
Imlia is to he truly democratic it must learn to combine the loeal management 
of local affairs, and the regional m~n"!(ement of regional affairs, with co-opera
tion and unity in those matters which must he dealt with by th.- n"tion as a 
whol~. 

In all democrat-in gvvernment, while the general over-aU control rests with 
elr~trd representatives nf the people who come from flvery walk of life, thl' 
a<~tuBl a<lministration of the public busin....s can ht-st be performed by pro
f,,_.ionally trained, skilled and cxp.-riencl'd specialists. The firhJ. fJtJ""l!ayalB 
will ne<'d permanent secretaries. District police supervisors should be, noL 
politician•, but professionally trained men who are skilled in the theory and . . 
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art of public order and safety. The rural university should train professional 
safety directors. While in much of India land records are well kept and pro
sent no serious problem, yet in other parts such record lreeping has been a 
vast sourde of petty blackmail, graft, special privilege and coercion by small 
of!iciala and self-seelring persons. This whole field of title recording and ad~ 
ministration should be raised to a professional level. It should fall to tho 
rural university to develop good methods of title administration, and to train 
men for that work. 

There are many other elements of rural public service for which the rural 
university should prepare. Travelling accountants could train local oflicen in 
simple accounting methods for villages, and for the larger administrative units 
between village and district, which havediffe:Eent names in different parts of 
India. They conld also 8Upervise accounts and prevent irregularities. Sani
tary officers will need to be trained, the distribution of irrigation water llhould 

_ be improved, and the collection of taxes should be regularized. 

Rural Social W elfare.-Over all of rural India, aside from missionary 
undertslrings, there is very little provision for the care of the aged or orphans, 
crippled, blind and deaf. Nor is there any orderly provision for relief in time 
of natural catastrophe. Rural social services should bedevel::>ped, not to take 
the place of neighbourly care and friendliness, bnt to help them to intelli· 
gent action and to supplement them where necessary. This work should not 
be over-professionalized, but should strive to make the ordilll!.ry prooesses of 
fa wily life and neighbourliness intelligent and effective. 

Even though care of the sick is a neighboiuhood service, performed with
out pay, the educating of village women in such intelligent care will provide 
work for many well trained professional women. Educntion in community 
life, cooperation and organization may qnil<e change the spirit and character 
of a village. The quality of family life c&n .be greatly changed for tho better 
by wise family guidance, and by eduoation directed by qualified workers. The 
teaching of nutrition and food preparation in villages will provide careers for· 
many trained women. Villa.ge people do well·to direct their own recreation, · 
yet a trained recreation leader may be effective in tesclring the best folk dances, 
games and other forms of recreation. The work of a single r<'.creation leader 
has sometimes changed the recreation habits of many villages and developed 
local amateur leaders of community recreation .. Keeping in mind the policy that· 
a.> far as possible the social services of villages should be voluntary neighbourly 
action, yet in many fields there is room for well trained professional social 
wo~kers to provide education, l'noonragement and supervision for such volun
tary e.lrort. The various rural social services are now scattered through seve
ral departments of government, with coll!lf'_quent overlapping and confusion. 
The rural university might well be an agency for unifying and harmonizing the 
rural social service work of the various departments of government. 

The field of professional social service is constantly broadening and is 
provi<ling training for men and women in new and important fields. There is 
prospeot that it may contribute substantially in enlarging and refining the 
cultural and social quality of rural India. 
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Rural Lan.i and Village PlaMing.-All discussed elSewhere in this report, 
most Indian villages should be entirely rebuilt, often on new locations. It 
may seem at first th~ught that a village is only a village and needs no skilled 
planning. Such is not the case. The wise location of streets so that the na
tuml drainage will be good, the proper planning and location of sewers and 
draillll, the best size, shape and location of hou8e sites, the best size and loca
tion of playgrounds, school houses, public buildings and meeting plac~s. garden 
plots, pastures and barns, airplane landing fields, and locations for industries
all these are importsnt, and trained and experienced. men and women ~an best 
handle them. In many cases groups of villages will unite in planning landing 
fields, playgrounds, schools, common pasture, or industries. There again pro
fessional planr.ers will be ua~J. 

One of the great wastes of Indian agriculture is the fragmentation of land 
holdings. Land planners, working under suitable legislation, should become 
skilled in working out and administering t.he consolidation of land holdings, 
and in suggesting improvements in legislation for that pnrpo.•c. 

More and more India will want to preserve its wild spots of natural h<"auty, 
making them precious possessions of the whole people. Land pl~nners should 
be skilled and experieneed leaders in this mo.,ement. 

Altogether the profession of land pl:mning can become highly developed 
and higbly W!eful. To make it such should be tbe work of the rural university. 

The Professioo of Social Engineerit!g.-In tJte old daysmoatdisputss or other 
diffl\rences were settled by local panchayats or village elders. Few cases went 
to the court<!. With the imposition of English law and the rise of urban uni· 
V<"rsity Ia wschools the condition hasgeatlychanged. Tbereislitigationevery
where. Smllll town lawyers thrive ehiefly as people quarrel. We are told by 
well informed advocates that outside large cities, more t.han 90% of legal prac-
tice is due to quarrels and litigation. • 

For the welfare of rural India the legal profession as it now exists should 
be largely repla&'d by the profPSsion of social enginet>.r. Ria work should be, 
not to win law suits and thereby to pile up a fortune, but to prevent the need 
for litigation and to further social harmony. He should aimatrevivinglheset
tlemt>nt of diffftl'ellces by informal agreement before panchayats or rural elders, 
and to darify sooial custolllll and sooial relations, eo that there would be fewer 
occasions for disputea. He Phould encourage the habit of making clear records 
of important agreements so that misunderstandings will not result froiD poor 
memory. The English lnw brought traditions of ~quality of rights to a 
l'u]ture in which some perso!LB were considered to be superior and others mem
als. While we hold to the new roneept of equality of rights emphasized by 
our constitution, the old habits of intsrnal harmony and informal solving of 
ditr.•n-nces should be revived. Social engineering should h<" not a toohnique 
lor maintaining the atct.a guo of privil<>ge or class stratification. T'.tle ba~ie 
human rights nf the new Indian conRtitnti•m should be its guide. 
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Tt.~ drafting ofl<·gislationaffectingrurallife •hould be the careful, skilled 
work of the social engine.er who has learned to fully understand and to fullv 
state the. issue, who knows what legislation of the kind in tb_is or other countriea 
h'ls been moot successful, and who knows how to provide the simplest, most 
econourical, and m011teasily understood legialative expr<'.ssion. A vast amount 
of bad government comes from uns)cilled drafting of legislation. 1\s a rule 
the politician wants his leg;.lation to be successful, and would weleome such 
help. The social enginooring profession wouldalsowatchproposed legislation: 
to dra•,9 public attenti.m to that which would be harmful because of careless 
drafting. The so~iaJ engineer should be recognize.! as no less important to 
society than the public health officer, and sb.ould similarly be supported by the 
tmblic. . . 

Rural Sar.iology and Ant~ropal<>gy.-The field of rural sociology ahould not 
be a booki~h subject, though a solid background of scholarship is necessary. The 
cultureofindia possesses many elements. It.hould bethechief business of the 
rural sociologist and &nthropologist to know what theM" cultUTal resources nre, 
to insure the preservation and discrimination of their valuable elements, and 
to introduce new cultural elements which will add t'> the range and quality 
of social life. 

Rural Arts.-Similar!y, the resources of rural arts, crafts, games, .mu~ 
and dancing should be Mplored and the best preserved and spread, somewhat 
as ia being now accomplished at Santinilretan. N umerons such centres of in
f!oenee at rural univeraities, with mutual give and takd with primary and 
secondary schools, would be desirable. 

!lural Medir:al Service.-Most doctars trained in uban medical achoola 
shun rural life: Both in urba..'l and rural medicine there are many physicians 
who are maintaining a high st.andard of unselfish public service. But perhaps 
there e.re not enough of them to det-ermine the over-all attitudeoftheprofes
sion. one reason for inclining to this opinion is that many of the succeMful· 
nrbc.n physicians have inb.erited the traditione of undemocratic aristocracy. 
The medical schools find difficulty in securing ablt> n>en who will give np large 
income~ for teMbing. The rural university should develop a different mew
cal tradition. The rural physician should J:S•t his lot with the people he serves, 
taking only a modP.rate inoome, such as will give him mOderate economic securi- · 
ty and enable him to keep fully in touch with ·developments in his profession. 

The possibilities of cooperative medicine and health ll'ervic<" should he 
d3veloped. .Along with tl:te training of rurlll phy•icians tbe rural university 
should t.rain physicians' assistants and nurses. These &SI!.ist.ants can hand!<' the 
routine health work of th~ villal!:ell from se.c.>ndary oohool centres, while the 
rural pl!.yaician C•n receive tbe mou- difficult cases at larger clinie<~ or hospitals 
pr<}perly sp!\ced, where feasible at the sites of medical schools. These need not 
be in cities. We are informed by the head of a very large clinic in a very small 
town thnt distance from the city is an advantage. It sift-s out the ordinary 
routine o~s~, and !Paves space for difficult cases from wbicll stud~>nts can leam 
most. 
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JII.-BliGOESTIONS WOB RESEARCH IN RliBAL UNIVE!lSITiliB. 

In extension of the diseuS!Oion of research in the chapter on Rural U ni: 
wrsities, the following are illustrative of subjects that would be appropriate 
for rural university research, though ruany of them would be suited to other 
universities as well. In most of the tielas described there are Ofportunitiea 
for good and important work, even where laboratory equipment ie meagre or 
perhaps entirely absent. As a rule some library fa~ilities would be neceSB&ry. 
Of course, adequate laboratory facilities would greatly assiet research, and in 
aome cas~s, &8 in much exploration of natural resources, would be neceBMry. 

Ethical Research. -Cannot the spirit of research challenge the saying that 
soiooce is conc~rned only with statilltical facts, and not with values. Where ie 
there better opportunity than in India to use the metbods of science to explore 
both the means and ends of living 1 Ethical res~arch can address itself to 
the practical problems of rural India. What personal and social oUAtoms tend 
to oocumber and degrade life 1 What conditions lead to those habita t Ca11. 
clear statements. of ethical policy be made, based on disciplined scientific 
observa\ion nnd therefore subject to test and verification, which will define 
doairable personal and social attitudes, and therefore lay a basis for removing 
harmful huruan relationships 1 

Such ethical research might well cove-r all the motiv.es nod customs which so 
obstruct harmonious and effective living. It can explore the conditions which 
produce these undesirable attitud~andtheconditionswbich favour goodwill, 
integrity, and wholesome hlliillln relations. Such inquiry will call for the help 
of biology, psychology, sociology and anthropolo!J.y. Seldt>m does any one 
field of research stand 1\lone. ..A chief hindrance to sucl) exploration is moral 
timidity. It t~>kes couragetoexamin~objeotively a custom which is general 
and long-liv~. 

Psychoklgical Ruearch.-What prevents the rural Indi~>n mind from con
stantly se8l<'hing for better ways ofliving 1 Is it not true that the rural Indian 
mh;•d ie naturally ask~n and vigoroue as any other 1 In what way can old sets 
of mind be broken aud an attitude of eager inquiry be awakened 1 The methods 
us~ by C. H. Robertson in China in arousing whole area~~ of seemingly let.Juug.ie 
villagers llo a high pitch of interest in modern eoieoce, might well be studied. 
The psychologists hiLve the rare opportunity of critically exploring the pro
oesses of the rural Indian mind, and of learning how on a vast scale to arouse 
and awaken those minds without coercing or dominating or exploiting thf>m. 
Ao a rull', psychologists who are from the villages and who know and respect 
the village mores can do thie best. 

SociolDgical, .dfllllropologiml, tmd Cultural Ruearc.\.-The social back
ground of India is exooptionally rich in what is very good, but also oontaina 
elements that account for much of her troubles. Reaearoh in ruralsoeiology, 
anthropology and culture should prevent any impulsive rejection of India's 
past AS being out of d:ot~, And may llelp bring an end to blind acceptance of 
harmful or n!18l8.'!8 elements, now retained because they an old and deeply 
' "131 
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entr~nehed. Such evaluation will objectively and critically examine, explore, 
test and ~ppra:ise in order to disse~inate what. is good, and to purify the 
oulturalmherlf;ance from tJJ.at which has prevented fulfilment of possibilities. 
'l'he method of disciplined critical objective inquiry, applied to a etudy of rural 
India, may bring about greater changes in decades than otherwise might occurin 
as mMy centuri~, and the changes can be wise and discriminating, rather than 
a drifting with the prevailing currents. · 

&,earcJ; in Population.-The impoverishment. of rural life in India has 
been accompanied by excessive increase in population. Quite commonly the 
people who seem to have leaet to live for have the most children. When life 
is rich and varied and there are many interests to share attention, families are 
generally small. When life is reduced to igt.orance, poverty, and the bare 
rudiments of existence, the birth rate is usually high. 

The regard for large families, which may have been appropriate when 
infant death rates were very high, may be inappropriare in modern society. 
Population policy should be a live study, adjueting to whatever conditions 
actually exist, whether they be of over or under-population. Here is a very 
important field for research, especislly in India where a dens~> population is 
increasing rapidly. The fundamental inquiri<'s are yet to be made. What 
density will bring the greatest total value of living f Should numbers increase 
to the very limit of subsistence 9 Are there other desirable limits of population 
than capacity for subsistence 1 

What aesthetic values are concerned with population policy f Is it 
desirable to have fewer people, so that each may have space for self-expression 
and freedom of motion! It is almoet universal for successful men to try to 
surround themselves with ample, uncrowded space, if necessary keeping out the 
crowd by walls or other barriers. In such.wa.ys they give expression to the 
deen and nearly universal human era ving for " elbow room ". What every 
man craves for himself may be a desirable aim for society. Should space be 
saved for those who crave quiet and solitude t Should parks and areas of 
natura.! beauty be preferred to filling those spaces with more population t 
What degree of contact and intimacy makes for the beet quality of living ! 
Unless a basis for policy is laid by SOUl!d research, how can population policy 
be based on any factors 8X(l8pt limits of subsistence, or the need for armies for 
defence or conquest ! · · · · · 

Even while such fundamental studies are being carried on, practical 
consideration may call for policies which will check population growth. What 

·bas been the experience with such policies ! Ho.v long a. natural lag will there 
be between reduction of the infant death rate and reduction of the birth rate ! 
What are the affects of contraceptives ¥ How can the public beet be educated 
in birth control, and what forms of birth ~ontrol are desirable ! 

What eugenic practices and policies can help to raise the average quality of 
the population while checking its uncontrolled increase ! . What basis have we 

· for euoenic judgment, and how oa.n that basis be enlarged ! How far can 
eugeni~ policy be furthered by education ! Does not India have in the cultural 

¥ ·-~ 
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baGkground of certain elements of her population some ?f. the best eo~nic. 
policies the world has knoWll 1 If so, how C&Il such poliG1es be appr&lBed, 
purified, strengthened and transmitted to the whole people t 

Ra~qlrcl in Rura' Public .Administration.-There is a tendency for public. 
adminiAtration to continually &eell.IIlulate" red tepe",routineand bureaucracy. 
If each particular operation in the publie busineRS were carried through with 
the full rii&BOnable possibilities of economy and expedition, it is not beyonci 
reason that the whole public businesn of India could be done with less than half 
the present budget. 

Publie administration rese.~rch, from the village administration through 
the wlkoleofpubliolif~ canexpliQitly point out wherethewaat.>occu.ra, &Ild how-it 
ooald be ellinina~. . This process could he everywhere active. Every elemen
tary buio echool child, by ~ersonal observation and by questioning parents 
ooultl discover waste in "illage.administration and could devise w-aya fer: 
rsduciug it. The facts learned eould be passed on to secondary echools, eol
legea, and universities and to research institutes. For many persons at all 
stages of education to be thi.uking about elimination of public waate and to be· 
obeerving the difference between efficient and wa~~teful methods would be a· 
pt>wvful inftuenee for bringing about desirable change. 

Along with the saving of waste should go studies oi the best ways of using 
Lhe Ul&npower rele&Bed, by projects whloh will increase the public wealth, . 
eduMtion and culture. Ethical and psycbolcgir.al research and edueatio~ would · 
11.~ io go along with thet whleh is ohlefty administratin. , . 

.Bvml Economic Rueorcl.-critioal re86W'Ch into the economic structure 
of rural India as to land tenure, texation, marketing, finance and money, and 
the admini•t.ration of natural :reaouroes and public property, might pave the way 
for removing barriera to prodnotive work, and migbt provide incentive for 
ereation of sooial wealth. Economics is eommonly looked upon as a theore~ 
generalised subject in whlch rural life may supply interesting illustration&, 
but CIUI have no determining infiuenoe. If rural people disoover, in aome 
respeoh U.. which they had thought of themselves as helpless pawns of fate or 
victima of national or world strategy, that they need not be helpless, but can 
in. large degree be masters of their own deetiny, such knowledge will add hope · 
und oou rage to their work. . . . . 

llouey economy for the Indian village ia fairly new. Until recent times· 
villageoa or groups of villages were largely self-contained. They lived alm~t · 
wholly by barter or looal exchange. Even texes were paid by delivering a . 
portiou of Lhe crop. Nearly everything used in the village or group of villages 1 
waa produced there. If there were a nation-wide or world-wide panio, ~e . 
vi.llage did not know about it, except by hearsay. Its local exchange nf local · 
IIOQda W8ht on, almost regardless of financial cataclysms in the wide world. 
I 1.11 surplua at~ w~re insurance ~inst most famine3. Except .,. disturbed bf 
m~leu exploitation by ~espntto central . go~ernments, whloh levied het.Ky 
tnb1ll• and took away famtne reserves, thi• ounple barter economy providlld. 
r .• irly o\able aod well ~nQ-enched eeonrity < 
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With the coming of the industrial·revolution and of cash eeono1Jly, the 
great convenience of money as a universal medinm of exchange, as contrasted 
with the limitatimis of direct barter, led to the dying out of barter. Asa com1Jlon 
result of thie change, the econmnic autonomy of the village or small region tends 
to fade. Once the barter habit is lost it seldo1Xl is regained. As old time barter 
gives away to cash trading, even local village affairs are deeply affected by 
great fluctuatiotl11 in the national or world money market. In case of a national 
or international money panic, ·Jack of money for exchange bringe eTen the 
village economy almost to a stop. The local area may have, in local goods 
and labour supply, most of what it needs to live comfortably, yet because barter· 
bas given away to the use of money, and money has largely disappeared, 
local goods cannot be exchanged or labour used, and the village shares in the 
nation.d depression. Would a local medinm of exchange for local goods an,d , 
IMllvices partly recover the old village autonomy ! · · · , 

' 
; For village and local groupe to get e, feeling of independent pow~ and 

possibility would be sti1Jlulating. For them to feel that they were not helplesa 
paWtl11 in the great abstract process called economics, but were in some degree 
masters of their own .economic destiny, would be a contribution to democratic 
eelf-reliance. Promising methods for achieving a considerable degree or li!Cal 
economic autonomy are awaiting competent research and trial. 

Economics, like any other practical study, should be soon, not as an 
infleXible framework in ,which life is irretrievably cast, but as a technique for 
ereative endeavour. In this as in other :fields, rural life needs to escape from · 
a aenee of fatalism to one of hope and adventure. Rural university researeh 
should be an agency for creating that sense of creative possibility. 

· Ris'm,a. in .Rural NatfWfll Reaources.-Modt>.rn science tum& waste into 
wealth, finds value where none was expected, and finds new 'lo'ld better ways for· 
using familiar materials. The region of the Dead Sea, for thousands of years 
a· forbidding useless desert, becomes a great Fe8•ure house of chemical re- · 
eouroee., Waste wood processed into wallboard becomes excellent building 
material. . 'rhe waste of the sea becomes fertility for the land. Abrasives, 
refractories, insulating material, anti-friction materials, industrial chemicals, 
cements, fuels, building materials, paint material$, and many other products 
are awaiting research and development. Part of this must be the work of· 
highly trained, graduate scientists, but even in highly industrialized countries 
a large part of the development of natural i:e8ouroes up to the present h1111 been 
the work of far less scientifically qualified men; who made the best of their 
opportunities. The rural university should prepare men for the most exacting 
BOientific research, as well as for practical ability to turn natural resouroes to 
profitable use. 

·Rural Industrial Restarcla.-With the present condition of Indian rural 
life and industry it will be found that much of the desirable modernization haa 
already had the necessary J,'e86&rCh in other countries, which needs only appli
cation to Indian conditions. Rural industrialization calls for a vast amount of 
preparatory investigation. To discovei,.what industries can best be developed 
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in amall unite, to find indoatriea which are BUited to given locatio1111 and con
dition., or to find locationa and conditioD.B llllited to a particula.r induatry, :re
quires competent exploration. The difference between bltmdering and wut.e
ful industrial development and that which haa a high probability of snooeM 
may largely depend on industrial research. Ae rural post-basic education calla 
for small industries to contribute to aelC-support and to provide practical in
dustrial experience, much competent industrial inquiry will be needed. 

ReseMch in Bowing and in Builltang Materiaii.-The rebuilding of Indiall 
_villages requires extensive research. . Pioneering in the design of village homee 
oould assemble all that is known of good home design in every land. It should 
be thoroughly and intimately familiar with Indian village life. It should be 
acientifically and critically minded, and should have creative geniua. All 
these qualities should be trained to the end of designing village homes that will 
oombine great economy, durability, convenienoe and usefulneu, and the full 
possibilities of beauty. This ia a new world of inquiry for the Indian university. 

AgricuUural Research.-Agriculture in basic education should make boys 
and girls familiar with the best of the old methods of raising crops, but should 
not atop there. It should lead them to be interested in the natW'8 of soils and 
how they can· be improved. It should interest them in improving varietie1 of 
1!rops, and in learning how to work the soil so as to get the best crops with the 
least effort. The aim should be that teachers of agriculture should be perso1111 
from villages who have gone through basic primary aehoola, basic aeoon<iuy 
110hools, and basic. education universities, and who are at home on the land. 

Research in agriculture ean begin in basic education elementary echoola. 
Where a crop ia injured by disease, are there a few plant' that do not get the 
diaeaae, and that can be saved for eeed t NatW'8 ia coustently prodooing 
changes in nearly all species of plants. Some of these are improvements. If 
euch u.soful changes are noticed and are prop&gated, there ia improvement in 
the crop. If there are only a few university men who have their eyes open, men 
of auch favourable changes will pass nnnotiood and will be lost. If all boys and 
girla doing farm and garden work in ba..'lio education should know that natuze ia 
constantly making changes, and should get the habit of noticing them and of 
saving the most promising, improvement of varieties of crops might take pbwe 
.a hundred times as fost. 

The same ia true in many other lines, as in the improvement of farm toola; 
and in quicker and easier methods of cultivating. irrigating or gathering crops. 
Thia matter ia discussed in detail to show that research ia not a strange p~ 
that only university gradttu.tes ean know about. Every boy or girl can be a 
research worker, and can get much interest in the process· 

In a good basic education programme, the phenomenon which the boy or 
girl cannot understand will go to the teacher for explanation. The queaioa 
which ia beyoad the university teacher will go to the research centre. If the~ 
1lial.iat at auch a centre wants to find something which may occur in nsture, he 
oan. through the basic schoola, have a thousand pails of eyes on the watch far it. 
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TRAINING COLLEGES IN INDIA 
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